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HEARING ON H.R. 1, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF
1991

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:45 a.m., in Room

2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Gaydos, Clay, Miller,
Murphy, Kildee, Williams, Martinez, Owens, Hayes, Perkins,
Sawyer, Payne, Lowey, Unsoeld, Washington, Serrano, Mink, An-
drews, Jefferson, Reed, Roemer, de Lugo, Fuster, Goodling, Cole-
man, Petri, Roukema, Gunderson, Bartlett, Armey, Fawell, Henry,
Ballenger, Molinari, Barrett, Boehner, and Klug.

Staff present: Reginald C. Govan, counsel; Gregory Watchman,
associate counsel; and Randel Johnson, minority labor counsel;
Dottie Strunk, labor coordinator; Kathy Gillespie, professional staff
member; and Tracy Hatch, professional staff member.

[The text of H.R. 1 follows:]

(1)
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102D CONGRESS
I1' SESSION H.R.1

To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil rights laws
that ban discrimination in employment, and for other purposes.

IN TIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

,JANUARY 3, 1991

Mr. BROOKS (ft," himself and Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr. Fisti, Mr. GEP-
IIARDT, Mr. GRAY, Mr. ovYER, Mr. FAZIO, Ms. SCHROEDER, Ms. SNOWy,
Mr. TOWNS, Mr. ORTIZ, Mr. MINETA, and Mr. MATSUI) introduced the fol-
lowing bill; which was referred jointly to the Committees on Education and
Labor and the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strength-

en civil rights laws that ban discrimination in employment,
and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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2
1 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

2 This Act may be cited as the "Civil Rights Act of

3 1991".

4 SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

5 (a) FINDINGS. -Congress finds that-

6 (1) in a series of recent decisions addressing em-

7 ployment discrimination claims under Federal law, the

8 Supreme Court cut back dramatically on the scope and

9 effectiveness of civil rights protections; and

10 (2) existing protections and remedies under Feder-

11 al law are not adequate to deter unlawful discrimina-

12 tion or to compensate victims of such discrimination.

13 (b) PUPOSEs.-The purposes of this Act are to-

14 (1) respond to the Supreme Court's recent deci-

15 sions by restoring the civil rights protections that were

16 dramatically limited by those decisions; and

17 (2) strengthen existing protections and remedies

18 available under Federal civil rights laws to provide

19 more effective deterrence and adequate compensation

20 for victims of discrimination.

21 SEC. 3. DEFINITIONS.

22 Section 701 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

23 2000e) is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

24 new subsections:

OIIR I III
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3

1 "0) The term 'complaining party' means the Commis-

2 sion, the Attorney General, or a person who may bring an

3 action or proceeding under this title.

4 "(m) The term 'demonstrates' means meets the burdens

5 of production and persuasion.

6 "(n) The term 'group of employment practices' means a

7 combination of employment practices that produces one or

8 mire decisions with respect to employment, employment re-

9 ferral, or admission to a labor organization, apprenticeship or

10 other training or retraining program.

11 "(o)(1) The term 'required by business necessity'

12 means-

13 "(A) in the case of employment practices involv-

14 ing selection (such as hiring, assignment, transfer, pro-

15 motion, training, apprenticeship, referral, retention, or

16 membership in a labor organization), the practice or

17 group of practices must bear a significant relationship

18 to successful performance of the job; or

19 "(B) in the case of employment practices that do

20 not involve selection, the practice or group of practices

21 must bear a significant relationship to a significant

22 business objective of the employer.

23 "(2) In deciding whether the standards in paragraph (1)

24 for business necessity have been met, unsubstantiated opinion

25 and hearsay are not sufficient; demonstrable evidence is re-
I#'

OHR I III
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4

1 quired. The defendant may offer as evidence statistical re-

2 ports, validation studies, expert testimony, prior successful

3 experience and other evidence as permitted by the Federal

4 Rules of E,,;vidence, and the court shall give such weight, if

5 any, to such evidence as is appropriate.

61 "(3) This subsection is meant to codify the meaning of

7 'business necessity' as used in Griygs v. Duke Power Co.

8 (401 U.S. 424 (1971)) and to overrule the treatment of busi-

9 ness necessity as a defense in H'ar(1s Cove Packin,! (Co., Inc.

10 v. Alonio (109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989)).

11 "(p) The term respondentt' means an employer, employ-

12 ment agency, labor organization, joint labor-management

13 committee controlling apprenticeship or other training or re-

14 training programs, including on-the-job training programs, or

15 those Federal entities subject to the provisions of section 717

16 (or the heads thereof).".

17 SEC. 4. RESTORING THE BURDEN OF PROOF IN DISPARATE

18 IMPACT CASES.

19 Section 703 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 u.S.C.

20 2000e-2) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-

21 ing new subsection:

22 "(k) PROOF OF UNLAWFUL EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

23 IN DISPARATE IMPACT CASFS.-(1) An unlawful employ-

24 ment practice based on disparate impact is established under

25 this section when-

, .IR I- IIl
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1 "(A) a complaining party demonstrates that an

2 employment practice results in a disparate impact on

3 the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin,

4 and the respondent fails to demonstrate that such prac-

5 tice is required by business necessity; or

6 "(B) a complaining party demonstrates that a

7 group of employment practices results in a disparate

8 impact on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or na-

9 tional origin, and the respondent fails to demonstrate

10 that such group of employment practices is required by

11 business necessity, except that-

12 "(i) except as provided in clause (iii), if a

13 complaining party demonstrates that a group of

14 employment practices results in a disparate

15 impact, such party shall not be required to dem-

16 onstrate which specific practice .or practices

17 within the group results in such disparate impact;

18 "(ii) if the respondent demonstrates that a

19 specific employment practice within such group of

20 employment practices does not contribute to the

21 disparate impact, the respondent shall not be re-

22 quired to demonstrate that such practice is re-

23 quired by business necessity; and

24 "(iii) if the court finds that the complaining

25 party can identify, from records or other informa-

HIIR I IH
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1 tion of the respondent reasonably available

2 (through discovery or otherwise), which specific

3 practice or practices contributed to the disparate

4 impact-

5 "(I) the complaining party shall be re-

6 quired to demonstrate which specific practice

7 or practices contributed to the disparate

8 impact; and

9 "(II) the respondent shall be required to

10 demonstrate business necessity only as to the

11 specific practice or practices demonstrated by

12 the complaining party to have contributed to

13 the disparate impact;

14 except that an employment practice or group of employment

15 practices demonstrated to be required by business necessity

16 shall be unlawful where a complaining party demonstrates

17 that a different employment practice or group of employment

18 practices with less disparate impact would serve the respond-

19 ent as well.

20 "(2) A demonstration that an employment practice is

21 required by business necessity may be used as a defense only

22 against a claim under this subsection.

23 "(3) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, a

24 rule barring the employment of an individual who currently

25 and knowingly uses or possesses an illegal drug as defined in

NOUR NH
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1 Schedules I and II of section 102(6) of the Controlled Sub-

2 stances Act (21 U.S.C. 802(6)), other than the use or posses-

3 sion of a drug taken under the supervision of a licensed

4 health care professional, or any other use or possession au-

5 thorized by the Controlled Substances Act or any other pro-

6 vision of Federal law, shall be considered an unlawful em-

7 ployment practice under this title only if such rule is adopted

8 or applied with an intent to discriminate because of the race,

9 color, religion, sex, or national origin.

10 "(4) The mere existence of a statistical imbalance in an

11 employer's workforce on account of race, color, religion, sex,

12 or national origin is not alone sufficient to establish a prima

13 facie case of disparate impact violation.".

14 SEC. 5. CLARIFYING PROHIBITION AGAINST IMPERMISSIBLE

15 CONSIDERATION OF RACE. COLOR, RELIGION,

16 SEX OR NATIONAL ORIGIN IN EMPLOYMENT

17 PRACTICES.

18 (a) IN GENERAL. -Section 703 of the Civil Rights Act

19 of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e-2) (as amended by section 4) is

20 further amended by adding at the end thereof the following

21 new subsection:

22 "(1) DISCRIMINATORY PRACTICE NEED NOT BE SOLE

23 CONTRIBUTING FAcToR.-Except as otherwise provided in

24 this title, an unlawful employment practice is established

25 when the complaining party demonstrates that race, color,

*HR I 1H
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1 religion, sex, or national origin was a contributing factor for

2 any employment practice, even though other factors also con-

3 tributed to such practice.".

4 (b) ENFORCEMENT PRovISIoNS. -Section 706(g) of
5 such Act (42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(g)) is amended by inserting

6 before the period in the last sentence the following: "or, in a

7 case where a violation is established under section 703(1), if

8 the respondent establishes that it would have taken the same

9 action in the absence of any discrimination. In any case in

10 which a violation is established under section 703(1), damages

11 may be awarded only for injury that is attributable to the

12 unlawful employment practice".

13 SEC. 6. FACILITATING PROMPT AND ORDERLY RESOLUTION

14 OF CHALLENGES TO EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

15 IMPLEMENTING LITIGATED OR CONSENT JUDG-

16 MENTS OR ORDERS.

17 Section 703 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

18 2000e-2) (as amended by sections 4 and 5) is further amend-

19 ed by adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:

20 "(m) FINALITY OF LITIGATED OR CONSENT JUDG-

21 MENTS OR ORDERS.-(1) Notwithstanding any other provi-

22 sion of law, and except as provided in paragraph (2), an em-

23 ployment practice that implements and is within the scope of

24 a litigated or consent judgment or order resolving a claim of

25 employment discrimination under the United States Constitu-

OHR I IH
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1 tion or Federal civil rights laws may not be challenged in a

2 claim under the United States Constitution or Federal civil

3 rights laws-

4 "(A) by a person who, prior to the entry of such

5 judgment or order, had-

6 "(i) actual notice from any source of the pro-

7 posed judgment or order sufficient to apprise such

8 person that such judgment or order might affect

9 the interests of such person and that an opportu-

10) nity was available to present objections to such

11 judgment or order; and

12 "(ii) a reasonable opportunity to present ob-

13 jections to such judgment or order;

14 "(B) bya person with respect to whom the re-

15 quirements of subparagraph (A) are not satisfied, if the

16 court determines that the interests of such person were

17 adequately represented by another person who chal-

18 lenged such judgment or order prior to or after the

19 entry of such judgment or order; or

20 "(C) if the court that entered the judgment or

21 order determines that reasonable efforts were made to

22 provide notice to interested persons.

23 A determination under subparagraph (C) shall be made prior

24 to the entry of the judgment or order, except that if the judg-

25 ment or order was entered prior to the date of the enactment

HR 1 rI--2
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I of this subsection, the determination may be made at any

2 reasonable time.

3 "(2) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to-

4 "(A) alter the standards for intervention under

5 rule 24 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or

6 apply to the rights of parties who have successfully in-

7 tervened pursuant to such rule in the proceeding in

8 which they intervened;

9 "(B) apply to the rights of parties to the action in

10 which the litigated or consent judgment or order was

11 entered, or of members of a class represented or sought

12 to be represented in such action, or of members of a

13 group on whose behalf relief was sought in such action

14 by the Federal government;

15 "(C) prevent challenges to a litigated or consent

16 judgment or order on the ground that such judgment or

17 order was obtained through collusion or fraud, or is

18 transparently invalid or was entered by a court lacking

19 subject matter jurisdiction; or

20 "(D) authorize or permit the denial to any person

21 of the due process of law required by the United States

22 Constitution.

23 "(3) Any action, not precluded under this subsection,

24 that challenges an employment practice that implements and

25 is within the scope of a litigated or consent judgment or order

oIER I IH
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1 of the type referred to in paragraph (1) shall be brought in

2 the court, and if possible before the judge, that entered such

3 judgment or order. Nothing in this subsection shall preclude a

4 transfer of such action pursuant to section 1404 of title 28,

5 United States Code.".

6 SEC. 7. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS; APPLICATION TO CHAL-

7 LENGES TO SENIORITY SYSTEMS.

8 (a) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. -Section 706(e) of the

9 Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(e)) is amend-

10 ed-

11 (1) by striking out "one hundred and eighty days"

12 and inserting in lieu thereof "2 years";

13 (2) by inserting after "occurred" the first time it

14 appears "or has been applied to affect adversely the

15 person aggrieved, whichever is later,";

16 (3) by striking out ", except that in" and inserting

17 in lieu thereof ". In"; and

18 (4) by striking out "such charge shall be filed"

19 and all that follows through "whichever is earlier,

20 and".

21 (b) APPLICATION TO CHALLENGES TO SENIORITY

22 SYSTEMS. -Section 703(h) of such Act (42 U.S.C. 20(0e-2)

23 is amended by inserting after the first sentence the following

24 new sentence: "Where a seniority system or seniority prac-

25 tice is part of a collective bargaining agreement and such

OHR I IH
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1 system or practice was included in such agreement with the

2 intent to discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,

3 or national origin, the application of such system or practice

4 during the period that such collective bargaining agreement

5 is in effect shall be an unlawful employment practice.".

6 SEC. 8. PROVIDING FOR DAMAGES IN CASES OF INTENTIONAL

7 DISCRIMINATION.

8 Section 706(g) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42

9 IT.S.C. 2000e-5(g)) is amended by inserting before the last

10 sentence the following new sentences: "With respect to an

11 unlawful employment practice (other than an unlawful em-

12 ployment practice established in accordance with section

13 703(k)) or in the case of an unlawful employment practice

14 under the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (other

15 than an unlawful employment practice established in accord-

16 ance with paragraph (3)(A) or paragraph (6) of section 102 of

17 that Act) as it relates to standards and criteria that tend to

18 screen out individuals with disabilities)-

19 "(A) compensatory damages may be awarded; and

20 "(B) if the respondent (other than a government,

21 government agency, or a political subdivision) engaged

22 in the unlawful employment practice with malice, or

23 with reckless or callous indifference to the federally

24 protected rights of others, punitive damages may be

25 awarded against such respondent;

f I*tIR•IIH
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1 in addition to the relief authorized by the preceding sentences

2 of this subsection, except that compensatory damages shall

3 not include backpay or any interest thereon. Compensatory

4 and punitive damages and jury trials shall be available only

5 for claims of intentional discrimination. If compensatory or

6 punitive damages are sought with respect to a claim of inten-

7 tional discrimination arising under this title, any party may

8 demand a trial by jury.".

9 SEC. 9. CLARIFYING ATTORNEY'S FEES PROVISION.

10 Section 706(k) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42

11 U.S.C. 2000e-5(k)) is amended-

12 (1) by inserting "(1)" after "(k)";

13 (2) by inserting "(including expert fees and other

14 litigation expenses) and" after "attorney's fee,";

15 (3) by striking out "as part of the"; and

16 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following:

17 "(2) No consent order or judgment settling a claim

18 under this title shall be entered, and no stipulation of dismis-

19 sal of a claim under this title shall be effective, unless the

20 parties or their counsel attest to the court that a waiver of all

21 or substantially all attorney's fees was not compelled as a

22 condition of the settlement.

23 "(3) In any action or proceeding in which any judgment

24 or order granting relief under this title is challenged, the

25 court, in its discretion and in order to promote fairness, may

ORR I IH
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1 allow the prevailing party in the original action (other than

2 the Commission or the United States) to recover from either

3 an unsuccessful part' challenging such relief or a party

4 against whom relief was granted in the original action or

5 from more than one such party under an equitable allocation

6 determined by the court, a reasonable attorney's fee (includ-

7 ing expert fees and other litigation expenses) and costs rea-

8 sonably incurred in defending (as a part', intervenor or other-

9 wise) such judgment or order. In determining whether to

10 allow recovery of fees from the party challenging the initial

11 judgment or order, the court should consider not only wheth-

12 er such challenge was unsuccessful, but also whether the

13 award of fees against the challenging party promotes fair-

14 ness, taking into consideration such factors as the reasonable-

15 ness of the challenging party's legal and factual position and

16 whether other special circumstances make an award unjust.".

17 SEC. 10. PROVIDING FOR INTEREST, AND EXTENDING THE

18 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. IN ACTIONS

19 AGAINST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

20 Section 717 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

21 2000e-16) is amended-

22 (1) in subsection (c), by striking out "thirty days"

23 and inserting in lieu thereof "ninety days"; and

24 (2) in subsection (d), by inserting before the period

25 ", and the same interest to compensate for delay in

oHR I IH
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1 payment shall be available as in cases involving non-

2 public parties, except that prejudgment interest may

3 not be awarded on compensatory damages".

4 SEC. 11. CONSTRUCTION.

5 Title XI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

6 2000h et seq.) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

7 following new section:

8 "SEC. 1107. RULES OF CONSTRUCTION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

9 LAWS.

10 "(a) EFFECTIATION OF PunPOSE.-All Federal laws

11 protecting the civil rights of persons shall be interpreted con-

12 sistent with the intent of such laws, and shall be broadly

13 construed to effectuate the purpose of such laws to provide

14 equal opportunity and provide effective remedies.

15 "Mb) NONLMITATION. -Except as expressly provided,

16 no Federal law protecting the civil rights of persons shall be

17 construed to repeal or amend by implication any other Feder-

18 al law protecting such civil rights.

19 "(c) INTERPRETATION. -In interpreting Federal civil

20 rights laws, including laws protecting against discrimination

21 on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,

22 and disability, courts and administrative agencies shall not

23 rely on the amendments made by the Civil Rights Act of

24 1990 as a basis for limiting the theories of liability, rights,

011R I III
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1 and remedies available under civil rights laws not expressly

2 amended by such Act.".

3 SEC. 12. RESTORING PROIiBITION AGAINST ALL RACIAL DIS-

4 ('RIMINATION IN TilE MAKING AND ENFOR('E-

5 MENT OF CONTRACTS.

63 Section 1977 of the Revised Statutes of the Un11ited

7 States (42 [;.S.C. 1981) is amended-

8 (1) hy inserting "(a)" before "All persons within";

9 and

1 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

11 subsections:

12 "(b) For purposes of this section, the right to 'make and

13 enforce contracts' shall include the making, performance,

14 modification and termination of contracts, and the enjoyment

15 of all benefits, privileges, terms and conditions of the contrac-

16 tual relationship.

17 "(c) The rights protected by this section are protected

18 against impairment by nongovernmental discrimination as

19 well as against impairment under color of State law.''.

20 SEC. 13. LAWFUL ('(OURT.ORI)EREI) REMEI)iES. AFFIRMATIVE

'21 ACTION AND CON('ILIATION AGREEMENTS NOT

"22 AFFECTED.

23 Nothing in the amendnwnts made by this Act shall be

24 construed to require or encourage an employer to adopt

25 hiring or promotion quotas on the basis of race, color, reli-

*11k I 111
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1 gion, sex or national origin: Provided, however, That nothing

2 in the amendments made by this Act shall be construed to

3 affect court-ordered remedies, affirmative action, or concilia-

4 tion agreements that are otherwise in accordance with the

5 law.

6 SEC. 14. SEVERABILITY.

7 If any provision of this Act, or an amendment made by

8 this Act, or the application of such provision to any person or

9 circumstances is held to be invalid, the remainder of this Act

10 and the amendments made by this Act, and the application of

11 such provision to other persons and circumstances, shall not

12 be affected thereby.

13 SEC. 15. APPLICATION OF AMENI)MENTS AND TRANSITION

14 RULES.

15 (a) APPLICATION OF AMENDMENTS.-The amend-

16 ments made by-

17 (1) section 4 shall apply to all proceedings pend-

18 ing on or commenced after June 5, 1989;

19 (2) section 5 shall apply to all proceedings pend-

20 ing on or commenced after May 1, 1989;

21 (3) section 6 shall apply to all proceedings pend-

22 ing on or commenced after June 12, 1989;

23 (4) sections 7(a)(1), 7(a)(3) and 7(a)(4), 7(b), 8, 9,

24 10, and 11 shall apply to all proceedings pending on or

25 commenced after the date of enactment of this Act;

*HR I IH
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1 (5) section 7(a)(2) shall apply to all proceedings

2 pending on or commenced after June 12, 1989; and

3 (6) section 12 shall apply to all proceedings pend-

4 ing on or commenced after June 15, 1989.

5 (b) TRANSITION RULES.-

6 (1) IN GENERAL.-Any orders entered by a court

7 between the effective dates described in subsection (a)

8 and the date of enactment of this Act that are incon-

9 sistent with the amendments made by sections 4, 5,

10 7(a)(2), or 12, shall be vacated if, not later than 1 year

11 after such date of enactment, a request for such relief

12 is made.

13 (2) SECTION 6.-Any orders entered between

14 June 12, 1989 and the date of enactment of this Act,

15 that permit a challenge to an employment practice that

16 implements a litigated or consent judgment or order

17 and that is inconsistent with the amendment made by

18 section 6, shall be vacated if, not later than 6 months

19 after the date of enactment of this Act, a request for

20 such relief is made. For the 1-year period beginning on

21 the date of enactment of this Act, an individual whose

22 challenge to an employment practice that implements a

23 litigated or consent judgment or order is denied under

24 the amendment made by section 6, or whose order or

25 relief obtained under such challenge is vacated under

o I IU"
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1 such section, shall have the same right of intervention

2 in the case in which the challenged litigated or consent

3 judgment or order was entered as that individual had

4 on June 12, 1989.

5 (c) PERIOD OF LIMITATIONS.-The period of limita-

6 tions for the filing of a claim or charge shall be tolled from

7 the applicable effective date described in subsection (a) until

8 the date of enactment of this Act, on a showing that the

9 claim or charge was not filed because of a rule or decision

10 altered by the amendments made by sections 4, 5, 7(a)(2), or

11 12.

12 SEC. 16. CONGRESSIONAL COVERAGE.

13 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (42 U.S.C.

14 2000e et seq.) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

15 following new section:

16 "SEC. 719. CONGRESSIONAL COVERAGE.

17 "Notwithstanding any other provision of this title, the

18 provisions of this title shall apply to the Congress of the

19 United States, and the means for enforcing this title as such

20 applies to each House of Congress shall be as determined by

21 such House of Congress.".

22 SEC. 17. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS; NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SUE.

23 (a) STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS. -Section 7(d) of the

24 Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (29 U.S.C.

25 626(d)) is amended-

*HR I 1H
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1 (1) in paragraph (1)-

2 (A) by striking out "180 days" and inserting

3 in lieu thereof "2 years"; and

4 (B) by inserting "or has been applied to

5 affect adversely the person aggrieved, whichever

6 is later" after "occurred"; and

7 (2) in paragraph (2), by striking out "within 300

8 days" and all that follows through "whichever is earli-

9 er" and inserting in lieu thereof "a copy of such

10 charge shall be filed by the Commission with the State

11 agency'

12 (b) NOTICE OF RIGHT TO SuE.-Section 7(e) of such

13 Act (29 U.S.C. 626(e)) is amended-

14 (1) by striking out paragraph (2);

15 (2) by striking out the paragraph designation in

16 paragraph (1);

17 (3) by striking out "Sections 6 and" and inserting

18 "Section"; and

19 (4) by adding at the end thereof the following: "If

20 a charge filed with the Commission is dismissed by the

21 Commission, the Commission shall so notify the person

22 aggrieved and within 90 days after the giving of such

23 notice a civil action may be brought against the re-

24 spondent named in the charge by a person defined in

25 section 11 (29 U.S.C. 630).".

OHR I IH
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1 SEC. 18. ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION.

2 Where appropriate and to the extent authorized by law,

3 the use of alternative means of dispute resolution, including

4 settlement negotiations, conciliation, facilitation, mediation,

5 factfinding, minitrials, and arbitration, is encouraged to re-

6 solve disputes arising under the Acts amended by this Act.

0

/
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Chairman FORD. Good morning and welcome to the full commit-
tee hearing on one of the many issues that we will pursue this year
in the hope of improving basic fairness and equity in the workplace
for hardworking Americans.

Today's hearing marks my first as Chairman of this committee,
but I am not a newcomer to the committee or to the issues before
us. I have spent a number of years with both.

The cause we take up today is but one of many which the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor has championed in protecting the
rights of American workers. Whether it is family and medical
leave, child care, plant closing notification or a fair minimum
wage, this committee has been at the forefront of efforts to help
working families get ahead.

Today's deliberations are even more critical because of recent Su-
preme Court decisions which have weakened the safeguards
against job discrimination. Equal opportunity is a basic American
principle, and we should pass civil rights legislation in order to
take a strong stand against discrimination in the workplace. Our
past efforts have resulted in fairer treatment for not only minori-
ties, but women, people with disabilities, older workers and others.

I think it is fair to say that today's hearing is not the start of a
debate over a civil rights bill. We are together to fashion legislation
to prevent bad employers from doing bad things to good hard-work-
ing employees.

Any American who is willing to work deserves legal protection
against discriminatory treatment by employers who put corporate
profits ahead of fairness. I hope all members of this committee
share my goal of passing a bill which will offer a response to injus-
tices and ensure fair treatment in the workplace to all workers.

At a time when thousands of American men and women are
fighting in the front lines in the Persian Gulf, we must act to
ensure that our returning troops are given the same equality of op-
portunity in the marketplace that they share on the battlefield in
the Middle East.

We all abhor quotas. The legislation we are considering explicitly
rejects quotas. Hiring pay and promotion decisions must be based
on individual qualifications. I have lived my life sharing with most
Americans a commitment to the basic principle that the opportuni-
ty to get ahead should be based on individual effort and merit. I
will not yield in that commitment. The fruits of our labor on H.R. 1
must sustain that fundamental common sense view.

Current civil rights laws permit the recovery of unlimited com-
pensatory and punitive damages in cases of intentional race dis-
crimination. Yet probably few Americans are aware that no similar
remedy exists in cases of intentional gender discrimination.

Plaintiffs in sex discrimination cases are limited to injunctions,
reinstatement and back pay. Those plaintiffs may not be compen-
sated under Federal law for humiliation, pain and suffering, psy-
chological harm and related medical expenses no matter how egre-
gious the circumstances of their case.

In keeping with our focus of equal pay for equal work, equal op-
portunity in employment decisions and equal protection of good,
hard working employees from discrimination on the job, today's
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hearing will examine the effects of sex discrimination and harass-
ment in the workplace.

Our principle focus will be on the lack of monetary relief for in-
tentional sex discrimination under current law. We will also dis-
cuss barriers to the high level advancement of women and minori-
ties in business, as well as the issue of pay equity for women and
minorities.

I would at this time recognize any of the members of the commit-
tee who wish to make an opening statement before the beginning
of this first hearing.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman FORD. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. First of all, thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I'd

ask unanimous consent that a longer statement might simply be
inserted in the record.

Chairman FORD. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. GUNDERSON. But I would like to take the opportunity to

follow up on, I think, your very fair opening remarks as we begin
in this session of Congress a consideration of civil rights. I would
hope that as this is a new Congress we can also have a new begin-
ning in the debate over civil rights legislation.

Unfortunately and, I think, very frankly, it was much the focus
of the other body and the administration where the debate oc-
curred in the last session, perhaps with a new Chairman of this
committee, with a new session, we in the House of Representatives
can set politics aside on both sides and really try to craft a legisla-
tive solution and not a political issue in this Congress.

If we make that as our desire and we do it early in this session, I
pledge myself and I think many on this side to work with you to-
wards that particular effort. I, also, want to pay particular tribute
to the focus of this hearing because, I think, you are dealing with,
in my opinion, the most difficult issue in the civil rights debate
over the last couple of years.

Whether we are going to make dramatic changes in the areas of
the civil rights resolution in terms of damages really needs to be
discussed, both from the perspective of how do we use them and in
the perspective of how do we truly assist in the most expeditious
manner ending the civil rights abuses in the workplace.

We ought not make in the name of civil rights a new law for full
employment for plaintiff attorneys and, I think, everyone in this
committee can agree with that as a goal. We ought to then use this
hearing to find a better solution.

I look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and thank
you.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Steve Gunderson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. Chairman, the issue which we will be discussing today is not a new one. This
legislation was debated at length during the last Congress, both in committee and in
the Congress as a whole, as well as in the press and in homes and in places of busi-
ness across this country.

Despite this debate, I do not feel that the issues at the bottom of this legislation
have been fully and openly explored. For that reason, I am pleased that we will be
holding today's hearing-as well as the hearing next week.
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Today's focus-the issue of damages-was hotly debated throughout last year's
process. Unfortunately, the debate too often focused on charges of indifference to
the plight of those harmed by discrimination and on what was the most appropriate
dollar amount of an award-not on if damages are the only, or indeed the best,
answer to discrimination.

The problem with this approach, with this debate, is that it ignores the supposed
purpose of this legislation-to stop discrimination-which is a different objective
than compensating victims of discrimination. The two may not be incompatible, but
likewise they do not walk hand-in-hand.

There is an obvious allure to the damages issue for many people. The danger
comes when that becomes the overriding concern, when we attempt to place a price
tag on every bad thing which happens to a person-not just to prevent the bad
thing from being repeated or from happening in the first place.

I hope that today a witnesses can bring some new perspective to this issue and can
help us to determine just where the priorities of proponents of this legislation lie-
andwhere the Congress's intentions should lie-stopping discrimination or focusing
on money.

Chairman FORD. Are there any other members who wish to make
a statement?

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, if I may?
Chairman FORD. Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. I, too, would like to thank you for convening this

very important hearing. Your leadership and commitment in ad-
dressing the Civil Rights Act of 1991 is greatly appreciated and
needed in seeing that this piece of legislation becomes law. I be-
lieve that the Civil Rights Act is one, if not the most important,
pieces of legislation that will be addressed by the 102d Congress.
It's important that we move this bill expeditiously without changes
that will water down or significantly alter the bill. Gn Monday,
President Bush spoke of welcoming the troops home with open
arms. The best way to do that for the large number of women and
minorities serving in the Persian Gulf is to work out a strong civil
rights bill. This must be done so as to send an important signal
that justice must not be denied; that this country will neither toler-
ate nor support employment discrimination; and that for the ethi-
cal, morale and economic well-being of this Nation, such discrimi-
nation must not be allowed.

Finally, I want to commend the five witnesses who will appear
here this morning. I'm sure that we will all be enlightened by their
comments and I appreciate their taking the time to assist us in a
better understanding of the issues before us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Fawell?
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do applaud your com-

ments. I hope that we can have some new understandings in refer-
ence to the Civil Rights Bill of 1991. As I understand the hearing
today is basically in reference to the question of damages under
House Bill 1, which for all practical purposes, however, is a copy of
the Edwards bill of last year,as the Edwards bill left the Judiciary
Committee, which means that, at least from my viewpoint, it
wasn't as good a bill as we ultimately passed from the House and,
of course, that bill was vetoed.

So, we may find ourselves a bit behind the 8-ball as we try to
look at these matters objectively since views were relatively hard-
ened last year in regard to the Edwards bill. I find it difficult to
understand why the proponents of this legislation while holding
out H.R. 1 as a bill to correct the effect of certain Supreme Court
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decisions in order to, as they see it, retain the character of Title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act have also proposed simultaneously
to gut the remedy provisions of Title VII.

In lieu of the traditional remedies of Title VII of back pay and
legal fees, equitable and conciliatory remedies, which I believe
have served us well in regard to the Civil Rights Act for 25 years,
and I recall Congressman Edwards stating that last year on the
floor-we are proposing new remedies.

In regard to which there has been no questioned Supreme Court
cases which would have to be repealed. H.R. 1 suggests that Title
VII be turned into a general tort remedy complete with new two-
year statute of limitations and unlimited compensatory and puni-
tive damages, which is certainly new.

As such, it goes even further than the bill vetoed by President
Bush in turning a place of employment labor statute and, I think,
we have to remember that we re talking about a place of employ-
ment labor statute and turning it into, at least as the bill is now
set forth, as the trial lawyers, plaintiff trial lawyers, absolute de-
light. H.R. 1 at this point gives us nothing new from what we had
last year. It has one thing in its favor, a very pleasing name, the
Civil Rights Act of 1991.

I hope, though, that all of us can, including this speaker, view it
in a much more objective way and I felt last year that there was
great potential for having a meaningful bill and I still think that is
possible. I thank you.

Chairman FORD. Mrs. Mink?
Mrs. MINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm delighted that the

Committee on Education and Labor has decided to open up its de-
liberations on H.R. 1. It is the most significant piece of legislation,
I believe, pending in the Congress, dealing with basic civil rights of
people in this country.

I was fortunate enough to have served a few brief weeks in the
101st Congress and one of my biggest disappointments was to see
the failure of the override of the veto of this legislation. It is a ter-
ribly important bill. The central purpose of it is clearly to merely
restore the law originally written to safeguard and make equitable
the application of all laws regarding civil rights in this country.
The central issue today that we're discussing is the issue of reme-
dies.

Mr. Chairman, there is absolutely no justification for a two-
tiered system of remedies for discrimination victims. Yet that's ex-
actly the situation under our current laws. It creates two separate
and discrete classes of victims of intentional discrimination. It's im-
portant to be crystal clear on this point. H.R. 1 does not create
damages remedy for disparate impact discrimination, but applies
only to intentional discrimination, and that is what we are here
today to hear and discuss, compensation that is rightfully due to
victims of discrimination in our society.

Members of racial groups covered by Section 1981, a post-Civil
Rights Bill, is interpreted to prohibit employment discrimination
and is entitled to full compensatory and punitive damages. Howev-
er, women, members of religious groups and national origin groups
are not entitled to Section 1981 protections regardless of the
mental, emotional and physical pain that people have suffered and
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endured because of discrimination. They are limited to wage relat-
ed remedies.

Today we will hear powerful testimony from real victims of this
discrimination that is practiced in all areas of employment. Women
who have gone to court, won their cases, suffered unspeakable hu-
miliation and degradation and yet because of the limitation of rem-
edies under Title VII have been unable to recover compensation for
their losses.

After nearly 20 years of experience under Title VII, it is fully ap-
propriate, indeed long overdue, Mr. Chairman, that we reevaluate
and reinstate common sense, common law concepts of equity in ap-
plying all of the laws with regard to discrimination in the wOrk-
place.

I look forward to a stimulating series of hearings in this commit-
tee and, more importantly, to the final enactment and correction of
these inequities. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CHAIRMAN FORD. Mr. Henry?
Mr. HENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I do want to join with others who commended

you, first of all, for the tone you've set with your opening state-
ment in consideration of this bill. I was among those who voted for
passage of the final compromised bill and shared in the disappoint-
ment of its veto. My personal belief was that it was not a so-called
quota bill.

But I do think that, as you have stated, if our purpose here is not
to start a debate and raise a debate, but rather to fashion legisla-
tion, it's going to be very important for all of us on both sides of
the issue to really struggle over the particulars and I think increas-
ingly some of those who have looked at this from a distance, news-
paper editors and columnists, and legal opinion, as they begin to
look at it, realize we're talking about very narrow technical issues
which, indeed, do have broad significance.

But I think it's going to be very, very important if we want to get
this bill through that we honor the tone you've established in your
opening remarks. I want to commend you for that because I would
very much like to see legislation passed through. I must say I have
a sense of personal disappointment on the procedure. I thought it
might have been easier to start where we left off because at least
then we knew what had to be resolved and to a certain extent by
having a new proposal before us, it opens up new questions which
will probably then open up new counter arguments, et al.

But the significance and the importance of this bill, both sub-
stantively and symbolically, reaches to the heart of the American
ideal andit's appropriate that if given the number 1, H.R. 1, if you
can pull this off, Mr. Chairman, and continue that kind of spirit, it
will be a remarkable demonstration of leadership not only for this
committee and this Congress, but for the Nation. Just for the way
in which you've attempted to steer us, I give you my sincere appre-
ciation.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Thank you, Mr. Henry.
Mr. Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, would like to

commend you for the tone that you've set in the very beginning of
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our deliberations because I believe it gives us a parameter within
which we can work not as Democrats and Republicans, but as
women and men of good will, who have one purpose in mind.

I join my colleagues, Mr. Henry and Mr. Gunderson, whom I've
core to appreciate from having worked with them on this legisla-
tion, together with many other members, of course, but J point
them out, in particular, because I believe that their remarks this
morning, I hope, will demonstrate that there is a more excellent
way in which we can go about our business.

The only remarks that I really want to make this morning are
not addressed to the legislation, but rather addressed to the mem-
bers. It seems, to this person, that the more we take the opportuni-
ty to talk to each other and not at each other, the closer we will
come to passing a bill that has very little or nothing to do with pol-
itics because the people outside the Beltway listen to what we say.

But at the same time, it seems to me, at least from my vantage
point, that when things become politicized, it doesn't matter. wheth-
er it's a Democrat or a Republican or what label people put on you,
when we fail to accomplish a laudable goal that by and large the
people of this Nation agree with, then we have not done our job.

So the less we use terms like "quota," and "engine of litigation,"
and "egregious on our side," and "trial lawyers' bonanza," it seems
to me the closer we can come to toning down the rhetoric and talk-
ing about what the bill is. We don't need to label this bill. Every-
body can read, write and understand the English language and ev-
eryone who can, can reach their own conclusion about the specific
language of what the bill does and where the changes need to be
made.

But it seems to me that the more we heighten the rhetoric by
calling the bill these names, the farther the chasm becomes be-
tween us, and the less likely it will be that we'll be able to sit down
at the table of sisterhood and brotherhood and be able to arrive at
a bill that we can agree with. If someone keeps calling it a "law-
yers' bonanza," well, first of all, that puts me in a defensive pos-
ture because I've been a lawyer for a long time, and I think that
one of the highest callings that a person can have, quite frankly, is
to be a lawyer.

When you take somebody else's case and you represent them, it
doesn't matter whether you get paid or not, when they look you in
the face and you have solved a problem for them that can make or
break their lives, I'm not talking about Title VII cases, I defended
persons charged with crime for the most part in my practice.
There's very little money to be made for the average Joe Blow
lawyer like myself trying these kinds of cases. I wasn t a personal
injury lawyer, so I'm not here to defend them.

But the legal profession doesn't need a lashing from us. When we
start doing it, you're going to put me and perhaps several others in
the. defensive posture and you re going to make it very difficult for
us to talk about the merits of the bill. So, let's leave the name call-
ing and the catcalling aside.

We can determine, intelligent people can decide, whether it's an
"engine of litigation," whatever that means, because every time a
plaintiff's lawyer makes a dollar, don't forget that the defense
lawyer has probably made $5. I had a standing offer when I tried
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Title VII cases. When I won one, I would be willing to take half for
winning what the lawyer who defended the company got for losing,
but they didn't want to open up their records and introduce that in
court, of course.

The point I'm trying to make is this bill has very little to do with
those kinds of labels. What it has to do with is a serious attempt by
some to ameliorate a very real problem in our society. I doubt that
there is one person within the sound of my voice who would not at
least agree that there is a need to rectify several Supreme Court
decisions and there's an inequity within the group of people who
are discriminated against.

It's not fair for a black woman to have one remedy and for a
white woman to have a different remedy. It seems to me, anybody
who doesn't agree with that doesn't agree with civil rights at all.
So, there are some areas in which we can agree. It seems to me
that people of goodwill start from the areas where they can agree
and resolve them and then work like Harris Fawell and I did for
many, many sessions last year.

We couldn't reach an agreement. But I don't think that either he
or I or anyone who was present would agree that we didn't do all
that we could to try to reach an agreement. It occurs to me, Harris,
that not once did we use these slogans. Those are for television.
This is not television. This is real life.

We can pass a bill if we put aside these labels that we want to
give it for the 6 o'clock news or for the 30-second sound bite, and
roll up our sleeves like all good women and men should do, and be
the good men and women that we are who want a bill and pass
one.

But every time somebody uses one of these labels from now on,
I'm serving notice on you that, when I get recognized, I'm going to
ask you some questions about it. If you use a term like "engine of
litigation" or "lawyers' bonanza," you're going to be called upon in
public to give a reasonable and logical explanation; that I'm not
going to sit idly by and let you throw these phrases out here with-
out calling your hand on them.

So when you give a definition like this, you better be able to ex-
plain what it means in plain English to the people.

Chairman FORD. Does anyone else have a statement?
Mr. BALLENGER. I'm scared to go after that.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Serrano?
Mr. SERRANO. I'm almost terrified to go after that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My colleagues, it is a shame that as we approach the year 2000

and head into the 21st century, that employment discrimination on
the basis of race, sex, religion or national origin remains a critical
national issue. Nineteen ninety-one is here, the Nation is at war,
there's continuous talk about superior technology, the Nation is
facing a recession, and racism on our campuses is at an all time
high.

I find it ironic that for the first time DeKlerk is discussing the
dismantling of apartheid, while we here in Congress still debate a
fundamental right, the equal protection for all men and women.

Today the military is still the most integrated institution in the
Nation. The administration asked Latinos, African- and Asian-
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American men and women to put their lives on the line in a for-
eign land. These men and women only ask that American finally
commit its will and resources to end racial and sexist disadvantage
in this, our Nation.

Those same principles that our President sees fit to engage this
Nation in war to uphold for a sovereign people, that same commit-
ment and effort must be directed toward inequities that subvert
those same principles at home in America.

Pervasive discrimination in employment based on race, sex, and
skin color is the most destructive element in American society.
American lives have been dramatically and negatively affected by
the weakening of the laws which undermine the work ethic, and
are crucial to the existence of our society. When members of our
society are adversely affected, our society itself stands weakened.
How do we call this great Nation of ours "leader of the democratic
free world," when it is so divided along racial lines?

The issue, pure and simple, is discrimination in employment and
a conspiracy of those vulgar forces in society that protect and
honor it. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 will allow the courts to
award compensatory and punitive damages long available to vic-
tims of racial job discrimination and to victims of job discrimina-
tion on the basis of sex, religion or national origin. The act does
not maintain quotas, nor does it encourage or authorize the institu-
tion of quotas as one of the remedies available to the victims of dis-
crimination.

Opponents are further asserting that this legislation is a "law-
yers bonanza" bill that would lead to endless litigation and cost.
Again, no data has been brought forward to support this claim. The
struggle to pats a civil rights act should not be retarded again by"scare tactics" over nonexistent issues.

American lives are in real jeopardy. Our society should act re-
sponsibly to this segment of the population. What is important is
what a civil rights act would accomplish, that being that this coun-
try, a beautiful mosaic, will neither tolerate nor support employ-
ment or racial discrimination.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me just say that I can ihink of no
greater comment to be made or statement, by a country than when
those parades start to take place down Pennsylvania Avenue for
the returning troops, than to have at the same time a signing cere-
mony for the Civil Rights Act of 1991.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Roemer?
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Chairman, I'll make my remarks very brief.
First of all, I'd just like to associate myself with many of your

remarks. I commend you for your vision and leadership in making
consideration of the Civil Rights Act one of the first hearings
under your Chairmanship.

Recently, Fortune has undertaken a study of the top CEOs and
GFOs in the United States to determine how many of these top ex-
ecutives were women. I believe, out of more than 2,500, that only a
miniscule number were women. I am very anxious for our distin-
guished witness to address some of the social and economic barriers
which are precluding promotions for women. My wife helped me
realize my dream to get to the United States Congress and over-
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come tremendous odds to beat an incumbent. She will be graduat-
ing from Georgetown University with a Masters degree in the near
future. I'm very anxious to make sure she can chase the kind of
dreams for promotion to do anything she wants.

Again, I am looking forward to hearing some of the personal
viewpoints and perspectives of our witness today.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to echo the

comments of Mr. Roemer in thanking you for highlighting the im-
portance of this issue for our committee in making it at the top of
our agenda. I briefly want to ask the witnesses throughout this
process to respond to perhaps a different set of questions that
speak very powerfully to the need for this legislation.

We've already heard a lot and I'm sure we will hear a lot more
about the cost of more vigorous compliance with our civil rights
law, about the-I'll say it, too-engines of litigation and other costs
that we'll allegedly incur.

I'd like to hear people talk about the cost of perpetuating dis-
crimination in our economy. How much does it cost us when people
are not given the opportunity to be employed because of their
gender or their color or their religion? What productivity losses do
we suffer when that occurs? How much do we lose within a firm or
an enterprise when people don't feel as if they can get to the top
because of their ability when there are blockages because of their
race or their gender?

How much does that cost the economy? How much does it cost us
to be in a situation where people are discouraged from starting
their own businesses or their own ventures because of discriminato-
ry practices which continue in the marketplace? My intuitive judg-
ment is that as an economy, as a Federal budget, and as a country,
it costs us much more to permit the cancer of discrimination to
continue than it would cost for us to vigorously pursue its defeat
and termination. I would ask the witnesses to talk about the eco-
nomic growth benefits of opening the door of economic opportunity
for everyone regardless of race or gender or religion.

Thank you, Chairman Ford.
Chairman FORD. Thank you. Anyone else?
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I certainly

will not prolong the opening statements. But I, too, would like to
say that I'm looking forward to seeing a successful hearing so that
we can send this bill to the President as soon as possible.

I would just like to say that I was very proud of the President
the other day when he acknowledged finally that African-Ameri-
cans serve in disproportionate numbers in the military. It was very
interesting that the President, in his "read my lips" type of
wisdom, said that he was proud that the military was such an open
and equal opportunity employer.

He was happy that around 30 percent of the ground troops in the
U.S. Army are African-American and that we should be proud of
these young men and women, and we should be proud that the
military gives them an opportunity.

Yesterday I attended a funeral of a young man that went to the
same high school that I went to, he lived a block from where I
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lived. He was killed by friendly fire as we were prosecuting the war
with a smart bomb. You know, we've seen terminology change. But
we've seen behavior stay the same. This 18-year-old who went to
war in order to go to college was laid out in my town.

The President talks about how proud he is of these African
Americans who are fighting for freedom and for democracy. He
talks about the fact that here we have an institution that provides
so much opportunity. But in his State of the Union Address, as he
used 98 percent of it to talk about international affairs, he took
about a moment to say, "And send me a civil rights bill that I can
pass; that I can sign; that I won't have to veto." I don't know what
that is because it couldn't have been any clearer with the bill that
we sent him the last time.

So, I'm just very disturbed about the hypocrisy that we see in
this President, the kinder and gentler American. I hope that we
send this piece of legislation to him and we're going to ask him to
sign this legislation to prove to those young men and women who
are coming back that he does, indeed, believe that on the home
front that you shouldn't be 100 percent American on foreign soils
and 50 percent of American in their own country.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I see no one else seeking recognition.
Our first witness today will be Dr. Heidi Hartmann, Director of

the Institute for Women's Policy Research in Washington, DC. I
should inform the members that because we have so many mem-
bers in attendance and we did hold this bill for the purpose of
hearings at the full committee, we will try to adhere to the five-
minute rule.

There is that nefarious set of lights down there. When you start
to speak it will be green and as you are running out of time it will
turn yellow, and when it's red we would ask you to stop and give
somebody else their turn. We'll go through all of the members and
then come back. By holding to five minutes, which I find is a terri-
ble restraint on my enthusiasm, so I sympathize with you, we will
give everybody a chance.

Just a moment. I overlooked something. Please excuse me.
Mr. Reed had to leave and he left a statement to be inserted con-

temporaneously with the opening statements. Without objection,
all of the members of the committee who are present or not
present who wish a statement in this hearing record may submit it
and it will be incorporated with the other statements made this
morning.

Hearing none, so ordered.
[The prepared statement of Hon. John F. Reed follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN F. REED, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Mr Chairman, today our committee begins deliberations on one of the most impor-
tant pieces of legislation facing the 102d Congress. The Civil Rights Act of 1991
seeks to halt the erosion of Title VII of past civil rights legislation and address
recent interpretations of such laws. The protection of all segments in our society
from discrimination of all types is one of the cornerstones of our Nation's history.
Our job is to ensure that the victories of the past continue to survive.

Much of this legislation is meant to address the biases women face in the work-
place.
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From 1967 to 1971, 1 was a cadet at West Point. At that time, the United States
Military Academy was not a co-ed institution, however, this situation would soon
change for the better. When I returned to West Point as a member of the faculty, I
was privileged to participate in the then ongoing efforts to transform West Point
from a single-sex institution into a co-educational facility. Since then female cadets
have fully participated and excelled at West Point. Today, many former female
cadets are serving our Nation in Operation Desert Storm. Their contributions and
bravery are an inspiration to us all, yet we cannot rest on our past accomplish-
ments. We must continue to fight gender discrimination, and guarantee that the ig-
norance of some does not slam the door on the progress we have made.

When we tell young women that they can achieve anything they set their minds'
to, we must ensure that their dreams are not dashed due to discrimination. We
must work to create career pathways which are clear of the obstacle known as
gender discrimination.

We are all aware that gender bias continues. The cases this legislation seeks to
clarify are also familiar. Two of today's witnesses, Ms. Morris and Ms. Ezold, were
victims of such discrimination. However, many cases of sexual discrimination con-
tinue to go unreported. It is my desire that the actions of this committee and con-
cerned citizens like today's witnesses will put an end to discrimination on the basis
of gender.

Mr. Chairman, today I am proud to announce that I have joined many of my col-
leagues on this committee in their co-sponsorship of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, not
to create quotas, but to safeguard our Nation's commitment to ending all discrimi-
nation. Thank you.

Chairman FORD. Now, Dr. Hartmann, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. HEIDI HARTMANN. DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE
FOR WOMEN'S POLICY RESEARCH, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. RO-
BERTA SPALTER-ROTH, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, DEPUTY
DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH, INSTITUTE FOR WOMEN'S POLICY
RESEARCH
Ms. HARTMANN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am Heidi Hartmann, Director of the Institute for Women's Policy
Research. Good morning.

The Institute for Women's Policy Research is an independent sci-
entific research institute that specializes in research on policy
issues of special importance to women. I am trained as a labor
economist and hold a Ph.D. degree in economics from Yale Univer-
sity. With me here today is Dr. Roberta Spalter-Roth, a sociologist
at George Washington University, and Deputy Director for Re-
search at IWPR, who is available to assist with responding to any
comments and questions you may have.

We're very pleased to have this opportunity to testify before you
today as you consider the Civil Rights Act of 1991. We would like
to provide a brief summary of the major social science research
findings concerning women s economic and family status, describ-
ing the situation of women and minorities in the labor force, and
looking particularly at the social science evidence on the impact of
the past civil rights legislation on earnings and employment.

The central conclusion of our testimony is that the U.S. economy
cannot afford not to deal with discrimination. We must assure
equal employment opportunity if we want to compete economically
in today's world. I would like to try to summarize my testimony
and submit a written copy for the record.

Before turning to look at women in the labor market, I thought
it might be important just to start out with understanding how
much women's contribution to family incomes has grown in the
last few decades. If you look at Figure 1, it's over there, but you
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also have a copy of it in your testimony-I'm afraid it's very hard
to make it big enough to be seen in this room-the central fiing
there is simply to show that families that depend on the employ-
ment of the mother, and here we're looking only at families with
children, are rising in number.

The traditional form of family, which is a two-parent family
where only the father works, which used to be the top line in 1975,
has now moved down to only 25 percent of all families with chil-
dren. Whereas, the family that has two parents and two workers
has moved up from a little less than 40 percent of all families up to
the most common type of family with children today, almost half of
all families with children.

Also, the family that depends upon a single working parent has
risen to nearly 20 percent of all families with children and there
are still 9 percent of families whose parents are unable to find
work and are not working.

What this shows, I think, is simply how important it is that
women be able to earn fair earnings for their work because they
must contribute to the support of their families. Two-thirds of all
families with children are now depending on women's earnings to
achieve their current standard of living. Looking at women's place
in the labor market, most of this I'm sure you're intensely familiar
with, women now constitute 45 percent of the labor market. In
1989, full-time year-round workers earned 68 percent of what men
earned. This is an improvement in the wage gap. It used to be 59
percent back in 1975, but it's an improvement that certainly could

e bigger.
For example, in the same or similar 15-year period in Australia

where pay equity and other anti-discrimination efforts were en-
forced, the female wage ratio improved from 59 percent to 75 per-
cent. They started out in the same place and they got much fur-
ther.

I'd, also, like to point out that minority women, African-Ameri-
can women and Hispanic women do not fare as well as the average
woman or all women. For African-American women, the earnings
ratio for them to white men's earnings was only 61 percent in 1989
rather than the 68 percent average for all workers. For Hispanic
women compared to white men, it was only 55 percent.

I'd like to turn your attention to Figure 2 and it's looking at the
wage earnings profile. This is a new way of looking at the data that
we decided to take this year and we call this chart around the
office affectionately "the glass ceiling is lower than you think."
This is a chart that shows the median annual full-time earnings of
women workers by age compared to the median annual full-time
earnings of men by age.

The higher line is men. You can see that their earnings move up
very nicely as they age, peaking at about age 45 to 49. This is what
we expect the average worker's experience to be, a reward for expe-
rience in the workplace. When you look at women's earnings you
see virtually no reward. Their earnings peak at only $22,000 per
year. Now, this is again the median worker. That earnings level is
just about the same as what young men, age 25 to 29, are making.

So, women at their mature peak earnings age are making about
the same as men starting out. In other words, experience is simply
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not rewarded for women in the workplace. There are a lot of rea-
sons for this. There is a lot of debate among economists about how
much of that is discrimination, how much of it is different choices
women have made, they've chosen to spend more time with chil-
dren and their family. But I think it's very difficult to look at a
chart like that or any of this data and not feel that some of that
must be due to unequal treatment not only in the workplace,
which is the subject of these hearings today, but also in the educa-
tional system and the credit system and many other areas of life.

It's possible to find a study, of course, that says anything about
whether or not there is discrimination and how much there is, so I
would like to rely on the authority of the National Academy of Sci-
ences.

A committee of the National Academy of Sciences has issued sev-
eral reports on women's employment and in their 1981 report they
felt that reviewing all the social science evidence, it was safe to es-
timate that about half of the observed gap between women's and
men's earnings is due to employment discrimination. The other
half is due to the lesser investment that women in the past,
anyway, have made in their own human capital, in their own edu-
cation. Of course, we know that is changing today.

So when we consider whether women and minority men do face
a glass ceiling that prevents them from reaching the top-most eche-
lons of employment, we also have to consider the barriers that
have held them back every step of the way, and that's the reason
that we say the glass ceiling is actually lower than you think. It
starts way below the top most echelon.

There certainly has been improvement over time. These wage
ratios have improved. You can look at that chart and see that the
wage ratio is better for young women than it is for older women. It
has always been better for young women. The real question is how
much change is there going to be in the future, and that we don't
know.

But these lines as far apart as they are, if you look at them five
years ago, ten years ago, twenty years ago, they would have been
even farther apart. They have been closing and yet there is still
that much difference between the earnings of women and men.

Well, I'd like to look then at barriers women face in the labor
market that create the situation. The first thing, of course, is that,
as we've seen overall, women do earn less than men, they earn less
than men in nearly every occupation. Just to give you a few exam-
ples, female physicians earn less than male physicians, it was 82
percent in 1990.

Again, for the median wages of full-time workers, here looking at
weekly wages rather than annual wages, female bus drivers earn
less than male bus drivers, 76 percent; secondary school teachers
who are women earn less than secondary school teachers who are
men, but it's much closer, 94 percent; female accountants earn less
than male accountants, 75 percent; and so on.

Even in some of the occupations where women's representation
has increased the most between 1983 and 1991, for example, law-
ers, lawyers moved from 15 percent being female to 21 percent
eing female; however, the female wage ratio declined from 88 per-

cent to 74 percent.
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This is just by way of showing that there is still a great deal of
wage inequality between women and men, and it needs to be ad-
dressed. We find that even when women work in the same occupa-
tions as men, as we've just been looking at, one of the reasons for
these salary differences is that women seem to have lesser access
to the high-wage firms and the high-wage industries.

One important study of women and men who were in sex-inte-
grated white collar occupations showed that women actually
tended to work in the lower-wage firms and industry in each labor
market, while men were more likely to work in the higher-wage
firms and industries. It's hard to understand how women and men
or minorities and whites get segregated between firms unless there
is some conscious or unconscious activity of the employer going on.

The most important thing, the most important reason, though,
for women earning so much less than men is not -chat they earn
less in each occupation, which is what we've been looking at, but
that they work in substantially different occupations. There is a
great deal of sex segregation still left in the labor market. In 1980,
which is the most recent census data that we have, 48 percent of
women, half of women, worked in occupations that were 80 percent
female.

If you looked at men, it's even more concentrated, 71 percent of
men work in occupations that were 80 percent male. Women and
men simply don't work in the same jobs and even when they work
in the same jobs they don't work in the same firms.

One very important study looked at 393 firms in California, at
data that had been collected by the State Employment Service be-
tween 1959 and 1979, and this data had very specific job titles that
the firms themselves used. Looking at all of the job titles in the
firm, they found that three-fifths of the firms studied were totally
segregated by sex. Every single job title in those firms was either
all female or all male. This is data up through 1979. So the extent
of sex segregation is very large.

Again, just as with the wage gap, you can ask yourself, "Well,
how much of this is really discrimination and how much is
choice?" It's hard to decide exactly how much. But I think you
can't look at it and not decide that at least some of it is due to dis-
crimination. To quote the National Academy of Sciences' Commit-
tee on Women's Employment and Related Social Issues again, they
concluded that "The weight of scientific evidence indicates that dis-
crimination has played a significant role in maintaining a sex-seg-
regated work force and that job segregation by sex would be sub-
stantially reduced if barriers were removed."

Some of the barriers that the National Academy of Sciences com-
mittee cited are recruiting workers from predominantly male set-
tings, at that time certainly such as the military and vocational
education classes, recruiting workers through word of mouth,
through worker referrals, requiring nonessential training or cre-
dentials that women often lack, veterans preference policies, which
at that time tended to be very male-dominant, and also promotion
and transfer rules that force workers to give up seniority if they
try to transfer to a new job in a new department.

So there are many such factors, employment practices that influ-
ence the opportunities that women and minorities can have at
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work. Among the other important factors they cited were inhospit-
able work climate, such as sexual harassment, and cultural atti-
tudes held by some employers that lead them to discriminate
against women in particular jobs.

One of the reasons why the sex segregation that we observe in
the labor market is so important is that, as ve've been arguing, it
certainly limits women's earning power. Again, a National Acade-
my of Sciences committee found that the more "female" a job is,
the less it pays. This is true even when you try to control for how
much skill and effort and responsibility jobs require. So when you
try to compare two jobs that require similar effort and responsibil-
ity, you find that the one dominated by women pays less.

This is also true of jobs dominated by minorities. An important
study recently commissioned by the National Academy of Sciences
looked at the California Civil Service as a nonprofit public sector
employer. They simply looked at starting salaries, job titles and
how the incumbents of the jobs changed. They found that over
time, even though the qualifications of the job stayed the same, as
more women and minorities entered that job, the starting salaries
and the whole salary range fell. This is in a civil service environ-
ment. So, what we can say, then, is that the race and sex of the
incumbents of the job do influence their earnings. For that reason,
pay equity is a very important issue for women and minority work-
ers that needs to be addressed.

I want to turn for a moment to remaining barriers against mi-
nority workers. Certainly a great deal of progress has been made in
improving the employment of minorities. For example, we see
much less race segregation in the labor market than we saw in
1945. Racial segregation has really truly declined in the labor
market, whereas sex segregation has not declined quite as much.
Nevertheless, lower earnings are a significant problem for all mi-
norities. For example, African-American males earn 72 percent of
what white males earned just last year in 1.989, and Hispanic males
earned only 64 percent of what white males earned on average.
Again, we're looking at full-time workers who work year-round.

We'd like to turn to one of our studies, which is the chart on low-
wage workers. We used Census Bureau data here to look at the
probability of being a low-wage worker. We defined a low-wage
worker as somebody who if they worked that wage they would just
be able to keep a family of four above the poverty line.

We, once again, did as most economists do in looking at these
wage regressions, try to standardize, try to say if we compared a
women and a man, a black women and a white man, who had the
same human capital characteristics. We understand they have dif-
ferent characteristics. But let's assume they have the same charac-
teristics, even put them in the same industry and occupation.

When you do that, you still find that women of color were four
times more likely than white males to work in low-wage jobs.
We're talking about comparing people with the same human cap-
ital characteristics in the same industry and the same occupation.
White women were three times more likely than a white man to
find themselves in a low-wage job and men of color 1 /2 times more
likely than white men.
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Having looked at low wages, I'd, also, like to turn for a moment
to women and minorities in top jobs. Here it is very difficult to get
data on the CEOs and the top financial officers of the top corpora-
tions. So we decided to look at census data from the March 1990
current population survey made available by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics and we looked only at the category of managers and ex-
ecutives and we chose to take those who were at the highest earn-
ings levels for which data were available, $78,000 or more per year.

We found that ten percent of all white male managers earn over
$78,000 a year. So, you could say that ten percent of white male
managers have a shot at getting promoted beyond that glass ceiling
to the very top. For white women, only oiie percent of managers
are making over $78,000 a year. For black men, it's four percent;
black women, one percent; Hispanic men, seven percent; and His-
panic women, one percent.

So what we're saying is that minority women and men, and
white women are not even in a position from which they can be
selected. They haven't even reached the upper levels of the man-
agement ranks so they certainly can't make it to the top most
levels. So what's important, then, is to look everywhere along the
pipeline. It's important to look at the very top, but it's also impor-
tant to look at everything that contributes to holding back women
and minorities as they move through the pipeline.

I'd like to turn now to the issue of how much discrimination is
costing us in response to Mr. Andrews and I'm sure questions from
others. We don't have a recent study on this to report. But we can
report a study that was conducted by the Congressional Research
Service in 1979. They found that at that time, looking at the 1978
GNP, that had non-whites had the same labor market position as
whites, our gross national product would have been 4.4 percentage
points higher. This is assuming no discrimination at all, no differ-
ence in human capital, no difference in earnings, no difference in
labor market position.

We haven't yet done a careful calculation of how much more you
could say discrimination costs if you also looked at discrimination
against women, Hispanics, Asian-Americans, Native Americans,
but even using a smaller macroeconomic multiplier than the Con-
gressional Research Service used at the time, I came up with a
rough estimate of about 30 percent, that's not really surprising be-
cause women are almost half the labor force and they make only
two-thirds of what men earn and then you add Hispanics as well.
So, it's a very large amount.

We would stress that the U.S. economy really cannot grow if all
individuals are not allowed to contribute to their fullest. As the
U.S. economy and work force diversifies by sex, race and ethnicity,
this becomes an even more important economic problem. Unfortu-
nately, at the same time that our work force has been diversifying,
women and minorities coming into the work force looking for good
jobs, the labor market conditions have really been deteriorating.

he biggest job growth in the 1980s was among low-wage jobs.
We don't think these two things are unrelated. We think employ-

ers have to be encouraged to use minority and female workers in
the same way that they use white male workers, to invest in them,
to train them, to make an investment in their human capital.
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We are afraid that too many employers are pursuing low wage,
low productivity economic growth strategy that doesn't work very
well in the short run and it certainly won't work in the long run.
In the long run we cannot compete with other low-wage countries.
We have to compete with high-wage countries and that requires in-
vestments in people, including women and minority workers.

So strengthening equal employment opportunity enforcement is
very much a case, I think, of encouraging businesses to do what's
the best for them economically in the long run. If everybody
always did what was right, we wouldn't need any laws. But I think
this is a case where we need laws to encourage businesses to do
what is right.

I want to turn very briefly to what the research shows about
whether or not equal employment opportunity enforcement works.
The research shows and I could summarize it in the words of
Robert Solo, who was a member of the National Academy of Sci-
ences' committee and a Nobel Prize winning economists, he said,
"The research shows that there are modest effects in the intended
direction of all of the EEO enforcement that we have done."

One study, in particular, by Andrea Beller, shows that in states
where enforcement efforts were stronger and enforcement efforts
were measured by the number of investigations of charges and so
on, that there were in those states larger increases in the ratio of
female to male earnings. After the 1972 amendments, she found
even larger increases. She attributed that to the 1972 amendments
giving individuals the right on their own to pursue their claims in
the court.

I'd like to finish our review of the data by looking at one IWPR
study on the Pregnancy Discrimination Act. You might recall that
back in 1976 the Supreme Court held in Gilbert v. General Electric
that discrimination against pregnancy was not discrimination
against women. Congress passed the Pregnancy Discrimination Act
of 1978 to reverse that interpretation. We have tried to look at that
act and what the cost and benefits were.

We note that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers, and the American Retail Federation all
testified against the. PDA. They all said it would cost too much,
would bankrupt American business, et cetera, et cetera. To cast
light on that, we tried to look at the costs and benefits. We did find
that the costs to business were moderate and the benefits to work-
ers were surprisingly, astonishingly huge.

What the PDA did was extend to women the right to keep their
jobs after pregnancy and child birth if a man at that same employ-
ment had a right to keep a job after an accident or an illness. Not
all men do, not all women do even today. But if a man had that
right, then women got that right. We found that meant that
women earned an additional $57 a week or, adding it up for all
women, a billion dollars a year; that's a substantial gain for women
workers through the passage of a very simple law, one law, in 1978.

We'd like to conclude, then, with our recommendations. Given
the barriers that women and minorities still face in the labor
market and the fact that past legal remedies and enforcement ef-
forts do work, strengthening the Civil Rights Act through the en-
actment of H.R. 1 is both necessary and desireable.
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It's desirable and necessary not only from the point of view of
the individuals who are aggrieved by discrimination and are
harmed by it. But, also, from the point of view of advancing eco-
nomic growth in this country. We cannot have a strong economy if
we do not have fair pay and equal employment opportunities for
all workers. This, in fact, will, in essence, enlarge the pie for all
workers-basically a pro-economic growth policy.

There's a few supplemental measures that the committee might
want to look at such as some kind of permanent commission relat-
ing to women's employment or the diverse work force. We've had
them in the past. It might be time to start one up again. Also, we
could make greater use of the data collected by the Office of Feder-
al Contract Compliance Programs and the EEOC by requiring them
to provide an annual report card on how much progress American
business and industry has made.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Heidi Hartmann follows:]
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SUMMARY OF l"ESTMONY

This testimony uses the results of social science research to describe the importance of

women's earnings for family survival, the continued existence of wage and job discrimination,

and the effectiveness of civil rights and anti-discrimination policies--where implemented and

enforced. Given the increasing diversity of the workforce and the negative effect of

discrimination on economic growth, these findings suggest that strengthening the Civil Rights

Act through H.R. I is both necessary and desirable, not only for workers and families, but also

for improving U.S. economic performance.

The findings reported in the testimony include:

o Families are increasingly dependent on women's earnings; 2/3 of families with children
depend on mothers' earnings for family well-being.

o Despite some progress, there is still a substantial wage gap between women and men; in
1989 median earnings for women who worked full-time year-round were only 68 percent
of median earnings for men who worked full-time year-round.

o A "glass ceiling" affects women's and minority men's earnings and opportunities--women
especially are not rewarded for their greater years of work experience. Median earnings
for women year-round full-time workers aged 40-44 are $22,000, about the same as the
median earnings for men just starting out, aged 25-29.

o About half of the gap in earnings between women and men can be explained by
discriminatory employment practices, according to the National Academy of Sciences/
National Research Council in a 1981 report.

o Women earn less in nearly every occupation and have lesser access to high wage firms
and industries.

o There is striking sex segregation between and within occupations, with some firms
consistently exhibiting more segregation than would result from sex-neutral hiring, given
the mix of occupations they employ, and more firms doing this than would be expected
by chance.

o Occupations held predominantly by women (and minority men) pay substantially less
than male-dominated or mixed occupations, even when the difficulty of performing the
work is equal. In a 1986 report, the National Academy of Sciences' Committee on
Women's Employment and Related Social Issues found that 35 to 40 percent of the
overall wage gap between women and men could be attributed to occupational
segregation.

o Regardless of human capital and job characteristics, women and minority men are more
likely to earn low wages than their white male counterparts. Minority women are 4
times more likely, White women 3 times more likely, and minority men 1.5 times more
likely than white men to earn low wages, even when similarly qualified.
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o At the upper end of the job hierarchy, women and minority men find they are not well-
represented in the pool from which the highest echelons will be filled. For example,
among white male managers and executives, 10 percent earned more than $78,000 per
year in 1990, while only I percent of white, black, or Hispanic women managers, 4
percent of all black male mangers, and 7 percent of all Hispanic male managers earned
that much.

o The labor market barriers that prevent the full and productive employment of women
and minorities are damaging to U.S. economic growth. A 1979 study by the
Congressional Research Service found that in 1978 GNP would have been 4.4 percent
higher than it actually was if blacks had not been discriminated against. Preliminary
calculations by IWPR suggest that when women as well as blacks are included in the
calculation, GNP would be about 15 percent higher.

o Legal remedies (when implemented and enforced) are successful methods for
overcoming labor market barriers and have positive effects on decreasing job segregation
and increasing women's employment, job tenure, and wages.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Heidi Hartmann, director of the Institute for Women's Policy Research (IWPR),

an independent, scientific research institute specializing in research on policy issues of special

importance to women. I am trained as a labor economist and hold the Ph.D. degree in

economics from Yale University. With me here today is Dr. Roberta Spalter-Roth, a sociologist

at George Washington University and Deputy Director for Research at IWPR, who is available

to respond to your comments and qu.''ns. We are pleased to have the opportunity to testify

before you today as you consider the Civil Rights Act of 1991. We would like to provide a brief

summary of major social science research findings concerning women's economic and family

status, the employment situation of women and 'minorities, and the impact of past civil rights

legislation on earnings and employment. A central conclusion of our testimony is that the U.S.

cannot afford not to deal with discrimination. If we want to compete effectively, we must

strengthen the U.S. economy by ensuring equal employment opportunity for all workers.

Overview of Women's Economic and Family Status

The extent to which women participate in the labor force has increased dramatically in

the past several decades, and their contribution to family incomes has grown correspondingly.

In 1990, 58 percent of all women over 16 years of age worked, and 67 percent of all mothers

were in the labor force, an all-time high since these data have been collected and analyzed.

Figure 1 shows that, for families with children, the dual earner couple is now the norm:

48 percent, or nearly half, of all families with children had both parents in the work force in

1988, an increase from 36 percent in 1975. The single parent family, in which the only available

parent is working, has also grown rapidly as a proportion of all families, from 11 percent of all

families with children in 1975 to 19 percent in 1988. At the same time, the "traditional" family,

the two-parent family in which only the father works for wages, has fallen from 44 percent of all

families with children to 25 percent. (There are also 9 percent of all families with no working

parents.)

I
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FIG. 1. THE INCREASING RESPONSIBILITY OF WOMEN
WORKERS FOR FAMILY FINANCIAL NEEDS
(PERCENT OF ALL FAMIUES WITH CHILDREN IN EACH FAMILY TYPE)

0% , 1 |
1975 1980 1985 1988

Traditional Families
(2 parents, male earner)

Dual Earner Famiies
-4- (2 parents, 2 earners)

Single Parent Famiies
(1 parent, I earner)

.Families with No Workers

Source. Basd on dat in How Hayghd P Fany Membs in the Work Force,* Mmd* vir . VoL 113 (March 1990): p.17.
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Two-thirds of all families with children depend on the woman's earnings to achieve their current

standard of living. These data illustrate the importance of women's earnings to family well-

being, especially to the well-being of families with children, but women's earnings are also

important in families without children and to women who live alone and have only themselves to

depend upon.

Women's Place in the Labor Market

In 1990 women constituted 45 percent of the labor force overall. Using the standard

comparison provided by the Census Bureau, median earnings of full-time, year-round workers,

women earned 68 percent of men's earnings in 1989. The female-male wage gap closed

somewhat during the late 70's and throughout the 80's; the ratio was at 59 percent in 1975.

(Looking at yet another wage series, from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, women's median

weekly earnings, for full-time workers, averaged 72 percent of men's during 1990.)

By nearly all measures, women's earnings have improved relative to men's (although it

should be kept in mind that part of the improvement in the ratio is due to the fall in men's real

wages, which have still not recovered to their peak in 1973; during the late 1970's and

throughout the 1980's women have been more likely to hold jobs in growing sectors and men in

shrinking sectors experiencing real wage declines).' Yet relative to equality, and to the progress

towards equality women have made in other countries, women in the U.S. could be expected to

have done better. For example, from 1970 to 1985, the female-male wage ratio in Australia

improved from 59 to 75 percent, an improvement of 16 percentage points in 15 years.2 In the

U.S., the improvement was 9 percentage points in 14 years.

Differing groups of women have fared differently in the U.S. For example, women of

color earn less than white women and men of color earn less than white men. For black women

relative to white men, the earnings ratio was 61 percent in 1989, for Hispanic women relative to

3
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white men, it was 55. For most of the 1970's and 1980's the wage gap between women of color

and white men was closing, but during the 1980's progress slowed considerably.

Age-Earnings Profiles

Age is particularly important in understanding the wage gap between women and men.

How does the female-male wage ratio differ at different ages? Figure 2 displays the median

earnings of full-time, year-round workers, for workers aged 15 through 64 in 1989. The wage

gap is much larger between older women and men than it is between younger women and men.

In fact, for women in the labor force today, median earnings peak at age 40-44, an age at which

they are earning about the same as men aged 25-29, who are just starting out, about $22,000 per

year. This annual earnings figure, which is the "glass ceiling" faced by all women workers, not

only women in management, merits serious thought. A mature woman worker in the United

States, with substantial years of work experience, working full-time, year-round, earns just

$22,000 per year. What seems clear is that women workers, in contrast to men, are simply not

rewarded for their greater years of experience as they age.

Men's earnings peak at ages 45-49; at that age, men are earning, on average, $35,000

and the gap between women and men is $14,000, for a wage ratio of 60 percent. At the younger

end, ages 25-29, the gap is $4,000, and the wage ratio is 86.4 percent. (The more favorable

earnings ratio for younger women and men than for older women and men has held true since

such data have been collected.)

How much of this growing gap as women age is due to discrimination on the part of

employers-discrim.'ation in hiring, in earnings, in on-the-job training, in providing job-

protected leave, in promotion and advancement? How much of it is due to the different choices

women made over their life cycle, to invest more in children and family and less in education

and the work place, or to discrimination beyond the work place, such as in the educational

system? Economists disagree about the answers to these questions, but based upon the
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FIG. 2. THE FEMALE-MALE WAGE GAP OVER THE LIFE CYCLE
(1989 MEDIAN ANNUAL EARNINGS, FULL-TIME, YEAR-ROUND WORKERS. BY AGE)
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accumulation of many research studies, including two National Academy of Sciences reports on

women's employment, it is safe to estimate that about half the gap between women's and men's

average wages is due to employment discrimination, that is to unequal treatment in the work

place, and about half is due to the lesser amount of human capital women workers have been

able tu attain.' Women workers today do have less labor market experience than do men. (It

should also be pointed out that women's decisions to invest less in education and work

experience in the past--decisions that are changing for today's young women--may have been

based on their perception that rewards to their investment would also be less as well as on

barriers they may have faced in the educational system.)

When we consider whether a glass ceiling prevents women (and minority men) from

reaching the topmost echelons of employment, we must also consider the barriers that have held

them back every step of the way. Few are even in a position from which they can attempt to

break through to the highest echelons. The average woman worker faces an earnings peak at

$22,000 per year at ages 40-44. The 'glass ceiling' is lower than we think!

Another important question these data raise is whether today's young women wil fare

better than their mothers did. Will today's young women, who are making different decisions

about investing time in education and the labor market, face as much discrimination as they age

or not? Young women today are earning more than half the bachelors' and masters' degrees

and 40 percent of the Ph.D. degrees, and they are pursuing courses of study that are more like

those men study, earning degrees in business, law, medicine, and computer science. How well

these women will fare is not a question research can yet answer; we will simply have to wait and

see. But we have seen that, since 1975, the wage ratio has improved for all but the oldest age

groups, when calculated, as above, on the basis of median annual earnings for full-time, full-

year workers. For example, for workers aged 35 to 39 years, the female-male wage ratio was 52

percent in 1975, 57 percent in 1980, and 66 percent in 1989. For workers aged 25 to 29 years,

the ratio improved from 69 percent in 1975 to 73 percent in 1980 to 82 percent in 1989. These
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data are cause for some optimism, but they nevertheless demonstrate a growing earnings gap as

women age.

Barriers Women Face in the Labor Market

If we can agree that about half the wage gap is due to the life choices women have made

-- choices that may themselves not have neen entirely free but may have been constrained in

various ways -- and that half is due to unequal treatment in the labor market, let us examine the

remaining labor market barriers womep face.

Women Earn Less Than Men. Two labor market features stand out for women--one is

that in nearly ev'ety occupation women earn less than men. Female physicians earn less than

male physicians (82 percent in 1990 foT median weekly wages of full-time workers); female bus

drivers earn less than male bus drivers (76 percent); female secondary school teachers earn less

than male secondary school teachers (94 percent); female accountants earn less than male

account% (75 percent); and female billing clerks earn less than male billing clerks (74 percent).

Even in some of the highest-wage occupations that women have been entering, wage ratios are

distressingly low, and have not improved; for example, the representation of women among

lawyers increased from 15 to 21 percent between 1983 and 1990, while the female-male wage

ratio declined from 88 to 74 percent. Again, some of these wage differences are due to

women's lesser human capital, but some are due to discrimination.

Women, even in the same occupations as men, appear to have lesser access to the high

wage firms and industries. An important study by Francine Blau showed that for women and

men in integrated white collar occupations, women were more likely to be in lower-wage firms

and industries in each labor market, while men were more likely to be in higher-wage firms and

industries.' Thus women and men were segregated between firms, even when they were in

reasonably integrated occupations.

7
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Women and Men Work in Different Jobs. The second significant labor market feature

is the substantial sex segregation between occupations that is observed. Women and men do

not generally work in the same occupations, and even when they do, as in the example of

integrated clerical occupations above, they tend to work in different firms. Data on sex

segregation among occupations show that women tend to work in occupations in which other

women work, that is in predominately female occupation, while men tend to work it.

occupations populated by other men. In 1980, the most recent census for which data are

available, 48 percent of all women worked in occupations that were at least 80 percent femhae.

These occupations included many clerical occupations (bnk tellers, bookkeepers, cashiers,

receptionists, secretaries) and service occupations (practical nurses, childcare workers,

hairdressers). For men, the proportion working in occupations that were more than 80 percent

male was even higher, 71 percent. These occupations included many professions (engineers,

dentists), skilled crafts (carpenters, electricians, machinists), and operatives (meat cutters,

forklift operators). In an important study of sex segregation within firms, William Bielby and

James Baron found an astonishing number of sex-segregated job titles.' Using data from 393

firms that had been collected by the California State Employment Service between 1959 and

1979, they found that 30 firms employed workers of only one sex; in an additional 201 firms, no

women and men worked in the same job titles. Thus three-fifths of the firms studied were

totally segregated by sex.

Although some of the segregation observed may occur because of circumstances other

than employer actions, it is hard to escape the conclusion that much of the segregation observed

is caused by discrimination in hiring and promotion, barriers which limit women's employment

opportunities, even given the educational choices women make. As Blau found, some firms

consistently exhibit more segregation than would result from sex-neutral hiring within the

occupations they employ, and more firms do this than would be expected by chance. Overall,

the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Women's Employment and Related Social

8
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Issues7 concluded that "the weight of scientific evidence indicates that discrimination has played

a significant roie in maintaining a sex-se-regated work force" (p. 126) and that "job segregation

by sex would be substantially reduced if barriers were removed" (p. 124).

Among the discriminatory practices that perpetuate sex segregation and limit women's

opportunities cited in the NAS report are: recruiting workers from predominantly male settings

(such as the military or vocational education classes) or recruiting through worker referrals;

requiring nonessential training or credentials that women often lack; veterans' preference

policies; promotion and transfer rules that force workers to give up seniority if they transfer to

other departments; and factors such as inhospitable work climates and sexual harassment. Many

of these are systemic factors; the report also cites cultural attitudes held by some employers that

lead them to discriminate against women in particular jobs (p. 126).

The National Academy of Sciences Committee on Women's Employment, as well as

other observers, have been concerned about the degree of sex segregation observed in the labor

market because it almost certainly limits women's earning power. A variety of studies have

shown that those occupations that are dominated by women pay substantially less than those

that are not, and this is true even when the difficulty of performing different occupations is held

equal. In other words, the sex of a job's incumbents has an influence on a job's wage rate,

independent of the skills required to perform the job. An earlier NAS committee, the

Committee on Occupational Classification and Analysis, found that in 1970 occupations that

were dominated by women pay $27.50 less per year for each additional percentage point female,

even when occupation,:1 requirements were taken into account; thus an all-female job paid about

$2,700 less per year than an all-male job of similar skill requirements." A study commissioned

recently by the Panel on Pay Equity Research of the Committee on Women's Employment

shows that, within the California Civil Service, starting salaries fell as minorities and women

entered jobs, even though the qualifications required remained the same. The presence of
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women and minorities in a job title devalued the job.' The issue of pay equity is an important

one for women and minority workers.

Thus the two most striking labor market features for women, women's lower'-wages and

their segregation in a narrow range of occupations, are related. In its 1986 report, the NAS

Committee on Women's Employment found that about 35 to 40 percent of the overall wage gap

between women and men could be attributed to occupational segregation (p. 123).

Barriers Minorities Face

Minority male workers face many of the same barriers women of all races face, including

employer attitudes that lead to discrimination in hiring, compensation, training, and promotion,

and recruitment and assignment practices that tend to limit their employment opportunities and

cause pay inequities. It should be noted, however, that over the past several decades, racial

segregation appears to have declined much more than sex segregation in the labor market, at

least when national level occupational data are considered.'0 Nevertheless, lower earnings

remain a significant problem for all minorities, with, for example, black males earning 72

percent of white males in 1989, and Hispanic males earning 64 percent."

A recent IWPR study documents the pervasiveness of race and sex discrimination in the

labor market by comparing the probability of being in a low wage job across race, ethnic, and

gender groups.' As shown in the accompanying chart, when comparisons were made holding

human capital and labor market variables constant, that is considering only those workers who

had similar amounts of human capital and worked in similar occupations and industries, women

of color were 4 times more likely than white males to work in low wage jobs, white women were

3 times more likely, and men of color were 1.5 times more likely.

10



RACE AND SEX DISCRIMINATION ARE PREVALENT
IN THE LABOR MARKET

An IWPR study based on data from the Survey of Income and Program Participationfound that

o Race and gender influence the probability of working in a low-wage job, evenfor equivalent education and work experience
o Minority women are four times as likely as white men to work in low wage jobs
o White women are three times as likely as white men to work in low wage jobs
o Minority men are 1.5 times as likely as white men to work in low wage jobs

Note: The study included adult workers who worked at least 500 hours in 1984. Low wages were defined as $6.33 per hour or less in 1989dollars, the hourly wage, which if worked full-time year-round could support a family of four at the poverty level. Low wage workers are thosewho earn low wages at least 7 out of 12 months.

Institute for Women's Policy Research
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Women and Minorities in Top Jobs

Data at the upper end of the employment scale also illustrate the substantial barriers

women and minorities face. They are not yet present in sufficient numbers in the pool of

managers from whom the very top leadership positions would be filled. For example, 1990 data

from the Bureau of Labor Statistics on the earnings distribution for workers in executive,

administrative and managerial jobs, show that 30 percent of white males in this occupational

category earned more than $52,000 per year, compared with only 7.4 percent of white women.

For black and Hispanic women, the proportions were somewhat lower: 6.8 and 7.2 percent

respectively. Minority men are also less likely than white men to reach the higher echelons of

work status. Only 11.2 percent of black men and 19.6 percent of Hispanic males in executive

and managerial jobs earned over $52,000 annually, compared with the 30 percent for white

males. At the highest earnings level for which data are available, $78,000 or more per year, 10

percent of all white male managers earn that much, compared to only 1 percent of white women

managers, black women managers and Hispanic women mangers, 4 percent of black male

managers, and 7 percent of Hispanic male managers. Women and minority men are thus in a

much less favorable position from which to be selected.

Economic rQwth--The Costs of Discrimination

The remaining labor market barriers that prevent the full employment of wom.n and

minorities are damaging to the U.S. economy as a whole, as well as to the individuals who

experience them directly This is increasingly so as the U.S. workforce continues to diversify by

sex, race, and ethnicity. Recent labor force growth has been disproportionately female and

minority, and eighty percent of the net labor force growth projected to the year 2000 will consist

of women and minority men. At the same time, we are witnessing a deterioration in the

conditions of work. Employer-worker relations are becoming more tenuous as part-time,
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temporary, and contingent jobs grow increasingly rapidly. Most of the job growth in the 1980's

occurred in low wage jobs.

In our view, these two trends, the diversifying labor force and the deteriorating

conditions of work, are related. Fewer good jobs at good wages are available because employers

are more reluctant to invest in minority and female workers. Many employers structure jobs to

anticipate lower skills and higher turnover, believing that women and minority men lack the

capacity and behavioral traits necessary for learning to perform higher skilled work productively.

Their employment practices reflect these stereotypes as they pursue cost reduction strategies via

the development of low-wage, low-productivity jobs. But, that strategy is short sighted; in the

long run the United States cannot compete with other countries via low wages, nor should we

aspire to do so, for low wages mean a low standard of living. The U.S. must compete via high-

wage, high-productivity jobs; this strategy requires substantial investment in all workers,

including women and minority men.

The failure to employ women and minority men to their full potential results in a

productivity loss that is substantial. In a 1979 study, the Congressional Research Service (CRS)

found that wage and employment differentials between whites and nonwhites resulted in a loss

to GNP of $93.5 billion in 1978.13 Had nonwhites had the same labor market position as whites,

GNP would have been 4.4 percentage points higher than it actually was in 1978. The CRS did

not attempt to differentiate between those losses that were due to discrimination in employment

and those that were due to other factors, such as lower educational attainment or poorer health

status among nonwhites. Rather they argued that unemployment and wages would have been

equalized between whites and nonwhites if all forms of discrimination, latent and overt, in all

aspects of US life had been eliminated. We have not been able to locate more recent estimates

that also include the losses due to unequal employment of ethnic groups, such as Hispanics, or

of women, but if women are included, we estimate that the loss to GNP currently is about 15

percent.
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Given the demographic changes underway, changes that are increasing the number and

proportions of minorities and women in the labor force, strategies that strengthen equal

treatment will also ensure improved productivity and greater ecotiomic growth for the U.S.

Strengthening equal employment opportunity policies should be seen not only as a way to

ensure labor market fairness to all workers, not only as a way to e sure equal pay for equal

work, but also as a way to enhance economic growth, a way to increase the size of th,! pie for

everyone.

The Effectiveness of Legal Remedies

Available research studies on the quantitative effects of equal employment opportunity

enforcement show that stronger enforcement brings greater gains. For example, in states where

enforcement efforts were stronger (enforcement efforts were measured by the number of

investigations of charges and the number of settlements), Andrea Belier found that more

investigations led to larger increases in the ratio of female to male earnings, and that increases

were larger after the 1972 Amendments to Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act than they were

before the amendments."4 Belier found that the differential between male and female earnings

fell by 14 percent in the private sector between 1967 and 1974, with most of the gain coming in

the post-1972 period. She attributes the improvement to the right given to individuals to pursue

their claims in the courts. Likewise, the 1986 report of the NAS Committee on Women's

Employment also found that in industries that were targeted by enforcement authorities (for

example, construction, coal mining, banking, and telecommunications) results were substantial.

Based on these findings, we suggest that additional mechanisms that increase the cost of

discriminating to the employer will reduce the amount of discrimination workers face.

A recent IWPR study shows how effective a change in legal interpretation can be." As a

result of the Supreme Court's 1976 interpretation of Title VII in Gilbert v. General Electric, the

U.S. Congress passed the Pregnancy Discrimination Act (PDA) of 1978, to affirm that
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discrimination against pregnancy was to be considered a form of sex discrimination. The intent

of the PDA is to ensure that women affected by pregnancy and related medicdi conditions be

treated the same as other employees--on the bases of their ability or inability to work--in all

areas of employment including hiring, firing, seniority rights, and the receipt of fringe benefits.

In the hearings prior to its passage, opponents to the bill, including the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the American Retail Federation, and

the Health Insurance Association of America testified that the PDA would substantially increase

the costs to business, create unfair economic burdens, and might actually lead to an increase in

discrimination against women of child bearing age. 6 To cast light on the heated rhetoric that

surrounds government efforts to afford equal rights to all workers, IWPR assessed the costs and

benefits of the PDA in the ten years since its implementation. 7

We found substantial benefits to women workers. First, the PDA did not have negative

effects on the employment of women of childbearing age--who continued to enter the workforce

in record numbers. In fact, their employment rates between 1978 and 1988 increased at a

greater rate than any other age/gender group in the population. Second, the PDA gave

pregnant women workers access to temporary disability insurance, increasing their job tenure

and wages. In 1988, those women workers with short term disability coverage, most of whom

had coverage because of the PDA, earned an additional $57.40 per week. For all women with

coverage, additional earnings amounted to $1 billion for the year. Those new mothers without

disability benefits lost an estimated $530 million in )88 as a result of job loss.

The change in women's labor market behavior was so large in the 1978 to 1988 period,

the increase in women's return to work after child birth so great, that one is forced to conclude

that employer behavior prevented many women from returning to work previously. Many

employers must have terminated women's employment at pregnancy and child birth, or many

women believed their jobs would not be held for them and so resigned. When women realized

these jobs would, by law, be held open for them (if employers held jobs open for similarly
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO WOMEN WORKERSOF THE PREGNANCY DISCRIMINATION ACT OF 1978

o Between 1977 and 1988, the employment rates for women of prime childbearing age (25-34)increased more than for any other age/gender group; the PDA did not have a negative effect on theemployment of this group of women as some had feared
o Access to short term disability benefits increased for pregnant women and new mothers, increasingjob tenure and wages

o By 1985, more than 70 percent of women workers with disability leave benefits returned to workwithin six months after childbirth compared to 43 percent of those without benefits
o New mothers with short-term disability insurance worked an additional 14 weeks in 1988 comparedto those without this benefit; the latter suffered additional weeks of unemployment, more timelooking for work, and greater likelihood of working for a new empioyer
0 New mothers with short-term disability insurance earned an additional $57.40 per week: $1 billionannually for all new mothers in 1988

Source: IWPR tabulations of the March 1989 Current Population Survey and Census Bureau analysis of the 1984 and 1985 panels of the Survey of Income andProgram Pantiopation.
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disabled men), many women took advantage of their reemployment rights. This simple change

in employer policy, brought about by a clarification of the meaning of Title VII, had such a large

impaIct on women's earnings precisely because it improved women's ability to gain work

experience, especially tenure with the same employer. Such job tenure leads to improved wages

and improved on-the-job training and advancement opportunities.

Recommendations

Given the barriers that remain in the labor market and the efficacy of past legal

remedies and enforcement efforts, strengthening the Civil Rights Act through enactment of

H.R.I is both necessary and desirable. For women and minority workers to receive equal pay

and employment opportunities, both increased legal remedies and stronger enforcement are

needed. Allowing aggrieved individuals to sue for damages strengthens enforcement; this

provision can be expected to be reflected in future earnings and employment data, which will

likely show an impact of this enforcement advance.

Furthermore, only with improved earnings and employment opportunities for women,

both white and minority, and for minority men, can the U.S. economy achieve greater

productivity gains and higher rates of economic growth. The slow economic growth of the past

decade and the changing demographic composition of the labor force, in particular the influx of

women and minorities into the work force, make improving equal opportunity for all workers an

economic necessity as well as a matter of fairness and basic job rights. Fair pay and equal

employment opportunities for workers traditionally discriminated against enhance the size of the

pie for all workers.

Additional aspects of the employment situation of women, and minority men, might lead

the Committee to consider supplemental measures. An independent commission that could

monitor the work of the federal government on ensuring equal employment opportunities is
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needed, especially one that would focus especially on women's needs or on the needs of an

increasingly diverse workforce.

For many decades, the Citizens' Advisory Commission on the Status of Women, and its

successors, played a "watchdog" role, alerting the public to the special policy needs of women

workers. Reestablishing such a Commission, perhaps under the auspices of the Congress, would

provide permanent benefits. Among the special issues that deserve study and advocacy now are

barriers to the advancement of women and minorities at the upper echelon of business and

government and the steps needed to allow these workers to break the "glass ceiling." As the

research reported here shows, however, such an investigation also requires study of what blocks

women and minority men every step of the way, and in particular, what employment practices

result in the negative outcomes observed for mature women, the very women who should be

poised to enter the topmost jobs, yet are left far behind. Such a Commission could also serve a

continuir.,g function of monitoring the work of enforcement agencies.

For example, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCCP) currently collects

affirmative action plans and supporting information from employers with federal contracts

during the course of compliance reviews and complaint investigations; these documents provide

information on the race and sex composition of the workers in each firm's jobs and job groups.

These data provide a very good window on the sex and race segregation that still exists within

U.S. firms and on earnings differentials. Without revealing the progress of individual firms, an

annual OFCCP report could .hart the progress US employers in the aggregate (or grouped by

industry or region of the country or size of firm) are making in reducing the extent of race and

sex segregation and wige inequities.

The EEOC could report annually on the content of the EEO-] forms that are submitted

by all large employers in the US. Unlike the reports submitted by employers to the OFCCP,

the EEO-I data are reported only for very large occupational groups, rather than for specific job

titles, but they are reported for detailed industry groupings. What do these data show about
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equal employment opportunity in the United States--are the large occupational categories

becoming more integrated, for which industries? In which states is progress greater or less? If

all private employers were required, as local and state governments and institutions of higher

education now are, to also report wage data, progress in reducing sex- and race-based wage

discrimination could also be monitored and reported.

Annual reports could be required of both the OFCCP and the EEOC, utilizing the datg

they already collect. These data are (for the most part) not available to researchers and so are

currently virtually unused. They should be used to produce annual reports on how much

progress American business and industry (including state and local government) are making

toward achieving fair pay and equal employment opportunity. Finally, the Women's

Commission itself could issue an annual report card on the progress made in integrating women

(and minority men) in the workforce and assuring fair rewards for all workers.

Whether these supplemental measures are considered or not, the research evidence

suggests that enactment of H.R. 1 will, by strengthening our existing civil rights laws, benefit all

U.S. workers and the economy as a whole.
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Chairman FORD. I thank you for your statement and particularly
for the studies that you brought to our attention. I have to confess
to you that you confirmed a lot of the intuitive feelings I've had
about these issues. My wife is a lawyer who has pierced the glass
ceiling and my daughter is a nurse who will never get to the glass
ceiling and they remind me of this constantly. So I have an ele-
ment of prejudice in some part of what you were saying.

But I appreciate the way in which you tied together the several
considerations that I hope will be in this legislation before we
finish it and it's exactly the kind of testimony we wanted for the
members to consider as we go forward to craft any amendments we
might want to make to the initial bill.

Ms. HARTMANN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. On the minority side, Mr. Fawell, you seem to

be the ranking Republican at the moment.
Mr. FAWELL. Heavenly days! Dr. Hartmann, I think I would

agree with about 99.9 percent of what you said and what you said,
of course, sex discrimination is still a problem. We don't know to
what extent and I think you admitted yourself that there are many
reasons why those statistics to which you made reference do exist,
of course. I guess, no one will know for sure just what portion of
the problems of lower wage and glass ceiling and so forth and so on
that women face is due to discrimination.

My question that I would like to put to you, however, is the ques-
tion of the alteration of remedies, which this House Bill 1 will
bring about and you have indicated that you do support the alter-
ation of remedies, which would be from-I happen to be a lawyer,
also-what we would call "tortifying" a labor statute. Of course, we
have in Title VII basically a place of employment labor statute.

It is, by the way, in many ways different from Section 1981,
which is a very general contract dating back post-Civil War days
where the Congress made it clear that discrimination on the basis
of race in regard to any kind of a contract, buying a home, a loaf of
bread, any kind of a contract will not be countenanced. It applies
to everybody, but of course was primarily meant to be of aid to
blacks as they emerged from the Civil War. So, I think it's impor-
tant to point out that it is not a place of employment labor statute.

On the other hand, we have the -National Labor Relations Act, a
Fair Labor Standards Act, indeed, the Equal Pay Act, the Rehabili-
tation Act of 1973, Davis-Bacon Act, Age Discrimination in Employ-
ment, one can go on and on and on. Each of those, also, are dedi-
cated to attempt to eliminate discrimination and injustices of one
form or another, just as is the case in regard to Title VII. For 25
years, Title VII has been utilized, back pay, conciliatory move-
ments, the injunctional features and things of this sort.

Now, my question is, do you believe we should commence at this
time to use what would appear to me to be turning the remedies
part of labor law statutes over really to plaintiffs' lawyers who will
be able to shoot for the moon because it's unlimited compensatory
and punitive damages?

If we do it here where, by the way, insofar as all of the various
protected classes are concerned, they are all treated the same,
black or white, Hispanic, whatever, then we have not much of an
argument to say it ought not to be done in all of the labor law stat-
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utes and there would be a rebirth and great jubilation, please let
me assure you as a plaintiffs' attorney, if Congress were to begin to
move in that direction.

So, the question, I think, that perhaps is even more pertinent to
what I would agree, and I should say the most pertinent question is
that question then of do you think we should move in that direc-
tion?

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, yes, a simple answer. I could stop there.
There are sometimes I regret I'm not a lawyer, especially when I
look at my earnings, but this is not one of them. I'm happy that
I'm not a lawyer and I don't have to think about this in the detail
that you do. But, you know, most of the provisions in H.R. 1 really
go to simply restoring where we were a few years ago.

So they are not creating new remedies. I understand the dam-
ages, the ability to sue for damages does create new remedies. But
that is a traditional remedy in a capitalist society. However, we
feel about it, that is the remedy. If discrimination costs money,
people stop doing it.

Mr. FAWELL. May I just interrupt at this point? I don't want to
deny the right to express yourself, but I am talking about the labor
law statutes. It's not at all traditional. In any of our labor law stat-
utes, compensatory and punitive damages are not given.

Ms. HARTMANN. Right.
Mr. FAWELL. So, we would be making a major and very signifi-

cant change that would affect even liability insurance coverage for
all businesses in America, too.

Dr. HARTMANN. Right. Well, it is a traditional remedy in regulat-
ing economic situations. I guess those are the ones I'm also familiar
with-the Sherman Antitrust Act, the Clayton Act-these all pro-
vide for punitive damages if you can show that business engaged in
an illegal practice that harmed you as another business person or
you as a consumer.

I guess the question is, should we strengthen remedies? I'd say
the answer is yes. I think you want to look at how much progress
we've made. What we've been able to learn is that African-Ameri-
cans have had the right to sue for damages because of Section 1981.
Have African-Americans made too much progress as workers in
the American labor force? Does the data show that they have
made--

Mr. FAWELL. Please understand that is not a labor law statute,
though, and whites and blacks alike may sue under that and,
indeed, the day may come when whites will utilize it, too. * _

Ms. HARTMANN. I understand this is how lawyers and economists
differ. You look at precedents, we look at data.

Mr. FAWELL. Yes.
Ms. HARTMANN. Looking at the data, I think it does not reflect

that this is too strong a remedy for employment discrimination.
Mr. FAWELL. Would you suggest then it be used in all other labor

statutes?
Ms. HARTMANN. I'm not addressing that today.
Mr. MILLER. I will let Dr. Hartmann respond, but the gentle-

man's time has expired. So, if you want to finish your response or
if you're done, or whatever.

M. HARTMANN. Dr. Spalter-Roth?
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Ms. SPALTER-ROTH. We do, also, have some data on what happens
when workers gain rights to sue and we have evidence about the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act and what you do find is some in-
crease in people using the law and, in fact, using it to sue employ-
ers for depriving them of their rights. But what happens after a
very brief period of a couple of years is those really level off and
what happens instead, the information that we've heard from law-
yers, is that now they don't sue.

They make a phone call. They say to the employer, "Listen, it
looks like we have a little problem here." They write a little letter.
These things do not go to court. They are initial cases, but then it
really levels off and they become precedent and they become norms
of behavior for employers. I think that's what we're hoping will
happen here.

Mr. FAWELL. Mr. Chairman, can I add just one point to this, that
we are talking about multimillion dollar compensatory punitive
damages tort-like remedy, which does not exist, The PDA is noth-
ing like that, which does not exist, and we have to think in terms
now of whether we will break the Jbarrier and utilize these kinds of
very extensive compensatory punitive damages in all labor stat-
utes. We can't stop just here.

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Ms. HARTMANN. I guess, I would like to add that, you know, un-

fortunately, the social science research on remedies is simply not
as strong as one might like. We don't have much evidence of
whether or not damages create better or lesser enforcement. But I
would turn your attention to what the right to sue for damages has
done for African-Americans. They have made some progress, but
not a great deal. I don't think it's bankrupted. I don't think these
settlements have bankrupted American business.

The south experienced economic growth after the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964. A lot of people attribute that economic
growth to the increased ability to employ workers to their utmost
capacity. So, there's a lot of evidence that this is for the economic
good rather than for economic harm.

Mr. MILLER. The gentleman's time has expired. Dr. Hartmann,
let me ask you a couple of questions. I find it incredible that we
would suggest that when an employer engages in intentional dis-
crimination against an individual based upon race, that is a civil
rights problem. But when you engage in intentional discrimination
based on -gender, that's a labor problem and not worthy of the
same consideration. I agree with you that the remedy for those
civil rights violations is, in fact, monetary damages.

It does tend to focus the mind of those people who engage in the
same practice when they see those lawsuits successfully prosecuted
and, in fact, I think that's one of the reasons why you do see the
leveling off that after you watch AT&T go through the death
throes of discrimination. You decide that if you're in that same cal-
iber you ought to start talking to people. I suspect that it also hap-
pens as word filters out within the small business community that
the practices ought to stop.

We had a lot of discussion of this bill in the last Congress about
the cost. But as you point out, in the case of the Pregnancy Disabil-
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ity Act, there also appears to be some benefits that flow to the em-
ployment community and the employers. If I read your testimony
correctly, the suggestion is that because people did return to their
jobs, a minimum training continuity, and the integrity of their
work force were able to be maintained, which are areas of concern
to employers.

Can either one of you expand on that?
Ms. HARTMANN. Well, we found in looking at how much it cost

employers to provide the benefits for pregnancy that they now
have to provide that that turned out to be about $618 million a
year in 1988. It amounted to about five percent of all short-term
disability payments. But then we looked at what the savings were
to employers. One of the things that happens when you don't give
people back their jobs is that when they can't find a new job, they
collect unemployment and unemployment insurance premiums, as
you know, are experience rated. So, if there's unemployment, you
have to pay higher premiums as an employer.

So, we found that the costs of providing the insurance benefit
and the wage replacement for women workers was offset by sav-
ings of about $175 million in reduced unemployment insurance
benefits. Any civil rights laws which increase people's rights to
keep their jobs will have the same effect. People will lose jobs less
and so unemployment costs will go down.

Mr. MILLER. What do we know about women who leave their jobs
as a result of discriminatory practices or serious harassment?
Women who simply walk away with an unreported action, who
can't take it any longer, or won t take it and leave?

Ms. HARTMANN. Right.
Mr. MILLER. Has there been any discussion of that and what that

costs employers?
Ms. HARTMANN. There hasn't been much.
Mr. MILLER. It's obviously hard to find those people. They don't

sign out.
Ms. HARTMANN. Right. There hasn't been much in terms of

quantifying the cost of people, women who leave jobs because of
sexual harassment. But there have been some surveys. The general
feeling is that less than 10 percent of sexual harassment is ever re-
ported.

So there is a great deal of this happening that doesn't even come
to anyone's attention. The woman does exactly what you say,
leaves quietly, and that employer faces a turnover cost. Just look-
ing at the PDA, for example, we estimated those termination costs
at about $200 million a year. So they are quite significant.

Mr. MILLER. Again, under Section 1981, you would have to im-jrove intentional discrimination. What concerns me is that when I
isten to some members of the business community and other

people oppose this bill, the suggestion is that somehow the penalty
is unfair; that people may end up suing you for a lot of money if
we determine that people s rights have been intentionally violated.

I assume, and correct me if I am wrong, that much of the deci-
sion about intentional discrimination as it relates to women is an
economic decision that you will be able to pay this person less be-
cause they are a woman or because they are a minority and your
company or your economic endeavor will, in fact, profit from that
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activity. This is an intentional decision that was made to take
people of equal talent or equal skills or equal educational attain-
ment and treat them differently.

When you start to pull apart some of the larger cases that have
been brought, it was intentional, systematic, and all of the other
words that go along with that activity for economic gain, not for
social justice. A decision was made that you could assemble this
work force in a "cheaper" or "more profitable," "less expensive,"
whatever terms people want to use, fashion.

We're not talking about an employer that all of a sudden wakes
up one morning and finds, "Oh, my gosh, I have done this;" that's
not what we're talking about. We're talking about an employer and
you must prove those kinds of activities.

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, I have not reviewed, for example, legal
cases to see how many plaintiffs have been able to prove intention-
al discrimination. But it's my understanding that it's actually--

Mr. MILLER. But you can't prevail if you don't.
Ms. HARTMANN. Yes. But it's actually difficult to prove intention-

al discrimination in certain circumstances. I think, most of it, you
know, observing as an economist, I would say that for the average
woman worker most of it happens when she is channeled into her
first job. You move into a sex-segregated entry level job and the job
is available to-you and the amount of training that's available to
you over the whole course of your career with that firm is pretty
much set from that moment.

Mr. MILLER. With all due respect, we also see that in professional
corporations.

Ms. HARTMANN. Right.
Mr. MILLER. It may be entry level, but it can be relatively high-

caliber entry level, but the same actions.
Ms. HARTMANN. Right. Exactly. I think, for example, that's one

of the reasons why we see the wage gap increase between women
and men in the law field, for example. So, I think that it does
happen when women enter jobs at all levels. Again, we can ask
ourselves how much of that is intentional and very often the enter-
ing woman and man are very similar. They are both college gradu-
ates, say. The man goes over toward a male area of the company
and the woman goes over toward a female area of the company,
and that is still happening.

So some of it, I think, we can attribute to employer's intentions
and very often when they create a new job, they know at which
wage level they're going to peg the job. They know whether the
labor market, the labor supply that they're going after is going to
be female or male, and that determines the wage level they peg the
job at. So, of course, they know. They know if they offer "X"
they're only going to get women, if they offer "Y" they're going to
be able to attract men. So,-very often these decisions are made at
the outset.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This is really not a ques-

tion, more a corroborative testimony. I have three close advisors on
issues like this representing three generations, my wife, my daugh-
ter and my mother, who is 91 years old. After mass on Sunday,
when I go home, I usually discuss with my mother things that are
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pending down here in the Congress. She loves to discuss current
events. One Sunday recently we were discussing ERA, civil rights
and the Family Leave Bill.

I said to my mother, 91, I said, "Mother, you know, Gail and
Laura are for these bills, and why do you think we need them?"
My mother said, "Well, you know, when I was 16 years old, I went
to work at the Brunswick plant in Muskegon, Michigan, and I was
paid exactly half of what the men were making. Government
should do something about that." Now, my mother is neither a po-
litical scientist nor an attorney, but she does believe in a just socie-
ty.

I think that government should do something about that and I
just want to add that corroborative testimony. I thank you for your
testimony.

Ms. HARTMANN. Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for being

-in and out like most members and trying to cover more than one
hearing at a time.

I would appreciate your comments and reflections on what I
think is the most difficult part of the entire bill in front of us,
which is Section 9. Let me just read it to you if you don't have it in
front. of you.

"No consent order or judgment settling a claim under this title
shall be entered and no stipulation of dismissal of a claim shall be
effective unless the parties attest to the court that a waiver of all
or substantially all attorneys fees was not compelled as a condition
of the settlement."

I mean, this tells me that the driving force is not a resolution of
civil rights abuses, which I think everyone here deplores. What this
tells me is that the driving force behind this is going to be that the
plaintiff attorney files it and the plaintiff attorney determines
when the settlement has occurred, not the parties, and that the
plaintiff attorney will condition any settlement on how much they
get paid. I'd love your comments.

Mrs. SPALTER-ROTH. Where is Mr. Washington?
Ms. HARTMANN. Well, I can say that it's difficult to get people in

this society to undertake work without getting paid for it and it's
really a question of whether you think the average worker or the

- average lawyer, I guess, this has to be started by a worker, is going
to abuse these relationships, these legal possibilities and their rela-
tionships with their employers.

It's certainly my impression talking to women in academia who
have experienced many problems with discrimination that no one
brings a case lightly, no worker brings a case lightly. It's a very
difficult, long, very trying process to go through. It's difficult to be
at odds with your employer. It's difficult to be at odds with your
coworkers. You know, you really have to ask yourself to what
extent have workers so far abused their privileges to bring cases to
court.

My view of it is not very much. But, you know, your view might
be different. I think it's hard to get a lawyer to take a case if theX
think they're not going to be paid for it. So that's, I guess, what s
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going on in that section. But there are probably other witnesses
who have more expertise with which to address that issue.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask who is controlling or
running the clock? I mean, that's my first question and I've al-
ready got a yellow light.

Ms. HARTMANN. Did my time get on your time? I'm sorry.
Ms. SPALTER-ROTH. I thought the yellow light was sort of perma-

nent here.
Mr. GUNDERSON. I need to teach somebody how to run a clock

around here. I think, that's very unfair and I want you to know
that.

Mr. MILLER. Take more time.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Well, that's the signal that there's one minute

to go and I think somebody is not accurately using the clock, and I
just want that point made. I'm not accusing anybody. I'm telling
you I have not used four minutes of my time and I resent that and
I just want that known.

Let's focus on the next issue and that is we are going to have a
lot of discussions today about harassment, and I want to ask the
question of should the focus of harassment be from a court perspec-
tive ending the harassment or should the focus be on damages? I
mean, we really struggle with this issue here as to whether we
ought to look toward jury trials and damages. I'm, frankly, not to-
tally opposed to that. But is that better or should be looking rather
at a quick resolution through EEOC and a stopping of the harass-
ment through enforcement powers? Give me some help. I'm looking
for advice.

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, again, I think that's one you're certainly
all going to have to debate for a long time. I think that just based
on that one study that shows that when people had the right, got
the individual right to sue, you started to see more progress in the
closing of the wage gap between women and men. That suggests
that having the right to sue and by extension having the right to
sue for damages is likely to bring about more change in employ-
ment conditions than not having that right.

It doesn't mean that we couldn't also have a strong focus on en-
forcement and cease and desist orders, and so forth. But the reality
is with sexual harassment, and I'm sure this will come up in the
next panel, that -women often have already left their jobs. So
there's no remedy for them unless they can get damages because if
they found another job it paid just as well. They didn't even lose
any wages.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Do you believe that we need additional powers
for cease and desist above and beyond present law?

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, I guess I'd rather not speak to that since I
really haven't done a careful review of how often it's used and in
what circumstances. Overall, I sometimes think more administra-
tive remedies would be good in this area. But, you know, the courts
have been there for people as another avenue and I think that has
been very important, and the data shows that works. That brings
about change having that access to the courts.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me focus on one of the difficult strategic
questions we've had through the experience of the last session. The
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original incentive for a civil rights bill was clearly driven by five to
six Supreme Court cases depending on who you ask.

I think there is little doubt about the desire to overturn most of
those cases, a little dispute here and there as to exactly the
manner, but the desire to do that. We're focusing today on the
damages section and obviously on Section 9 regarding attorney's
fees which goes clearly above and beyond overturning cases. It may
or may not be good public policy.

My question strategically to you is, do you see any merit in us
trying to enact into law a resolution and an overturning of those
Supreme Court cases to where we were before the Court ruled and
then, secondarily, to follow up at a later time on trying to resolve
the whole issue of damages, attorney fees and whether or not we
have to change the civil rights law from make whole to jury trials
and punitive damages because I think this is the area that's hold-
ing us up, frankly.

Ms. HARTMANN. Yes, I can see it's the area that's holding you
up. I guess I'd refer there to the comments that Representative
Mink made that we do have now an unfortunate inequality in the
remedies that are available to people who are discriminated
against based on two different laws.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I agree with you.
Ms. HARTMANN. I don't see that this has created, that these

extra remedies for African-Americans has created, any excessive
progress or any excessive social change or any excessive cost. So
based on that experience, I would say that it's logical that this
remedy be extended to all of the other discriminated against par-
ties. I don't see an economic problem with it. How you want to
pursue the strategy is, of course, a matter up to you.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAYES. I'm next in line. Maybe I'm a little more concerned

about passage of this legislation than most because I see myself as
a victim of what this hopes to cure. I realize it's not going to be a
cure-all, Dr. Hartmann. I think your statement is comprehensive,
but I must say that even here on Capitol Hill, by some, it's often
referred to, in my race, as being the last of the existing plantations
when you look at some of the things that are permitted here. Even
in this body which I'm a part of, the House of Representatives,
there is an under-representation of both women and blacks. We
represent, both, about six percent of the membership of this House
of Representatives. There's none represented in the other body as
you must know.

Now, I'm not stupid enough to think that the Civil Rights Act of
1991 is going to change this kind of situation. But, I think, there is
at least a need for some understanding as to the importance of
doing something about sex, racial and religious discrimination.
Some of it has to be guided by conviction and attitudes on the part
of people who have the responsibility of making the laws.

I do hope that this committee, which I have been a part of now
for eight years, concerns itself with not partisan politics, but what
steps can we take to make true democracy work.

Now, I'm just greatly disturbed at the economic disadvantage
that people are placed in because of acts of discrimination. I just,
today, this morning, was confronted with a question and a request
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from some of these people who are part of the service employees
here on the Hill. I was advised that they are going to be asked to
take a wage cut. Now, don't endanger these people who serve us
here on the Hill of reaching the Fortune 500 group. Yet we seem to
be more concerned of people in that category than we do people
who try to, at least, exist and live in human decency. Yes, I intend
to do everything I can to stop the cut in wages of these people who
serve us around here at receptions and things of this sort.

Now, I raise this only to get to a question. Opponents of this civil
rights bill claim it would raise the cost of doing business substan-
tially. Are there any cost savings that would result from this bill?
You might have mentioned it. But in specific terms, isn't it possible
that some people who claim losses could also see that there's some-
thing to be gained in terms of financially from passing this kind of
legislation?

When you talk about cost, one of the best ways to avoid costs
from suits and things of this sort is not to discriminate; isn't that
right? That's a simple way to do it. So, I'd like to have you respond
to that question.

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, that's right. They can avoid costs by not
discriminating, period. But certainly the fact that many women do
leave their jobs because of sexual harassment means that there is a
high cost of turnover due to that. We haven't attempted to meas-
ure it yet. I don't know if anyone else has. I don't think so.

But any time you can avoid a termination of a worker you're
saving on the order of $2,000 on average, between $1,500 and $2,000
per worker. In many large firms, the cost of terminating and hiring
a new person are much, much higher, about $7,000 a worker. So
that's a cost you save. Plus the other thing that you benefit from as
an employer is increased productivity. You are now using all your
workers, women and minorities, to their full capacity instead of
keeping them down, instead of limiting their contribution to your
profit making enterprise.

Again, we haven't really, you know, been able to measure the
cost of that in individual firms, but we do have the CRS measure
from 1979 saying that that alone for African-Americans is four per-
cert of GNP, that's a pretty big benefit. I don't think anyone is
suggesting that the litigation is going to cost four percent of GNP,
and that's just looking at African-Americans, not Hispanic Ameri-
cans, not Native Americans, and not wom .

So, the benefits in improved productivity should be very great
and I don't think anyone is suggesting that the costs on the litiga-
tion side would be anywhere near that high even in their wildest
moments.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much. I see the stop sign has already
appeared.

Chairman FORD. Are there further questions for Dr. Hartmann?
Yes, Mr. de Lugo?

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. Hartmann, thank
you for excellent testimony. It was very helpful to me. I'm a new
member of this committee and I'm a temporary member, but I will
be on for the life of this Congress and I came on because of the
important legislation that's going to be addressed in this Congress.
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It's a pleasure for me to serve with Chairman Ford who I served
with in previous Congresses on the Post Office Committee.

Now, Dr. Hartmann, except in unionized or classified employ-
ment schemes, pay equity is for the most part discretionary and
subject to what we might call "free market forces." Salary ranges
may be fixed, but they are so broad as to allow abuse. What do you
think can be done about this?

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, I think, if you can prove that the sex of
the incumbent has an influence on the setting of the wage rate of a
job or there is sex or race discrimination going on in compensation,
I think it's covered under Title VII. I think, you know, that we've
had successful enforcement in that context. You may be asking a
slightly different question.

Mr. DE LUGO. No, that's what I'm asking.
Ms. HARTMANN. Yes.
Mr. DE LUGO. I just wanted to get your response.
Ms. HARTMANN. I think you have to show that how wages are set

is influenced by race or sex, and if you can show that you have a
case.

Mr. DE LUGO. You have to prove the discrimination.
Ms. HARTMANN. Yes.
Mr. DE LUGO. You're very familiar because it was mentioned sev-

eral times by you and also by members of this committee with
what has been referred to as the "glass ceiling" initiative. The
glass ceiling initiative was undertaken by former Secretary of
Labor, Elizabeth Dole. What steps can Congress take to strengthen
Secretary Dole's initiative?

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, I did have the privilege of looking over
some of what Secretary of Labor had assigned to the Office of Fed-
eral Contract Compliance, the activities that she suggested they
undertake. I think, all of those are very valuable activities. Within
the Department of Labor, it's the Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance, of course, which monitors the behavior of Federal contrac-
tors.

Specifically, there are initiatives to look at the top most jobs and
to have the compliance officers simply take a closer look at those
jobs. I think that's something that needs to be done. I think there
has been some discussion about whether a special commission
might be appointed to look at that issue. My own preference would
be to think about what type of a permanent watchdog commission
we might want to put in place, issues like the glass ceiling might
be something that they would address first.

I think what's involved here on this issue, in particular, is prob-
ably raising consciousness so that there's a lot that a watchdog
commission oriented towards public education can probably do.
There's also a lot they could do to learn frcm the data that are
being collected.

The Office of Federal Contract Compliance does about 6,000 com-
pliance reviews each year. That means that they're looking very
closely at the' data of 6,000 employers per year. Nothing much is
done with that data. Nothing is done to sort of aggregate it and
summarize it and say "is American business doing better this year
than last year, or not."
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So, you know, looking at those particular types of jobs at the
very top is important. Looking at all the barriers along the way so
that you're not ev.n in the pool from which you can get that job,
that's also important.

I think that the evideitce also shows that leadership does set a
tone, that is if the Labor Secretary says this is very important, I'm
going to put my priority here, and that's transmitted to all the
compliance review officers and it's also heard by all the CEOs in
the country, that if forceful leadership is taken on the issue, re-
search shows it makes a difference. People really do pay attention
to what their leaders say on these issues. So, I think that anything
that heighten awareness of the issue that Congress could do would
be very important.

Mr. DE LUGO. Send a message.
Ms. HARTMANN. Send a message.
Mr. DE LUGO. H.R. 1 is careful not to encourage "quotas" as a

measure of possible discriminatory behavior. Yet in higher corpo-
rate levels, the glass ceiling that has been much discussed here is
clear, indeed. There are usually no competitive examinations or a
way to measure ability. Promotions and advancement are discre-
tionary for the most part for employees.

So, I would ask this question: Other than comparing numbers of
female and minority employees who are available and qualified to
receive promotions to those who actually do receive those promo-
tions, how can equality be enforced and this glass ceiling be
broken?

Ms. HARTMANN. Well, there are some things that could be worth
looking at. The process by which you fill the job, you're suggesting
looking at the race and sex of the available pool and comparing
that to the race and sex of the people that are eventually selected.
But you can, also, look at the process.

One of the things that was suggested by the OFCCP is looking at
how many applicants are actually considered for that top job. If
only one applicant is considered, this is sort of evidence of hand-
picking. It's evidence that you didn't even look at the whole pool.
They do have to keep an applicant flow chart so you can see how
many applicants they did consider for that job; that's one thing you
can do. You can look at the recruitment methods. You can look at
whether the primary method is word-of-mouth or whether these po-
sitions were actually announced and opened.

Or~e of the biggest changes that came about in academia is that
universities had to post openings. This was not done. Certainly at
most of the top schools. Nobody knew whether or not there was an
opening for an assistant professor in the Economics Department.
So posting openings and having to make it public and not being
able to simply recruit by word-of-mouth is very, very effective. So,
in addition to looking just at numbers, you can look at processes
and you can look at what people actually do when they're trying to
fill a job.

Mr. DE LUGO. Thank you very much, Dr. Hartmann. Thank you,
Chairman Ford.

Chairman FORD. Dr. Hartmann, thank you so much for the coop-
eration that you gave and have given in testifying to the committee
on this legislation. We have been charged by the Congress with re-
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sponsibility for workplace fairness, and that's the focus that we
have. Fortunately, for us, it's a focus that you took this morning.
There may be questions that members of the committee have to
submit to you which we will send to you from The Chair. We'd ap-
preciate it if you could respond and your answers will be placed in
the record.

Ms. HARTMANN. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Ms. HARTMANN. It has been a pleasure to be here and we'll be

happy to help in any way we can.
Chairman FORD. We now have a second panel. Ms. Jackie Morris

of Bonne Terre, Missouri, who will be accompanied by Michael
Hoare, Esq.; Dr. Freada Klein of Klein Associates in Boston, Massa-
chusetts; and Nancy Ezold, Esq. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Ms. MINK. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman FORD. Ms. Mink?
Ms. MINK. I have a unanimous consent request. I ask you now to

consent, Mr. Chair, that the statement which has been submitted
by Lois Robinson be included in the record at the end of this par-
ticular panel. Lois Robinson had been invited to appear before the
committee as a victim of sexual harassment.

She submitted a letter indicating that the pain and agony of her
trial and the necessity to appear and discuss it again was some-
thing beyond her endurance. But she did want to have her testimo-
ny in the record and even I, in reading it, must indicate that the
indignities that she suffered were just beyond description. So, I
would like to ask the committee's indulgence that her testimony be
included, in full, together with her letter in the record.

Chairman FORD. Without objection, it is so ordered.
[The material to be supplied follows:]
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LOIS ROBINSON

February 26, 1991

Dear members of the House Education
and Labor Committee:

I am a sexual harassment victim who recently won a Title VII case but did not let fair
compensation for what I have endured. I was going to come to Washington as a witness on
February 27, 1991. 3 decided not to come partly because my case has been a big ordeal for me
and having to talk about it again to strangers, as I planned to do in my statement to you, also
felt like an ordeal. I would still like you to hear it though, so I hope someone can read it out.

Sincerely yours.

Lois Robinson
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Hearing on the Civil Rights Act of 1991, M.R.1
before the

House Committee on Education and Labor
February 27, 1991

*TATIMMT OP LO0 RODBION

Good morning. )y name is Lois Robinson, and I am from

Jaoksonville, Florida. Thank you for inviting me here today to

tell my story.

I have been employed as a welder at a Jacksonville shipyard

since 1977. While working there, I have been promoted from

third-class welder to second-class welder, and then to first-

class welder.

For many years, I was subjected to sexual harassment by my

co-workers and supervisors. The judge in my case described the

shipyard as "a boys' club." Less than two percent of the skilled

oraftspeople are women. Because the female workers were so much

in the minority, we had trouble fighting the harassment.

I would like to describe for you some of the things I

encountered. I am sure you will find then as offensive as I did.

I apologise for describing these things in public, but I think it

is important that the committee understand what is happening to

American women out there in the workplace.

over the years, I and other female employees were being

subjected to what the judge in my case called "Can) extensive,

pervasive posting of pictures depicting nude women, partially

nude women or sexual conduct.* The judge described this as "a

visual assault on the sensibilities of female workers that did

not relent during working hours." These pictures included wall
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plaques, magazine photographs, calendars, and drawings, such as:

(1) a drawing depicting a nude female torso with the vords

"USDA Choice" written on it,

(2) a dart board with a drawing of a woman's breast with her

nipple as the bull's eyel

(3) a picture of a nude woman bending over with her buttocks

and genitals exposed;

(4) a drawing of a nude woman with fluid coning from her

genital areas and

(5) a picture of a woman's pubic area with a meat spatula

pressed on it.

The judge concluded that a number of these pictures were

specifically intended by my co-workers to offend o.

I and other women at the work place were also subjected to
many comments of a sexual nature, including the followings

--'WKey pussycat, come here and give me a whiff,"

-- I'"d like to get in bed with that,"

-- "The more you lick it, the harder it gets."

My oo-workers also wrcte graffiti on the walls in a number of
work areas. Those writings included such things as "Lick as you

whore dog bitch," which was written on a wall over a spot where I

had left my jacket.

The harassment was degrading and h-miliating to me. I

suffered sleepless nights, terrible neck pains and felt nauseous

at work, and there were many days when I simply could not face

going to work. I just wanted the harassment to stop, and for the

pictures to cone down. However, when I began complaining about
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the pictures, graffiti and comments, the harassment only

increased. The company refused to take any action, despite my

zany complaints. Instead of removing the pictures and

disciplining the harassers, the company treated ae like I was the

problem. I think this sent a message to my co-workers that what

they were doing to se was o.k.

Other female employees were subjected to similar harassment

at the shipyard. one of these women testified at my trial, and

the Judge credited her testimony. She had been pinched on the

breasts by a foreman. She had also had her ankles grabbed by a

sale co-worker who pulled her legs apart and stood between them.

On another occasion, a shiptitter leaderman approached her with a

chipping hoamer handle which had been whittled to resemble a

penis. He held it near her face, and told her to open her mouth.

When she complained to a more senior employee about harassment,

he said, "Don't worry about it. Let ms blow in your ear and I'll

take oars of anything that omoes up."

You may wonder why I chose to remain in this environment. I

felt that I shouldn't have to give up my job just because of what

my co- workerss and supervisors were doing to me. And I also know

that since the other shipyards in the area were non-union, if I

took a Job at another shipyard I would earn less and lose my

seniority.

The judge in my case specifically found that the pictures,

comments, and conduct I encountered on the job createdd] and

contributed] to a sexually hostile work environment" in

violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights hct of 1964. The
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company was liable for this violation, the judge held, because

its response to the problem was "inadequate" and

"unsympathetic". Indeed, the court held that the company had

actually gndgne some of the harassment. The court concluded--

and Z quote-- that "(the company) received adequate actual

knowledge of the state of the work environment, but like an

ostrich, chose to bury its head in the sand rather than learn

more about e conditions to which fewile amployees...were

subjected."

The judge found that this harassment had a *cumulative#

eroding effect" on my veil-being that affected my work

performance. Nevertheless, the judge awarded me only $1.00 in

nominal damages. Although I missed roughly 160 days of work over

a six-year period because of the harassment, and consequently

lost over $13,600 in pay and opportunities for more in overtime,

the judge refused to award ne any back pay. The judge said he

denied me back pay because I could not prove all of the precise

dates of the york days I missed, and because I had not proved

that a constructive discharge existed as to each of those

specific dates. I also recovered nothing to compensate me for

the misery I have endured. Although I also filed a tort claim, r

voluntarily withdrew it before trial on the advice of counsel

because Florida law yes against my chances of recovering anything

for the emotional distress from sexual harassment.

Til! V1ll 0 o0pt ence has taken yers out of My life, It

stays w~thu le the ti. The courts found trat all my claims

were credible, and that the -oupany had violated the law, but
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then awarded as only 01.00 in nominal damages. That seemed like

a-slap in the face to me.

Nor do I believe the injunction issued by the court is

likely to be effective. The judge's decision cane out on a

Friday, and the following Ninday I encountered more obscene

pictures at work. Right now, the company simply doesn't have

much incentive to change.

I think employers would pay much closer attention to the

problem of sexual harassment if Congress amended Title VII to

allow plaintiffs to recover damages. X think it would also help

plaintiffs to find lawyers so that it is possible to fight cases

like minai I could not find a lawyer in Jacksonville to take my

case and most women there are not lucky like I was finding a

women's rights law center like NOW Legal Defense and Uducation

Fund to represent them. I realize that amending Title VII might

not benefit me personally, since my case is just about over. but

it might prevent other working women from having to go through

what I went through and help then to get justice if they do go

through it.

Thank you.
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Chairman FORD. Ms. Morris.

STATEMENTS OF JACQUihLINE MORRIS, BONNE TERRE, MISSOU-
RI, ACCOMPANIED BY MICHAEL HOARE, ESQ.; NANCY O'MARA
EZOLD, ESQ., PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA; DR. FREADA
KLEIN, KLEIN ASSOCIATES, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Ms. MORRIS. Thank you.
Good morning. My name is Jackie Morris. I would like to thank

the committee for inviting me to testify this morning about the
need for a damages remedy- in Title VII cases. In 1981, I was hired
as a machinist by the American National Can Corporation to work
in the mold repair department at the company's Pevely, Missouri,
a glass bottling manufacturing plant. My job was to prepare and
maintain the molding used to make glass bottles.

At first, my department was understaffed and I worked 12 to 14
hours a day, seven days a week, to keep the plant running. Over
time the department grew to 17 employees. I had the most seniori-
ty in the department and trained many of the new employees.
Since coming to work at the plant, my performance ratings have
all been good or excellent. During most of this time, I was the only
woman in the department.

Beginning in 1984, my co-workers and my supervisors began en-
aging in a campaign of sexual harassment that included the fol-

lowing incidents: On more than one occasion the manager of form-
ing operations for the plant touched my buttocks, told me that I
had a nice ass and that he would like to have a piece of that.

At one staff meeting, I asked my supervisor where I should sit
and he responded by moving my head down while saying some-
thing to the effect that you might as well sit underneath my desk
since that's where you do your best work.

On more than one occasion my immediate supervisor touched my
breast, touched my buttocks, made remarks to me such as, "Didn t
you get any last night?" or "Do you spit or swallow?" and made
references to my breasts and buttocks.

A number of offensive materials were !eft at my work station, in-
cluding a clay replica of a penis with steel wool testicles and a
semen-like substance on it; a pair of women's underwear with a
sanitary napkin having a reddish substance on it with a note that
said something like, "Jackie, have you lost this?"; a welded figure
of a man with a penis; a sausage with a note that said, "Bite me,
baby"; a picture of an erect penis; a pile of a semen-like substance
on my toolbox; and Playboy-type pictures left once or twice a week.

I was tremendously embarrassed and offended by these incidents,
but felt I had nowhere to turn. My supervisors, the people I com-
plained to, were harassing me themselves. I could file a union
grievance, but if the union did not want to pursue it beyond the
first step, I was helpless to take it further. My union representa-
tives were also my co-workers and for all I knew were responsible
for some of the incidents I described. Once, when I had tried to
obtain evidence of some harassment by taking pictures, my super-
visor confiscated my camera and I nearly lost my job.

The company had no policy against sexual harassment and there
was no procedure for complaining about it nor any protection for
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the victims of harassment. They thought the harassment was just
horseplay and pranks.

Finally, I decided I had to go outside the company for help. All I
wanted was for the harassment to stop. I filed a charge of discrimi-
nation with the EEOC in July of 1986. After I filed the complaint,
however, the harassment escalated substantially.

At various times, I found the words "bitch," "slut" and "whore,"
and "Jackie blows heads" written on my desk or near my work
area; a picture which included a nude woman touching her breast
was left at my work station with a note that said, "You should be
doing this instead of a man's job;" a substance which smelled like
urine was put in the air line of my air compressor; a semen-like
substance was left on the chair at my work station; over $1,000
worth of my tools were stolen and a tin can marked "Mold Shop
Missing Tool Relief Fund" was left at my work station with a
penny in it. On one occasion, I found a large replica of an erect
penis at my work station.

The harassment increasingly affected my health, and I missed
lots of days of work. In 1986 and 1987, I suffered from nervousness,
sleeplessness, blotches and welts on my legs and back, and breath-
ing difficulties. When I left work for two weeks at the suggestion of
my doctor these symptoms improved, but they returned once I
went back to work. The company's own doctor examined me and
concluded that my physical problems were most likely due to what
he called "interpersonal conflict" at work.

I finally resigned in March of 1987 because I felt unprotected at
work, because it was clear to me that the company was not going
to do anything to end the harassment and because my doctor told
me I was going to have a nervous breakdown if I didn't quit.

In December of 1989, a Federal judge held that I had been sub-
jected to unwelcome sexual harassment for at least 21/2 years in
violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The judge ex-
pressly found in his findings of fact that I had been subjected to
each of these incidents that I have just described both before and
after I filed a complaint. The judge also decided that as a result of
this treatment I became so ill that I ultimately left my employ-
ment; thus, the judge concluded that I had been constructively dis-
charged.

The court also concluded the company was responsible for what
had happened to me. The judge held that the company was, at best,
indifferent to my situation. But even though he held the company
liable for violating Title VII, he only awarded me $16,000 in back
pay and interest for work I missed. I received nothing for the pain,
suffering and humiliation that I endured for years at the hands of
my co-workers and my supervisors.

I was not the only victim of harassment at the Pevely plant. For
example, there was another female in my department, but she re-
signed in April of 1986, specifically writing on her company forms
that she was quitting due to harassment. In addition, after I won
my case, some of the plant's women workers asked me for my at-
torney's phone number. Before that, they had been afraid to speak
out about what was happening to them for fear they would lose
their jobs.
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I returned to work in March of 1988 and have been there since
then. Despite the difficulties I have encountered, I have no choice
but to stay. When I left the job in 1987, I was unable to get another
job as a machinist. Many of the companies I contacted laughed
when I told them I was a machinist, and they would say things like
"Oh, you're calling for your husband?" I was forced to work as a
waitress for $2.65 an hour, as opposed to $12.86 I was making as a
machinist.

As painful it is, economical necessities force me to continue
working here in order to make my mortgage payments and car
payments. Today, the situation remains far from acceptable. Al-
though the company promised that I would not have to work with
my old supervisor, when I returned to work, I was put right next to
him. The company has never apologized or said, "What could we
have done?" or "What can we do now?" Instead, I have learned
that the company told many of my co-workers that if they talked to
me they would lose their jobs. I have been told that the plant man-
ager has said, "I'll see that she gets what is coming to her." I be-
lieve that the company would treat people better if damages were
available in cases like mine. As it is now, I do not believe sexual
harassment is taken seriously.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Jackie Morris follows:]
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STATEMENT OF JACQUELINE MORRIS
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
FEBRUARY 27, 1991

Good morning. My name is Jackie Morris. I would like to thank the Committee for
inviting me to testify this morning about the need for a damages remedy in Title VII cases.

In 1981, I was hired as a machinist by the American National Can Corporation to
work in the mold repair department at the company's Pevely, Missouri glass bottle
manufacturing plant. My job was to repair and maintain the moldings used to make glass
bottles. At first, my department was understaffed, and I worked 12 or 14 hour days, seven
days a week, to keep the plant running.

Over time, the department grew to seventeen employees. I had the most seniority
in the department and trained many of the new employees. Since coming to work at the
plant, my performance ratings have all been "good" or "excellent."

During most of this time, I was the only woman in the department. Beginning in
1984, my co-workers and my supervisor began engaging in a campaign of sexual harassment
that included the following incidents:

On more than one occasion, the manager of forming operations for the plant
touched my buttocks, told me that I "had a nice ass" and that he would "like to
have a piece of that";

At one staff meeting I asked my supervisor where I should sit, and he
responded by moving my head down while saying something to the effect that
"you might as well sit underneath my desk since that's where you do your best
work";

On more than one occasion, my immediate supervisor touched my breasts,
touched my buttocks, made remarks to me such as "didn't you get any last
night," and "do you spit or swallow," and made references to my breasts and
buttocks;

Numerous offensive materials were left at my work station, including:

- a clay replica of a penis with steel wool testicles and a semen-like
substance on it

- a pair of women's underwear with a sanitary napkin having a reddish
substance on it with a note that said something like "Jackie have you lost
this"

- a welded figure of a man with a penis
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-- a sausage with a note that said "bite me baby"

a picture of an erect penis

-- a pile of a semen-like substance on my toolbox

-- and Playboy-type pictures left once or twice a week

I was tremendously embarrassed and offended by these incidents, but felt I had
nowhere to turn. My supervisors, the people 1 complain to, were harassing me themselves.
I could file a union grievance, but if the union did not want to pursue it beyond the first
step, I was helpless to take it further. My union representatives were also my co-workers,
and for all I knew were responsible for some of the incidents I've described. Once, when I
tried to obtain "evidence" of some of the harassment by taking pictures of it, my supervisor
confiscated my camera and I nearly lost my job. The company had no policy against sexual
harassment and there was no procedure for complaining about it, nor any protection for
victims of harassment; they thought the harassment was just "horseplay" and "pranks."

Finally, I decided that I had to go outside the company for help. All I wanted was
for the harassment to stop. I filed a charge of discrimination with the EEOC in July 1986.
After I filed a complaint, however, the harassment escalated substantially:

At various times, I found the words "bitch", "slut", "whore" and "Jackie blows
head" written on my desk or near my work station;

A picture which showed a nude woman touching her breasts was left at my
work station with a note that said "you should be doing this instead of man's
job";

A substance which smelled like urine was put in the air line of my air
compressor;

A semen-like substance was left on the chair at my workbench;

Over $1,000 worth of my tools were stolen, and later a tin can marked "mold
shop missing tool relief fund" was left at my work station, with a penny in it;
and

On one occasion, I found a large replica of an erect penis at my work station.

This harassment increasingly affected my health, and I missed a lot of days of work.
In 1986 and 1987, 1 suffered from nervousness, sleeplessness, blotches and welts on my legs
and back, and breathing difficulties, when I left work for two weeks at the suggestion of my
doctor, these symptoms improved, but they returned once I went back to work. The
company's own doctor examined me, and concluded that my physical problems were most
likely due to what he called "interpersonal conflicts" at work. I finally resigned in March 1987

40-626 0-91--5
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because I felt unprotected at work, because it was clear to me that the company was not
going to do anything to end the harassment, and because my doctor told me I was going to
have a nervous breakdown if I did not quit.

In December 1989, a federal judge held that I had been subjected to unwelcome
sexual harassment for at least two and one-half years in violation of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964. The judge specifically found in his Findings of Fact that I had been
subjected to each of the incidents I have just described, both before and after I filed a
complaint. The judge also decided that as a result of this treatment, I became so ill that I
ultimately left my employment. Thus, the judge concluded that I had been constructively
discharged.

The court also concluded that the company was responsible for what happened to me.
The judge held that the company was at best indifferent to my situation. But even though
he held the company liable for violating Title VII, he only awarded me $16,000 in back pay
and interest for work I had missed. I received nothing for the pain, suffering and
humiliation I endured for years at the hands of my co-workers and supervisors.

I was not the only victim of harassment at the Pevely plant. For example, the only
other female in my department resigned in April 1986, specifically writing on company forms
that she was leaving due to harassment. In addition, after I won my case some of the plant's
women workers asked me for my attorneys' telephone number. Before that, they had been
afraid to speak out about what was happening to them for fear that they would lose their
jobs.

I returned to work in March 1988, and have been there since then. Despite the
difficulties I have encountered, I have no choice but to stay. When I left the job in 1987,
I was unable to get another job as a machinist. Many of the companies I contacted laughed
when I told them I was a machinist, and said things like "Are you calling for your husband?"
I was forced to work as a waitress for $2.65 an hour, as opposed to the $12.86 an hour I had
been earning as the senior machinist at the plant. As painful as it is, economic necessity
forced me to continue working there, in order to make my mortgage payments and car
payments.

Today, the situation remains far from acceptable. Although the company promised
that I would not have to work with my old supervisor, when I returned to work I was put
right next to him. The company has never apologized or said "what could we have done,"
or "what can we do now." Instead, I have learned that the company told some of my co-
workers that if they talked to me they would lose their jobs. And I am told that the plant
manager has said "I'll see to it that she gets what is coming to her."

I believe that the company would treat people better if damages were available in
cases like mine. As it is now, I do not believe sex harassment is taken seriously.

Thank you.
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L, Back-pay peeed &21040 w216451 Marci 198s. and she claims111 she Is ent-
tled to lost wages lost berests, andConstructively discharged employee senior retroactive to her Initial dateis entitled to back Pay from effective of empl et In 1981. Defendantsdate of her resignation until date on counter are n X liable because (a)

which emplort-r made unconditonal they- had no noctice or kniowledeo
offer of rein taternent, together with Problems encounter by plainuf un-Interest at annual rate of nine percent. , she flied ant adsln ilstrative charge,. k PIy 21.051 -210.451 and (b) once they I,d notice or knowl-

edge of the Problo(a) they took Im-Constnutively di c argued employee mediate steps to Lmellorate the prob-will he couipenAted for 11 5 davs of learns Only Counts I through U1 of the
work that She rnm%-d bcaus of pre- amended complaint are now before thetrlJ preparation aid trial. but be- Court See order dued -eptember 20.cause there was no pr of of which days 191were ms.ed, she will not be awarded Having carefully considered theprejudgnment Interest on this amount Pladhings. tesumoy. witnesses, docu-Is. Retroactive seniority m21Se0 i nts., and evidence and being fullyadvised in the prerl.lse5. the Court en-Constructively discharged emplyee ders the following findings of fact and
who subsequently was% teem.piYu1 conclusions of law
entitled to seniority retroactive to lni-ti date of hire. Findt;- O Fact

11. Vacatin sea a.2SlI I Plaint'& Jacq. -iyn L Morris Ua aConstructively discharged emp fema clusen of by United 8ateswit be awre any has been employ by defe tll rie where tha o 11 p-r corporation to worv. at Its facility Inlt rlfwe th nproo Pvely. Missouri k-own as the Foster-Of vacation which sh- would other- Forbes GlaIs f), iI Foster-wise be entitled and no proof Of %AlU" Fbi "iof any such vacation heint 2 Defendant ,A tnerican N ationii. ,esuel harament -?2S 311 Can C'OrPOOntt . , A liiawarV Corpo-Employer that tolerated sul ha. * Par bthroush,- er*, Mtaso.rj inra3sient of female irnlulo re i%- Or- glas contaitier .h n'alufacturedderrd to deveWp %tcff trailing pro- lIef nIlt IS an r luiner within thegrain. to establish gnevaCrredre meaningTfor sexual haramanit ocurring in 3nlanif of Titlk a, a
workplace. to publicly ze this procedure. t PldmL ker) rl rldea-and to ap y It to all employees. i o moi-mkri .* the

n a t i o .- rs u wr- r -r o e s f o m o n o r

about April 13. itoui* through March
30.197. the effet date of herr .nation At the time of her resignition,she was the empl. - In the mold de-

partmewnt having ae most seniority,
She was rehired or Aa.ch a 1Ita and

continues to work n the mold& depart-
ment at present

4- During the pe. oad prior to April1966. plaintiff was cne of only two fe-
males In he mold departamilt AfterApril 19e. she wag the only temale In

that dePartonn, S.-rice 1964 the mold
depart-ent has had a total of eithereleves or twelve employees in It5. Since 1983. defendant David Sott
haa been the Manager ofFomn -orations at Ploster- PorbeVHe was .the
immedate su of defendantOlenn Bom othe relevant timeperiod.

Mlchiu. J. HoMae. t LoUIs. Mo.. for
plaintiff.

James P. Mannion. Jr., and Sabre,
11c.oWrtsnt St, ve McPtisetenidance. . ouls, o.. for defen-

runrl t of Opftti,

JudgeUA 'I- IUNATE DirctdL-Thsmatter Is before theCourt to determineuihe msow oof plain-
tiffs claims after a five-day bench trl-

Pursuant to Tilue VII of the Civil
At as aend. 42

0 e t s q . p l a n tiff . a fe -
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6- During thes raevant Umsa I ot the emloyees that they should get on,1111d a~t Otern a Wa teSuewt or back to their work.aMtc Mold~~ at Woster- 10. Plaintiff was embarrassed or of-Furblls in his Mr- 90ore fendedI by thuewe ts and tom.mentxw"the Sutpervisora ccPlain- but did not lay anything about themSand ot mld dpartent em- to Mr. Bam, to PAr Scott or to any~As a result~ of ea Ma.r. Other mn ager~ial taff at defendantm ow'*ol a V n ma - corporation,y .In h e. maid rtmnt reed me _ II 1 &3 pren.i , fled the July iS.
7. On July If.196 plantiff filed the rid a o a her work ataticetams of two adiitm (a)rm af 4s SKU with a note 'Ibite mean dliculnalon agist den . baow Cfon In har purse an No-PWO imely filad this lawsint after veber 4. 1965):mlingf hier rigbit-to-g eter. a ay reic Of a penis with6. 7The cnible sinony establishes steel wool t=,e and a semen-likerst between 1i64 and July 16. 136. Substance an It (found tn her work-9bbi- waa subjeeWad to the following bench n April 16. l9e6.411ect by defendant Scott: Mr Scou- (c) a welded fgurr of a man with a400= tm-d On more than one occasion penis (found on an unknown date.3=t plai'ntiff '=ad:a nice.&aWrthand (4)1 a pair of women's underweareaf dlk. to haves pece hof that with a Santary napkin having a red.Adttomaly. Mr. otn touched p . dish aubstnce on it and with a r,w-twas buttocks noccsion. wfluar. attached saying Something likeSet denied th statements and "Jackie have you lost this- (foundI0. the denials mw not clearly cidi- hanging from the light at her work-blg SIc other mplye s titflad to bench In March or April 19W.5mbW such conduct Tis cond, uct did (6) a Pile of a substance describedO Oitiue after the filing; of plain- ~'ee-ie fudn e ~Uwem ftf adrbutv chrg. uL "SeMen-Uke- (found an her tool-
i~s fit a ihv charge box on June 23. 19)r721 c redible evidence estshlishes f) a Picture of an erect penis0311t betwen 1364 and July 14, 1366. fOund an her toolbox on July 14.plealumf was suidacted to the following 1966): andConduct, by dendant Seem- On more (g) -Plaboy.'Ip' Pictue (found

Owm oe occanio.- Mr. see e wouldx-tp- itue onanoe acont, u.h as dln't) you at her workbench about once orhe ~usns suh a "dint)you twice a week since 1964).Wt any last night," **do you mot or 12. Afte he amiMllow." or -you have the whitest ch. a ter first dmnoistra.Iveto Iever clse cro. The latte planff rsfqled th folli6g at6two MU~ts were reported to be pntif hrwrcie ttsre oloigtoneU sa frm dity Jokes related in near her work .ratvnthe mold department. Plaintiff (a) the word "bich" or "slut'tlsmagt there i to o written on her dfk (found July 21.M act. A4dionsaly. Mr. See s IM)
cld mae refercs to plainU's 0) a large replica of an erect pent&w' mt. hr -blg~butt- or her -bc-e.. ePPl y madeY out Of &Stck ndDrn am U citing. Mr. beslr hard glue. along with a note myin

to plainufis inquiry about -ey Jake t1c - Hear ra got onew houl dt by moving pln- In your pants the same she. t reverU hed dow wil Saying me- knew. think we
aft0t the QdOct that she "-might as - Youri Loolisn Find- (found ond sSince her toolbox July 23. 196y*

Mrs wwde , "oa Ban you do W theword-Jackie blows heas-
yourbm or -On m OOSAM writenon a shef Sign askingwbp If would no lm* i or-. where equipment called blow-.ao. m l be wa s tng with a heads" wre kept (found t Mert on

iihaaon M.U aid to her August 7.19M. remained for sp-like: -You want to go out approximately SIX days);- sa-l e Iper i tlighit?... You (d a Picture of a nude woman sit-w a tohow him a good Ume or slme- Ung o the ede of a bathtub and_tsqr Mr. 0 explained he was touching her breasts, with a note
= 6!lninb rmrsn heir into leaving Saying Something like -You shouldrather Cban reprimanding he doing this Instead of a mian's JWb:hi front of the asspsrson, Once (0) A cartoon reading 'it a ton

Mr. Ilm loacbe paioutra bea

ar m e Vialu C*U Plitfsb s Pickup- with the wars 'Jackie"S inif~f rrittoe bl w n sce the chest of tho faCa O ocn. sevral woman In the carton (f und to istsWould Usp plintiff and the em- August IONe. Posted n a bulletinPloessV buttocks while remar301king to boad to the mold depsirtroent
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(f) A cartoon of five men with some of th mtenrats received byhandwritten -ords "Jackie.. 'suck plaintiff as "'sick.ning.' Mr Semorme ssshO;e" and "full of shit" added did not consider a.ry of the incidents asto the picture fou,,d on bulletin sexual harassam t or s anytingboard near Plntiff. workbench in more than hors Orlay ad pranks th

October 19i. which a number of moW department(1) the words ",lut" and "whore' employees Ire Subjected. Occasioail-
written on a green welding screen iy. during his weekly staff meetings.first discovered In October 1916 and he would I that horseplay yremained for approxlUnay one would not be tolerate Once. or twice.
month)r and he mentioned to defendant Sot the(hl a sign reading "Jacke - At- existence of omnlct amog mold dtension. Because of the utbreak of partment empios'eea. On Occasion, he
A-1 0-8- you are no longer required would advise Mira Oldham, aae
to kis the boss's ias" (found In mid- of Human Re ons ait ?AstePWte tls,October 1346 on a bulletin board in Cc Problems with pranks in the moldthe mold department) departait. Mr. l'eore does not recall13 Additionally. plaintiff was sub- spcfically describing to Mr Sam orject to the following Incidents: to Mr Oldhua the precise nature of(W) In mld-August 1936. plaintiff the matris received by plaintiff. al-discoverrd the wtr-% to her radio had though he may have done sobeenCut. Mr Be-e w,, not Present when(Ib) at the end M August 1946e. plaintiff receive tie stick and glueplWntff dIumvered the fan at her repic Of a per . Upon kaning ofworf station had bee damaged so that item. Mr -ore unsuccessullythat It did rot function; asked Certain % ployee if anyone

(cp in early September' 1966, Some- knew who was r.-ponsibleOne had put black grease In her 15 While pla iff reported certainwelding helmet. incidents (such a, the substance found(d) In early September 196. her n her toolbox or a substance In herroller cabinet had been locktIgnt- airline) to Mr. 8, tt he was not aware
ed" which reuired the breaking and untii after recel. of the administras-replacement Of the cabinets lack to uve charge of tew sexual nature ofix i some of the n tTrisis revived by(e) a few P n.dfrf. plaintiff plaintiff Prom tie end of July 946 tonoticbe ehnd dented, the d te of the aill1nistrative hearing(M In early October 1914. pl&InUff In December l no wexual ,natenaltdiscovered smo had put a sub- rcitve by plitiff vrvr brmtht tostance sirelling like urine In the air- Mr Rvi-tat at ' kn ti pliitsafi t r
fine she used. othe"

tgl In October 1216. plaiitlt dl%- 10 IC P rt t41o tIe lang 't he ft imin .covered on her toot lox a %uhaltAr tratl. i-tranle i' Ihil% lux.; lillltaalt
that looked to her like phlegm. had tact ,arltllai 'l .,% - -. rs% Irr.(hi On or about November 13 19m. tonf l l M leas. Mi - ... .f ti- .-
Platntff found what %he considered ala she aveivet
to be i semen-like substance on the 17 L)ue to le.r Se-ore's absence,chai t her workbench. plaintiff report, the receipt of the0) sometime during Novmber stick and glue '-ptics Of a penis to19110. someone stol piinifls to Wiliam Darrett the plant manW 4er
having an approlxrnatt value at Mr. Barrett tot mated that such trwi-1000 to o o200. dents would ts . if plaintff stooped1 after the took wee taken, on antsgonsing thi other employee.November 24. IM. *Plaintiff found a 12. Mr. Scott nw Mr Seom, usuallynote 0"60 shop missing tad resPonded to penrs request that

&f fu d tax ded ucO (1 36 aom eth ng beam -e about the m aterils
oniyr: at her work station wit tin by telling piantd to clean u h an o e c et to It a d t rla l a n d /o r re tu rn to h e r w or. M r .W during January 1W. one of heir Dom. and Mr. Scott noted the on-
wooden toolbxes0 was stolen and on duct might Star If she didii't let itOn rcaaion she was unable to stop bother her so much. Additionally.
emloyee f (em throwing Cau - Plaintiff was4 ft,-aedy advised noth-(I-- Moile and glued aadas~at Ing could be 6c'..e without knowingher. who was repo tble.
14. Promptly after each Incident ex- 9. No person r Personsi were evercelt upon reolft of the stick and glue Ifnife as ba responsible for theleplc or a Penis.,p arired conduct toward materials left for

the Incint to Mr. Dere nd asked plaintiff.t, he do so,thing to Stop the inc- 20. pendant& Indicated thast plai n-d wnts. Milse Mr. Ito0 chactffind =f may have ntAgonisd other em-
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bvYiWiti Mr. Deores ofince physical problems were most likelyuY. 10 particular to answer or u to "Interpsonl oonl'icts- at theUbe the tlphlone, or by leaving un- mold departmentwanted scriptures at one employee's 24. Plaintff resigned on March 24.work statio. Additionally. Mr. Dem 1987. due to !.P.r physical problems. her

Opined that Plaint1111 had a tendlency to feeling neither she nor her tools wereoOPlana lot0 Despite this and other Protected at work. and her feeling no00c3as1onal Incidents oftosintira rela- one would do an) thing to help her.UvelY inPropete behavior ' no one 2. Mr- Sctt meets with his supervi-
staed hatPlantif ivitd.inagt,. sot. including Mr. Demote. each morn-ad. or enticed th rl of the mate"- UIng. Aitionaly. Mr. Scott makes it aals she found or the conduct toward us practice, to tou the mold departbI. meant on a regular, almost daily bas .21. After renal t p laInUf's July After receipt of the Juy1906 adinnia-is, 196. adiniLstraiUve charge. (a) Mr. tnvie charge. Mr. asked each ofQblesm asked Mr. Beot and Mr. hs supervsors. Including Mr. Donors.SOt twice to respond to each of plain- to being anything to his attentionMrs cWag (b) Mr. Demote removed When he asked Mr. Demote what wasfrom the plant any magainis from goig on, Mr. Bem did not mention

wbich pictulfs might be taken (c) Mr plnfrf's Ieceipt c sexual materials.Olhman met with mold department 26. NO One Wa aware of any for-mailoesand told the the hiorseplay Or inoMal company procedure by;n pa" adlto stop. Id) Mr. Desote which an em could purse, a-reportedly dIstibtd anotd. li f a harament by co-em-mmorandum in reponse to the Ployees or by supervisory personnelAMS n m (d th union, shptWeendants intimated that plaintiffCOMMIttee's aid in discovering who was familiar with and could have pur-was responsible for the Items was soltl- siUed a union grievance
169d and eI the installation o a sur- 27. In April IN6. the other few&*iWCLnCe camerm was suggested and employee In the mold department quit.revtel At first She stated she was quittingNo maisigerlia staff spoke directly due to a need to car for her child Thewith plainUff about the b for the company forms she completed statedShe was quitUng due to harassment

2L, It was not unusual In the mold 28- T'he week before trial of this caseIspanent to hear dirty jokes or vul- began, there wa Posted In the mn'sar language to. o" other employ- room at Floster-Florbie a cartoon of aOW to 'grease" employee" chars. woman lying on her back with her legsvlo or gloves, to Uow Objects. to Sp1.d Open Jackie" was written otnhive pies of a substance varlou ly the cartoon
rlmd to a s ""hem" a seien-like 29 One female employee rp ortdSubstance, or "Wterlm hand clean- that Mr PA-tore had clom. nted 'boy,
or') itt at a wo area, or to have will be boys* in a discussion with theCsr&O-ns referencing various emly witness about the replicas of the pents-00Posted On the bulletin beard. At to that plaintiff had received.t1_e nee t stop thi hosely .... resgnaton. Pl~~tff was not at
for eaty remmns work many days due to sick leave.23- Prom October 1906 to March PiSntiff was on sick leave froma-19T. plaintiff saw several doctors for proximately IFebrvir IS. 1907. to-nervousness. "sleeplesness " effective date of her resignation.blotches or welts on he lega a j 31 -Te parties stpulated that a ta-and an o0-1101111161 Inability to breath chiniet such as plaintiff would be paidOdij!5culty breathing. At one doctors as follow&-

UVM Wr we and her symiptomsu
Irv Todoctors U~grested shere"Vg. The company tioctor who es-mianed plaintiff ?rioto her return to

W=r In March F60rpndthat her

,_ ee&MR ousaf ew a -t..f -ma.
sees iiat V"' renettaW

tem bw w h % &Ao 5Lw to ano ow matu
in 114 r o ta s.9 IM I&

Til Wm- up Ark" . enk
"Nfmoe sa M4sUt.a

Hourly Rate
612.47

12.97
13.17
13.42

32 7 h Court knd e it - --p a
toWl nthe wages earne
oetm)by the mainistpliu

sinre Is the next most menlor afterpblntiff to determine the amount ofplaintif' lost -ages. Mr. Oihm. thecusan o the relevant reoopined that a different employ"would be mor o0mpirable to plain-

Effective DaWte
3/i '874/1157
7/1/7

tifrs wages and ".jenefits Additionallyalthough the overstne equalization
plan gave each tl'aihinlst in the mold

department the -,itfil opportunity toobtain overtitne there' wa3 no indira-
tion of record either that each such
Machinist actually achieved equal
overtime or that plinutff had dtuern-
ible amounts Of overtime pnor to her
resignation

33. Due to trial preparation and at-
tendance, Plaintiff isa- 5106 00 per dayfor I1-1 2 da3y In 1985 and 1989 for a
total loss of 51.50000

34 On September S. 1907. defendant
corporation unconditionally offered
p'salntif reinstatement Ott DecemberI. 1941. plaintiff accepted the offer
On March It I . plaintiff lrturned to
work at Foster-Forties

35 AS A machirs at Foster-Forbes.
Antiff is a member of the Amercanint Glas Workers tnion. AFL-CIO.

Local 77 i"Itntworkers ' Dunng 1964
through 1987. the collective bargaln-
ing agreements between the
flntworkers and defendant corpora-

tion provided in rekvant part that ri-
ther the corporation nor the union
would discriminate against any m-
ployee "because of rae. color, relgon.
sex, or national Origin Addtionlly.
those agreewts cotaied a r-
ance procedure which provides thatthe union's shop committee shall pur.
sue the complaint through various
Vipte~ld sts If it U% riot rv% !ld In

t Initil step .By Its terms the tries -
ante procedurI appears t aliowsthegrievant alone to pur" thw matter
only through the first te"p

36 During the rpleat, tim the d-
fndant corporation did tuit hle ao
express policy against sexual harass-ment o r a grievance procedure inde-
Pendenti o the Policy and proedure in
the collective bargaining agreements

Conchsssoqz of Lau,A Jurisdiction and venue are proper
In this Or-urt 28 U 8 C 1331. 1343(4).
1301(b); 42 U-V C. 6200e-5(fX3)

I Por the most part this cas turns
upo the witnesses credibility Inmaking the necesary cred=bility de-
termInation, the curt Considered therelationship at the wtnes to the
parts the witneses' interest In the
outcome Of these Proceedings the wit-
n demeanor whie testifying, theitnreses opportunity to observe and

o7kni0de of what they wereaotand the extent towhich the tenstimony was supported or
dne erklam V owe,, Maows Corp..700 iiPq 1487. 1490 151 P Clase

1"1 i.9- 960.
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C 42 US C .(is~is prosidesin relevant par hit lilt slh tt he fili
unla wful enipli 'et pract - loT ai
employer t *l'. rItisfite AUMI. t-
any Individual %..ith repect to V1.111

e S on to . tP M ' condition or prt.-
e of employs ent. because of such

Individual's e-x
D If sexual i sannnt is suffl-

ciently severe or ;-rasive s as to al-
ter the condittIi . of employment and
create an abusi .e working environ-
ment then a violation of Title Vii's
proscripulon against sex discnnmina-

ton has occured Mertrtiw SatngiBank " viowon. '-7 " S 5"). 67 140 PEP
Cases 18221(196, Mtfer r Auor'. 844
7 2d 569 570 14" FFsP1 (ses 1173f 43thCir 19881 Sue'" har1L%%TIefIt orCtirs
when an emploinr% conduct hs the

purpoe or ceff. of iioreasnabv I,tPrri ngle with ,y 1 lths IdiA1is work
perlonnanr, or. reatti 1,1, It alm(ltt-
Ing. hostile or r'P -tiNive . iorkitig ,%,i -
ro n m e n t i o n'I,, 1,, 4 7 -7 t' t a t fi ,
(quoting 29 C F n 41604 1 hai' 4. ii
"all (;Us ('emf', ('o 842 V"2d I0oo
1013146 FEP Ca' 573 (8tth ('ir 1908i
TO prevail on I- hostile envtron imeit
sexual harasstent ClaIM plaintiff
must establish

111 iPLlanuffilo ' is a It I-cte.dsii
( .ia i i a ,e . . t. .n. ... ,u&I harassment i. Ti' has'eeeib a s e d n e v 4 . , i- . . e ,
terM eeinditii,

Ire t and t%, rl* , , ,.. ... :.

,& 14- It I' - "" -I' . t ,,

M014,t F S I .. ... . . ,

WittIeigi 1 1.F|t ( 'I k ,, ;

Iler I he is' , .I '1" .1-.i .i '. -

113 a NbOriall ft i)ttaltl, ii
Protected itrail 1tw tlarliekdliiteach of the othi required e'lemeill.

5II E The Ct r find-% plaintiff sa
the subject of nwel('ore sexual ha-
rLuent from . '84 through her n'sig-
nation in Marc 1987 To be unwe-l-
Occn4'. the emp vee must riot *-sOicit
Or invite It. anc he Icomplainingl em-
ploye Imustl r aKr5 I the conduct asundesirable or .,?nve - MOlat. 792
7 2d at 749 While the nature of the
work envtro- it might be app ro-ate to consider. te Hall. 442 MP: at
1017-14. Perkn.- 700 PSupp at 1490. a
ribald work enI. IrOnient should n"t
excuse nor endo.-w sexually harassingconduct, HaGL. b42 Fi2d at i017-18 In-
deed- evince t corduc: toward those
Other than pla -Uff may serve to es-tablish the holty Of the environ-
meit Hall. 542 F 2d at lois Accord-

ingly. the envilo-imnrt in and of itselfdoes not m-- harassing conduct
"welcome'"
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The plintuffa own behavior may.hov-r b inda of wther or
the c conduct is "unwel-
e" Vstimo.. 477 U.S. at, ta com-

pleanant's sexually provocaiv speech
or diem Its reani n determining
whether he or she found prcula
sexual advances unwelone"( one400 MIesstmefnim. Ztc.. W ]P.2 114.
1156 n.4 "146 P Cames 14311 (8th Mr.
IS8 Here, there Is no cmten ni thatmanne of I wms mexal
Whilete uRthcn. tcndonts
way o onuctI theorkpad use .

sosv no ind sa feuent

Uff's diituti of vocativ oemaetd
a and mat arinti e nuvokid

da e duct s essue he .whl the Court cuunn condot

My prvcav of the ael

Puius ume of "~ ane -gutf
M. the Ifms OL oth emtole-

-nent be part of plaintiff's
to fit In to the environment at

hand. Duch conduct. however, da not
Jumty the harassing conduct plaintifftham endured. Importantly. no wit-

opined then was a relationship
b nwht -planUff did and the

intraashe reevee.
lbeany. plaintff expire d dltaste

for the items and materials she re-
ceaved. and 1exemed embarrassment
St thse lariuags she endured from de-f tsd m oIR.

AccordIngly. the Court ftnde thechallenged conduct toward plaintiff
ad the materials plalnUff re vedwere qmwecoms.-

03 F. This Court also deten s
that the harassing conduct and mae-
slals wone based on sex Defendants
ire point out that some of the materi-
ala receive pltinff and some of
the conduct toar plain2tiffwer not sexual in nature. 7hi how-
eaw. dom not nake the conduct trae-
ean tothe Inquiry So long asute
Court linds -the Incidents o harm
met and unequal treatment ..
would not have occurred btt for the
ftac" Plainiff wa a woman,. the Court
s=Ysl 111 them In Its942 F 2d "t 1014.

H the ms offending conduct Is
erly sexual In natuWr. The weld

man with an wect pents, the hand-
mede models of peLis and the rp
90plctures Of a nude woman and of a
=Ohr lealyvo se rtn The "slut" "did

=oftllb1" night.- 5n -Jackie

SexualIn naure~re k e, V a-
W M obwVos vandalimd toolxs

and the like. mnu, likely than not were
genet by the %ame animus that
enllrated the note. "This in what you

should be do1ing Instead of aL man-&.ob." Defendants have not suggested
that any male employee was subjected
to a campaign of harassment
rable to that of pltantff. The ty
of the circumstances In the woekplame.
the pastern o haramoment to which
plaintiff was sul~1cted. and Its relted-

-am to the overtly seual conduct. all
Indicate that the so-caled non-sexualhazamnent move likely than nat was
due to Plaintiff's mz. Thus. plasintuffhs met the third lement of the Inqul-

P1 0. Purthermora tha heaament
ected "a term. conditim or privi-

lege of employment In hls report thedoctor selected by defendant corpora-
tion opined that plaintiff's allergi re-
actldm reactions acquired from 1985
and later years. were more probably
due to erpeo relationships at
wrk than a teaco to a physical ex-
posure to chemicals and other sub-
staum at the workplace. She became
so Ill that she ultlnmty left her em-
ployment Thus. the conduct by Be-
son and others was consistent enoughan pervasive enough to alter the con-
ditions of plaInUff's employment.

The Court does not find. however.
that defendant Scot's challenge con-
duct was suffIciently pervasive or se-
ven to constitute actionable conduct,

141 H. Plaintiff has provided credible
evidence of a sexually hostile environ-
mett by co-workers and defendant Be-
more at Poter-frbeL. Pevely. Milou-
r. between 1904 and March 1 N7
PlainUff has established that she con-

Altntly advised her supervisor. Glenn
3e. about many Individual inci-

dents. While defendants urge plaintiff
should have done more. It Is not clear
there was more she shoul do The
on3Y grievance Procedure available to
her Ins I the relevant collective bar-
ganng agrementa, and t%" proce'.
are does not clearly allow an indisvd-

UIl employee to go b 7 ond the first
step without support of the l un-
Ion shop committee. Moreover. neitherthe Policy statement in the relevant
collective agreements nor

Oter = 4Ltemat of defend-
corporation expressly prohlited

eual harassment. The fact that Mr
as'oI was incapable of eammucat-
InM or unable to comamnIcat to other
mPIrv y personnel the actual ne,
lure of the materials and Incidents
should not excuse the employers mnat-
tenton to such matrW* and nci-
denta.

W L Neither defendant corporation
nor defmdant IN9e took remel

MORRi %M AMfANNA'rI()NAI. CAN ('1)kl

action Shiir. - riiAitthti rlalrli.
i e d tO n e r i .- ' * I % " 11 | li d I l l oc t e h -

71 IP.2d 750 7' 04 tP C1.e 8Sl1
(MtJ Cr 1491 iditLnct court findingtht empk 'Mes efforts were 'not i -
peeovely effective" in ridding work-
place of racially hostile language and
incidents was not clearly erroneous.
Thawr defendantsa unreonably reliedon plaintiff's oo-woers to police
theclseivel. although some emotngthem were the m likely culprits.
Thaes defendants failed to Interview
pAlintiff about the haisament. Thosedefendants h uy e that
ocasonal ml reukes of employees
about -horsepay" and pranks
would put a stop to what In fact and
law, was 3rOus sexual harassment. It
was partIcularly unreasonable for de-
fndant ooporaon to Wave Mr. Be-
soe Ins supervisory position over the
Old dearment whe*n he himself had

and his eem st st % he-
ramient, of plaintiff were not effectiveover the course of two and cne-half
yesrs, Most signlfcanty defendants'
efforts were never compete ffe-tve
In Putting an end to the haramnt of
plaintiff.

K ,71 J. The corporate deendent and
defendant Beane are liable totplaintifffor both the conditions plaintiff exper-ienced at work and for constructive
discharge PlainUff has shown that
the h- t directed at her contin-
ued up to within a few weks of the
date s went on Sick Wave, The con-
clusons of corporate defendant's doc-
tr support plaintiffs contention that,
the strem and tension she experienced
at work because of the harassment
and the threat of harasmmnt were the
source of her health problems Al-
thoug the harsment plaintiff ex-
perienced in the weeks Just prior to hersick leave may not have been overtly
sexual it wasc of a continuinga nof y sexual haras-
met which dated back at least twoSan One-half ears. and which was di-

--te at her because she Is a female.
Plaintiff has proven that she was sub-
Actd to unlawful sexual haraMment
which defendants ineffectual mma

mare allied to curtail. Under thee cir-
ctlnuUanm. the Court is left with the
ipremlon that defendant corporation

and defmdant BesM were at In-different to planUff' situation. and at
worst Intended to let it run Its course
with the fcrememale PabiHt jPlaintiff would eventuall7ma 

. Apers would onve do

'y wh-t theydidhnte within ara5ONSeble time after the dfs~n

#ifnvsiti. '.ii it-, .t,..~,v

'endwnt ClOri'"Uin %and etiutuintBesor's cond tt waJ, deliberate se
T'P(ort, Jone 653 F 2d 1191 3 if9 128
FE? Cae s 10241 (8th Ctr. 191) (on
00rustructive dIschiarge claim, employ-e Ab for black employee's rsigna-ton due to rctal atmosphere smlt-
Ing frti employers dlibrate si. or"IntentIokna, soe Crtaft . NatroMedwaInc.. 7.06F.2d i205. 1217 (8P Cae404 (fth CIr. 1985) (on constructve dim.
chag clm employer must be found
to have taken acton with Intent to
force em' to UiL, not den"ed,
475 U.S 1 1l40 FE?; Cases 271(186W)
fo uPD l litf' onestrucive

K PlainUff', entitemet to a full
measure f relief Includes, but Is not
limited to a arniority dafe reteoactive
to her Initial date of hire' "hack payfrom the date . .i ... and anyIncreae she would have received
within that perod... andl any fr':e
benellts she 'ould have mo -
Patton v- Union Nelonal bank of L~lilRock. 68 7.20 532. 547 128 rZP cam
12331 (8th Cir. 192), ce denied. 46W
U.S. 1063 131 FEP Comes 8241 (1883).
pridudgment, interest, Woesaouin tKre Co., 671 .2d 1072. 1078129 PEP
Cases 17391 (t Cir. I 62,. and appro-
prIate injunct ve relief

11 L PlnUff ts entitled to receive
baCkpay from Lhe effective date of her
resignation (~rch 30. 187) until the
defendants' ur "onditsona offer of re-
emploknent -u"de on September a.SFord v 'DOC. 458 U. 219 12l

EP Cases 1211 11982) Thus. plainuff
is entitled to tie following amount Inbeckpay

8 19952 ($1247/hr. - 8 brs -
999.76 x 2 days for 3/20/17
and 3/3147)

311.8 (612.97/hr. X a b -
8103.76 x 3 days for 4/18.4/1137. and 4/3/1"

6.2260 (S. 2.97/hr. x 40 hours per
week - 15111.0 x 12 weeks
te- 4/6/7 through
6/7,187)

207.53 ($12.97/hr. xit 8 ram8103.76 x 2 da, for
6/29/67 and 4120W7

5,2611100 (81I..17/hr. x: 40 hours perwek - 8828.60 x 10 weeks

U ff for 7/1/817 through 8/67)

M. Plitiff Is also entitled to anamOunt of Prelrmsent Interest onthe backpay awarded The Court alnd
a nine perentI annual interset rate
reasnabl and penper. Thug, the
Court awards Plaintff:.

.' V1.31Itsp !' 17
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Chairman FORD. Thank you, Ms. Morris.
Ms. Ezold.
Ms. EzoLD. Chairman Ford, members of the committee. I am

Nancy O'Mara Ezold, a practicing attorney from the Philadelphia
area for the past 10 years.

I have been asked to testify because of my successful, precedent-
setting litigation against a major Philadelphia law firm for discrim-
ination in violation of Title VII, for denying me partnership. The
case was precedent-setting because it was the first such case
brought by a woman against a law firm for partnership under Title
VII. Although I won a decisive victory on the merits, Title VII will
never permit the court to make me whole.

I would like to just very briefly discuss my background, my expe-
rience at the law firm, and the financial and career consequences
which have resulted. I have been a lawyer for only 10 years, but I
have worked my entire life. After graduating from the University
of Maine cum laude, I worked for four years for then Senator
Edmund S. Muskie here on Capitol Hill.

I moved to Philadelphia and spent the next six years as contract
administrator for the Philadelphia Model Cities program, and, for
three years after that, I was administrator of the Philadelphia spe-
cial prosecutor's office.

I had always wanted to go to law school, and, unfortunately, it
was beyond my reach for all of those years. But, finally, in 1977, I
enrolled at Villanova law school and graduated three years later
with my J.D. While I was there, I won the school's year-long moot
court competition. I won an award for the national moot court com-
petition. I worked part-time and summers, and I raised my family,
which had grown to two children, with the birth of my second child
right before my third year of law school.

After leaving Villanova, I began the practice of law with a well-
known labor law firm in Philadelphia. After one year there, I was
recruited by a small Philadelphia litigation firm where I spent two
years handling plaintiffs' employment discrimination cases in Fed-
eral court.

In 1983, I interviewed at a large, prestigious Philadelphia law
firm, Wolf, Block, Schorr and Solis-Cohen, which was seeking a liti-
gator with some experience and maturity to handle cases, negotiate
cases, and try cases without a long learning curve.

The head of the litigation department told me, in part, that he
was hiring for my experience and maturity. And he said to me, "It
won't be easy for you here at Wolf Block. You didn't go to an Ivy
League school. You're not law review, and you're a woman." He
was right.

I accepted the challenge because I optimistically believed that
when I performed well I would be treated fairly. However, from the
beginning, I was treated differently from the male associates, par-
ticularly with respect to two very important practices in law firms.
First, I was not given the same kinds of complex cases to handle
that the male associates were; and, second, I was not assigned to as
broad a number of partners as the male associates, both of which
ultimately became ver important in obtaining partnership votes.

I r= the issue of assignments, even within my first year at
Wolf, Block, when I realized what was happening. What happened
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is set forLh in the opinion of the United States District Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, which contains some 151 indi-
vidual findings of fact, covering 38 pages. I will try to be brief, and
I am going to only mention a couple of those.

The court found, with respect to my case assignments, "The Liti-
gation Department," and I am quoting, "primarily assigned the
plaintiff to civil actions that were small cases by Wolf, Block's
standards and a variety of criminal matters. The plaintiff's lack of
opportunity to work with a significant number of partners serious-
ly impaired her opportunity to be fairly evaluated for partnership."

Another finding: "The plaintiff complained about the qualty of
her assignments in civil case to the litigation department partners,
who assign cases to associates. The plaintiff also objected to being
assigned to work with only a very limited number of partners. The
litigation department chair acknowledged that most of the work
opportunities give to the plaintiff were inferior and promised that
the problem would be corrected."

The court cited a memorandum to the firm's executive commit-
tee, which had been urging my admission to partnership, written
by a partner with whom I had worked extensively. He described
what he called the "catch 22" of my situation: "The chairman of
the litigation department would not assign her to complex cases,
yet she received negative evaluations for not working on complex
cases."

I would add that the cases I am referring to that I didn't get over
all those years were complex civil cases which large law firms take
pride in and which they see as their reason for being. I did, howev-
er, handle substantial matters with this one partner the last three
or four years I was at Wolf, Block, where I spent about 60 percent
of my time handling white collar criminal cases and Federal con-
tractor matters involving substantial procedural, legal, constitu-
tional questions.

The court found that I was treated differently from the male as-
sociates in other ways. For brevity, I will skip some of them. An
example is: The court found that I was "criticized for being 'very
demanding' and was expected by some members of the firm to be
nonassertive and acquiescent to the predominantly male partner-
ship. Her failure to accept this role was a factor which resulted in
her not being promoted to partner. However, several male associ-
ates who had been evaluated negatively for lacking sufficient asser-
tiveness in their demeanor were made partners."

The evaluation process for my candidacy for partnership oc-
curred in the fall of 1988. As in all prior years, all partners-at
that time there were 105 partners, five of whom were women-all
partners were asked to evaluate me along with all of the associates.
So by the time I had been there six years, there were 600 evalua-
tions in my personnel file. I had seen not a single one of them, nor
had any other associate at Wolf, Block. The policy was to keep
them secret.

The evaluations were reviewed. The appropriate recommenda-
tions were made up through the committee system at Wolf, Block,
and I was not recommended for partnership. During the trial, both
sides introduced hundreds of evaluations and comments relating to
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me and relating to the male associates who were considered for
partnership at or about the same time as I.

Some of the court's findings relating to my evaluations were, and
I quote, "In the period up to and including 1988, Ms. Ezold received
strongly positive evaluations from almost all of the partners for
whom she had done any substantial work.

"The litigation department chairman wrote in his 1987 evalua-
tion, 'Nancy is an exceptionally good courtroom lawyer, instills
confidence in clients, gets things done, is unafraid, and has all the
qualifications for partnership. What I envisioned about her when I
hired her was a good, stand-up, effective courtroom lawyer, and
that remains to be true, and I think she has proven her case.'

"In 1987, a partner in the corporate department and a member
of the executive committee, who had had substantial contact with
Ms. Ezold, rated her overall skills and her legal analysis and legal
writing abilities between distinguished and good.

"And that same partner wrote, in his June 1988 evaluation, 'I
think she handles herself well in both formal and informal set-
tings. She craves and reaches out for more responsibility, has
shown industriousness, dedication, good judgment, and client skills
in several matters. I get the sense she should have the opportunity
for greater independent responsibility.' "

I could go on. Let me just add one last evaluation because it is
from the new chairman of the litigation department, who assigned
me, finally, to a complex securities case just a year before I was up
for partnership. "Last year, I assigned Nancy to assist me in a se-
curities case and a related SEC investigation. Complex civil litiga-
tion was new to her. Opponents respect her. The client's officers
and directors are crazy about her and have said so.

"Nancy is another one of those people who is here weekends and
nights. She has difficult family responsibilities, but she never com-
plains about workload and is always available. She is one of two or
three people who will march into court and handle a preliminary
injunction on an hour's notice.

"This case was the first really fair test for Nancy. I believe that
her background relegated her to matters where she got virtually no
testing by Wolf, Block's standards and small matters. She is much,
much better than that. Moreover, she can try cases because of her
guts and maturity. That is not true of all of our litigators."

With respect to my male counterparts, the court found, and I
quote, "Male associates, who received evaluations no better than
the plaintiff and sometimes less favorable than the plaintiff, were
made partners." This conclusion was supported in the opinion by
some 42 findings of fact relating to partners' evaluations of the
male candidates for partnership.

There were boxes of them. Let me quote just a few. "Seems
bright, but he is a bit of a con man." "Not as smart as he seems or
thinks he is." "He's just too slick to instill that degree of comfort."
"I think he's very lazy, and, when an assignment or case does not
interest him, he only gives the matter minimal attention."

"I don't know how he has lasted this long in the firm." "His
writing is dense and mediocre." "His intellectual laziness will
someday embarrass us," and so it has. "A lack of professionalism,
both in terms of legal analysis and research." "He appears to avoid
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responsibility." I could go on and on. All of the male associates
about whom those comments were made became partners.

The court stated, in two succinct findings, the difference in the
standard applied to me compared to the males. The first was, "The
test that was put to the plaintiff by the associates committee that
she have outstanding academic credentials and that before she
could be admitted to the most junior of partnerships, she must
demonstrate that she had the analytical ability to handle the most
complex litigation was not the test required of male associates."

And the second, "Requiring the plaintiff to have the ability to
handle on her own any complex litigation within the firm before
she was eligible to be a partner was a pretext."

The chairman of the executive committee called me to his office
and told me that the executive committee was not going to recom-
mend me for partnership. That was the death knell, because, with-
out that recommendation, your name didn't even go to the full
partnership for a vote.

However, he told me that an interesting opportunity had pre-
sented itself a few days earlier, when the head of the domestic rela-
tions section and one of two attorneys assisting him resigned. He
then offered me partnership on two conditions: first, that I aban-
don the eight years of civil litigation and white collar criminal law
that I had been practicing; and, second, that I wait one year for
partnership. He also told me, as an aside, that I could learn domes-
tic relations law "in a week."

I declined the offer because it would have required me to aban-
don my eight year litigation practice and start all over again in a
new field in which I had no track record or client base and in
which I was not interested and, also, which the firm made it clear
it did not respect. No male associate at Wolf, Block was required to
give up an eight-year investment of time in his specialty, start over
in a new field, and also wait a year to become partner.

I was also told that, although I lacked sufficient votes for part-
nership, many partners at the firm were very pleased with my
work and I was welcome to stay as an associate, continuing the
practice I had been doing all those years at a fraction of partner-
ship compensation. That, members of the committee, was my glass
ceiling.

I was welcome to stay as an associate and continue the work I
had been doing well, continue to please clients, and continue to
make money for the firm, or, alternatively, become a partner, at
the cost of abandoning my areas of expertise, adopting a practice
which the firm accorded a lower status, and accept a one-year
delay in partnership.

The trial court's finding on the offer of partnership was as fol-
lows: "Before Ms. Ezold could be admitted to partnership, she
would have to serve an additional year as an associate. The addi-
tional year was not for purposes of giving any additional training
or experience. Accordingly, the chairman of the executive commit-
tee was satisfied that in 1988 the plaintiff had all the requisites to
be a member of the firm at that time."

I began to look for a position at other firms, and my job search
then and later made it clear to me that I would never find partner-
ship at another large firm with similar compensation and career
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opportunity. A corporate client, an environmental remediation
firm, offered me the position of president and chief counsel. I took
that position with a one-year contract, worked out the contract,
and decided to go back to the practice of law, which I am present
doing with a very small law firm, Rosenthal and Ganister, in West
Chester, Pennsylvania.

I filed suit in January 1990, and the case was tried for 13 days in
August and September. It was a grueling month spent listening to
partner after partner testify to alleged deficiencies in my handling
of cases, despite a voluminous record of a very favorable partner
evaluations, despite numerous client accolades, despite favorable
results on most of the cases in which I was involved, and despite
the fact that many of these criticisms were being voiced for the
first time.

The experience was tolerable for me-tolerable, not enjoyable-
because I expected it and because I had confidence in my legal
abilities and in the merits of my case. But I can assure you I would
not counsel another to undergo it lightly.

The trial resulted in a judgment on Title VII for me. The court
denied my constructive discharge claim. Briefs were filed, on Feb-
ruary 1 of this year, on remedies, and the court has not yet deter-
mined what relief will be granted. Under any circumstances, Wolf,
Block has promised it will appeal the District Court's finding in my
favor. The remedies available under Title VII do not permit the
court to make me whole.

There is a reason why this is a precedent-setting case. A question
was raised about attorneys running to file suits if the remedies are
expanded under Title VII. I am an attorney. I have handled these
kinds of cases for plaintiffs. But I am the first attorney even to sue
other attorneys for this kind of wrong. The reason is the difficulty
in bringing the case, the extreme difficulty in the burden of proof,
and what happens to you when you do bring such a case.

Any woman who takes it upon herself to bring such a case is cer-
tain to know that she will suffer harm that cannot be compensated
under Title VII. That lack of make-whole relief infects the decision-
making process in deciding whether to bring a case to begin with.

She has to know that the defense is going to involve an all-out
public attack on her education, training, work experience, job per-
formance, and those subjective qualities that so often find their
way into the defense of Title VII cases: management ability, per-
sonality traits, and intellectual ability.

Not only must she endure public embarrassment but also perma-
nent damage that the attacks cause on her career. Even after the
court in my case found that gender was a determining factor in the
failure of the firm to promote me to partnership, Wolf, Block con-
tinued to tell the public on television and in the press that I was,
"denied partnership because I failed to meet Wolf, Block's stand-
ards."

Employers are well aware of the !imits of their liability when
they are found to have violated a female employee's rights. Wolf,
Block's attorney was quoted in the press as stating that mine was a"symboli victory" and that he did not think I would be granted
much relief.
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When you contrast the employer's limited monetary risk with
the permanent career damage risked by a woman, is it any wonder
women do not assert their rights?

In closing, members of the committee, I grasped the opportuni-
ties presented to me when I went to Wolf, Block eight years ago,
and I threw myself into them with skill, with enthusiasm, with
dedication, and hard work. Nothing would have been good enough.

I invested the early years, the critical early years, of my profes-
sional life at Wolf, Block for the same reason that male associates
do: for the opportunity for the large-firm legal practice, for the
compensation, and for the prestige and perquisites that such part-
nership brings. All I asked was the same, fair chance given to men.

These opportunities were snatched from me at a time in my life
when I should be enjoying them, when my financial obligations are
greatest, as I am putting my older son through college and looking
forward to my younger son to follow.

Equitable remedies of Title VII, reinstatement and back pay,
compensate for one kind of loss, but they cannot compensate for
the emotional damage and the career damage to one's life's work.
They are also not enough of a deterrent. They are just a cost of
doing business.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Nancy O'Mara Ezold follows:]
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STA 7ENF OF NANCY OMARA EZOLD

WORE 7=1 ROMA 7ION AND LABO CCMIafflE

UNflED STA S HOUSE OF WRIVESFR TAT/71M

REGARDING IRJ, THE CIVIL RIGHIFS ACT OF 1991

FEBRUARY 27, 1991, ROOM 2175

RA YBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

CHAIRMAN FORD, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE.

I am Nancy O Mara Ezold, a practicing attorney in the Philadelphia area for the past ten

years. I have been asked to testify because of my successful, precedent-setting litigation against

a major Philadelphia law firm which the Court found discriminated asaint me on the basis of

sex in denying me partnership in violation of Tide Vi. The case was precedent-setting because

it was the firs such case which went to trial. Although I won a deeWe victory on the merits,

the remedies available under Tie VII will never permit me to be made whole.

I would like to tell you briefly about my background, my experiences which led to the

lawsuit, and the career and financial consequences which have resulted. My situation, which

is typical of both the glass ceiling encounters experienced by women in many professions, and

the inability to secure full and fair relief, represents only the tip of the iceberg.

At 48 year old I have been a lawyer for only ten years, but I have worked my entire life.

I worked during high school and during my 4 years at the University of Maine to help pay

tuition. After graduating cum laude, I accepted a position with then Senator Edmund S. Muskie

for whom I had served a an intern having won a Congressional internship competition at

Maine I was an Assistant to the Senator for 4 years. I then moved to Philadelphia where I

was Cont Administrator for the Philadelphia Model ades Program for six years, and

following that, A of the Philadelphia Special Prosecutor's Office for 3 years.
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In all of those positions I worked with attorneys which reinforced a lifelong desire to become

a lawyer. For many reasons law school had previously been out of my reach. Neither of my

parents had gone to college, but their umusu foresight and substantial personal sacrifices made

It possible for their children to receive a college education. In 1977, 1 enrolled at Villanova

Law School and three years later received my J.D. I graduated in the top third of my class

while also winning the school's moot court competition, winning an award in a national moot

court competition, working summers and part-time, and raising my two children, the second born

Just before my third year of law school.

In 1980, I began the practice of law with a well known Philadelphia labor law firm. After

one year I was recruited by a small firm with a federal litigation practice, and I stayed there

two yeaw handling plaintiffs federal employment discrimination cases.

In 1983, 1 Interviewed at a large Philadelphia firm, WoZf Block Schorr & Sols-Cohen, which

was seeking a litiptor with some experience who could handle, negotiate and try cases without

a long leaning curve. The head of the Litigation Department hired me in part, he said, for

my experience and maturity. However, he told me it would not be easy for me at Wolf Block.

because I did not fit the mold since I was not Ivy League or law review, and because I was a

woman. He was right.

I accepted the challenge and optimistically believed that when I performed well I would be

treated fairly. However, from the beginning I was treated differently than the male associate

particularly with respect to two practices which ultimately were very important to securing

partnenhip votes; I was assigned smaller, less complex cases, and I was not assiged to work

with as wide a variety of partners as the male associates. I raised the issue of assignments

within my first year at Wolf, Block, and was told over the years that an effort would be made

to improve them. What happened is set forth in the opinion of the trial court, the United

2
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States District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsyvana, which contaim 151 individual

finding of fact, covering 38 pages. The Court found with respect to can assignments:

UU Litigation Department) primarily assigned the plaintiff to civil actions
that were small cases by Wo4 Block standards, and a variety of criminal
matters.

The plaintiffs lack of opportunity to work with a significant number of
partners seriously impaired her opportunity to be fairly evaluated for
partnership,

The plaintiff omplained about the quality of her assignments in civil
matters to dhe Ltigation Department partners who assigned cas to
associates. Th plaintiff also objected to being assigned to work with only
a very limited number of partner [The Litigation Department Chair]
acknowledged that most of the work opportunities given to the plaintiff
were inferior and promised that the problem would be corrected.

Ms. Ezold did not work for more than 500 hour on any one matter in any
year according to the defendant's computer-maintained time records. In
contrast, virtually all the male associate in the department worked on
major matters for which they logged at lemt 600 hour per year.

During [a Litigation Department assignment] meeting, [a partner) asked for
a volunteer to work on a preliminary injunction. Although Ms. Ezold was
the only associate to volunteer, and was initially assigned the caoe, within
an hour [the partner] without explanation, had reassigned it to a male
associate.

The Court cited a memorandum to the firm's executive committee urging my admision to

partnership written by a partner who had worked extnively with me and described the "catch

22" of my situation:

The Chairman of the Litigation Department would not assign her to
complex cases, yet she received negative evaluations for not working on
complex cases

When the cae was tried, I also heard criticism that I was not a team player. The Court

found:

The only basis of this crlticism...was the plaintiffs perceived concern
about women's issues such as the Firm's treatment of paralegaIs, who

3
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were visually all female and the Firm's treatment of part-time
attonMe who were all female.

I had questioned why the paralegals were not paid for overtime work on nights and weekends

when th firm billed the clients for that overtime. The Court found that when a male attorney

at Wolf Block diswssed the Issue of part-time attorneys his partner believed he was not 'using

bad judgment In raising that question as a women's issue," but, said the Court, "Ms. Ezold's

characterizaon of matters affecting largely female groups as 'women's issues' was evaluated

different.'

The Court further found that I was:

Criticized for being vey demandinS" and was expeced by some members
of the Firm to be non-assertive and acquiescent to the predominantly male
partnership. Her failure to accept this role was a factor which resulted
in her not being promoted to partner. However, several male associates
who had been evaluated negatively for IasW* sufficient asertiveness in
their demeanor nn made partners.

The evaluation process for my candidacy for partnership occurred in the fall of 1988. As

in all prior years, each partner completed an evaluation form for each associate. By 1988 there

were approximately 105 partners of whom only 5 were women. My personnel file contained

about 600 evaluations. I had never seen my personnel file until I asked for It after resigning

and I do not believe any other associate had ever seen his or hen The firm had a policy of

keeping the evaluations secret.

The evaluations were reviewed by the Associates Committee, comprised of 10 partners, and

a bottom line memo was prepared by a Committee member. For those associates who were

candidates for partnrship, the Associates Committee made a recommendation to the 5 member

Executive Committee, and the Executive Committee had sole and ultimate responsibility for

determining who was elected to the partnership since the firm's voting partners could consider

4
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only those recommended by the Executive Committm. I was not recommended for partnership

by either committee.

During the trial both aides introduced hundreds of evaluations and comments relating to me

and to other associates considered for partnership during or dose to my year. The Court made

several fadinps relating to them. Some of the finding relating to my evaluations were as

follows

In the period up to and including 19 , Ms. Ezold received strongly poii
evaluations from almost all of the partners for whom she had dons any
substantial work.

ML. Eolcds overall score lnlegal dlls in the 1988 bottom line
memorandumwas a " for good%. (where the top 2 categories were-€itin ,dw anid "good.*).

rlhe Utigation Department OMafrman] wrote in his 1987 evaluation:

Nancy is an exceptionally good courtroom lawyer, instill confidence
in clients, get things done, is unufmid and has all the 5 alifiations
for partnership... What I envisioned about her when I h1re her was
a "good stand-up, effective courtroom lawyer remains to be true and
I think she has proven her case-

In 1987,... a partner in the Corporate Department and a member of the
Executive Committee who had had substantial contact with Ms. Ezold,
rated her overall skills and her legal analysis and legal writing abilities
between "distinguished" and "ood."

rPtat same partner] wrote in his June 1988 evaluation of M. Ezold:

I think she handles herself well in both formal and informal
settins...She craves and reaches out for more responsibillty...Has
shown industriousness, dedication, food judgment and client skills in
several matters. I get the sense sue should have [the] opportunity
for greater independent respombility.

The Court fomnd that another partner with whom I had worked closely for several years

rated me 'DIstnguWd' in all perumal qualities in 1988, and described me as "a top light

associate who W make a fine partner."

5
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The new chairman of the Litigation Department who assigned me to a complex securities

case in 1987, wrote in his final evaluation:

Last year I assigned Nancy to assist me in -. [a securities case] and a
related SEC investigation. Complex dvil litigation was new to her..
Opponents respect her. The [client'sJ officers and Directors are crazy
about her, and have said so. Nancy is another one of those people who
is here weekends and nights - she has difficult family responsibilities. She
never complains about workload and is always available. She is one of two
or three people wbo will march into court and handle a preliminary
injunction on an bow's notice. (This case] was the first really fair test for
Nancy. I believe that her background relegated her to...matters (where
she got virtually no testing by Wolf, Block standards) and small matters.
She is much, much better than that. I could handle any case with Nancy
and she will soon be able to handle major cases independently - she can
do so now, in my opinion, in consultation with an experienced partner.
Moreover, she can try cases because of her guts and maturity. That is not
true of all of our litigators.

The Court further found that:

The test that was put to the plaintiff by the Associates Committee that she
have outstanding academic credentials and that before she could be
admitted to the most junior of partnerships, she must demonstrate that she
had the analytical ability to handle the most complex litigation, was not the
test required of male associates.

Finally, the Court concluded:

Requiring the plaintiff to have the ability to handle on her own any
complex litigation within the firm before she was elig'ie to be a partner
was a pretext.

With respect to my male counterparts, the Court found that Male associates who received

evaluation no better than the plaintiff and sometimes less favorable than the plaintiff were

made partners' This conclusion was supported in the opinion by some 42 findings of fact

relating to partners' evalutions of the job performance of male associates who were made

partners. I will not belabor them, but a representative sample of the evaluation excerpts

contained in the Court's findings includes the following:

6
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Seems b but he is a bit of a con man. Not as smart as he seems or
thinks he is.

He's just too slick to istil.that degree of comfort.

I think he is very lazy and when an assignment or case does not interest
him, he only gives the matter minimal attention.

I don't know how he has lasted this long in the firm.

His writing is dense and mediocre.

His intellectual laziness will same day embarrass us.

A lack of professionalism, both in terms of legal analysis and research.

He appears to work to avoid responsibility.

Not particularly able in client servicing and development.

Lem than tactful,

Offended temibly my father-in-law...who changed firms as a result...

Abandoned ship...fAiled to follow up.

Sloppy at times and [showed) occasional lapses in Judgment.

Phlegmatic, diffident, non-assertive and unimaginative.

All of the male associates about whom these evaluation comments were made became partners.

The Associates Committee recommended to the Executive Committee that I not be made

a partner. Subsequently, the Cbairman of the Executive Committee called me to his office and

told me that the Executive Committee was not going to recommend me for partnership.

However, he said an interesting opportunity presented itself a few days earlier when the head

of the domestic relations section and one of two attorneys assisting him resigned. He then

offered me partnership on the conditions that (1) I wait one year and (2) 1 take over the firm's

family law practice which I 'could learn in a week" I declined the offer. It would have

required me to abandon 8 years of practice in white coar criminal and commercial cvil

7
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litigation to start over agin in a new field in which I had no track record or cent base, In

which I was not interested and which the firm did not respect. No male associate was required

to Sve up an 8 year investment of his time in his specialty, start over in a new field, and also

wait a year, to become partner. I was also told that although I lacked sufficient votes for

partnership, many partners at the firm were very pleased with my work and so the firm also

offered me the opportunity to remain, as an associate, continuing my litigation practice at a

fraction of partnership compensation.

This was my glass ceilin I was welcome to stay as an associate and continue the work I

had been doing well, continue to please clients and continue to make money for the firm, or

alternatively become a partner at the cost of abandoning my areas of expertise, adopting a

practice which the firm accorded a lower status, and accepting a one year delay in partnenhip,

none of which was required of my male counterparts.

The Trial Court's finding on this conditional offer of partnership was as foows:

Before Ms. Pzold could be admitted to partnernhip., she would have to
serve an additional year as an associate. The additional year was not for
purposes of giving any additional training or experience. Accordingly, the
Chairman of the Executive Committee was satisfied that in 1988 the
plaintiff had all the requisites to be a member of the Firm at that time.

I began to look for a position at other firms, and my job search then and later made it

clear that partnership at another large firm with similar compensation and career opportunity

was highly unlikely. A corporate client, an environmental remedladon firm, offered me the

position of president and chief counsel, and I accepted. We agreed to a one year contract and

by the end of that year I decided to return to the practice of law. I have been Of Counsel to

Rosenthal and Ganister, a 5 attorney litigation firm in West Chester, Pennsylvania, since June

of last year.

8
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I filed suit in January 1990, and the case was tried for 13 days in August and September.

It was a grueling month spent listening to partner after partner testify to alleged deficiencies

in my handling of cases despite a voluminous written record of very favorable partner

evaluations, despite numerous accolades from clients, despite favorable results on the case in

which I was involved, and despite the fact that many of these criticisms were being voiced for

the first time. The experience was tolerable because I expected it and because I had self-

confidence in my legal abilities and in the merits of my case, but I would not counsel another'

to undergo it lightly. The trial resulted in a judgment for me on the Title VII claim. The

Court denied my constructive discharge claim. Briefs were filed on February 1st on remedies

issues, and the Court has not yet determined what relief will be granted. Wolf Block has

promised It will appeal the District Court's finding in my favor.

A he remedies available under Title VII do not permit the Court to make me whole for the

losses I have suffered. There is a reason why this is a precedent-setting case. Women, even

women in the professions, are reluctant to take the enormous risks inherent in trying to prove

discrimination, no matter how egregious, when to do so is certain to cause further damage to

reputation and career which cannot be compensated until Title VII. That lack of make-whole

relief infect the decision-making process because a woman who asserts her statutory rights

knows that the defense will most likely involve an all-out public attack on her education,

training& work experience, job performance and those subjective qualities so often found in the

defense of discrimination cases such as mana emct ability, personality traits, and intellectual

ability. Not only must she endure public embarrassment, but also the permanent damage such

attacks cause on her career. Even after the Court in my case found that "gender was a

determining factor in the failure of the Firm to promote the plaintiff to partnership in 1989,0

9
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Wolf Block continued to tell the public on television and in the press that I was denied

partnership because my abilities were not up to the fin's standards.

Employers are well aware of the limits of their liability when they are found to have violated

a female employee's civil rights. Wolf Blodcs attorney was quoted In the press as stating that

mine was a "symbolic victory" and that be did not think I would be granted much relief. When

you contrast the employers limited monetary risk with the permanent career damage risked by

a woman, Is it no wonder women do not assert their rights.

I grasped the opportunities presented to me when I was hired by Wolf, Block 8 years ago,

and threw myself into them with skill, enthusiasm, enormous dedication and hard work. Nothing

would have been good enough. I invested the critical early years of my professional life at

Wolf Block for the same reasons the male associates did; for the compensation, the opportunity

for a large-firm legal practice, and the prestige and perquisites that such patnership brings.

All I asked was the same fair chance given to men. Tbose opportunities were snatched from

me at a time in my career when I should by enjoying them and withen my financial obligations

are greatest as I am putting my older son through coUege and planning for my younger son to

follow. The equitable remedies of Title VJ1, reinstatement and front and back pay, compensate

for one kind of loss, but they cannot compensate for the omotional and career damage to one's

ife's work. They are also not enough of a deterrent - just a cost of doing business.

Tlank you.

10
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lancy 0 Mara FZOIU,
V.

WOLF, LOCR, SCHORR AND SOLIS-COItEII.
Civ. A. No. 90-002.

United Siates District Court, E.D. Pennsylvania.
Now. 29, 1990.

Daniel M. Jaffe, Philadelphia, Pa., Judith P. Vladeck, Debra L. Raslin,
Michael B. Ranis, )ladecl', Waldman, Elias & Fngelhard, P.C., New Yor City, for
Nancy OMara Ezold.
Marl S. Oichter, Ian A.L. Strogatz, M. NorMAn Goldberger, Wolf, Block,
Schorr & Solis-Cohen, Philadelphia, Pa., for Wolf, Block, Schorr and Snil-
Cohen.

AMENIDED MEMORANDUM

.IAMFS McGIRR VELLY, District Judge

o1 the court has now considered the testimony that has been presented in
this case and is prepared In male its Findings of Fact And Cnnclusions of Law
And decision.

COFR. (C) WEST 1998 NO CLAIM TO OR16. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 2 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as 1998 Wi 186924, @1 (E.D.Pa.))

FINDINGS OF FACT

I. Plaintiff Nancy Ezold has alleged that Wolf, Olocl, Schorr and Soils-Cohen
('Wolf, Blocl or "the Firm') discriminated against her on the basis of her se<
in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42
U.S.C. s 20Be. et seq., when it
Ms. Fzold also alleged that she wsy rW _Woo-T, oc1 on
account of her so- by reason of the acison. In addition,
Ms. Fzold Alleged a claim under the Equal Pay Act, 29 U.S.C. a 266(d), of the
Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 U.S.C. s 201, at seq. The Court has Jurisdictlon
over this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. s 2080e-S(f)(3).
2. Prior to trial, with the agreement of the parties, the Court bifurcated the

issues of liability and damages.
3. In addition, the Court severed Ms. Ezold s clal under the Fqual Pay Act

pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 4(hl.
4. Ms. Fzold graduated from Villenova Law School in 1980. She graduated 61st

out of a class of 194. And was not a member of the Villanovn Law Review.
S. subsequent to her graduialion from law school, Ms. Fzold worked at the Law

Firm of Kirsc'hner, Walters & Williq from 1980 to 1981. She was involved
primarily in the representation of union members through their union legal
services plan in personal matters such as worlers compensation, domestic
relations .,nd real etate seftlaments.

r(Pp. (r) UEST lqq@ NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORkq
Not Reported Ill F.Supp. I? i or P 3 OF 46 DCI P
(Cite As: 1990 UL 186924, *1 'E.D.Pa.))
S. From 1981 to July, 1983, Me. Ezold worked at the law firm of Phillips and

Phelan. This fire had two attorneys besides the plaintiff.

Best Available Copy
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hired her, There were no obJections by anyone on the defendant Firm' hsilog1' eonittee to the plaintiff's hirihg or plaoin@ her on a partnership track.
i Wlo Block is a law firk bajed in Philadelphii which, as of 1909, was

comprised of 249 attorneys, approximately one-half of whom were partners.
Wolf, Bloc& he a number of departments, including reel estate, corporate,

litigation, taxation, estate* end labor. During the tine Ms. Ezold worked at

Wolf, Bloc, the Litigation Department grew from 36 to 55 attorneys.

10. Wolf, Rioci is governed by a 5-MeMber Executive Conittee which is

responsible for establishing policy for the Firm and for operating the Firm oi
a day-to-day basis. the F.ecutive Committee s members Are elected by the

Firm's voting partners.
s2 I1. Wolf, Bloci has a 10-meMber Associates Committee which includes

partners from each of the from's departments. the members of the Associates
Committee are appointed by the Executive Committee.
12. The Associates Comittee is responsible for, inter elia, reviewing the

COPR. (C) WEST 1999 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. ,O'Jt. WORKS
Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 4 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as: 1996 WL 186924, '2 (E.O.Pa.))
performance and evaluations of all of the Firms associates and naling
recommendations to the Firm's Executive Committee as to salary and as to which

associates should be admitted to the partnership.
13. The Executive Committee reviews the partnership recommendations of the

Associates Committee and, Ii turn, exercises its own discretion in mating
partnership recommendations to the entire partnership. Only those persons who
have been recommended for partnership by the Executive Committee are considered
for admission to the partnership by the Firm's voting partners, upon whom rests
the sole and ultimate responsibility for determining who is elected to the
partnership.
14. The defendant Firn hires many associates iMMediately after their

graduation from lew school or co pletion of a judicial cleriship (referred to
as *non-laterals'). Non-laterals are considered for partnership approximately
7 1/2 years after their graduation from law school. Other associates, referred
to as 'laterals,* are hired after they have had experience working at other law
firms or in other post-law school employment, end are generally subject to a
five-year rule for partnership consideration.
IS. Until 1989, certain associates of an experience level to be admitted to a

partnership were Accorded *" ail partner* status, Such individuals, in
contest to other partners (referred to as 'regular" partners), do nnt have the
right to vote or to receive any equity share in the partnership, are subject to

COPR. (C) WEST 1999 NO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WORKS
Not Reported to F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 5 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as: Iqg WL 186924, .2 (E.D.Pa.))
removal by the Executive Committee, and have benefits which are Inferior to
those provided to regular Partners.
16. In the SW q of1 I3S, Mo. Ezold applied for employment at Wolf, Bloct

She met initially with qenour EurlAnd, who was then the Chairman of the
Litigation Department.
17. From I183 until 19RA7, r. Kurland was the chair of the Litigation

Department. ThereAfte Afint Dlevis served as chair of the IltIgation
Department.

18. In lW I, No. Ezold was nffered a position io an associate in Wolf, Blol s
Litgatlio, Department. tfurit.g the selection process, she had meetings and
telephone roneirsaltions with fit. Kurland, who said that her prior world
experience helped mate hrr' All attractive candidate to do litigation for Wolf,
Blocl. Ip. 1wrland told Ms. Efold that It would not be easy for her at Wolf,
Seek beawse she did not fit the Well, $look mold since she was a women, had
ngt At# 4, v1t y leagim l Aw school, and hAd not been an law review. Mr.
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Blocks offer of employment, Me. Ezold had lunch with Roberts Liebenborg end
Barry Schwartz, who were both member of the Litigation Department. Me. Ezold
admitted she did not mention to the"e the statement by Mr. Kurland that she

rOPp. (C) WE'T Iqqo nO CLAIM TO ORIG. U.S. GOVT. WOPVq
Not Reported it, r.Supp. A I OF 2 P 6 or 46 rT P
(Cite As: 1990 WIL 186924, Z IE.D.Pa.))
would have a diffirult time At Wolf, Bioci because she it a woman, did not a.i
then any qiestinns 'biut ihe treatment of women at Wolf, R10, and did not
express to the, a,y conteti over the Firn's treatment of women.
93 29. (Is. E:old hagan working at Wolf, Blorl e1 Julv, 1q83 and was

assigned to the rirm's Liligation Oepartnent.
21. From 1983 until 1987 Mr. Kurlond was responsible for assignment of wort to

associates in the I itigotion Department, a duty he delegated in part to parttier
Steven Arbittier. Thereafter fr. navis assumed p:-inary responsihility for
distribution of wor to associates in the Department.

22. Ms. Ezold handled various matterss for the defendant during her tenure at
Wolf, Blo. She worked for partners in the Litigation Oepartnent on cri~nl
letters, insurance cases, general commerriel litigation and other areas, and
also did work for soe partners in other departments. She handled matters at
all stages of litagtiori, nd was ro.Vad upon by partners to go to court on An
emergency basis.
23. is. Ezold routinely researched and drafted briefs and pleadings on the

matters on which she worled, and during the last two years of her employment at
Wolf, Blocl . supervised jijior A'sociates in their preparation of hrief-% Andpleading. .

24. fir. Arbiltier primarily assigned the plaintiff to civil actions that were
small cases hy Wolf, Bloc$ tanderds, and a variety of criminal matters.

Not Reported in F.Supp. P I OF 2 P 7 OF 49 DCT P
(Cite as- 1990 WL 186924, P' (F.D.Pa.))

2. For example, in 19e3, Mr. Arbittier assigned the plaintiff, together with
an associate, Mr. icCiellough. responsibility for a large group of ninor cases
previous, ly h.,indled hy ' atIvf% ,,lrvin, .11 SS. rnio te who had wnried non ntch u atters
end had left the Firm.

"A. thereafter, the plaintiff was given responsibility for ten to fifteen
hanfruptry matters involving collections of $400 or IePN".

27. Ma. Ezold did not wart for more then .M hours on oin one matter in any
year according to the defendant's computer-maintained bIme records. In
contrast, virtually oil the male associates in the department worted on major
matters for which they logged at least 60 hours per y)ear.
20. The plaintiff attended regular assignment neetirg in the Litigation

Department where she had the opportunity to observe the emlltomte being given
to male associates. Site learned at such meetings of the Informal procedure hy
which partner% spole directly to certain associates to assign then
responsibilities bypassing the formal aselgment procedure.
29. During one such meeting, Mr. Arbittler asked for a volunteer to Uo1 fln it

pretimin ry injunction. Although Me. Ezold was the only 4sse1cite to
volunteer, and wan initially assigned the cast, within en hour Mr. Arbittler,
without explanation, had reassigned it to a male associate.
39. ihe plaintiff conplaitied about the quality of her assignments et civil
att. t o l n th r I ut oqn aic d irparbent h p tners who nisjigned t ... i to

Not Reported in F.Supp. P I OF 2 P 9 or 46 DCV I'
(Cite as: 19" WL 186924, 03 (E.D.Pa.))

1,*11 ' os m ;. fIt- r l.i ,ni 1 ff I , ",ti l ln , tn hf-ittr .% ,iqnaue it ulrl wi th nn lv .,
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31. Part of the negative Impression concerning the plaintiff 9 performance was
tn Impression that she was *not a team player.' 'Institutionally disloyal," and
hat she *bad mouthed* the Firm to young associates. The only basis of this

criti'isrn advanced by the defendant Firm was the plaintiff's perceived concern
about wypen I ,lAr-la thi s Firm's treatment 0'F paralegals, who were

All f nrla ,ort r.' Fires trelAtment (if partI time ~atornnys who were
Ar foloilelAl I'a.
*#VOW the defendant claimed that the plaintiff i t1s Intellectuel

w"od # per-lawship at the Firm. I. A emorandum regarding the
pT'Trif'l'tdated June 19, IR4, Robert 8oote, A Litigation department partner,
wrote or. behalf of the Associates Comittee;
The doubts about whether snmeone has a depth of intellectual ability fere) a

classic concern here, which sometimes turns out to be self-perpetuating and
fulfilling. Nancy is a confident lawyer who is doing well at her level. SThe
should be given every opportunity to display her intellectual ability.
33. In a 1988 miemorandume to the Executive Commcit tee urging Ms. Fzold's

admis iorn to pArtnersbii,. *WAV#ljly. *tltligtlon Dowmtet partn 7 who

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P q OF 49 DCT P
(CIte as: 1990 WL 186924, o4 (E.D.Pa.))
had worled atensively with her, described the 'Catch Z" of the perception
that Ms. Ezold could not hAndle cemple< cases. He ilt..
ITIhe ferception that 5he is not ahle to grasp rosipleX issues or handle

couple., rasen ... appears to be a product of how Sy Pur land viewed Nncy s r'le
when she was initially hired. For the first few years *A.'J4 only easisn

OW ! m illt, t,. WA *ae other
U l ikml tleeme by *&ylA that xiecy fs net wm4l en

Mrllyi trapped to soCatch 22. "*~firaow, ofi
t ml w i d not sI. her to cmlex caoe, yet she

l lv eviot tens for "r% 0e.
34. In A nemoranditm After his meeting on ben,.q n the Associates Committee

with the plaintiff concerning her evaluation, Mrh. Rooter wrote in March 19R
IKurland) told her that h was goieeg to see to it that the nature of liar

assignments was changed so that she wold have the opportunity to world with
various partners in the Plepartment and so that they wo,,ld have the opportunity
to evollate her.

We told her that we did not view it as her fault that she han't tad the
opportunity to demonstrate these (technical) abilities yet, sinre her world was
in large measure a product of the assignments she got.
3s. during that neet Ing, Mr. Boots and 11 j wak a commitment to the

Not Ri.ported in 1 .,upp. I I Ofr 1, I OF 4; (I P
(Ci PA : 1990 Wt I P69'4, a4 (F.fl.Pt,.I)

U.0 tat 41 W 601.b ..I6isd JIM lSl Pelto mix of cases, reportir in
-0 . of t. Rs. E:old was told that she could not be proier I,

Movml,,terfhecausa she had iot had the opportunIty to nhow her s ills.
3G. t, . Eurlanri told t,. E.-tld I,, let hin I row if partners tried to assigr,

%maller maltls to her ,ftertly. Nevertheless%, nllho,,gh he was head of the
department, Mr . Eur land io.vrr asnigned he, to werl or' a meter for which he wis
respnnsiblr, ea.cept for- one raise in which Wolf, Blor , parlicipAtion as one 'if
five fors representing linitliffs wa. minimal. And rit even that caI.lie hAe
virtually no contact will, Mr. Furland.
37. In a Februer5 1906 mreorAndus, Mr. Booted noted that Ms. Ezold was handl tot

in nuinhr of -;mmll matter f ,r Hleh-ll raplr. r. onle .,d Hr. island
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make the effort to try to give her the assignmente that will enable her toI attempt to build a place for herself.'
S 39. Many partners bypassed both Mr. kurland and Mr. Arbittlar in

selecting associates to world on their cases. Mr. Kurland, in permitting this

activity to happen. prevented the plaintiff from securing improved assignmerit-.
39. the plaintiff worked w.ith a limited nemher of partners in And out of the

I Itv strI n fiepArr' rlt.

Not Reported in I .Supo. 1) I OF r I I or 4 Ilr I r((Fate as 1998 W fl FIq,4, , FE.D.Pa. ii

40. The plaintiff's laci of opportunity to wort with a significant number of
partners seriously Impaired her opportunity to be fairly evaluated for

partnership. As Charles 'oop wrote in late 1985 to Ian Strogat:"
I have filled out the (eealuatlonl forms as requested. I have had virtuAll,

no contact with any (if toe senior A ssociates listed. Arcordingly, it is
difficult to give Al opiriicor as to whether I would feel comfortable in turninq
over a significant matter for one of my cllents or whether I would be in favnr
of admitting the associale to the firm. When faced willh no inforrmatiorl, I Mri ,

answerr tiO" to questions file admission to partnership.
41. In Ms. Ezold s 19R6 evAluation meeting, Mr. Kurland anil Mr. Poot

n~uggested that wor-i ng In -A specialty area would enhance her possibilities for

partnership. The partners described continuing And developing her wnrk in
while :ollar crime As a good niche, hit one thal should tiot preclude liar frnm
taking on general civil worl.
4l. In his April 1906 evaluation of Ms. Fzold, Mr. Boole wrote "Nancy is
good. Ver) good. Don t errf an I ind- (, f woI. Let s lry to lel her male
plACP for herself.*
43. Mr. Kurland also stated that he felt that Mo. Ezeld could specialize in

"trial work" and he valiahle to the Firm. If Ms. E'old specialized ln 'tri il
worl" ani if she became 'very valuable to the firm, because it wae an area
where we really needed somehody anl shr ereilel at thaI, then th at wnuld he ,m

Not Reported an f .Cupp. P1 1 OF Z P 1. 7 Or 46 DC I P
(Cite as 1990 WI 1069.4, .5 (E.O.Pa.))
way that she rould still perhaps be a partner- in the trial department.'

44. the plaintiff handle early white collar cr iminal matters utnder the
n supervition of Mr. Magarity, who headed the Fire s white collar crime group.

45. In March 1907. Mr. Magar ity wrote a memorandum than, ing Mr. urland arid
Mr. Arbiltrer for permitting Ms. Ezold In wor on his mAtters. I- a 1988
memorandum to tre F-ecutie C'ommittee in whil tie urged Ms. Erold is adissioll
itO partne'-hp, Ilr. Maceril, wrnte
VIi t1a1ll,, every other ct itirral defendAnl these ilayr. n- a corporatiu.. Nant

has shown cnnsidirble Ahility to handle lfese typel)i of Impnrtl.nt couple.

cases. The demand for (aptbile 1ltrotr 111 witth Nancy r. sl ills in thin area is
abmonltit blt file -%iply I S -liiar-,e. I stiuld tie more tIIan killing Io ,iAve NArr:y,

as A partner , wiri fl lJ l ir e i l i t', e.glnrdirfl oit lii tliv Arr .
(emphas i added).
46. Each year At Wilf. Pi ,ict all p-irtrers submit written eAluAti,,n. of , Il
associates. I e ... ,- ul I ,, au e t, he c reI. r l..ler rejsr ite'.'. tf Iefr 4, I le t of

Ilh- ie-r-tI or .i (-Am aley:r a I wil t 111he ,''. s k5- it e -. iejrl.

4t. the ej e ltia t ite, fcrr ,, ,' e- lirl(.II Ill de!rr SI'lrq ifrnImati(,l Whilh 15

%ought -hAout lIe .s'-oci %I-. It.l rh,4r^a tristics of legal ierfolm cce .re
I -- listed legal analysis, legal writing and drafting, research ,kills, formal

speech, informal speech. ji.dgment, creativity, negotiating and advocacy,
rrrimom re%., nrd eri'l tere ', rltrercr /i "r t I,'r lsl it -e, Itr . Ii n I-A't
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(Cite as, 1990 UtL 16924, 65 (E.O.Pe. )
reliability, taking and managing responsibility, flexibility, growth potential.
attitude, client relationship, client servicing and development, ability under

preniure, ability to airl iirleperidently, and dedirationi.
*G 48. The evaJuatlor forms in use for the years 19f17 and 199R desc.rlbe for

Ihe ,,..,,lualor what e Crh ,it.1,l- ieAnn. fll-P qr-p.i11. .11- 41 'irr il)err Ai follows -

{)l . t iiqu ished -- Oit, forling, eP.rept Ioral; con' I strit if dem tirn I;rat!Is

e.-t rio dinary Adejitness %Fill equal ly; star.

Goul -- fnlsplr, particular merit on a consistent hasi. efferti,t,
world product And performance; ,-hle, tAlented.

Acceptcttle St-stifatory; adequate; displays rieither particular merit
rot- ai) serious defects or nmiissions; dependable.

MArginAl -- Incon-astent wort product and performance; sometimes belej
the level of what ou e.Prt fiom Anr.citr' who Ilrr
occeptble ot this lesel.

inacceptable -- Fail to meet minimum standard of quality expected by you of
an Associate at this level; frequently heliw tie level of
rjhwit rrri e-pect.

49. The instruction% on the form direct the evaluator to describe the
pariner s e~perienre with the asOciate in the e.aPrtAiWlon period. The

tiot Reported in I Supp. P 1 OF 2 P 14 or 49 fi i r
(Cite A.%, 1990 WL IB6q14, .9 (F.rD.P.i
intritctinns read as follows
In order tn obtain a full evaluation of this Associate. you are urged to

observe the following principles: Ratirigs should be applied orn the basis of
what you expect of an A.soriate at this Associate s level of e-perienre. Each
I ec should ticr ii*r.rritlr s- electing thr Appropriate otijent rye answer with %fine

brief rommett, or "NO.' (Iol Obsered). "N."' ho-uld he reserved only for
those cases where riut eveno a slight ohservatinn has beers mAde, as there may be
s0All observalionls by more thAn one evaluator which will curitlatively indicate
a uble talent, potential or problem tIrat shoutlit he brought oilt to help IIhV
Associate in his/her devel.pment. tfo-t valuable to us Are your written
comments. t t,trs -ii, cddli',,ul .shee l f e oer -n epress iiur self
rompletely.

(emnphasais in oriqtnal; hold type supplied).
50. Mr. Stropotr described the proces tiy which associates are evaluated for

partnership. Seior Aseociates are lateral associates who have completed their
second or third years of employment, or non-lateral hires who have completed
five sears of employment. Senior associates are typically reviewed once a
year. Gener ally, non-seniior associae.VS Are ealuIlted tie a ven. although
that variies somewhat from ye.ir to yerar.
SI. Ihe evaltaltouis reflect letter or number grades of an associate n

Iterfor-ormnr Ir the IIs I It Iq I nd per on l i Ill.. Par-triers Ae . lsn asleil

friot R'p rl-led iI I upp. F I 01" r I,; ilr 4r, I'I V
'C te- A., 1990 WI II rqZ', . .I. (F.p).rp. )
ti Iairtcatie hfw tie) wanld I egard the AItMIls-inrr 'If each s-nor ,issoc c itr. li
per tnersr1i, lie five Asle answer", for thait lillest ,ri are- "with
enthusiasm . " tr f,.i }, it i.rwith eiot l rn. w tr-it "aith Ip freltrg," iii
-no v pl nicis.

2. Ihe compiled evei.st Ion forms are sent t o Eileen McMahon, An
.At111 t %I fral .e rl i ,r' , r It M rtth', ,M, nit h r i , t ff ri, I r t I . ,,f, r rA l to I
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summarized, the summaries are put in books that are sent to members of the
Associates Committee so that each person on the committee gets the information
that has been collated and summarized.

.7 53. t-o16s r of tow A, otesstel Committeg is assigned the
responsible lity of reading the original evaluation forms in addition to the
1riMMAr ies for rer t.ein las',ri,tes. That committee mrmhemr dr-ift, n mi-monrandum
rl' ericing e- rh of those ,%!snriates si.gnd to him or her for this purpose.
the, memorandum -, ,titt ibuled to the other members of the Associates Committee,
unJilly the dey before tihe meeting of the committee. lhis-, emranrthirr in rAller
Ihe , * Il0 m'le.1 lice bottom live memo

... "ll-ifte4nel to be lie Associates Committee neniteor'sl own personal view of
what lie haio gleaned frnm tim avalicaitlons suhmitted at the time by the partners

Not Re'portled ifn r.supp. P I OF 2 rIF; OF' 41, ()IT 1,
(Cite As 1991 WL 18694. 7 (E. n.Pa. i)
who submitted evaluation fortli plus anything In addition that tthe Associates
C6ittee members has gleared from airy Inter.views that he has conducted with
respect to those evaluationn.

(emphasis added).
q4. The hottor line memo br-cores part of the package tht each As-ociates
Committee member fe before him or her At the Associate- Committee meeting.
5S. In the years 1987. 1988, and 1989, the bottom line memos contained A
grid. reflecting the As-crcates Corrittee member s bircesmary of that

associate % letter ajrAde in legal And person, -Ji I cIs for the ire,.eding
evalLca ion period.

Sf6. .committee members ,to ,rot receive the original individual evAluAtions as
part of their part ets. fr. Strogat: e-placned that those doctcmert-, would tale-
too much time for the Aqsocintes Committee members to review. the members
receive the bottom line memo with its arid as A starting point before the
Associates Committee meets. they also receive the summary of evAlcc.ition'r
romprled by Ms. Mahoc, and reflected on r.tandatdi:edt forms.
r7. Mr. Sirnql: tesi"fiel tht flip Aisoccates (crmmitter ic. iro form.vl voh,,g

procedures, irit lh.rit scrm!tirrs lier rrr'e.er pril themselves. Ilre- ccmrlttee or,
formulates a performance re..jew thact cill be gc.en to each associate ,)id the
Associates Committee memhemer who is responsible f((r giving that re.brs. is folt
c Ili' mPi. Inq hV lire Commc it-. h ! Ir le r-evIerer- 0iil, sy.

Plot R-'po, ted it, F.Supti. P I OF 2 r I", or 4V; IT IP
(Cie as Iq9O I_ 10l69,14, 7 (.0.Pa. ))

58. Since 1987, the judgment of the Asortates Committee connernin} a senior
associate s prosperi (or partnership fees beets reflected oil a fprm. he for114%1,1 as possible ,ati,,qs Iris" the associate it promotion to regiiilet partnership

elS "'fi r- e I i IelI. ( amtoan I, l " "uniclear , .' IJliely tha,, lict ." or "Ural Ilely."
SII liter r'atl| Inq% Are eased for flhe I it eizhoo,{ of the associate s prnmo t oil to

sper al pertnter- Pip. Itiat form i. -given to Otie ,ssoriate At the oral review icy
the re-.ponnible A,, or.rleto committee member-. Ai the orcI review, the- crnse-i',i
of the Associatee. Lommitter regarding tht condidAie 1s nomrJ1CA'c, ts, tthei
,antfcrltc- bj Otie ,easponsihe cssocaites Committee member.

r i. I r ( l lrrl (-f tir cI srr: , c', : t s ( 'rm t tre rrtoor rt, ie rerommenrridet inn of It,-

',mmiltp l Its th I --:ol a ' ( ',mm, time. which Irr 1I he l itrlt ite ,ufih r-11
1  

forr
c- rer imerdion t , li fill I re, tier h1ic ti elrc-t ioe or ciindidate- to
larlne,"nh ). fie frjll l),irlre'r hip doers ilt vote ... l candidates ,lot rerommend-.,l.
'8 6O. Is 4* pei'ied u to a including 191, ft, Eoldf received stiongly

positive evtlUltlon from almost all of the partners for whom she had done any
slohsIr Antf a wrst I . It I qQ.* , 'c- ,t lice 1rr1n'e,.'. (f e .I111 IIrn Ifor ,III fiti ff ,.
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LUspartment, wrote to Mr. ,uriano;
Just a note to express my greet satisfaction with the manner in which Nancy

Nolt Reported i, '.Supp. P I or 2 P IS OF 46 DCT
(Cite j, Iq g Ut 18591'4, ,fl (E.O.Pe.)

E.,,lI has handled a cIi im against Ihr thi ion I r,je, which w.i fnr w,,rded In me

by a rlAssmate of mine its Boston.
I Itle everything Ahout th. way Nancy ha'tat IAlen hold, including her resiritn,

her meeting with all opporing rourisel and her hauntlC (If her ril1en-,
tlAvi-y really i-s top notch.
I2. rrior t-) his leaving Wolf, Blocl in 1987, Mr. Vurland believed that Ms.

F:old should be admitted to partnership. He wrote i his 1987 evaluation
Nancy is an ,.ceptionally good courtroom lawyer, instills confidence in

clients, gets things ,one. is unafraid enrd hns all the qualificattonS for
partnership.... Wh,%t I eivasioned ahnut her iheni I hired her was a good,
stand-up, effective courtroom lawyer remains to be true and I third she ha-.
pro~en her case ....

633. In his 1907 evaluation of M%. Ezold, Mr. hoote write that M-s. r:oldi "'-s m
valuable asset to the firm." lie also wrote:
ICirnimiJal, negligence, commercial contract cases are all well within her

ability. Moreover, In these areas she presents herself to the court and
client' as in effective represent.ati.e of the fIrm. I would trust her to
handle merr, significant Imtteri on her own.
Mr. Boots voted with fivor for partnership for Ms. Ezold in 1987 and 1988.
64. In 1988, Mr. Boote rnled Ms. Fiold s legal analyVAi, as "Oo l." tIe had

i-ted tier i, ",'icrrpt-hl," iti that rateqor in qP'.

Not R,-ported n r.Supp. P I OF 2 r 14 or 4r PrI P
i(C ii' a- 199 Wt lf119."4 ,I ([.D.ra.))

Gri. i,, 1907, ',tcve lioodmai,, A penner ini the C"rporatr Del)artment ind 4 member
of the E~eculive Committee who had had s-ubsiantial contact with tMs. E:old,
rated tier overall legal -0t ills and her legal .'IAl,sis and leg.l writing
abilities betwer, "distlin,intrhed" and *good.' tie wr oIe
,hie worked very clo.elv with Greg tMag.irityl ,it arn important matter for me ,1nof

I was .cry favorohly impressed with her wort.. 5he also nuccesnfull 5 hatadlet P
matllr, thlt r" rlriiin'dJ mu I,,q l on-ilsis and ,:ie,,t hanl, tnliii ng.

She is one of the first people I call to handle a,,y litigation matter. She
has always Justified my hnigli confidence In tier .... I sirse sonie old
perfcept fons--baggage--whicih should be revisited.

Mr. Soodma, suggested that Ms. Cold needed 'Better p.r. pull i("
t elationsl." (emphasis added).
663. M. Goodma wrote It$ il- tu n 19ti evalual in ,,- Ms. r:01li
I thiril %he handle her sel f e., tramely wnl I in both formal ond Itnffrnml

setling..... She crave! aid reaches, omit fo,, mi,€ r espois i lIlty .... llns 1.h11.1,1
i,,dustri,,is,,,ess. ilelicalit, good jiidgment and client it Ill' in several
masters. I get tire sernt -li,- -houll 1,t.e I t t.il ,,ri,,rtnt . fr qr r t

indepsontent respn'nnihiaIt. .
09 67. In I 111, Ire ve ir in whirh ho eviluoted Ms. E.olrI s legal

ana'l.-~,is aid ifi rin ,til.. fi . %nh, t t., ,n I t I"n.ltinn Inr ., r Itmr t ,Artner,

Not Reported in, r.supp. P 1 or 2 r 7o tar 41; OCI F
(Cite as: 1990 AL 196924, *9 (E.D.Pa.')
, ietel her in itn-i n ,m is,-1- - "grnd. ' I orne llanir his, mid., P r r ,nrd s
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distinguished in all personal qualities, a grade he also gave to her informal
ipech skills and negotlatAnd skills.
0. Mr. Oals, the Chairman ot the Liti1ation Oepartkmnt at the time, wrote in

his June, 1988 evaluation of Ms. Ezold"
Lest year I assigned Nancy to assist me in the Home Unity Securities
Litigation and a related SEC investigation. Complex civil litigation was new
to her. She had to learn about pretrial orders, class certification, responses
on objections to lengthy sets of interrogatories and all of the other
sophisticated phases of such litigation. With the help of forms from other-
cases, she produced first class documents. She also managed two complex

document productions, Including inspection, de,eloping a privilege list, both
stamping and gutting out the daily brush fires between counsel. Her Ability to
become so useful and effertie in so short a time was truly amazing. Opponents
respect her. the Hone nity officers and Directors are crazy about her, and
have said so. Nancy is anot',or one of those people who is here weekends and
nights--she has difficult family responsibilities. She never complains about
worload and is always available. She is one of two or three people who will

Not Reported in F.Supp. P 1 OF 2 P 21 OF 4G OCT P
(Cite as: 1990 WL 186924, '9 (E.D.Pa. ))
march into court and handle a preliminary injunction on an hour's notice. The
Home Unity case was the first really fair test for Nancy. I believe that her
background relegated her tn ... matters (where she got virtually no testing by
Wolf, Block standards) arid small matters. She is much, much better than that.
I could handle any case with Nancy and she will soon be able to handle major
cases independently--she can do so now, in my opinion, in consultation with art
eAperienced partner. More er, she can try cases because of her guts and
maturity. That Is not true of all of our litigators.

69. Mr. Davis stated that when he wrote his evaluation of Ms. Ezold-in 1908 he
believed 'that it had been established that Nancy had excellent skills in
various areas of litigation, including case management, document management,
witness preparation, dealing with opponent%, professionalism, maturity,
aggressiveness and a whole series of other traits that I considered to be
extremely useful to the department.' He believed she could male a valuable
contribution as a junior pa-tner in the Litigation Department.

70. Raymond Bradley. a senior litigation pertner', wrote in his June, 1988
evaluation of Ezold:
Although my contacts with Nancy have not been eAtensive, I have had the
opportunity to review several briefs that she wrote and to discuss with her
problems on which she was working. I have bean Impressed by her ability to
grasp issues and to think and write about them creatively. She has a good

Not Reported in r.Supp. 0 1 OF 2 P 22 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite ms: 1990 WL 186924, '9 (E.O.Pa.))
sense of what can and cannot be accomplished .... I thint Nancy is a very hard
worker who is enthusiastic about her assignments and committed to the interests
of the firm and it' clients .... She gets things done. Writes very well. Has
a good eye ft,r the practical.
'18 71. Ms. E:old s overall score in legal sills in the 1988 bottom line

memorandum presented to the Associates Committee was m "6" for good. It was
noted that ,)verill* she in i.ed Ilt boAr "'urnqer grAdes in intellectual
!.Iills than last lime."
72. The plaintiff, as on associate, needed supervision and guidance from

partners as do most, if not all, associates. The milstales of the plaintiff
wiere not u)f A m r- -r n.,,o"eide nr t ,p' Ihari ,er-' I hne nf m ie s n- .it a ie
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to the most Junior of partnerships, she must demonstrate that she had the
analytical ability to handle the most complex litigation was not the test
required of male associates.

74. Mr. Davis, Chairman of the Litigation Department of the Firmn testified
regarding the erosion of the standards of the associate pool at the Firm
At the time we were required to work three nights a week and, if you were

smart, you would worl foi, . ard you would wonrt on Saturdays. We were always

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P ", OF 46 oCI P
(Cite a% 1990 UL 186924, .10'(E.D.Fa. )
having Ilinch together, dinner together. The discussion would always be about
the law. We would write briefs. We would spend hours on a sentence. We would
turn out product that was worthy of General Motors for Sam s Gas Station,
because that's who we represented.
the place was indescribably brilliant. And it just isn't that way today.

With all deference to some of my young partners who are sitting out there, arid
they are very, very good, you can t even imagine the way it was in the 196s.
And as time went by, instead of getting the top offers from law officers of Law
Review, we began to get people who didn't male officer at Law Review, and then
we started to go off Law Reviews and then started going deeper into classes,
and thankfully, because discrimination started to rela, and erode, we began
competing in the market with everybody else. And as a result, the pool of
people we had to choose from was the soMe pool of people everybody else had to
choose from, and there were good people arid bad people and mediocre people And
medtum people.
7S. Male associates who received evaluations no better than the plaintiff and
sometimes less favorable than the plaintiff were made partners.

(1) Male Associate A
76. Associate A, an associate in the Litigation Department, was recommended by

the Associates Committee in 1988. Robert Fiebach, who stated that he had had
substantial contact" with Associate A's world, wrote in his 1985 evaluation of

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 24 nF 46 DeC P
(Cite as 1990 WL IlR69 4, .10 ff.D.Po.1)
hi m
I really don't think (Associate Al should become a partner. In fact, if he is

made a partner, I will never again submit an evaluation or. any associate. I
don't Inow how he has lasted this long in the firm.

77. Mr. Fiebach testified that his 1987 evaluation showed that Associate A hal
made 'substantial improvement.' In Mr. Fiebech's 1998 evaluation of Associate
A, Mr. riebach did not mart Associate A as distinguished in any category, but
he 'found enough sills in the good and acceptable category to be comfortable
recommending lim for partner .' He Harked Associate A s legal analysis
.acceptable.* Thus, Accirding to Mr. Fiebach, Associate A had substantially
improved to the leiel of 'Acceptable" in legal analysis, a rating lower thai
the overall riling in th,it ,rA that hs. F:old received on her bottom line
Memo.
oil 78. Parry Klayman, A partner in the Litigation Department, wrote in his

fall 1986 evaluation that lhe 'could not rely on (Associate Al to bacl (him) up
in the office while [Klavmanl wAs in rouri. (Associate A sl writing is dense
and mediocre. tie missed target dates for completing projects and then
hurriedly slapped together -omethifg when I complained.'
79. Mr. Davis wrote ii lis 1985 evaluation of Associate A-
At first glance his world looks adequate, if uninspired. However, if you dig

under the %ti fAce von1 1ind ; lacl of profesrinnAl1m, bolh int terms of legal

40-626 0-91----6
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(Cite as, 1996 W. 19694, .1I (E.O.Pa.l)
analysis and research. The case on which I worked most deeply with Associate A

ri was a preliminary injunction action in Federal Court. He alleged Jurisdiction

have shot out at him from tudimentary shepardlIng of rases he did cite. lhn
cnmplAint w.%s drafted with hare hones adelquacy ,tind the memorandum was
superficial ard uninspired. the client did not feel that (As'ociate A) was
terribly Ititerestdt e ihis csse and mentioned his concerns to me. (Associate
Al must be useful lot out woefully understaffed department because he will tale
on matter and floes get the paper out. However, his wonl product should be
below our miritmum standA i, esd I believe Ills intellec'tua,1l leafless will some
tlay embarrass tis.
88. Mr. Oavis wrnte in fil-, 1988 evaluation of Associate A
(Associate Al is strictly average. I thint he would fade Into the backgroutid

in a group of adversaries representing multiple interests in a couple, mAtter.
He does not have or give the appearance of having a winning attitude. I dn tint
believe he will ever attract significant business. His principal strength
seems to be that tie has 11ot seriously offended anyone important and is useful
as a utility man. In my opinion, we have enough partners tile IAssociate Al.
81. In his 1988 evaluation of Associate A, David IF.aufman, a par tner in the

Estates Department, ranted Associate A's writing skills as *unacceptable.'
David Glyn, another partie In the Estates DepArtMent, rated Associate As

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF r 1213 OF 46 )CT P
(Cite as 1990 WL I6924, #11 (E.D.Pa.1)
abilities in those areas as "marginal," and concurred in Faufmai. s view that
Associate A *should receive help with writing s!.Ills."
8'. In 1988 the Vear in which he was recommended for partnership, Associate A

had legal sl ills that were characterl:ed by Mr. Arbittler as: "Acceptable--
RParely adequate.' Mr. Arbittler also described him at 'Inlot real smart.'

83. In 1988, Anthony Nieisi, a litigation partner, evaluated Associate A As
follows "lAnorlate Al worked on i ma,jor matter fore -me ,id was not
I espnnsIbe. Hie was etremely slow irs responding."
04. In 1986, Mr. Strogat: wrote that 'the partiershilp issue fro (Associate Al

depends upon whal our starertad is going to be.-
RS. too 1987, Mr. Sto og.ilt wrote: "lAssoclate Al is pretty good overall, but

not quite good enough.' Mr. Strogatz wrote that he was cotceroned liat
Associate A "may nnt be bright enough.'

86. Associate A s bottom line grid for 1988 summarized his legal analysis
grades as *good' and his writing and research as between "acceptable" and
'good." His overall ratings thus were lower than those of Erold.
(") Male Associate 8
.12 87. the Associates Committee recommended Associate 8, a litigation

associate, for partner in the fell of 1989.
OR. In Hay 1989, David Simonn, a litigation partner who described his

e.pet Iice will A.. OCrate F) as extremelyy e..tenslve,' stated II a memorandum In

Not Re.ported ln F..upp. R I OF 2 P 77 Or 4 IT1 "
(Cite as 1998 WL 186924, -I (E.O.Pa.')
the Assoc:iates (o mmittee" heree has teen a secu, rest prohlem where lie simply
disappears without eelie.e, -ometimes for a couple of days. anld someetires on
esteseded vacations." tI.. S.imo also described Associate O's *Isc of JudgmeitI in dealing with a major client' that almost resulted ir the defendant's losieig
A million dollars a year in billing.

Sq. H,. Arh llii, ,.,,'f. 1( 1 I o, Ie Pq
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In the prior year was 'none.*

90. In 1988. Mr. Arbittler had described his 'impression' of I ioclate B

Seems bright, but he is a bit of a con man. Not as smart as he seems or
things he is. Nevertheless, I think he has potential. More ss.zle thor- steal.
91. fir. Schwartz wrote of Associote P 1n 1988, the year before his admission

to partnership. He s just too slick to instill ... that degree of comfort."
orvmin Goldberger-, another litigation partner, wrote-... I'm beginning to tiul he doent want to work hard or on dlffic'ult

matters. Maybe he hAs inouble juggling bat I m begiiiitig to believe he doe. I
go the entire mile.

9 . Iii Ite same year'. Ms. I lebenberg wrote

Not Reported Lit .Supp R I OF 2 r 79 OF 4G OCT p
(Cite as. 1990 WI 186924, 1 f F.O.Pa. I)

Think IAssociate 81 is very lazy and when an assignment or case does not
interest him, he only gives the matter minimal attentiota. I have been very
disappointed in ttae work he has done for me to date.... The client has been
very unhappy with (Ajsociote B's) performance. He was late In completing tle
assignment and did not follow through with the client's problem.

Ken Warren. a litigatioF department partner, also wrote of Asociate R Ira
1988.
(Hel needs t,4 apply himself diligently to learn more, lie does not seem

willing to do ttis .... (1e) is too an'ious to give his work to others, lie
needs to tale a lasl (aiim 5te.t to finish. He appears to world to avoid
responsibi llty.
93. Associate B became A partner in February 1990.
(3) Hale Associate C
q4. A,0sociate C, an assoct-ile in the Real Estate Department, uas recommended

by tte Assa ijes Commila, Io 1987. ia the 1907 Associ,iten Commi-ttee bollur
liue r-,m ., he vecel',ed af rvera-ll grade of 'G," the same as that which Ms.
Ezold lad recei~edr. the simmary of evaluations used by the Associates
Committee noted that Hlenry Miller, a partner in the Real Estate Department. lad
changed Associate C s leoal analysis score to ('acceptable'l and suggested thAI
an 'adequate is:orel racy 4j-11 he stiffia-iert in his mlid tn- regular
pertI rae st 1,."

Not Reporled li F.Supp. R I OF 2 P '9 or 46 DCT P
(Cite as: 1990 WL 186924. ,12 (E.D.Pa.))

IS. Associate C becaM, a partner in February 19R8.
(4) Male Associate 0
96. Associate 0, an associate in the corporate department, was recommended [or

partner- by the Associates Committee ira 198P. In the 198 evaluation summary
sheet reviewed by the Associates Committee, three partner, said that Anisoci.,t"
D needed help willh hly va fing stills.

013 97. In 1q87, Mf-. Slagiatz described Aisocia te D as *riot oislitsJtionally
dedicated.' Off altia saait tlh t Assovial 0 was '"no pArticularly able.' it
"uli'nt .ervictq a tidl de.opment." lhie ir or year Mr. S r'ogttz had written
that A soc'isle 0 had 'riot ,ili)lied himself ifa ;,M l ta *WAy A-1 to develop Inlae ,I
fir"it-r'ate I ti.,ye ... I am na-t impresed."
98. Jr, 198, J. Goldberg. -i partner in the Corporrte Pepartment. wrote in itaa,
evaluation that Associate Ie I I letnd, Its shoot fon the hip. 1.,taven me with AI reel Ing of untcertlainty. . ... *

99. At the same time, Joseph Manl, a partner in the environeitAl law
depa Ime nl . arv rt i tha j.n., ,A.l e I ,.s "leRS 1thu1a l It[ iII .
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did'I'lot need to be a star to be prtler He al wrote that he thought of
AsaiocWa6 E *40 a guy Just id do 6ork.*

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 30 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as: 1990 Yi 186924, .13 (E.D.Pe.))

102. Associate E, who was In the Estates Department, was made partner in 1987.

(6) Hole Associate F.
103. the grid on Associate F's bottom line memo in 1988, the year before his

consideration for partnership, reflected a composite grade of "G-" for legal
analysis.

104. Associate F had graduated from Vallannva Law School Anid had not been on
Law Review.
105. In 1989, the year in which he was recommended for partnership, Associate

F was described by Alan Kaplinsky, a partner in the Corporate Department, as
having as a weakness, 'His outrageous personality. He offended terribly my
father-in-law in connection with work which he did for him a year or so ago.
My father-in-law changed law firms as a result."
196. John Schapiro, then a partner in the TaS Department wrote of Associate

F: 'A little superficial and hipshooting.'
197. The prior year Donald Joseph, a partner in the Litigation Oepartment, had

rated Associate F's legal skills as acceptable, rioting 'e shoddiness in clear
thinking or maybe lack of full experience.*

108. At the same time, Michael TcMin, a partner In the Corporate Department,
recommended that Associate F receive help in his writing and drafting skills.
109. Norman Goldberger in 1987, described inappropriate conduct by Associate

F:

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 31 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as: 1999 WL 186924, oil (F.O.Pa.))
(Associate Fl was supposed to be handling a matter for Henry Miller's client,

Hart. I was asled to step in and help supervise. (Associate F) immediately
abandoned ship. lie failed to follow up with local counsel, call me, provide me
with papers or do anything related to the case. Indeed, when called upon by my
secretary to provide information, his response was that the case was my case
and not his.
110. In 1986, William Rosoff evaluated Associate F:
(His is sometimes too fast or flip or not attentive enough. In one matter, Ie

failed to collect on a letter of credit on the grounds that he supposed Al
Breslow would haridle that part of the matter, when it was an inappropriate
assumption to male especially without talking to Al. In another matter, the
time for answering a complaint eaplred. Uhile he might have thought somenne
else was seeing to it, he should have double checked.

,14 iII. Associate F herAme A par tne, it, rehrssAry l999.
(7) Male Associate 6
112. In the btttom line nemorandum on Associate 6 for 1987, the year before lie

becaee partner In the Corpoirate DepArtmet, his grid reflected rio composite
score higher Ithri "G." ls four of the legal skills, ircludisig legal research
and promptness, Associate ( was rated only 'acceptable.'

113. In his 1907 evaluatiun Assoriate 6 was rated 'acceptable' in legal
analvsis hsy Ali.s, hilod, A 1por Itr, ir, the CorporalP DepArtset. Mt . Mitlod added

II Not Reported io F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 32 OF 46 OCT r

(Cite as: 1990 UL 186924, @14 (E.O.Pa.))
tlsi'st Associate A; wast 'lush a 4IlAr* .alss s4"Is "pisv At Iinse's assd Ishswari
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other times he takes a very extreme 'hard-nosed' and confrontational approach,
He needs to be more consistently firm and businesslike and in control.'
fig. Associate 6 was admitted to partnership in February 1988.

(8) Male Associate If
i16. Mr. Aibittier wrote In his 1987 evaluation of Associate H

lAssoclate t4) has real It me down is hII handling of a case for General
Electric Pension trust. lie missed the crux of the case li the beginning arid
dragged his feet terribly ie getting it baci or, track.... (Associate HI world
very hard, but hard wor i .Iluie is not enough. I have my doubts that he will
ever be anything but a ihenler who does what he is told adequately but with rio

Mr. Arbittier wrote that Associate H was trying 'to change my view of him and
I am giving him a second chance. He (has) brains. Maybe he can change.* Mr.
Arbittler also called Associate H *phlegmatic, diffident, nonassertive and
unimagine-tive,' and in 19R8 wrote that he was '(not) real strong in legal
analysis or in focusing on the key Issues (dividing the wheat from the chaff).'

117. In 1989, Mr. Arbittler concluded that Associate H was a 'nice guy' who

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 33 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as: 1990 WL 1869,4, ,14 (E.D.Pa.))
had Made improvement; he supported Aisoclate H for partnership. Mr. Arbittier
explained Associate i s 'redemptlon'; Associate Ii told Mr. Arbittler how he
had been overworked.
118. Associate H became a partner in February 1990.
119. The plaintiff's analytic slill-s were assessed in the bottom line memo ii,

her final year as the second highest potential rant, 'good,' which, according
to Wolf, Blocl standards means displayss particular merit on a consistent
hasis. effective work product end performance; able. talented."
120. The plaintiff was criticized by her supervisors for not being 'politic'

when she pressed for some matter relating to he- personally. Some Male
associates were criticized on their evaluations for not being assertive.
)1. In the magnitude of Its complexity, a case may have a senior partner, a

younger partner, and an associate(s) assigned to a case. Accordingly,
requiring the plaintiff to have the ability to handle on her own any complex
litigation within the firM before she was eligible to be a partner was a
pretext.

122. Mr. Strogatz. Chairman of the Associates Committee, recalls a discussion,
possibly at ar, Associates ComMittee Meeting, that Me. Ezold 'see. things ... as
being in discrimination terms.*
#IS 123. Mr. Strogatz testified about a Memorandum memorializing complaints

against Associate X of sexual harassment. Secretaries and paralegals said

Not Reported i F.Supp. I I OF 2 P 34 OF 46 ICX P
(Cite as: 1990 WL 186924, *1 (E.O.Pa. ))
Asociate X had touched them or pestered them. The MemoranduM states that Mr.
Strogatz lad arranged to hAve Arden Resiolck, an administrative employee in the
persnnel department, tall to Associate X in a "low-ley Manner' about those
past incidents, and the memorandum i counted a more recent incident where
An late X iid touched Allo flirted in ani unwelcome fashl v with o ,e",netaf y
Mr . Strogetz Piemo desc iteil the secretary as 'afi aid."
1K4. Mr. Strogatz testified that his Job was not to determine the truth of the

allegations against Assolate X; lie wrote that lie did not believe AssociateI X's story concerning the incident.
125. Mr. Strogatz also stated that he did not feel that the incident

rnnerninq A sioriate Y Was relevant In ronsilderatinni of whether or not the
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her relationship with clients, Mr. Slrogatz explained his marginal rating of
Ms. Ezold on this aspect was not based on any facts, but was based on his view
that a 'priMa donna' such as Ms. Ezold would probably not be very good with

deatlig with clients.
127. In the plaintiff's early years at Wolf, Bloct, she suggested to Mr.

Schwartz thst an unfairness in case assignment nay have occurred because she
was female. Mr. Schwartz replied: "Nancy, don't say that around here. They

Not Reported In F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 15 OF 46 OCT P

(Cite as: 1990 WL 1869.4, jr, (F.D.ra. i)
don't went to hear It.*
128. The plaintiff was identified ai too involved in woman s issues by Mr.
Schwartz, who wrote in his 1986 evaluation of her that "her Judgment can be
clouded by over sensitivity to what she Misperceives as women's issues.' That

evaluation was submitted it the ordinary course to the Associates Committee ard
was discussed by the Associates Committee. Mr. Rosoff testified that he
reviewed Mr. Schwartz' evaluation during his review of the Associates
Committee s decision on Ms. Ezold, ,i.d noted that comment concerning women s
issues as he reviewed her file.
129. Mr. Schwartz recalled Ms. Ezolde expression of concern for paralegals

employed by the defendant as a 'women's issue." The plaintiff had discussed
with Mr. Schwartz complaints by paralegals that they were not paid for overtime
hours, for work at night ot on weekends. Virtually all of the litigation
paralegal staff was female.
130. The defendant asserted that Ms. Ezold had Misperceived the problems of

the virtually all female paralegal statf as a 'woMen's issue." Mr. Fiebach,
however, stated that he brought up the issue of attorneys worling part-tiMe at
Wolf. Bloci, which was 'well known to be a woen's issue.' Mr. Strogatz stated
that Mr. Flebach was not using bad Judgment in raising that question as a
women's issue. Ms. Ezold's characterization of Matters affecting largely
female groups as womeni S issues" was evaluated differently.

Not Reported li F.Supp. R I OF 2 r 36 OF 46 OC P
tCite as: 1990 UL 196924, ,16 (E.D.Pa.)

016 131. The fa:t that a male assocIate had engaged lit sexual harassment of
female employees at the Firm, was see, as insignificant, not worthy of mention
to the Associates CoMmittee in its consideration of the Male associate for
partnership. This despite the fact that "integrity' is a minimal requirement
for partnership at the Firm according to the testimony of members of the
Associates Committee.

132. The plaintiff was criticized for being 'very demanding* and was expected
by some members of the Firm to be nonassertive and acquiescent to the
predominately Male partnership. Her failure to accept this role was a factor-
which resulted in her not being promoted to partner. However several Male
associates who had been evaluated negatively for lacking sufficient
assertiveness li their demennor were Made partners.

133. Mr. Kopp. Chairman of the Executive Committee, offered Ms. Ezold a
partnership in one year if she tool over.the Domestic Relations Division of the
Litigation Department. It was the history of the Firm that the recommendation
of the E~ecutive Cohrittee (if an associate for admission to partnership was
followed without enceptioti.
134. Before Ms. Ezold could be admitted to partnership, she would have to

serve an additional year as an associate. The additional year was not for
purposes of giving any additional training or experience. Accordingly, the

hfhairMAn Of ftle F-.rrltiv. rnimMittee was satiflid that in 19IRR the plaintiff
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-;" 4, -- 4 -E

(Cite ': 1996 WIL 186924, "J6 (E.O.Pa.))
had all the requisites to be a member of the Firm at that time.

135. Gender was a determining factor in the failure of the Firm to promote the

plaintiff to partnership in 1989.
CONSTRUCTIVE DISCHARGE

136. On October 18, 1988, the Chairman of the Litigation Department, Hr.
Davis, and two members of the Associates Committee, Arthur Bloc and Norman
Goldberger, met with H. Fzold and advised her that she would not be
recommended for admission as a regular partner effective February I, 1989. She
was told that too eany partners did not believe she had sufficient legal
analytical ability to handle compleA legal issues. However, they also
emphasized to tier that the Firm very much wanted her to stay.
137. On November 16, 1989, 1s. Ezold met with Hr. Kopp, Chairman of the

Executive Committee, who told her that the Executive Committee would not be
racoemending to the partnership that she be admitted as a partner affective
February 1, 1989. However, Hr. Kopp told her that the two partners who had
handled the Firm's domestic relations wort (David Holstein and Judith Uidman)
had announced their decision to leave the Fir, several days earlier, and the
immediate staffing need in this practice created by their impending departure
enabled him to offer her a position which had not been anticipated previously.
He told Ms. Ezold that, in light of the particular skills that the Executive
Committee had been told that she possessed, he believed she would be well-

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 38 OF 46' OCT P
(Cite as: 1998 WL 186924. '16 (E.D.Pa.))
suited and well-qualified to head up the Firm's domesStic relations practice
(which was part of the Litigation Department), and If she agreed to do so, he
promised that she would be made a regular partner in one year.
#17 138. In deciding to mele the domestic relations partnership offer- to

M5s. Ezold, Mi . Kopp t)ol Into consideration the fact that he believed the legal
Issues which at Ise in the domestic relations otters handled by Wolf, Block are
generally tiot as coemple. as those which arise in commercial litigation
matters. He also tool into consideration the fact that Wolf, Plock had an
sImmediate and pressing ieed to fill the vacuum which would soon be created by

t(V lmpending departure (,f Hr. Hofsteiin and Ms. Widna,.
139. "s. Ezold told Hr. Kopp that her reaction to the domestic relations

partnership offer was negative. Hr. Kopp told tier that even if she did not
d.cept that offer, the Firm nevertheless wanted her to stay, and she could
continue doing the same type of general litigation work she had done in the
past and would receive a substantial increase in salary.

140. Subsequent to her meeting with Hr. Kopp, He. Ezold did speak with Hr.
Itagarity, Hr. Schwartz and fir. Davis concerning the domestic relations
partnership offer, and none of them told her that they believed that this offer
was inappropriate or that acceptance of it would be harmful to her career.
141. Shortly after her meeting with Hr. Kopp, Ms. Ezold had a couple of

eetinqs with Hr. Rosoff t, discuss the domestic relations partnership offer

Not Reported fit F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 39 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as. 1990 WL 18694, *17 (E.D.ra.))
and her future prospects f.)r partnership if ehe declined that offer. Hr.
Rosorf told her that Wolf, Bloci opeales on a consensus basis with respect to
partnership admission decislons, and a number of partners did not believe thatI she had sufficient legal analytical ability to handle complex legal issues. He
urged her to accept the domestic relations partnership offer and told her that
acceptance of that riffsr mnid not preclude her" frn al o hAndlitto arneral
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having her head up tile domestic relations practice merely oir a slior t-term
basis.

142. Mr. Rosoff reiterated to Ms. Ezold that the Firm wanted her to stay and

told her she "could stay as long as she wanted." He told her that although he
could not assure her of a partnership in the future if she declined the
domestic relalloits partnership offer, she would be considered for partner-ship
in the future. He alsn told her that she would receive substantial pay
Increases beglnning in the following July, when semi-annuAl raises are
customarily give. ti tire I ri s associiteb, tout would not give her o1 pay r i'-,
that was then being give to the other members of her class.

143. The domestic relations practice at Wolf, Bloct was formerly headed by a
male (Hr. Hofstein), arid i numbee- of different Male partners handled domestic

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 40 OF 46 DCT P
(Cite as- 1990 WI 186924, 017 (E.O.Pa.)i
relations matters prior to the time Mr. itofstein came to the Firm. Domestic
relations matters are now hanidied by two of Wolf, Bloci. s senior male partner s
(Gerald McConomy and Anthony Minisi).
*18 144. The domestic relations practice at Wolf, Block is part of the

Litigation Department, And Ms. Ezold admitted that the Firm's domestic
relations lawyers "went into court probably the same or A little more" than tile
other lawyers in the Litigation Department.

145. Ms. Ezold admitted that she did not consider her working conditions at
Wolf, Block to be "intolerable" prior to the January 24, 1989 partnership vote.
146. No partner At Wolf, Plocl told Ms. E:old that the Firm wanted her to

leave.
147. Ms. EZold WAs not harassed, belittled or otherwise pressured to leave

Wolf, Block.
148. None of the cases that Ms. Ezold was worling on at tire timeof the

January, 1989 par tiership vote were talent away from her or re-assigned, and Mr'.
Davis continued to assign her new cases. Ms. Ezold admitted that she remained
"busy" arid "fully occupied" after the partnership decision.

149. Ms. Ezold tendered her resignation in May, 1989 after she had secured
higher-paying employment as President of BES Environmental Specialists (a Wor,
Block client) and in "Of ICounsel" position with the law firm of Rosenthal and
Ganister because she reasoned that her advancement at the Firm had reached a

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 41 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as. 1990 WL 186924, #IA (E.D.Pa.))
plateau.
IN9. Ms. Ezold quit working at Wolf, Block on June 7, 1999.
151. Ms. Ezold*s working conditions at Wolf, Block were not Intolerable, arid n

reasonable person it her position would not have felt compelled to leave.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The plaintiff has fully complied with the administrative prerequisites for
Title Vil litigation. 47 U.S.C. s 2000e-S.
2. Under Title VII, the burdens and order of proof are as follows-
First, the plaintiff has the burden of proving by the preponderance of the

evidence a Irima fale -i ase of discrimination. Second, if the plaintiff
succeeds its proving the priri face case, the burden shifts to the defendant to
Articulate some legitimate, iondlscriminatory reason for the employee s
rejection. Ihird. should the defendant carry this burden, the plaintiff must
then have en opportunity to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that the
legitimate reasons offered by the defendant were not Its true reasons, but were
Alir'ete-t for dincrimelnloi i.
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3. Therefore, a plaintiff in a sex discrimination case can establish a prima
facie showing of promotion discrimination by demonstrating that she is a member

Not Rpor-ted i, r.Supo. A I OF 2 P 47 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite a% 1990 WL 186924. *18 (E.P.Pa.))
of the protected class, that she was qualified for the position, that she was
not promoted into a Job for which she was qualified, and that the position was
given to a male. See Dillon v. Colas, 35 FEP Cases I2q, 174" (r.O.Pa.1qg3),
aff'd, 746 F.2d 998 (3d Cir.1984).
4. A plaintiff's burden of proof at the prima facie stage is easily met. See

Bhaya v. Westinghouse Flectric Corporation, 832 F.2d 258, 260 (3d Cir.1987),
cert. denied, 488 U.S. 1004, 109 S.Ct. 782 (1989), citig lassar-sly v. general
otors Corp., 706 F."d IlII (3d Cir.1983).
*19 S. A plaintiff need not demonstrate nn her prima facie case of

promotion discrimination that she was the most qualified, but only that she
fell in the general range of those considered by a defendant for promotion.
See Easley v. Empire, Inc., 757 F."d 923, 930 n. 8 (8th Cir.1985).
6. The plaintiff here has made a prima face showing of promotion
discrimination. Her evaluations by the partners who worked most closely with
her, and the bottom line memo which summarizes her reviews, establish her
qualification for partnership at Wolf, Bloc;. Several male associates lith
lesser evaluations were made partners.

7. Atter a plaintiff toa, established a prima face case, the burden of going
forward then shifts to the defendant 'to dispel the adverse inference by
articulating some legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the employee's
rejection. f uffy '. Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel, 738 F.2d 1393, 1395 (3d

Not Reported it F.Supp. R I OF 2 r 43 OF 46 OCT P
(Cite as 1990 Wt 1869Z4, #19 (E.O.Pa. ))
Cir. ), cert. denied, 4G9 U.S. 1887 (1984), quoting Teas Department of
Community Affairs ,. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248, ZS3 (1981).
8. A title VII defendant s articulated reasons for the adverse employment
decisions must be reasonably clear and specific if the defendant is to succeed
In #abutting plaintiff's linaC face showing of discriminationi. See Burdine,
458 U.S. at 255-56.
9. If the defendant succeeds in articulating a legitimate nondiscriminatory

reason for its decisions, tie plaintiff then 'must have the opportunity to
demonstrate that the proffered reason was not the true reason for the
employment decision ... IsheJ may succeed in this either directly by persuading
the (trier ft fact) that A discriminatory reason more likely motivated the
employer or indirectly hy showing that the employer's proffered explanation Is
ionworthv of credence. Burdine, 4S8 U.S. at 256 (citations omitted).
10. "A showing that a proffered Justification is prateftual is itself

equivalent to a finding that the employer Intentionally discriminated." DuffrV
v. Wheeling Pittsburgh Steel Corp., 738 r.2d 1.93, 1396 (3d Cir.), cert.
denied, 469 U.S. 1087 (1984), citing McDonnelI-Douglas v. Green, 411 U.S. 7q7,
802 (1973); see also Chipp(,lini, 814 r.2d at 9@0. Prete-t may be shown
throtigh the presentatior of indirect or circumstantial evidence, or evidence,
that demonstrates Inconsistencies or implausibilities in the employer's
prnffer-ed r-eAnons for its elloy ment action. See Chippolan,, 814 F.2d at 899-

Not Reported itn r.Supp R I OF 2 P 44 OF 46 nCT P
(Cite as: 1990 WL 186924. 'iq (F.f.Pa.))
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promoted mele associates who the defendant claimed had precisely the lack of
analytical or writing ability upon whioh Wolf, Block purportedly based Ate
decision concerning the plaintiff. The defendant I not entitled to apply its

standards in a more *severe" fashion to female associates. See Green v. United
States Steel Corp., 481 r.Supp. 295, 313 (E.P.Pa.i979) (policy of rejecting
applicants for "material Misrepresentations' mijnt be applied alite to all

races); Walter v. Robblrs Hose Co., 465 F.Supp. 1023, 1035 (O.Del.1979). Such
differential treatment establishes that the defendant's reason- were a prete, t

for discrimination. Mclioald v. Santo re liall Transportation Co., 427 tl.4.

773, 4-82-83 (1976).
#20 14'. Other instances of conduct by the defendant Firm toward Ms. Ezold

support the conclusion that the plaintiff was treated differently because of

her gender. Ms. Ezold was evaluated negatively for being too involved with
women's issues in the Firm, specifically her concern about the treatment of

paralegals. Mr. Flebach, a smeber of the Firm, was not reproached for raising

the issue of part-time attorneys, which he himself characterized as a "woMene

issue.' In addition, the fact that a male associate had engaged in sexual

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 4S OF 46 OCT P

(Cite as: 1990 WL 186924, .20 (E.D.Pa.I)
harassment of female employees at the Firm was seen as Insignificant and not

worthy of mention to the Associates Committee in its consideration of that male

associate for partnership. Me. Ezold was also evaluated negatively for being

very demanding,' while several male associates who were made partners were

evaluated negatively for lacking sufficient assertiveness in their demeanors.
Finally, Me. Ezold was the target of several comments demonstrating the

defendant's differential treatment of her because she is a woman.
CONSTRUCTIVE DISCHARGE

13. In order to establish constructive discharge, the plaintiff must establish
that the employer I nowlngly permitted conditions of discrimination so

Intolerable that A reasonable person would feel compelled to resign. See
Spangli v. Uialley Forge Sewer Authority, 839 F.2d 171, 173 (3d Cir.1988),
cti,,g Goss v. F..on Office Systems Co., 747 F.2,l 895, 898 (3d Cir.1985).
14. Constructive discharge cannot be based upon the employee's subjective

preference fur one position over another. See Jett v. Dallas Independent

School Otst., 790 F.2d 748, 755 (Sill Cif.1986), aff'd in part, remanded In
part, 109 S.Ct. "707 (19R9); Kelleher v. Flawn, 761 F.2d 1079 (Sth Cir.198S);
Neale v. Villon, 534 r.Supp. 1391, 1390 (o..N.Y.), aff d, 714 r.Zd 116 (2d
Cir. 1982).

15. A denial of promotion, even if discriminatory, does not alone suffice to

establish constructive discharge. See Nobler v. Beth Israel Medical Center,

Not Reported in F.Supp. R I OF 2 P 46 OF 46 OrT P
(Cite as 1990 t. i186924, 20 (E.O.Pa.))
702 F.Supp. 1023, 1931 (S.D.N.Y.198).
16. A reasonable person in Ms. Ezolds position would not have deemed her

uorling conditions to he so Intolerable as to feel compelled to resign.
ORDER

AND 110W, this 27th stay of November, 1990, in Accordance with the foregolig
findings of fa( I and con, l,-ions of law, it is hereby ORDERFO.

(I) As tn tihe Plaintiff n laic that th, Oefendant refused to promote the

Plaintiff to partner on the basis of her gender, in violation of Title VII ofI the Civil Rights Act of 19d, as amended, 42 U.S.C. s 20ae et seq., Judgment
is entered In favor of the Plaintiff, Nancy O'Mara Ezold, and against the
Defendant, Wolf,. p,)rl. 1111-11t Mnd cnll%-rnhen;
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Block, Schorr and Soils-Cohen, and against the Plaintiff, Nancy O'Mara Ezold.

E.O.Pe.,,990.
Ezold v. Uolf, Blocl, Schorr and Soils-Cohen

1990 UL 186924 (E.O.PA.)
END OF DOCUMENT

1'
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Ms. Klein.
Ms. KLEIN. Yes. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my

name is Freada Klein. I will try to keep my remarks brief.
I have been working on the issue of sexual harassment in em-

ployment and educational institutions for 15 years. In 1976, I co-
founded the first organization in the United States to deal exclu-
sively with these problems. I hold a Ph.D. in social policy and re-
search, and authored my dissertation on the subject of sexual har-
assment.

Since mid-1987, I have had my own consulting firm, focusing on
issues of employment discrimination. Most of our clients are large
corporations. Most of them contact us when there is a crisis, a
crisis that may be brought by actual or threatened litigation or,
more likely, when they find out, through mechanisms such as exit
interviews, that a significant number of their employees have left
the firm due to harassment and discrimination.

Our firm has been retained to conduct a survey of sexual harass-
ment in the Fortune 500 by Working Woman magazine. I have a
full report of those data and would be happy to enter that into the
record. In addition, I have been retained as an expert witness in
sexual harassment litigation approximately two dozen times and
have testified in various state and Federal courts on nine occasions.

I want to summarize what we know about the incidence of sexual
harassment in employment. The complaints made to employers are
the tip of the iceberg; they are minimal. The lawsuits filed are
even more remote and less a reflection of what is going on out
there. Study after study, our data and the studies of others, suggest
that 15 percent of women in the U.S. labor force and 5 percent of
men in the U.S. labor force experience sexual harassment on an
annual basis.

As with Jackie's case, that starts subtle and escalates over time.
The perpetrators are peers, are immediate supervisors, and others
at the companies with more power over the victim.

Across the country, across industries, we find that 1 percent of
women in the U.S. labor force are sexually assaulted on the job
each year. That is not a trivial figure.

Mr. HENRY. Assaulted?
Ms. KLEIN. Sexually assaulted, yes. And I was interested in Jack-

ie's comment about her company's response, her employer's re-
sponse, that that was horseplay. I have currently been retained as
an expert in a case in California where the woman, a truck driver,
filed a sexual assault charge against her co-worker with the local
sheriffs office. Her employer has responded that it was horseplay.

There is a chart in my prepared testimony that shows the forms
of unwanted sexual attention experienced by both men and women
in the labor force and will show you that figure on sexual assault.
As we can see, most of it is at the more subtle end of the spectrum,
it is unwanted, persistent, sexual remarks, teasing, jokes, or ques-
tions. In 75 percent of cases, sexual harassment starts there and,
despite the clear objection of the victim, it escalates.

Dr. Mary Rowe of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
I have concurred, comparing both proprietary and published data,
on complaint rates of sexual harassment. In our combined re-
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search, 90 percent of sexual harassment goes unreported to the em-
ployer. Victims cite two primary reasons for refusing to come for-
ward: first is fear of retaliation; and second is fear of loss of priva-
cy.

Those fears are real obstacles. As the two courageous women
who have testified here before me have pointed out, to bring a case
is not to be made whole; it is to do a service to others. It is an act
of courage; it is not an easy way to make a buck. The loss of priva-
cy, the loss of career opportunity are real pitfalls, not only of expe-
riencing discrimination, but certainly in trying to remedy it.

Currently, employers have not designed adequate complaint
mechanisms to encourage victims to come forward. The responsibil-
ity of employers to do so was stated in the Supreme Court case, the
Meritor Savings Bank case, in 1986, and reiterated in the 1988
EEOC guidelines.

Victims perceive that to come forward within their workplaces is
to be labeled as "troublemakers" or "oversensitive," and many em-
ployees in many companies will tell you to make any allegation of
discrimination is known as a career-limiting move.

Measures such as the proposed bill will, I believe, encourage em-
ployers to design and implement complaint structures which en-
courage victims to come Torward by overcoming the fear of retalia-
tion and the fear of loss of privacy. We know that the perception of
available workplace remedies changes dramatically if one experi-
ences any form of employment discrimination and tries to avail
themselves of the remedies that the employer provides.

In my prepared testimony there is a chart, chart B, that shows
the significant decline in the confidence in those remedies between
employees who have not experienced employment discrimination
and those who have. Most employees believe that the policies their
employers have put in place are fair, are adequate, and that both
formal and informal complaint structures are adequate, until they
try to use them. They then find the experience of being ostracized,
of having their careers hit a dead end, and being labeled as trou-
blemakers by their employers.

I want to address also the impact on the victim and on the work-
place of sexual harassment. Individuals who experience sexual har-
assment report an array of consequences, including substantial de-
terioration of physical and mental health. There is also a loss of
confidence in one's ability to perform one's job or to pursue one's
career goals and diminished productivity at a statistically signifi-
cant level.

Sexual harassment victims report fear, anxiety, guilt, and de-
pression. Even those who have been successful plaintiffs, especially
women in nontraditional occupations, find that they are unable to
return to that occupation for the balance of their working lives.
The climate in those organizations is too familiar and too hostile.

Our proprietary research indicates that sexual harassment vic-
tims suffer statistically significant declines in self-esteem and an
increase in their stress levels. Negative consequences ensue to the
employer as well. And, again, there is a final chart C in my pre-
pared testimony that depicts those. It shows that to allow sexual
harassment to go on is simply not good business.
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There are statistically significant drops in job satisfaction, confi-
dence in senior management of the firm, the perception of the com-
petence of one's immediate supervisor, the credibility of organiza-
tional communications. There is also reduced pride and loyalty, un-
derstandably, to the employer who is allowing one to be a victim of
harassment or discrimination. And, in some instances, for sexual
harassment alone, a doubling in the likelihood of the victim to
leave the firm.

We see that one instance of unwanted sexual attention shows a
decline; further, two or more instances of sexual harassment show
a further statistically significant decline. Whether the organiza-
tional purpose is public service, delivery of health care, or other
services, or the production of goods, sexual harassment undermines
its attainment.

Finally, I want to address the inadequacy, as I perceive it, of
Title VII's current remedial scheme. In my opinion, current reme-
dies under Title VII fall far short of, first, making victims whole
for their losses; second, encouraging victims to come forward to en-
force the statute; and third, and especially, deterring future dis-
criminatory behavior by employers.

In many cases, the tangible economic loss arising from discrimi-
nation is minimal. Yet, as we have heard from the two women who
have testified ahead of me today, the psychic toll and future career
impact are devastating. Plaintiffs are often effectively ostracized
from their chosen careers. And, as I have mentioned, women in
nontraditional employment, who are especially vulnerable, are
barred from nontraditional employment, rendering them unable to
earn adequate wages.

Allowing full compensatory and punitive damages would remove
some of the barriers to employees' willingness to pursue litigation.
More importantly, however, it would provide a stronger incentive
for employers to implement effective remedies for intervention and
prevention, which I think is the real goal.

We know that the single greatest impetus for employers to adopt
policies prohibiting sexual harassment was the issuance of the
EEOC guidelines on sexual harassment as a form of sex discrimina-
tion in 1980. Further, the Supreme Court decision in 1986, the Mer-
itor Savings Bank case that I mentioned, propelled the amending of
policies and the implementation of training in large corporations in
this country, attributable to no other reason.

Data suggests, therefore, that employers do indeed implement
measures to interrupt and prevent employment discrimination
when they perceive that there is increased liability. The current
remedies allow a bottom-line-oriented CEO to merely buy off a
complaint. I am well aware of that happening dozens of times a
year when I get contacted by clients.

Several senior managers of human resources and employee rela-
tions have confided, with exasperation, that the senior manage-
ment team explains their decisions, such as-and this is a quote
from a recent one-"If I can settle her complaint for a quarter of a
million dollars and keep the accused, the harasser, who brings in
four million a year, it is the cost-effective thing to do."

The new civil rights bill must do all it can to make eradicating
discrimination the cost-effective course of action. Research indi-
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cates that a comprehensive approach does indeed make a differ-
ence. Employers that effectively and sincerely put five elements
into place are successful at surfacing sexual harassment complaints
early, before they escalate.

The five elements are: policies; complaint structures, and that in-
cludes both formal and informal structures; training, which has to
be mandatory for supervisors and managers and needs to be of-
fered for all members of the organization; some effective sensing or
monitoring mechanisms, to find out if the policies and complaint
structures are trusted; and then, finally, an unequivocal commit-
ment from the top that is not just in words but backed up by con-
sistent practice.

The real goal, it seems to me, of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 is
the effective intervention and prevention of employment discrimi-
nation. The proposed legislation must be sufficiently strong to pro-
vide an incentive for every employer to implement these steps.
Only then will the short-term interests, economically speaking, of
the employer, the long-term interests of society, and the practice of
human decency be consistent.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Freada Klein follows:]
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STATEMENT OF DR. FREADA KLEIN
BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE

ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
February 27, 1991

1. 11ackground.
My name is Freada Klein, and I have been working on the problem of sexual

harassment for 15 years. In 1976 1 co-founded the first organization in the U.S.
to focus exclusively on sexual harassment. I hold a Ph.D. in Social Policy &
Research and wrote my dissertation on the topic. In 1987 I started my own
consulting firm dedicated to research, training and consultation on employment
discrimination. The firm was commissioned to conduct a survey of sexual
harassment in the Fortune 500 for Working Woman magazine in 1988. In
addition, I have been retained as an expert witness in sexual harassment
litigation--approximately two dozen cases throughout the U.S.--including by the
EEOC.

2. " Prevalence of Sexual Harassmentin the Workplace.
Myself and others have conducted numerous published and proprietary

studies of the incidence of sexual harassment in U.S. workplaces. Across these
studies, an average of 15% of women and 5% of men are subjected to sexual
harassment on the job annually. Most sexual harassment starts at the subtle end of
the continuum and escalates over time. Each year, one percent of women in the
U.S. labor force are sexually assaulted on the job. Our data are based on
proprietary surveys for dozens of employers, ranging in size from 25 to over
100,000 employees. (Chart A shows the forms of unwanted sexual attention
experienced on an annual basis by women and men in the private sector.)

Dr. Mary Rowe of M.I.T. and I concur that the overwhelming majority of
sexual harassment goes unreported. In most organizations, at least 90% of sexual
harassment victims are unwilling to come forward for two reasons: fear of
retaliation and fear of loss of privacy. Currently, employers have not designed
adequate complaint structures to overcome these fears. Victims perceive that to
come forward will label them as "oversensitive" or "troublemakers", thereby
hampering their career advancement. Further, sexual harassment is an Inherently
embarassing topic; coming forward with a complaint often evokes intrusive and
irrelevant questions about the employee's dress, behavior and lifestyle.
Employers need to be encouraged to design and implement complaint structures
which encourage victims to come forward by overcoming these fears of
retaliation and loss of privacy.

We know that the perception of available workplace remedies changes
dramatically if one experiences any form of employment discrimination and tries
to use their existing policies or complaint channels. Employees are likely to feel
that existing policies, formal and informal complaint structures, and the
commitment from senior management are adequate until they actually have to
avail themselves of existing remedies. (Chart B illustrates the significant drop in
confidence in remedies once one has experienced employment discrimination.)
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3. Impact of Sexual liarassment on the Victim & the Workplace.

Individuals who experience sexual harassment report an array of
consequences, including: deterioration of mental and physical health; loss of
confidence in one's ability to perform one's job and/or to fulfill career goals; and
diminished productivity. Sexual harassment victims report fear, anxiety, guilt,
and depression. In addition, they report substantial changes in eating and sleeping
patterns, headaches, stomach ailments, and other physical symptoms of stress.
Our proprietary research indicates that sexual harassment victims suffer
statistically signficant declines in self-esteem, and statistically significant increases
in stress levels.

Negative consequences ensue to the employer as well. Data froii proprietary
surveys of corporate employees indicate that: (Chart C depicts the impact of
sexual harassment on organizational outcomes.)

Employees who feel they have experienced sexual harassment
once within the past year are substantially less positive about the
following aspects of their employment, when compared to employees
who have not experienced sexual harassment:
- less job satisfaction
- lower rating of their immediate supervisor
- less favorable view of company connmunication
- diminished confidence in their senior management team
- reduced organizational commitment
- increased likelihood to leave the company
Employees who feel they have experienced sexual harassment two
or more times within the past year report a further decline on
cach of these dimensions. While one experience of sexual
harassment has a measurable impact on employees' views,
repeated experiences have a cumulative, more negative impact.

Whether the organizational purpose is public service, delivery of health care
or other services, or production of goods, sexual harassment undermines its
attainment.

4. ]nadeguacy of Title Vl]'s Current Remedial Scheme.
In my opinion, current remedies available under Title VII fall far short of

(]) making victims whole for their losses, (2) encouraging victims to come
forward to enforce the statute, or (3) deterring future discriminatory behavior by
employers.

In many cases, the tangible economic loss arising from discrimination is
minimal, yet the psychic toll and future career impact are devastating. Plaintiffs
are often effectively ostracized from their chosen careers. In cases of women in
non-traditional employment, they often feel unable to return to any similar
environment, rendering them able to choose only traditional.-i.e. significantly
lower paying--employment.
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Allowing full compensatory and punitive damages would remove some of
the barriers to employees' willingness to pursue litigation. More importantly,
however, it would provide a stronger incentive for employers to implement
effective remedies for intervention and prevention. We know that the single
greatest impetus for employers to adopt sexual harassment policies initially was
the issuance of the EEOC guidelines on sexual harassment in 1980. Further, the
Supreme Court decision in 1986, Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, propelled the
amending of policies and the implementation of training. Data suggest that
employers do indeed implement measures to interrupt and prevent employment
discrimination when there is increased liability.

The current remedies allow a bottom-line-oriented CEO to merely "buy off"
a complaint. Several senior managers of human resources and employee relations
have confided with exasperation that their senior management teams explain their
decisions as "If I can settle her complaint for $250,000. and keep the accused who
brings in $4 million per year, it's the cost effective thing to do." The new Civil
Rights Bill must do all it can to make eradicating discrimination the cost effective
course of action.

Research indicates that a comprehensive approach does indeed make a
difference. Employers that put five elements into place are successful at surfacing
sexual harassment complaints early, before they escalate. The five elements are
policies, complaint- structures (informal and formal), training, sensing or
monitoring mechanisms, and unequivocal commitment from the top, Th real
goal of the Civil Rights Bill of 1991 is the effective intervention and prevention
of employment discrimination. The proposed legislation must be sufficiently
strong to provide an incentive for every employer to hnplement these steps., Only
then will the short-term economic interests of an employer, the long-term
economic interests of the society, and the practice of human decency be consistent.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 1988 WORKING WOMAN
SEXUAL HARASSMENT SURVEY

EXECUTIVE REPORT

o Sexual harassment costs a typical Fortune 500 Service or Manufacturing
Company $6.7 million per year - a cost of $282.53 per employee; costs are
comprised of turnover, absenteeism, reduced productivity, and using internal
complaint mechanisms. Omitted are the costs of litigation, responding to charges
filed with municipal/state/federal regulatory agencies, destructive behavior and
sabotage. In contrast, meaningful preventive steps can be taken for $200,000 - a
cost of $8.41 per employee. It is 34 times more expensive to ignore the problem.

* 25% of responding companies received 6 or more formal complaints of sexual
harassment within the past year.

* Most formal complaints are against an individual higher up the corporate ladder:
36% are against one's immediate supervisor; 26% are against a more powerful
person; while 32% are against co-workers.

* Few incidents are reported to employers: the formal complaint rate across all
companies is 1.4 per thousand women employees per year.

* The highest formal complaint rates were in firms whose workforce is at least 75%
men (1.9 per thousand woman employees per year) and in financial services
firms (1.6 per thousand women per year).

* The lowest formal complaint rate--0.9 per thousand women employees per year--
is in corporations whose workforce is at least 75% women.

* 76% of respondents have written policies specifically prohibiting sexual
harassment; an additional 16% include it in their general anti-discrimination
policies.

* Commitment from the top makes a difference. When senior management is
perceived as making the prevention of sexual harassment a top priority, firms are
far more likely to offer training programs and to establish special mechanisms to
encourage the reporting of both formal and informal complaints.

2
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METHODOLOGY

In March 1988, a 49-item questionnaire and cover letter from Working Woman 's
Editor-in-Chief, Anne Mollegen Smith, was sent to the heads of Human Resources of
the Fortune 500 Service and Manufacturing Companies. Since Fortune's rankings
are not issued until May of each year, the lists were the 500 largest manufacturing
and 500 largest service firms of 1987.

The cover letter explained the purpose of this groundbreaking research and assured
confidentiality. Surveys were returned to Working Woman and a postcard was
returned to Klein Associates; the postcard indicated that the survey had been
returned, allowed respondents to request this Executive Report, and offered
participants the opportunity to be interviewed for the Working Woman article. Those
who had not returned the postcard were sent a follow-up reminder approximately
two weeks after the initial mailing. One hundred sixty completed questionnaires
were returned-a response rate of 16%.

Analyses comparing the characteristics of those companies who responded with the
total population of Fortune 500 Service and Manufacturing Companies indicated that
our sample was not biased in terms of key variables such as type of firm,
geographical location, or figures for annual sales/assets/revenues. Random phone
calls to non-respondents most often indicated that their lack of participation was due
to corporate policy prohibiting releasing information for any survey, Others
informed us that aggregate corporate data on sexual harassment are not kept, thus
precluding participation.

Responding companies may have devoted more attention to the problem of sexual
harassment and may be more likely to have implemented policies, complaint
procedures, and training programs. Our data, then, may provide a portrait of the
more concerned corporations.

3
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SURVEY RESULTS

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDING COMPANIES

THE COMPANIES

Participants in the survey come almost equally from the two major categories of
firms comprising the Fortune 600 lists: Manufacturing (53.5%) and Service (46.5%).
Locations of corporate headquarters also reflect the distribution of the total
population; our sample includes companies headquartered in 31 states and the
District of Columbia. California and New York each have 16 respondents, while 14
are headquartered in each of Illinois and Pennsylvania, Ohio has 13, Texas has 12,
and 11 are based in Connecticut

Responding firms represent a wide range of industries. Categories with five or more
survey participants include: diversified financial, utilities, commercial banking,
retailing, chemicals, diversified service, insurance, transportation, forest products,
conglomerates, food, petroleum refining, building materials, and metals.

Annual revenues of respondents range from $3 million to $27 billion, with the
median being $1.6 billion. Participants have been in business from 2 to 186 years,
with the median being 65 years.

Since American business has undergone major restructuring in recent years,
companies were asked about their experiences in the past five years. Sixty-three
percent had downsized their workforces, 55% had acquired another company, 11%
had merged with another firm, and 9% had been acquired.

WORKFORCE

Nearly one-half the firms surveyed are entirely non-union (49%). Another 20% have
unions representing between 1% and 25% of their workforce, while 27% of the
companies have between 26% and 75% of their employees in unions. Across all
respondents, an average of 19% of the workforce are union members.

4
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Although women comprise at least half of the workforce in 43% of responding
companies, they are not found at all levels of the firms. As the graph shows, while
46% of full-time employees in the sample are women, only 23% of the mid-managers
are women, and just 7% of senior managers are women.

The ages of employees in respondents' workforces accurately reflects the overall
distribution of the U.S. labor force:

Under 30 years
30 - 45 years
46 years or older

34%
40
26

Across all respondents, an average of 61% of employees are non-exempt (i.e. eligible
for overtime), and the remaining 39% are exempt.

5
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DEFINING THE PROBLEM

Sexual harassment differs in a fundamental way from other workplace problems
because defining what constitutes sexual harassment is extremely difficult. In
general, the term refers to a wide range of behaviors, from the subtle (sexual teasing,
remarks, jokes) to the severe (attempted or actual sexual assault). Other elements
aid in arriving at a basic definition:

* verbal or physical behavior of a sexual nature
* unwanted behavior
• deliberate and/or repeated behavior.which causes tangible economic harm

or creates a hostile work environment

Yet even these characteristics require interpretation. Sexual harassment is highly
sbaj.jx.i--the recipient decides if the behavior is unwanted. Sexual harassment is
also context dependenJt--a host of other factors help determine the precise boundary
between appropriate and inappropriate: the formal and informal power relationship
between the parties (including workplace status, age, personal style); cultural,
religious and personal background attributes; and whether the offended party feels
s/he can object without reprisal.

The survey began with eight vignettes, and asked respondents (typically Vice
Presidents of Human Resources) to assess their severity on a five-point scale: Severe
Sexual Harassment, Moderate, Subtle, Ambiguous, or Not Sexual Harassment. All
of the described behaviors were, in fact, drawn from sexual harassment cases that
have been reported in the news. For only one of the eight were participants in
virtually unanimous agreement. The following incident was considered to be Severe
Sexual Harassment by 97.5% of respondents:

A manager is having an affair with her boss but wants
to break up. He says that she will not get the promotion
she's been expecting if she does so.

The greatest diversity of opinions was evoked by this vignette:

A male supervisor asks a female staff member
out on a date. Although she refuses, he continues
to ask her.

Twenty-three percent considered this to be Severe, 47% rated it as Moderate, 21% felt
it was Subtle, 6% assessed it as Ambiguous, and the remaining 3% indicated it was
Not Sexual Harassmen.

6
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When asked how their companies define sexual harassment, 96% indicated that they
use the EEOC's definition: "unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors
and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature". However, many companies
include other elements in their definition, as well:

Since the sole topic of this survey was sexual harassment, and these respondents are
among the most enlightened on the issue, the lack of consensus about defining the
problem is an indication of the profound confusion that most employees and
managers must feel.

7
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POLICIES

The majority of responding companies have written policies which specifically
prohibit sexual harassment (76%); an additional 16% include the topic in other
written policies prohibiting discrimination. Four percent describe themselves as
having an informal policy, and an additional 4% have policies planned or in draft
stages. Less than one percent did not have some type of formal or informal policy
and were not planning to develop one.

Policies were enacted as early as 1965, and as recently as this year. The greatest
proportion of companies (22%) put their policies in place the same year that the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission issued guidelines on sexual harassment as a
form of discrimination (1980). In fact, 66% indicate that the EEOC guidelines
prompted them to adopt their policies. Fifty-four percent were motivated by concerns
about legal exposure, 17% cited state or local laws, and 14% indicated that employee
complaints spurred them into action.

Three-quarters of participants believe that their policy is consistent with their
corporate stance against discrimination. Sixty-four percent of respondents believe
that having a strong company policy helps prevent sexual harassment from
occurring; 90% feel a strong policy encourages employees to come forward with
complaints.

Once adopted, policies are often revised; 44% have amended their policies anywhere
from one to eight times. An additional 6% are currently doing so. When looking at
the dates of the most recent revisions, it is likely that the landmark U.S. Supreme
Court decision, Meritor Savings Bank vs. Vinson in June 1986, prompted many of
these changes. For those companies who have ever changed their policies, 22% did
so in 1986, and 38% reported 1987 as the date of policy changes.

8
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While virtually all companies with written policies have a clear statement
prohibiting sexual harassment (91%), they differ as to the other components:

Percent of
SPolicy Elements

65% Statement prohibiting sexual harassment by
both supervisory and non-supervisory
employees

65% Description of company's grievance procedure
concerning sexual harassment

65% Definition of environmental harassment, i.e.
behavior that creates a hostile, intimidating or
offensive work environment

56% Explanation of disciplinary measures that can
be taken against harassers

56% Statement promising confidentiality whenever
possible

53% Definition of quid pro quo harassment, i.e.
explicit job-related threats to gain sexual favors

47% Assurance against retaliation for victims and
witnesses

18% Warning that engaging in sexual harassment
could subject the harasser and the company to
a lawsuit

COMMUNICATING THE POLICY

Corporations use a variety of methods to communicate their policies. More than half
include it in the employee handbook (54%), post it on bulletin boards (51%), and
conduct seminars or workshops on the topic (51%). Although 44% include it in
orientation materials for all new employees, it is discussed by only 27% of the
companies with new managers, and even less often-- 19%--with all new employees.

9
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THE EXTENT OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Across all respondents, the formal complaint rate per 1,000 women employees was a
scant 1.4 within the past twelve months. This is undoubtedly an underestimate of the
actual rate since some reports include data known only to headquarters, and may
omit field offices and plants. Furthermore, the number of actual incidents--as
known from previous research conducted by Klein Associates and others--is far
greater than the number of complaints. The total number of reported sexual
harassment complaints within the past year varied widely:

Number of
Formal Complaints Percent of Companies

0 13%
1 14%
2 19%
3 7%
4 12%
5 9%
6 to 10 16%
11 or more 9%

When compared to results from other research, we conclude that most companies
are unaware of the vast majority of sexual harassment incidents. In conducting
employee attitude surveys for corporations, we often ask employees about their
experiences of sexual harassment (and other forms of discrimination), perceptions
regarding frequency of occurrence, and how their company responds. This
proprietary research indicates an annual rate of at least 15% for female employees
and 5% for male employees. Further, those employees who have not suffered sexual
harassment, but believe that their corporation tolerates it, are significantly less likely
to view company communications as credible, have significantly less confidence in
senior management and less organizational commitment. In turn, these views of
one's employer lead to lower productivity and higher turnover.

Recent research on the incidence of sexual harassment in the Federal government
reveals an even higher rate; 42% of women and 14% of men experienced some form of
unwanted sexual attention on the job within the past two years.

The overwhelming majority of reported sexual harassment cases in this survey are
from women complaining about unwanted attention from men. Most involve
charges against someone with more power: 36% are against the complainant's
immediate supervisor, and 26% are against another more powerful individual
within the corporate hierarchy. However, nearly one-third involve co-workers.

10
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Complaints of sexual harassment received through formal corporate channels range
from the subtle to the severe:

(Note: Totals more than 100% because more than one category could be selected per complaint)

More than half of all complainants are under the age of 30. Harassers and victims
tend to come from different age groups:

Agegr
Under 30
30 - 45 years
46 years and older

Accused

20.4%
57.2
22.4

Formal
Complainants

54.2%
41.5
4.3

Respondents were asked whether or not complaints were usually made by and/or
about the same individuals. Although neither category seems widespread, twice as
many indications of chronic harassers were given as of chronic complainants:
12.4% believe that most complaints are made about the same few people, while 6.1%
feel that most complaints are made by the same few people.

Sixty-four percent of the companies have never been involved in sexual harassment
litigation. However, 17% reported one case, 17% have been in litigation two to five
times, and the remaining 2% have been in six to fifteen lawsuits stemming from
sexual harassment.
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HOW FORMAL COMPLAINTS ARE HANDLED

Sixty-four percent of respondents agree that most formal sexual harassment
complaints they receive are valid, 33% neither agree nor disagree, while only 4%
disagree. Sixty percent felt that a formal grievance procedure increases the
reporting rate of sexual harassment. However, the complaint procedures in place
are quite varied. Respondents were asked to indicate their procedure for both formal
and informal complaints; multiple responses were possible:

For approximately half of the corporations (52%), an employee can choose between at
least two people as their first step in lodging a formal complaint. For the remaining
half, the first contact is divided between a Human Resources officer (25%), the
complainant's immediate supervisor (12%), and the firm's Affirmative Action/EEO
Officer (12%).

Once a complaint is made, 79% of the companies have a formal investigation process.

Despite the fact that 56% of corporate policies assure confidentiality whenever
possible, only 3% of companies make a practice of never identifying the complainant
during the investigation. Thirty-nine percent indicated that they feel they cannot
fairly confront the accused without disclosing the complainant's identity. An
additional 48% disclose the name only with the person's consent.
A full 84% evaluate their company's complaint process as making employees feel
free to discuss minor and major work problems.

12
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Respondents were asked to identify the person primarily responsible for investigating
complaints, recommending appropriate courses of action, and making the final
determination in sexual harassment allegations. Human Resources managers
comprise the single largest category at each step; however, it is worth noting that
their involvement decreases from phase to phase.

Person Primazly Re nsible

I Investigates C Recommends 0 Decides I
P
e
r

q
80 OEM:.

b ,00
Human

Resources
Manager

40
28 2118Mqu-NZ; 0 8 2 5

W-40 MM ==
Affirmative Immediate
Action/EEO Supervisor

01 1

Corporate Grievance CEO/President
Counsel alone Panel

(Other respondents indicated that either the responsibility for investigating,
recommending, and deciding the outcome of sexual harassment complaints is
shared amongst two or more individuals, or that they were unable to provide this
information.)
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After completing the investigation process, if a company feels that the accused is
guilty of sexual harassment, disciplinary action ranges from verbal warnings to
termination. (Some respondents chose more than one category per case, therefore
the total is greater than 100%.)

Virtually all respondents (96%) agree that disciplining offenders helps prevent
sexual harassment.

14
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TRAINING

Mandatory training programs are thought to help prevent sexual harassment by 86%
of respondents. However, only 58% actually offer special training.

Of those who
employees.

do, 71% offer it to managers only, while 29% make it available to all
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Two-thirds of the firms require attendance at their training programs. Most programs
cover the same curricula:

As corporations begin to raise the topic of sexual harassment with their employees,
there is an emerging consensus about how it needs to be discussed.
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OVERALL APPROACH AND COMPANY COMMITMENT
TO DEALING WITH SEXUAL HARASSMENT

When asked to rate the effectiveness of their corporation's overall approach to sexual
harassment, most were confident that the approach was working well:

Perceived Effectiveness of Cororate Approach
to Sexual Harassment

46%

U9
Well Neither Well

Nor Poorly

I %
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Survey participants were also requested to evaluate the commitment of their top
managers to the elimination of sexual harassment.

When preventing lawsuits is more important than preventing sexual harassment
itself, the company conveys different messages to its employees. Minimizing legal
exposure means developing and communicating a policy, and taking swift action once
a complaint is made. Prevention entails additional measures--creating awareness
throughout the organization, encouraging employees to come forward through a choice
of formal and informal channels, and reiterating senior management's commitment
on a regular basis.

18
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE SURVEY FINDINGS
FOR HUMAN RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS

Sufficient research on the prevalence of sexual harassment has been conducted to
conclude that there is a large gap between its actual rate and the number of
complaints known by Human Resources professionals. Closing this gap--by
increasing the reporting rate and decreasing the actual incidence--should be the goal
of all corporate efforts against sexual harassment.

To understand what explains the variation in the complaint rates of different
companies in our survey, more sophisticated statistical analyses were performed.
Multivariate analyses allow us to look at the independent effects of many variables
simultaneously; for example, for these data we are interested in whether or not
characteristics of companies and characteristics of workforces make a significant
difference in determining high or low complaint rates. In fact, formal complaint
rates are significantly higher in those companies whose workforces have the lowest
proportion of women and in financial service firms (as opposed to either other service
firms or manufacturing firms).

Previous research confirms the importance of the proportion of women on the overall
incidence of sexual harassment. In fact, a gender-balanced work group--not just a
gender-balanced company--shows significantly lower rates than a group with very
few women. However, the relationship between formal complaint rates, actual
incidence rates and gender balance in any given organization is complex and
involves other organizational characteristics.

19
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DOES TRATMNG MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Since the survey did not measure complaints of sexual harassment before and after
the implementation of training, we cannot definitively state whether training
changes reporting or incidence rates. However, those corporations with training
programs do hear more complaints--of both subtle and severe forms of sexual
harassment--than firms without programs.

With the exception of sexual assault, companies with training programs hear higher
rates of complaints of all types of sexual harassment. In some instances, companies
with voluntary programs hear more than those with mandatory training; this is
probably due to mandatory programs being offered most often to managers, while
voluntary programs are likely to be open to all employees.
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Companies with and without training programs also differ on their beliefs about how
sexual harassment is best prevented, and about the commitment of their senior
managers.

How Companies Differ on Beliefs about
Prevention and Commitment of Senior Managers

0 Mandatory Training I Voluntary Training N No Training I

Senior management concerned to
avoid litigation

Punishing offenders is a top priority

Prevention is a top priority by senior
management

Overall approach is working well
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DO SPECIAL MECHANISMS TO DETECT SEXUAL HARASSMENT
MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Less than half of the firms in our sample have put mechanisms in place to help
detect sexual harassment:

Specal Mechanisms to Detect Sexual Harassment

Perhant
Compaies with

Mechanism

9%

25%

7% 4%m
emzlv frrm .M

Employee Harassment Employees
surveys include hotline has been asked about
questions about

sexual
harassment

set up sexual
harassment in

all exit
interviews

When asked to describe their "other" mechanisms, firms mentioned "Open Door"
policies, women's committees, offering a multiplicity of complaint mechanisms
outside of the chain of command, anonymous channels for any employee problems,
and various forms of awareness training.
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Similarly to training, special mechanisms do make a difference in reporting rates:

Relationship Between Special Mechanisms and Reporting Rates

Actual or attempted sexual
assault

Pressure for sexual favors

Deliberate touching

Suggestive looks or gestures

Letters or phone calls V a

Pressure for dates

Sexual teasing or jokes

V

41

0 10 30 40 080 7080

* Survey Hotline/Exit

Interview

M Other Mechanism

E3 No Mechanism

9-1
9O 10

For all types of sexual harassment, a special detection mechanism seems to encourage
complainants to come forward. Their presence also seems to reflect differing views on
the part of senior management:
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POLICIES AND PRACTICES TO ADDRESS SEXUAL HARASSMENT:
WHAT CORPORATIONS NEED

Policies, complaint channels, training programs, sensing mechanisms, and senior
management commitment are essential elements of" an overall strategy to address
sexual harassment. Each need to convey consistent messages:

1) Sexual harassment will not be tolerated - its presence is damaging to all
employees and to the organizational climate;

2) Complainants will be protected from reprisal; employees are encouraged
to come forward confidentially to discuss situations which make them
uncomfortable and to learn about their options;

3) Those found guilty of harassment will be disciplined consistently with
others who have violated workplace policies, and without regard to their
position or job performance.
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THE BENEFITS TO THE CORPORATION

Addressing sexual harassment is significantly more cost effective than allowing it to
go on:

The cost of sexual harassent for a typical Fortune 500 Service
or Manufacturing Company of 23,784 employees is estimated to
be $6,719,593 - a cost of $2825 per employee per year. Omitted
are the costs of litigation, responding to charges filed with municipal/
statefederal regulatory agencies, destructive behavior and sabotage.

In contrast, minimal preventive efforts cost $8.41 per employee; it is 34 times more
expensive to ignore the problem. (See Appendix A for a full analysis of the financial
costs of sexual harassment.)

Benefits of perhaps even greater importance accrue from systematically addressing
sexual harassment. Our proprietary research for corporations reveals that:

* Employees who experience sexual harassment are significantly more likely to
perceive their corporation as generally discriminatory towards women.

* When an employee feels that their employer tolerates discriminatory practices--
whether or not the employee has personally experienced unfavorable treatment--
there is a direct deterioration in their views of other aspects of the corporation:

- substantially lower confidence in senior management in general;
- reduced job satisfaction;
- diminished organizational commitment;
- less favorable view of company communication practices; and
- significantly increased likelihood that the employee will look for

work outside the company within the next year.

Productivity is significantly lower when employees perceive their organizational
climate as discriminatory. For example, in one recent survey of a high tech
firm, productivity was 10% lower for those strongly agreeing that men in the
company often made sexual comments to women which were intended as
putdowns compared to those who strongly disagreed that this behavior was
prevalent.

As we look toward the year 2000, about three-fifths of the new labor force entrants will
be women. Minorities and immigrants will also comprise large proportions of new
entrants. Any corporation that does not learn how to manage a diverse workforce,
and how to create a climate which values employee differences in background and
perspective will be at a distinct disadvantage.
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CONCLUSIONS

As with all surveys, these data raise further questions. There are two areas of
discrepant findings that merit comment here. The first relates to the gap between
the findings of this survey and those of others; the second concerns gaps within the
data itself.

The gap between this survey and those of others stems from an accurate
understanding of the meaning of complaint rates. The data in this survey are formal
c~mnh~n~ rates, not actual ,ciden, rates. All surveys to date show a much higher
incidence rate--employees perceiving that they have been subjected to sexual
harassment--than complaint rate. Other research also informs us that few
employees (usually 1% to 5%) avail themselves of formal complaint mechanisms.
Experienced practitioners (corporate ombudsman, Affirmative Action officers,
Human Resources managers) echo this theme--they estimate that only about 1% of
harassees choose to file a formal complaint. Employees do, however, avail
themselves of informal paths whenever possible.

Even though incidents are underreported, the assumption is thhw formal complaint
rates represent the proverbial tip of the iceberg, and that they proportionally reflect
actual incidence rates. In other words, workplace characteristics associated with
high incidence rates are also associated with high formal complaint rates. For
example, this study's finding that complaint rates are lowest in firms with a
workforce that is at least one-half female is supported by other research.

The relationship between a company's actual incidence, formal complaint rate, and
gender balance is, however, complex. Theoretically, organizations which are both
most, and least, sensitive to handling sexual harassment would each have formal
complaint rates of 0. In companies that have created an environment where
employees feel empowered to ask that objectionable behavior cease, these employees
will be able to handle sexual harassment themselves, knowing that their
organization supports them. In contrast, corporations who do not take sexual
harassment seriously will also have formal complaint rates of 0, since employees
will nI feel safe coming forward.

The second set of concerns deal with gaps within the data of this survey, particularly
between respondents' beliefs and companies' actual practices. These gaps include:

e When asked to evaluate the effectiveness of their company's complaint process,
84% of respondents believe that the process makes employees feel free to
discuss minor and major problems at work. This level of confidence is not,
however, supported by the actual complaint rate.

* Although 86% of Human Resources managers agree that mandatory training
helps to prevent sexual harassment, only 38% of companies have implemented
such programs.
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Although assurances of confidentiality are given in 56% of corporate policy
statements, in fact, only 3% engum confidentiality during the investigation of
complaints.

The goals of corporate efforts against sexual harassment are threefold:

* to reduce the gap between the actual incidence of sexual harassment and the
rate of employee complaints (including both formal and informal);

* to close the gap between the beliefs of Human Resources professionals and the
practices of their corporations; and,

* to create organizational climates which prohibit all forms of discrimination,
including sexual harassment.
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ESTIMATING THE COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
TO

THE FORTUNE 500
SERVICE AND MANUFACTURING FIRMS

Freada Klein, Ph.D.
Mary P. Rowe, Ph.D.
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ESTIMATING THE COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
TO THE FORTUNE 500 SERVICE AND MANUFACTURING FIRMS

by Freada Klein, Ph.D. and Mary Rowe, Ph.D.*

The analyses of financial costs presented here reflects our best estimate in 1988. The
assumptions are based on our combined experience--totalling 28 years--in assisting
individuals and workplaces to effectively address sexual harassment, and on available
research. We have relied on research findings from many sources, including
proprietary studies conducted by one or both of us for corporations.

We invite practitioners to compare the assumptions here to their own caseloads, and to
send us information that could improve the accuracy of this model. Please write to us at
Klein Associates, Inc., One Cambridge Center, Cambridge, MA 02142.

BackMrund assumjtins about the Fortune 50W:

* The total number of employees of the Fortune 500 (the top 500 manufacturing
firms & the top 500 service firms) is approximately 23,784,000

* 46% of employees overall are women; however women constitute only 23% of the
mid-managers and a scant 7% of senior managers

e On average, a company in the Fortune 500 Service or Manufacturing employs
23,784 people:

Women:

10,941 overall 12,843 overall
33 senior managers 443 senior managers

1,627 mid-managers 2,654 mid-managers
9,281 non-managers 9,746 non-managers

* 2% of employees in each company (476) are senior managers

* 18% of employees in each company (4,281) are mid-managers

* 80% of employees in each company (19,099) are not managers--e.g., first-line
supervisors, foremen, exempt individual contributors, and non-exempts

Freada Klein is President of ,Klein Associates, Inc. Mary Rowe is Special Assistant to the President at
the Massachussetts Institute of Technology, and Adjunct Professor at the M.I.T. School of Management.
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* Average annual salaries are:

Women: ln
Senior managers $100,000 $120,000
Mid-managers 45,000 50,000
Non-managers 20,000 26,000

* Benefits costs run approximately 25% of salary

Bact~mou I -mmtiollq -bout sex a mssment In the Fortune.

15% of women and 5% of men experience some form of sexual harassment each year;
incidence figures run across all levels; this means that 1,641 women and 642 men are
harassees, annually, at each company

For women who exmiiece sexual bmrX&%en

5% just quit (one-fifth leave with severance) (82)

10% leave with sexual harassment as part of the
reason (164)

50% try to ignore it/merely put up with it (821)

15% try to handle it themselves (246)

7% go to a complaint handler within the company (115)

13% go to their manager (213)

For men who ejnerienc seul gilsmet

2% just quit (5% of these leave with severance) (12)

5% leave with sexual harassment as part of the reason (32)

70% try to ignore it/merely put up with it (450)

15% try to handle it themselves (96)

5% go to a complaint handler within the company (32)

3% go to their manager (20)
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Tumove

0 5% of women quit solely due to sexual harassment (0 senior managers; 7 mid.
managers; 74 non-managers); one-fifth of these leave with $50,000 severance
(16 total)

* 2% of men quit solely due to sexual harassment (0 senior managers; 3 mid-
managers; 9 non-managers); 5% of these leave with $ 50,000 severance (.6)

* Lyle Spencer (in CaIculating Human Resource Costs and Benefits) estimates the
cost of turnover of a professional or managerial employee to be 2.4 times the
annual salary and benefits (comprised of the costs of exiting, hiring, and learning
curve); we have estimated the cost of turnover of non-managerial employees as
one-fourth of their average annual salary, including benefits.

COST OF WOMEN JUST QUITTING $ 2,217,000

COST OF MEN JUST QUILTING $ 560,312

10% of women quit with sexual harassment as part of their reason (1 senior
manager); 15 mid-managers; 149 non-managers); we assume that sexual
harassment is one-fourth of their reason for quitting, and therefore accounts for
one-fourth of the turnover cost.

* 5% of men quit with sexual harassment as part of their reason (1 senior manager;
8 mid-managers; 23 non-managers); same remaining assumptions as for women

COST OF WOMEN QUITTING DUE IN PART TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT

$ 814,063

COST OF MEN QUITTING DUE IN PART TO SEXUAL HARASSMENT

$ 434,92

In each of the following options-ignoring sexual harassment, handling the problem
oneself, using internal complaint handlers, or using one's line of supervision-drops
in productivity occur. These include not only difficulty concentrating on one's work
assignments, but also the reduced organizational commitment and loyalty which
arise when one perceives one's employer as allowing discriminatory practices to go
on.
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moregandle Themselves
50% of women try to ignore/put up with sexual harassment; this results in an average
productivity drop of 10% for 17.4 weeks (the average duration of sexual harassment as
nown from other research); (3 senior managers; 74 mid-managers; 744 non-

managers)

70% of men try to ignore/put up with sexual harassment; this results in an average
productivity drop of 10% for 15 weeks (the average duration of sexual harassment as
known from other research); (15 senior managers; 116 mid-managers; 319 non-
managers)

COST OF WOMEN TRYING TO IGNORE SEXUAL HARASSMENT
(LOST PRODUCTIVITY)

$ 774p216

COST OF MEN TRYING TO IGNORE SEXUAL HARASSMENT
(LOST PRODUCTIVE)

$ 421,199

In each of the options described below-harassees handling It themselves, or availing
themselves of internal remedies (complaint handlers or line of supervision)-.we
assume that some proportion are successful in stopping the sexual harassment.

15% of women try to handle it themselves (1 senior manager; 22 mid-managers; 223
non-managers); for two-thirds, these attempts result in the harassment stopping at
less than the average duration; one-third does not stop the harassment--it goes on for
the average 17.4 weeks; all result in 10% drop in productivity for the length of the
harassment

15% of men try to handle it themselves (3 senior managers; 25 mid-managers; 68 non-
managers); for two-thirds, these attempts result in the harassment stopping at less
than the average duration; one-third does not stop the harassment--it goes on for the
average 15 weeks; all result in 10% drop in productivity 'for the length of the
harassment

COST TO COMPANIES OF WOMEN HANDLING SEXUAL HARASSMEW

$ 1%4760

COST TO COMPANIES OF MEN HANDLING SEXUAL HARASSMENT

$ 50.675
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Obtainil uasitane from inside the comuanv

7% of women go to an internal complaint handler (ombuds, affirmative action officer,
employee relations, human resources, employee assistance, etc.); (0 senior managers;
10 mid-managers; 104 non-managers)

For half of these women, the harassment is truncated at less than the average
duration; for one-quarter, the harassment continues for the full 17.4 weeks; for one-
quarter, the complaint involves investigation, fact-finding, and/or mediation. For this
latter group, a 10% drop in productivity results for 8.7 weeks, interviews are conducted
with 4 peers, 1 manager, and 1 harasser; the complaint is reviewed by 1 senior
manager; each of these are two-hour meetings.

5% of men go to an internal complaint handler (ombuds, affirmative action officer,
employee relations, human resources, etc.); (1 senior manager; 8 mid-managers; 23
non-managers)

For half these men, the harassment is truncated at less than the average duration; for
one-quarter, the harassment continues for the full 15 weeks; for one-quarter, the
complaint involves investigation, fact-finding, and/or mediation. For thia latter group,
a 10% drop in productivity results for 7.5 weeks, interviews are conducted with 4 peers,
1 manager, and 1 harasser; the complaint is reviewed by 1 senior manager; each of
these are two-hour meetings.

The total caseload takes 10% of 1 FTE at an annual salary of $75,000.

COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT TO THE COMPANY FOR THE PROPORTION OF
WOMEN USING INTERNAL COMPLAINT HANDLER

$ 73y620

COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT TO THE COMPANY FOR THE PROPORTION OF
MEN USING INTERNAL COMPLAINT HANDLER

$ 2o,08

13% of women go for assistance to their senior manager (1 senior manager; 19 mid-
managers; 193 non-managers). For half, the harassment is truncated at less than the
average duration; for one-quarter, the harassment goes the full 17.4 weeks; for one-
quarter the situation is investigated, involving the same number of interviews and
hours as with the complaint handler.

3% of men go for assistance to their senior manager (1 senior manager; 5 mid-
managers; 14 non-managers). For half, the harassment is truncated at less than the
average duration; for one-quarter, the harassment goes the full 15 weeks; for one-
quarter the situation is investigated, involving the same number of interview and
hours as with the complaint handler.

33
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COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT TO THE COMPANY FOR WOMEN USING LINE
OF SUPERVISION

$ 139,81

COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT TO THE COMPANY FOR MEN USING LINE OF
SUPERVISION

$ 13,482

LE of leave

From other research we know that 25% of harassees use some leave time; we will
assume that they each use one-half day per month for three months

COST OF USE OF LEAVE FOR WOMEN

COST OF USE OF LEAVE FOR MEN

$ 66,543

$ 40,146

For each case, 4 peers (same gender as harassee) know about the situation; their time
spent discussing the case, offering support or taking sides results in a 2% productivity
decline for 8.7 weeks for women and 7.5 weeks for men (one-half the average duration
for each gender)

COST OF WOMEN CO-WORKERS' LOST PRODUCTIVITY $ 617,522

COST OF MEN CO-WORKERS'LOST PRODUCTIVITY $ 321,174

TOTAL ANNUAL COST PER COMPANY OF S AL HARASSMENT OF MEN.

$ 1 8 18

34
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TOTAL ANNUAL COST OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT PER COMPANY
FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN:

$ 6,719,593

Several important categories are omitted from this figure: litigation, responding to
charges filed with municipal/state/federal regulatory agencies, and destructive
behavior or sabotage. In addition, financial costs borne by employees are also not
included (e.g. consulting with attorneys or counselors). Finally, other categories of
costs to individuals, corporations and society as a whole are not calculated-the costs of
abandoned careers, disrupted personal lives, and disrupted relationships between co-
workers.

The cost of sexual harassment is S282.53 2er emplovee per year. for a typical Fortune
500 Service or Manufacturing firm of 23,784 employees. We believe that a corporation
of this size could begin meaningful preventive efforts for $200.000 (a cost of S8.41 er
e lojjy this includes: conducting an employee attitude survey assessing both the
experience rates and perceptions of discriminatory behaviors, implementing or
revising a sexual harassment policy and grievance procedure, developing a
customized training program based on survey data, and training internal training
staff to implement a program company-wide.
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APPENDIX B

EMORKING WOMAN

SEXUAL HARASSMENT SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
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V UJ N K I N %j

SEXUAL HARASSMENT SURVEY
PART I: OEFINING THE PROBLEM

1. Companies haven' always mad an easy time defining what does and what doesn'tt constrlute sexual hwasment. in 1980
The Equad Employment Ooponunty Commision ssued guidelines that descnbed it as *unwelcome sexual advances, rMquests
for sexual favors and other v" or cal conduct of a sexual nature. Still. wr t one employee tinus of as normal
everyday behavior may be considered sexual harassment by another. The following situatons are real-life examples. How
would you assess them? (C;ire the approonaie number.):

Seve e Moderate Subtle Ambiguous Not
Sexual Sexual

Harassment Harassment

a) A male supervser ask a females 1 2 3 4 5
member out on a date. Aultougn she
refuses, he continues to ask her.

b) A manager tel s a lot of off-color jokes in 1 2 3 4 5
an employee's presence. He fAnds zhe
employee s ernoaTarssment amusing.

c) A female worker resatecly is oattec on 1 2 3 4 5
the beind by a maWe co-wcnur.

d)A manager is having an fair wthrer 2 3 4 5
bos but wants to Wreak uo. He savi
that she wil not get the promotion ine s
been expecting itf she does so.

elA grouoomen paste nude onoics-3m 1 2 3 4 5
Ptayooy onto biogaoflnes of new
women employees mat the comoa. 0
includes in its newsletter.

At staff meetings. a manager fre..eray 1 2 3 4 5
sts next to an employee. He
ocasiontly toucnes her arm am ".:s
her nec.

g) Two men a a woman enter an 1 2 3 4 5
elevator. The men make comments
about the woman's anatomy.

h) Company administratorssowttie 1 2 3 4 5
x-rmed mowe 'ee Throat* at a
company sales meeng after telling
employees that they would show an
educational Um.

2. Prmverong sexual hrarsment has only recently become te duty of corporate personnel. To hel us gauge me most
offecve miege for ntemneon amd preventon, please indicate your reaccon to the following statements.

(Ckr tme appropriate numv):
Sron ly Agree Nether Disagree Strongly
Agree Agre Nor Disagree

Disagree
a) Mos complain" of it a valid. 1 2 3 4 5

b) Sexual harassment complaints often I 2 3 4 5
arie OIA of offle romance gone sour.

C) Mwnatory training programs help 1 2 3 5
prevent sexual haassment.

d) DlsdipliN nolfidershelpprevent: 1 2 3 4 5
sexual harassment

Best Available Copy
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e) Having a strong company ooucy 1 2 3 4 5
against sexua harassment prevents its
occurrence.

Having sm companypocy 1 2 3 4
against sexual hanssment encourages
employees to come forward w

g) A formal gnevance procedure n reases 1 2 3 4 5
the reportn rate.

3. Which of me lolowng descnbos your company's definition of sexual harassment? (Piease ct edc all tOi apty.):

a) -- We use the 1980 Equal Employment Oowrtnny Commission gadelines tat descnbe it as *unwf e
sexual svances. requem for sexual favors ano other vemoal or physical conduct of a sexual nature."

b) Using o-ltIed threats to gun sexual favors,
cl -.- Unwelcome physical avncs.
d) - Unwelcome sexual rwmafls aM innuendo that create a hostile wok envonment
) __ Persitont rqueu for a date.
f Seual joLs.

g) --__ The company does not sueify wnat constumtes larassment.
h)- Other (Please specfy):

PART U: PREVENTnNG THE PROULEM'

1. Does your company have a wntten pc cl soecificaly prohibiting sexual harassment?

a) __ Yes. we have a wrtten Poic .
b) __ We have an informal policy.
cl __ We have a aiolcy planned or - me draft stages.
d) -- Sexual harassment is wCLce-: n another wntten policy that oronibits iscrnminaion.
e) __ No. we don't have a policy arn3 con t Mave one planned.

(it your company doesn't have a policy, skip to Par IlL)

2. When was the policy first adopted?

19 __

3. What pr opted the company to adoot its policy? (Please check al tmat pply.):

a) ,.__ The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's 1980 issuance of ift guidelines on sexual harassment.
b) __ SUue or local law.
ci - Complaints -tom employees.
d) __ Concrn about legal exposure.
) -) Union bargaining agreement.

1 - Consistency wi our company general stance towers disiminaion.
g) - O- ir (Pleas specify):

4. Has the pokiy been mvsd since it was wrplerentd?

a) --- Yes. we have revised it m.
bi) We are curdy revming the policy.
c) No.

S. When wa tw policy most recently rwv ?

19_

S. The foow list contams some poin found in many sexual harassmnt po icies. Which it does your company include
i ift poliy?

a) A clear staement prohnibig sexual harassment
b) _ A staement prof b sexual harassment by both pervsory and non-supendsory eomple.
CI The definitio of pai pro quo marassment i.e. explici job-rlated thremt to gwunwa favors.

-o The deftion of envionmenta harassment. i.e. behavior tha cates a hostil. itiddami or offensive
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woex environment.
o A descriotion of the company s gnevance oroceoure concerning sexual harassment.
I) ._.__Assurance against retaliation for victms ana witnesses.
g) A clear warning tat engaging in sexual harassment could subject the harasser aro the company to a

lawsuit.
h) An exlanabon of the alscilinary measures that can be taken against employees who engage in sexua

harassment.
i) - A statement promising coniden ,lity wrienever possible.

7. How is this policy communicated to employees? (Please check all that apply.):

a) - 1 3 included in the employee handbook.
b) - rs included in the oentation materials for all now employees.
c) IrS discusasea periodically in memos or in a rcles in the company newsletter.
d) Its posted on company bulletin boards.
) We verbally tell all new employees about the policy.
) .Wo verbally tell all hew management employees about the Policy.
g) We conduct semnaam and workshops on me suoec.
h) _Other (Please specify):

. Often, sexual harassment is hard to detect because vims are afraid to speak out. Some comoanies have tried to
encourage openness on the suoct. What has the company done to detect any problems? (Please cnlecx an that appt .):

a) A harassment hottino has been set uo.
b) Empoyees are asked about sexual harassment ast all exit interviews.
c) Employee surveys include ouesoons about sexual harassment.
d) -Other (Please specify):

PART III: HOW COMPLAINTS ARE HANDLED

1. Please describe the procedure usec 'or formal or informal sexual harassment complaints. (Please cr ecx all ftat aolpy.):

a. Veoa comolaints are inves:.gateo.
b. _ Comolaints must be suomitted in writing.
c. __ Comotainant receives written acitinowieogmenu of te comolaint.
d. Secific steps of the invesocaave oroceoure are speileo out in aevanca.
s. Comolainant is notified in witing of te outcome.
f. ___Complainant has te option of an aopeau rocess.

2. Under this procedure. who is the first person an employee meets with about a comolaint?

&. - Immediate suoetnsr
b. __ An EEO or Affirmative Acon officer
c. -PemonnwHurnan Resources orficer
d. __Union stewara
*. __Other (Please -tpecy):

PART IV. EXTENT OF THE PRO3LE.M

Sexual harassment complaints can be informal as well as formal. Were interested in any situations you know abouL

1. How mny comp4 lnt of sexual harassment has the company received in the past 12 months?

2. Approxinuly who perentage of these were:
Moleto floea __%
Female to malel
Male to male __
Femnae to female

3. Appromatly what percentage of the accused harassers were aged:
Under 30 %
30-45 %
46and over __ %

4. Appmima" wt poicenage of the -,mplainans were aged:
Under 30 __%
30-45 'o

A6 an over
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5. Approxwmalgy how many comotaints Vero mace against:
CO.worxrs
Imnediat suoerVisor
Person with more power
Subornals

-.- Customer or client
. Other (Please specify):

S. Are most of the complaint about the same few people?

a) .___ Yes.
b) ....._No.
C) __ OwlVt know.

7. Are most of the complants made by the same few people?

a) __ Yes.
b) _..__ No.
a) ___ Oont know

8. Sexual harassment ranges from the subte to the severe ri often involves several types of behaor. Aotrxoimaely what
pWrcenWgo of the complaints involved:

a) Sexual teIn, okes. rers or qUstIons. %
b) Pressure for daes. %
c) Letters, o calls or matters of a sexual nature. %
d) Sextialy sugesve Wks or gestures. %
a) Ocliberase tocnig. waning over. comenng or pinc. ing. %
I) Pressure for sexual favors. %
g) Acual or ateimtea sexual assaut

PART V: INVESTIGATION

1. After your company receives a oomoaint about sexual harassment. do you have a formal invesiiazwon process?

a) __ Yes.
b) __ Sometins.c) .. ___ ,do.

2. Who is resoormble for Me PRIMARY asx of investigating, making recommendation and mag the fial determnaon in
conwm Plese check only ONE person in eacn of the three categories.

ivesigates Recommends Decides

Pesonneluman
Resources Manager
Affimiadve AcdoW

550 0~w

Comore Omouds

Coaro Cuneal

Gievunce Pena

CS-0or Preskdent

k"Medis" Sepovlior

Oter (Plems specify):

& Is Mie empoye wfo avoie the complaint ever idenWW~e dua&V the kangmuort?

a) - Yes We fal we can ft y onfront an emp ee accused of seual harassment wvAo d4ios" the name of the
Peraon who aoaed.
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b) No. ;o maxe sure eMoioyeeS :ee1 COmrortaole enougn to Comoiain. we insure contfient airy
c) _ We OLStose the name oniy ,f that person ns grven ns or ner consent.

4. When employees are found guilty of sexual harassmem, how many times nave tie folowing o'scoiwn&ry ac'oons oen :taen?

Verbal warning - nties
Wntten warning times
Transfer times
Probmin -time
Suspension wit pay -_tmes
Suspension wr0out pay -times
Demotion 1nes
Dlsc e __- es
Other (Pleas, specify):

S. How many times has the company been involved in litigation concerning sexual harassnmem?

-__Cases

PART VI: PREVENTING THE PROBLEM

1. Does your company offer a seoa -training program on sexual harassment?

a) Yes.
b)) _No.

2. Who is it offered to?
a) __ Managers.

bI) All Eooyes.

3. Is it mandatory or voluntary 7

a) __Manoatory.
b) Volunary.

4. Which of fhe following topcs are covereo in aaining? (Peasae cneom all that aioiy.):

a) fifmon.
b) --_Policy.
C) _Coplaim procdure.
a) .Legl issues.
a) -_Hosile. offensive. discnminarory won environment.
f) Recogamng sexual harassment.
g) Hanaling complaints.
h) _ Prevenmon.
) Sexual stersoypessex roes.

_) __ Office mmance.

PART VUI: ASSESSING THE SITUATION

1. In your opinion. we mia comp anain at your comoany:

a) _Given trough justice.
b) -Given paralrelief.
c) _ Put troh tni etiotoa winger.

e) Penalized proessionay.

2. In your opiuo, ane most offenders at your company:

a) __P h&oed too several.
b) ,Punishedjusdy.
c) Given token rimands.
d) lginrd.
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3. HOw would you evajualo ine a-te(;veness of your company s complaint process 7

a) __ It makes employees feel free to discuss mrinor anti major problems at worn.
b) _ _It tends to int nate omoyees frm filing complaints.
c) it tenas to encourage ovongn of minor wnringements.

4. On a scale of I to 5. with representing very well and 5 representing not very well at all. how weil co you thinK your
company s approach to sexual harassment is working?

Vary Wol Not At Al Well
1 2 3 4 5

5. How committed would you say the top management in your company is to the elimination o sexual haassment?

Strongly Agree Neither Disagree StroNgty
Agree Agree Nor isagiee

Disagree

a) Prevenong sexual harassment 1 2 3 4 5
speaficaly s a too pnornty.

b) Puts ing offenders is a too pnonty. 1 2 3 4 5
c) They are concerned aoout it because 1 2 3 4 5

they want to avoid ltbgation.

6. It you could add anything to your company s policy and procedure concerning Sexual harassment. wnal would it o?

PART VIII: BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Please tel us an general about your c-moany. All answers will be confidential.

1. In what state is your company's nMeaouaners ,ocatea?

2. How would you d sacbe your corroany?
a) ____ anufacunng Company
b) _ Seice Company

3) What induswty is your company n?

4. What were your company's total annual revenues in the last fiscal year S__ _

S. How old is your parent company'

6. What percentage of your company's emoloyees are:
Under 30 %
30-45 %
4.5 and over %

7. What percemage of the employees are fulltime? %
8. What percentage of fuiltime employees are women? %
9. What percentage of middle managers ae women? - %
10. What perenage of sensor managers ame women? *%
11. What penmntage of employees are

non-exempt -
exemptX %*,

12. What percentage of employees are unionized?
13. The 1980s have bee a time of restructuring for American businesses. Which of the following has the company experienced
in tt last five years? (Please check all that apply.):

a) .... Merged with another company.
b) ____Acured another company.
c) ____een acquired by another company.
d) ows"zed its workforce.

No survey could possibly cover every asoef. of a oaoblem as complex as sexual harassment. If you have other tifougnts to
sare. please iude them on a separate sneet of paper and send it along with your completed questionnaire.

40-626 0-91--8
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
At 12 o'clock a memorial service for our former colleague from

Massachusetts started in the Hall of Statues at the Capitol, and I
informed the members of the committee earlier today that, to
enable them to attend the most important part of it, which will be
between 12:10 and 1 o'clock, we would recess for that period of
time.

I know it is an imposition on the members of the panel, but if
you could return at 1 o'clock to answer questions from members of
the committee I would appreciate it. I have not seen a more im-
pressive panel in front of this committee ever, and I think our
record would be the poorer for not having an opportunity to put
your responses to questions in it.

So I will, without objection, announce that committee will stand
in recess until 1 o'clock, when we will resume where we are at the
moment.

[Recess.]
Mr. MILLER. The committee will come to order. It is my under-

standing we are into questions.
Harris, did you have some questions of this panel?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you for joining us again.
That's the Republican light. We get five minutes; they get one.
Mr. FAWELL. Maybe, there are so few of us, we could have six

minutes instead of five.
I have had the advantage, Mr. Chairman, of talking to at least

two of the witnesses informally, so I am a little bit ahead of where
I might otherwise be.

The question that I have, and it follows along with the informal
conversation which I had with Ms. Klein and Ms. Ezold-and here
is where a number of us are asking for help. We all, I think, on
both sides of the aisle, believe that some kind of a special harass-
ment cause of action is called for, especially in such an egregious
case, or I would say cases, but certainly Jackie Morris' testimony
has to move just anybody.

Those are what we would call in the law as "Oh, my God, egre-
gious." You would prevail on willful and wanton burdens of proof, I
think, if the remedy is there.

So it is a case of trying to craft, it seems to me, a kind of a
remedy, while we keep in mind that Title VII covers not only sex
but race, and religion, and national origin, and now being incorpo-
rated by reference is the Disabilities Act, so that all kinds of em-
ployment practices which might be deemed discriminatory insofar
as employees who have mental problems and/or physical problems
will also be potential as a cause of action.

Therefore, as I look at this particular bill, in Section 5, where ba-
sically a new cause of action, which I liken to strict liability in
tort-and I know, Ms. Ezold, you will know what I mean when I
talk about that-I am a bit overawed by that, because it simply
says that if in any-that an unlawful employment practice is estab-
lished if one simply shows that sex, or race, or national origin, or
religion, or now disabilities, incorporated by reference, was a con-
tributing factor, even though there are other factors which would
have denied liability under the standard Title VII case.
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That bothers me immensely. That kind of a cause of action, at
least, I could never agree to. Yet I think that there can be methods
of crafting one.

Ms. Klein, you had stated, for instance, that there are several
areas that one has to look at. And, right now, we have a caucus on
the Republican side where we are trying to evaluate how you craft
a harassment cause of action which is fair to all parties. You said
the real goal and the most important thing is deterring the employ-
er from doing this again, giving real incentive that he stop that
kind of conduct.

I would agree with you. A good old monetary award is something
that certainly would convince one, lead one in the right direction.
There are different types of monetary awards, however, with caps,
without caps, and also you can have an administrative procedure
where it is a civil penalty which goes to the state, perhaps into a
special fund to help battered women, perhaps into a special fund
for disadvantaged black youth, things of this sort.

Can you express your feelings, in light of your statement that
the most important thing is that we deter the employer? Could you
express your views more fully there and also say-and I heard the
testimony. I understand Ms. Ezold said, "Hey, I want some person-
al compensation for what I have gone through, too."

Must there be the personal compensation aspect? She is already
going to get all of back pay to which one is entitled. It is a question
of whether we go on to mental distress and all the full-blown tort
kind of a remedy.

Do you get the drift of my question?
Ms. KLEIN. I think so. Let me make three points: first, I would be

opposed to pulling harassment out as a separate remedy. I think
we have to look at a lot of reasons, one in particular is that minori-
ty women, women of color in the U.S. labor force who experience
sexual harassment perpetrated by a white male are generally more
likely to report it as race discrimination.

I think for us to impose different remedies on different forms of
discrimination is for us to define other people's experiences, and
that is a problem.

Mr. FAWELL. Are you referring to Section 1981, then, the racial
discrimination reporting?

Ms. KLEIN. I am referring to your earlier statement about pull-
ing harassment in particular out and crafting a separate remedy
for it.

Mr. FAWELL. No. I would keep it in Title VII, but it would be a
special harassment cause of action within Title VII.

Ms. KLEIN. Okay. Then, on your other points, I think that puni-
tive damages without a cap is the way to send the message, not be-
cause I think litigation is the answer. As I stated before, I think
that those who have done what my other two panelists have done
is to make it easier for the rest of us, not for themselves.

Mr. FAWELL. May I interrupt just on this point? When you say
punitive damages is the answer, to a lawyer you are saying, "Well,
that means willful and wanton, really egregious conduct only." It is
a punishment type of a reward, but you are not talking about,
then, compensatory damages; is that correct?
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Ms. KLEIN. I am saying punitive damages in addition to compen-
satory damages, and it is important that punitive damages not be
capped.

Jurors will make decisions on an amount of an award that is ap-
propriate to the actions committed and to the resources of the em-
ployer. To artificially impose a cap is to ensure that the wealthiest
employers will have a rounding error imposed on them that will
not motivate a change in behavior.

Jurors are very well able to distinguish what will make this em-
ployer not do this again. And revenue data from the firm can
easily be presented to the jurors, and jurors make those determina-
tions all the time. I do not think we want to impose an artificial
limit there.

I think that the compensatory damages ought to stay in and that
those damages need to be available. If I had experienced what
either of these two panelists have experienced and took a case only
to see the funds go to a battered women's shelter, where am I? Do I
have a job? Do I have a career? You haven't provided any incentive
for an individual to right their wrongs.

Mr. FAWELL. Well, one of the other alternatives, of course, if you
look at, for instance, the case that we discussed, Price Waterhouse,
Ann Hopkins was able to get $435,000 in back wages for the years,
and she also shot for and got, by court injunction, a partnership
with the Price Waterhouse company, which she felt she was
denied.

I understand, Ms. Ezold, that you are in your remedy seeking
also the requirement by injunction to be mandatorily-have the de-
fendant enjoined to have you become a partner. Even under cur-
rent law there are at least some very sufficient and significant
kinds of damages and abilities by the court, via injunction, to man-
date that one be put back in the firm in a partnership status.

So it is not devoid of righting the wrong, to some significant
degree, in terms of money.

Ms. KLEIN. Ann Hopkins was awarded that amount of money be-
cause that is what she lost. Jackie Morris was awarded $16,000 be-
cause that is what she lost. In some cases, the sums are larger than
others. And in neither case are victims compensated for what; they
went through.

Mr. FAWELL. So you are saying, then, that although you believe
that the most important thing and the real goal is to deter the em-
ployer; that you also believe that, over and above all the damages
that can be obtained now under Title VII, you nevertheless would
have to expand it so that the plaintiff would be able to get compen-
satory and punitive damages with no caps at all?

Ms. KLEIN. That is correct. And that is not in addition; that is
because I believe that is what it will take to change the balance, to
motivate employers to put in adequate remedies.

Mr. FAWELL. May I ask just one additional question, if the Chair-
man might afford me that added luxury.

Perhaps, Ms. Ezold, you might, as an attorney, be best qualified
to answer this question. In Section 5 it states that an unlawful em-
ployment practice is established when the complaining party dem-
onstrates that race, color, religion, sex, national origin, and, as I
say, now disabilities, was a contributing factor for any employment
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practice, even though other factors are also contributed to such
practice.

That strikes me as strict liability in tort. Section 8 incorporates
that, as I read it, for it is uncapped, compensatory and punitive
damages. Do you think that that is the kind of a remedy that Con-
gress should authorize, keeping in mind that there will be claims
by all of the other protected classes to which I have referred; and,
in addition, of course, than all of the other labor statutes, where
people suffer discrimination too-strikers, for instance?

I don't know if you handle RB, handicapped people, and so forth
and so on. Do you think Congress should go that far?

Ms. EZOLD. First of all, I have to say I am certainly no expert on
this act. I believe I am looking at the section you referred to in
front of me. It specifically limits those damages for "injury that is
attributable to the unlawful employment practice."

By definition, you have to prove the practice first. Even under
Title VII as it is now, there has to be a determinative factor. You
don't have to prove that sex discrimination is the one and only
reason why the employment action was taken against you; it has to
be a determinative factor. I guess I am not in a position riqht now
to split hairs between "contributing" and "determinative,' except
to say that both of them mean it had to be some factor in the deci-
sion.

I think that there ought to be compensation where sexual dis-
crimination or sexual harassment, as the case may be, is punished.
Going back to the Hopkins case, as Dr. Klein said, she was compen-
sated for a loss. The reason she got $350,000, $400,000, or whatever
it was, was nothing more than multiplying the number of years
that she had to suffer through the litigation and the appeals of an
enormous corporation.

Mr. FAWELL. I understand that.
Ms. EZOLD. Eight years times the difference between what she

earned and what she would have earned there. So that wasn't a
windfall for her.

Whether there ought to be-you raised the question earlier,
whether or not you ought to be compensated for sexual discrimina-
tion even if it is not the one and only, or maybe the determinative
factor, and I am not prepared to answer that. I don't know.

Mr. FAWELL. This is what the statute does say. It doesn't even
say that intent is necessary. It just simply says all you have to do
is show that sex was a contributing factor, and, bango, you go for
full compensatory, unlimited, and punitive damages in a Federal
court under a new two-year tort. It seems to me that that is really
a fantastic strict liability tort. There is no defense.

Mr. MILLER. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. Are you suggesting that the employer, the defend-

ant, not be punished for engaging in this activity?
Mr. FAWELL. No, I am talking about what might be the best

crafted kind of a remedy.
Mr. MILLER. Are you suggesting that you only be made whole, if

you will, in a monetary sense and that's it?
Mr. FAWELL. No, I'am specifying this particular cause of action,

which is a new cause of action.
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Mr. MILLER. Right.
Mr. FAWELL. Because it is termed, as I see it, in terms of a strict

liability in tort. It simply says that if you show, for instance, that
sex is a contributing factor to any employment practice, you have
proved your case, even though there were other factors involved.
You may have lost your standard case, but all you have to do is
show that it was a contributing factor. It might only be a 1 percent
contributing factor, but you have proven your case automatically,
and you sit and rest, and there is no defense the employer can even
put in.

Now that strikes me as the extreme of various kinds of remedies
we might be able to craft that would be designed to handle egre-
gious cases such as have been testified to here today. I was trying
to elicit the opinion of one of the witnesses as to whether she feels
that kind of what I feel is a gross overkill is something that Con-
gress should do, in terms of what is a limited place of employment
labor statute.

Ms. EZOLD. I ask some of the esteemed members of the commit-
tee to respond to that simply because I am not conversant in the
details of the bill. I don't ever think Congress should respond to the
extreme situation, but if this compensation is limited to intentional
discrimination, I think that there ought to be compensatory and
punitive damages.

You, mentioned earlier the possibility of multi-million-dollar law-
suits being brought. I think history has shown us that even in tort
cases, in the typical contingent fee type of cases, those awards are
far below what anyone normally believes, based on an occasional
multi-million-dollar verdict.

You indicated that I am asking for reinstatement and back pay.
Forgetting my case for the moment, since it is still pending, the
damages are still pending, and I would like not to be specific to my
case, but, hypothetically, in a case where a woman sues and she
gets back pay, well, that is nothing more than what she should
have gotten had the discrimination not occurred.

But what happens from that day forward? Historically, my un-
derstanding is that the damages have been very limited, in terms
of the period of months or years for which you can get front pay.
And then what is left? What do you do about the broken career?
What do you do about the impossibility of advancement to the level
that person would have attained but for the discrimination? What
do you do for the emotional distress, the humiliation, all the rest of
it?

Women are not going to bring these cases lightly. They are going
to be serious cases. You mentioned that-I believe you support the
egregious cases. I think it is the egregious cases that come to trial,
because nobody but nobody would bring this kind of case lightly. It
is a very, very difficult burden of proof. Once you have proven it in
one, how much have you hurt yourself? I mean, what have you
really won?

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you. I have exceeded my time. Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD. It has been a long time since I have been in a
courtroom, but I did practice for a while as a plaintiff's lawyer and
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started, when I had no place else to go, as a defense lawyer in tort
cases.

I do remember, even though it has been many years, that you
have to keep sorted out in your mind the difference between prov-
ing that you have been the victim of someone's negligence or inten-
tional action, and then trying, through the only means that the
court has available to it, the imposition of damages, to make some
kind of adjustment for what has been proven.

If you read the totality of the language which Ms. Ezold referred
to that caused the last exchange with the gentleman from Illinois
it first says that punitive damages are only available when the
action is a result of malice or reckless or callous indifference to fed-
erally-protected rights.

Then, when you get to the setting of compensatory damages, it
spells out that it will not include back pay or any interest thereon.
"Compensatory and punitive damages and jury trial shall be avail-
able only for claims of intentional discrimination." So the major
limitation is that you must establish, before you can go to the jury
with the question of damages, that it was in fact intentional dis-
crimination.

Now, at the point that you go to a jury, that is what the lawyers
argue to the jury. Indeed, there will be a set of instructions before
the jury leaves the courtroom, that the lawyers generally agree to.
Sometimes they argue vigorously in the presence of the judge in
chambers, but not in the presence of the jury, until they get whit-
tled down to instructions that tell the jury exactly what they are
permitted under the law to take into account in establishing a
remedy through damages.

If indeed the harm that was done as a result of sex discrimina-
tion was relatively a small part of it, the jury might be instructed
to take that into consideration and consider more clearly the other
problems which are not federally-connected rights as being the real
cause.

At that point, since the act specifically says that either party
shall be entitled to a jury trial, at that point you have an entirely
different sort of a procedure going forward. Ordinary common
sense tells me that there aren't going to be very many judges that
are simply going to say to a jury, "You go out there and pick a
number out of the air and give it to this woman, whatever you
think will make you feel better."

I never had a judge do that for me when I was a plaintiffs
lawyer. There were always restraints and restrictions on how far
they could go. Sometimes it is very frustrating. It has always been
frustrating, I guess, to plaintiff's lawyers. But I don't get the same
sort of fear that there is going to be a runaway group of awards
going out there.

I would observe one other thing. I spent 14 years trying to sell
something that came to be known generically as plant closing noti-
fication legislation. Even though we adopted, over the years, part
of that legislation, it became known as ERISA, the pension guaran-
tee law. That was under President Nixon.

Then, under President Reagan, we adopted the displaced worker
provisions. We were left with one issue, and that one issue was
whether an employer had to give notice when they were going to
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close down an operation and lay off large numbers of people. I
can't remember any period of time in that 14 years when I was not
assailed in articles, speeches, and every other approach to the
media for advocating something that was going to turn loose the
wrath of the lawyers into a plethora of expensive lawsuits.

I wonder whether we did as much as I expected to, because after
the first year of experience, when President Reagan finally let that
become law without his signature, we discovered there weren't any
lawsuits. The one that got everybody excited-when I say there
weren't any; there were a handful, perhaps, all over the country in
the first year-and they pictured all the courts being jammed with
lawsuits about this phenomenon.

What got everybody excited was when Wall Street brokers woke
up and discovered that my law didn't just cover people who worked
in factories; it covered people who worked in brokerages. And the
Wall Street Journal took off on me and said I had hornswoggled
somebody by talking about plant closing. It was the Chamber of
Commerce that talked about plant closing; nowhere in the legisla-
tion would you find that.

My experience that I am trying to give to you with this is that,
for 14 years, I had to fight things that were never in the statute,
never in any version of the statute. Not even the title was even in
the statute that they fought with me over for those 14 years.

Arid for 14 years I heard exactly the same kind of arguments
coming from business that we are going to hear, and we have
heard before, as we move this legislation, that it will be overly bur-
densome on business, it will cost money, and, what is worse, that
somebody may have a right that is enforceable in the courts and
might have a jury decide what the value of that right that has
been taken away from them is, and an employer may, if they are
guilty of intentional conduct, may have to pay.

The limitations that are in this bill are tantamount to saying
that if you are in an automobile accident you can only collect com-
pensatory damages if the person in the other vehicle intentionally
hit you. Now we all know that is not necessary. It could be momen-
tary inadvertence on the part of the other driver that gives rise to
a judgment. The jury is free, in those kinds of cases, to decide what
it takes to try to recompense this person; a person is going to be
physically handicapped for the rest of their life, for example.

One presumes that if you have this very limited right to damages
for intentional action that the jury would be permitted-and some
of us think that they ought to be permitted-to look at a hypotheti-
cal case, such as your own. One of the cases, actually, that the Su-
preme Court messed up involved an accounting firm partnership
for a woman. Our attention was drawn to the discrimination be-
tween race cases and gender cases in part by that decision.

There ought to be some consideration of what the permanent
impact on the person's career is going to be, because if you hit me
with a car, and I am, heaven forbid, a ballet dancer, and I never go
back to the ballet again, you are going to pay for it. And if you hit
me in my place of employment and ruin my career, it seems to me,
if it is an intentional act, that it is just as fair to make you pay for
that as well.
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Now, I don't think Mr. Fawell really objects to somebody being
held financially accountable for intentional acts. I just have confi-
dence that that is not what he meant.

Mr. Hayes.
Mr. HAYES. I will be very brief, Mr. Chairman. I have a couple of

questions.
I want to direct one to Dr. Klein and the other one to the attor-

ney for Ms. Morris. They are the kinds of questions that require a
pretty direct response.

Dr. Klein, the administration has indicated that it supports ex-
panding Title VII's remedies, but just for sexual harassment.
Would that be sufficient, in your opinion, to fill the existing gap in
Federal civil rights law?

Ms. KLEIN. No.
Mr. HAYES. All right.
Ms. KLEIN. That was brief. As I mentioned before, I think that

there are a couple of reasons not to do that. Discrimination doesn't
happen so neatly as to only fall within one category and never spill
over to the other categories. It is rare that someone experiences
sexual harassment and only sexual harassment and that there isn't
some other form of discrimination.

As I mentioned, women of color, minority women in the U.S.
labor force, by some accounts, are disproportionately vulnerable to
sexual harassment, and the perpetrators can indeed be white men.
If a minority woman defines that experience as racism that took a
sexual form, I do not think that, after all she has been through, we
ought to impose our categories on her and say, "You have this kind
of remedy for this piece of what happened to you, but if we call it
something else you have a different remedy."

I think it sets a dangerous precedent of pitting disadvantaged
groups against each other as well, and I don t think that we want
anything that furthers that tension within the workplace.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much.
Now the attorney for Ms. Morris, I know you heard that this

civil rights bill would primarily benefit lawyers. I would like to ask
you to comment on that allegation. Do you agree or disagree?

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, congressman. I appreciate the question,
frankly.

Lawyers are being bashed, obviously, because lawyers expect, as
the rest of us, to be paid for the services they provide. And it is the
plaintiffs' lawyers who are being bashed in this instance, because
when they help people obtain the rights they have been denied in
the workplace, they are supposed to go someplace else and not
insist on being paid.

In fact, there is a business to the profession that requires that we
be paid with our brothers and sisters on the other side of the table,
that we be paid a profit for our education and our experience, our
efforts, that we be allowed to accumulate capital to represent other
plaintiffs, that we be a force in the marketplace to help plaintiffs
eliminate discrimination.

Plaintiffs can't do this by themselves. Now, Jackie Morris, for all
of her guts and determination, needed a lawyer to represent her.
She went to several lawyers before she came to my office. She was
referred to my office by a lawyer who had 20 years experience in
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labor law, but he looked at the case and realized that Jackie had
been terribly wronged, but there was great risk.

And, indeed, for a $16,000 verdict or judgment from the District
Court, who was going to take this kind of a case on a contingent
fee basis and represent her for, what, 40 percent of $16,000? You
are not going to find a lawyer in St. Louis who will do that.

Now, unlike Congressman Washington, who commented earlier,
when we won this case, I asked the district judge if I could look at
the books of the defendant's counsel to see how many hours they
had in this case, because we were talking about a case of low dollar
value, $16,000. They had the biggest firm in St. Louis, the 20th
largest firm in the Nation, represent the company in this case.

They put in more than 1,000 hours in this case, and they prob-
ably billed at least $150 to $200 an hour. They paid, in defense of
this case, far more than this case ever would yield for Jackie
Morris, and they did that for a reason. They did not want to capitu-
late. They did not want to make it easy for Jackie Morris to recov-
er what was due her in this case.

So I did not et a judgment for fees that came anywhere near
what defendant s counsel obtained; far less than that, half of my
hours. I asked for and got paid for half of the hours that defend-
ant's counsel put in, that we were able to document, and we did
not document all of the hours that defendant's counsel put in.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much. I recognize that it is difficult
for attorneys to be as specific and concise in their responses as it is
for me. My time is gone, and I want to respect the Chairman's re-
quest to live up to our time factor.

Chairman FORD. Mrs. Lowey.
Mrs. LoWEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thank all of you who have testified today. I appreciate your

sharing your experiences with us, as painful as they have been.
I have a question for Ms. Ezold. I am particularly interested in

your comments in regard to the glass ceiling. I am from Westchest-
er County, New York, and you certainly see women who are hit-
ting their heads against that glass ceiling over and over again, and
it doesn't seem to be shattering, even after many, many years.

I want to be sure that we all understand clearly, based on your
experience, would you consider the increased remedies under H.R.
1 to be a primary tool available for us to combat the glass ceiling?
If so, could you expand upon that and why that is the case?

Ms. EZOLD. They are not a primary tool to compensate or to re-
place what the glass ceiling has done. In other words, you can't
give back to a plaintiff, in many cases, the career that they have
lost or the ability to rise further in that career. Congress doesn't
have the ability to do that. That is a lasting, permanent damage.

I think what the increased remedies under the bill would do,
however, is primarily to act as a deterrent, which, hopefully, would
limit that glass ceiling. It is not going to help somebody who has
been through it to recover, to be able to rise in their career to the
extent they could have but for the discrimination. But, hopefully, it
will have an effect on other employers.

Since my case was tried and decided, there has been a great deal
of press coverage because it was precedent-setting. One thing I
have learned, through a multitude of phone calls and letters from
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around the country, is that law firms and other employers are re-
evaluating their evaluation systems, their training programs, the
assignments that they are giving to women and other minority as-
sociates within the firms, and those practices which have resulted
in the glass ceiling, for me and a lot of other women.

So, as far as I am concerned, it is the deterrent value that is so
important. There is a lot of concern about lawsuits being filed
under the new remedies. I hope there will be more lawsuits filed. I
wasn't happy to be the first plaintiff to bring this kind of case. Had
other cases been brought before, I don't know that I would have
had to. I don't know that I would have hit that glass ceiling.

Laws are going to be effective only to the extent that the parties
that they are targeting understand they are going to be enforced.
The enforcement comes through lawsuits. I mean, we act in effect
as private attorneys general, and I hope that there will be some
positive spin-off from my lawsuit. But I also brought the suit for
myself, to compensate myself.

So the long answer to your question is, I hope that these reme-
dies will serve as a deterrent.

Mrs. LOWEY. So although there are more and more women enter-
ing a wide range of professions and rising up to a certain level, you
don't think, just by showing their own expertise and proving their
worth, that that ceiling is going to shatter, that the remedies that
we intend to place in the legislation certainly play an important
role as a deterrent, as a signal, as an assist to those women who
have constantly been hitting their heads on that ceiling.

Mr. EZOLD. I have watched women in the law in Philadelphia,
many whom I know, go up, up, up, be given substantial assign-
ments, work long hours right along with the male associates, and,
all of a sudden, it is out, not because they have been asked to leave,
but because it is clear that they are not going to make it.

I think that if Wolf, Block's attorney, who was quoted in the
press as saying, "This is a hollow victory. I don't think she'll get
much of a remedy," if he had instead said to the law firm,
"Whoops, I think she might get a substantial remedy here," maybe
there would have been a different outcome to all of this, and
maybe the next time some other law firm will say, "I don't think it
is worth the cost. I think maybe we ought to do it right this time."

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLER. Just one question. I think this panel has been excel-

lent. Unfortunately, that had to be brought out by your own unfor-
tunate experiences with the system. I just want to express my
thanks to you, but also my deep concern here that this argument
seems to be driven in part by the notion that somehow the victims
are going to make this system so expensive that we really have got
to modify their right to restoration, because otherwise business will
be too expensive in America.

I just find that argument incredible. The conduct on the part of
an employer is so outrageous.

Ms. Klein, in your chart, you differentiate from gender com-
ments to sexual assault. They are all outrageous if we in fact be-
lieve your right to be free in your personal well-being from others.
To now suggest to people who are trying to recover and to punish
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that conduct, and hopefully to serve as a deterrent, as you point
out, that this now gets too expensive, is outrageous.

That may only be a degree to which people appreciate how prof-
itable it is to conduct themselves in the current system, either by
keeping people out of properly compensated jobs, or by intimidat-
ing employees to do things that they wouldn't otherwise do.

Maybe we ought to flip this coin over and say that when you
defend this kind of conduct by limiting the rights of the victim you
had better think about what is going on on the other side, how
much more profitable those law partnerships if they don't have to
share it with somebody that is just as productive as everybody in
the law firm, or how much more profitable if you can intimidate
somebody by letters, pressures for dates, phone calls, gestures,
.;.Iuching, cornering, sexual favors, into working another hour, or
showing up early, or not taking Saturday off.

In fact this law strikes right at the heart of the profitability of
racism and sexism and all of the "isms" that work against individ-
ual rights. To have people suggest that now, when victims go
through the process of coming forward, that now, they might make
it all too expensive, even if they have to jump the hurdles of inten-
tional acts and egregious acts, that is unbelievable. It is just incred-
ible to me that this debate is raging in that fashion, focusing on
the cost of this.

American history is replete with examples of where the exploita-
tion of other individuals has been incredibly profitable, and the
Congress has stepped in, in one fashion or another. That is why
those laws are on the books. If they think it is really too expensive
out there, stop the practice. Just stop the practice. Don't wait for
your competitor to get sued and then decide, "Well, maybe we'd
better let these people in our partnership" or "We ought to treat
our employees in some better way-" just stop the practice and you
can all save money.

This is just a comment. But this notion that the victims are
going to drive up the cost of business. To prevail you have to prove
it. You have to prove it. You don't allege it; you prove it, at least to
the satisfaction even in the settlement. Somebody says, "Well, I
guess we couldn't really defend ourselves, so let's settle it out."
You must prevail in the allegations, not just make them, to win
this.

Ms. Klein, as you point out, there are a lot of related areas
where we see the same thing. I am sure, as the two witnesses have
related to us before, that this is not an easy decision. I don't know
why an attorney would take these cases.

I mean, God bless you, Michael. When you look at a case, do you
say, "Well, here are the limits to what you can recover." It is a
very difficult one to enlist people, I would assume.

Ms. KLEIN. May I comment?
Mr. MILLER. Yes.
Ms. KLEIN. There is a document that I referred to in my testimo-

ny which is our executive report of the survey of sexual harass-
ment in the Fortune 500 that I would like to ask be incorporated
into the testimony. One of the appendices to that study is a cost
analysis, if you will, of what sexual harassment, allowing it to go
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on, costs American business, and that makes it far more expensive
than stopping it.

The figures in there for the average Fortune 500 of roughly a
little more than 20,000 employees, the cost of allowing sexual har-
assment to go on, in terms of decreased job satisfaction, decreased
productivity, increased turnover; is $282.53 per employee. Whereas,
implementing the five elements that I mentioned as effective pre-
vention tools costs $8.41 per employee.

So I think it is currently cheaper to clean it up than to allow it
to go on, except we are only occasionally looking at it in rational
terms. It is never easy to ask people with power, or with privilege,
or with the ability to intimidate others to take responsibility for
their actions and to change.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you all for your testimony. I have had a chance to review

it, and you both present tragic cases. I am glad you are here, and I
deeply appreciate your taking the time to be with us this after-
noon.

Jackie-I guess it should be Ms. Morris-I have hardly met you.
I apologize for being too informal here. Discuss with me your expe-
rience with EEOC. Your testimony doesn't really focus on whether
EEOC worked, didn't work. You ended up in court. Can you share
with us some insights.

Ms. MORRIS. When the problems started happening, I had been
suspended from work for three days, so then is when I contacted
the EEOC. She told me to get up there right then, and she wanted
to listen to my complaint. So I filed a complaint, and within, I
think, 60 to 90 days I had a hearing where the company employees
were on one side, and I had some witnesses with me on the other
side.

We both voiced our opinions. I told them what was going on. The
company spokesman that was there had no idea what was going
on. He flew in from Indiana. He had no idea. They told him what
they wanted him to hear. And I was informing him of some of the
things that were going on, and he couldn't believe it.

So after the EEOC hearing, they told me that I had the right to
sue, that there was definitely evidence there. And so that's when I
pursued my case and took it beyond that. So, in a way, yes, they
did help, because they got me on the right track as to what to do.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Did EEOC come out with any kind of a judg-
ment or ruling in your favor?

Ms. MORRIS. No.
Mr. GUNDERSON. And it took 60 to 90 days?
Ms. MORRIS. Yes.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Before you even had a hearing, from the time of

complaint?
Ms. MORRIS. It seems like I went in July of 1986, and my hearing

was in December 1986.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Even though the focus of this hearing is on

damages today, would you agree that, regardless of what we do or
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do not do on damages, we have to find a way, in harassment cases
in particular, to expedite the EEOC response?

Ms. MORRIS, Yes. It needs to be speeded up a little bit quicker, I
think, because I think if women or men have a problem in the
workplace, that is where they are supposed to go. And if we have
to wait six to seven months for their opinion, then that is defeating
the whole purpose, because that is six more months of harassment
that we have to take.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Ms. Ezold, by filing a Title VII case, you, at
some time, also went to EEOC?

Ms. EZOLD. That is correct.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Again, reviewing your testimony, unless I

missed it, you.haven't focused on the experience with EEOC. Could
you share that experience with us?

Ms. EZOLD. My case was also pending with EEOC for just about
six months. There was no hearing. There were some informal dis-
cussions between EEOC and counsel for both sides, and they just
didn't go anywhere. They were nonproductive. What it did, from
my point of view, was delay me from getting into court.

A congressman who spoke earlier referred to the cost to the
plaintiffs versus the cost to the business. We seem to be concerned
about cost to business. You have to focus on the enormous obliga-
tions and costs to the plaintiff in a case like this. I mean, the act
presently says to a plaintiff, "You must go to EEOC. You must
wait as long as it takes to get it out of EEOC, to get a right to sue
letter. You then go to Federal court."

I feel I was very fortunate in getting my case in and out of Fed-
eral court to a liability verdict in nine months. I still don't have a
remedy, but I think this court is acting expeditiously, given the
Federal court workload.

But you not only have to wait for the EEOC and wait through
the case-eight years for Ann Hopkins in the Price Waterhouse
case-but you have to give up time to prepare for depositions and
undergo depositions, and to talk to witnesses and find witnesses,
and then go through the trial.

The enormous financial burden on a plaintiff that a corporation
simply doesn't have is overwhelming, and that is another reason
why plaintiffs, number one, can't bring the suit, because who can
afford to do it; and, number two, don't bring it, because even if you
can afford, as I did, to last through the lawsuit, what is on the
other end?

It is difficult to find counsel. It is a tribute to Ms. Morris' counsel
and to my own that they are willing to take cases like this. I had a
very courageous attorney from New York, who was in the very
unique position of suing fellow attorneys, which is unusual, in a
precedent-setting case.

It is tough to find attorneys to do that. You can get attorney's
fees under Title VII, but how long do you wait to get those attor-
ney's fees? In the meantime, if you have, in the case of a defendant
like Wolf, Block, a major law firm represented by a major law firm
with unlimited associates to do research, you have a very expensive
legal bill building unless and until you get a verdict in your favor
and then ultimately recover.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you all.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. I want to thank you very much. You have set a

very good tone for the consideration of what we are going to offer,
if anything, as changes to the Judiciary Committee bill. You have
certainly given all of us something to think about. I want to thank
each and every one of your for your cooperation with the commit-
tee and the committee staff and for taking the time to come here
and help us today.

Let's all hope that we can get together and look back at this. I
was just sitting here exchanging with counsel the thought that
flashed through my mind of how many chest-thumping speeches
about victims of crime I have heard out there on the floor, that
judges ought to be forced to sit down and talk to the families and
to the victims before they sentence people, so that they really can
understand what it does to people to be victims of a crime.

The kinds of crimes they are talking about that create victims
are not white-collar crimes; they are talking about intentional
crime. All we are talking about is not making it criminal but
making an intentional tort action here. I will see if the same kinds
of people have the same kinds of concerns for the victims of the
action that we are focusing on. I doubt that we will hear the
speeches coming from the same breast-beaters.

With that, I would like to combine panel three, so that we can
finish before the committee has to break at three: Professor Kellis
Parker, Columbia Law School of New York, together with Zachary
Fasman, of Paul, Hastings, Janofsky and Walker, in Washington,
DC; Beverly Hall Burns, of Millei, Canfield, Paddock and Stone,
Detroit; Joseph A. Golden, Somers, Schwartz, Silver and Schwartz,
Southfield, Michigan; Pamela Hemminger, Gibson, Dunn and
Crutcher, Los Angeles, California; and Professor Susan Deller Ross,
Georgetown University Law Center.

If you could proceed in the order in which I have called you off,
then we will withhold questions until you have all finished. We
will start with Professor Parker first.

STATEMENTS OF PROFESSOR KELLIS PARKER, COLUMBIA LAW
SCHOOL, NEW YORK, NEW YORK; ZACHARY FASMAN, ESQ.,
PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY AND WALKER, WASHINGTON, DC;
BEVERLY HALL BURNS, ESQ., MILLER, CANFIELD, PADDOCK
AND STONE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN; JOSEPH A. GOLDEN, ESQ.,
SOMERS, SCHWARTZ, SILVER AND SCHWARTZ, SOUTHFIELD,
MICHIGAN; PAMELA HEMMINGER, ESQ., GIBSON, DUNN AND
CRUTCHER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA; PROFESSOR SUSAN
DELLER ROSS, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER,
WASHINGTON, DC
Professor PARKER. Good afternoon. It is indeed an honor to be

here before you today. I have been told that we are running out of
time, so I am going to abbreviate my remarks.

I come to you from Kinston, North Carolina, where I attended
my first law school at the foot of my grandmother, who did not
have a high school degree nor a law degree, but she nonetheless
shared with us the songs and stories she had learned as a young-
ster whose parents had been slaves. She had much to teach us
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about the rights and rules and remedies that emanated from an Af-
rican-American community. So I am going to talk about the reme-
dies in quite a different way than we have heard in the discussions
so far.

Also, I attended the University of North Carolina, and you all
know that the sit-ins started in North Carolina in that year. I
spent the next four years walking the streets and singing the songs
for civil rights up and down the South. Then I went to Howard
University Law School and graduated in 1968, after which I
clerked for Judge Spotswood W. Robinson, III. You all know the
work that he did in civil rights.

Then I became a law professor, director of the Martin Luther
King Program at the University of California at Davis, and began
teaching remedies in 1969. In 1972, I joined the faculty at Columbia
University Law School to teach remedies, among other courses. In
1975, I authored a book, "Modern Judicial Remedies."

When my good friend, Drew Days, was asked to join the Justice
Department, Civil Rights Division, as its head a few years later, I
went on leave from the faculty at Columbia to handle his cases at
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund and then returned to Columbia to
think, teach, and write.

One of the things that I have been writing about is how the his-
tory of African-American thought had an impact on remedies and
*on civil rights. The title of the presentation that I prepared for
today, "The Wonderful Tar Baby Story: Civil Rights Remedies and
Trial By Jury," is not a joke.

What I am trying to do is to show that inside the heritage of Af-
rican-Americans, its music, songs, stories, is all the information
you need about remedies. Black folks had to deal in a world in
which the law said that they had no remedies: no contract reme-
dies, and yet they made contracts; slaves could not marry, by law,
and yet they married; slaves could not be taught to read and write,
and yet they learned to read and write.

So I thought that if we started by looking at the folks who were
in an extreme position of being remedy-less and look at how they
coped, we would understand why it is that remedies are needed for
Title VII today.

We have spent a lot of time talking about tort remedies and con-
tract remedies and whether or not we are turning this civil rights
legislation into a tort law. Well, if I look at civil rights law from
the perspective of the slaves and then move it on up, the first thing
I notice is civil disability. The tort law is working to keep slaves in
their position as slaves. The tort law is working after slavery. We
had then the tort law, and the contract law, Jim Crow laws to keep
black folks in a position of civil disability.

Indeed, if the tort system and the contract system and the pri-
vate law system had worked, there would not have been a need for
public law to provide remedies. What I would like to do is to show
how the tort law worked for others and did not work for those
people who are the historic victims of racial discrimination, sexual
discrimination, and so on.

You see, back in the days of slavery, when the Supreme Court
said that black folks had no rights white people should respect, the
Court was talking not only about rights but also about remedies.
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What the Court meant was that black folks could not be expected
to go into court to sue, say, for breach of contract and to get a
remedy.

Indeed, I remember when I entered law school, looking through
law books to see if I could ever find a plaintiff who was black, who
had filed a product liability action. What I found was a book in
which the author talked about the fear black folks had of litiga-
tion.

And I remembered a story my grandmother told me about Old
Sister Goose who was swimming in the lake, and Old Brother Fox
who was hiding in the weeds, and how Old Brother Fox jumped out
there and said, "I got you now Sister Goose!" And she said, "Hold
on there, Brother Fox. Let's take this matter to court." And when
they got to court, all the judges and the lawyers and the people in
the audience were foxes. And Sister Goose lost. Now, when my
grandmother taught me that story, she said, "So you see, colored
children. When you go to that courthouse, you're going to lose."

And that's why, given all the civil rights statutes we have, all
the remedies we've talked about: from Section 1981, where you can
get compensatory and punitive damages; to Section 1982, where
you can get compensatory and punitive damages; to Section 1983,
where you can get compensatory and punitive damages; to Section
1985, where you can get compensatory and punitive damages; to
Title VIII where you can get compensatory and punitive damages.

With all those laws, you don't find a proliferation of litigation
from the victims of discrimination-not from the black folks, not
from the women, not from anybody. People who are victims of dis-
crimination would rather switch than fight. We leave the neighbor-
hood. We leave the job. And we've got to stop doing that.

The hope of this legislation is that people will begin to fight
rather than switch. There's a lot that I want to tell you about the
litigation, but I'll simply say that on the private side we've had a
movement from contract, private-type torts to more public torts-
less and less burdens of proof on plaintiffs.

And on the public side in civil rights remedies, we've had more
and more burdens of proof placed on plaintiffs, less and less access
to remedies. When you look from Section 1983, the 14th Amend-
ment litigation, all the way across the board you find that-and
you put that litigation-juxtapose that litigation with tort litiga-
tion, or contract litigation for that matter, you find that people are
saying contract law is looking more and more like torts.

The leading book in the 1970s was a book called The Death of
Contracts. And the people in torts are saying, "Wow, we've got
something called enterprise liability here." And you're moving on
and on with burdens of proof.

But what you're talking about are people who are the benefici-
aries of discrimination who are recovering those remedies. On the
other hand, when you look at civil rights remedies, what you find
is a court that discovered that the Achilles heel of civil rights was
remedies.
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And so from 1971, when the court decided you could no longer
get an injunction to enjoin a state court in a criminal proceeding,
until now, the Supreme Court has found that yes, indeed, that
Achilles heel is very, very weak. And thus, Patterson; and thus, the
need for this legislation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Professor Kellis Parker follows:]
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THE WONDERFUL TAR BABY STORY: CIVIL RIGHTS REMEDIES AND
TRIAL BY JURy

Kellis E. Parker
Professor of Law
Columbia University

The Wonderful Tar Baby story, a folktale conceived by

African American slaves, teaches important lessons about

remedies. In that story, Brother Rabbit refused to join

the sisters and brothers in an agreement to dig a well and

thereby did not gain any rights to use the well. After the

well was dug, Brother Rabbit immediately began to take

buckets of water for storage at his house. Having failed

to catch Brother Rabbit in other ways, the sisters and

brothers constructed a person-sized being from turpentine

and tar and sat it near the well. That evening, Brother

Rabbit returned to the well. When the tar baby refused to

speak to him, Brother Rabbit hit it with his paws, then his

head, becoming more glued to the tar with each blow. The

sisters and brothers convened a trial at which they

considered the punishment that would be appropriate. But

each time one of them suggested a form of punishment,

Brother Rabbit pretended that he could accept punishment in

the recommended way but could not accept punishment by

being thrown in the briar patch. Hearing this, they
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decided to dispense the remedy he feared most. They threw

him into the briar patch. "I was born and bred in the

briar patch," Brother Rabbit sang as he scampered home.

If we consider punishment to be a remedy, then the

proposed but rejected forms of punishment remain

hypothetical remedies. Yet rather than determine which

remedy is an appropriate response to Brother Rabbit's

wrong, the animals focused on the undesired effects of the

hypothetical remedies (Brother Rabbit did not seem to be

bothered by those remedies) and applied a remedy that would

counteract the undesired effects of hypothetical remedies.

A remedy that counteracts another remedy will be called

antiremedy. By inducing his accusers to devise an

antiremedy to respond to a series of hypothetical remedies,

the original problem was left without a remedy. Brother

Rabbit remained free to take the water at his pleasure.

Remedies for employment discrimination are

hypothetical in many instances and inadequate in others.

In Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, _ U.S. __ (1989),

the Supreme Court held that section 1981 did not apply to

racial harassment in the workplace because such conduct

occurred after the formation of the contract. The Court

observed that "the most obvious feature" of section 1981

was its focus on the making and enforcement of contracts

and not on their performance. Thus, for the employee

victim of harassment who remains on the job, the expected
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protection from discrimination remains hypothetical. The

harassing employer is therefore as immune from remedy as

was Brother Rabbit. But the Patterson case does not simply

reduce the victim's claim to a mere hypothetical remedy, it

also extends to the employer an effective antiremedy. The

workplace becomes the employer's briar patch, a zone within

which he may engage in racial harassment without fear of a

federal remedy.

The hypothetical remedy has long been a barrier to the

protection of victims of historic forms of discrimination.

Until the Supreme Court decided Brown v, Board of Education

in 1954 the Fourteenth Amendment's promise of equal

protection of the laws remained hypothetical. Yet, even

after the Brown decision, federal civil rights laws were

necessary to move the promise of civil rights remedies from

the hypothetical to the actual. Title VII, the Equal Pay

Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act, and the Fair

Housing Act, when added to the Reconstruction Civil Rights

Acts provide comprehensive remedies for discrimination on

the basis of race, gender, age, religion, and national

origin. Yet, the Patterson case demonstrates that these

statutory remedies are not sufficiently capable of

protecting victims of discrimination from hypothetical

remedies and antiremedies.

Employment discrimination remedies are similar to the

Wonderful Tar Baby story in yet another way. Recall that
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a tar baby was constructed to entrap Brother Rabbit.

Although the gender and age of tar baby remain unknown, we

do know that the tar baby was used by both Brother Rabbit's

accusers and by Brother Rabbit in ways that were not

beneficial to the tar baby. Accordingly the tar baby

represents the historic victims of remedy-antiremedy

struggles. In the allocation of civil rights remedies,

victims of racial discrimination apparently have access to

a broader remedy agenda than the victims of discrimination

based on gender, religion and national origin. While these

categories are found within racial minority groups, the

idea that racial discrimination is a tar baby

classification within which all forms of discrimination

will find protection is untenable.

The effort therefore to amend Title VII is driven by

the compelling need to eliminate the hypothetical remedies,

the antiremedies, and the tar babies created by extant

employment discrimination lawsT. This comment will focus on

the proposals to restructure the statute's remedy agenda.

A proposed alternative to the Civil Rights Act of 1990

includes a section 8, entitled "Providing for Additional

Equitable Relief in Certain Cases of Intentional

Discrimination." Under this section, the court may, "in

the exercise of its equitable discretion," order the

defendant to pay an amount not exceeding $150,000 if the

court finds that such a payment "is needed to deter the
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respondent from engaging in such unlawful employment

practices," and "is otherwise justified by the equities, is

consistent with the purposes of this Title, and is in the

public interest." The section further specifies that "all

issues in cases arising under this title shall be heard and

determined by a judge. . .; provided, however, that if the

court determines that one or more of the claims presented

may require relief, and if the court holds that a jury

trial with respect to issues of liability is

constitutionally required on claims for such relief, then

a jury may be empaneled to hear and determine such

liability issues and no others."

As we have seen from our discussion of the Wonderful

Tar Baby story, a goal of a remedy is to avoid the

functions performed by hypothetical remedies. A

hypothetical remedy is a mere mirage in the desert,

appearing to promise adequate solutions when in fact it

remains unresponsive. Such a remedy can be identified by

the application of a test adapted from the Uniform

Commercial Code (U.C.C.). According to section 2-719 of

the U.C.C., a remedy which purports to be exclusive must

not fail to perform its "essential purpose."

which falls short of the mark in this way is merely

hypothetical and therefore should not be applied. Thus, a

question that should be asked is whether the proposed

remedy agenda for Title VII presents hypothetical remedies.

A remedy
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Another question that should be asked is whether the

proposed remedy agenda presents antiremedies. In the

school desegregation decisions of 1954, the Supreme Court's

order that the public schools be desegregated "with all due

deliberate speed" extended to the states an antiremedy in

the form of widespread dilatory compliance that

counteracted the effects of the desegregation remedy.

Pollution cases such as the celebrated case of Boomer v.

Atlantic Cement Co., 26 N.Y. 2d 219 (1970), provide a

window through which we are able to observe the functions

of manifest antiremedies. In that case, a permanent

injunction ordering the plant to relocate from the

residential environs remained hypothetical because it was

conditioned on the defendant's compliance with an order to

pay damages to the plaintiff for future harm. From this

perspective, it appears that the plaintiff received a

remedy. But the defendant also received a remedy in the

form of a forced sale of the plaintiff's property right to

the use and enjoyment of his land. Because the purpose of

this forced sale was to counteract the effects of the

hypothetical relocation order, it qualifies as antiremedy.

Remedy is positive rather than negative, optimistic

rather than pessimistic, and constructive rather than

destructive. Indeed, the word "remedy" derives from the

Latin "re" which means again and "mederi" which means to

heal. Literally, remedy means to heal again or to return to
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good health. Remedies may have a placebo effect and

therefore cause a social healing to flow from the idea that

a cure is imminent. When, however, remedies induce a

belief that a healing has or will occur and, in fact, the

particular intervention fails to respond to the problem,

such remedies are hypothetical. Still, the negative,

pessimistic, destructive and deceptive ideas are the

opposite of remedy. They are antiremedies.

Conside. 'ng the discussion above and the proposals

for the amendment of Title VII, two concerns should be

raised. The first concern focuses on whether the proposed

revision of Title VII violates the Seventh Amendment. If it

does, the remedies prescribed therein will remain

hypothetical. The second concern targets the proposed cap

on damages. Will a ceiling on damages generate

antiremedies?

The right to trial by jury is guaranteed by the

Seventh Amendment "in suits at common law, where the value

in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars." In such

suits, "the right of trial by jury shall be preserved." The

Supreme Court has applied a historical test, a judicial

discretion test, an analogical test, and a nature of the

remedy test in determining whether the Seventh Amendment

should be invoked. On its face, the proposed amendment

seems to contemplate the application of a nature of the

remedy test. A jury trial is not compelled by the Seventh
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Amendment if the remedy is "equitable," bu-', it is required

if the remedy is "at law".

Distinctions between legal and equitable remedies are

not always easy to make. In order to facilitate the

decision as to whether the proposals are legal or

equitable, we should consider the structural functions of

remedies. The substantive functions of remedies address the

question of the goals of the remedies (what do remedies

purport to do). The structural functions of remedies focus

on how remedies do what they do. It is the structural

functions that facilitate the determination of whether

remedies are legal or equitable.

Remedies perform the declaratory function by making a

statement about the rights and obligations of the parties.

While all remedies at least perform the declaratory

function, some remedies merely perform that function.

The damage remedy and the declaratory judgment merely

perform the declaratory function. The damage remedy, for

example, declares that A owes B a sum of money.

Remedies also perform a command function. Such

remedies order an individual or a group to perform or not

to perform specified acts. Thus, injunctions perform the

command function. Merely stating that the damage remedy

performs the declaratory function while the injunction

performs the command function is not sufficient, however.

An ancient maxim insisted that "equity acts in personam and
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law acts in rem." Yet when one considers the fact that

both the damage remedy and the injunction are in personam

in the sense that jurisdiction over the person is required,

one realizes that the maxim probes more deeply into the

distinctions between the two types of remedies. The maxim's

essence is revealed by identifying another function, the

promissory function of remedies.

Remedy declarations create expectations of benefits

and burdens from future performance much the way that

promises do. These promissory declarations broadcast that

compliance with the remedy will benefit and burden the

parties in identifiable ways. They also broadcast that the

failure to comply will give the prevailing party access to

the courts for additional relief. It is this additional

relief that distinguishes equitable remedies from legal

remedies. Noncompliance with equitable remedies is

enforced in personam with the contempt sanction being

available while noncompliance with legal remedies is

enforced in rem against the adverse party's property.

The question of whether a remedy is equitable or legal

is determined by how the remedy performs the structural

functions identified above rather than by what label the

legislature attaches to the remedy. The maxim that equity

follows substance rather than form expresses the concern

with the nature and functions of the remdy rather than the

label.
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In the proposed amendment, the remedy described as

equitable is one that requires the payment of money. Courts

rarely consider orders that concern the payment of money to

be equitable remedies. One exception is an order for

backpay under Title VII. While backpay might be considered

to be incidental to equitable relief and therefore the

Seventh Amendment would not be invoked, the courts are

wrong when they hold that the restitutionary nature of the

backpay award renders it equitable. Restitutionary money

remedies such as the quantum counts in Anglo American

jurisprudence were born in the common law courts and were

considered remedies at law. The equitable restitutionary

remedies target a res in which the court might attach a

constructive trust or an equitable lien. Backpay appears

to be analogous to a restitutionary remedy that was legal

in nature rather than equitable. It is clear that the

remedies in the proposed amendment are not restitutionary

in either the legal or the equitable sense.

Since the Seventh Amendment would be applied to

invalidate the proposed remedy, that remedy would be

hypothetical. But it has yet another flaw. The remedy

purports to cap damages at $150,000. Case law on caps also

reveal that this issue raises substantial questions about

constitutionality. The problem is that the cap seriously

undermines the jury's traditional role of determining the

severity of the injury through the assessment of damages.
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See, Boyd v. _ulala, 877 F. 2d 1191 (4th Cir. 1989). The

test that is to be applied here is one of whether the

action is analogous to a private or a public action.

Traditionally, the courts have been available to

enforce contracts and to award remedies for injuries

arising from torts. The employment discrimination actions

are analogous to these private interest cases in contract

and torts. What they announce is the idea that the common

law remedies that inadequately responded to historic forms

of discrimination are being supplemented by remedies that

are defined by statute. But rather than announce purely

public interest remedies measured by the gravity of the

defendant's conduct or by the nature of the public interest

at stake, the courts in employment discrimination cases

focus their gaze on the scope of the harm inflicted on the

complainant. The money remedies granted in such an

enterprise are in the nature of compensatory damages

therefore and are clearly legal in nature. Beyond the

problem of the Seventh Amendment is the danger that a

statutory amount might be set so low that the private bar

would not find it in their interest to champion the

claimant's cause in which case the courts would not get the

chance to dispense any kind of remedy. Another problem is

that the low amount stated might cover only a fraction of

the harm suffered by the claimant. In such a case, the

claimant would be in a position in which the defendant
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would have obtained an antiremedy that is far more valuable

than the claimant's remedy.
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Chairman FORD. Mr. Fasman.
Mr. FASMAN. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my

name is Zachary Fasman. I'm a partner inthe firm of Paul, Hast-
ings, Janofsky & Walker. I have practiced labor and employment
law for the past 20 years, much of that concentrating in the field of
employment discrimination law. In addition to my day-to-day prac-
tice, I've chaired the Litigation Procedures Subcommittee of the
American Bar Association's Equal Employment Law Committee.

I've authored several books advising employers how to comply
with the Nation's civil rights laws, including a forthcoming volume
on how to comply with the Americans With Disabilities Act. I be-
lieve strongly in the goal of equal opportunity and that belief is
shared by the National Association of Manufacturers and the Soci-
ety for Human Resource Management on whose behalf I am testi-
fying today.

The National Association of Manufacturers has a long history of
support for the equal employment laws. NAM initially supported
Plans for Progress in the 1960s, which of course was the precursor
for our affirmative action policies, and in the 1980s has, again,
strongly supported affirmative action and ensured its continuation
as part of our nation's employment policies.

SHRM, which formerly was known as the American Society for
Personnel Administration, has had a long history as well in this
field in teaching human resources personnel how to comply with
the laws. SHRM, too, has taken great pains to fight for the equal
employment laws. And its landmark amicus brief in the case of
Johnson v. Transportation was cited repeatedly by the court, by
Justice Brennan, as a justification for affirmative action.

Both of these organizations are committed to strong and effective
enforcement of our civil rights laws. We are not anti-civil rights in
any way. We believe that employment discrimination is a perni-
cious practice and it must be eradicated. But we do not believe that
H.R. 1 is the appropriate way to do this.

This bill's attempt to enhance remedies will encourage litigation,
rather than promote equal employment. And we urge the commit-
tee to consider carefully whether the path to equal employment
lies through the courthouse door.

We've submitted some fairly extensive comments about this leg-
islation, and they are before the committee. I'd like to spend just a
few moments trying to explain why we believe that compensatory
and punitive damages and jury trials should not be available under
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Title VII emphasizes administrative conciliation and prompt res-
olution of employment discrimination complaints. The charges
must be filed quickly, investigated promptly by the EEOC, and the
statute mandates conciliation prior to suit. Congress made litiga-
tion, when it passed Title VII, a last resort, to be pursued only
where prompt compromise would not solve the problem.

The remedies that Congress chose to make available under Title
VII are a key element of this overall plan. Title VII provides com-
plete relief for the concrete economic harm suffered by victims of
employment discrimination. Courts can order back pay; they can
order front pay; they can order a person reinstated to a job; they
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can order a person to be promoted to a job or hired into a job; and
they can restore lost benefits.

But, as the committee knows, and the reason we're here I sus-
pect, compensatory and punitive damages and jury trials are not
available under Title VII. By changing this, as H.R. 1 proposes to
do, the new law would destroy the incentives that both employers
and employees have in the early stages of a case to settle their
cases.

What are those incentives? Consider a normal employment dis-
crimination complaint, perhaps where you have an individual who
claims that he was improperly discharged. Early in the process
when a charge is filed before the EEOC, as presently structured,
even full relief for that person-the lost wages that he or she has
suffered-is relatively slight in comparison to the employer's pro-
jected litigation costs.

The employer, on an economic basis, has a strong incentive to
settle that matter, to provide that full relief, and to move on. A
plaintiff also, at that point, has a strong incentive to settle, particu-
larly if he or she knows that full economic relief is what lies at the
end of the road. And full relief can be, as I say, provided for those
concrete economic injuries.

Moreover, employers who find a problem early in the process and
who resolve it in this fashion have a strong incentive to correct the
impropriety that caused the problem: society benefits; barriers to
discrimination are eliminated; and litigation is avoided. And in
fact, as I'm sure the committee knows, the vast majority of cases
that are filed before the EEOC are either administratively closed
or settled prior to litigation.

But all of this changes if large damage awards and jury trials
become the rule in Title VII cases. Plaintiffs are not going to settle,
even for full economic relief, if they believe they can obtain a six-
figure jury verdict award based on mental anguish and punitive
damages.

And once settlement demands outstrip the employer's projected
cost of litigation, an employer that believes that it can prevail in
litigation will be inclined to litigate and not to settle. It has no eco-
nomic incentive to settle at that point. And thus, both sides under
this system would have an incentive to litigate rather than to re-
solve a complaint.

The current system which emphasizes settlement stands in
marked contrast to the situation that's transpired under states that
allow wrongful discharge litigation, in which the availability of
compensatory and punitive damages and jury trials has significant-
ly multiplied the amount of litigation without solving the underly-
ing problem.

States in which tort remedies are available in employment cases,
of which the most apparent is California but certainly not the only
example, have found six-figure remedies common. And court con-
gestion is the inevitable result.

The problem as we see it, in a nutshell, is the tort law is simply
not a solution for the difficult societal problem of employment dis-
crimination. If tort law offered such a solution, we would not have
a medical malpractice insurance crisis; we would have far fewer
civil cases in the courts; and we would not have Federal and state
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legislatures seeking alternatives to tort law in the very areas in
which tort law was born.

We don't say that Title VII's remedial scheme is perfect. There
are areas such as sexual harassment law where victims do not
suffer economic harm; and therefore, economic relief under Title
VII as presently constituted may be inadequate.

But our view is that Title VII's overall plan works quite well.
The statute has been enormously successful. We do not believe the
discrete laws in the statute are sufficient justification for altering
the cornerstone of the action and for changing its entire remedial
structure.

We believe that the path to equal employment does not lie
through court delays and increased litigation. We believe instead
that equal employment opportunity depends on creating a system
of incentives that makes litigation a last resort while providing full
relief for the economic harm suffered by victims of unfair practices.
And we believe that Title VII's remedial scheme as currently struc-
tured provides just those incentives.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Zachary Fasman follows:]

40-626 0-91----9
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, my name is

Zachary D. Fasman. I am a partner in the law firm of Paul,

Hastings, Janofsky & Walker. I am submitting this testimony

on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers

("NAM") and the Society for Human Resource Management

("SHRM") (formerly the American Society for Personnel

Administration).

The National Association of Manufacturers is a

voluntary business association of more than 12,500 member

companies and subsidiaries, large and small, located in

every state. Members range in size from very large

corporations to more than 9,000 smaller manufacturing firms,

each with fewer than 500 employees. NAM member companies

employ 85 percent of all workers in manufacturing and

produce more than 80 percent of the nation's manufactured

goods. NAM is affiliated with an additional 158,000

businesses through its Associations Council and the National

Industrial Council.

The Society for Human Resource Management is the

world's largest association of human resource professionals

with over 44,000 members employed by businesses which employ

more than 53 million people throughout the world. As the

leading professional association for human resource

managers, SHRM has a vital interest in legislation impacting

on almost every aspect of the human resource function.
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Both SHRM and NAN have a long background in

promoting fair employment practices. In the 1960's, for

example, NAN was instrumental in promoting Plans for

Progress, the forerunner of our affirmative action policies.

Its efforts continued through the 1980's, when NAN took the

lead in establishing the consensus that preserved the policy

of affirmative action as a component of our nation's

employment structure.

SHRM's efforts in this area are equally long-

standing. SHRM has played a vital role -i training the

human resources profession to understand and implement the

nation's equal employment laws as they have been passed. In

the 1980's SHRM's activities included the preparation and .

filing of an a curiae brief before the Supreme Court in

the landmark affirmative action case of Johnson v.

TransDortation Aaency, 480 U.S. 616 (1987), arguing that

affirmative action was a necessary part of our employment

system. SHRM's brief was cited by Justice Brennan as

providing the professional justification for affirmative

action. Thus, these two leading organizations bring a long

and involved background to the current debate over our equal

employment policies.

Our position before the Committee today, as it was

last year when we testified on the Civil Rights Act of 1990,

is not against civil rights. We support strong and
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effective enforcement of our civil rights law. Our position

is that the bill under consideration is an unbalanced

attempt to rewrite the nation's equal employment laws that

ultimately will lead to more litigation and less equal

employment. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 ostensibly seeks

to overturn several recent Supreme Court decisions that h&ve

made it more difficult for plaintiffs to prevail in federal

employment discrimination litigation. Jn fact, however, the

bill would effect a profound change in employment

discrimination litigation at the federal level, and goes far

beyond overturning a few Supreme Court rulings.

We believe that the following changes proposed by

the bill are the most significant and unwise:

1. ComDensatory and Dunitive damages, and jury trials.

would be available under Title VII. Title VII is a

carefully crafted statute, designed to emphasize

administrative conciliation and resolution of equal

employment complaints short of trial. A key element of the

statute is its remedial structure. Title VII claims are not

tried to juries, and equitable remedies of reinstatement and

back pay, as opposed to legal remedies of compensatory and

punitive damages, are available. The vast expansion of

employment-at-will litigation in many states has been fueled

by the availability of compensatory and punitive damages,

and jury trials. A similar result can be expected if this
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bill is enacted. Moreover, these enhanced remedies would

extend not only to Title VII claims, but to actions under

the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"), a new and

undefined statute where employer duties and responsibilities

are far from clear, and where employers legitimately unable

to determine their obligations could be forced to pay large

compensatory and punitive damage awards.

2. Employers seeking to Justify practices that have an

adverse imagct uvon minorities or women would have to Drove.

by demonstrable evidence, that the practices "bear a

gignificant relationship to successful job performance" or

"bear a significant relationship to a significant business

oblective of the emplover," Under current law, an employer

must justify an employment practice that tends to screen out

more minorities or women by showing that the practice has a

manifest relationship to the employment in question. This

standard, originally set forth in the Supreme Court's

landmark decision in Grigs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424

(1971), has governed the employment arena for many years.

Although H.R. 1 purports to overturn the Supreme Court

ruling in Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642

(1989), and return the law to the Griggs standard, it uses

new terminology never before seen in the employment law

field. The new definitions proposed in the bill would

themselves generate litigation, increase the employer's
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burden of proof unduly, call into question an employer's

ability to base its employment standards upon important

work-related standards (such as workplace safety), and cast

doubt upon an employer's ability to demand the best

qualified workers.

3. Plaintiffs would be allowed to attack employer

actions at any time that race. color, religion. sex, or

national origin was a ,contributing factor" in an employment

practice. even though the employer would have taken the same

action in any event. Title VII seeks to remedy unlawful

employment practices, not punish illegal thoughts. There is

no benefit, apart from increased litigation, for allowing

the federal courts to consider cases premised solely upon an

allegation of impure thoughts, devoid of any practical

significance.

4. The changes proposed by the bill would be applied

retroactively. and final judgments rendered during the Rast

two years would be vacated even though the cases are no

longer Rending. We question both the wisdom and the

congressional authority for reopening cases that already

have been concluded, and for making substantive changes in

the laws retroactive.

5. Title VII's statute of limitations would be

extended to 2 years. A charge of discrimination now must be

filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

- 5 -
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within 180 days from the date that the alleged unlawful act

occurs. Under this bill, a plaintiff would have 2 years

from the date the act occurred, or from the time that he or

she was "affected adversely" by an employer action. This

substantial and unjustified extension of the statute of

limitations in all Title VII cases would bring even more

cases into court.

These are not our sole concerns about the bill,

but simply are the most important areas in which the bill

would lead to an increase in litigation. Our extended

analysis of these concerns is set forth below.

DETAILED ANALYSIS

1. Expansion of Remedies in Emplovment Discrimination

gages. Section 8 of the bill provides for compensatory and

punitive damages and jury trial under both Title VII and the

ADA in all cases other than those involving "disparate

impact." While the caption of Section 8 states that such

expanded remedies would be available only in cases of

"intentional discrimination," the language of Section 8

clearly makes such remedies available in every Title VII and

ADA case in which disparate or unequal treatment is alleged.

Because the vast bulk of employment discrimination actions

arise under the disparate treatment theory, this section of

the bill would make compensatory and punitive damages, and
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jury trials, the norm rather than the exception under the

statute.

The change in remedies under Title VII reflects a

basic shift in the governing philosophy under the statute,

and will lead to increased litigation rather than enhanced

equal employment. Title VII was carefully crafted to

provide a complete and expeditious remedy for the economic

harms suffered by victims of employment discrimination.

Discrimination charges must be filed promptly; the EEOC is

supposed to investigate expeditiously; and if reasonable

cause exists to believe that the statute has been violated,

the Commission must attempt to conciliate the matter prior

to suit. The obvious and stated intent of Congress was to

avoid extensive court delays and quickly remedy employment

discrimination through administrative conciliation.

1/ Contrary to popular belief, these additional remedies
and jury trials would be applicable to class actions. There
is no question that disparate treatment class actions have
been and continue to be brought in the federal courts. See
generally Schlei & Grossman, Employment Discrimination Law,
(BNA, 2d Ed. 1983), at 1322-24, and Cumulative Supplement
(BNA 1989), at 485-88. Because the expanded remedies
contained in Section 8 would apply to all claims that do not
rest upon the disparate impact theory of discrimination,
class actions premised upon the disparate treatment theory
would be tried to juries and remedies available would
include compensatory and punitive damages. Indeed, because
the disparate impact and disparate treatment theories often
can be applied to the same set of facts, passage of the bill
would lead to the demise of disparate impact class actions,
because plaintiffs plainly would seek to benefit from the
vastly expanded remedies available under the disparate
treatment theory under Section 8.
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This process depends upon maintaining the

traditional "economic harm" employment remedy of

reinstatement and back pay, and excluding jury trials. At

present, early in the process, even full recompense for an

employee's economic injury is relatively slight in

comparison to an employer's projected litigation costs, to

say nothing of the plaintiff's legal fees that the employer

will incur in the event of a loss. While some cases involve

matters of principle and do not settle, many if not most

charges are resolved early in the process because an

employer has a strong incentive to settle rather than

litigate. Such settlements often provide significant non-

economic benefits for charging parties in addition to

economic relief; an employment record from which a

termination has been expunged, or favorable references for

future employers. This system allows a charging party full

recovery for the concrete economic losses suffered through

unlawful employment decisions, and provides a strong

incentive for both sides to resolve the problem quickly and

out of court.

Under the current system, therefore, all parties

have a vested interest in prompt resolution of the problem.

Society benefits because problems do not fester in the

courts, the economic injuries suffered by victims of
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discrimination are redressed fully, and barriers to minority

and female employment can be removed quickly in many cases.

An employer's economic incentive to settle largely

is destroyed if compensatory and punitive damages are

routinely available. Experience in state wrongful discharge

litigation reveals that compensatory and punitive damage

awards regularly average in the hundreds of thousands of

dollars. Six figure liability automatically will increase

settlement costs in most individual cases beyond the

employer's projected litigation costs, thus creating a

strong economic incentive for employer's to litigate rather

than settle. Similarly, there is no reason for an employee

to settle at the administrative level, even for full

economic relief, if he or she stands a chance of a six or

seven figure "mental anguish" jury verdict. By expanding

remedies in this fashion, Congress would create a marked

incentive for litigation as opposed to expeditious

administrative resolution of employment discrimination

complaints.

Tort law has little to recommend it as a

substitute for Title VII's current structure. Our tort

system, which truly may have spawned the phrase justice

delayed is justice denied, is renowned for its unfairness

and glacial pace. It is ironic that Congress now is

considering a tort system in employment discrimination
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cases, at the same time that legislators on both the federal

and state levels actively are seeking alternatives to the

tort system itself, especially in areas such as products

liability litigation. This irony is even more pronounced

given the dramatic and growing overload in the federal

courts, evidenced by studies such as the April, 1990 Report

of the Federal Courts Study Commission, which concluded that

the "recent surge in federal criminal trials . . . is

preventing federal judges in major metropolitan areas from

scheduling civil trials, especially civil jury trials, of

which there is a rapidly growing backlog" (at 6). The Study

Commission recommended a five-year program in which

individual employment discrimination cases would be referred

to arbitration by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission and removed from the federal trial docket, a far

cry from the push towards federal litigation embodied in

H.R. 1.

This proposed increase in litigation has been

justified in many ways by the bill's proponents. Some argue

that current Title VII remedies are inadequate and need

wholesale supplementation. We disagree.

Title VII's remedial structure certainly is not

unique. Congress repeatedly has concluded that employment

principally is an economic relationship, and that employment

injuries thus should have economic remedies. Virtually
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every federal statute addressed specifically to the

employment relationship -- the National Labor Relations Act,

the Occupational Safety and Health Act and ERISA are just a

few -- provides relief for economic injuries alone, and none

allows for pain and suffering or punitive damages. The

multi-million dollar Title VII class actions that have

resulted in redesign of so many employment practices arose

under the current remedial structure. Indeed, the very

groups now decrying the inadequacy of Title VII's remedial

scheme quite correctly hailed the statute's extraordinary

success on the statute's twenty-fifth birthday, in 1989.

Other proponents of this change argue that

compensatory and punitive damages and jury trials already

are available to blacks under the Civil Rights Act of 1866,

and that the new law merely seeks to preserve parity between

groups by making such remedies available to all victims of

employment discrimination. Surely this argument begs the

question of whether it makes good practical sense to extend

tort remedies any further. The Civil Rights Act of 1866

initially was extended to employment discrimination by a

Supreme Court decision in 1976, more than a century after

its passage, and there is no evidence that Congress (either

in 1866 or subsequently) ever has debated the wisdom or

effect of applying the statute to the workplace. The

argument that all groups must be equal, and all must share
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in the most extensive remedies available to any, simply

proves too much.Y

We are not suggesting, of course, that our

employment discrimination laws are perfect. We recognize

that in some instances -- such as sexual harassment cases

where no economic injury has occurred -- Title VII provides

no economic reward for the victims of discrimination. We

also are aware of several congressional proposals to alter

these very provisions of Title VII, and offer an expanded

remedy to victims of such discrimination. While we do not

wish to comment upon any of these proposals in any detail in

today's testimony, we would observe that they address a

21 Some proponents of this bill have argued that an
increase in litigation will not occur, based largely upon a
study conducted by the Washington law firm of Shea &
Gardner. This study purportedly shows that remedies in
employment cases under Section 1981 have not been extensive,
and therefore concludes that allowing compensatory and
punitive damages under Title VII and the ADA will not have a
significant impact. If this is so, one wonders why this
provision is so important to proponents of the legislation,
or why they claim that such a small increase in verdicts
will attract so many plaintiffs' lawyers to discrimination
cases. More critically, this study is dramatically flawed.
It merely tracks F r Section 1981 decisions during the
past ten years, which cover only 2% of the Section 1981
universe. (The study reports upon some 500 cases, out of a
25,000 case universe.) Second, the study does not address
many of the most important Section 1981 cases. For example,
a recent Section 1981 case in California resulted in a jury
award of $12,000,000 in compensatory and punitive damages to
a single individual in a race discrimination case, yet this
case never was included in the study. We believe that such
a study plainly is flawed and unreliable, and that the true
measure of the effect of passage of this bill is provided by
state law experience with employment litigation.
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specific remedial problem without altering the entire

Title VII remedial scheme. Surely if Congress were to find

that Title VII's remedies in one area are lacking, it has

the authority to alter that area. We see such limited

problems as insufficient justification for completely

rewriting a statute that has worked well for the last

quarter of a century.

Of equal importance, the standards established for

imposition of damages are unclear at best. For example,

Section 8 of the bill provides that punitive damages are

available if an employer "engaged in the unlawful employment

practice with malice, or with reckless or callous indiffer-

ence to the federally protected rights of others . . . ." A

"reckless or callous indifference" standard invites federal

juries to fashion new, broad criteria for the award of

punitive damages, relieved from any requirement that an

employer must act with malice or intent to justify

imposition of punitive damages. The availability of damages

for pain and suffering is a similar invitation for juries to

award large verdicts based upon perceived "unfairness" of

employer conduct, and threatens to create a new class of

experts who will attempt to quantify psychic injuries in the

workplace. These are recipes for litigation, not equal

employment.
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Finally, these problems take on even greater

importance when extension of these remedies to the recent

Americans with Disabilities Act is contemplated. Indeed,

during the debates on the ADA, this very issue was addressed

in detail. Following long negotiations between the White

House and the Senate, during which organizations such as NAN

and SHRM and representatives of the disability community

participated actively, the Senate specifically rejected the

inclusion of compensatory and punitive damages and jury

trials under the ADA.

This conclusion not only was correct then, but is

even more clearly appropriate given the lack of clarity in

the ADA itself. That act is marked by a succession of

undefined terms -- such as undue hardship, undue burden,

reasonable accommodation and readily achievable -- that can

acquire substance only by regulation and ultimately by

litigation. Because the obligations of businesses under the

ADA are unlikely to be defined clearly for several years,

making compensatory and punitive damages available under the

law threatens to impose huge liabilities upon employers

desirous of complying with the Act but unable to choose

between equally plausible interpretations of unclear terms.

Such an imposition of liability, apparently premised upon

notions of "parity" for all disabled groups, simply cannot
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be justified given the lack of clarity of employer

obligations under the ADA.

2. Redefining "business necessity". An appropriate

definition of "business necessity" is central to this

legislation. An unduly strict definition of business

necessity would lead employers to abandon merit-related

selection criteria, because the standards for their

justification would be too stringent.

In Griggas v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971),

the Supreme Court established that if a plaintiff can prove

that an employment practice has a disparate or screening

impact on the employment opportunities of minorities, the

employer must justify the practice by proving that the

selection practice has a manifest relationship to the

employment in question. In Wards Cove Packina Co. v.

Atonio, 109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989), the Supreme Court explained

that in cases involving subjective employment criteria, that

are not susceptible to objective justification under social

science standards, an employer can justify its practice by

producing evidence that the challenged practice "serves, in

a significant way, the legitimate goals of the employer."

The Court concluded that unless subjective employment

practices can be justified under this type of standard,

employers will be faced with enormous pressure to balance
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their workforces (through numerical or quota hiring) in

order to avoid a violation of the law.

Section 3 of this bill states that it is intended

to overturn this aspect of the Atonio holding and to restore

the standards initially enunciated by the Court in Griggs.

But the complex language used in the bill stands in marked

contrast to the simplicity of the Griggs formulation, which

has been applied by the federal courts during the twenty

years since Griggs was decided. Section 3(o) of the bill

distinguishes between employment practices involving

"selection" and other employment practices, creating two

different business necessity standards. There is no need

for two business necessity standards; the Court's decision

in Griggs created only one standard. Two standards will

lead to uncertainty and increased litigation, especially

concerning what definition applies in any given case.

For example, do all discharges fall within the

clause for "selection practices" (paragraph (1)(A)) or do

some fall under paragraph (1)(B)? Although the language of

paragraph (1)(A) appears to cover "retention," not all

discharges can be justified on "performance" grounds.

Common reasons for discharges are found in disobedience to

employer work rules, absenteeism, tardiness or the like.

Should some discharges (for example, a discharge occasioned

by theft) be treated differently than discharges based upon
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poor performance? Deciding what types of practices fall

outside of the job performance criteria discussed in

paragraph (1)(A) needlessly will occupy the courts and

employment lawyers for many years.

The Griggs test was clear and simple. The Court

held that where an employment practice is shown to have a

disparate impact upon the employment opportunities of a

protected group, "Congress has placed on the employer the

burden of showing that any given requirement must have a

manifest relationship to the e1mlovment in question." 401

U.S., at 432. That concept has been elucidated by the

federal courts during the past twenty years. The simple

Griggs formulation is consistent with established case law

and with the stated intent of the bill.

Even if there was a need to create two business

necessity standards, the proposed language raises serious

problems. For example, requiring proof that the employment

practice "must bear a significant relationship to successful

performance of the job," as in paragraph (1)(A), could be

construed to penalize employers who attempt to set their

standards for "optimal" rather than "successful"

performance. The Supreme Court in Griggs stated that

"Congress has not commanded that the less qualified be

preferred over the better qualified simply because of
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minority origins", 401 U.S., at 436, a proposition that

remains equally vital today.

More important, "successful job performance" does

not seem to take into account concepts such as safety,

absenteeism, tardiness, accident rates or misconduct, which

may not involve "job performance" but which are related

directly to business needs and should be acceptable measures

for employment criteria. The focus of the business

necessity concept should be on the fit between the selection

criterion and business needs. By concentrating solely on

"job performance," the proposed definition apparently

excludes consideration of financial and safety concerns

applied by many courts in business necessity cases. In

transportation cases, for example, the courts have applied a

somewhat lower standard of employer justification because of

the enormous damages to the business and danger to the

public likely to result from a mistake in selection. Such

rulings make practical sense, particularly considering the

rebirth in many states of tort claims for wrongful or

negligent hiring or retention of employees. Similarly, in

cases involving high level jobs, the courts properly have

applied a modified business justification test to ensure

that employers have sufficient latitude to take into account

criteria that clearly are job-related but insusceptible of

definite measurement. In cases involving universities, for
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example, the proposed standards might invite a court or Jury

to conclude that academic excellence is not "significantly"

enough related to "successful" job performance as a

university professor.

By narrowing the focus of the business necessity

concept in this fashion, the bill would exacerbate the

problem noted by the Court in Wards Cove; how to adapt the

Grggs principle to cases involving subjective employment

criteria. For jobs in which "successful job performance"

will be difficult to define, restricting the range of

criteria upon which an employer may base its employment

decisions invites employers to abandon merit-based

principles. Such a result surely is contrary to the

underlying purposes of the civil rights laws.

Even more troublesome, in this regard, is the

unprecedented step of instructing the federal courts as to

what evidence they can rely upon as proof of "business

necessity." The bill requires that in deciding whether the

employer has met the burden of proving "business necessity",

"demonstrable evidence" must be adduced. It is not clear

what evidence qualifies as "demonstrable" and what

constitutes "unsubstantiated opinion and hearsay." Numerous

employment selection measures are not susceptible of proof

by "demonstrable evidence". For example, it is difficult to

envision how an employer would be able to generate
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"demonstrable evidence" to prove that a favorable

absenteeism or tardiness record is job related. The

proposed legislation is built on the faulty premise that

every employment practice, including interviews, supervisory

ratings and the like, can be reviewed with scientific

precision. Employer subjective judgments are important

tools for selection of the best qualified workers,

especially for higher level jobs where the attributes

required for optimum performance are impossible of precise

quantification. Yet for these positions and others, the

bill calls into question an employer's ability to rely upon

expert opinion, from qualified industrial psychologists or

from company officials knowledgeable about a job's

requirements, in order to substantiate a challenged

practice. Is such opinion, unaccompanied by charts and

statistical summaries, "unsubstantiated opinion"? Must an

employer produce charts and statistical summaries in every

case? Are the opinions of employer representatives who are

most familiar with the job duties and workplace so com-

pletely unreliable that they must be outlawed by Congress,

even though they otherwise might have some probative weight

in court?

A "demonstrable evidence" requirement seems to

command that a federal court accept only a portion of the

evidence that may be relevant to the issue before it, and
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illustrates the problems that undoubtedly will arise when

Congress begins telling the federal courts what types of

evidence they may receive and consider in any given case.

Federal courts rely upon the Federal Rules of Evidence in

all cases that come before them, and there is no reason for

devising special rules of evidence for employment cases.

3. Altering standards of = oQf in "mixed motive"

cases, In Price Waterhouse v. HoDkins, 490 U.S. 228 (1989),

a case widely viewed as a victory for plaintiffs, a majority

of the Supreme Court held that if a plaintiff proves that a

prohibited factor (such as race or sex) was in part the

motivation for an employment decision, the employer must

prove that it would have made the same decision without

consideration of the prohibited factor. But a majority of

the Court in Ho/kins also held the plaintiff initially must

establish that the prohibited criterion played a

"substantial" or motivating role in the employment decision.

According to Justice O'Connor, for example, mere stray

remarks in the workplace, unconnected to the employment

decision in question, will not require an employer to assume

the burden of proof. That holding comports with Title VII's

basic design to rectify concrete harm caused by unlawful

employment practices, as opposed to punishing impure or

improper thoughts.
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Section 5 of the bill undercuts the Court's

agreement on this key point by stating that an unlawful

employment practice is established once the plaintiff proves

that a prohibited criterion was a "contributing" factor in

the decision, regardless of whether consideration of the

prohibited criterion had any significant or practical impact

on the decision. The bill would allow an employer to avoid

a reinstatement or back pay remedy by proving that the

plaintiff would not have been selected or benefitted even if

the prohibited consideration had not occurred. Even in this

situation, however, the employer would have violated the law

and the bill would authorize an award of compensatory and

punitive damages, and attorneys' fees.

The requirement that the plaintiff establish some

practical link between a prohibited factor and the

employment action is extremely important because it allows

the courts necessary discretion to dispose of claims based

upon stray or inappropriate remarks in the workplace, or

similar evidence. For example, consider a case in which a

plaintiff plainly is not qualified for a particular

employment opportunity. If an employer representative

appropriately rejects the plaintiff because of her lack of

qualifications, but inappropriately adds a comment that he

never could envision a woman in the position in question,

this bill would allow the plaintiff to sue for compensatory
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and punitive damages. While we agree that employer

representatives should not make such comments or

inappropriately consider the sex of the plaintiff in

employment decisions, we see little justification for

extending the jurisdiction of the overtaxed federal courts

to comments that have no practical impact upon an employment

decision. In our view, solving the problems of

discrimination in the workplace are difficult enough without

such unnecessary litigation.

4. Retroactivity. Section 15 would apply H.R. l's

changes in substantive law retroactively to the date of the

Supreme Court decision being altered. The substantive

changes made by the bill thus would apply not only to cases

still pending on the date of the law's enactment, but to any

court order "inconsistent" with the new law, so long as a

request to vacate the order is filed within one year from

the date of the new law. We submit that retroactive

application of the new law is unwise, raises serious

constitutional concerns and will result in a flurry of

litigation that further will cause congestion in the courts.

This is particularly true with regard to the law's

application to cases that have been resolved and are no

longer in the federal system. Reopening of such cases

arguably is beyond the scope of congressional power under

the "vested rights" doctrine, which holds that adjudicated
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private rights are beyond the reach of future legislative

action. Se, e=g., McCulloch v. Virginia, 172 U.S. 102,

123-24 (1898). Moreover, as to such cases, there also is a

question as to the congressional authority to "prescribe a

rule for the decision of a particular cause in a particular

way," United States v. Sioux Nation of Indians, 448 U.S.

371,-405 (1980). See also City gf Richmond v. J.A. Croson

Co., 488 U.S. 469, 513-14 (1989) (Stevens, J., concurring);

United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128 (1872).

Surely the Supreme Court, and not the 102nd Congress, is the

ultimate arbiter of the intentions of prior Congresses.

Attempts by this Congress to "correct" the Supreme Court on

matters of statutory interpretation raise grave questions in

our constitutional system, and reopening of numerous final

judgments on this basis simply multiplies those concerns.Y

Even more significantly, such wholesale reopening

of final judgments raises serious practical concerns.

During the nearly two years since the Supreme Court

decisions in question, many cases have been settled by

parties unwilling to await congressional action in this

area. Consider, for example, a racial harassment claim

I/ Indeed, the legislation would appear to reverse the
Supreme Court's decisions in the very cases in which they
were rendered. There could be no clearer example of
Congress attempting to prescribe a specific rule for a
specific case than attempting to revivify cases that have
been settled through binding Supreme Court rulings.
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under 42 U.S.C. § 1981 that was dismissed on the basis of

Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U.S. 164 (1989). If

the employer, believing that a reversal of Patterson was

possible given last year's debate, settled the claim for a

substantial sun during the appellate process, would it be

appropriate (or lawful) to allow the plaintiff to vitiate

the settlement by seeking an order to vacate? There is

nothing in this bill that would exempt a final and binding

settlement (confirmed by a judicial order) from the scope of

the bill's language, yet it is difficult to believe that

Congress could intend to overturn knowing and voluntary

settlements in a wide range of civil rights cases. In such

situations, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that

Congress would be tampering with vested rights in an

improper manner.

As to cases still pending as of the date of the

law's enactment, there also are pressing issues to be

considered. The Supreme Court has held that retroactive

application of changes in substantive law is the exception

rather than the rule, and can be sustained only upon a

showing of special justification. Ij, eg., Pension

Benefit Guarantee Corporation v. R.A. Gray & Co., 467 U.S.

717, 730 (1984). Such special justification surely cannot

be provided by this Congress's view that the Supreme Court

misconstrued the intent of prior congressional enactments;
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if that were true, the special justification standard would

be meaningless and the Congress, rather than the Supreme

Court, would become the final interpreter of legislative

intent. Yet the Supreme Court is the ultimate arbiter of

the intentions of prior Congresses. Conduct that has been

found lawful based upon final Supreme Court interpretations

of civil rights statutes in fact was lawful when it

occurred. Making such conduct unlawful on the grounds of

Supreme Court "error" is highly questionable.

Moreover, while we recognize the need to provide

appropriate relief for victims of employment discrimination,

this same justification -- providing relief fo- victims of

mistreatment -- could be supplied for a wide variety of

different federal statutes, thus allowing Congress to

penalize much conduct through regular retroactive

application of substantive legal changes. Therefore, we

submit that the Congress should be quite clear in deciding

why particular substantive changes are so important as to be

applied retroactively, and should not rest its decision

simply upon a finding that the High Court erred and thus

"disenfranchised" a class of plaintiffs that the Congress

would like to benefit.

5. Extendina the statute of limitations under

Title VII. Section 7 of the bill ostensibly is designed to

overturn Lorance v. AT&T Technoloaies, 490 U.S. 900 (1989).

- 26 -
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In g , the Court held that the statute of limitations

under Title VII for challenging a seniority system began

running at the time the system was adopted, and not when the

system had a harmful impact upon minorities or women. The

Court's holding was based on the proposition that a

seniority system is unlawful under Title VII only if the

plaintiff can prove that it was adopted with an intent to

discriminate. According to the Court, discriminatory intent

occurs at the time the system is adopted or modified, and

not every time it is followed to the detriment of minority

or female employees.

We are not troubled by the Lill's reversal of

Lorance, but by its wholesale extension of Title VII's

statute of limitations. The bill goes far beyond &rnc by

allowing a charge to be filed at any time within 2 years of

the date an unlawful practice occurred "or has been applied

to affect adversely the person aggrieved, whichever is

later." At present, charges must be filed within 180 days of

an unlawful employment practice (300 days in a jurisdiction

which has a state or local agency that administers a

parallel statute). The courts also have held that the time

for filing an employment discrimination charge begins

running when the employee learns of the adverse action, not

when the action "affects adversely" the plaintiff, Deltira

State College v. Ricks, 449 U.S. 250 (1980), and that

- 27 -
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adverse effects of a discrete employment decision (e.g., an

unlawful discharge that later is rescinded but continues to

affect the plaintiff's seniority standing) are not

perpetually actionable. United Air Lines v. Evans, 431 U.S.

553 (1977).

This section of the bill would overrule these

well-accepted cases and extend Title VII time limits

dramatically. An individual should not be allowed to sit on

his or her rights for 2 years before filing a charge of

discrimination. The intent underlying Title VII has been to

seek prompt resolution of employment-related controversies.

A two year statute of limitations would result in lost

witnesses, lost memories, greater disruption in the

workplace and more expense for employers, a substantial

additional burden for the courts and a much less viable

system for attacking employment discrimination.

Moreover, there is no reason to overturn existing

law establishing that an employee should file a charge as

soon as possible after the violation is discovered. The

judiciary has created an exception to this filing

requirement for "continuing violations," where employment

systems or practices are repeated to the detriment of many

employees. The continuing violation doctrine appropriately

balances the rights of employers and employees, and there is

- 28 -
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no need to destroy the basic principle that an employee

should file as soon as he or she discovers a problem.

CONCLUSION

There are a number of other provisions in this

bill that we believe are of great concern, and which we

would be happy to address in additional comments. Our hope

is that the Congress will not plunge the country into an

even more substantial era of divisive litigation in the name

of civil rights enforcement. The path to true equal

employment opportunity does not lie through court delays and

litigation. Rather, effective equal employment enforcement

depends upon a system of incentives that makes litigation

the last resort, while providing full relief for the

economic harms suffered by victims of discrimination and

allowing the prompt alteration of exclusionary practices.

Title VII's current remedial scheme is the cornerstone of

such a system, and it should not be altered.

- 29 -
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Chairman FORD. Beverly Hall Burns.
Ms. BURNS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you

for the opportunity to share some thoughts with you about Section
8 respecting damages. And I'd just like to point out at the outset
that that context may already be somewhat limited, but my com-
ments today are intended to be even more limited to you.

And those comments will speak specifically to the Michigan ex-
perience with a state law, whether wrongful discharge or employ-
ment discrimination, which permits for wide damage ra covery, and
which permits for jury trial.

First, I'd like to tell you very briefly about the professional path
that brings me to you today, only for the purposed of allowing you
to see some of the basis upon which I offer my opinions. I have
been a newspaper reporter; I have been a city editor; I have been a
freelance magazine writer; I have been a college professor; I have
been a management side labor consultant.

For the past dozen years, I have been a management side labor
attorney, and I'm now a senior partner with Miller, Canfield in De-
troit. It s Michigan's oldest law firm, and it's one of the larger ones
*in the midwest. I represent public and private sector employers,
ranging from school districts to manufacturing operations.

My law practice takes me into labor negotiating rooms; it takes
me into the administrative courtrooms of the National Labor Rela-
tions Board and the state counterpart agency; it takes me to the
EEOC, and it takes me to the Michigan Department of Civil Rights;
it takes me to arbitrations hearings, to mediation sessions, and to
courtroom, both Federal and state.

Our firm's clients, no differently I think, from most other private
and public employers in the Nation would rather prevent employ-
ment discrimination and harassment than to suffer it along with
their employees and society at large.

What I propose to do here today is to briefly describe from my
perspective, as a practicing attorney, some of Michigan's experi-
ence under both the court-made wrongful discharge doctrine and
our state's anti-discrimination law, both of which provide for jury
trials and both of which allow a vast potential for money damages.

I think that our state's experience may serve as a fair barometer
of what could happen under a Federal law which affords a right to
jury trial and uncapped compensatory and punitive damages.

Within months of the historic state law decision in Michigan, the.
Toussaint case, which allowed law suits for unjust termination,
Michigan state courts were clogged with lawsuits from terminated
employees. That litigation has continued now for a decade. There
has been wrangling over details such as damages that are poten-
tially available to the terminated employee.

It's established now that plaintiffs do not recover exemplary and
other noneconomic damages like emotional distress in what we
refer to as a Toussaint-type wrongful discharge claim. But it's
equally established that they may demand and they may recover
front pay.

What has that done to jury verdicts under the Toussaint doc-
trine? I can tell you about a few; my materials speak to others. In
one 1988 verdict, two employees had been terminated in 1985.
After an investigation into sexual harassment charges against
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them, they were awarded $1.3 million by a state court jury, virtual-
ly all of which was front pay. That case, as I said, arises out of
facts that occurred in 1985. That case remains on appeal. It re-
mains unresolved today.

In a 1990 verdict, a terminated employee won $1.5 million from a
state court jury, including a front pay award that was more than
even he had asked for.

In another 1990 case, a female manager was accused of sexually
harassing a male subordinate employee. The employer investigated
the complaint and the manager, as a result of the investigation,
was transferred to another position, resulting in no loss of pay or
title. Nonetheless, the female manager complained of constructive
discharge and she sued. The jury awarded her nearly a million dol-
lars, virtually all of which was front pay.

What I'm saying is that as far as litigation under our state Tous-
saint doctrine of wrongful discharge goes, the claims continue
through our state court system. They continue to take a very long
time to resolve. And regardless of how you label them, the jury
awards continue to be high.

Alongside the Toussaint claims is litigation premised on our
state employment discrimination statute, the ElliOtt-Larsen Act.
Elliott-Larsen is patterned in some substantial ways after Title VII,
although it adds a few more protective classes; for example, mari-
tal status, height, and weight.

It is significantly differently in that the limitations period is sub-
stantially longer-three years. There is no requirement to exhaust
administrative remedies. There is no statutory limit on possible
damages, and jury trials are provided.

I have set out supporting details in my written statement to you,
but I have a few things to say by way of summary. First, in my
opinion, workplace disputes premised on alleged discrimination are
not necessarily promptly resolved under Elliott-Larsen.

Second, we see many instances in which complaining employees
either do not file administrative charges at all or they do so in
order to get a quick preliminary look at what the employer's case
will be, and then request the withdrawal of the charge so as to
pursue court remedies.

Third, jury verdicts under the state law tend tc be very high.
Our firm did a review of jury verdicts over the past three years in
some of the more populous counties in Michigan. And that review
showed four verdicts that exceeded a million dollars; another half-
dozen or so that exceeded a half-million; and 15 more that were in
the lower six figures. In Michigan, even today, that's big bucks.

Of course, the bulk of employment cases, like other lawsuits,
don't reach trial. They're settled. And I think that the potential for
uncapped damages makes cases very difficult to settle.

Let me give you an example: Under Michigan court procedures,
cases with claims for money damages pass through a process
known as Michigan Mediation. That is, briefly, where a group of
three lawyers, one of whom is to be a representative of the defense,
one of the plaintiffs bar, and one a neutral, meet with the lawyers
for the parties in a case. They hear the strengths and the weak-
nesses of a case and the make a mediator's award, which is intend-
ed to be a number that's high enough for the plaintiff to accept

40-626 0-91----10
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and low enough for the defendant to pay. In other words, what
would it take to settle this case.

I think that even this process is affected by the potential for un-
capped damages. Mediators find it very hard to place a value on
the case. And the plaintiff who thinks that he or she has the case
that might win the Michigan courtroom lottery is not inclined to
accept a mediator's award.

One verdict for $640,000 in an employment case in Michigan re-
cently had been mediated by a group of attorneys for $18,000. So it
can be attractive for plaintiffs to spin that wheel. These case are
expensive in time and money to defend.

I'd like to address very briefly what my materials may refer to as
a backlash effect. We are seeing lawsuits now brought by disci-
plined or discharged harassers. That is to say the harassers are
biting back. And employers who are making good faith investiga-
tions into harassment claims and taking action are being hit with
lawsuits for having done that. In our office today we have at least
half a dozen of those claims. This is a serious catch-22 an employer
can find itself in.

If it takes assertive action to eradicate the discrimination by dis-
ciplining the discriminator, the discriminator may file a lawsuit. If
it does not, the discriminatee may do the same. In some cases, both
may sue.

I think that we need to address the need for some insulation or
immunization against damage exposure to employers who make
good faith investigations and either take disciplinary action or do
not depending on the outcome.

And my final point is this, again, with some suggestion based
upon recent Michigan statutory activity. I think it's appropriate
now to place an affirmative responsibility on a harassment victim
to put her or his employer on notice of the harassment.

In Michigan, for example, we recently amended our state handi-
cappers law. One of the things we did was to require that an indi-
vidual who needs accommodation of his or her disability must place
the employer on notice, in writing, of the need for the accommoda-
tion within six months of the time the handicapper knew or should
have known that the need existed.

I am not suggesting that six months is an appropriate time for
notice of a harassment problem. I think that you can look to the
success of grievance procedures to find that a much shorter time
period is probably better. However, this notice procedure will serve
Title VII's purpose of bringing prompt resolution to workplace
EEO problems.

In sum, I think the Michigan experience with discrimination
laws and a wrongful discharge theory which allow for sizable
damage potential and jury trials give a strong indication that the
purposes for which Title VII was adopted-prompt remediation of
workplace EEO disputes-would be undermined with the addition
of punitive damages and jury trials.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Beverly Hall Burns follows:]
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I. INTRODUCTION

My remarks are intended to deal, in a narrowly-cirauascribed

way, with the provision for compensatory and punitive damages and

Jury trials in Section 8 of the proposed H.R.I. They do so by

reflecting on what I refer to as the "Michigan experience" under a

statutory and case-law scheme which provides for both Jury trials

and wide-open damage recovery to plaintiffs who allege wrongful

discharge or employment discrimination.

Accordingly, I do not address any other aspects of H.R. 1, nor

do I address some damages-related issues that other speakers today

may address--for example, research and conclusions about Section

1981 cases in the employment arena.

The points I address here are premised on a fundamental belief

that by and large, employers today are committed to eradicating

employment discrimination. That is your goal, as well. Thus, my

concerns are not with the goal, but with the proposed means of

reaching it--in view of the "Michigan experience."

You should know something of the background which I bring to

this arena. For the past dozen years, I've practiced labor and

employment law, from the management side, representing both public

sector and private sector clients.

My practice, in the earlier days, was largely what I call

"traditional" labor work--that is, labor contract negotiations with

unions, grievance arbitration, work before the National Labor

Relations board or its state counterpart, the Michigan Employment

Relations Commission. I became fairly well accustomed to seeing

grievances and unfair labor practices resolved with some dispatch,
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either by way of a contractual grievance procedure, or the "?LRA

model" of unfair labor practice resolution.

Today I spend a lot of time in "preventive" counseling with

clients--talking through possible disciplinary or discharge actions

before they are taken; training our clients and manaqerw on EEO

and other issues that confront them. I also spend much sore time

in litigation-related activity; and most of that is litigation

under the state employment discrimination law and our judge-made

wrongful discharge doctrine.

I continue to do professional research and writing, for

publications such as Employee Relations Law Journal; I an a

frequent speaker on discrimination and other topics for

organizations like Institute for Continuing Education, American

Arbitration Association and Council on Education in Management.

However, "the law" has not been my only career. I have been

a newspaper reporter and city editor. I have been a college

professor and a consultant to employers; I have been a magazine

writer. Perhaps because of these other experiences in the world of

work, I have a great interest in the "real life" consequences of

the employment law under which we live.

It's in view of all of this that I offer my remarks today.

They are my opinions alone--not our firm's clients' opinions, nor

even those of other attorneys in my firm.'

'While the opinions I may offer are mine alone, I gratefully
acknowledge the contributions of my colleagues, and in particular
the assistance of Alison Marshall, Esq., of our firm's Washington,
D.C., office; and Claudia Roberts BllwInin# Esq., and Mogan Norris,
Esq., of our Detroit office.
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I!. UTHS MICHIGAN EXPAR!NC3'

A. Wrongful Discharce Litigat Un

1. TheBirth of the ThaRry

In 1980, the Michigan Supreme court issued itp landmark

decision in a case called TI9.in.t v. Olue CroILiBlue ShCelds &

Michigan, 408 Mich 579; 292 N.W. 2d 880 (1980). That decision

confirmed the "general rule' that, in the absence of distinguishing

features, an employer may discharge an employee any time, with or

without cause, as long as the discharge does not violate some

statutory right held by the employee (for example, rights under

civil rights statutes). However, an employment relationship in

which an employee can be discharged only for "cause" may be created

by an express agreement, either oral or written; or by the

employer's policy statements which give rise to a legitimate

expectation by the employee that he can only be discharged for good

cause

Within months of the Tugaujint decision, thousands of lawsuits

had been brought in Michigan courts by terminated employees,

complaining of wrongful discharge under the new theory. In the

decade since TIougaint, the litigation has continued.

2. Evolution of the Theory

The Tougsaint theory has expanded in some respects, been

circumscribed in others. For example, an expansive decision of the

Michigan Supreme Court suggests that an employee may be able to

enforce an oral promise made at hire (in this case, allegedly that

thi company would not discharge for any reason other than theft),

even in the face of a subsequent, different written policy (in this

-.3-
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case, permitting for discharges for a number of reasons in addition
to theft). DiBullok v. Auto Club of Xichigan, 432 Mich. 472 (1989).

Other decisions have declined to expand the theory--for example,

Ishalifa v. Henry Z2Jd J hospital, 156 Mich App 485; 401 N.W. 2d 884

(1986) dismissed a plaintiff'sa o claim because the employer

had a grievance procedure which provided that the determination of

the "Grievance Council" was final and binding. The procedure,

found by the court to be legally binding on the employee, included

a hearing before a council comprised of nine non-supervisory

employees, selected by their coworkers. They had full authority to

affirm, reverse, or modify the discipline, and to reinstate the

discharged employee if they felt such action to be warranted. All

that is required of such a hearing, said the Court, Is a "fair

hearing," including "adequate notice of the time and place, a

reasonable time for preparation, and an opportunity to present

evidence and argument."

3. Damages under Toussaint

As to damages under the Toghi.int doctrine, they have

continued to sell, while the labels by which they are described

nay change from time to time.

Zt was 1984 before the Michigan Supreme Court spoke

definitively on the issue of "exemplary" damages such as emotional

distress and other non-economic damages. In Vs1.ot±M v. General

AMerioan Credit, Inc., 420 Mich. 2563 362 N.W. 2d 628 (1984), the

court held that unless a plaintiff can show tortuous conduct

independent of a contract breach# exemplary damages may not be

recovered. A number of other cases have reaffirmed that,
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However, that does not mean that the damages recovered by

prevailing plaintiffs in Tousslal litigation have been limited to,

for example, lost back wages and benefits. To the contrary, the

verdicts remain high; they are simply articulated as something

other than exemplary sums. Particularly, plaintiffs are prevailing

on "front pay" claims which are sometimes even greater than they,

themselves, have demanded. This happened, for example, in one 1990

case tried for more than a month to a jury in the state court.

Plaintiff's own demand, to the jury, was $900,000. That was mostly

front pay. The jury award? $1.5 million.

In another jury trial case, the two plaintiffs had found other

employment within 4 few Q,!of their separation.- albeit at lower

rates of pay. Thus, they could demonstrate no significant back pay

or front pay entitlements. The jury verdict? $600,000.

Whether a plaintiff has found alternative employment--and what

impact, if any, his doing so or failing to do so has on his

recovery of damages--is an issue which the Michigan courts have

also addressed. In BlItillo v. jILt,Cross, 151 Mich. App. 188;

390 N.W. 2d 227 (1986), the State Court of Appeals held that an

employee had no duty to mitigate by accepting the same work he had

performd pXrio to the diecharae. This was so, because the

proffered status was an an independent contractor without fringe

benefits. The Court did not accept the Defendant's argument that

an $11-per-hour wage increase as an independent contractor would

have more than made up for the loss of fringe benefits.

-5-
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4. Toussaint and the "Discrimnation Backlash

It is unsurprising that many plaintiffs articulate their

discharge cases not only in terms of Toussaint claims, but

discrimination claims as well, What may not be so obvious is that

some discriminators, fired because of their discriminatory

behavior, use the "wrongful discharge" theory to challenge their

own terminations. In one such case, for example, two plaintiffs

were fired after a company investigation that found them guilty of

misconduct and activity which was offensive and sexually harassing.

While the lawsuit was pending, one of the plaintiffs got other

employment which paid more than she had earned before she was

fired; the other started a business. Three years after the

discharges, the case was tried to a jury. The result? Nearly a

million and a half dollars--about $1.2 million of which was

identified as "front pay."

B. Elliott-Larsen Litigation

1. Elliott-Laraen Protections and ProceduXes

Along-side the Toujaint-based claims, and continuing in an

endlessly creative fashion, is litigation premised on our state's

anti-discrimination statute, the Elliott-Larsen Act.

Elliott-Larsen, patterned in sons significant ways after Title

VII, adds some protected classes--marital status, height and

weight, for example--and is substantially different in that the

limitations period is much longer; thvee is no requirement to

exhaust administrative remedies; there is no statutory limitation

on possible damage recovery; and jury trials are assured.

-6-
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Under Elliott-Larsen, a claimant may, but does not have to,

file an administrative charge with the Michigan Department of Civil

Rights, which is responsible to investigate and try to resolve that

charge. The claimant has three years in which to file her or his

lawsuit, and the State Supreme Court has adopted the "continuing

violation" theory for damage recovery, which says that so long as

one complained-of act occurred during tJhe three-year period, a

claimant may go back in time more than three years in order to

demonstrate damages.

If the claimant starts out with a charge before the Department

of Civil Rights, but decides to go to court, she or he can simply

ask to have the charge withdrawn.

When a claimant goes to Court, she or he is most likely to

articulate a broad damage demand, and ask for a jury. The case is

liable to take two, maybe more, years in the pre-trial stage, and

by Michigan procedure, will be mediated by a panel of three lawyers

who have been charged with arriving at a "settlement value" for the

case. This procedure, known as "Michigan Mediation," is applied to

cases with demands for money damages. Its sole purpose is to

assess the strengths and weaknesses of a case, from a pragmatic

point of view; to apply a settlement value which is high enough

that the plaintiff is encouraged to accept but low enough that the

defendant is encouraged to pay; and then to afford the parties the

opportunity to agree with the assessment.

If the case is tried, Michigan plaintiffs win in well over

half the oases. That number is even higher as against private

employers, where 86% of the verdicts favor the plaintiffs.

-7-
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While Elliott-Larsen is devoid of language entitling

plaintiffs to exemplary or punitive damages, and while the Michigan

Supreme Court has affirmed that exemplary damages are not awarded

under the Act apart from actual damages, lidt v. Keiuje-Hayetu-,,

154 Mich. App. 142, 397 N.W. 2d 532 (1986), aId 431 Mich. 26, 427

N.W. 2d 488 (1988), plaintiffs continue to win very high awards

from juries. This, it bears noting, is even vit, the statutory

imprimatur for punitive damages incorporated to proposed H.R.1.

2. How the P~aintiffs Fare atTrial

We reviewed jury verdicts in some of the more populous

counties in Michigan, for 1988, 1989 and 1990 (Genesee, Ingham,

Kalamazoo, Kent, Macomb, Oakland, Washtenaw and Wayne). Four are

in excess of a million dollars; another half dozen range from

$500,000 to a million; 15 more are between $100,000 and half a

million. The cases are summarized below:3

a. SexuaI Harassuent Verdicts

(i) $1,100,000. Plaintiff was required to take certain

company classes as part of her job. According to plaintiff,

during those classes she was subjected to sexually oriented

conversations, and the teacher once played a sexually explicit

tape. There were no allegations of comments directed

specifically at plaintiff, nor wore there allegations of quid

2erdiot information is taken from Michigan Trial Reporter,
which compiles data from court records and attorneys involved in
trials, and is published monthly from offices at 323 1. William,
Suite 221, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104. Additional information was
obtained from The Detroit Bar Association's OJury Verdict Results*
published periodically from data provided by Wayne County Circuit
Court judges.

-8-
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pro quo harassment or physical harassment. Plaintiff was

terminated for absenteeism.

(ii) $640,000. Plaintiff alleged that she suffered sex

discrimination, harassment, and was terminated because she was

going to testify against her employer in another harassment

ca..

(ii) $600,000. Plaintiff claimed that she was

subjected to verbal haraesment which led to her constructive

discharge. She did not allege any physical harassment or quid

pro quo harassment. Her lost wages as a result of the

constructive discharge were only half of the verdict ($300,000

in lost wages).

(iv) $400,000. Plaintiff alleged that she was subjected

to offensive verbal comments, so she had to quit (no claim of

quid pro quo or physical harassment). Plaintiff rejected an

unconditional offer of reinstatement. The case mediated for

$25,000.

(v) $299,000. Plaintiff alleged constructive discharge

as a result of verbal harassment.

(vi) $131,000. Plaintiff alleged that she was subjected

to a "birthday kiss" and verbal harassment. Plaintiff never

complained about this harassment prior to filing her lawsuit.

The entire verdict was for emotional distress. Plaintiff

still has her same job.

(vii) $107,000. P aintiff was laid off due to economic

cutbacks. She alleged that her performance suffered as a

result of her supervisor's improper advances, which is why she

-9-
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was chosen to be laid off. Plaintiff recovered $36,000 in

emotional distress.

(viii) $93,000. Plaintiff alleged that she was

subjected to sexually explicit remarks on three occasions.

Her lost wages were $18,000.

(ix) $16,000. Plaintiff's sole complaint was that her

male co-workers "stared at her body."

b. Largest Vedictg

(1) $1,582,000 (race discrimination). Plaintiff was a

teacher whose contract was not renewed. Plaintiff received

$500,000 in emotional distress; the remaining $1,082,000 was

for lost back and front pay.

(i) $1,212,000 (demotion on the basis of age). This

case involved two plaintiffs ($622,000 for one, $590,000 for

the other). Defendant changed its compensation plan, reducing

commissions from 7% to 5%. Because plaintiffs' sales

suffered, they were demoted. Plaintiffs claimed that the

compensation plan change (and, therefore, their demotion)

discriminated against older workers. Plaintiff's were not

terminated, and their only lost wages came in the form of

reduced commissions. Plaintiffs' settlement value on case:

$100,000.

(ii) $1,100,587 (discharge on the basis of age).

Plaintiff was terminated for failure to meet sales quotas.

The entire verdict was for lost past and future wages.

(iv) $671,000 (demotion on the basis of sex). The

defendant demoted plaintiff because she sexually harassed a

-10-
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subordinate. The entire verdiot was for lost wages (her back

wages were less than $100,000).

(v) $525,000 (racial harassment). Plaintiff alleged

that he was subjected to racial slurs. The entire award was

for emotional distress.

(vi) $500,000 (national origin discrimination--hostile

environment, failure to promote). Plaintiff alleged that he

was given "dirty work," subjected to derogatory remarks and

graffiti concerning his Lebanese heritage. Plaintiff further

alleged that his employer failed to act on his grievances and

that he was denied promotions. He was not terminated, nor did

he quit, so virtually all of the verdict was for emotional

distress.

(vii) $500,000 (race discrimination, failure to

promote). Defendant claimed that the most qualified person

was promoted. Plaintiff was not terminated and did not quit.

(viii) $325,000 (discharge on the basis of age).

Plaintiff's position was eliminated in the course of economic

cutbacks. Plaintiff was offered another position but refused

to take it.

(ix) $300,000 (termination on the basis of age).

Defendant alleged that plaintiff was terminated for poor

performance. Plaintiff's lost wages were $220,000.

(M) $300,000 (termination on the basis of age).

Plaintiff was laid off during a reduction in force. Over half

of the vordiet was for emotional distress ($145,000 in lost

wages).

-11-
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(Xi) $300,000 (constructive discharge, age and handicap

discrimination). Plaintiff claimed $175,000 in lost income;

the rest of the verdict was for emotional distress.

(xii) $300,000 (termination on the basis of age).

Defendant alleged that plaintiff was terminated for failure to

meet sales quotas. Plaintiff agreed that he did not mest his

sales quota, but argued that the quotas were applied only to

old people. Defendant argued that the quotas were applied to

incumbent people, but that new people functioned more as

customer service (e.g. complaint) people than sales

representatives, so the quotas did not apply to them. It is

not clear what portion of the verdict was for lost wages.

(xiii) $257,000 (discharge on the basis of race).

Plaintiff's lost wages were $197,000. Plaintiff received

$60,000 in emotional distress.

(xiv) $200,000 (constructive discharge, race and sex

discrimination). Plaintiff alleged that she was given the

least desirable job assignments, so she had no choice but to

quit.

(xv) $124,000 (constructive discharge, national origin

harassment).

c. Verdicts Hiaher Than Plaintiff's Settlement Demand

(i) $192,000 (hostile environment, constructive

discharge, age discrimination). Plaintiff alleged that

unreasonable demands were place on him in an attempt to

force him to quit, which he ultimately did. Plaintiff's

final settlement demand was $50,000.

-12-
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(ii) $92,000 (termination on the basis of race,

retaliatory discharge). Defendant claimed that it had good

cause for termination. Plaintiff's final settlement demand

was $75,000.

(iii) $100,000 (race discrimination). This was a

failure to promote case in which the plaintiff was not

terminated and did not quit. Plaintiff's demand: $10,000.

In also, b above.

d. verd i orntag f Emotional Distress

(i) $155,000 (termination on the basis of race,

retaliatory discharge). Defendant alleged that plaintiff was

terminated for falsifying his resume, but the termination was

after plaintiff filed a race discrimination charge. Over one

third of the verdict was for emotional distress (plaintiff

alleged $100,000 in lost wages).

(ii) $135,000 (termination on the basis of sex and

race). Plaintiff received $50,000 for emotional distress.

(ii) $75,000 (harassment on the basis of handicap).

The entire verdict was for emotional distress. Plaintiff

still has his job and had no lost wages.

(iv) $61,000 (termination on the basis of age).

Plaintiff was laid off in the course of a business merger.

Lost wages and benefits totalled $45,000--the remaining

$11,000 was for emotional distress. The Court did not allow

future damages because the company was later sold, so they

would have been too speculative.

-13-
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(v) $41,500 (termination on the basis of age).

Plaintiff had only $10,000 in lost wages, no future wage loss

because she had obtained a better job after her discharge.

Sg" jijg, verdicts above.
e. D aegropgQti onat• Front Pay Awarjd

(1) $69,225 (constructive discharge). Plaintiff was

unhappy with her job (for reasons apparently unrelated to any

discrimination). When she complained, she was told that if

she was unhappy, then maybe she should "move on," which she

did. Plaintiff lost only $1,725 in back pay. The rest of the

award was for front pay.

5M AIM, verdicts above.

III. CONSEOUENCES OF THE "1MXCHIGAN EXPERIENCE"

A. Slow-Resolution of Disutes

Workplace disputes premised on alleged discrimination are not

resolved quickly, under the Michigan system. For example, in one

case based on 1987 terminations, the State Court trial lasted for

five or six weeks, in April, 1990. The judgment was not entered

until October, 1990. Appeal briefs are not due until March, and

there is no way to predict when the matter will be completed.

Another case, with a 1988 verdict, remains unresolved at the state

Court of Appeals level. Briefs were filed in 19891 oral arguments

have not even been scheduled.

B. Administrative Procedures go Unused

Complaining employees often either do not file administrative

charges at all, or they do wo in order to get early, cost-free

discovery on their claims. The State Department of Civil Rights is

-14-
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obligated to investigate, so when a charge is filed, the

investigation commences and may continue for some time.

Frequently, the charge is withdrawn by the charging party without

an agency finding other than that the "charging party has requested

withdrawal of the charge in order to pursue his remedies in court.

C. H
Jury verdicts have become, and remain, very high. This is

clear from the outcome survey, above Section II(B)(2).

D. Difficulties With.tt9_.n

Most cases still settle, but the potential for uncapped

damages makes settlement very difficult. Plaintiffs and their

lawyers who hear of high Jury verdicts are not encouraged to settle

their cases when mediation or other alternative dispute resolution

methods raise more modest, but earlier, settlement possibilities.

I think the mediation process is affected by the potential for

uncapped damages. It is very hard for the mediators to place a

value on a case; and a plaintiff who thinks she or he has THE case

that will win the "Michigan Discharge Lottery" is unlikely to

accept a mediator's award. The $640,000 case I described to you

mediated for $13,000. That is what three attorneys--plaintiff-

oriented, defense-oriented, and neutral--thought of the case. The

$1.1 million verdict came after a final settlement demand from the

plaintiff of lees than one-tenth that amount. The plaintiff

himself thought his case was worth $100,000. He got $1.1 million.

You can see it may be attractive to a plaintiff to spin that "Wheel

of Fortune."

-15-
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E. axoensive Litigation

These cases are also very expensive, in time and money, to

try. The trials often run into months, not weeks or days. in view

of the stakes, you can understand this phenomenon; however, an

already-overloaded state court system finds it difficult to

accommodate. I think you will find the same thing to be true when

you sent Title VII claimants to federal court with the same

potential for jury trials and damage recovery.

F. Ws_ by DisclinL D-0|l-hLr DiscriminatQrs

The harassers are biting back. That is, we are seeing a

significant upswing in lawsuits brought by disciplined oc

discharged harassers. Employers who are making good faith

investigations into harassment claims, and taking action, are being

hit with lawsuits for having acted. We have at least half a dozen

active cases on this issue, in our office today. This is very

serious--you can see the "Catch-22" the employer is in. It it

takes assertive action to eradicate the discrimination by

disciplining the discriminator, he or she is going to file a

lawsuit. If it does not, the discriminates will do the same. In

some cases, both may sue. I think you have to incorporate some

insulation or immunization from liability on this point, for the

employer who makes a good faith investigation and either takes

disciplinary action or does not, depending on the outcome of the

investigation.

0. Need for Notice

Finally, it i time to put an affirmative responsibility on

the harassment victim to put her or his employer an notice of the

-16-
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harassment. If notice is not given, the employer should be

insulated from liability. Here is a parallel to help you see the

point: In Michigan, we recently amended our handicappers

discrimination law. One of the things we did was to require that

a person who needs accommodation of her or his disability must

place the employer on notice, in writing, of the need for

accommodation within six months of the handicapper knowing the

accommodation was needed. If this is not done, the handicapper may

not make a "failure to accommodate" claim. I am not suggesting

that six months is an appropriate time for notice of a harassment

problem. I think you can look to the success of workplace

grievance procedures to find that a much shorter time is probably

better. This kind of approach would help, as a practical matter,

because it's often very hard to shed the light of truth on a

complaint brought years after the events occurred. Further, it

will help to discourage practices like the one we discovered

through a plaintiff Is deposition in one of the sex harassment cases

our office is defending: specifically, the plaintiff testified

that she did not report the sex harassment to her employer because

her attorney told her not to; rather, the attorney told her to just

string it out to see what else might happen. Most important,

however, a notice requirement would serve Title VIi's purpose of

bringing prompt resolution to workplace EEO problems.

IV. CQIiLUDXQM

In sum, I think the Michigan experience with discrimination

laws and a wrongful discharge theory which allow for tremendous

damage recovery and jury trials has demonstrated that the very
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purposes for which Title VII was adopted--prompt remediation of

workplace EEO issues--would be undermined and frustrated with the

addition of compensatory and punitive damaqes, and Jury trials.

DE JAO0IU 44,o 0 6.O
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Chairman FORD. Mr. Golden.
Mr. GOLDEN. Mr. Chairman, members. Because of the lateness of

the time that I found that I was coming, I ask the Chair to allow
me to submit a written presentation in the next ten days and have
it admitted to the record.

Chairman FORD. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. GOLDEN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I should observe that I was surprised that sud-

denly a law firm in Detroit took an interest in this legislation. I
practiced for 14 years in Detroit before I came to Congress.

And I've just been told by the staff that last year the lawyers
came from California to tell Gus Hawkins about the California ex-
perience. And I'm happy that they noticed the Chairmanship of
this committee has moved from California to Michigan. At least
that much has been accomplished by these hearings.

But don't overlook Mr. Henry. He's also from Michigan, but he
escapes the program that's been coming, to my surprise, from law-
yers at the table about lawyers making money. He's a real teacher
who didn't make money as a lawyer before he came here.

Go ahead, Mr. Golden.
Mr. GOLDEN. Thank you. I've been a labor lawyer for 22 years. I

currently am the counsel of the American Bar Association Section
of Labor and Employment Law, and will soon be the president of
the National Employment Lawyers Association, which is made up
of almost a thousand attorneys throughout this country who prac-
tice specifically in the area of wrongful dismissal and workplace
discrimination.

I also have experience-the Michigan experience-practicing
under the Elliott-Larsen Civil Rights Act so that I have had no
need, really, to use Title VII to any great extent. The Act, as Ms.
Burns has indicated, does provide for compensatory damages. I will
limit my remarks to responding to what's been said. I know time is
of the essence.

First of all, I do not believe that Title VII in its present form,
which is remedial relief in terms of reinstatement, is adequate and
works. In most instances, and I think a study by the NLRB two
years ago indicated that when they resolve disputes and put people
back to work, in 60 percent of those cases, within one year that em-
ployee is gone.

The workplace is not the same for that employee after the dis-
pute supposedly is over and reinstatement takes place. I believe
that the only adequate relief is to make the employee whole for the
losses that he or she has sustained.

Now there are certain instances with high-lvel employees where
reinstatement might work. We heard a couple of cases earlier
about professional women who can go back in the workplace and,
I'm not sure, regain or gain the respect of their peers. But at least
it's tolerable. In most instances, I don't believe that that's ade-
quate.

With regard to having compensatory damages destroying the in-
centives to settle early, I believe that just the opposite is true. We
have now had enough experience in terms of employee rights liti-
gation. We know how much these cases cost. They're terribly ex-
pensive for the defense. That's one incentive to settle.
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Liability now, because the law if more defined, is clear at the
outset. When these laws were newer it was muddle. You didn't
know if you were going to get to a jury or not. Now it's easier to
know. You have case law. You can evaluate. From the standpoint
of the plaintiffs attorney, you must evaluate.

The practice of law is still a business. You don't take every case.
You must evaluate, you must investigate before you make a deci-
sion to represent a client. From the business standpoint, you have
to do it in order to be able to practice another day.

From the standpoint of the wronged employee, or at least the
perceived wronged employee, if the employee himself or herself is
wrong, it's the attorney's responsibility to tell that employee at the
earliest possible stage. Nothing is worse than to take an employee
through two or three years of a lawsuit, with all the anxiety that's
associated with going through a lawsuit, and having people point
fingers at that person in terms of not being a good employee, being
the wrong-not being the wrong person, but being the person who
committed the wrong, which necessitated the firing or necessitated
the leaving, and then find out that you come up empty at the end.
It's devastating.

Being fired or being forced to leave is devastating enough. But to
go through the judicial process and then to find that you have
nothing at the end is even worse. There's too much anxiety associ-
ated with a lawsuit for the plaintiffs bar not to take the responsi-
bility of making sure that they have an adequate cause of action
before they start. And not because of Rule 11 of the Federal Rules,
but just because of the responsibility that we have as attorneys.

I think we've taken that role very seriously. Out of 20 calls that I
get, I take one case. A lot of people call and a lot of people come to
see me, and a lot of time is spent evaluating. But that doesn't
mean because you walk in the door that there's going to be a law-
suit. And I believe that the plaintiff's bar acts in a similar fashion
throughout this country.

With regard to the statement that uncapped damages will come
about if there is an amendment to H.R. 1, I don't understand "un-
capped." If you're working and you get another job, you're entitled
to the difference between what you were making at the old job and
what you're making at the new.

If you have emotional distress damages that you are claiming,
you have to prove them. It's a matter of burden of proof. And it s
on you, the plaintiff to prove them. If you have a doctor who says
that you've suffered, there can be a doctor on the other side that
says you haven't. Like in other cases, you must prove your claim.

The problem that I see here is that the employers don't want to
change. There's plenty of cases out there. There's plenty of discrim-
ination out there. We're very busy as a plaintiff s employment bar.
And although we scrutinize carefully, we have a lot of work to do
because employers will not change. People bring their prejudices to
work and they carry them out in the workplace.

Companies may have policies that say we do not discriminate,
but the companies are not the same as the individuals who are car-
rying out the orders or giving the orders.

I don't believe we're talking about uncapped damages. If you can
prove your case, like in any other case, and you can sustain your
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burden of proof, you're entitled to recovery. That's all that the
plaintiffs bar is asking. And I think that the amendment to H.R. 1
will do just that-give you your just due, make you whole.

No windfalls. Windfalls in terms of million dollar cases that have
been spoken about. A million dollar case is a $150,000 case that the
defendant refused to settle and made the plaintiff go to trial. And
the plaintiff said that this is the outside of what my client could
lose. And because of something, usually, that the defendant did, or
the defendant's attorney did-because attorneys lose cases, they
don't win them-the jury gave the plaintiff all the money that he
or she asked for. That could have been avoided by the defendant
paying a reasonable amount of money to resolve this case.

Ninety-five to ninety-six percent of all these cases settle. They
don't go to court. And they settle because reasonable people recog-
nize that there has been an injury and that there is liability and
that this is the way that these matters should be resolved.

The cases that have been cited here are cases where people were
not reasonable. You're going to find that anywhere where human
nature comes into play. But I don't believe that we should revert to
what we had in terms of a remedial type of end to this statute
where my clients are not made whole. They are forced to go back
into circumstances where they probably will not stay. And they are
never compensated for intentional infliction of distress by people
who, up until this time, feel that they can get away with it.

I think that it is time that we realize that when you take some-
thing away from someone, not necessarily cutting off an arm in an
accident, but cutting off something inside-self-respect, self-esteem,
the opportunity to live one's life in a reasonable manner-you
must pay. That's our system. And until we find a better one-and
I'm not sure there is a better one-that is justice.

And that's what I think has to happen here. And I believe in the
amendment and I think it's a positive force and part of the social
reform that we're seeing in employee rights throughout this coun-
try.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Pamela Hemminger.
Ms. HEMMINGER. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

am Pam Hemminger, a partner in the law firm of Gibson, Dunn &
Crutcher in Los Angeles. I have represented employers in labor
and employment matters for over 14 years.

The subject matter of my testimony today is what has occurred
in California since approximately 1980 when tort damages, includ-
ing damages for pain and suffering and punitive damages, became
available in wrongful termination and in employment discrimina-
tion cases.

I think it is fair to say that the number of employment cases,
actual and threatened, exploded in California as juries began to
return verdicts in staggering amounts. And I will share with you
some quite recent data on jury verdicts in California.

It became more difficult to settle cases for reasonable amounts
due to inflated expectations and an inclination by many employees
and their counsel, not all, to roll the dice and hope for a windfall
verdict. Yes, for all the costs, monetary and nonmonetary, associat-
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ed with these developments, relatively few employees have benefit-
ted.

It is my concern that the amendment to Title VII to allow com-
pensatory and punitive damages will lead to the same result. My
views are based upon my work on labor and employment matters
and upon my familiarity with the views and experiences of many
other California practitioners and responsible employers.

I am currently a member of the Executive Committee of the
labor section of the Los Angeles County Bar Association, and have
been chair of the legislative subcommittee of the Employer Rela-
tions Committee of thewCalifornia Chamber of Commerce for the
last several years. As th appointee of former Governor Deukme-
jian, I serve as a member of the California comparable worth task
force from 1984 to 1986, and co-authored the minority report on
comparable worth issues to the California legislature.

I have written and spoken extensively on employment issues,
and employment discrimination issues in particular. While employ-
ment litigation forms a substantial part of my practice, assisting
employers with compliance, with both state and Federal equal em-
ployment laws, is an equally important part of my practice. I fully
support the goals of Title VII in eliminating all vestiges of unlaw-
ful discrimination from the workplace.

I'd like to thank the committee for the opportunity to appear
before you. My testimony will be limited to Section 8 of the pro-
posed act in light of the California experience. The views I express
are my own, and I do not appear on behalf of any clients or on
behalf of any organizations with which I am affiliated. What I hope
to do is to give you a practical look, from the perspective of a prac-
ticing lawyer, about the effects of making tort and punitive dam-
ages available in employment cases.

In 1980, the California Supreme Court decided the case of
Tameny v. Atlantic Richfield. That case held that compensatory
and punitive damages are available when employment is terminat-
ed for reasons which violate public policy. That decision was quick-
ly followed by other Court of Appeals decisions which broadened
the theories upon which an employee could sue for wrongful termi-
nation sounding in tort.

Finally, in 1982, it was held that punitive damages are available
in employment discrimination cases under California anti-discrimi-
nation law, the Fair Employment and Housing Act. It's interesting
to note that availability of compensatory and punitive damages in
employment discrimination is not the result of a legislative act, but
was the result of a California Supreme Court decision interpreting
the Fair Employment and Housing Act delineation of equitable
remedies as applicable only to cases decided by our Fair Employ-
ment and Housing Commission, and did not prevent employees
from recovering these types of damages in court.

It's fair to say that these developments led to a tremendous in-
crease in threatened and actual employment litigation. The ver-
dicts have received a great deal of publicity in California, generat-
ing still more lawsuits in what has commonly been referred to by
many as the other California lottery.

I think it's interesting and apt to note the frequency with which
references to gambling are made when discussing these tort law-
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suits. Even some of the judges, in deciding cases, often refer to the
gambling analogy.

In the study of wrongful termination litigation published by the
Rand Institute, analyzing 120 jury trials in California, from 1980 to
1986, the authors report that plaintiffs prevailed in 68 percent of
the cases. Average verdict in which plaintiffs prevailed, was ap-
proximately $650,000. The median was $177,000. Punitive damages
were awarded in a large number of these cases.

I'd like to quote very briefly from the report itself: "Juries decid-
ed in favor of plaintiffs in 81 of the 120 cases, or 67.5 percent. The
average award, including defense judgments, was $436,626. On av-
erage, about 60 percent of this total was compensation. However,
one-third of all trials, or about one-half of the plaintiff victories, re-
sulted in punitive damages being awarded. The average, excluding
defense judgments, was $646,000. For these 40 trials, the average
punitive damages award was $523,170. Of course, expected verdicts
or trial averages are reduced by about one-third when defense vic-
tories are included."

Thus, that the risk of-or promise, depending on your perspec-
tive-of punitive damage assessments is very real, is revealed by
the fact these damages were awarded in fully 50 percent of the
cases in which plaintiffs prevailed.

The large jury verdicts in unpredictable amounts continue to be
awarded despite the cutback by the California Supreme Court, in a
case known as Foley v. Interactive Data, of the availability of tort
damages in one kind of wrongful termination case.

As reported in the most recent publication of the California
Labor and Employment Law Quarterly-and that is the official
publication of the California State Bar Labor and Employment sec-
tion-62 employment-related verdicts for plaintiffs have been
issued since December 1988 when Foley was decided. The average
verdict was $1,596,000, and the median was $405,000. As noted in
the article, this median is significantly higher than the medians re-
ported in the previous pre-Foley studies.

Incredibly, 20 plaintiffs received verdicts of over $1 million. The
five highest verdicts were $45,376,000; $17,522,000; $2,468,000;
$2,275,000; and $2 million. These results may be attributable to the
fact that the focus of employment litigation has changed, since
Foley, with an increased emphasis on causes of action for a wrong-
ful discharge and violation of public policy, and for employment
discrimination.

It should be noted that in wrongful termination cases in Califor-
nia, in many instances discrimination claims are joined with
wrongful termination claims in the same lawsuit.

The conclusion, I think, is inescapable, that the availability of
tort damages in California has led to very large jury verdicts. The
cost to employers has been high. But I think for this committee to
consider, it's important to note that employees in general have not
necessarily benefited from these developments.

In Foley, the California Supreme Court quoted Professor Gould of
Stanford University as follows: "Professor Gould asserts the new
common law of wrongful discharge has provided employer and em-
ployee with the worst of all possible worlds. Employees are subject
to volatile and unpredictable juries that frequently act without
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regard to legal instructions. Moreover, the employees who benefit
are few and far between." And the court continues to quote from
Professor Gould.

It has become difficult to settle cases. Pain and suffering dam-
ages are extremely difficult to quantify, particularly in the absence
of any physical injury. It is very difficult to predict what a jury will
do with regard to punitive damages. As a result, a meeting of the
minds concerning the value of the case for settlement purposes, is
often difficult to achieve.

An increasing number of plaintiffs, who have chosen to litigate
in court, have resulted, in my view, in the decreased ability of the
Department of Fair Employment and Housing-and that's the en-
forcement agency in California, to engage in the fact-finding neces-
sary to conciliation.

Employers are necessarily required to very carefully review their
statements and their conduct in dealing with the agency, in light of
the very real possibility that those statements are going to be used
in future court litigation to support large damage awards. And
they are understandably reluctant to admit that discrimination
may have occurred. This is in contrast to the situation where"make-whole" relief is the relief available. In such a situation, an
employer has little reason not to freely admit that its conduct may
have been improper, such as the case, and quickly resolve the case.

Lawyers are brought into the administrative process at the earli-
est administrative stage. The DFVH and the whole agency process
is now regarded by many lawyers as merely an annoying but neces-
sary procedural step which must be taken on the way to the court-
house. Resolution of employment disputes has been delayed. In
California it's not uncommon for cases in the Superior Court
system to take up to five years to be brought to trial because of the
increasingly congested docket.

It can also be expected that the group that will benefit the most,
if compensatory and punitive damages become available, will be at-
torneys. Defense attorneys as well as plaintiffs' attorneys. In the
wrongful termination cases decided by the Rand Institute, they re-
ported that less than half of the money that changed hands in the
wrongful termination cases, went to the plaintiff. When the aver-
age defense fee of $90,000-plus is added to the average contingency
fee of $119,000, comparing with the $188,000 that went to the plain-
tiff, realize lawyers received a total of $209,000, while the plaintiff
received $188,000.

There are other impacts of the California development. The
threatened wrongful termination cases are not filed in court. It's a
common practice in California for plaintiffs' attorneys to start
claims by letter, often including a copy of an unfiled complaint.
These cases, which are often settled in large amounts, are not re-
flected in the statistics concerning the large number of cases that
have been filed.

In summary, I believe that the California experience provides
valuable information about the potential negative consequences of
the abandonment of the Title VII model, which is designed to pro-
mote expeditious and remedial relief in favor of an adversarial in-
dividually-focused tort scheme.
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While I am in complete agreement with the principle that em-
ployment discrimination has no place in the workplace, I do not be-
lieve that making compensatory and punitive damages available is
the appropriate way to advance that goal. Instead, I believe that
the substantial negative effects would far outweigh the benefits of
such a fundamental refocusing of the equal employment laws.

I'd like to make one further comment for the committee's consid-
eration, and that is, that there has been a development in the last
several years in California of thoughtful individuals from a varying
range of backgrounds, including those who most certainly have
never been associated with the representation of employers, explor-
ing alternatives to the court system based on a belief that the con-
version of employment cases to court system cases really has not
worked to the benefit of employers and employees.

Finally, I'd like also to mention that one remedy that is avail-
able, that has not yet been discussed, is the availability of front
pay in Title VII cases in situations where an atmosphere has gen-
erally been so poisoned that it is not appropriate to return the
victim of discrimination to their old job. Not all courts do award
front pay, but a large number of them do.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Pamela Hemminger follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF PAMELA L. HEMMINGER

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
ON EDUCATION AND LABOR

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

DAMAGES PROVISIONS OF THE
CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991

Wednesday, February 27, 1991
Washington, D.C.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Pamela L. Hemminger, a partner in the law

firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in Los Angeles, where I

have represented employers in labor and employment matters

for over 14 years.

The subject matter of my testimony is what has

occurred in California since the early 1980s when tort

damages, including damages for pain and suffering and

punitive damages, became available in wrongful termination

and employment discrimination cases. The number of

employment cases, actual and threatened, exploded as

juries began to return verdicts in staggering amounts.

Defense costs escalated as a result of the potential

exposure, and it became difficult to settle cases for

reasonable amounts due to inflated expectations and an

inclination by many employees and their counsel to "roll

the dice" and hope for a windfall verdict. Yet, for all

2
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the costs, monetary and nonmonetary, associated with these

developments, relatively few employees have benefited. It

is my concern that the amendment of Title VII to allow

compensatory and punitive damages will lead to the same

result.

My views are based upon my work on labor and

employment matters and upon my familiarity with the views

and experiences of many other California practitioners and

responsible employers. I am currently a member of the

Executive Committee of the Labor Section of the Los

Angeles County Bar Association and have been Chair of the

Legislative Subcommittee of the Employment Relations

Committee of the California Chamber of Commerce for the

last several years. As an appointee of former Governor

Deukmejian, I served as a member of the California

Comparable Worth Task Force from 1984-1986 and coauthored

the minority report on comparable worth issues to the

California Legislature. I have written and spoken

extensively on employment issues and employment

discrimination in particular. While employment litigation

comprises a substantial part of my practice, assisting

employers in complying with both the letter and spirit of

state and federal employment laws is an equally important

aspect of my practice. I fully support the goals of

Title VII in eliminating all vestiges of unlawful

discrimination from the workplace.

3
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I thank the Committee for the opportunity to

appear before you. My testimony will be limited to

Section 8 of the proposed Act in light of the California

experience. The views I express are my own, and I do not

appear on behalf of any clients or on behalf of any

organizations with which I am affiliated. I hope to give

you a practical look from the perspective of a practicing

lawyer about the effects of making tort and punicive

damages available in employment cases.

4
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THE AVAILABILITY OF TORT REMEDIES
WILL RESULT IN A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE

IN THE FOCUS OF TITLE VII

If Title VII is amended to permit the recovery of

compensatory and punitive damages, it will be transformed

from a remedial statute designed to efficaciously

eliminate unlawful discriminatory practices to one

emphasizing individual tort-like causes of action. This

has been the California experience. Such a transformation

will mark a major departure from the manner in which

Congress has historically chosen to regulate matters

arising in the workplace. Every statute which Congress

has enacted in the ldbor and employment arena has focused

on make-whole remedial remedies. Such comprehensive

statutory schemes include the National Labor Relations

Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act, the Rehabilitation Act, the Age

Discrimination in Employment Act, the Worker Adjustment

and Retraining Notification Act and the Americans with

Disabilities Act. These comprehensive legislative

enactments governing employment disputes reflect the

recognition that such matters are best resolved quickly

with the assistance of expert administrative agencies.

The goal of Title VII in particular has been the

elimination of discrimination with cooperation,

conciliation and voluntary compliance as the preferred

means for accomplishing this end.

5
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THE CALIFORNIA WRONGFUL TERMINATION
EXPERIENCE DEMONSTRATES THAT THE

AVAILABILITY OF TORT DAMAGES RESULTS IN
SIGNIFICANT COSTS WITHOUT

CONFERRING CORRESPONDING BENEFITS

In 1980 the California Supreme Court decided the

case of Tamenv v. Atlantic Richfield Co.,L1/ holding that

compensatory and punitive damages are available when

employment is terminated for reasons which violate public

policy. This decision was quickly followed by court of

appeal decisions which broadly expanded the theories upon

which wrongful discharge actions sounding in tort could be

brought.a2/ In 1982, it was held that punitive damages

are available in employment discrimination cases under

California's antidiscrimination law, the Fair Employment

and Housing Act ("FEHA").L//

./ 27 Cal.3d 167, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 610 P.2d 1330
(1980).

I/ These included the landmark decisions in Ce yy
American Airlines. Inc., 116 Cal. App. 3d 311, 168
Cal. Rptr. 722 (1980) (recognizing a cause of action
alleging a tortious breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing) and Puoh v. See's Candies. Inc.,
116 Cal. App. 3d 311, 171 Cal. Rptr. 917 (1981)
(recognizing a contract cause of action for breach of an
implied-in-fact promise to terminate employment only for
good cause).

I/ Commodore Home Systems. Inc. v. Superior Court, 32
Cal.3d 211, 185 Cal. Rptr. 270, 649 P.2d 912 (1982).
Although the FEHA describes only equitable make-whole
remedies, the California Supreme Court held that the FEHA
does not limit available relief in the judicial as opposed
to the administrative forum. The Court relied on the fact
that at the time the FEHA was amended in 1977 to permit a
private right of action, the Legislature was silent on the
issue of remedy.

6
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It is fair to say that these developments led to

an immense increase in threatened and actual employment

litigation as individuals and their attorneys responded to

the irresistible lure of large jury verdicts including

damages for pain and suffering and punitive damages.

These verdicts have received a great deal of publicity,

generating still more lawsuits in what has often been

referred to as the other California lottery. It is

interesting and apt to note the frequency with which

references to gambling are made when discussing these tort

lawsuits.

In the study of wrongful termination litigation

published by the Rand Institute/A/, analyzing 120 jury

trials in California from 1980 to 1986, the authors report

that plaintiffs prevailed in 68 percent of the cases. The

average verdict in cases in which plaintiffs prevailed was

approximately $650,000; the median was $177,000.//

Punitive damages were awarded in a large number of these

cases. The Report itself summarizes its findings as

follows:

[Juries decided in favor of plaintiffs
in 81 of the 120 cases, or 67.5
percent. . . . The average award, including
defense judgments, was $436,626. On

A/ J. Dertouzos, E. Holland & P. Ebener, The Leaal and

Eonomig Conseauences of Wronaful Termination (1988).

I/ 1j. at 26, 39.

7
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average, about 60 percent of this total was
compensation. However, one-third of all
trials, or about one half of the plaintiff
victories, resulted in punitive damages
being awarded. The average award, excluding
defense judgments, was $646,855. For these
40 trials, the average punitive damages
award was $523,170. Of course, "expected"
verdicts or trial averages are reduced by
about one-third when defense victories are
included. L/_

That the risk, or promise, depending upon your

perspective, of punitive damage assessments is very real

is revealed by the incredible fact that these damages were

awarded in half of the cases in which plaintiffs prevailed.

The availability of tort remedies and jury

verdicts in the six and seven figures in employment

wrongful termination cases has so pervaded the

consciousness of California employers and employees that

one federal judge noted the emergence of a "'disemployment

industry' comprised of lawyers and personnel

administrators whose sole job function is to assure that

each and every termination of employment can be defended

against later legal attack."L1/

Unpredictable and large jury verdicts continue to

be awarded despite the cutback by the California Supreme

A/ I. at 25.

2/ Cox v. Resilient Flooring Div. of Congoleum Corr., 638
F. Supp. 726, 736 (C.D. Cal. 1986).

8
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Court in Foley v. Interactive Data Corp. /8/ of the

availability of tort damages in one type of wrongful

termination case -- that alleging breach of the covenant

of good faith and fair dealing. As reported in the most

recent publication of the California Labor & Employment

Law Quarterly, the official publication of the California

State Bar Labor and Employment Law Section, 62

employment-related verdicts for plaintiffs have issued

since December 1988 when Foley was decided.Lj/ The

average verdict was $1,596,000 and the median was

$405,000. As noted in the article, this median is

significantly higher than the medians reported in the

various pre-Foley studies including the Rand Report.

Incredibly, twenty plaintiffs received verdicts of over

$1 million; the five highest verdicts were: $45,376,000,

$17,522,000, $2,468,000, $2,275,000, and $2,000,000.

These results may be attributable to the fact

that the focus of employment litigation has changed since

Foley with an increased emphasis on causes of action for

wrongful discharges in violation of public policy and for

A/ 47 Cal.3d 654, 254 Cal. Rptr. 211, 765 P.2d 373 (1988).

2/ A. Gomez. "Employment Trial Verdicts," !California
Labor & Employment Law Ouarterly, Vol. 8, No. 4 (Winter
1991), pp. 16-17. The sources of information upon which
the report is based are two verdict reporting services, a
survey of members of the Labor ahd Employment Law Section
of the State Bar, and other sources including direct
reporting by attorneys.

9
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employment discrimination, where compensatory and punitive

damages remain available. Lawsuits premised on violation of

public policy have resulted in the highest jury verdicts among

the various types of wrongful discharge claims, even

pre-Foley. In yet another study separately analyzing "public

policy" or "retaliation cases" from January, 1979 to May, 1987,

it was reported that the average jury award was $512,922 and

the median award was $265,000..IQ/ The average compensatory

damage award was $269,792 and the median award was $100,000.

The punitive damage awards averaged $372,800, and the median

was $251,250.LL1/ Employment discrimination cases are more

similar in nature, of course, to wrongful termination public

policy cases than to other types of wrongful termination

cases. Indeed, in a further move toward transforming

discrimination cases into tort cases, the California Supreme

Court recently held that a wrongful termination cause of action

could be stated for violation of the public policy against sex

discrimination in employment and that it was not necessary for

the plaintiff to proceed under the FEHA./12/

The conclusion is thus inescapable that the

availability of tort damages has led to immense damage awards.

IA/ D. Jung and R. Harkness, "The Facts of Wrongful

Discharge," 4 The Labor Lawyer 257, 263 (1988).

11/ iA. at 264.

12/ Rojo v. Kliger, 52 Cal.3d 65, 276 Cal. Rptr. 130
(1990).

10
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The cost to employers has been staggering when the cost of

defending large numbers of lawsuits is added to tht costs of

inflated settlements attributable to the fear of an

"out-of-control" jury verdict. Litigation is protracted due to

the high stakes involved. It is generally recognized that fees

for the defense of a relatively simple case will run at least

$100,000 with costs increasing rapidly as the complexity of the

case increases.

Moreover, employees in general have not necessarily

benefited from these developments. In Foley, the California

Supreme Court quoted Professor Gould of Stanford University as

follows:

Professor Gould asserts, "[t~he new
common law of wrongful discharge has
provided employer and employee with the
worst of all possible worlds . .
(Ejmployers are subject to volatile and
unpredictable juries that frequently act
without regard to legal instructions.
Moreover, the employees who benefit are few
and far between, first, because of the
difficulties involved in staying the course
of a lengthy and expensive judicial process,
and second, because of limitations inherent
in the legal doctrines adopted by the
courts.* (Gould, . . . ["Stemming the
Wrongful Discharge Tide: A Case for
Arbitration" (1988), 13 Emp. Rel. L.J. 404,
413] ).LU/

Other negative aspects of what is sometimes

referred to as the "tortification" of employment law

include the following:

22/ 47 Cal.3d 654, 695-96.

11
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1. Cases Have Become Difficult to Resolve
Exveditiously Through Settlement.

It has become increasingly difficult to settle

both public policy wrongful termination and employment

discrimination cases except at high dollar amounts. Pain

and suffering damages are extremely difficult to quantify,

particularly in the absence of physical injury, and it is
virtually impossible to predict what a jury will award in

punitive damages. The problem is compounded by the fact

that plaintiffs often have unrealistic expectations. Even

the administrative agency which enforces the FEHA, the

Department of Fair Employment and Housing (wDFEHO), has

frequently sought to conciliate cases by suggesting

settlement amounts reflecting a tort damage component. As

a result, a meeting of the minds concerning the value of a

case for settlement purposes is often difficult to

achieve. This is in sharp contrast to the ability to

approximate potential liability based upon a make-whole

remedy as a basis from which to discuss and reach

settlement.

In Oki America,. Inc. v. Microtech Intern.. Inc.,

872 F.2d 312, 315 (9th Cir. 1989), Circuit Judge Kozinski,

concurring, decried the development of a new tort in the

"Cloud Cuckooland" of modern tort theory, the bad faith

denial of a contract, stating:

Seaman (the California Supreme Court case
recognizing the new tort] throws kerosene on
the litigation bonfire by holding out the
allure of punitive damages, a golden carrot

12
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that entices into court parties who might
otherwise be inclined to resolve their
differences.

While not referring to the employment context, Judge

Kozinski's comments are apposite in that context as well.

2. The Process of Conciliation Through
the Administrative Agencv Has Become
Increasingly Adversarial.

In the employment discrimination context, the

increasing number of plaintiffs who choose to litigate in

court has resulted in the decreased ability of the DFEH to

engage in the fact-finding necessary to conciliation.

Employers necessarily carefully review statements made to

the agency in light of the possibility that those

statements will be used in future court litigation to

support large damage awards and are understandably

reluctant to admit that discrimination may have occurred.

This is in contrast to the situation where the focus is

remedial make-whole relief. In such a situation an

employer has little reason not to freely admit that its

conduct may have been improper, if such is the case, and

quickly resolve the case. Because of the potential high

stakes, lawyers are brought into cases at the earliest

administrative stage.

The DFEH and the agency process is now regarded

by many lawyers as merely an annoying but necessary

procedural step which must be taken on the way to the

courthouse.

13
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3. The Resolution of Emoloyment Disoutes

In California, it has not been uncommon for cases

in the Superior Court system to take up to five years to

be brought to trial as a result of increasingly congested

dockets. This is in sharp contrast to an administrative

process which focuses on the prompt resolution of disputes.

If tort damages become available under Title VII, it can

be anticipated that the already overburdened federal courts

will experience an increase in the number of jury trials.

4. The Malor Beneficiaries of
Developments in California Have
Been Attorneys.

Based upon the California experience, it can be

expected that the group which will benefit the most if

compensatory and punitive damages become available under

Title VII will be attorneys. Incredibly, in the wrongful

termination cases analyzed by the Rand Institute, less

than half of the money which changed hands was received by

the plaintiff. In cases resulting in plaintiff verdicts,

the average final payment made (after allowing for appeals

and settlements) was $307,628. However, of this amount

the average contingency fee was $119,108, leaving a net

payment of $188,520 to the plaintiff. When the average

defense fee of $90,483 is added to the average plaintiff

attorneys' contingency fee of $119,108, it reveals that,

14
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on average, the lawyers received $209,591 while the

plaintiff received $188,520.L"/

THE REPORTED STUDIES DO NOT REVEAL
THE FULL IMPACT OF

THE AVAILABILITY OF TORT DAMAGES

Even in cases of questionable merit, employers

have been required to fund expensive and time-consuming

litigation. While plaintiffs have not prevailed in every

case and while the final jury verdict in every case has

not been in six figures, the unpredictability of the

process has forced employers to view each case as one

which could potentially result in an extremely high or,

especially in the case of smaller employers, ruinous

verdict. Every case which is tried does not result in a

large compensatory and punitive damage verdict, but

virtually every complaint seeks such damages.

Moreover, many threatened wrongful termination

cases are never filed in court. It is a common practice

in California for a plaintiff's attorney to assert claims

by letter, often including a copy of an unfiled

complaint. The existence of these cases, if settled

before filing, is not reflected in the studies.

JA/ The Legal and Economic Consequences of Wrongful
Termination, jjAjp., p. 40.

15
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Finally, employees who are performing poorly have

frequently been retained by employers fearful of costly

litigation. Indeed, it has been said that every

termination is a potential liability event. Decreased

productivity and the retention of marginal workers is

certainly not a goal of the antidiscrimination laws.

PARTICULAR CONCERNS EXIST
WITH RESPECT TO PUNITIVE DAMAGES

H.R. 1 authorizes the recovery of punitive

damages in cases of intentional discrimination if the

respondent "engaged in the unlawful emp.Iyment practice

with malice, or with reckless or callous indifference to

the federally protected rights of others.' A substantial

risk exists that a jury will conclude that the standard

for recovery of punitive damages is met ina virtually every

case of intentional discrimination because of the very

nature of a finding of intentional discrimination. This

argument has been advanced by plaintiffs in California.

The availability of punitive damages results in

an inducement to litigation even when actual damages are

quite small because of the possibility that a given jury

may return a large verdict. As noted by one Fifth Circuit

Judge:

One of the most unseemly features of
our current legal system is its tendency to
promote litigation as high-stakes gambling.
A winner can gain the keys to the corporate
treasury, if he has the good fortune to
obtain the right lawyer, the right jury and

16
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the right forum. Punitive damages are a key
feature of the abuse of the litigation
process.L15/

CONCLUSION

In summary, I believe that the California

experience provides valuable information about the

potential negative consequences of the abandonment of the

Title VII model which promotes expeditious and remedial

relief in favor of an adversarial, individually-focused

tort scheme. While I am in complete agreement with the

principle that employment discrimination has no place in

the workplace, I do not believe that making compensatory

and punitive damages available is the appropriate way to

advance that goal. Instead, I believe that the

substantial negative effects would far outweigh the

benefits of such a fundamental refocusing of the equal

employment laws.

15/ Eichenseer v. Reserve Life Ins. Co., 894 F.2d 1414,
1422 (5th Cir. 1990), Judge Jones dissenting. It should
also be noted that the constitutionality of punitive
damages has become the focus of increased debate. While
the Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of such
damages against an Eighth Amendment challenge when the
government has not prosecuted the action nor has any right
to the damages awarded (Browning-Ferris Indus. of Vermont.
Inc. v. Kelco Disosal. Inc., 109 S. Ct. 2902 (1989), it
has the opportunity this term to address a due process
challenge in Pacific Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Haslin,
No. 89-1279, argued October 3, 1990.

17
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Chairman FORD. Professor Ross.
Professor Ross. Good afternoon. I'd like to thank the committee

for inviting me to speak here on damages, and I'll try to be brief. I
know it's getting very late in the afternoon.

I have had a 20-year history of experience, both as a litigator in
Title VII cases, and as an academic writing and teaching in the
field. And my background is summarized on the first page of my
testimony.

The reasons why the Civil Rights Act of 1991 must provide for
complete damages for intentional discrimination, in my view, can
be briefly summarized in the terms, compensation, deterrence, jus-
tice, and the need to send an unequivocal message to the employers
of this country that Congress considers discrimination against
women workers to be just as reprehensible and just as illegal as
other forms of discrimination.

Under the heading of compensation, the provision of make-whole
relief to the victims of discrimination has been viewed as one of the
two central purposes of Title VII since the Supreme Court's 1975
decision in the Albemarle Paper Company case. And another 1975
decision, Johnson v. Railway Express, made compensatory and pu-
nitive damages available to victims of racial discrimination in em-
ployment under 42 U.S.C. 1981. A subsequent decision clarified
that victims of discrimination based on ancestry or ethnicity had
the same compensatory and punitive damages remedies.

But make-whole relief fails in its central purpose if victims are
not compensated for all forms of loss that they suffer. Prior to Pat-
terson, women workers were the only large group of discrimination
victims who could not recover for some of the losses they suffer as
the result of discrimination. Those caused, for example, by medical
bills, by emotional pain and suffering, by humiliation. Without
adding a complete compensatory damage remedy to Title VII, they
will continue to suffer these harms even if Patterson is overturned
by this Congress.

Under the heading of deterrence, making victims whole for the
discrimination they have suffered, is not the only purpose of dam-
ages. Punitive damages are equally needed to punish employers
who engage in egregious discrimination. And a few well publicized
cases of punitive damage awards should do much to motivate em-
ployers to scrutinize their employment practices closely, and to su-
pervise their personnel effectively enough to prevent intentional
discrimination,

Like the make-whole theory of relief, deterrence has long been
accepted as a major goal of Title VII. Indeed, in the Albemarle, the
Court spoke of the importance of deterrence in discussing the back-
pay remedy. And this is what it said: "If employers faced only the
prospect of an injunctive order, they would have little incentive to
shun practices of dubious legality."

We have been hearing a debate today with defendants' lawyers
saying, well, if we have damages, it will take away the incentive to
settle, and plaintiff's attorneys saying the reverse. The Supreme
Court, in 1975, came down on the side of saying financial compen-
sation is needed to induce employers to enter into the settlement
process.
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I believe that that theory holds equally for the punitive damages
remedy. Moreover, since many of the forms of discrimination
women face entail little or no loss of wages, e.g., the repeated
sexual assaults, that is, rapes, that were endured by Michelle
Vinson while she stayed on the job, women often can seek only in-
junctive relief under Title VII as it is now written.

In footnote 3, on page 8 of my testimony, I have detailed some
other examples of forms of discrimination that women commonly
suffer, that do not entail much in the way of lost wages. For exam-
ple, if you're forced off the job, while pregnant, for a few months,
you lose a little bit of pay; not a whole lot. It's not an enormous
back-pay remedy.

Similarly, if you lose some of your medical benefits, or your tem-
porary disability benefits, while you are pregnant, because of preg-
nancy, the same thing. Or if you are denied a promotion to a job
where you get valuable experience, but there is not much pay dif-
ferential between the two jobs, again you are not going to lose
much in the way of back wages. So, to give the employer a finan-
cial incentive to settle, I think punitive damages are important.

Under the heading of justice, the combined effect of Title VII
and Section 1981-assuming Patterson is overturned by this body-
is to-give most Title VII victims of employment discrimination ef-
fective recourse to damages. That is the situation we have today.
The only large group of Title VII victims left without this remedy
is women. Simple justice dictates that this anomalous situation be
ended by adding full compensatory and punitive damages to Title
VII's set of remedies for intentional discrimination.

Finally, I'd like to speak to the need to send a clear message to
employers. Women workers have long struggled against the idea
that sex discrimination is somehow not as reprehensible or as ille-
gal as other forms of discrimination. When Title VII was first en-
acted, there were jokes in the popular press about whether men
could be Playboy bunnies. And the clear implication was that the
law's sex discrimination coverage was not to be taken seriously.
Employers got the message.

Instead of eliminating the host of explicit rules differentiating
between men and women workers, they chose to defend them in
court. The most egregious intentional discrimination-that set
down in official, written, admitted, employer policies-was viewed
as permissible if the victims were women workers. Thus, for years,
women were forced to litigate what seemed like the most clear-cut
cases, frequently all the way to the Supreme Court.

Cases that reached the Court included: a ban on hiring mothers,
but not fathers, of preschool age children; a ban on hiring all
women as prison guards; a policy of forcing pregnant women off
the job; the exclusion of pregnant women from employer fringe
benefit plans; paying women less than men for performing the
same job; charging women higher premiums or paying them lower
benefits for employment retirement plans, singling women out for
repeated sexual attack on the job; and the currently pending case
of refusing to hire all women because they might become pregnant.

If Congress considers and then rejects the addition of full dam-
ages- to Title VII for intentional discrimination, it will be sending
the wrong message to employers. Capping damages would also be
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sending the wrong. message, for the reality would remain that dam-
ages would be capped only for women. Under 1981, blacks and
other minority groups would continue to have the availability of
punitive and compensatory damages.

Consequently, the message in either case would be that Congress
believes discrimination against women workers to be less serious
than other forms of discrimination. The history of employer resist-
ance to equal treatment for women workers shows that they would
be delighted to receive that message and to act on it.

I'd like to turn now to the arguments that have been raised by
the defendants' bar against the inclusion of the damage remedy.
And they are arguments that I think do not withstand scrutiny.
One claim is that damages would undermine the conciliation
system that all Title VII clain'ants must use, and would make the
system more adversarial.

Again, there is no evidence to support this claim with regard to
the majority of employment discrimination victims who have had
access to both Title VII and Section 1981 remedies for over 15
years. We simply haven't seen this undermining of the conciliation
process for minority workers, that people are worried about. And
I'd also like to say it's a rather romantic view of the conciliation
process.

The last 25 years demonstrate that the administrative concilia-
tion often leaves many victims without redress. The EEOC is terri-
bly overburdened. Conciliation rates now hover about 11 or 12 per-
cent of cases filed. Delays are endemic. Ninety percent of all claims
are not resolved by the administrative process.

Just to give you a little personal example, from my law students'
experience, the EEOC found no cause in one of the cases they filed
with the EEOC. They then took it to court, did full discovery, and
settled on the eve of trial for $28,000 in back wages for a case in
which the EEOC found no cause.

And as I said before, in terms of the damages remedy, I think it
may actually enhance conciliation. Certainly that was the theory
that the Supreme Court put forth in the Albemarle decision. And
it's been borne out by experience under the Fair Housing amend-
ments of 1988, which introduced the full damages remedy for cases
of housing discrimination. And I believe the settlements have in-
creased after the addition of the damages remedy.

Another defense bar claim is that the damages remedy will
become an engine of litigation. Again, I don't see a shred of evi-
dence that in Federal courts they are collapsing under the weight
of combined Title VII-Section 1981 claims filed by minority plain-
tiffs.

The available evidence strongly suggests that litigation rates will
not soar, and that awards will be modest and appropriate in scope.
And in that regard, I am attaching a study done by the Washing-
ton, DC law firm of Shea & Gardner, at the request of the National
Women's Law Center. And it reviews cases under Section 1981
from 1980 through the beginning of 1991.

I won't run through all their findings, but at the bottom of page
9, top of page 10, they find that in only 69 cases-this is over a ten-
year period-that is about 11 percent of the total-did plaintiffs re-
ceive compensatory and/or punitive damages in Section 1981 cases.
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That amounted to less than seven damage awards nationwide per
year. And of those awards, only three were over $200,000.

The bottom line is thus hardly something which should engender
fear in employers who do not intentionally discriminate against
their employees.

Finally, lawyers for defendants rely on the California wrongful
discharge case experience to suggest that Title VII damages will be
astronomical and will undermine the enforcement of the statute.
But the California experience, in my view, is quite irrelevant to
Title VII. It is based on a set of laws entirely distinct in both pur-
pose and scope from Title VII.

We do not have to turn to California's experience with another
kind of lawsuit to determine how women workers would fear in
seeking damages for employment discrimination," for we have the
Shea & Gardner study of how minority workers have feared in ex-
actly the same kind of lawsuit women would use, and in exactly
the same court system.

Moreover, as Professor Eisenberg testified before this committee
last year, 89 percent of the California wrongful discharge plaintiffs
are white and 68 percent are male. The litigation experience of
white males in California is not likely to be predictive of the litiga-
tion experience of female workers in another kind of lawsuit in a
different court system.

In sum, the California experience with wrongful discharge cases
benefitting white males, is simply irrelevant to the question before
this committee of whether Title VII should include comprehensive
and effective damages remedies so that women workers can gain
the same damages remedies minority workers now have.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Professor Susan Deller Ross follows:]
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IN SUPPORT OF H.R. 1, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991
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I would like to thank the Committee for inviting me here to

address the issue of the damages remedy for intentional

employment discrimination, proposed in Section 8 of H.R. 1, the

Civil Rights Act of 1991. My background is that of one who has

both litigated employment discrimination cases on behalf of women

workers, and has also taught and written about the field, for

over 20 years. My litigation background includes the prosecution

of major class-action lawsuits while employed by the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission, the Civil Rights Division of

the Justice Department, and the American Civil Liberties Union.

At the ACLU, I also served as Co-Chair of the Campaign to End

Discrimination Against Pregnant Workers, the coalition of civil

rights and labor organizations that worked for passage of the

Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978.

My academic background includes several publications ad-

dressing employment discrimination issues, including a law school

casebook, Sex Discrimination and the Law: Causes and Remedies

(with Barbara Babcock, Ann Freedman, and Eleanor Holmes Norton),

another book entitled The Rights of Women, and several articles.

I have also taught employment discrimination law in a number of

law school courses, including a clinical course at Georgetown in

which I have supervised other attorneys and students in the

litigation of employment discrimination lawsuits on behalf of

individu-l women workers.
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The reasons why the Civil Rights Act of 1991 must provide

for complete damages for intentional discrimination in Title VII

suits can be briefly summarized. They include: compensation;

deterrence; justice; and the need to send an unequivocal message

to the employers of this country that Congress considers discrim-

ination against women workers to be just as reprehensible and

just as illegal as any other forms of discrimination.

1. Compensation

The provision of "make-whole" relief to the victims of

employment discrimination has been viewed as one of the two

central purposes of Title VII since the Supreme Court's 1975

decision in Albemarle Paper Co. v.-Moody, 422 U.S. 405. Another

1975 decision, Johnson v. Railway Express, 421 U.S. 454, ,ade

compensatory (and punitive) damages available to victims of

racial discrimination in employment under 42 U.S.C. §1981, and a

subsequent decision clarified that victims of discrimination

based on ancestry or ethnicity had the same remedies. Saint

Francis Collece v, Al-Khazraii, 481 U.S. 604 (1987).

But make-whole relief fails in its central purpose if

victims are not compensated for all forms of loss that they

suffer. Prior to Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 109 S. Ct.

2304 (1989), women workers were the only large group of discrimi-

nation victims who could not recover for some of the losses they

suffered as a result of discrimination: those caused, for

example, by medical bills, by emotional pain and suffering, by

humiliation. Without adding a complete compensatory damages

2
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remedy to Title VII, women workers will continue to suffer these

harms even if Patterson is overturned by this Congress.

Make-whole relief is indeed the correct response to the

endemic discrimination women workers face, discrimination that

leaves them still -- more than 25 years after enactment of the

original Civil Rights Act -- earning only 68 cents for every

dollar earned by a man. As the Supreme Court stated in

justifying the make-whole concept:

"[t]he general rule is, that when a wrong has been done, and
the law gives a remedy, the compensation shall be equal to
the injury. The latter is the standard by which the former
is to be measured. The injured party is to be placed, as
near as may be, in the situation he would have occupied if
the wrong had not been committed." [Citation omitted,
emphasis added.] Albemarle, 422 U.S. at 418-419.

Without a provision in Title VII for complete compensatory

damages for intentional discrimination, the compensation for

women workers is not equal to the injury. It should be.

2. Deterrence

Making victims whole for the discrimination they have

suffered is not the only purpose of damages. Punitive damages

are equally needed to punish employers who engage in egregious

discrimination. And a few well-publicized cases of punitive

damage awards should do much to motivate employers to scrutinize

their employment practices closely, and to supervise their

personnel effectively enough to prevent intentional discrimina-

tion. Thus, punishment should result in deterring many other

employers from engaging in discrimination.

3



Like the make-whole theory of relief, deterrence has long

been accepted as a major goal of Title VII. Indeed, in

Albemarle, the Court spoke of the importance of deterrence in

discussing the back-pay remedy:

If employers faced only the prospect of an injunctive order,
they would have little incentive to shun practices of
dubious legality. It is the reasonably certain prospect of
a backpay award that providesf] the spur or catalyst which
causes employers and unions to self-examine and to self-
evaluate their employment practices and to endeavor to
eliminate, so far as possible, the last vestiges of an
unfortunate and ignominious page in this country's history."
(Citation omitted.) 422 U.S. at 417-418.

The theory holds equally for the punitive damages remedy.

Moreover, since many of the forms of discrimination women face

entail little or no loss of wages (e., the repeated sexual

assaults endured by Michelle Vinson while she stayed on the job,

Meritor Savings Bank. FSB v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986)), women

often can seek only injunctive relief under Title VII as it is

now written. This is precisely the situation which the Court

defined as giving employers "little incentive to shun practices

of dubious legality." Punitive damages are doubly important in

these situations to give employers the needed incentive.

3. Justice

rhe combined effect of Title VII and Section 1981 (assuming

Patterson is overturned by Congress) is to give most Title VII

victims of employment discrimination effective recourse to

damages. The only large group of Title VII victims left without

4
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this remedy is women.' Simple justice dictates that this

anomalous situation be ended, by adding full compensatory and

punitive damages to Title VII's set of remedies for intentional

discrimination. This will change most Title VII lawsuits not at

all, since African-American and other minority victims of

discrimination can already combine Title VII and Section 1981

claims in one lawsuit. It will simply enable women workers to

gain what other workers have already won.

4. Sending a Clear Message to Employers

Finally, the addition of compensatory and punitive damages

is needed in order to send employers a clear message. Women

workers have long struggled against the idea that sex

discrimination is somehow not as reprehensible or as illegal as

other forms of discrimination. When Title VII was first enacted,

there were jokes in the popular press about whether men could be

Playboy Bunnies; the clear implication was that the law's sex

discrimination coverage was not to be taken seriously. Employers

got the message. Instead of eliminating the host of explicit

rules differentiating between men and women workers, they chose

to defend them in court. The most egregious intentional

discrimination -- that set down in official, written, admitted,

employer policies -- was viewed as permissible, if the victims

were women workers. Thus for years, women were forced to

litigate what seemed like the most clearcut cases, frequently all

'Those who have suffered discrimination based on their
religion are also in this position. These cases constitute a tiny
minority of all Title VII cases, however.

5
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the way to the Supreme Court. Cases that reached the Court

included: a ban on hiring mothers, but not fathers, of preschool-

age children (Phillips v. Martin Marietta Corp., 400 U.S. 542

(1971)); a ban on hiring all women as prison guards (Dothard v.

Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321 (1977)); a policy of forcing pregnant

women off the job (Cleveland Board of Education v. LaFleur, 414

U.S. 632 (1974)); the exclusion of pregnant women from employer

fringe benefits plans (General Electric Co. v. Gilbert, 429 U.S.

125 (1976) and Nashville Gas Co. v. Satty, 434 U.S. 136 (1978));

paying women less than men for performing the same job (Corning

Glass Works v. Brennan, 417 U.S. 188 (1974)); charging women

higher premiums or paying them lower benefits for employment

retirement plans (Los Angeles Department of Water and Power v,

Manhart, 435 U.S. 702 (1978), and Arizona Governing Committee v.

NQrris, 463 U.S. 1073 (1983)); singling women out for repeated

sexual attack on the job (Merntor Savings Bank. FSB v. Vinson,

477 U.S. 57 (1986)); and (currently pending) refusing to hire all

women because they might become pregnant (gAW v. Johnson

Controls. Inc., 886 F. 2d 871 (7th Cir. 1989), cert. granted,

110 S.Ct. 1522 (1990) (No. 89-1215).

If Congress considers and then rejects the addition of full

damages to Title VII for intentional discrimination, it will be

sending the wrong message to employers. Capping damages would

also send the wrong message, for the reality would remain that

damages would be capped only for women. Consequently, the

message in either case would be that Congress believes

6
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discrimination against women workers to be less serious than

other forms of discrimination. The history of employer

resistance to equal treatment for women workers shows they would

be delightea to receive that message, and to act on it.

The right message is that Congress will not tolerate

discrimination against women workers any more than it tolerates

other forms of discrimination. Adding full compensatory and

punitive damages to Title VII's remedies for intentional

discrimination would send that message loud and clear.

Arguments raised by the defendants' bar against the

inclusion of a damages remedy do not withstand scrutiny. One

claim is that damages would undermine the conciliation system

that all Title VII claimants must use, and would make the system

more adversarial. Yet there is no evidence to support this claim

with regard to the majority of employment discrimination victims

who have had access to both Title VII and Section 1981 remedies

for over 15 years.

This is also a rather romantic view of the conciliation

process. The over twenty-five years of experience we have had

with Title VII amply demonstrates that its emphasis on

administrative conciliation leaves many bona fide discrimination

victims without redress. The EEOC is enormously overburdened and

is unable properly and timely to investigate and administratively

resolve a high percentage of claims. Indeed, conciliation rates

hover at about eleven or twelve percent of cases filed and delays

are endemic. Virtually ninety percent of all claims are not

7
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resolved by the administrative process, a large proportion of

which are plainly meritorious. 2 In short, painting an unduly

rosy picture of a conciliation system which has such a low

success rate offers no convincing reason to deny women damages.

Moreover, the inclusion of a damages remedy may actually

enhance conciliation. Under current law, employers often have

little potential backpay liability3 and thus little incentive to

settle cases. If their financial liability is increased, their

incentive to settle ray also increase, as the Supreme Court

pointed out so convincingly in Albemarle. Early experience

under the Fair Housing Amendments of 1988, which introduced a

full damages remedy for cases of housing discrimination, supports

this view, as it shows that settlements in the administrative

proceedings increased after the addition of the damages remedy.

Another defense bar claim is that a damages remedy will

become an "engine of litigation." Again, no one points to a

21f I may offer just one example from the experience of my la:
students. The EEOC found "no cause" in the case of a woran
counselor who was laid off by a school board for lack of federal
funds, and then not considered for another opening due to a policy
of seeking a male counselor to work with male students. After full
discovery in federal court, however, the board settled the case on
the eve of trial with an offer of full back pay of $28,000 to the
counselor, plus attorneys' fees.

31n addition to the type of sexual harassment case where the
woman has not lost her job (hostile environment sexual harassment),
other typical cases might include being forced off the job for a
few months of pregnancy, losing some or all of one's medical
insurance or temporary disability benefits because of a restriction
on pregnancy coverage, or being denied a promotion from one job to
another where the pay difference was very little but the job
experience was crucial. In all of these cases, the monetary cost
for any individual woman would be insignificant for the employer.

8
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shred of evidence that the federal courts are collapsing under

the weight of combined Title VII-Section 1981 claims filed by

minority plaintiffs. Indeed, the available evidence strongly

suggests that litigation rates will not soar and that awards will

be modest and appropriate in scope. In this regard, I am relying

principally on the study done by the Washington, D.C. law firm of

Shea & Gardner at the request of the National Women's Law Center,

which I have attached to my testimony. That study reviews every

reported case decided under Section 1981 from 1980 through the

beginning of 1991. The Shea & Gardner findings include the

following:

1. There were only 594 reported cases nationwide, during

this period.

2. Plaintiffs lost over half (325 or 54.7%) of these cases.

3. The resolution of another quarter of the cases (24.9%)

cannot be determined.

4. Plaintiffs succeeded in proving intentional

discrimination in the remaining 121 cases (20.3% of the total).

5. But even here, in nearly half of the plaintiff victories

(52 cases or 8.7% of the total), plaintiffs received only the

equitable remedies which would have been available under the

current Title VII remedial scheme.

6. Only in 69 cases (11.6% of the total) did plaintiffs

receive compensatory and/or punitive damages. This amounts to

less than 7 damages awards, nationwide, per year.

9
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7. Of those awards, only three are over $200,000. One of

those three is currently on appeal in the Fourth Circuit Court of

Appeals.

The bottom line is thus hardly something which should

engender fear in employers who do not intentionally discriminate

against their employees. The study also undermines the argument

that the availability of damages for women workers will create a

"lawyer's bonanza," enticing attorneys into this field in the

hope of winning large contingent fees. Obviously, there is no

fee if the attorney does not win the case, and the Shea & Gardner

study shows us that plaintiffs lose more than half the cases.

Indeed, damages are awarded in only 11.6% of the cases overall.

Aside from these extremely unfavorable odds, the sizes of the

awards are far too small to support contingent fees larger than

those that would be available under the current Title VII fee-

setting provisions. It thus seems highly unlikely that the

damages remedy for women workers will attract hordes of new

lawyers. Rather, it seems likely that victims will continue to

encounter the enormous problems they currently face in finding

counsel to take their claims to court.

Finally, lawyers for defendants rely on the California

wrongful discharge case experience to suggest that Title VII

damages will be astronomical and will undermine the enforcement

of the statute. But the California experience is quite

irrelevant to Title VII. It is based on a set of laws entirely

distinct in both purpose and scope from Title VII. We do not

10
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have to turn to California's experience with another kind of

lawsuit to determine how women workers would fare in seeking

damages for employment discrimination. For we have Shea &

Gardner's study o- how minority workers have fared in exactly the

same kind of lawsuit women would use, and in exactly the same

court system. Moreover, as Prof. Eisenberg testified before this

Committee last year, 89.3% of the California wrongful discharge

plaintiffs are white, and 68.6% are male. The litigation

experience of white males in California is not likely to be

predictive of the litigation experience of female workers in

another kind of lawsuit and a different court system. In sum,

the California experience with wrongful discharge cases

benefitting white males is simply irrelevant to the question

before this Committee of whether Title VII should include

comprehensive and effective damages remedies, so that women

workers can gain the same damages remedies minority workers now

have.

11
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INTRODUCTION

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to

2000e-17 (1988), prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race, color.

religion, sex or national origin. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a). Employees who succeed

on a Title VII claim are entitled to equitable relief including back and front

pay, reinstatement, instatement, injunctive relief and attorney fees. 42 U.S.C.

§ 2000e-5(g) and (k). Successful Title VII employees cannot, however, receive

compensation for consequential damages for injuries resulting from :he

discrimination, such a; medical expenses, nor are they entitled to punitive

damages.

Employees also are protected from intentional employment

discrimination on the basis of race under 42 U.S.C. § 1981 (1988). In addition

to equitable relief, Soction 1981 awards compensatory and punitive damages.

Thus, if an employee sues; under both Title VII and Section 1981, compensatory and

punitive damages would be available. Because, however, Section 1981 does 2ot

prohibit employment discrimination on all of the bases protected under Title VII.

such as sex, even where an employer intentionally engages in unlawful sex

discrimination, an employee is not entitled to compensatory or punitive damages

In 1990, Congress considered, but ultimately did not pasi.

legislation entitled "The Civil Rights Act of 1990," S 2140/H.R.4000, i01:

Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) (the 1990 Act). The purpose of the 1990 Act was to "amend

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil rights laws that ban

discriminating in employment ... " Preamble to the 1990 Act. In Title VII cases

involving intentional discrimination, Section 8 of the 1990 Act states that

compensatory damages may be awarded and. if an employer engages in an "unlawful

employment practice with malice, or with reckless or callous indifference to The

federally protected rights of others, punitive damages may be awarded "
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Legislation, including a damages provision similar to that in the original

version of the 1990 Act, has been introduced in Congress in 1991. See H.R. I,

102nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1991) (hereinafter "the 1991 Act").

The 1990 and 1991 Civil Rights Acts provide that remedies available

to Title VII plaintiffs are equivalent to the remedies which are available to

employees who sue under Section 1981. When looking at liability, courts already

have held that, whenhn 42 U.S.C. §1981 and Title VII are alleged as parallel

bases of relief, the same elements of proof are required for both actions.,

Flanagan v. Aaron E. Henry Community Health Services Center, 876 F.2d 1231, 1233-

34 (5th Cir. 1989). Thus, since the standard for proving intentional

discrimination would be the same for Section 1981 and Title VII, by examining

damages which have been awarded in Section 1981 employment discrimination cases,

it is possible to forecast the types of awards which would be rendered if

Congress passes the 1991 Act.

We have reviewed Section 1981 employment discrimination claims

reported since January 1, 1980 in West's Federal Reporter and Federal Supplement.

BNA's Fair Employment Practice Cases, or in CCH's Employment Practices Decisions

In short, using the Section 1981 experience as a guide our research shows that.

if Congress passes the 1991 Act:

(1) Most plaintiffs' claims for damages will fail for procedural
or substantive reasons;

(2) Of those plaintiffs who do prevail, many will receive only
equitable relief, which currently is available under Title
VII;

(3) When a plaintiff does receive compensatory or punitive
damages, the award will probably be moderate;

(4) If an employer engages in outrageous intentional
discrimination, in a few cases the plaintiff may receive a
more substantial compensatory or punitive damages award; and
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(5) If either a jury or court awards excessive compensatory or
punitive damages, the award may well be reduced or reversed on
appeal.

DISCUS51ON

Our research included a total of 594 reported cases decided between

1980 and 1990.11 Of these cases, 148 apparently settled after the reported

decisions, or were reversed or remanded, and no further information was

available. In 325 cases, the claims either were dismissed before trial or a

court or jury ruled that the plaintiff was not entitled to relief under Section

1981.

In the 121 remaining cases, the plaintiff proved that the employer

intentionally engaged in unlawful racial discrimination. In 52 of these cases,

however, plaintiffs did not receive any compensatory relief or punitive damages.

Rather, the plaintiff received only back pay, front pay or other equitable

remedies comparable to those currently available under Title VII. See Appendi-

B for a list of these cases. In many of these cases, compensatory or punitive

damages were not awarded because the court specifically concluded that the

remedies afforded under Title VII were sufficient to make the plaintiff whole for

the damage suffered. See j asdof v. Board of Commissioners for the East

Jefferson Levee District, 857 F.2d 1047, 1054 (5th Cir. 1988). Thus, because it

is. likely that Title VII plaintiffs will have experiences similar to Section 1981

plaintiffs, even if the 1991 Act is passed, our research demonstrates that, in

a substantial number of cases, courts will continue to award only equitable

relief.

j/ Because we limited our research to reported decisions, this study does not
discuss cases that settled without any reported decision.

40-62C 0-91---12
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From 1980 to the present, our research found that plaintiffs were

awarded compensatory or punitive damages in 69 cases involving 92 claims.1' Of

the 66 claims where it is possible to determine the exact amount of the award.11

42 of the combined compensatory and punitive damages awards were $50,000.00 or

less. See Appendix A. In fact, in four cases, plaintiffs received nominal

awards of less than $500.00.

Of the cases we reviewed, a plaintiff was ultimately awarded in

excess of $200,000.00 in compensatory and/or punitive damages in only three

cases. In Rowlett v. Anheuser-Busch. Inc., 832 F.2d 194 (lst Cir. 1987), the

Court of Appeals affirmed the $123,000.00 compensatory damages award noting that

the defendant had discriminated against the plaintiff for over ten years, then

terminated the plaintiff for "disloyalty" after he filed a discrimination claim

with the New Hampshire Commission of Human Rights. 832 F.2d at 197. While the

court felt that the punitive damages award needed to be substantial because of

Anheuser-Busch's size, it reduced the punitive damage award to $300,000.00 from

$3 million. Similarly, the plaintiff in Mitchel v. Ki, 752 F.2d 385 (9th

Cir. 1985). received $500,000.00 punitive damages award against General Motors

Corporation (GM). The plaintiff, the first Equal Employment Opportuni:,

Coordinator at one of GM's California plants, was fired solely because of his

efforts to protect the rights of minority employees. Finally, in Holland v.

First Virginia Banks. Inc., 741 F. Supp. 722 (E.D. Va. 1990), a Jury awarded the

plaintiff $20,000 in compensatory damages and $500,000 in punitive damages

j/ Some of the cases had more than one plaintiff.

I/ Because some of the awards combined back pay and compensatory damages and
because many of the trials were bifurcated or the damages was calculated
later, we were unable to ascertain the amount of damages awarded in all cases.
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against the First Virginia Bank and $1,000 against the individual defendant in

a hostile work environment case where the plaintiff was fired after he filed a

complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Our research found five cases over the past ten years where judges

or juries awarded substantial compensatory or punitive damages that were la-er

found to be unwarranted. See Appendix C for a list of these cases. On appeal,

these awards were either reduced or the entire case was reversed because of the

amount of the award. For example, in Vance v. ogythern Bell Tel. and Tel. Co.,

863 F.2d 1503 (11th Cir. 1989), the Court of Appeals affirmed the distric:

court's determination that all of the damages awarded by the jury were excessive

and that the defendant was entitled to a new trial. While the Court of Appeals

affirmed the compensatory damages award in Stephens v. South Atlantic Carner,

Inc., 848 F.2d 484 (4th Cir. 1988), it held that the evidence did not rupport -,he

punitive damages award. See also RamseX v. American Air Filter Co., 772 F 2J

1303 (7th Cir. 1985); R v. Fisher Body Division, 739 F.2d 1102 (6th Cir

1984); Rowlett v. Anheuser-Busch Inc., 832 F.2d 194 (1st Cir. 1987). rhese cases

indicate that if a jury or a court awards excessive compensatory or puniti.'e

damages, the award can be corrected by a trial or appeals court.i'

CONCLUSION

Our research demonstrates that, since 1980, victims of intentional

employment discrimination have not received excessive damage awards under

4/ In Mciight v. General Motors Corporation, 705 F. Supp. 464 (E.D. Wis.
1989), the plaintiff was originally awarded $500,000.00 in punitive damages
because the defendant fired him after he filed valid racial discrimination
complaints. On appeal, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals set aside that
award on the ground that the Section 1981 claim did not survive the Supreme
Court's decision in atterson v. McLean Credit Union, 109 S. Ct. 2363 (1989)
cniaht v. General Motors Corporation, 908 F.2d 104 (1990).
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42 U.S.C. § 1981. Since courts use the same standards to examine intentional

discrimination claims under Section 1981 and Title VII, we believe that the types

of relief afforded in Section 1981 claims accurately reflect relief that would

be awarded under the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Using the Section 1981 experience

as a guide, our research shows that, if Congress passes the 1991 Act, most

plaintiffs will receive neither compensatory nor punitive damages. Even if an

employee proves that the employer engaged in intentional discrimination, unless

an employer has engaged in outrageous, intentional conduct, compensatory and

punitive damages awards will be moderate. Finally, if a judge or jury awards

"excessive" damages, the award will be modified by another court.

Wendy S. White

Daniel W. Shelton
A. Mechele Dickerson

Shea & Gardner
1800 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
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Sec"lao 1961 Cases In Which
Comensatory andloc Punitive

Danaes Were Awarded: 1
9

O-Preaent
Total - 68

Back Pay

Date Case
-Decded

7/20190

4116190

Hol .nd FLrst Virginia
I!nk.,..LDl., 744 7. Supp.
.722 (E.D. Va. 1990)

Nickv. rsmM Group. Inc
902 F.2d 630 (8th CLr.
1990)

Jackson v. City of
ilbuqu-Qu 890 F.2d 225
(10th Clr. 1989)

10 v.tt Fonkst
Wisconsin Southeast, 717 F,
Supp. 649 (E.D. lLs 1989)

F11ana1an V. Agron 9 Henry
Osnity, Health Services

Cent.er 876 F.2d 1231 (5th
Cir. 1989)

v. Kroaer Co 51
FEP Cases 195 (S.D. Ga
1989)

Johnson y Philadelphia
Electric Co.. 709 F. Supp.
98 (S.D. Pa. 1989)

Jackson v. Pool Hortage
C£2 nT. 868 F.2d 1178
(10th Cir- 1989)

Hoppor v f clw i a, o r

M.rsina Hme. 867 F 2d 291
(6th Citr 1989)

Front Pay

S50.000 00

Amount not
reported

Coe,nsa.ory

520.000 O0

510.000 00

S70.oo0 D0

50.000 00

S50.ouo 00

$;.200 00

S10.000 00

S24.421 
00

Punitive

S501.000 00

$6G.000 00
560.000 00(district court
reduced Jury
sward of
5100.000 00 as
excessive)

520.000 O0

Additional

$1 (nominal
damages);
$18.562.50
(Attorneys" fees).
52.189 00 (costs)

Reinstatement

$100 UU

Amount not
reported

520.936 92
(plus
preJudgment
Interest)

$1.731 00

Amount not
reported

549,725 00

11/21/89

7/14/89

7113/89

615/89

3/16189

2128189

2/2189

S70,000 00
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Date Case

D ©ld*4

9130189

11125188

Back Pay

510.748 05

Front Pay

Yes or
reLnst atment

51.00

Compensatory

S100.000 00

575.000 00

Carter V. Sedgwick County.
Kae*u. 705 F. Supp. 1474
(D. Ken. 1960)

Ftabto v, CEysler plastic
Pf.*I2tMS.SDl., 663 F.2d 47
(table) (6th Cit. 1968)

(Srobia zi)

Edwards V. Jewish Hospital
Of St. Louis. 855 F.2d 1345
(6th Cit. 1988)

Cowan v. Prudential
Insurance Co of America
852 F.2d 688 (2d Cit. 1%18)

Hernatev Hill Countr,/
Telephone Cooperative,
Inc.. 049 F.2d 139 (5th
Cit. 1908)

E-v. Yellow Freight
$7tem. Inc., 845 F 2d 123
(6th Cit. 1988)

Zakvama . Ht Sinai

Medical Center, 842 F 2d
291 (11th Cir. 1988)

Wade v. Orange County

Sheriff'. Office, 844 F.2d
951 (2d Cit. 1988)

seeder-Baker v Lincoln
national Cororation. 834
F.2d 1373 (7th Cit. 1987)

Vowiect v. Anheuser-Buscti
Inc.. 832 F.2d 194 (Ist
CIt 1987)

Pun II lye

SI0.000 00

$55.00O 00

$25,000 00

Addittonal

Reversed to
resolve Issue ul
reinstat cement

$, o00 U

.5, 000 uO

52.100 00

$25.665 49

5176.000 00

526.760 00

$10.Ooo O

$h5.o0u 06

$10.uoo UU

$111.oo 00

1123,000 
0,

$5.000 00

$50.000 
00

"Out-of-pocket
loss' $2.000 00

Prejuds-ant
interest -
$! 043.76

$25,000 00

$300,000 
D0

(First Cticuit

reduced jury

award ot $3
milon ds em-
(essivr)

$i 00

912186

7122188

617184

4125188

4/12188

4111188

121167

9130187
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Date Case

DoiL4

arc~ v. freedman baking
91.. 810 F.2d 6 (1st Cir
1987)
(three pilaiffj fsj

back Pay
Front Pay ComPensatory

91111S7

8124187

P"M of C&OW

21.LLfl .V- 1±L10a, 830
F.2d 692 (7th Cit. 1997)

chrd v. w Yor city
]oord of Edcatin, 666 F.
Supp. 259 (S.D.N.Y. 1987),
S/ vo2t opinion. 842
F.2d 1289 (2d Cit. 198)

Harsh v. Plital EQuipment
Corp . 675 F. Supp. 1186
(D Arig 1987)

Wya.tt ' SQcuttY Inn Food
& evera&e Inc , 819 F 2d
69 (4th Cit 1987)
(three plaintiffs)

Williamson v HAndy buttonn
Machine Co . 617 F.2d 1290
(7th Cit. 1987)

Johnson v Armored
Transport of California
Inc , 813 F 2d 1041 (9th
Cit 1987)

$34.642 45
(plus
preJudgment
interest)

$1 UUI I oo

S1 00
S1 00

$20U000 00

$6 000 00

$130.000 00
(May include
future
earnings)

$22,000 00
S 4,000 00

$ 1.000,00

Punit ive Add it Iona

Promotion to tie,
available posrli
of commensurate

responsibility -

pay

$50,000 O

$15.000 00
$15.U00 00
$15.000 00

$100.oo0 00

$150.000.00
(plaintiff
agreed to re-
duce jury awarj
from
$250.000 00

rather titan
face a newtrial)

$53.000 00
$54.000 00
$5'.000 00

11110186 Walters v City of Atlanta,
803 F 2d 1135 (l1th Cit
1986)

Si ~ ~ ~5.itJ UUU UtS/tt (i i.atement

Remanded to acertain
the amount

$15.000 00Not reported

9113/87

5I201i

514187

412167

1126187

W4
CA

I t) OOO OO



Date Case

7130156

611616

619186 Wilmitnton v J I Case
Co., 793 F.2d 909 (Mt4 Cir
1986)

Back Pay

Amount not

reported

$17,615 34

Front Pay

(To be paid
If immediate
reinstate-
ment impos-
sible)

Comi-eos at ory

$25.000 O0

'unit lv

$25.0ou O0

$5.000 00

Jury awarded
S00,000 00 in
actuaL

damages" to
Include back

pay, future

earnings 
and

emotional
distress

$40,000 00

Addit ional

Reinstatement.
$3.226 19
(prejudgment

Interest)

Future earnings

Yarbrough v. Tower
Oldsmobil. Inc., 789 F.2d
SOR (7th CIt. 1986)

Stallworth v. Shuler, 777
F.2d 1431 (11th Cir. 1985)

Anderson v. Group
Hospitalization, Inc . 621
F. Supp 943 (D.D.C. 1985),
aff'd in rlevant part. 820
F.2d 465 (D.C. Cir 1987)

Moffett v. Gene B Click
Co.,. 621 F. Supp. 244 (H 0
int. 1985)

$29,500 00

(May include back
pay)

$100,000 0

$7,500 00

$1.000 00

$1000o0 00

includess back pay)

$10.895.00 $66.640 00 $15,000 00

Reinstatement,

injunction against

further
discriminate,. ,

Corporate
defendant entitled
to $50.000 00
credit which
represents

settlement auss.,.

with Individua l

de fen-da&1t S.

t1215 24

(isiterelt)

Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers
Cor.. 797 F.24 1417 (7th
Cir. 1986)

2yd v. SI Allied Paper
4 42 FEP Cases 1643

(N.D. Ind. 1966)

4123186

12111185

10123145

10121185



Date Case
Decided

9117/85

Back Pay

Amount not

reported

$37.486 00

Front Pay

Compensatory

$50.000 0u

Name of Case

F02ter V. I

TelecoemWiicat tons Cory
773 F.2d 1116 (10th Cir.
1985)

Ramsey V. American Air
Filer Co.. Inc., 772 F 2d
1303 (7th CLr 1985)

Rosemond v Cooper

Industrial Products, 612 F

Supp 1105 N D Ind 1985)

S .5s0 02

617/85 Erebia v Chrysler Plastic
Products Corp 772 F 2d

1250 (6th Cir 1985)
(Erebia I)

616185 Alston v Blue Cross, 37
PEP Cases 1792 (E.D N Y
1985)

GCrubb v .A Foote

Memorial Hosp , Inc , ?5v
F 2d 546 (6th Citr 1985)

Easley v Anheuser-Busch
Inc. 758 F 2d 251 (8th
Cir 1985)

[three plaintiffs

Hitchell v Keith. 752 F 2d
385 (9th Cir 1985)

Ealyv Nottiets
Co. 547I F Supp 954 (E 1)
P. 1984,

N otiiAl 1510.000 00)
Nwnd V..a .0 )

S17.422.00
(includes

prejudgment
interest)

$!0689 60

536.658 00

( Includes

prejudgment

ilt crest )

Aeuont not

reported

At.,t;Lt gnot

reported

IJU000 O

'2 70

$0.0Go o

625 000 00

$30,000 00

-W

$1,560 00 t Ot Ot

pocket expenses).
S19.758 59

(Interest).
Reinstatemit

550u 00

S20 U0 00 s$ou.lO0o 00

$35.000 0U

(Seventh Circuit

ted.ced aw. d from

$75.000 00)

8/30185

719/85

Pull~ It Ilve Additional

S20,000 00

(Seventh Cir-
cult reduced
award from

$150.000)

Employment rec,

expunged

3122185

1/21/85

.1014/84

4/16/85



lack Pay

9127164

7113184

Front Pay

Compensate

$ 0.000 0

(Sixth Circuit

vacated S300,000 00
award as excessive)

Abasiekong v. City of
S.leby. 744 F.2d 1055 (4th
CL. 1984)

Rodgeys v. FIsher Body
Q_.,.. 739 F.2d 1102 (6th
Cir. 1984)

PooLaw v City of Anadarko,
Oki , 738 F.2d 364 (10th
Clr. 1984)

EEOC v. Cadd_.. 733 F 2d
1373 (10th Cir. 1984)

Dickerson v. City Bank &
Trust Co.. 46 FEP Cases
(1313 (D. Kan 1984)

EEOC v. Inland Macine
Industries. 729 F.2d 1229
(9th Cir. 1984)

Muldrew v. Anheuser-Buscf,
nc , 728 F.2d 989 (Sth

Cir. 1984)

Carter v. Iauncan-Hulgins,
Ltd.. 727 F.2d 1225 (D.C.
Cit. 1984)

Gates v. ITT Continental
Baking Co.. 581 F Supp.
204 (N.D. Ohio 1984)

$268 85 $500 00

$72.355.20 $52,b4 S0

6127184

5I2184

4118164

415184

2121184

2117184

119194
$51.877.00

Date Case
-Dcilded

$18,225 00
(This amount
includes back pk L
punitive damages)

52,145 00 (may
include bakk pay)

Punitive Add it LonaI

SIU.000 00
(This amount

includes back pay)

$35,000 00

(Sixth Circuit
vacated

5100.000 U1

award as
excessive)

Actual damage
$10.000 00
(This amount n,
include back r

510,000 00

keinstateent.

fringe benefits

0 -
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Date Case
Dlam* of Cese back Pay Front Pay C 5arrts y ory PullItIve AddlIt IosaI

10128183 Poindextoc v. Kansa# City. Amount not Anowit riot reported Amo.nt ,orMissouri Water D9t., 573 reported

F. Supp. 647 CU.D. MO.
1983). aLffd vlout opinion.
754 F.2d 377 (Sth Cir
1984)

8126183 Goldsmith v. E I. de Pont tlu 000 00
do Nemours & Co . 571 F
Supp 235 (D Del 1983)

8/22183 Jackson v Wakttla Spr tns $1i.719 90 $t i'U, Ju $.0Ou )& Lodie, 33 FEP Cases 1301 $10.85. o0 20 110)1 $'.0 00(H D Fla 1983) $14.070 00 "1 400( ,0 $.010 00(five plaintiffs) $ 7.822 55 $1 ',,".o $5.000 00
$ '.786 80 0 oO O $5.000 00

7119/83 Plock V. R H Macy i Co , $7.598 00 01 . U2 0 s$u.090 C0
712 F.2d 1241 (8th Cit
1963)

11122182 Cooper V. D*Par!:aent of $10.0OU 00
Administration. State of
Meved&. 558 F. Supp 244
(D. Ne 1982)

9123/82 V Dubuque Packint 
,$2u,00 MI1;

C., 689 F 2d 170 (10th

Cir 1982)

5i28182 Metrocace v WashinKtot, Amount iot An-l sot pgt,,'d
Metropol tan Area Transit reported
Authority, 679 F 2d 922 (District of
(D.C. Cir 1982) Columbia
(four plaintiffs Circuit re

unstated

uuspec if ed

jury verdicts

for tout indi

vidua

paint i t s)



8 -

Name of cose Back Pay Front Pay

Date Case
Decided

11120181

11119/81

6117181 Lehman v Yellow Freight
Systems. Inc., 6S1 F.2d 520
(7th Cir. 1981)

5131181 Reese v. Batesvile Casket
Co . 25 FEP Cases 1472
(D.D.C. 1981)

(two plaintiffs

Richardsot, v Restaurant

Marketing Associates, 527
F. Supp 690 (N D Cal
1981)

[two plaintiffs)

Eubanks v Plckens-Band
Constr. Co . 635 F 2d 131
(8th Cir. 1980)
(class action)

Fisher v Dillard

University, 499 F Spp
525 (E D G4 1910)

ComPenat ory

AMOMt ioQ report ted

$1.500 00 (may
lnL1ude back or

front pay)

Amit x-t reported

AxuPv. Y&41. 28 YEP Cases
1045 (C.D. Ca. 1961)
[seven plaintiffs)

Acosta v. University of the
District of Coumbita,. 528
F. Supp. 1215 (D.D.C. 1981)

Ullilams v Trans World
Airlines. 660 F 2d 1267
(8th Cir 1981)

Croker v Boeinx Co . 662
F 2d 975 (3d Cir 1981)
(three plaintiffs)

A .,ioi. t not reported

$240 000 00

(includes losi of

futtte earnings)

$60,000 00

$10.00 00

S1.000 00

$16 854 00

Amount not

reported

$11.127 00
(plus ple-
judigtwist

Interest)

15o OO0 00

$11 o u (ou

S I "!)o (if)

1012181

9130181

Pull it I ve Addit ional

Re inst at cement

1126/81

Reinstatement;
retroactive
seniority

1215180

8118180

C>

$1I.U0OU 0



-9-
Date Case
Doclded Nam of CGASe Back Pay Front Pay Coprstr ~irv.Additional

2125180 Crawford v. Ro*.y $17.015.55 
$26,793 00

ESPres., I&l.0 485 F. Supp.
914 (W.D. Ga. 1980)
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APPENDIX B

Cases Where Plaintiff Prevailed on
Section 1981 Claim But Neither

Compensatory Nor Punitive Damages
Were Awarded
Total - 52

Abron v. Black & Decker (US) Inc., 654 F.2d 951 (4th Cir. 1981)

Albright v. Longview Police Dept., 884 F.2d 335 (5th Cir. 1989)

Bennun v. Rugers, 737 F. Supp. 1393 (D.N.J. 1990)

Berger v. Iron Workers Reinforced Rodmen Local 201, 843 F.2d
1395. supplemented by, 852 F 2d 621 (D.C Cir 1988)

Bradv v. Thurston Motor Lines, inc., 753 F.2d 1269 t4th Cir.
1985)

Bridgeport Guardians. Inc. ' Delmonte, 553 F. Supp. 601
(D. Conn. 1982)

Briseno v. Central Technical Community College Area, 739 F.2d
344 (8th Cir. 1984)

B v. Eckerd Drugs. Inc., 564 F. Supp. 1440 (D. N.C. 1983)

Bunch v. Bullar, 795 F.2d 384 (5th Cir. 1986)

Galloway v. Westinghouse Electric Corp., 642 F. Supp. 663 (M.D. Ga. 1986)

Cunico v. Pueblo School Dist. No. 60, 693 F. Supp. 954,
supplemented by 705 F.Supp. 1466 (D. Colo. 1988)

Dacus v. Southern College of Optometry, 657 F.2d 81
(6th Cir. 1981)

Dougherty v. Dar, 869 F.2d 605 (D.C. Cir. 1989)

Eddins v. West Georgia Medical Center, Inc., 629 F. Supp.
753, suomlemented by, 39 F.E.P.C. 1499 (N.D. Ga. 1985),
aff'd in Rart without opinion, 795 F.2d 88 (11th Cir.
1986)

Fjggs v. Ouick Fill Coro., 766 F.2d 901 (5th Cir. 1985)

Freeman v. Michigan Dept. of State, 808 F.2d 1174 (6th Cir. 1987)

remn v. Motor Convoy. Inc., 700 F.2d 1339 (11th Cir. 1983)

Gilbert v. City of Little Rock. 867 F.2d 1063 (8th Cir. 1989)
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.2-

Goodlett v. Rhodes Furniture Co , 26 F.E.P.C 1400
(N.D. Ga. 1981)

Grant v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 622 F.2d 43 (2d Cir. 1980)

Gunbv v. Pennsylvania Elec. Co., 840 F.2d 1108 (3d Cir. 1988)

Hameed v. International Ass'n of Bridge, Structural and
Ornamental Iron Workers, Local Union No, 396, 637
F.2d 506 (8th Cir. 1980)

Hamilton v. Rodgers. 791 F.2d 439 (5th Cir. 1986)

Harris v. Richards Mfg. Co , 675 F 2d 811 (6th Cir. 1982)

Haynes v. Miller, 669 F 2d 1125 (6th Cir. 1982)

Heard v. Golden Flake Snack Foods, Inc., 652 F. Supp. 282
(N.D. Ala. 1986), aff'd without opinion, 834 F.2d 1027
(l1th Cir. 1987)

Jackson v. Mc .eod, 748 F. Supp. 831 (S.D. Ala. 1990)

Jackson v. Missouri Pacific R. Co., 803 F.2d 401 (8th Cir. 1986)

Johnson v. Chavi Hill Independent School Dist., 853 F.2d 375
(5th Cir. 1988)

Llly v. Harris-Teeter Supermarket, 842 F.2d 1496 (4th Cir. 1988)

Louisville Black Police Officers Org, v. City of Louisville,
700 F.2d 268 (6th Cir. 1983)

Maks v. Prattco. Inc,, 633 F.2d 1122 (5th Cir. 1981)

McAlester v. United Air Lines. Inc., 851 F.2d 1249
(10th Cir. 1988)

Mitchell v. OsAir. Inc., 629 F. Supp. 636 (N.D. Ohio 1986)

Yv. City of Everygreen, Ala., 693 F.2d 1367
(11th Cir. 1982)

Padilla v. United Air lines, 716 F. Supp. 485 (D. Colo. 1989)

Payn v. Travenol Labs. Inc., 673 F.2d 798 (5th Cir. 1982)

Rol v. Niagara Frontier Transit Metro System. Inc., 30 F.E.P.C.
1345 (D. Colo. 1983)
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-3-

Royal v. Bethelehem Steel Core. 636 F. Supp. 833 (E.D, Tex. 1986)

Satterwhite v. Smith, 744 F.2d 1380 (9th Cir. 1984)

avae v. McAvoy, 26 F.E-.P.C. 114 (S.D. Ohio 1980)

Scgoggins v. Kansas, 802 F.2d 1289 (10th Cir. 1986)

Skinner v. Total Petroleum, Inc., 859 F.2d 1439 (10th Cir. 1988)

Smith v. American Service Co. of Atlanta, Inc., 611 F. Supp. 321
(N.D. Ca. 1984)

Soiva v. Copoerweld Steel Co , 22 F E P.C. 900 (N.D Ohio 1980)

Taylor v. Jones, 653 F.2d 1193 (8th Cir. 1981)

Walsdorf v. Board of Commissioners for the East Jefferson Levee
District, 857 F.2d 1047 (5th Cir. 1988)

Weatherspoon v. Andrews & Co., 32 F.E.P.C. 1226 (D. Colo. 1983)

Whatley v. Skaggs Coztpanies. inc., 707 F.2d 1129 (10th Cir. 1983)

Voting v. Jackson State University, 616 F.2d 116 (5th Cir. 1980)

Williams v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 665 F.2d 918 (9th Cir. 1982)

Wilmington Firefighters Local 1590 v. City of Wilmington,
40 E.P.D. 36, 361 (D. Del. 1986)
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Cases Where Section 1981 Damages
Were Reversed as Excessive

Total - 5

Ramsey v. American Air
Filter Co., 772 F.2d
1303 (7th Cir. 1985)

Roduers v. Fisher Body
Division, 739 F.2d
1102 (6th Cir. 1984)

Rowlett v. Anheuser-
Busch. Ing, 832 F.2d
194 (1st Cir. 1987)

Vance v. Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraph
Co- 863 F.2d 1503

(11th Cir. 1989)

Stephens v. South Atlantic
Canners. Inc., 848 F.2d
484 (4th Cir. 1988)

Court of appeals reduced
$75,000.00 compensatory damage award
to $35,000.00 and reduced $150,000 00
punitive damage award to $20,000.00.

Court of appeals remanded for
trial solely on the issue of
damages. The jury originally awarded
$300,000.00 in compensatory damages and
$500,000.00 in punitive damages.

Court of appeals affirmed
$123,000.00 award for emotional
distress but reduced the $3 million
punitive damage award to $300,000.00.

Court of appeals remanded for a new trial
because it found the following awards t.
be excessive: the jury award of
$42,000.00 in back pay; $500,000.00 in

front pay; and, $2.5 million punitive
damage award.

Court of appeals remanded for
a new trial. The jury ori-
ginally awarded $100,000.00 in
compensatory damages and $85,000.00 in
punitive damages.
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APPENDIX Q

Summary of Cases Researched

Total Number of Cases Researched: 594

Total Number of Cases In Which 1981 Claim Was
Dismissed or Plaintiff Lost at Trial: 325

Total Number of Cases Where the Disposition
is Unknown: 148

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Proved
Intentional Discrimination: 121

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Recovered
Only Equitable Relief: 52

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Received
Compensatory Relief or Puni.tive Damanges: 69
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Fasman, at the beginning of your testimony, you went to

great lengths, and I was impressed, because I think it's consistent
with my opinion of the National Association of Manufacturers'
stated policy, when you talked about how they abhor any kind of
racial or gender-based discrimination. You indicated that, however,
you were speaking for them when you spoke against permitting
women, complaining of sex discrimination, to collect monetary
damages beyond pay.

Ms. Hemtminger, you indicated, after you got close to the end of
your testimony, you were speaking for no one but yourself, in spite
of the fact that Gibson, Dunn and Crutcher have a reputation that
stretches all the way over to the East Coast. They didn't really
want you to come here. This is just your own opinion. And that you
abhor discrimination.

But that if we were to extend, consistent with what Mr. Fasman,
said, and then Ms. Burns, behind you, if we were to extend the
damages that are now extended to race discrimination cases, to sex
discrimination cases-if I followed the reasoning that you were
giving us-we would undermine the entire process to the point
where we would keep everybody in court, we would never get reme-
dies for women; and in fact, we would be doing harm to women
who were victims, or alleged victims, of sex discrimination.

Is that really your view? Is that what you meant to tell me?
Mr. FASMAN. Well, I'll be happy to start off. I think that's what I

heard my compatriot say. As a practitioner in this area, I truly be-
lieve that if you enhance remedies in this way, what will happen is
that the incentive to settle at the conciliation process early in the
case will be destroyed, and that you will be forcing many, more
cases inte the Federal courts.

Chairman FORD. Anybody else at the table agree with that state-
ment?

Ms. BURNS. That is exactly what I intended to say with respect to
the Michigan experience, that the availability of huge, potential
damages has, I think, made it difficult to resolve employment prob-
lems promptly, and that if one believes that that is the fundamen-
tal purpose of Title VII, that the proposed additional remedies will
do serious damage to that purpose of quick resolution, yes.Chairman FORD. Well, now, as a lawyer you give me a catch-22
sort of situation to deal with. I would like to support this legisla-
tion, but if in fact I follow the rationale of your reasoning, afford-
ing these potential damage awards as a remedy to women would
act against their best interest, what we really should be consider-
ing is repealing that remedy for race discrimination cases; should
we not? Has it had that effect on race discrimination?

Susan Ross says no, that's not what has happened with race dis-
crimination cases. No, it hasn't interfered with conciliation and set-
tlements.

You all three suggest, by the reasoning that you have presented
to this committee, that your primary concern is not to permit any-
body to discriminate against anyone, but that in fact you would dis-
courage people from doing "the right thing" by people who are per-
ceived are actual victims.
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Now, if that's the case, does anyone at that table advocate that
we repeal the damages remedy for race discrimination cases in
order to enhance their protection?

Ms. HEMMINGER. No, I don't believe anyone at this--
Chairman FORD. Why not?
Ms. HEMMINGER. 1981 does not--
Chairman FORD. Because you're afraid to take on race, but

you're not afraid to take on women? Why not? If you really believe
that we would be hurting women by giving them the same remedy
as we give people who assert race as a cause of their damage, then
why aren't you concerned about what we are doing adversely to
the people who are victims of race discrimination?

Ms. HEMMINGER. Section 1981 does not have the comprehensive
remedial scheme that's found in Title VII with the intent to elimi-
nate and resolve discrimination claims as quickly as possible.

One of my sincere concerns about adding the damage remedy to
Title VII is the fact that comprehensive schemes to regulate the
workplace have traditionally been handled through administrative
agencies--

Chairman FORD. All right. Let's just stop right there before you
get me confused again. Then, what you are telling me now, is, the
objection is not to the availability of compensatory damages, but
where it appears in the law.

Suppose we make it a free-standing provision like 1981, and don't
attach it to Title VII, does the awarding of damages, then made
legal by that provision of law, meet your test?

Ms. HEMMINGER. I think that would be most unfortunate, be-
cause I certainly believe--

Chairman FORD. Then, really what you are objecting to is the
awarding of damages, not where it is in the statute?

Ms. HEMMINGER. I think I am addressing both. Both that it
would involve the tortification of employment discrimination law,
and my experience in California that the availability of the
damage remedies has damaged the conciliation process as individ-
uals have been more interested-

Chairman FORD. The availability of damage for what kind of sep-
aration cases? You mention a figure of $40 million in one case.

Ms. HEMMINGER. Forty-three million, I believe, your Honor.
Chairman FORD. What kind of an employee could command from

a jury in any court system in this country $43 million damages for
separation from their job?

Ms. HEMMINGER. That case was a whistle-blower case involving
three plaintiffs, not one individual. And I should note that that
award has been vacated based on a finding that one of the jurors in
fact had been convicted of a felony and hadn't disclosed-

Chairman FORD. Well, the point is that nobody has received $43
million-

Ms. HEMMINGER. No.
Mr.FORD. [continuing] for losing their job?
Ms. HFMMINGER. No. That's correct.
Chairman FORD. For any reason, in California?
Ms. HEMMINGER. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman FORD. Well, you know, it gets a little confusing, be-

cause I think maybe I should have retired and gone to California a
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long time ago, when I hear about judgments like that. Because I
can remember, in the town in which Ms. Burns is practicing,
having a jury with tears in its eyes, come to me when they award-
ed me $6,000 for the death of a woman, because she was only a
woman. And I asked him, what about the instructions you had
from the judge about what her value-even though she was only a
waitress, and daddy was a carpenter-that she had to her family if
she had been allowed to live beyond her twenties.

And this fine, religious fundamentalist, who ended up as the
foreman of the jury, with a tear in his eyes, handed me a religious
tract and said, "After all, women have no value." Now, that was
Detroit, Michigan, where now Ms. Burns is telling me I should be
back there practicing, because the judgments have gone crazy. But
it took us years, Mrs. Burns, to get the bums off the jury, and get
voters on the jury. Now we use automobile registration; do we not?
And we've made it a little more difficult for the better citizens to
get off of jury duty.

All those things were brought boutt by the plaintiffs' bar, not by
the defense bar. Because the defense bar used to be very happy to
have the hangers..on that hung around the old county building, or
the old Federal building, picked for jury duty time after time, be-
cause for the minimal fee they got a jurors, they like to get along
with the people they saw most often in court.

Now, those days are behind us, and I am hearing here from
fellow lawyers testimony that I would have found persuasive, and
might even have repeated 35 years ago when I was practicing in
Detroit, when there were no women in your law firm. But since
then I have a daughter-in-law, who is a lawyer; a wife who is a
lawyer; and a son who graduated with a class with one-third
women from the same school that I graduated, with only two men
in the graduating class.

Things have been changing, changing very rapidly. And what I
think I have heard here, is an explanation of justification for the
way things were. Not for the way things are. And I have to tell you
that I'm not persuaded by what you say, that real concern for dele-
terious impact on women, who are victims of sex discrimination, is
at the base of your testimony against money damages.

Plain and simple, I am left with the conclusion that, except in
the case of Mrs. Hemminger, who says she speaks only for herself,
and therefore doesn't expect to save money, by not paying anybody
damages, certainly the clients in the National Association of Manu-
facturers can be persuaded that if you convince us that money
damages aren't there, that they will save money.

That's the same group that I meet with every year in my state
and tells me what we have to do is cap damages for product liabil-
ity. Are they still advocating a Federal statute to cap damages for
product liability?

Mr. FASMAN. I don't know, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Your organization has been at that change in

all of the state tort laws for longer than anybody in this town in
my 26 years here. So, if we set a precedent here by adopting some
kind of a cap, that would really place me in a box to tell the Michi-
gan Manufacturers Association the same thing I have been telling
them for years, I don't believe we ought to be capping damages and
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taking a chance on constitutional violation of the right to a trial by
jury.

We are not legislating in a vacuum here. We are legislating in a
real world, with real people, with real economic interest involved.
And I would finish by observing that I am very pleased that there
is no indication from any of you that economic well-being, or en-
lightened self interest from an economic point of view, has any-
thing at all to do with the theories you've advanced to us today
about how to write civil rights legislation.

And I'm not going to suggest that that's not accurate or frank on
the part of any one of you. I just have to suggest that you left at
least one of us unconvinced.

Mr. Henry.
Mr. HENRY. Quickly, Mr. Chairman. I will concede very clearly

my opinion. You made the point on the analogy in terms of dam-
ages on race discrimination versus sex discrimination. I don't want
to impugn the integrity of our witnesses.

The other issue. What I wanted to explore-we have a vote, we
won't have a chance for a dialogue. But one of the issues is, what
opens the potential for liability on the front side? And I think we
got some very good testimony from Mr. Fasman in terms of the
shifting from manifest relationship to significant relationship for
successful job performance on disparate impact. And, subsequently,
I should point out, some ambiguities in drafting which would po-
tentially open up disparate impact issues for damage awards, if I
understand his testimony correctly.

Secondly, I think there are some constitutional issues, potential-
ly, even in terms of contributing factors in the so-called Price Wa-
terhouse remedy in the bill. So, I think the concerns are not just
going to be in terms of, are we analogous in the way we are han-
dling sex discrimination issues, vis-a-vis racial discrimination
issues, and being advised of the terrible costs that potentially are
out there, but what may trigger a cause for action and established
grounds for remedy in the first place. I wish we had had opportuni-
ty to do that. I have to excuse myself to vote.

But, I do want to say, I think that on balance, the testimony we
have had in this committee today with both panels has been some
of the best testimony I have ever heard as a Member of Congress in
terms of taking it in its totality. And I want to thank our wit-
nesses.

Thank you.
Mr. HAYES. Thank you. I apologize for the Chairman of our com-

mittee having to leave rather suddenly, but the speaker, who we
must respond to, has called all the committee chairmen to a meet-
ing to discuss the calendar, so he had to go.

Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. There is a vote on, Mr. Chairman, if we could ad-

journ for that.
Mr. HAYES. Do you think it is too inconvenient for the witnesses

to come back if we can go vote in five minutes? I don't want to say
five; it takes a little longer. I know you have been here a long time;
you may have schedules or transportation you have to meet. Is that
kind of a problem?
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Professor Ross. I have to be able to leave here by about 4:15,
4:20, I think, if possible.

Mr. HAYES. We will be through before then. I will see to it, if I
am Chairman.

Can we recess, then, for at least five or six minutes?
Professor Ross. We would be delighted to remain.
Mr. HAYES. All right.
[Recess.]
Mr. HAYES. In order to make the most of the time that we have

that is fleeting away from us, I would like to resume the hearing,
because, as I said before we left, some may be under pressure of
time.

I would like to, at this time, call upon my colleague, Congress-
man Fawell.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As you can see, there
ain't too many of us here, but I do appreciate your sticking around
because I feel a certain amount of frustration. I worked, as Con-
gressman Washington said this morning, he and I attempted to
work together last year to try to forge a compromise bill, and I
think both of us felt that if we could be left alone we could have
done it. But you just couldn't get there from here, supposedly.

The testimony has been very good, by each and every one of you,
though you are diametrically opposite in your conclusions. This is
the frustrating part of it. I guess I have comments more than ques-
tions, but I do have one question.

I don't know how many of you were here during the day, but I
look at what is a place of employment labor law statute. It is not a
general tort. It is nothing like Section 1981, which, by the way,
under the law right now, harassment cases are not even author-
ized. That is what the Patterson decision was all about.

So the analogy, it seems to me, to compare Section 1981 with
what we are doing in labor law statutes, you have four walls where
someone works. When one walks out of those doors, the very same
things for which a cause of action would accrue to him or her
within the four walls will not accrue outside those four walls. You
can have the lady who testified to the egregious type of discrimina-
tion sexually that she endured. Indeed, you could walk out on the
streets and this can occur, and there is no cause of action.

What we are trying to do, and what I try to emphasize consist-
ently, as I meet with the Republican task force and with good
friends of mine on the other side of the aisle, as we try to craft
something that would dovetail into a place of employment labor
law statute, knowing that what we do here, you have the NLRB
waiting, you have the Fair Labor Standards Act, you can go on and
on and on.

I, truthfully, don't know of any really analogous statute where
compensatory and punitive damages are authorized. Congress has
not, from my viewpoint, taken that kind of a step as yet.

As I hear the testimony, I might also say, Mr. Golden, you were
very impressive. You have to be a plaintiffs' attorney and a very
good one. You were so good that you dissuaded me to the opposite,
Cause when you said, for instance, that there are no such things
as uncapped damages, that would be beautiful oratory for a jury,
but there are.
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But you were making a very good point by saying that, obviously,
you have to prove the case and that caps will then be determined
on the basis of the proofs, but, of course, with the eloquence of one
who can articulate as well as you can and take what might be
deemed by many people to be relatively inconsequential mental
stress into something that has ruined the life, and you could pull
out $2 million, where you might have been able to settle it for
$40,000, or something of that sort.

This is what I think we are concerned about. I recognize that we
have defense attorneys sitting there, and we have plaintiffs' attor-
neys sitting there. It is not necessarily unnatural to generally
expect that from your different viewpoints, with full sincerity of
view, you come to these diametrically opposite viewpoints.

I am still looking at what is now and has for 25 years, even in
the words of Congressman Don Edwards, who is a very fine gentle-
man in the Judiciary Committee, saying that for 25 years the con-
ciliatory, get back to work, get these parties together place of em-
ployment statute has worked well, and all we want to do is to
repeal five Supreme Court cases, which is a deeply arcane set of
circumstances in itself.

But, no, here we are, if you will excuse the expression, monkey-
ing around with a place of employment statute that we have to
carefully craft. I sometimes think that maybe we make a mistake
in having expert witnesses here and should bring in taxpayers and
say, "What do you think if we do something like this? Do you think
there will be an explosion of all kinds-of shooting for the lottery, as
in California, for instance, with wrongful discharge?"

I have been in Congress-this is my seventh year-but I was in
the general practice for a number of years, and we got into the re-
taliatory discharge cases. They are dynamite if you can just play it
right. There is no question about that. And the explosion of those
cases in Michigan, I gather, and California, I think are very analo-
gous. They are very persuasive to me.

As I mentioned to several of the witnesses today, we all would
like to be able to have something that would have the effect of de-
terring that kind of conduct by an employer, and I agree some kind
of good, heavy damages are helpful. But we could have an adminis-
trative remedy with civil damages, which will not necessarily give
that kind of recovery to the plaintiff, but let her recover attorney
fees, so she can become a party to the administrative proceedings
and such things as that.

There are, hopefully, other ways in which we can accomplish
something here and have a harassment cause of action without, I
think, making a very tragic error by introducing into the area of
place of employment labor statutes this kind of a concept that we
can shoot for the lottery. I do see that as an attorney.

I remember, the ABA, for instance, when this bill was first intro-
duced last year. Without even going to the employment sections,
they endorsed it. In two or three days after the bill was introduced,
I mean, the plaintiffs' attorneys leaped at it like a fish or a worm.
And that wasn't too impressive. I wasn't very proud. I am a
member of the ABA also, but I wasn't very proud of what they did
in San Francisco in endorsing that without hearings whatsoever.
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That is not good advertisement for plaintiffs' lawyers. But I
would hope that all of you, if you don't have something, some kind
of a compromise craft of a harassment section that you could per-
haps submit to this committee later, if you don't have any com-
ments on that.

It is something that doesn't tortify and eventually add to the
feeling that an employer has, "I'd better find safe harbor" between
the possibility of quotas at one end of the bill, in which people of
good intentions see different conclusions, and then with the possi-
bility of having your double counts, and one for intentional and
one for unintentional discrimination, and shoot for the works with
multi-million-dollar lawsuits, which will intimidate and can intimi-
date even nasty, exploitive employers and cause them to go into
safe harbor.

It must be that we can craft something very carefully that will
give enough incentive and desire by the plaintiff, who has to have
some intestinal fortitude to stand up in these harassment cases and
file a suit, there ought to be some kind of, certainly, attorney fees
covered, and there ought to be some type of a monetary award that
will give the lesson, but it has to be, it seems to me controlled.

That is more a speech, obviously, than a question, but any com-
ments that any one of you has in reference to my desperate search,
I would appreciate receiving your comments.

Professor Ross. I would like to comment on the idea that Section
1981 is very different in kind from Title VII. I think that is just not
true. It is used exactly as Title VII is used in the employment dis-
crimination context. My students had a case against a hospital on
behalf of a black woxr.an who was not hired as a security guard,
and one count in the complaint was a Title VII claim alleging both
race and sex discrimination, separately and combined, and another
count was a Section 1981 race discrimination claim.

So it is used the same way. The reality is that the majority of
Title VII plaintiffs now have Section 1981 available. It is just a
question of extending that to one more category of Title VII plain-
tiffs.

Mr. FAWELL. If I could just interrupt you, it seems to me that-of
course, that is a 100-year-old statute which didn't even apply to pri-
vate actions a short time ago. And I don't think there has been any
kind of a definitive study in reference to the use of it insofar as
harassment cases are concerned.

There may be, if there is a study, it will certainl be instructive,
but we certainly cannot sit here and ignore the fLct that, for in-
stance, in California, I imagine nobody goes to 1981; they might as
well pick the available remedy of the state where you are getting
these big awards and utilize those kinds of remedies.

But, certainly, one cannot ignore what is happening in Michigan
with wrongful discharge cases and discrimination cases under state
laws and the tremendous recoveries which are taking place. As it is
right now, as I have indicated, harassment cases are not authorized
because of the Patterson decision, although this bill will change
that, because I think there is no argument that that ought to be
changed.

Mr. HAYES. Professor Parker, I saw you pull the mike up. Do you
have a comment?
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Professor PARKER. Thank you. I think it is going to be very diffi-
cult to talk compromise if, at the same time, you are saying that
Title VII is only a labor statute. There is a long, long history that
associates Title VII with civil rights statutes. So for you to see it
only as a labor statute and to ignore the fact that it is also a civil
rights statute is disingenuous.

Mr. FAWELL. I really don't ignore that it is a civil rights statute
too.

Professor PARKER. That is right. And, as a civil rights statute, it
is unique only in the sense that it does not provide for compensato-
ry and punitive damages. 1981 does; 1982; 1983; the Fair Housiiig
Act of 1968, not 100 years ago; the Age Discrimination Act; and
also, as a labor statute, it is unique in that it doesn't provide for
money damages. You know, there are several labor statutes that
have liquidated damages provisions, and this Title VII is the only
one without it.

So to say that Title VII is a labor statute and you are going to be
adding something to labor laws is not accurate.

Mr. FAWELL. I would be interested in looking-first of all, 1981 is
not a bit analogous. That is a law that pertains to the right not to
face discrimination when one enters into contracts. In general, only
one particular part of that deal with employment contracts.

Professor PARKER. I disagree with the Supreme Court on that. I
mean, I teach contracts; I know contracts; you know contracts. It is
very, very awkward to say that a contract only governs time one
and does not govern the terms and conditions of performance.
Nobody--

Mr. FAWELL. I would agree with that.
Professor PARKER. That is a brand new idea that the Supreme

Court came up with.
Mr. FAWELL. Well, I wouldn't argue that point. I am simply

saying that it is not a labor statute.
Mr. HAYES. If I may, colleague, you have gone beyond the time

allotted for you.
Mr. FAWELL. May I just ask if there are any more comments in

reference-because several did want to comment. If the Chairman
would allow the full response.

Mr. HAYES. Yes, you may, but make it brief, if you may.
Ms. BURNS. It will be very brief.
Mr. HAYES. Yes.
Ms. BURNS. I simply want to respond to your request for sugges-

tions for compromise approaches. I think that that is an excellent
motivation here. I don t think that there h; anything wrong with
looking at the NLRA model. I think that in states like Michigan it
would be very easy to find information about the steps that both
plaintiffs and defense attorneys and state legislators are taking to
try to resolve the issues of mushrooming wrongful discharge litiga-
tion.

There are proposals for alternatives dispute resolution mecha-
nisms that could be looked at. I would be more than happy, if you
are serious about wanting suggestions and supplemental materials
in writing, to do that very thing. If you have a time frame, I will
meet it.
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Mr. FAWELL. Speaking on behalf of our task force, we would very
much appreciate this. We are searching right now to try to come
up with what we think is fair.

If there are no more comments, I thank the Chairman.
Mr. HAYES. I am going to recognize Mr. Fasman. Go ahead.
Mr. FASMAN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.- I will be brief in the way

that real people mean brief instead of the way lawyers mean brief,
and that is .just to say that there have been--

Mr. HAYES. That would be unusual. Go ahead.
Mr. FASMAN. Well, I'll try. There have been a number of alterna-

tives introduced in Congress, both last term and we understand in-
troduced this term, which the organizations I am representing have
supported at various times. I think those are at least worth some
serious consideration as alternatives. Certainly, they are receiving
our serious consideration.

Mr. FAWELL. Once again, I think, Mr. Golden, do you have Acom-
ment also?

Mr. GOLDEN. Yes. I just wanted to indicate that it just seems to
me that there is a distinction between what has been traditionally
known as labor law, in terms of NLRA and -across the bargaining
table, and administrative remedies as opposed to going to court,
and no juries.

In the last 10 years, there has been a dramatic change in this
country in terms of what labor law really is and how it is being
applied. With the California experience and the experience that we
have had in our home state, what we are seeing is this due process
application to the workplace because of the realization that we are
not a mobile society anymore.

I mean, people used to come from down south to Detroit, go to
Ford, get hired; come from Canada, go to Ford, get hired. And if
they didn't like it there, they would move on to somewhere else.
That doesn't happen anymore. There are a quarter of a million
people on the layoff list now. People don't go from one job to the
other.

The reality is that stability and job security has taken on a new
meaning in this country, so that the protection of that employment
relationship that we are seeing now is basically social reform. The
realization-it happened to start at the state level-the realization
that you must protect somebody, there is a right involved when
someone, because of a promise, because of something in writing,
changes his life: has children, doesn't have children, as a result of
being able to have a job, moves to a locale, goes to church, sends
their kids to school, all as a result of this work relationship.

When you talk about labor law as it was as opposed to civil
rights being something completely separate, I think what we are
seeing in this country is a merger of the two into what is now the
new labor law. So I am not so sure that when you talk about labor
laws as opposed to civil rights laws it is not coming to the point
where they are almost together, and you can't talk about one with-
out the other.

The job security may in fact become a civil right, not in the con-
text that we have known it before, but in the future. So those pro-
tections must be there for all people, equally. The argument is, it is
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not there equally for women now, and that is the change that we
are asking to be made.

Mr. FAWELL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, thank you for your patience.
Mr. HAYES. Before winding up this hearing, I have one question I

would like to direct to Professor Parker, and maybe some of the
rest of you might want to comment on it; I don't know.

As one who is not only conversant in constitutional law-I heard
you indicate you are teaching constitutional law-I would like to
know, in your view, the damages proposal offered by the adminis-
tration last year, if they were in violation of the Seventh Amend-
ment because they didn't provide or don't provide for jury trials.

Professor PARKER. Well, I think it is. I think that the effort to
call the damage remedy equitable is an effort to circumvent the
Seventh Amendment, but I don't think it works. One reason is that
this monetary amount is not an equitable remedy.

I am really not sure that if the Supreme Court looked at the
back pay award it would consider that an equitable remedy-it
might say that the Seventh Amendment is involved anyhow: But it
seems to me that to prescribe a remedy that has obvious Seventh
Amendment problems in a statute that is as important as this is
irresponsible. What I would rather see is a proposal that had the
jury involved, so that it was clear that there is no constitutional
problem.

I think it is clearly a legal remedy. The model is legal. It func-
tions as a legal remedy. As I say in my written testimony written
to the committee, this is not like an injunction. One of the very,
very great differences between an equitable remedy and a legal
remedy is history. And what history tells us is that most restitu-
tion remedies are legal. They started in the common law courts.

If you found the historical analogy of back pay, it would be legal
in a common law court. If you find any money award, it is going to
be legal. When you get equitable remedies that attach money, you
are talking about remedies like constructive trust and equitable
lien; you are not talking about a remedy that looks anything like
this remedy that is provided in the statute.

So I think that if the Supreme Court took a look at this head on,
the Supreme Court would conclude that it does violate Seventh
Amendment, given what the Supreme Court has said recently
about the Seventh Amendment.

Mr. HAYES. Does anyone else on the panel have any comment
that might be different from what he suggested or supported?

[No response.]
Mr. HAYES. Apparently not. I just want to thank the panelists for

very meaningful and helpful testimony. Although we have some
differences of opinion, you expressed them well, I think. I know as
we proceed to try to place this piece of legislation, from the point of
passage, I know that what you have said here is not going to be
ignored. That is not the purpose of this kind of hearing.

I want to thank you. Those of you who are riding the planes, I
hope you won't miss them. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the chair.]
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Chairman FORD. Welcome to our second full committee hearing
on H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Last week the committee's
principal focus was on issues relating to the remedies available for
correcting workplace wrongs.

Among those remedies are compensatory and punitive damages,
and it is noteworthy that yesterday the Supreme Court by a vote of
seven-to-one reaffirmed the principle that punitive damages are an
important part of the American legal tradition.

This week we will look at issues relating to the burden of prov-
ing unfair employment practices. In examining these issues we
need to bear in mind our goal: Striking a proper balance between
protecting employers from spurious claims of unfair treatment and
the legitimate rights of employees to be free from invidious dis-
crimination in employment.

H.R. 1 overturns a number of Supreme Court decisions which
protect employers who discriminate. In considering the appropriate
legislative response to these decisions, our goal should be to protect
employees. As I said last week, we are here together to fashion leg-
islation to prevent bad employers from doing bad things to good
people who work hard.

Equal opportunity laws benefit all workers regardless of gender,
race or age. However, they are useless if they are not enforceable.
Regrettably, in a letter to Speaker Foley the administration has
switched its position and no longer seeks to overturn the decision
in Wards Cove.

(377)
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We sent American troops halfway around the world to fight for
the principles which have made us strong: freedom and equality.
Our actions in this committee must insure that these principles are
not just an American export, but are available to the American
troops who come back as well as American workers already here.

Representative Jefferson has asked that his statement be insert-
ed in the record. Without objection, it is so ordered.

[The prepared statement of Hon. William J. Jefferson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM J. JEFFERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA

Good morning. Mr. Chairman, my distinguished colleagues on the Education and
Labor Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to be a part of this important and
historic discussion on this landmark legislation.

During the course of today's hearing on H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of 1991, I
sincerely hope that two popular myths shrouding this legislation will be stripped
away. I hope that we will all come to understand that H.R. 1 is not a "quotas" bill,
and secondly that it will not lead to a so called "lawyer's bonanza."

The fundamental purpose of H.R. 1 is to rectify a colossal inequity in current Fed-
eral civil rights law, and make good on the Constitution's promise of fair treatment
to all ,ts citizens-women and men. H.R. 1 seeks to remove the barriers created by
several recent Supreme Court decisions that prevent victims of intentional employ-
ment discrimination from obtaining effective remedies. It restores the common
sense approach to proof in civil rights cases that was observed by Congress and our
Federal court system for more than twenty years.

In the last Congress, there were attempts to dismiss this civil rights legislation by
branding it a "quotas" bill. H.R. 1 contains explicit language that employers are not
required or encouraged to adopt hiring or promotion quotas. It is hard to imagine
more precise language outlawing quotas. And the Griggs standard invoked by H.R. I
establishes that a discrimination claim based on simple numerical underrepresenta-
tion is not sufficient to support a charge of employment discrimination under Title
VII. It is clear that H.R. I would not unfairly benefit minorities at the expense of
nonminorities. The truth is, the primary beneficiaries of the fruits of this bill will be
women, not racial minorities. H.R. 1 would bring women under the same protective
umbrella that shelters other American citizens from discrimination in the work-
place. The present law does not provide women the same remedies, punitive and
compensatory damages, that are already available to racial minorities under Section
1981.

Prior to my election to Congress, I practiced law for eighteen years, many of them
as a trial lawyer. Contrary to opinions I have heard about the potential of H.R. I to
spawn floods of frivolous cases, the real world experience is that experienced law-
yers don't file meritless claims because there is no profit in them. Particularly, this
is true for Title VII cases, where a lawyer must prevail in his contentions to earn a
fee. This feature actually discourages frivolous suits. Further, this has not been the
case under Section 1981 remedies in the past, and there is no reason to believe that
the extension of 1981 type remedies to women would lead to such a result. There is
simply no evidence to suggest it.

In addition to restoring the integrity, breadth and efficacy to Federal civil rights
law, extending further legal remedies to women and minorities will have a positive
effect on the Nation's economy. Discrimination against women and minorities in the
marketplace hurts our economic infrastructure. By the yea 2000 the overwhelming
majority, 80 percent, of new employees entering the labor force will be women and
minorities. These individuals must not be confined to low paying, low skill jobs.
They must not be held back by discriminatory practices. Doing so will only result in
lost productivity today and risk our Nation's competitive edge in the future.

I applaud your desires, Mr. Chairman, to move this legislation expeditiously. And
I hope, once passed, the President will be equally expeditious in signing it into law.

Chairman FORD. Representative Reed was not able to be present
but has asked that his statement be included in the record. With-
out objection, it is so ordered.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN F. REED, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Mr. Chairman,. today our committee continues the process of ensuring that the
civil rights of all Americans are protected. There is a great need to reverse the deci-
sions which have created a situation where the victims of discrimination must
supply the burden of proof. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 will do so.

The Wards Cove decision creates a milieu in which employers no longer have to
demonstrate that their hiring and promotion practices serve legitimate goals. Em-
ployers must only offer some evidence of that such practices are not based on
gender, religion, ethnicity, or race. At the same time, Wards Cove shifts the burden
of proof. The Griggs decision holds that businesses which use practices. that create
discriminatory effects can utilize such practices if they are justifiable as a "business
necessity." Griggs did not result in quotas because mere underrepresentation of a
group is not sufficient to alter such practices. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 codifies
Griggs, and stipulates under section four, (BX4) that "the mere existence of a statis-
tical imbalance in an employer's work force on account of race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin is not alone sufficient to establish a prima facie case of disparate
impact violation." In other words, the existence of a numerical inequality will not
lead to quotas; Griggs simply ensures that hiring and promotion is based on job
qualifications, and that employers must prove that discriminatory practices are nec-
essary.

I would like to thank today's witnesses for their testimony and preparation.
Thank you.

Chairman FORD. Our first witness this morning will be Brenda
Berkman. Unless someone has a comment before she starts, we'll
go directly into the testimony.

You may proceed, Ms. Berkman, to summarize, highlight or com-
ment on your testimony, which will be inserted in full in the
record at this point, in any way you are most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF BRENDA BERKMAN, PRESIDENT, UNITED WOMEN
FIREFIGHTERS, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Ms. BERKMAN. Good morning. My name is Brenda Berkman. I
would like to thank Chairman Ford and the committee for inviting
me to testify this morning on the Civil Rights Act of 1991.

For the past nine years I have been a firefighter in New York
City. I am the founder and president of the United Women Fire-
fighters, which is based in New York City, and I also serve as a
trustee of Women in the Fire Service, the national organization for
women firefighters.

I also have with me here today Dee Armstrong, who is a trustee
of Women in the Fire Service and serves as a sergeant in Fairfax
-County, Virginia; and Troy Robinson who is a firefighter with
Prince William County.

In recent weeks we have heard much about the progress and con-
tribution of women in the military. As a firefighter, I cannot help
but draw parallels between their experience and that of women
seeking the opportunity to serve their communities in the fire serv-
ice.

Some of the stereotypes I have encountered in my life have been
overcome. Girls are now allowed to play Little League, and our col-
leges and universities now fund women's athletic teams, but we
have not yet overcome many employment-related stereotypes in
the military, the fire service and many other occupations. Until we
do, strong civil rights protections are of vital importance. That is
why I am here today on behalf of all American women in uniform
anT those in other nontraditional employment as well.
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My story begins in 1977, when I was among the first group of
women ever allowed to take the test to become a New York City
firefighter. I recognized that the job involved significant risks, in-
cluding putting myself in life-threatening situations on a daily
basis, and subjecting myself to toxic exposures which shorten the
average firefighter's life by ten years.

Nevertheless, many of my family members have had careers in
the civil service and I believed that becoming a firefighter would be
a most challenging and rewarding form of serving the public.

I took the written test in December of 1977, with 409 other
women and over 24,000 men. Almost all of us passed the written
test. Although 389 women passed the written test, only 88 took the
physical test because it was rumored that no woman could pass it.

We were required to complete seven tests: a dummy carry, a
hand grip, a broad jump, a flexed-arm hang, an agility test, a ledge
walk, and a one-mile run. The rumor turned out to be accurate: al-
though 7,847 men passed the physical exam, not a single woman
passed it.

I decided to challenge the test because I did not believe that it
tested fairly for the skills needed to be an effective firefighter. The
trial court found that the test had a disparate impact on women.
The judge also held that the City-had failed to prove business ne-
cessity, because the daulities tested by the physical exam were not
predictive of job perlormance.

Indeed, the judge found that a large number of male firefighters
already on the fo ce would have failed various portions of the test.
The court stated that the height-related eight-foot wall climb was
included in the exam without adequate justification and "became
not just a stumbling block, but a literal barrier for all women
taking the exam."

The judge also found that carrying a dummy with no arms or
legs was more difficult than carrying a real person. I was unable to
carry the 120-lb. dummy, as were 76 of the 80 women who tried,
but at trial I carried my 180-lb. counsel across the courtroom to
show the judge I could carry a live person.

Also, I might remark that once we were put into the Fire Acade-
my, we learned very different ways of carrying victims out of build-
ings than the ways we were being tested on in the entry-level
exam.

The judge invalidated the physical tests as a violation of Title
VII. The firefighter's all-male union appealed the decision, but the
Second Circuit upheld the trial court's ruling.

After completing and passing an interim physical exam that was
more job related than the first, I was ultimately hired in 1982, with
41 other women. I was finally on my way to becoming a firefighter.

The history of women in the fire service often seems like one
step forward, two steps back. Once hired, we were denied the ordi-
nary amenities of cooperative firehouse living and subjected to
daily sexual harassment and hazing. This included crude sexual
comments, obscene graffiti and physical molestation.

After one year I was terminated, along with Zeda Gonzales, an-
other female firefighter. We challenged the terminations in court,
and the judge held that we had been discharged in retaliation for
playing a prominent role in the law suit. Zeda and myself were, at
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that time, the most prominent women in the New York City litiga-
tion.

The judge found that the city had failed lamentably to prepare
its all-male work force for the integration of women, and had dem-
onstrated "extraordinary laxness."

The judge found that we had been sexually harassed; that we
had been intimidated into withdrawing complaints about how we
were being treated; and that the opportunity to demonstrate our
abilities had been "deliberately withheld" from us.

The judge concluded that he "entertained no serious doubts"
that I had the ability necessary to become a competent firefighter.

Under court order, we were reinstated in 1983, and I am happy
to say that I have been serving as a firefighter since that time.

We should note that my experience in New York was by no
means unique. Across the country many municipalities changed
the requirements for the fire service in the 1970s in an effort to
keep women out. The all-male firefighter unions generally support-
ed this effort, and we still have a long way to go. Today, less than
one percent of our nation's paid and volunteer firefighters are
women.

I am here today to express my strong support for the Civil Rights
Act of 1991. I do not believe I would have won my case under the
principles set forth in Wards Cove, particularly given our increas-
ingly conservative Federal judiciary.

For starters, the city would not have had to link the firefighter's
physical exam to job performance, but could simply have offered
any generalized business objective. More importantly, I do not be-
lieve I.would have been able to meet the burden of proving the ab-
sence of any legitimate business reason for the test.

If Wards Cove had been decided in 1979,'rather than 1989, New
York City would probably still not have a single woman firefighter.

I would also like to gay to the members of the committee who are
concerned that employers will not be able to defend employment
practices under the standards set forth in this bill, that that is not
the case. For example, when the district court first struck down the
firefighter's physical exam in 1982, it ordered the city to develop a
new test that would be more predictive of job performance and
have less of a disparate impact on women.

When the second test was administered, however, the pass rate
for men was 95 percent, while the pass rate for women was 47 per-
cent. Moreover, the test emphasized speed and explosive strength
over stamina and endurance, which the judge in my case recog-
nized to be more important in fighting fires.

What effect did this test have on the hiring of women? Since
1982, when I and the 39 other women were first hired, the City of
New York has hired 7,000 men as firefighters and not a single
woman. There are currently only 35 women out of a total force of
11,000 New York City firefighters. Nevertheless, our challenge to
the second physical test was rejected by the Second Circuit. The
city was able to establish the business necessity of the second
exam. I disagree with the result, but I don't think anyone can
argue that employers will not be able to establish the business ne-
cessity defense if the pre-Wards Cove rules are restored.

40-626 O-91--13
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Let me conclude. In 1975, I came to New York City from Minne-
sota, and I became interested in becoming a firefighter, but at that
time New York City would not even let women take the firefighter
exam. So, instead, I spent three years getting a law degree from
New York University Law School. After practicing immigration
and civil service law for four years, I finally was given the opportu-
nity to become a firefighter.

It was only after a tremendous struggle, both in and out of the
courts, however, that I was finally able to realize my dream. Ladies
and gentlemen, many women seek to break down the barriers into
nontraditional employment primarily for economic reasons. For me
that was not the case. I gave up a salary of $40,000 for a starting
salary as a firefighter of less than $18,000. I gave up the practice of
law and the economic opportunities associated with it to pursue a
different dream, that of putting my life on the line every day to
protect the lives and property of New York's citizens.

In the last nine years I have been assigned to some of the city's
business fire stations in both Harlem and Brooklyn. I received a
unit citation and I have served as an instructor at our fire acade-
my. I have also had the honor of serving on our Fire Commission-
er's Special Advisory Board and on a number of committees of the
National Fire Protection Association.

Without Title VII, without the Griggs decision, and without the
disparate impact theory, I would never have been able to achieve
that dream.

I thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Brenda Berkman follows:]
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Good morning. My name is Brenda Berkman. I would like to
thank Chairman Ford and the Committee for inviting me to
testify this morning on the Civil Rights Act of 1991.

For the past nine years, I have been a firefighter in
New York City. I am the founder and President of United Women
Firefighters, which is based in New York. I also serve as a
Trustee of Women in Fire Service, a national organization.

In recent weeks, we have heard much about the progress
and contribution of women in the military. As a firefighter,
I cannot help but draw parallels between their experience and
that of women seeking the opportunity to serve their
communities in the fire service. Some of the stereotypes I
have encountered in my life have been overcome-- girls are
now allowed to play little league, and our colleges and
universities now fund women's athletic teams. But w.. have not
yet overcome many employment-related stereotypes in the
military, the fire service, and many other occupations. Until
we do, strong civil rights protections are of vital
importance. That is why I am here today on behalf of all
American women in uniform and those in other non-traditional
employment as well.

My story begins in 1977, when I was among the first
group of women ever to be allowed to take the tests for
becoming a New York City firefighter. I recognized that the
job involved significant risks, including putting myself in
life-threatening situations on a daily basis, and subjecting
myself to toxic exposures which shorten the average
firefighter's life by ten years. Nevertheless, many of my
family members have had careers in civil service, and I
believed that being a firefighter would be a most challenging
and rewarding form of serving the public.
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I took the written test in December, 1977 with 409 other
women and over 24,000 men. Almost all of us passed. Although
389 women passed the written test, only 88 took the physical
test because it was rumored that no woman could pass it. We
were required to perform seven tests: a dummy carry, a hand
grip, a broad jump, a flexed arm hang, an agility test, a
ledge walk, and a one-mile run. The rumor turned out to be
accurate: although 7,847 men passed the physical exam, not a
single woman passed it. I decided to challenge the test
because I did not believe that it tested fairly for the
skills needed to be an effective firefighter.

The trial court found that the test had a disparate
impact on women. The judge also held that the City had failed
to prove business necessity because the abilities tested by
the physical exim were not predictive of job performance.
Indeed, the judge found that a large number of male
firefighters already on the force would have failed various
portions of the test. The court stated that the
height-related eight-foot wall climb was included in the exam
without adequate justification and "became net just a
stumble g block, but a literal barrier for almost all women
taking the exam." The judge also found that carrying a dummy
with no arms or legs was more difficult than carrying a real
person. I was unable to carry the 120 lb. dummy, as were 76
of the 80 women who tried, but at trial I carried my 180 lb.
counsel across the courtroom to show the judge I could carry
a live person.

The judge invalidated the physical test as a violation
of Title VII. The firefighters' all-male union appealed the
decision, but the Second Circuit upheld the trial court's
ruling. After completing and passing an interim physical exam
that was more job-related than the first test, I was
ultimately hired in 1982 with 41 oth*r women.

I was finally on my way to becoming a firefighter. But
the history of women in the fire department often seems like
one step forward, two steps back. Once hired, we were denied
the ordinary amenities of cooperative firehouse living, and
subjected to daily sexual harassment and hazing. This
included crude sexual comments, obscene graffiti, and
physical molestation. After one year I was terminated, along
with Zaida Gonzalez, another female firefighter.

We challenged the terminations in court, and the judge
held that we had been discharged in retaliation for playing a
prominent role in the lawsuit. The judge found that the City
had "failed lamentably" to prepare its all-male workforce for
the integration of women, and had demonstrated "extraordinary
laxness." The judge found that we had been sexually
harassed, that we had been intimidated into withdrawing
complaints about how we were being treated, and that the
opportunity to demonstrate our abilities had been
"deliberately withheld" from us. The judge concluded that he
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entertainede] no serious doubts" that I had the ability
necessary to be a competent firefighter. Under court order,
we were reinstated in 1983.

I should note that my experience in New York was by no
means unique. Across the country, many municipalities changed
the requirements for fire service in the 1970s in an effort
to keep women out. The all-male firefighter unions generally
supported this effort. And we still have a long way to go:
today less than one percent of our nation's paid and
volunteer firefighters are women.

I am here today to express my strong support for the
Civil Rights Act of 1991. I do not believe I would have won
my case under the principles set forth in Wards Cove,
particularly given our increasingly conservative-ederal
judiciary. For starters, the City would not have had to link
the firefighters' physical exam to job performance, but could
simply have offered any generalized business objective. More
importantly, I do not believe I would have been able to meet
the burden of proving the absence of any legitimate business
reason for the test. If Wards Cove had been decided in 1979
rather than 1989, New York City would probably still not have
a single woman firefighter.

I would also like to say, to the Members of the
Committee who are concerned that employers will not be able
to defend employment practices under the standards set forth
in the bill, that that is not the case. For example, when the
district court first struck down the firefighters' physical
exam in 1982, it ordered the City to develop a new test that
would be more predictive of job performance and have less of
a disparate impact on women. When the second test was
administered, however, the pass rate for men was 95%, while
the pass rate for women was 47%. Moreover, the test
emphasized speed and explosive strength over stamina and
endurance, which the judge in my case had recognized to be
more important to fighting fires. What effect did this test
have on the hiring of women? Since 1982, when I and 39 other
women were the first hired, the City has hired 7,000 men as
firefighters and not a single woman. There are currently only
35 women out of a total force of 11,000 New York City
firefighters.

Nevertheless, our challenge to the second physical test
was rejected by the Second Circuit; the City was able to
establish the business necessity of the second exam. I
disagree with that result, but I don't think anyone can argue
that employers will not be able to establish the business
necessity defense if the pre-Wards Cove rules are restored.

Let me conclude. In 1975 I came to New York City from
Minnesota, and became interested in becoming a firefighter.
But at that time, the City would not even let women take the
test. So instead I spent three years getting a law degre-
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from the New York University Law School. After practicing
immigration and civil service law for four years, I finally
was given the opportunity to become a firefighter. It was
only after a tremendous struggle both in and out of the
courts, however, that I was finally able to realize my dream.

Ladies and gentlemen, many women seek to break down the
barriers into non-traditional employment primarily for
economic reasons. For me that was not the case; I gave up a
salary of $40,000 for a starting salary as a firefighter of
less than $18,000. I gave up the practice of law and the
economic opportunities associated with it to pursue a
different dream: that of putting my life on the line every
day to protect the liven and property of New York's citizens.
In the last nine years, I have been assigned to some of the
city's busiest fire stations in both Harlem and Brooklyn,
have received a unit citation, and have served as an
instructor at the fire academy. I have also had the honor of
serving on the Fire Commissioner's Special Advisory Board and
on a number of committees of the National Fire Protection
Association. Without Title VII, without the Griggs decision,
and without the disparate impact theory, I never would have
been able to achieve that dream.

Thank you.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much for your testimony. This
morning I saw that a politician from the state of California was so
anxious to play politics with this legislation that he made a speech
to a group of Chinese children, Chinese-American children, in Cali-
fornia-as I understand it, young people.

He told them that if this legislation were passed, they, as orien-
tals, might find themselves barred from California colleges and
universities.

I suggest that we ought to start awarding a weekly prize to the
politician that comes up with the most idiotic attempt to play poli-
tics with the issues in this legislation, and that he get the award
for the first week.

There is no provision of' this bill that has anything to do with
school admissions. It concerns employment, and students are not
employed. They are presumably and hopefully educated, and they
pay for the privilege of going to a school. How he was able to twist
the pretzel and get it into the code language he wanted to use, I
don't know.

Your testimony indicates that some of the other people who have
played politics with this issue are going to have some difficulty be-
cause many of us were tremendously impressed when we turned on
our television and saw a major of your gender, and as a matter of
fact there is a good deal of physical resemblance, quite proudly
pointing out that she and her helicopter were one of the very first
people across the line when the ground war started with the Iraqis.

She modestly then went on to say that she was only one of 25
women flying helicopters into combat with the 101st Airborne Divi-
sion. Now the 101st Airborne Division could go into the most peace-
ful place in the world and as soon as they get there all hell breaks
loose, so they were not, in a soft part of the war.

I wonder if we are going to tell those 25 pilots when they get
back, "Well, you've just been working for us as the greatest equal
employment opportunity employer in the world, as long as you
were fighting for your country, but now that you are back home,
we want to protect you against doing things that women haven't in
the past done."

I strongly suspect that during the end of World War II, when I
was an aviation ordinance man, it would have been a tremendous
blow to my ego to find out that women were capable of doing all
the brave things that the Navy was training me to do in airplanes.

Just watching what women were doing over there made me feel
pretty sheepish about carrying those thoughts for so many years.
There is change coming, and I strongly suspect that one of the good
things that will come out of a war, if there is such a thing-there
are good things that can come out of any war-is that Americans
will realize that all of a sudden what they thought was an iron-clad
policy in this country about the proper place for women, in the
event we were engaged in hostilities, was stood on its head because
we needed them and they did their job and they did it in record
time.

It is going to be much harder for people to pick out a job like
firefighter and say, "That's not a woman's job." Even to me, it was
a shock the first time I saw the first female carpenter on a con-
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struction job, because I grew up in a time when everybody knew
women couldn't be carpenters.

Well, I am now getting old enough to realize that I was lucky to
be able to get through my young competitive years before women
had a fair chance to compete against me. I feel a little bit of empa-
thy for the young people whose macho is being challenged by
people like you wanting to be firefighters.

I think this country will be better off as we look at who we are
going to have to be depending on very soon in the future to run our
economy, people like you being willing to blaze a trail and take the
heat.

One can only imagine how popular you would be in every fire
station in New York after you won your lawsuit.

Ms. BERKMAN. Not very.
Chairman FORD. It is not hard to imagine that it would be "that

woman" or "that-" a different word, one of the "B" words, would
be more frequently used than woman. I congratulate you for your
testimony and thank you for coming to help this committee.

Ms. BERKMAN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Goodling?
Mr. GOODLING. I am glad you are here today to refocus that

debate and congratulate you for your stick-to-it-tiveness and deter-
mination. I thought last year's debate was pretty much 1960 all
over again, and I thought women and Hispanics didn't get to par-
ticipate very much in that debate.

Ms. BERKMAN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. KILDEE. I just want to thank the witness for her excellent

and cogent testimony. I get good testimony from my wife, my
daughter and my mother, and you are in the line. You have really

ioneered, and I commend you for what you have done, what you
ave been willing to do, and commend you for sharing this with

the committee. You are absolutely right, and thank you.
Ms. BERKMAN. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Armey?
[No response.]
Chairman FORD. Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am not going to prolong

the hearing with any excessive questioning. I do want to thank the
young lady for having persevered and given us the benefit of her
experiences past and present.

I know you realize the kind of struggle we hae here to make
this bill, which you indicated support for, a reality.

Ms. BERKMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAYES. From what I hear so far from those who are in posi-

tions of power and were against it last year, their position has not
changed.

I do have one question, though, is the situation in New York, 35
women out of a force of 10,000 firefighters, representative of a
problem that exists around the rest of the country so far as fire-
fighters are concerned?

Ms. BERKMAN. Very much so. Throughout most of the country, as
I mentioned before, less than one percent of volunteer and paid
firefighters are women.
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In most of the country the departments have no women, still
have no women on their department or they have at most one
woman. It is really the case that some of the initial advances that
were made in the early seventies, late seventies, in terms of hiring
women and minorities in the fire service have pretty much stopped
dead due to the recent Supreme Court decisions.

We don't even know how many women would have liked to have
challenged the entry-level standards of their fire departments, and
who have been told by attorneys in their communities, "Don't even
bother bringing a lawsuit, because under the current Supreme
Court standards, you have almost no opportunity of success."

I am sure that my attorneys, had I been bringing my lawsuit in
1989, instead of 1979, would have said that to me: "Don't even
bother." As the trustee of the National organization, and a lawyer,
I tend to get most of the inquiries from women who are considering
bringing lawsuits.

The reason you don't see any losses in the lawsuits, is because
nobody is bringing them. When we advise people, when people
come to us, the national organization, and say, "What do you think
we should do in terms of challenging these tests?" We tell them
how difficult, how almost impossible it is to win a lawsuit under
the current Supreme Court standards.

What I am telling you here today is that if those standards are
allowed to stand, that there will be almost no opportunity for
women and minorities in the fire service.

The stereotypes about firefighters, the stereotypes about women
are so strong, that it is very, very difficult for us to get voluntary
changes or to get changes in the courts under these current stand-
ards.

Mr. HAYES. I believe you answered my second question. I was
going to ask what would you predict for the future for women in
the fire service if Wards Cove remains in the law.

Ms. BERKMAN. I would say it is going to be extremely difficult for
women to move into departments where there have been no previ-
ous women.

Mr. HAYES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Fawell?
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My congratulations, too, to you. You are a persevering, unique

person, no doubt. I couldn't help but think, though, as you were ex-
pressing yourself, Title VII apparently was an adequate remedy. I
stress "was" because your opinion is that it is no longer simply be-
cause of the Wards Cove case.

I thoroughly disagree with that conclusion, and I don't know how
often you have read the case, or if you have carefully analyzed it.

I think that when one looks at-if there are 10,000 firefighters in
New York, for instance-statistics would indicate that roughly 50
percent of the available force, I suppose, are women, and it is
therefore an automatic conclusion under this legislation that there
is a disparate impact caused by the employment practices of the
New York Fire Department.

You were able to identify, apparently, egregious employment
practices which did cause the type of disparate impact in terms of
gender composition of the jobs in concern, as compared with the
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available work force. I think, however, any fair minded person
would say that your comments in reference to the stereotypes, es-
pecially when it comes to firefighting, probably of men and women
both in this country, are certainly against any plaintiff who would
attempt to point out employment practices which caused the dis-
parate impact.

I think we would all agree there are a whole bunch of other
things that have caused that also. I would simply suggest that
under Griggs, where business necessity is defined as a manifest re-
lationship to the employment in question, and under this legisla-
tion where significant relationship to successful job performance is
the test, I don't think there would be a whole lot of difference in
reference to the battle which a lot of young women have to under-
take.

I certainly wouldn't counsel to you, as an attorney, which I am,
or a Member of Congress, that you should not file a lawsuit under
Title VII simply because of the Wards Cove decision. Any such im-
plication would be completely and utterly, fallacious.

Let me just close by saying, again, I think without people like
you who are spearheading new concepts and new ideas all the laws
in the world that we could pass would never avail to bring about
change.

I do very much appreciate your testimony, though I must confess
I can't agree with those conclusions which are so easily, I think,
stated by many people who seem to think this legislation is worth-
while.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes, to the gentleman from Texas?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, sir.
I agree with the way you headed out, but I think maybe I got lost

somewhere. I am certainly not speaking for the witness, if you
expect her to respond to your question. I'm sure you will put the
question again, but would you--

Mr. FAWELL. It really was comments, not a question.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Would the gentleman be so kind to point out,

at least for this unlearned person, the specific portion of H.R. 1,
which is now pending, which you suggested in your comment,
would reach a different result in her situation?

Mr. FAWELL. I think she would prevail under this bill or the cur-
rent law. My objections to this bill, of course, are many and we
have discussed--

Mr. WASHINGTON. Excuse me, but the gentleman-and I don't
want to cut you off because it is your time.

You started out praising her, as 1 understand, then you said that
because presumably half the people in New York City are women,
that this bill would automatically create a presumption that half
the fire force should be women. I think there are many people who
call themselves legal scholars who would disagree with you.

For the sake of argument, would you specifically point out the
section of this bill, since this lady happens also to be a lawyer,
would you direct her attention and perhaps mine-I am sure every-
body else understands what you are saying. Direct my attention to
the specific language that would mandate that half the people in
New York City be women firefighters, please.
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Mr. FAWELL. The reference would be to Section 4, where it refers
to the fact that one may allege that simply a group of employment
practices-one comes in and puts the statistics in to show that
there is a disparate impact on the basis of gender when one looks
at the available work force as compared to the number of women,
for instance, in the particular jobs in question which would be fire-
fighters.

One then, as I read this bill, can simply rest and assume on the
basis of statistics alone that indeed disparate impact results from
the group of employment practices, without any specification of
which employment practices may have actually caused the dispar-
ate impact.

Just as this witness has pointed out, there are many, many fac-
tors which may have caused it, but the lack of any requirement for
specificity of the employment practices which may have proximate-
ly caused the disparate impact is what I refer to, and which you
and I have on many occasions discussed.

Mr. WASHINGTON. But would you not agree that in order to
follow your assumption to a logical conclusion, you would first have
to assume that every person in New York City is qualified to be a
firefighter, which, of course is not true.

You have to start from the available work pool that is qualified
for the job, my good friend. You don't start with the assumption
that every female, much less every male, is qualified to be a fire-
fighter. You start from those who are qualified, and following her
testimony, you would start with those who had successfully com-
pleted the written exam.

Mr. FAWELL. If I could respond, the gentleman is correct, of
course. There is a qualified work force out there, however, which
far exceeds 35.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes.
Mr. FAWELL. You and I would both agree that statistics would

very show an egregious case of disparate impact on the basis of sta-
tistics.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Well, I think I have a different definition of
what--

Mr. FAWELL. I don't know what-if you had a study on how great
the disparate impact would be, but it would be quite an egregious
disparate impact. My complaint, therefore, is obviously for a plain-
tiff or a complaining party to sit back and rest saying, "I have now
proved my case, and Mr. Employer you are going to have to deag-
gregate and go over all your employment practices and be able to
somehow show us that each one meets the definition of business
necessity."

The employer would say, "My gosh, one of the basic reasons, as
obviously this young lady has pointed out, the stereotypes and the
fact that not many women, probably, want to even be firefighters."

Those are my arguments, and we have discussed them on many
occasions.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, and I appreciate the Chairman -allow-
ing--

Chairman FORD. The time of the gentleman has expired. We will
try to get back to this with you. I wouldn't like us to go beyond this
point with the record left the way it was because of my respect for
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the gentleman, a fellow lawyer from the State of Illinois, which
does border close enough to Michigan so occasionally we do busi-
ness with each other.

He cites Section 4 of this bill as the basis for the assumption that
if you counted the population of New York and found that half of
them were women that it would automatically cause you to win
your lawsuit.

The trouble with that is that like other people who read this type
of legislation, the reader either gets tired or goes to sleep before he
gets through with it. If you look on page 7, line 10, Subsection 4,
the following quote appears "The mere existence of a statistical im-
balance in an employer's work force on account of race, color, reli-
gion, sex or national origin is not alone sufficient to establish a
prima facie case of disparate impact violation."

That is painfully worked-out language that is written in there to
make clear that the interpretation that the gentleman has now put
on the rest of Section 4 can't be put there because it says, notwith-
standing what you might think about this---

Mr. FAWELL. Would the gentleman yield on this point?
Chairman FORD. [continuing] this is the case, and that becomes a

matter of law, does it not? Yes.
Mr. FAWELL. That reminds me of a story of a painting which had

a picture of a pipe. The title of it was, "This is not a pipe."
Words like that are absolutely, in my opinion, meaningless as a

practical matter. When you look through Section 4 the only realis-
tic course that any employer could take would be to go with quotas.

I did not mean, as the gentleman from Texas did point out, that
automatically 50 percent of the women would be qualified, but
there are an immense number of women obviously that technically
would be qualified. Statistically there would be a big disparate
impact.

Chairman FORD. We are going to go on to other witnesses. I sug-
gest to the gentleman that he look at the transcript and he will
ind that he said, not someone else, that the mere finding of a dis-

p arate number of people on the New York Fire Department would
e prima facie evidence of disparate impact and you would win

your lawsuit.
That was your expression of a legal theory, not anybody else's,

and how you can say that specific language in a bill, designed to
prevent you from reaching that conclusion, is irrelevant is beyond
me.

I don't think you are being fair to this record, to the witness or
to this committee. I would just ask 7ou to look at the record and
see what you said, and see if you don t want to change it.

Mr. FAWELL. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to clarify. Obviously,
disparate impact is based on the differences between the relevant
employment pools. I did specify to the gentleman from Texas that
it would be on the basis of qualified, relevant, employment pools.

Now, that obviously wouldn't be 50 percent, but it obviously
would be a large group of women who would be qualified, much
more than 35, we all would agree. Therefore, there is, on statistics
alone, obviously a large disparate impact insofar as--

Chairman FORD. But that disparate impact will not, by the pure
language of this bill, establish a prima facie case of a violation of
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the act for disparate impact. It is only a factor and cannot be used
to establish, as you said, a prima facie case because we prohibit it.

Mr. HENRY. Would the Chairman yield for just a brief--
Chairman FORD. Yes.
Mr. HENRY. I think part of the confusion is that both sides are

right. I am simply reading the committee report. Here is the com-
mittee report on this issue on last year's bill, and I quote. "Statis-
tics may still be used to make a prima facie case of disparate
impact. Indeed, such cases usually rely on statistics. But-" and
the "but" is equally important. "But statistics must meet the re-
quirements of the law. Mere statistical imbalance without more
will not suffice to establish a prima facie case."

So, it depends of how you are approaching the question. I want to
just suggest one thing, Mr. Chairman, and then I'll-take this on
my time on the round, and then you can scratch me off, if I may.

I very much appreciate, and I want to say this, the way we han-
dled last week's hearing and thus far today, we are handling a civil
rights bill civilly, which is the only way we are going to make
progress.

I want to express my appreciation to the witness-my daughter
lives in Brooklyn, so thank you for what you are doing for her as
well as several other million people there.

I am very much concerned about technical issues that are going
to have profound legal consequences. I am looking at the language
in the old Griggs. Where Griggs created problems, it established
the disparate impact standards, but it used different sets of lan-
guage, business necessity, related to job performance, manifest re-
lationship. Each of those are different standards.

They are related, but if you use any one in isolation you are
going to get a different output on a disparate impact. Most of the
attack on this bill this year and last year was in backing away
from simply using the word "manifest relationship" in developing
a new standard.' In this year's bill, in Section 3, we talk about the
practice or group of practices bearing, "a significant relationship to
successful performance of the job."

This makes imminent sense as well. But, let's say that what we
are trying to do is simply restore Griggs. Wouldn't it be better to
use the language of Griggs? Or do we further obfuscate now that
we have another set of language which just because it is a new set
of language is going to create ambiguity in the law.

Let me point out that in Section 3, we even used the language
differently between Section 3, sub(o)(1)(a) and (b). We define, in the
case of employment practices involving selection, "The practice or
group of practices, must bear a significant relationship to success-
ful performance of the job."

Then in (b) we say in the case of employment practices that is,
vis-a-vis, selection, we have a different standard, significant rela-
tionship to a significant business objective of the employer. How do
you separate employment practices not involving selection, and
measuring it on a significant business objective of the employer,
then the hiring, employment practice, based on significant relation-
ship to successful performance on the job?
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I am really just trying to throw out what my concerns are, Mr.
Chairman. You know, I am trying to deal in good faith. I just raise
that, and I will pass on the next round. I have used my time.

The issues before us in many cases are of this sort, and it is
going to demand the utmost reasonableness to keep the doors open,
to really say what we mean in trying to address this.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. HENRY. I would be pleased to, but it is really the Chairman's

time. Thank you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I just want to throw out another question to

you. Going back to what you suggested would be the more excellent
way of addressing the question of Griggs vis-a-vis the language in
the bill, how do you get around reinterpretation, if you will, of
Griggs by the court in Wards Cove? I think that is the problem.
You can't go back and use language that has been interpreted in a
way other than what we intend because we don't do anything then.

The Court has clearly taken the language in Griggs on manifest
relationship and added something to it, "significantly serves the le-
gitimate business needs of the employer." We can't pretend that
that doesn't exist by going back and saying that once more the
Congress reasserts the language of Griggs by requiring a manifest
relationship and leaving it at that, because then we leave the
Wards Cove case hanging out there, and the doctrine of legislative
construction would be that the Congress obviously knew that the
Wards Cove case existed at the time.

I think we would be right back where we are; don't you think?
Mr. HENRY. Let me just add to that. One of the other issues vis-a-

vis Wards Cove versus Griggs is burden of proof of the employer. I
mean, under Griggs, as I understand it, remember I am not an at-
torney as my friend from Texas is, the burden of proof rather di-
rectly manifestly rests with the employer, and justification.

The burden of proof shifts between Griggs and Wards Cove, as I
understand it. Here, we return it with new language on process of
discovery, and that is because when the original act was written we
didn't spell out those things, so it becomes new language, new lan-
guage means litigation. Be that as it may, that is inevitable no
matter what you do.

I want to be sure that if you are going to resurrect a process of
discovery that impacts on an employer, we do it in such a way that
an employer isn't burned with the legal necessity of trying to prove
a negative, which as you know, is logically impossible.

That is to say, that the employer is put with the legal burden of
trying to show that there is no other hypothetical means of estab-
lishing significant relationship, be it business necessity or whatever
it may be--

Mr. WASHINGTON. If I may stop you there, that is the second
problem. I think you raised a very interesting question, because
without this bill the employee has to prove a negative, that is, the
nonexistence of a business reason on behalf of the employer.

The prong that you suggested, the second one-if there is proof
of discrimination, and then the employer before Wards Cove is then
required to come forward and show that there is a business necessi-
ty for the physical examination that this lady was required to pass,
even though she passed the examination, then the question that
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you raised only comes in whether there has been proof of the other
two.

It seems to me that that is an area where we could perhaps level
the playing field between employer and employee. I think the
threshold question is: Whom do we feel-just assume that Griggs
had never been decided, and assuming that Wards Cove had never
been decided-and just logically think that we are trying to write
on a clean slate, and sitting here as intelligent people.

Between the employer and the employee, whom do you think is
in the best position to be able to justify tests that they put out
there for an employee to be able to pass before they get a job; the
employee who is seeking the job or the employer who brings up the
test to begin with?

I think that that answer is so logical, that it doesn't need an
answer.

Mr. HENRY. I thank the Chairman very much.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, if I could raise a privileged question

with you?
Chairman FORD. I was just going to recognize you, so go right

ahead.
Mr. HAYES. I've been recognized once. Are we going to apply the

five-minute rule to us here on this side of the question?
Chairman FORD. I'm afraid we'll have to if' we are going to get

through the rest of the panel, because the-
Mr. HAYES. Because some of us try to adhere to it, and other

seem to--
Chairman FORD. The discussion most recently that has been

taken care of, will probably be addressed by most if not all of the
people on the next panel who are the technical experts in this field
and can, I'm sure, can tell us how many angels can dance on a
head of a pin. That is the kind of people we have on this second
panel.

Mr. Sawyer?
Ms. BERKMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I could just say one thing in re-

sponse to the point that Mr. Washington made?
When I was challenging the New York physical exam, the city

was required to come in with their evidence of justification for the
requirements of the exam.

It was only after I came on the job, many years after I came on
the job, that I was told by the incumbent firefighters who were
used to norm the exam that they were told by the city, when they
were running through it, that this was the first test that women
were going to be allowed to take so they should go all out as fast as
they can, not to perform in the method that they performed on the
fire ground, but to go as fast as they can in order to make it as
difficult as possible for women to come on the job.

There was no way that I could find out that kind of evidence of
intentional discrimination. In fact, I never did find out that evi-
dence of intentional discrimination until long after I had come on
the job. It is virtually impossible for plaintiffs to dig up that kind
of evidence.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Sawyer?
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am going to beat the

red light by a wide margin, I hope.
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nical detail and the implications of items that are measured by
testing instruments, standards of physical performance.

I used to be the mayor of a mid-sized American city, and despite
sympathetic policy-makers and fire administrations that were seek-
ing to bring women on to the fbce, it became difficult to establish
those kinds of test instruments in the face of tensions within the
incumbent forces.

Despite that, as of yesterday that city of 223,000 people has four
women firefighters, and we are proud of their performance and
look forward to their service. It is in no small part due to the kinds
of efforts you have made, and I just wanted to thank you for that.

Ms. MOLINARI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, just want to
thank Brenda for coming forward today, sharing her story, but
most of all for making and being willing to make the ultimate sac-
rifice to protect our community. I just want to thank you for being
here today.

Chairman FORD. Ms. Lowey?
Ms. LOWEY. I, too, want to thank you for appearing here today.

As a former Bronxite who now represents Westchester County, I
certainly appreciate the challenges that you have been put
through.

I support you and recognize what an enormous effort it has
taken for you to pursue your dream, and now that you are willing
to help others pursue theirs.

When I was at the New York Department of State, before I came
here, in fact, we were very involved in supporting women in non-
traditional jobs. In fact, I don't know whether you remember, but
there was a very aggressive program, which we funded, to train
women sanitation workers. The Sanitation Department of New
York insisted that women couldn't hold those huge garbage pails,
although we have to very often take them out in the morning, nor
could they hold that bag and wing it over into the truck.

It was a marvelous program to see, and I want to tell you almost
a hundred percent of those women that we trained eventually were
admitted to the Sanitation Department of New York City.

We also trained women to install windows when we were run-
ning a weatherization program, so we know that a lot of these tests
are questionable.

In reading your testimony, and I apologize for coming late and
not hearing your excellent testimony, I was particularly taken by
the fact that in 1982, there were 39 other women that were hired
and that since 1982, there hasn't been a single woman hired. What
justification does the city give for this? Is there any justification, or
don't they feel they have to justify it?

Ms. BERKMAN. As I mentioned in my testimony, this also goes to
the fact that I don't think you can argue that a defendant employ-
er has absolutely no chance of defending a test under the Grig's
standard or under the proposed standard. They were successful in
defending a speed-to-completion, rank-ordered, physical test, which
women are passing but not scoring high enough to actually be
hired.

It has had a tremendous negative impact on the hiring of
women. As I said in my testimony, I completely disagree with the
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outcome of that case, but it is a fact that that is the standard that
is being used, even though, previous to women being allowed to
take the firefighter exam, the department had a pass-fail standard.
They did not have a rank-ordered standard.

Ms. LOWEY. Now the other thing I was interested in, in reading
this, is what specific business necessity did the city point to in jus-
tifying that test which excluded all women and in what specific
way is that test now much easier to justify under the Wards Cove
decision?

Ms. BERKMAN. Well, they gave as a justification, of course: we
need the strongest, fastest firefighters. But they were arguing that
the mechanisms that they were using to select those people were
the correct mechanisms. We did not specifically dispute the fact
that you needed very qualified people to perform the job. We just
said that the mechanisms which they were using to select those
people were not, in fact, job related, that their own incumbents
could not pass their existing standards.

Ms. LOWEY. Exactly.
Ms. BERKMAN. Under the standard of Wards Cove, my under-

standing would be that the city would have a much easier time de-
fending their tests than they had in 1979 when I brought my law-
suit.

Ms. LOWEY. One of the things that interested me is whether or
not the eight-foot wall climb is now easier to justify?

Ms. BERKMAN. That is gone. That was thrown out in my first
lawsuit. That is gone.

They came and they testified-the city put their own witnesses
on and on cross-examination they asked the firefighter on the
stand, "How would you go over an eight-foot wall?" And he said,
"Well, first I would pick up something from the roof that is gener-
ally lying around. I would set it next to the eight-foot wall. I would
stand on that, and I would pull myself over."

There was no justification for having people be able to jump over
eight-foot walls. In fact, in firefighting you are wearing a 35-pound
air pack. You are weighted down with approximately 50 pounds of
protective equipment. People are not jumping over eight-foot walls.

Ms. LOWEY. I see that red light, and Mr. Hayes, I am going to
certainly relinquish my time. Thank you very, very much.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Klug?
[No response.]
Chairman FORD. Ms. Unsoeld?
MS. UNSOELD. I just want to add my thanks to those that you

have already heard. It is not easy being a pioneer, and we appreci-
ate your role in helping pave the way for those that will follow.
Thank you.

Ms. BERKMAN. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me join every-

one else in saying thanks for coming and thanks for what you are
doing.

My question focusses rather, however, on a couple of statements
or lines in your statement. In particular you say, "Without Title
VII, without the Griggs decision, and without the disparate impact
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theory,"-it is the last sentence of your statement-"I never would
have been able to achieve that dream."

My question to you is: What in the proposal by the administra-
tion would not also allow you to achieve your dream? The adminis-
tration obviously keeps Title VII. It codifies Griggs and obviously
keeps the disparate impact theory.

I am just trying to determine if we aren't all in agreement on
this element, in your opinion?

Ms. BERKMAN. I haven't seen the language of the administra-
tion's proposal. So, all I can say is that my understanding of it is
that it does not overturn the Wards Cove decision.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Let me follow this up on this discussion, and I
regret that not everybody has a copy of the administration's pro-
posal so we could have an intellectual discussion here.

Let me read to you the definition of business necessity in the ad-
ministration's proposal. It means that "the challenged practice has
a manifest relationship to the employment in question or that the
respondent's legitimate employment goals are significantly served
by, even they do not require the challenged practice."

My reading of this, is that the test that you challenged, in my
opinion and I think your judge's opinion, clearly does not have a
manifest relationship to the employment in question, and it cer-
tainly does not significantly serve legitimate employment goals. So,
it would seem--

Ms. BERKMAN. With all due respect, I am not practicing law now.
I am not a discrimination lawyer. I haven't seen the administra-
tion's language, and I haven't had an opportunity to study it. I
would prefer not to discuss it at this time, given that I am not com-
pletely familiar with it.

Mr. GUNDERSON. That's fine.
Chairman FORD. Will the gentleman yield to me?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure.
Chairman FORD. It comes as a surprise to me that there is a civil

rights bill that is floating around that is "the administration bill."
Can you give me the bill number? Has anybody introduced it for
the administration?

Mr. GUNDERSON. It was sent to the Speaker on March 1st.
Chairman FORD. Well, surely, they don't expect the Speaker to

introduce their bill. Has any Republican--
Mr. GUNDERSON. In these days of bipartisanship anything is pos-

sible, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Are you or is somebody else going to introduce

the administration's bill so it will come to us and be considered
when we mark this bill up?

Mr. GUNDERSON. It is my understanding it is going to probably
going to be introduced later this week. You will love this, Mr.
Chairman. The Speaker got a copy of the bill before the House Re-
publicans did.

Chairman FORD. Well, that's not new. Don't forget there have
been times since I have been here when the president was from my
party, so I know how you feel.

All right, we will look forward to seeing what it is. I am told by
rumor that as a matter of fact, part of the argument we had here
this morning, particularly Mr. Henry's reference to burden of
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proof, is disposed of by the administration adopting the exactly the
same approach that H.R. 1 does.

There may not be as much difference between us as would
appear.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I think we are going to find ourselves focussing
probably more on the damages section of last week's hearing than
we are on language here, which is the reason I brought up the par-
ticular language on the definition of business necessity, as we dis-
cuss this particular point.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. GUNDERSON. You bet.
Mr. WASHINGTON. If we use the-not the hypothetical, but the

actual case history from Ms. Berkman's case and use the definition
in the administration's bill, of which I have a copy-I'm concerned
about the part that says, or that "the respondent's legitimate em-
ployment goals are significantly served by, even if they do not re-
quire the challenged practice."

Let's go back to the eight-foot wall. That means, the way I read
it, and I don't hold myself out as being much of a lawyer, and cer-
tainly not a Constitutional scholar, but couldn't almost any lawyer
make a good argument that after the testimony is in the record
that she made a high score on the exam, she qualified, but she and
all the other women failed the physical exam-couldn't you come
in, when you prove the fact that you have this eight-part physical
examination, and stand up before the court and say, "Your honor, I
have made a case that even though they have proven that these
physical exercises are not required, they certainly significantly en-
hance, that is, although you don't need these to be a firefighter you
are better off if you have them as a firefighter.

Wouldn't that fit the definition that they are not required to
challenge practices, i.e., the physical examination, are not required
that they significantly serve the goal of being the best firefighters
for the city of New York that you have.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Two responses. First of all the exact language of
"significantly served by" is taken from the Beazer case.

Second, reading the judge's rulings in Ms. Berkman's case, I am
concluding that that judge would rule under "significantly served
by" the same way she ruled in this particular case that it cannot
and does not significantly serve the cause of competent firefighting
to have the eight-foot wall test.

So, it would be my assumption, or my conclusion, that this lan-
guage would be used just as that in Ms. Berkman's case, because
the judge used the Griggs language if I understand Ms. Berkman's
statement correctly.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, but I think you are sliding off the edge of
Griggs. What you are saying then is, if you can prove that it makes
a good firefighter to run the 40-yard dash in ten seconds, that it
doesn't make a better firefighter to run the 40-yard dash in eight
seconds?

Mr. GUNDERSON. I think that Ms. Berkman indicated this earlier
when she talked about the information she has received from other
firefighters when they were told to go all out in the test to make
sure that there would be the difference between men and women.
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The judge looked at the other evidence and said, "Just because a
man can climb a higher wall does not make him a better firefight-
er." I think that gets to: Is this practice "significantly served by."

Firefighters don't need to climb eight-foot walls. She has proven
that case. "Significantly served by" means just that. I think we can
reach a consensus on this.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I think we are close, but the difference that I
see is that, "employment goals are significantly served by," it
seems to me is a Catch-22 that allows an individual-if you agree
that some sort of physical stamina is required.

The question here is that the threshold was placed so high that it
was unreasonable in relation to the job that firefighters were re-
quired to do. So, if you start from the assumption that some-I
mean, I am 49 years old. I could not be a firefighter. I don't have
the stamina to do it.

There is some reasonable relationship between some amount of
stamina and the ability to do the job. The question is: Do you place
it beyond the reach of women? And the judge said no, but again if
you allow, not business necessity, if you will, but employment goals
significantly served by--

Mr. GUNDERSON. But don't forget the--
Mr. WASHINGTON. [continuing] not required but not--
Mr. GUNDERSON. Don't forget the words "legitimate employment

goals." Not the employment goals that a city establishes to main-
tain the status quo. We are in a court of law where you have to
have legitimate business goals.

Mr. WASHINGTON. We are talking about unintentional discrimi-
nation. We are not talking about intentional discrimination.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't know. This sounded like an intentional
discrimination to me.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Pardon me?
Mr. GUNDERSON. As I listened to her case, it seems to me some

people in the city and some people in the fire department were
practicing what I would call intentional discrimination.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I would agree, but I think the abundance of
the evidence, and obviously the proof that satisfied the require-
ments the court held were that it was unintentional discrimina-
tion.

The classic beauty is that if you can prove a case of unintention-
al discrimination, which is easier to prove in terms of the mens
rea, then you don't need to reach the question of trying to read
people's minds.

In this case, it seems to me-what I want to come back to-it is a
legitimate employment goal to have some physical requirements of
a firefighter or a policeman or a soldier. What 1 am concerned
about is, once you put that in and you say that these are "signifi-
cantly served by" but not required, you open the back door, if you
will, to allowing the same kind of conduct.

If you relate it directly back to this situation, one could definite-
ly argue that some sort of physical stamina or a physical examina-
tion in addition to the written examination would serve the legiti-
mate goals of the New York City Fire Department.

The question is, how high are those goals and whether you are
building a barrier. The problem that I have is with the administra-
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tion's language on "significantly served by, but are not required."
We all agree that the ones that are required that are legitimate
requirements ought to be included.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Everybody in the room needs to know I am not
even a lawyer, say nothing of a Constitutional lawyer, so I am
really handicapped in this discussion.

If I look at this language, it seems to me that there are two tests.
"Legitimate employment goal" is one test, and second, "significant-
ly served by."

Now, it would be my conclusion that the eight-foot wall and the
other physical tests are, frankly, not a legitimate employment goal,
but let's assume for discussion they are legitimate employment
goals. You then go to the second test. Are they significantly served
by the challenged practice?

In this case, it is my conclusion that the tests that were used for
the New York Fire Department don't meet either test.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr. Chairman, may we go ahead and start on
my time?

Mr. SAWYER. [presiding] I think we have.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I haven't been recognized yet.
Mr. SAWYER. Perhaps we should continue on to the second panel.
Mr. WASHINGTON. What is the chair's position?
Mr. SAWYER. Perhaps we ought to recognize Ms. Mink.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Has the ChaiN recognized me?
Mr. SAWYER. I don't know. Perhaps we haven't.
Ms. Unsoeld, have you been recognized?
Mr. WASHINGTON. She was the last person on the Democratic

side that was recognized. Mr. Gunderson had the time.
Mr. SAWYER. I'll be happy to recognize you, Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I certainly appreciate it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SAWYER. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gunderson, are you leaving?
Mr. GUNDERSON. I was.
Mr. WASHINGTON. [To the witness.] Do you consider yourself to

be unique?
Ms. BERKMAN. Unique?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes.
Ms. BERKMAN. No.
Mr. WASHINGTON. You are not the only one of 35 women in the

city of New York that could do a good job as a firefighter; are you?
Ms. BERKMAN. Absolutely not. The reason that I initially was

compelled to bring my lawsuit was that I did not believe that there
was not a single woman in the city of New York that was une-
quipped to be a firefighter.

Regardless of my own personal capacities, at that time I felt I
was physically equipped to be a firefighter, but I also couldn't be-
lieve that there was not a single other qualified woman.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Now, let me ask you another question. Since
becoming a firefighter, have you been restricted in the kinds of jobs
that you have been assigned to do, based upon the fact that you are
a woman?

Ms. BERKMAN. Absolutely not. I have performed all the jobs that
I have been assigned to do.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. So that means that even though other women
can't pass the barriers that are put up, and they are not firefight-
ers, they fit into the same class as you, that is, if they could ever
get over these hurdles they could do the job, you are satisfied?

Ms. BERKMAN. That's right. As I mentioned in my testimony, in
many cases departments did not even have a physical agility test
before women were allowed to apply. They just didn't-and they
were only constructed in order to become barriers to women get-
ting on--

Mr. WASHINGTON. It was just a coincidence? Just as it is a coinci-
dence that at the same time that women started to apply for these
jobs, the fire department found it necessary to put in some addi-
tional qualifications.

Let me ask you this. How many years do you have to work for
the New York Fire Department in order to retire?

Ms. BERKMAN. Twenty years.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Twenty years, so if you had a 20-year-old

female, and a 39-year-old male who drinks beer and who doesn't
stay in good shape, as far as the physical agility tests are con-
cerned, whom do you think would be more appropriate, in terms of
the ability to pass it, not only to pass the test, but to do the job of
climbing a ladder and saving someone from a building-a 20-year-
old woman or a 39-year-old man?

Ms. BERKMAN. There are clearly unfit people of both sexes who
are not capable of performing the job, just as there are fit people of
both sexes that are capable, so you can't automatically say that
this woman is incapable. That is a stereotype. You can t say that
this man is automatically capable. That is another stereotype.

Unfortunately, that is what has happened in the fire service.
They have assumed that men of certain capabilities are automati-
cally qualified, whereas women as a group are not qualified ever.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Let me ask you another question in another
area of the bill. Let me just give you a hypothetical. I don't want to
go into any real life experience.

Let's assume that you and other ladies in the fire department
find it necessary to put up with offensive sexual remarks and ges-
tures and things of this nature. Do you have a remedy under Title
VII, under existing law? Since you work there you can't get back
pay because you are on the job; right? So, you have no damages.
You have no remedy; is that right?

A black person who got hired the same day as you did, who is
subjected to offensive racial remarks, would have a remedy under
Title 42, United States Code, Section 1981; is that right?

Ms. BERKMAN. Women's remedies are far less. What we have
found repeatedly is that even when you bring a complaint, and
even when the perpetrator of the improper practices is found
guilty, that very often that is not sufficient. The person will contin-
ue to perform those illegal discriminatory acts because there really
is no penalty for doing that.

Mr. WASHINGTON. One other thing that relates to that, too-I
think my time is about to expire. Once you got inside and you saw
and you talked to these other folks, and you found out what really
went on, and you related that experience in terms of the agility
test and all of that, and how they composed them, who hadn t
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passed and what they were told when they first took them-all
that just smacks of the good old boy network; doesn't it? You've got
to be inside to be a good old boy whether you are a man or a
woman; is that right?

Ms. BERKMAN. I must say that I am much more cynical about the
hiring practices of the fire service than I was when I first applied
for the job.

I really feel that many of the standards which have been put
into place are put there purely to keep people who are different
from the existing, the incumbent, fire force out of the job.

Mr. WASHINGTON. That is called discrimination; isn't it?
Ms. BERKMAN. That's it.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Mink?
Ms. MINK. Thank you very much. I must add my words of com-

mendation to you, Brenda, for your outstanding leadership in a
field that is extremely difficult and which has been made almost
impossible to contend with in view of the current decisions.

I am struck by the fact that since 1982, according to your testi-
mony, no woman has been added to the firefighting lists in the city
of New York.

Ms. BERKMAN. Correct.
Ms. MINK. Now, if H.R. 1 passed and became law, is it your testi-

mony that this would alter the situation in New York and in other
places in the country? If so, by what measure?

Ms. BERKMAN. I believe it would alter it. I think that women
would once again feel that they have a shot at winning this kind of
a discrimination case.

As I mentioned before, the national organization of women fire-
fighters has basically been advising people that it is extremely dif-
ficult to win under the Wards Cove standard, and some of the other
Supreme Court decisions that have been recently put in place.

The Civil Rights Act is critical to restoring that balance where a
plaintiff has an actual opportunity to make the defendants prove
that there is a business necessity for this practice.

I think Representative Washington's point was very well taken
that under certain language there could be any kind of a justifica-
tion. You could argue that what we need out there in the fire serv-
ice is a superman, because after all, these are life-saving decisions,
but when, in fact, the incumbent fire force is performing very satis-
factorily with much lesser standards.

Ms. MINK. This criteria of speed and explosive strength, in your
opinion, is the factor that is now barring the hiring of women be-
cause they don't score high enough to be in the higher rank order
than the males who take the same test; is that the situation?

Ms. BERKMAN. Unfortunately, in New York, the test tests now
exclusively for speed, and that is a criteria as to which women as a
group are going to have a more difficult time competing with men
as a group. If in fact the test tested for the full range of relevant
abilities that are required by firefighting-flexibility, which dis-
ables our fire force more than any other factor, back injuries are
the single most disabling factor; stamina, heart attacks are one of
the greatest disablers of firefighters; and hand-eye coordination;
the full range-then women would have a much better shot.
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They would still be disadvantaged if there was a speed compo-
nent, and we are not arguing that there should not be a speed com-
ponent, but we are saying that the test now focuses exclusively on
one aspect of firefighting, which it should not, and it is not purely
job-related. If in fact the full range were included, women would
have a much better opportunity to be hired.

Ms. MINK. To what extent is this emphasis on speed maintained
throughout a person's tenure in the fire department? Do they have
periodic tests in which they exclude the men from participating in
firefighting because they can't maintain the level of speed required
for an entry-level firefighter?

Ms. BERKMAN. Absolutely not. Absolutely not. This is what I am
talking about when I say arbitrary and artificial barriers, because
in New York you take this one test, and you can sit on a list for
five years, and you go directly into the academy. You are not re-
quired to take any other test before you go into training.

So a person can become a couch potato, sit around throwing back
six-packs and potato chips for five years, and they will go into the
fire academy, it doesn't matter what kind of shape they are in.
Once you get on the job, there are absolutely no physical criteria.
You are not required to perform an annual test in New York. You
are not required to show that you have maintained your physical
capabilities at all.

Ms. MINK. One final question before the red light goes on: I
wanted to ask, under what jeopardy are you today because you
came to this committee to testify about the department and its cur-
rent policies and criteria for hiring, understanding the fact that
you were once terminated because of a stand you had taken earli-
er? Are you in jeopardy today because you are here to help this
committee arrive at a fair bill?

Ms. BERKMAN. I am always nervous about speaking my mind on
the fairness of fire service entry-level standards, because I have
been retaliated against on numerous occasions, starting with my
being terminated-well, starting way before I was terminated in
my first year of employment. It never really stops.

There are a large number of people in the fire service who do not
believe that women belong in the fire service any more than they
believe that women belong in combat. And they take offense at
anyone who speaks differently on that issue. Need less to say, when-
ever I testify in this manner, I am under an incredible amount of
criticism.

My department made very clear to me today that, when I came
down to testify, I was speaking on behalf of myself and the nation-
al organization; I was not speaking on behalf of the New York City
Fire Department.

Ms. MINK. What is the highest rank that a woman has achieved
in the Fire Department in New York City?

Ms. BERKMAN. Firefighter. There has not been a single woman
promoted in the nine years that we have been on the job.

Ms. MINK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Jefferson.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Ms. Berkman, most of the important questions

have already been asked. That is one of the plights of a new
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member. But I want to try and see if you can help me clarify just a
few things, if you would.

You have read H.R. 1, have you not?
Ms. BERKMAN. I have glanced through it very briefly, yes.
Mr. JEFFERSON. Okay. Well, I know you have made some dis-

claimers about your continuing practice of the law. But early on
there was some discussion about the quota issue that we have
heard so much about with respect to this bill.

The point has been made that statistics alone do not establish a
prima facie case under the act by its clear language, and reference
was made to Section 4 of the bill-I don't who made it-but some
reference made to Section 4 as establishing a statistical basis for
proof.

If you read this Section 4 on page 5, in subparagraph (a), on page
5, it talks about the complaining party demonstrating disparate
impact, but then it uses "and"-it is a conjunction here-and the
respondent fails to demonstrate that such practice is required by
business necessity.

Doesn't it seem to you that there is no separation there between
the one and the other, that in fact both are required to make out
the prima facie case.

Ms. BERKMAN. That would be the way I would read it, yes.
Mr. JEFFERSON. It is impossible under this law, as I see it, to es-

tablish an unlawful employment practice without both of these
standards being met, both that there is disparate impact and that
there is a failure to demonstrate a business necessity.

Ms. BERKMAN. Without having access to all the discussions that
have gone on before today, I would assume that the "and" means
that both are required.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Yes, it would seem so to me. I just wanted to see
what you thought about that. You say you work as a trustee for
United Women Firefighters. Is that just a New York City-based or-
ganization.

Ms. BERKMAN. There are two organizations. I am president of the
United Women Firefighters, which is the local New York City or-
ganization for women, and I am a trustee of Women in the Fire
Service, which is the National organization of women firefighters.

Mr. JEFFERSON. In your capacity as a trustee for the National or-
ganization, do you have information you could share with this com-
mittee about the interest in litigation over this issue that women
have around the country, about whether there are suits that would
be brought if the standards were different, and if so can you quan-
tify that in some sort of way to give us a sense of how frustrating it
is for women all over the country who don't have an option now to
bring their actions under the present state of the law?

Ms. BERKMAN. Prior to some of the more restrictive Supreme
Court interpretations of Title VII, we had seen basically a ripple
effect, a very positive ripple effect, from some of the litigation that
had been brought in the early 1970s and late 1970s. Departments
were complying on a voluntary basis in many cases.

After the more restrictive decisions, and including some very re-
strictive interpretations at the lower court levels, we have seen
that there is not much movement of a positive nature and that
women, when they ?onsider challenging the exams in court, are
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very put off by lawyers and by our national organization, in terms
of the chances of success. They feel that, under the current stand-
ards, there is much less chance of success, in terms of bringing a
lawsuit, than there was when I brought mine.

Mr. JEFFERSON. It is not because there are less grounds for com-
plaints?

Ms. BERKMAN. Not because there is less need for the litigation or
because there is less discrimination going on, but because the legal
standards have been changed to make it almost impossible for a
plaintiff to be successful.

Mr. JEFFERSON. My question was, do you have any information to
measure how much discrimination is going on out there and that
would be manifested but for the fact that we have the standards as
they are?

Ms. BERKMAN. Well, we know that there are tremendous num-
bers of women who are interested in fire service careers, and yet
we only have less than one percent women actually on the job. In
most cases, departments have no women or only one woman on the
job, and that woman who is on the job was, in many cases, hired
long ago, in the 1970s, when the standard was different.

Mr. JEFFERSON. Thank you.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much for your testimony today.

You have been patient and thoughtful and focused in your re-
sponse, and I am sure that all of the members of the committee, on
both sides, are grateful for your presence here today.

Ms. BERKMAN. Thank you. I just want to reemphasize again how
critical this kind of legislation is to the continued progress of
women in nontraditional employment. I appreciate very much the
opportunity to speak. Thank you very much.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you very much.
Our second panel is made up of Ken Kimerling of the Puerto

Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund; Dr. Ben Schneider, the
American Psychological Association; David Rose, former chief of
employment litigation, U.S. Department of Justice; Mark Dichter,
law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius; and Professor Pamela Perry,
the Rutgers University School of Law.

Let me say welcome to all of you and that the same standards
apply as was the case with Ms. Berkman. Feel free to comment,
summarize, expand upon your testimony in any way that you feel
will illuminate it. Your full testimony will remain part of the
record at the point at which it is presented.

Mr. Kimerling.

STATEMENTS OF KENNETH KIMERLING, ESQ., PUERTO RICAN
LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATION FUND, NEW YORK, NY; DR.
BENJAMIN SCHNEIDER, AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION, WASHINGTON, DC; DAVID ROSE, ESQ., FORMER CHIEF,
EMPLOYMENT LITIGATION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,
WASHINGTON, DC; MARK DICHTER, ESQ., MORGAN, LEWIS &
BOCKIUS, PHILADELPHIA, PA; PROFESSOR PAMELA PERRY,
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW; CAMDEN, NJ
Mr. KIMERLING. Mr. Chairmen-I see there are two of you right

now. I want to thank you both for letting me come down here
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today. I am honored to be before this committee. I am honored to
share a panel with Brenda Berkman, who is one of the heroes of
Title VII litigation, and David Rose, who is another hero of mine in
Title VII litigation. Both of them, I think, exemplify what the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 was all about.

I am here today on behalf of the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and
Education Fund. The Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund was found-
ed in 1972 to further and ensure the rights of Puerto Ricans and
other Latinos in this country. The plight of Puerto Ricans I think
is well known to the members of this committee. I have put in my
statement some of the statistics, but the unemployment rate for
Puerto Ricans is almost twice that of non-Latinos, and that in-
cludes African-Americans as well.

Almost 40 percent of Puerto Rican families are below the poverty
limit, as compared to less than 10 percent of non-Latino families.
Obviously, Puerto Ricans and other Latinos need an equal opportu-
nity to obtain employment. Title VII used to be one of the mecha-
nisms that provided that opportunity. As a result of Wards Cove it
has become clearly much less so.

I am here, obviously, to support H.R. 1. I think it is very impor-
tant legislation, not only for the Wards Cove issue but for the other
issues that it addresses. I am going to limit my remarks to the
Wards Cove issue, because I think that is perhaps the most impor-
tant component of Title VII and certainly one of the more impor-
tant components of H.R. 1.

There was last year a very excellent committee report that I
think as well as any document that I have seen demonstrates why
H.R. 1 should pass. It clearly demonstrated why the Civil Rights
Act of 1990 should have passed, and, unfortunately, we are back
here in 1991 trying to get the same thing done. The debate now
seems to be narrowing down to some discussion over what is busi-
ness necessity, as Griggs used that term.

I believe that the standards in H.R. 1 are an adequate descrip-
tion of the standards that existed before Wards Cove, both in
Griggs and the cases that followed it. It provides a standard that is
fair, both to the employer and to the plaintiff, but it is a standard
that has some teeth, unlike other ones that I am going to talk
about shortly.

I think I want to emphasize in my testimony that, although I am
a lawyer, I don't think this committee should be bogged down in
trying to find the word or phrase in Griggs that encapsulates what
is disparate impact litigation. I think that clearly it is not a stat-
ute. The Court in Griggs was not trying to write one or two words
that would mean everything that it was trying to say in hundreds
of words.

Griggs is the first of many Title VII cases, both in the Supreme
Court and the lower courts, that interpreted Title VII and applied
its disparate impact standards. To take a word from the Chairman,
I don't think we should dance around on the head of a pin; we
should look at what Title VII sought to accomplish in the words of
Griggs and put forth a standard like the one in H.R. 1 that accom-
plish es that purpose.

I think it is significant that-although it is not, obviously, before
the committee at this point-the President's proposal goes back
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dramatically from his position in his veto message of last year.
There is a chart that I think counsel for the committee had pre-
pared. I think it is an excellent document to look at when you con-
sider where we are today and where we have been.

The legislative words in H.R. 1 track in large measure the words
that the President used in his veto message as a proposal for the
definition of business necessity. I think that should put to rest any
claims that this legislation would create a quota bill. I am confi-
dent that the President, who was concerned that the Civil Rights
Act of 1990 would be a quota bill and proposed his own legislation,
was not proposing legislation that he thought would have been a
quota bill, yet he used words very similar to the ones that are
being proposed in H.R. 1.

He has now, obviously, decided that Wards Cove should not be
reversed arid Griggs restored. There is no provision to that effect in
his current legislation, unlike H.R. 1. He, obviously, having won
the war, thinks that he can win everything and has disregarded
the needs of women and minorities in this country. This proposed
legislation is almost worse than nothing. In many ways, some of
the other elements are clearly worse than the current situation.

There is an emphasis on a manifest relationship. I ask this com-
mittee to think what it is that "manifest relationship" means. It
has no meaning in the concepts of job-relatedness. On the surface it
means an apparent relationship. Well, in the testing world-and
you can ask some of the experts over here-an apparent relation-
ship is called facial validity.

What it means is, in a sanitation worker examination, you might
ask a sanitation worker to determine what is the amount of gar-
bage picked up by three trucks. And you give, you know, Truck A
picked up 2.5 tons; truck B, et cetera, and then ask that worker to
answer that question. Or you might say, add up 2.5, 3.2, and 4.3.
The first question, because it looks like the job, is facially valid, al-
though both of them ask you to add up three numbers.

But facial validity has nothing to do with job-relatedness if
indeed the sanitation worker doesn't have to add up how many
tons it is that these three trucks pick up, but the work is simply to
load the truck with garbage. So manifest relationship has real
problems as a standard as well as Representative Washington
pointed out-I would yield my time anytime to the Representa-
tive-the second "or" standard is absolutely without any teeth.
This "if not required" provision just throws it all away.

H.R. 1, as I said, does the trick. It is fair. It tracks, in large meas-
ure, the President's veto language, and it restores the law, as this
committee sought to do, or this legislation seeks to do in H.R. 1.

Let me deal with one issue, I think, that probably pressed upon
you last week with the compensatory and punitive damages. This is
not a lawyer's bill. Compensatory and punitive damages have noth-
ing to do with anything that anyone on this panel is going to talk
about today.

Disparate impact litigation does not lead to compensatory dam-
ages; it does not lead to punitive damages. They are by definition,
only available for claims of discriminatory intent. So there is no
way that that provision has any effect on this litigation. It has
nothing to do with employers running away and adopting quotas.
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And, indeed, if the concern were that there were going to be
quotas because of legislation of this type, it would be important to
have compensatory and punitive damages, because someone who
adopted a quota was obviously intentionally discriminating and
clearly doing it knowingly, and therefore should be subject to com-
pensatory and punitive damages.

If you want to protect against quotas, put in compensatory and
punitive damages, because that will deter somebody from looking
for another lawsuit, in which not only back pay would be awarded
but compensatory and punitive damages. But the fact that there is
compensatory and punitive damages as an element of intentional
discrimination does not make it a lawyer's bill either.

As this committee is well aware, presently you can get compensa-
tory and punitive damages for race and national origin claims
under 42 U.S.C. Section 1981, yet the difficulty of proving intent is
so hard that if you go and ask any clerk's office in this country
how many pro se plaintiffs there are seeking to remedy employ-
ment discrimination, there are thousands and thousands of them
out there, unrepresented because no lawyer in his right mind
would take those cases, even with the availability of compensatory
and punitive damages and even with the ability to collect attor-
ney's fees.

If these cases were good, in terms of generating fees and money
for lawyers, you would go from a civil rights bar that presently I
would estimate is probably less than two per State to having a bar
that looks like your negligence bar. After all, in negligence you
don't have to prove intent; you just have to prove an injury and
that it was somehow caused by the negligence, not the intentional
act, of somebody.

In intentional employment discrimination, you have to prove
intent to get compensatory and punitive damages. That is very,
very difficult. Very few people prevail under that standard. Law-
yers are not looking for those cases. If they were, they would have
taken them, because there are lots of them out there. This is not a
lawyer's bill because it doesn't bring lawyers in to intentional dis-
crimination cases, and it is not a lawyer's bill because it doesn't
change, in any way, the difficulty that lawyers already face, even
under Griggs, in prevailing under the disparate impact standard.

Let me close by saying, I think that every day that Congress
waits to reverse Wards Cove means another day that people like
Brenda Berkman can't even think about challenging examinations
and criteria for selection that have no business in being in place. I
know, in our office, that we have not brought a new disparate
impact case since Wards Cove, just because the standard that the
Court enunciated in Wards Cove means that those cases are losers.

You cannot win those cases. In a few cases, employers are going
to be so dumb as to have nothing to support them, but in almost
every other case they are going to be able to prevail under Wards
Cove.

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee.
[The prepared statement of Kenneth Kimerling follows:]
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The Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund, rnc. is a

national civil rights organization founded in 1972. Its mission

is to ensure and further the civil rights of Puerto Ricans and

other Latinos. We thank you for this opportunity to present our

views on Civil Rights Act of 1991, H.R. 1.

The proposed legislation is absolutely necessary to the

welfare of the Puerto Rican community. As the Act clearly

states, "the Supreme Court cut back dramatically on the scope and

effectiveness of civil rights protection." The Court's treatment

of Title VII is best described by Justice Blackmun who wrote in

his dissenting opinion in the 1Ard Cove case; "One wonders

whether the majority still believes that race discrimination --

or, more accurately, race discrimination against nonwhites -- is

a problem in our society, or even remembers that it ever was." 1

We are thankful that Congress has not forgotten.

Puerto Ricans on the mainland suffer from drastic problems

of unemployment and poverty. For example in 1988, 9.5% of all

Puerto Ricans 16 years and older were unemployed compared with

5.8% of all non-Latinoa. 2 The median income for Puerto Rican

families was $15,185 compared to $31,610 for non-Latinos in 1987,

and 37.9% of Puerto Rican families had incomes below the poverty

Wards Cove Packing Co. v., Atonio, 490 U.S. _, 104 L.Ed.
2d 733, 755 (1989) (Blaokmun, J, dissenting). Justice Blackmun
was appointed by President Nixon.

2 These data and those that follow are found in the Bureau
of the Census, Thg Hispanic Populatlon in the United StAtes.
March 1288, Current Population Reports, series P-20, No. 438, at
Table 2, p.8.

1
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line compared to 9.7% for all non-Latinos. If these dismal

statiations are going to change, Puerto Ricans must have an equal

opportunity to obtain and maintain meaningful jobs.

The Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc.

(PRLDEF) strongly supports the passage of the 1991 Civil Rights

Act. It is necessary to restore and strengthen the protections

provided by the Title VII and S1981. Much has already ben

written by the Committee and others about the need for this

legislation; thus, this testimony focuses on some of the few

remaining issues. in particular our testimony today will address

section 4 of the H.R. 1, which is intended to restore the burden

of proof in disparate impact cases. It is perhaps the most

important provision of the Act. However, we believe that every

section of the Act is necessary and important to the rights of

Puerto Ricans and other Latinos.

REVERSING-WARDS CQVE

The focus of Section 4 of the bill is to reverse the Supreme

Court's decision in Wgrds CQy. Among other things, that case

broke with a long line of precedents of the Supreme Court and the

lower federal courts that had properly interpreted Title VII

consistent with its intent to prohibit the use of non-job related

selection procedures that barred minorities and women from

obtaining jobs, promotions and other job benefits. The Supreme

court (1) reversed the burdens of proof that had been established

in the Griggs case3 placing the burden on plaintiff to prove that

3 Grigca v. Du-ke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971).
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a selection procedure was not significantly job-related and (2)

made plaintiffs case more difficult, if not impossible, by

requiring the plaintiff to point to the particular practice of a

group of practices that was causing the disparate impact. The

testimony will address these two points in turn.

Business Necessity

The proposed Act properly interprets Title VII and the case

law prior to Wards Cove, by requiring that the respondent in

disparate impact case bear the burden of proving business

necessity. There has been a great deal of debate on the meaning

of "business necessity", but PRLDEr believes that the proposed

legislation has accurately as possible defined that term

consistent with the use by the Courts prior to Wards Cove. See,

Section 3 of H.R. amending $701 of the Title VII by adding the

definition of "business necessity."

We urge this Committee not to be drawn into a continuing

debate over which of the words used. in G or in the cases

that followed best defines "business necessity." Anyone who has

argued a case before any court knows full well that a prior

decision of that court cannot be understood by reference to one

or two words used in an opinion. Judges, who have authored an

opinion, continually caution attorneys not to focus or rely on

one phrase used in part of the opinion. These judges know that

their own choice of one or two words or phrases was never

intended to cover every other case or factual situation,

particularly those that have not yet arisen. Attorneys, are

40-626 0-91--14
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directed to read opinions in the context in which they are

written, a context that includes both the facts in the particular

case and historical placement of a case in the cane-by-case

development of the law.

The understanding of legal opinions are in many ways similar

to statutory interpretation. The language used in statutes must

be read in the context of the legislative intent of the Congress.

Statutes express as best the can the purposes of Congress, but in

many instances the words cannot stand alone, but must be read in

conjunction with the legislative history. Trying to find the one

or two words that fully encompass the essence of Griggs is even

more difficult. The Court was not trying to write a statute, a

one or two sentence provision of particularly well chosen and

debated words. That opinion like others include many hundreds of

words most of which are devoted to the individual case before the

Court and none of which are separately intended to be the only

words which adequately and accurately describe the holding.

Thus, when this Committee goes about its job of reversing

Hrs Cove and restoring Title VII to its original purposes, it

must consider not one or two words from Griggs but a whole body

of law that spans the almost two decades that separates Griggs

from Wars ov. Without rehashing every debate over the terms

used in the legislative proposals last year, we believe that the

H.R. 1 accomplishes that task. While clearly the definition is a

compromise that tracks in large measure-the-proposal of the

President, it adequately approximates the state of law priot to

4
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The term proposed by some opponents of this legislation

"manifest relationship" fails to adequately describe the

appropriate burden of job relatedness. What is "manifest"? It

has no meaning in terms of job selection procedures. The closest

it comes is to the concept of "facial validity" which means an

apparent relationship to a job, but has nothing to do with job

relatedness.# What it lacks is any sense of measurement, the

degree of relationship, that is elemental element of test

preparation. For example, the Uniform Guidelines For Employee

Selection Procedures, adopted by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, the Justice Department and the Department of Labor,

in describing the standards for demonstrating that a particular

selection procedure is job related always use terms of degree and

measurement. Even in describing content validity, which is the

only method of showing that an test is job related that does not

require the use of quantitative data to support validity, the

Uniform Guidelines say: "The closer the content and the context

of the selection procedure are to work samples or work behaviors,

the stronger is the basis for showing content validity." 29 CFR

S1607.14(C)(4). The use of the tersi "manifest relationship"

4 For example, an examination has "facial validity" if it
uses the terms of the job. Thus, a test might ask someone.
seeking to be sanitation worker or garbage collector, to
determine the total amount of garbage collected by three garbage
trucks as opposed to asking them to simply add three numbers.
Both measure the ability to add; bt the first question fZAiJJx
appears more like the job. However, neither of the questions
would be actually job related if a sanitation worker did not have
to do any addition to perform the job.
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would gut the strength of the disparate impact provisions.

QrOguo ofb 1poXSant PraCtices

The Civil Right Act of 1991 also reverses the unreasonable

burden placed on plaintiffs of identifying the exact practice

among a group of practices that has caused a disparate impact.

The issue arises most clearly when an employer uses several

subjective selection criteria that are not given quantitative

scores. Under lards Coyt, plaintiff would have to determine

which ones caused the disparate impact, even if the employer does

not know. We would be greatly surprised if many employers record

either the reasons for selecting an employee or rejecting others

when several subjective criteria are used. The proposed Act

places the burdens where it should be. It the employer's records

reflect the impact of different elements of a group of practices,

then a plaintiff would have to focus on those practices that

cause the disparate impact. If not, the plaintiff can rely on

the disparate impact caused by the undifferentiated group.

Clearly, that is the only fair and equitable distribution of

burdens

Other-igsuas

This is not a glgta bill. Having to defend this Act against

the charge that it is a quota bill, is like having to respond to

the question, "when did you stop beating your wife?" I have

never started beating my wife and there has never been employers

who voluntarily and secretly adopted to quotas to avoid Title

VII. The Justice Department ever vigilant to act in response to

6
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claims of reverse discrimination has been unable to document the

use of quotas following Qjggg. This bill simply reverses Warda

Covg and restores the law was established in Griqs and its

progeny. The standards of showing job relatedness are no

different than those applied by the courts and used in the

Uniform Guidelines. There is no basis to suggest that the

proposed legislation is a quota bill.

This is not a lawyer's bill. There has never been a large

civil rights bar and certainly never been a civil rights bar that

has been made rich by employment discrimination cases. This bill

will not change that state of affairs. It is important not to

confuse two provisions of the Act nor to misconstrue their

impact. Section 4 restores the law of disparate impact. Section

8 strengthens the law of disparate treatment or intentional

discrimination. These are separate provisions and have t

to do with each other.

Section 8 makes compensatory damages and punitive damages

available in cases of intentional discrimination to remedy the

mental pain and suffering caused by such discrimination and to

punish those who act with clear malice or reckless indifference.

These damages are not available for claims under the disparate

impact section, Section 4, which by definition do not involve

intentional discrimination.

The addition of compensatory and punitive damages, thus

cannot encourage attorneys to litigate claims of disparate

impact. The nightmare of the plaintiff's attorneys scouring

7
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around to find claims of disparate impact is just; unreal; nothing

has changed the unattractiveness of these cases. Moreover,

section 8 amendments will have little impact on the number of

attorneys that currently handle claims of intentional

discrimination. Compensatory and punitive damages are already

available to plaintiffs for claims of intentional race and

national origin discrimination under 42 U.S.C. S1981, yet there

are very few attorneys representing plaintiffs because of the

extreme difficulty of proving intentional discrimination. Unlike

personal injury claims or business and corporate law, where there

hundreds of thousands of attorneys litigating these cases all

over the country, the numbers of full time civil rights attorneys

in private practice in this country is probably less than 200.

This bill will have no impact on that number nor on their future

incomes. This is not a lawyer's bill.

CONCLUSION

PRLDEF urges this Committee to approve H.R. 1. The

decisions of the United States Supreme Court must be reversed and

Title VII restored and strengthened. Every day that has gone by

since June 1909 has resulted in the dismissal of valid claims of

discrimination and has deterred the filing of new claims. The

President's veto of the Civil Rights Act of 1990 and continued

resistance to any bill of substance has denied and continues to

deny an equal employment opportunity to Puerto Ricans and other

Latinos. Congress should act quickly to pass the 1991 Act.

a
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Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Dr. Ben Schneider.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Benjamin Schneider. I am a professor of psychology

at the University of Maryland at College Park. I am a fellow of the
American Psychological Association and a past president of the So-
ciety for Industrial and Organization Psychology, a division of the
American Psychological Association.

I am here representing the American Psychological Association
today. APA is an organization that has now about 110,000 psycholo-
gists. These psychologists function as researchers, educators, practi-
tioners, and a number of us work in the development and valida-
tion of personnel selection procedures.

The American Psychological Association itself has published in a
number of editions, the standards for the development of psycho-
logical tests and measures. In addition, the Society for Industrial
and Organizational Psychology has published principles for the val-
idation and use of selection procedures. So both APA and the Socie-
ty are heavily involved in the issues before the committee.

Both APA and the society have also supported and promoted
civil rights, civil rights legislation, and are in large measure sup-
porters of the current legislation. There is one particular section of
the proposed legislation, however, that we offer some assistance
and perhaps redefinition. That section does concern the discussion
that has been already held this morning regarding business neces-
sity.

In that section, our reading is that the major issue is that it
must be demonstrated that the practice bear a significant relation-
ship to successful job performance. There are three issues in that
definition on which I would like to comment. The first concerns
what we mean by a significant relationship.

In the field of industrial and organizational psychology and the
study of tests and measures in general, significant relationship has
meant statistically significant relationship. Not only for profession-
als in this field is that true but for lawyers and practitioners in
human resources management.

The phrase "significant relationship" would be meant to be sta-
tistically significant relationship. As such, adoption of the phrase"significant relationship" would eliminate numerous practices that
have evolved over the years, especially in the light of Griggs, for
demonstrating the job-relatedness of selection procedures.

A second issue that I would like to address is the issue of the
word "successful." "Successful" has too many interpretations that
lead to the conclusion that there either is success or there is not
success. So an unfortunate interpretation of the word "successful"
could be dichotomizing performance into those who succeed and
those who do not succeed.

Another unfortunate conclusion would be that the least common
denominator would be acceptable for a job; that is, once you get
over the hurdle of being unsuccessful, then you are automatically
successful. We think that the legislation is not designed to promote
either a least common denominator or a dichotomy, but, unfortu-
nately, the present wording leads to a conclusion that that is possi-
ble.
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I would now like to focus on the phrase "job performance" in the
current legislation. There are many, many facets of effective be-
havior at work that are not immediately job performance behav-
iors. These include such issues as attendance, absenteeism, reten-
tion, safety, and so forth.

The current legislation, with the phrase "job performance," un-
fortunately connotes the production of some widgets, or whatever
the immediate job is concerned with. That is a very, very limiting
feature of the present definition of "business necessity," since we
would all admit that issues like attendance, punctuality, retention,
and so forth, are important facets related to job behavior.

Obviously, I have come with a proposal for an alternative defini-
tion of "business necessity," and I would like to read it: "The term
required for business necessity means shown to be either one,
manifestly and demonstrably job related; two, representative of de-
monstrably important components of the job; or, three, predictive
of or significantly related to work behavior or behaviors comprising
or relevant to the job, or job family, for which the procedure or
combination of procedures is in use."

This definition promotes the potential for job-relatedness as
being an important determinant of whether or not a selection pro-
cedure can be considered to be valid. It also allows, of course, for a
demonstration that the job selection procedure predicts important
job behaviors. It does not eliminate one or the other.

Another facet of the proposed definition is that it in many ways
adds meat to the Griggs decision, and we think that this is an im-
portant contribution. The definition is not too complex, and it is
certainly not wordy, especially given the fact that it has fewer
words than the present definition of business necessity. The defini-
tion that we propose is open to fewer interpretations than the cur-
rent definition and fits well within existing court cases and the ex-
isting uniform guidelines on selection procedures.

The definition tempers concerns over the Wards Cove decision. It
is technically accurate, and it meets the standards of people who
are professionals in the development and validation of selection
procedures.

I thank you for listening. I thank you for allowing us the oppor-
tunity to testify. The American Psychological Association remains
eager and willing to participate in drafting a rewording of the defi-
nition of "business necessity."

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Benjamin Schneider follows:]
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I am Benjamin Schneider, Professor of Psychology at the University of

Maryland, a fellow of the American Psychological Association, and former

President of the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology, APA's

Division 14. I am pleased to testify today on the Civil Rights Act of 1991,

on behalf of the American Psychological Association.1

APA Is a scientific and professional organization representing 108,000

psychologists who work as researchers, educators, and practitioners In many

areas of psychology, Including those areas Involved In the development

validation and use of personnel selection practices. APA's publication

Standards r Educational and Pyacholocgial Testing, and that of the Society

for Industrial and Organizational Psychology's, Princlnies for the

Validation and Use of Personnel Selection ProcedurAl, are commonly cited as

the leading scientific standards In testing and personnel selection. The

Standards have been cited In several Supreme Court decisions Involving

employment selection and disparate Impact.

APA has also been a leading force In the promotion and support of civil

rights, and as scientists we understand and support the rationale and logic

set forth In the Civil RIghts Act. Thus, the Association Is deeply

Interested In provisions of the proposed legislation that deal with Issues

of personnel selection. We believe our expertise In areas of testing,

1 -- Testimony submitted Is on behalf of APA and may not necessarily reflect

the views of SLOP.
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measurement, and personnel selection are most relevant to Issues of

employment practices In the definition of business necessity contained In

Section 3.

The current definition which requires the Oract.La or groun of practice" to

bear a significant relationship to Job performance Is unduly narrow in three

ways and contradicts current scientific standards and research on validity.

First, a "significant relationship" Is commonly equated with a

"statistically significant relationship" by employers, scientists, and all

parties Involved In employment selection. Despite the Committee's

Intentions, such language will be Interpreted as prohibiting the use of a

content approach to validity. Such an approach has long been recognized In

scientific research, and scientific and professional standards, and Is

frequently used In validity studies of educational, psychological, and

employment measures. A significant relationship necessitates a criterion-

related or a construct validity approach, which may not be feasible In many

situations.

The , n.dazr.d state that validation evidence has traditionally accumulated

through three recognized strategies: criterion-related, construct-related,

and content-related. Inclusion of the term "significant" Is troublesome In

Part A, as well as Part B of the definition of business necessity.

Second, the term "successful" could be construed as establishing a minimal

standard of accepted Job performance rather than an "optimal" or "higher"

standard of performance. Individuals perform at a variety of levels and
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scientifically validated employment practices permit us to estimate Job

performance on a continuous basis.

Certainly, prior to a flight we can all appreciate the selection of only the

most qualified pilots by airlines. Likewise, employers recognize the

considerable value that higher levels of work behavior offers them each day.

Should an employer be penalized for hiring the most qualified candidates?

Further, In the GrJg g decision, the Supreme Court stated that, "Congress

has not commanded that the less qualified be preferred over the better

qualified," 401 U.S.. at 436. Griggs allows employers to set standards as

high as they choose as long as they are consistent with equal employment

opportunity policy.

Third, the term "Job performance" Ignores concepts such as employee

absenteeism, turnover, trainability, or accident rates that are legitimate

objectives of the employer. In fact, Part B of the same definition uses

broader wording suggested by APA. Similar language In Part A would not only

achieve consistency within the definition, but permit employers to Inquire

about broader aspects of work behavior. Research Illustrates that these

factors are often more closely related to employer profitability and

effectiveness than measures of Job performance and that valid measures have

been developed In these areas. In addition, the term "Job performance"

restricts the use of measures to Individual jobs rather than classes of

related Jobs. For the past two decades there has been little scientific

support for requiring specific validation studies for each and every Job In

each and every situation.
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in essence, we believe the specific wording chosen In the definition of

business necessity Is unnecessarily narrow and may result In restrictive

interpretations that have no scientific basis. We also find such

Interpretations run contrary to well established findings In personnel

selection and If Implemented would turn back the clock of scientific

research In measurement and employment selection by at least two decades.

Therefore, we would like to propose a definition of business necessity that

Is consistent with the Intent and objectives of the bill, as well as

established scientific standards:

"The term required for business necessity means shown to be either or

(1) manifestly and demonstrably job related, or (2) representative of

-- Z Important components of the job, or (3) predictive of or

significantly related to work behavior(s) comprising or relevant to the

job or job family for which the procedure or combination of procedures

Is In use."

This definition Is a legitimate return to the Griggs definition which was

applied successfully for twenty years until Wards Cove Packing Co. v.

Atonjo, and embodies the current state of scientific research and accepted

professional standards. The definition Is also consistent with the Uniform

Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, which has been adopted by the

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Civil Service Commission, the

Department cf Justice and the Department of Labor.

We have been cautioned that our proposed definition may be too complex or

lengthy for legislation. Yet this definition Is Infinitely more precise.
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objective, and shorter In word length than the current definition. While

the Grggas decision was successfully upheld until the Ward Coyen decision,

there was a substantial amount of litigation that ensued In carving out the

precise meaning of business necessity. APA's definition of business

necessity will put meat on the bones of the definition embodied In Grlggs.

It also allows lawyers on both sides to carefully evaluate the case short of

litigation. Thus, APA's definition would reduce future litigation, while

the current definition would encourage both sides to pursue litigation.

APA remains Interested and willing to work with the Committee on the

specific language that will temper many of the concerns rising from the

Wards Cove decllon while ensuring that the technical and scientific Issues

are appropriately addressed. We also encourage Inclusion of report language

based on the technical and scientific discussions that we have presented In

this testimony.

APA believes the suggested changes are clearly In keeping with the Intent

and objectives of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which we support. It would,

thus, seem In everyone's best Interest -- civil rights groups as well as

employers - to develop precise language that will certainly be used to

guide employment practices Into the next decade.

I would like to thank the committee for affording APA the opportunity to

share Its views with you.
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Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mr. David Rose.
Mr. RoSE. Thank you very much.
I guess I am here because I was the chief of the Employment Sec-

tion of the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice for a
long time, from 1969 through 1987. I apologize first for the several
typographical errors I found in my testimony. I'm sorry. I did it
yesterday, and I did not have a chance to proofread carefully.

I represent plaintiffs now in my private practice of law in some
equal employment opportunity cases, but I am here not represent-
ing the views of any client but representing my own views, as I did
last year before this committee.

I endorse strongly the purpose and major features of H.R. 1, and
I agree that legislation of this kind is essential to restore the equal
employment opportunity laws of this country to what they were
prior to the series of decisions in 1989. While the other provisions
of the act are important and useful, I am going to talk mostly
about the Wards Cove provisions, that is my field of expertise, and
about ways in which the problems raised by that decision can be
resolved by the Congress without creating a host of new problems.

In my own view, and the view of the first witness this morning
was the same, that single decision is probably the most damaging
of all the five to the rights and opportunities of blacks, Hispanics,
American Indians, and Women.

I welcome the decision of this committee to invite the distin-
guished representative of the psychological profession to this com-
mittee hearing. Industrial psychologists are the people who develop
tests and conduct the studies leading to the choice of the tests and
the studies which show whether a test is valid or not. Their exper-
tise, I think, is one that this committee should consider in formu-
lating a bill to recommend to the Congress.

My view is that the decision in Wards Cove threatens to reinstate
the traditional barriers to equal employment opportunity, the arbi-
trary and artificial barriers that the first witness this morning re-
ferred to, and that it would allow employers, through the choice of
new tests, to raise new barriers which would be very, very difficult
to overcome, even though they are clearly discriminatory, in their
impact.

I noted in my testimony last year statistical evidence showing
enormous disparities in performance on standardized tests between
whites, on the one hand, and blacks and other minorities on the
other. These are typically called intelligence tests, or something of
that kind. The disparities are so enormous that any employer seek-
ing to preserve or arrive at a predominantly white work force
could easily select one of these intelligence devices and substantial-
ly screen out blacks at a hugely disproportionate rate, Hispanics
and American Indians, as well.

There is a much smaller disparity between men and women on
these tests, but that disparity is statistically significant. The huge
disparity in tests for women have to do with physical performance
of different kinds, and that was illustrated by the test for a fire-
fighter that was discussed by the first witness this morning.

Last year the thrust of my testimony was to why we needed a
bill. I think that has been discussed. I think there is clearly a need
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for the bill. Judge Posner of the Southern Circuit, who is generally
viewed as a very conservative judge but one who writes clearly and
articulately, stated that there are two problems with Wards Cove.

One is that it returns the burden of persuasion to the employee
or applicant for employment rather than keeping it on the employ-
er, who is the one who chose the test or the other selection proce-
dure in the first place, and therefore should be able to defend it.

Secondly, Judge Posner said, it dilutes the "necessity" in the
business necessity defense. It so dilutes it that Judge Posner later
described the burden of the employer as simply showing that his
decision was reasonable. There are a host of reasonable-sounding
devices that are in fact notable only by their discriminatory result
rather than any improvement in job performance.

So I think that we need a bill. I think it is essential. I agree with
Mr. Kimerling that every day that goes by without a bill is a day
when equal employment opportunities are being defeated, and
many times those opportunities cannot be recaptured.

The major subject of disagreement, as I see it now, is the stand-
ard of the law. Some of the opponents of last year's bill have recog-
nized what seems to be an unarguable proposition that the employ-
er ought to have the burden, because the employer is the one who
chose the procedure, the employer is the one who should have con-
ducted a study to determine what selection procedures would p,-op-
erly measure a person for the job.

So I think the argument about where the burden of persuasion
should lie is essentially over. The major problem is, what should
the standard be? What is "business necessity," or what is "demon-
strable relationship to successful job performance?"

I have put on page 6 of my testimony quotes from Griggs, and in
that half-page footnote, footnote 7, you can see several different
phrases. I was not aware when I did that that the staff was going
to do the same thing, essentially, in the left-hand column of this
large sheet that I think you all have.

Mr. Chief Justice Burger was writing an opinion for the Court,
and he used some terms interchangeably. I have to associate myself
with the remarks of Mr. Kimerling that a lawyer arguing a case of
this kind will have read the whole case and the Court will have
read the whole case, and you get a thrust or understanding of it. It -
is true that the Court used -"manifest relationship," but also used
"demonstrable relationship to successful performance," also "meas-
ure a demonstrable relationship to successful performance," "relat-
ed to job performance," and so forth.

The notion was, however, that the employer must show that
there is actually a benefit, in terms of job performance, from the
test in order to justify a test that has an exclusionary effect. That
is, I think, the essence of what we should capture.

I think that it is notable that during the 18 years in which
Griggs was the law of the land, unarguably, there was no evidence
of widespread use of quotas because of Griggs, and that was true
after Albemarle and Dothard and the other Supreme Court deci-
sions, as well.

On the other hand, I think most people in the field would ac-
knowledge that the tests that were developed in the 18 years in
which Griggs was the law were better tests, not simply because
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they had somewhat less adverse impact, which some of them did,
but also because they were better predictors of successful job per-
formance.

I think the language of' H.R. 1 is good and workable. I particular-
ly endorse the provision in Section 3 which says the purpose is to
restore the law or to codify Griggs and to overturn Wards Cove.
That is not usual legislative language, I recognize. I think it is ter-
ribly important to get over some of the hurdles that we have when
you argue about one phrase rather than another. If you give that
central message to the courts, the courts will understand it.

Therefore, whatever language you propose, I urge you to put that
in. I don't know whether the APA is willing to endorse that. I un-
derstand their purpose is to restore Griggs and to overturn Wards
Cove. If they are, I would urge them to accept that language in ad-
dition to the language that they are proposing today.

Let me turn to their proposal, because, as I say, I think that
their proposal is an important one, and I think it provides a foun-
dation-for a very good definition of business necessity. Let me
divert, though, and talk about two kinds of validity. I had hoped
my colleague here would have done that, but let me just do it brief-
ly.

There are two widely used kinds of ways to show validity: one is
called a criterion-related validity study, and the other is called a
content-related study. The classic way of showing validity was to do
statistical comparisons between how persons perform on a test with
how they perform on one or more criteria of successful job perform-
ance. That is the criterion-related kind of validity study. That was
the one that was most widely used and that most psychologists
spent most of their time on, historically.

It is probably, at least in my mind, better evidence of validity be-
cause it is empirical, and it can be analyzed, and other people can
look at the data. It frequently costs more than a content validity
study, but it is probably more widely usable and more persuasive
evidence of validity.

The second widely-used kind is called content validity. That is
simply taking an aspect of the content of the job and trying to rep-
licate it or duplicate it in the test. The easiest kind of content va-
lidity test to conceive of is a driving test for a taxicab driver or a
truck driver. You get behind the wheel, and you drive the vehicle.
And if you can drive and not bump into too many things, and so
forth, then presumably you can drive.

The example that is most commonly used of content validity in
the books is a typing test. That is another one that is trying to rep-
licate a skill rather than the actual content of a job, but that, too,
is a traditional kind of thing.

The problem with content validity is that is has been widely
abused, particularly since Title VII, with people trying to justify
tests of the kind that Ms. Berkman described this morning on the
grounds of content validity. It is hard to know whether you have
something that is valid or not, because you sometimes wind up, un-
fortunately, in a swearing match-that is, not exactly a swearing
match-in sworn testimony in which one expert takes one point of
view, and the other expert takes a different point of view.
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However, it i3, for some kinds of tests, a perfectly recognized and
acceptable form oA validity. My reading of the proposal of the APA
is to try to make it clear that content validity is a viable option
under the Act. That is the reason for the third prong.

If you look at my testimony, on page 8, I quoted the APA's state-
ment last year of their proposal, and it is substantially the same, I
believe; it is a little bit reordered. If you look at (1) there, you will
see the classic, I would say, classic definition of how you show va-
lidity through a criterion-related way that is almost a verbatim
quote from the Albemarle case, the Supreme Court case which I do
quote on page 6.

If you compare the language on page 6 with that first thing
under (1) on page 8, you will see that it is almost exactly the same.
I have no quarrel with that. I think that is the classic definition of.
how you show criterion-related validity.

The other part of the APA proposal that I think is worthy of con-
sideration is what was, on my page 8, (3), "otherwise manifestly
and demonstrably job related." I think that some kind of catchall is
necessary in order to account for the relatively few kinds of stand-
ards where no study is required.

I give in my testimony the example of the convicted embezzler
seeking to become a bank teller. You don't need a psychologist to
say that that is probably a job-related matter. You have somebody
who has a history of dishonesty, that is a manifest reason for not
hiring the person, and it is a job-related reason.

However, that category should be a relatively small one, and
that is why I thought the placing of it as third is more appropriate
than the placing of it as first. In any event, wherever it is placed, I
think the concept is one that is quite useful.

Note that "manifestly," by itself, doesn't do the trick for reasons
that Mr. Kimerling stated. "Manifest" means apparent, and we
want something that is demonstrable. That was the whole message
of Griggs, and Griggs used "demonstrable." Griggs said that there
were protestations that this was going to help the work force, but
there wasn't evidence of it, and you need evidence. Evidence is
some kind of study, for most of kinds of tests and for most kinds of
things; not all. There is the small category that is encompassed by
(3) quite appropriately.

I have a problem with subpart (2) as it was proposed last year.
My problem focuses on the words "components of the job." I have
heard the words "work behavior," and that is, I believe, the phrase
that is used in the uniform guidelines. Normally, what you try to
replicate in the test is a work behavior of the job. If the job is to
drive a truck, you try to replicate that aspect of work behavior. It
is usually not the only one. You may have to load and unload; you
may have to do some other things too.

Nowadays, relatively few people spend all their time typing, so
typing, which may be a necessary prerequisite to the job, is never-
theless usually not the whole job; it is a behavior of the job or a
skill, if you will.

I have a problem with "component"; I don't know what it means,
and I am afraid it is too broad. I am afraid it is too broad and
therefore might include a number of things that do not truly re-
store us to Griggs. I have tried my own hand at language on page
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12. It is something that I would suggest we can do. It is page 12 at
the bottom of the page.

I have tried to combine content validity and criterion-related va-
lidity, so it says "predictive or significantly correlated with or rep-
resentative of important work behavior(s) of the job or job family
for which the procedure is in use," and I keep, from the APA pro-
posal, "otherwise manifestly and demonstrably job related."

Now, that is one proposal. H.R. 1 has another one, which I think
in fact does not give rise to quotas, but let me talk about something
that is your field, not mine. Many of the fellows of the APA work
for large corporations. They are the personnel people or they are
advisors to the personnel people. I think that if this committee can
work out some language that the APA can endorse, something
working from their text, it is going to be much more difficult for
the opponents of this bill to have any legitimate cry of quota.

I understand the cries of quota do not have to be legitimate.
Many of them were not in the past, but there was some nugget,
perhaps, or some language there that gave the opponents an oppor-
tunity. I think, if we can work with the APA, and I include the
society as well, I think that we can present a bill in which there is
almost no legitimate basis for the quota cry.

I don't pretend that my proposal is necessarily superior. I have
just tried to take what they had and work with it. In any event, I
urge you to consider the language. I think that that one provision
was the rallying cry for opposition last year.

If you can draw the teeth of that provision-and I urge you to
keep the language that says the bill is intended to restore Griggs
and overturn Wards Cove-if we are working within that frame-
work, we are not trying to get more than what we had, but we are
not going to accept a lot less, then I think that you should be able
to propose a bill that there can be a consensus behind and there-
fore one that has a chance of passing.

I thank you for your time. I hope that you will have questions for
me when you finish with the other members of the panel.

[The prepared statement of David Rose follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF DAVID L. ROSE
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR
UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATITIVES

ON
H.R. 1, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991

MARCH 5, 1991

My name is David L. Rose. I/

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I wish to thank

you for the opportunity to present my views on H.R. 1, the

proposed Civil Rights Act of 1991. The issues presented by this

Bill, and any similar measure which may be proposed by this

Committee, are of great importance to me, since I spent more than

twenty years of my career with the Department of Justice in the

Civil Rights Division, and spent most of that time working to

enforce Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and other

.1/ Attorney Law, 1121 12th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20005-4632.
Mr. Rose was Chief of the Employment Section, and its successors,
from October 1969, until he left the Department of Justice on
December 1, 1987. From 1972 through 1980, ee was the staff
representative of the Justice Department, and chairman of the
interagency staff committee which developed the Uniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures, 29 C.F.R. 1607,
which were adopted by the Departments of Justice, Labor, and
Treasury and the civil Service Commission and the Equal
Employement Opportunity Commission and the questions and answers
interpreting them. The Uniform Guidelines have remained in force
since their adoption in 1978. Mr. Rose testified in the hearings
last year, and his background is described in his prepared
statement of February 27, 1990. See, Hearings on H.R. 4000, the
Civil Rights Act of 1990, Vol 1, pp. 690-712, at 695.
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provisions of federal law prohibiting discriminatory employment

practices, and providing for equal employment opportunities. In

the three years since I left the Department of Justice, in my

private practice of law, I represent plaintiffs in some equal

employment opportunity cases, but today I am not representing the

views of any client, but am offering my views to you, based upon

my experience and the information available to me.

I strongly endorse the purpose and major features of H.R. 1,

and believe that legislation of this kind is essential to restore

the equal opportunity laws of this Country to what they were

before the five decisions of the Supreme Court in the term ending

in the summer of 1989. While the other provisions of the Act are

important and useful, I will direct the bulk of my prepared

remarks to the problems raised by the decision of the Supreme

Court in Wards Cove Packin C.Q v. Atonio 2/, and to ways in

which those problems can be resolved by the Congress, without

causing a host of new problems. In my view that decision is

potentially the most damaging of the five to the rights and

opportunities of blacks, hispanics, american indians and women.

I particularly welcome this Committee's decision to invite

the views of the American Psychological Association and the

Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology on the best

method to restore the disparate impact branch of federal equal

employment opportunity law to what it was prior to the decisiion

in Wards Cove. The professional standards of the field of

2/ 490 U.S. , 109 S.Ct. 2115 (June 5, 1989).

2
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-industrial psychology were largely incorporated into federal

equal employment opportunity law by the decision in Griggs and

the cases which followed it, and the collective learning and

experience of the industrial psycologists in the field of the

validity of tests and other selection standards and procedures

should provide this Committee with information which is higly

valuable in evaluating the differing proposals as to how the law

should be restored.

As the members of this Committee probably recall, in Griggs

v. Duke Power Co., the Supreme Court ruled that in Title VII

Congress sought to prohibit not only purposefully discriminatory

practices, but also the use of "artificial, arbitrary and

unecessary barriers" which are discriminatory in effect and are

"unrelated to measuring job performance." 2/ The Supreme Court

adhered to that ruling and applied it repeatedly over the years

to hold unlawful practices which, while neutral on their face,

and had a severe discriminatory impact against blacks and other

minorities and against women. A/ The decision in WrsCv

threatens to reinstate some of those traditional barriers to

equal employment opportunity, and to encourage or permit

employers, whether purposefully or through inadvertance, to

continue or reinstate some of the traditional barriers, and to

j/ 401 U.S. 424, 432.

A/ See, Albemarle Pager Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 (1975);
Dothard v. Rawllnson, 433 U.S. 3321 (1977); and Connecticut v.
Teal, 457 U.S. 440 (1982). See also, New York Transit Authority
v. Beazer, 440 U.S. 568 (1979); and Watson v. Fort Worth Bank &
Trust C2., 487 U.S. 977, 108 S.Ct. 2777 (1988).

3
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institute new selection procedures which are artificial and

unnecessary barriers to equal opportunity, with devasting effect

upon minorities and women.

My testimony last year was devoted primarily to showing the

importance, and potentially devastating effects of the decision

in Wards Cove, particularly because of the enormous dispartities

between whites and blacks, hispanics and american indians on most

written "aptitude" tests, the less dramatic but highly

significant differences between men and women on such tests, and

the dramatic differences between men and women not only in such

standards as height and weight, but also in most measures of

physical performance. I/ Those disparities in test performance

still exist, and still have their potentially devastating

consequences, yet common experience shows that these differences

in test performance are not usually matched by similar

differences in job performance. Accordingly, it is my view that

the most urgent business before this Committee is the prompt

restoration of the law to what it was under the Supreme Court's

decision in Griggs and the cases which followed it, before the

decision in Wards Cove.

While there was much debate about the proposed Civil Rights

Act of 1990, and particularly the provisions intended to overturn

WardsCv, there appears to be some areas of consensus. In the

first place, most of the commentators agree with Judge Posner of

/ See Hearings, pp. 690-692, 697-701, and authorities cited.
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the Seventh Circuit i, that the W decision "returns the

burden of persuasion to the employee" or applicant rather than

keeping it on the employer, and "dilutes the 'necessity' in the

business necessity defense."

Secondly, many opponents of the 1990 Bill agree that, if the

employer decides to use a test or other selection procedure which

has a discriminatory impact, the employer should be willing and

able to defend that decision, and to persuade the court that he

as a sound business basis for using the procedure. Thus, as I

understand it, the Administration and many of the other opponents

of the 1990 Bill, have stated their agreement to a law which

would restore the burden of persuasion to the employer, as it was

prior to the decision in Wards Cove.

The major subject of disagreement on this branch of the

proposed legislation, therefore, is the standard that the law

should prescribe in determining whether or not a test or other

selection procedure is lawful. In Grigg, Chief Justice Burger,

speaking for a unanimous Court, ruled that the key term in

assessing whether a test or standard that has a discriminatory

impact is lawful, is "business necessity." In the decision in

Griggs, the Supreme Court used that term almost interchangeably

with the phrases "related to job performance", "demonstrable

relationship to successful performance of the jobs for which it

is being used", "measuring job capability", and "manifestly

Allem v. Si mAn, 881 F.2d 375, 377 (7th Cir. 1989).
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related to job performance." Z/ A few years later, the Supreme

Court in Albemarle Paver Co. v. M , gave further definition to

the Griggs standard by describing the burden placed upon the

employer to justify a test which is discriminatory in effect in

the following language: A/

The message of these Guidelines is the same as
that of Grggs--that discriminatory tests are
impermissable unless shown, by professionally
acceptable methods, to be "predictive or significantly
related with important elements of work behavior which
comprise or are relevant to the job or jobs for which
candidates are being evaluated.

The Court in Albemarl ruled that the district court had erred

7/ Griggs, 401 U.S. at 430-432:

The Act proscribes not only overt discrimination but
also practices that are fair in form, but
discriminatory in practice. The touchstone is business
necessity. If the practice fwhich operates to exclude
Negroes cannot be shown to be related to job
performance, the practice is prohibited.

On the record before us, neither the high school
education requirement nor the general intelligence test
is shown to bear a demonstrable relationship to
successful performance of the jobs for which it was
used. Both were adopted without a meaningful study of
their relationship to job-performance ability.

We do not suggest that either the District Court or the
Court of Appeals erred in examining the employer's
intent; but good intent or absence of discriminatory
intent does not redeem employment procedures or testing
mechanisms that operate as "built in headwinds for
minority groups and are unrelated to measuring job
capability.

But Congress directed the thrust of the Act to the
consequences of employment practices, not simply the
motivation. More than that, Congress has placed upon
the employer the burden of showing that any given
requirement must have a manifest relationship to-the
employment in question.

i/ 422 U.S. at 431.
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"in concluding that Albemarle had proved the job relatedness of

its testing program." And in Dothard v. RawlinsoQ, the Court

noted, albeit in a footnote, that "a discriminatory employment

practice must be shown to be necessary to safe and effecient job

performance to survive a Title VII challenge." 2/ Thus, there

are many phrases which arguably recapture the griggs standard,

rather than only a few.

Much progress was made during the 18 years in which the

Grigs decision was unarguably the law of the land. Many

employers conducted the kind of self-examination of traditional

selection procedures contemplated by Title VII, and rid their

businesses, and the applicants and employees affected, of

practices which were discriminatory in impact and not related to

successful job performance. Not only were employers obliged to

examine their selection practices in light of their possibly

discriminatory impact, but also in light of their validity, that

is, whether they actually do predict or lead to successful job

performance.

Most industrial psychologists and many employers will, T

believe, acknowledge that the whole process resulted in improved

selection procedures, that is, use of tests and other practices

that better predicted successful job performance. And I believe

that most employers will acknowledge that the Griggs decision did

not lead to the imposition of quotas.

How can this Committee and the Congress restore the Griggs

/ 433 U.S. at 331-332, fn. 4.
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standard ? One way is of course that offered by H.R. 1 as now

drafted. I believe that the language of Section 3(o)(3) of the

Bill is particularly appropriate in making clear the intent to

restore GriAs, and not impose a new, more stringent standard.

While I believe that the proposed language in Sections 3 and 4

would in fact restore the standards of Griggs, I recognize that

the language of Section 3 (o)(1) has been broadly attacked as

going beyond rigg L.

The testimony and proposals of the American Psychological

Association and the Society of Organizational and Industrial

Psychologist this morning should, in my view, be of assistance in

drafting an alternative provision that restores the stndard of

the GriLgs case, without raising again this year the storm of

controversy that surrounded Sections 3 and 4 of last year's

bills. My understandir-g of their proposal, which is based upon

their letters of September 9 and 13, 1990, is that "business

necessity" be defined (in Section 3(o) of the Bill) as follows:

The term "required for business necessity" means shown
to be (1) predictive of or significantly correlated
with work behavior(s) comprising or relevant to the job
or job family for which the procedure or procedure is
in use, or (2) representative of one or more important
components of the job, or (3) otherwise manifestly and
demonstrably job related.

In my judgment, the proposed definition is one which

provides the basis for further discussion, and which may lead to

a concise way to recapture the Griggs standard. However, I have

a substantial problem with part (2) of the formulation as

written, because I believe it gives too much license to the use

8
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of tests based upon the theory of "content validity."

If you will bear with me for a moment, I will try to explain

my position and the reasons for it. Most tests are shown to be

valid (or to lack validity) by studies based upon two theories or

methods of validity, 1Q/ Criterion related validity is shown

through one or more studies showing that performance on the test

is positively and significantly related to aspects or measures

(that is, criteria) of successful job performance. This kind of

study requires the formulation of a criterion or criteria of

successful job performance, and thereafter a statistical

comparison of the results on the test with results of the same

persons on measures (criteria) of successful job performance.

While criterion related studies are more elaborate than content

studies, and are likely to cost more, they were traditionally

viewed as more reliable, because they are based upon objective,

empirical evidence. Thus, if persons who do well on tests make

more or better widgets, or sell more life insurance, than persons

who do poorly on tests, and the results are statistically and

practically significant, then the test is said to be valid, as

shown by a criterion-related validity study.

The second commonly used method of determining validity is

the "content validity" approach. Under that method or theory of

validity, the content of the test is matched against the content

ia/ A third basis for showing validity, "construct validity", is
much less commonly used; and itself is based upon a series of
research studies, including criterion related validity studies.
See, Sec. 14 D, Uniform Guidelines on Employment Selection
Procedures, 29 C.F.R. 1607.14D.
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important aspects of job behavior; and if the test is itself a

representative sample of the content of the job, it is valid, in

addition, if the test is a good measure of knowledges or skills

or abilities may be valid, if the selection procedure can be

operationally defined, and if the tested skill, ability or

knowledge is itself a necessary prerequisite to successful job

performance. 11/ A driving test for a truck driver or a cab

driver is an example of the kind of test which may be a

representative sample of the job, and therefore may be content

valid. A test of typing or a foreign language might be a test of

a skill or knowledge which is a prerequisite to successful job

performance. While content validity studies are relatively

inexpensive, they are frequently not appropriate for use in many

jobs for which the contents are not easily sampled, and which do

not have prerequisite job knowledges. Moreover, the higher the

level of the job, the less likely a test is to be appropriate for

most content validity studies. Yet because the content validity

approach is relatively inexpensive, and depends in large part

upon the expert's endorsement, its use has grown dramatically in

recent years, particularly in defense of employer's tests in

challenges under Title VII. My experience with in the Department

of Justice led me to conclude that the content validity approach

was the most used, and abused, method for defending

discriminatory tests. The broad definition of content validity

11/ See, Section 14C, Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection
Procedures. 29 C.F.R. 1607.14C.

10
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would therefore lead to sustaining many tests that are

discriminatory in fact and have little value in predicting job

performance.

Let me return to the proposal of the APA and The Society.

First, the parts I believe appropriate. Part (1) is a

paraphrase, which is close to a verbatim quotation from the

decision of the Supreme Court in Albemarle. Compare, the

quotation from the proposal, p. 8 above, with the quotation from

the Supreme Court's opinion in Albemarle, p. 6 above. That

quotation was an excellent summary of the law on the showing of

criterion related validity, and in my view is an excellent

statment of what the Griggs standard is for showing such

validity. Accordingly, I have no quarrel with it, but endorse

it.

The second feature of the APA/Society proposal I find

helpful is clause (3), "otherwise manifestly and demonstrably job

related." That phrase is necessary because there are a few

selection procedures or standards that cannot by their nature be

the object of a formal validity study. Thus, a bank or other

financial institutAon may appropriately consider an embezzlement

conviction, or a pattern of dishonest behavior, as a

disqualifying factor in an applicant for a bank teller position,

or for a position which required the handling of money. Simlarly,

dependency upon a drug may be a legitimate basis for

disqualifying persons who seek to drive buses or subway trains,

11
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without the need for a validity study. 12/ In my view, the

proposal properly sets a high standard, by requiring both that

the selection procedure be both "manifestly and demonstrably" job

related, yet the proposal realistically recognizes that not all

selection standards require validation to be lawful under Title

VII.

My major concern with the proposal of the industrial

psychology organizations is with (2) of their definition. As I

understand the proposal, it is intended to make it clear that the

content validity approach is a legitimate one. Yet the word

component is in my view so vague and broad as to threaten that

standard in (2) will supercede and render superfluous the

standards in (1) and (3). I am not familiar with the term

"component" as used in the proposal, and do not know of any body

of expert knowledge to which it pertains. My suggestion would be

to use the words "work behaviors" in place of the word component.

As noted, "work behaviors" was used by the Supreme Court in

Albemarle, and is indeed used by the APA and the Society in their

proposal. My suggestion would be to use "work behaviors" in

place of "component", and modify the proposal to read as follows:

The term "required for business necessity" means shown
to be (1) predictive of, significantly correlated with
or representative of important work behAvior(s) of the
job or job family for which the procedure or procedure
is in use; or (2) otherwise manifestly and demonstrably
job related.

I would in addition urge that the present language of

12/ See, new York Transit Authority v. Beazer, supra.

12
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Section 3 (0)(3) be retained, to render unmistakable the intent

of this Committee and the Congress that the purpose of Section 3

and 4 is to restore and preserve Griggs and to overrule the

treatment of business necessity defense in Wards Cove. Together,

the two provisions would restore the law to what it was before

H LdsCv, and do so in a manner which would be in accord with

the standards of the psychological profession and would be highly

defensible.

I would be glad to respond to any questions.

13
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Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Dichter.
Mr. DICHTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a great honor to

appear before you and the members of this committee.
I am a partner in the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, in

our Philadelphia office. For over the last 21 years, I have been en-
gaged in the practice of labor and employment law, and, in particu-
lar, the counseling and representation of employers with respect to
employment discrimination matters. I have actually tried a
number of cases involving the disparate impact theory under Title
VII.

I served as the management co-chair of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Law Committee of the American Bar Association for
three years, from 1986 to 1989. I served as the editor-in-chief of the
supplements to one of the leading treatises on employment discrim-
ination law, the Schlei & Grossman treatise, which is published by
the American Bar Association and the Bureau of National Affairs.

The views I will express here today are my own, not necessarily
those of my law firm or our clients, the Bar Association, or any
other entity. I will take a few minutes to summarize my written
testimony, which I would respectfully request be included in the
record.

Considering legislation to codify into Title VII the disparate
impact theory, it is important to consider the creation of that
theory, the development and the application of that theory over
the years. As we know, that theory is not expressly included in
Title VII as it was passed in 1964 or as it was amended. It was first
articulated by the Supreme Court in the Griggs case.

In my view, the Wards Cove decision does not constitute the
demise of the disparate impact theory, as some have suggested, nor
does it even necessarily represent a dramatic change in the law. It
is a continuation of the development and application of the dispar-
ate impact theory.

As that theory was originally developed and applied over the
years, in the vast majority of cases, it was applied to situations
where there was a clearly identifiable employment practice being
challenged which was otherwise neutral on its face. Most of the
cases involved primarily skilled or semi-skilled positions.

What the Supreme Court did do in Wards Cove and its earlier
decision in Watson was to expand the application of the disparate
impact theory beyond clearly identifiable objective employment cri-
teria to subjective employment criteria, which are not necessarily
so clearly defined. As it did so, the focus on the language and the
burdens which would arise as a result of a finding of disparate
impact became more critical to examine.

I don't think there is any question that all of us here are com-
mitted to the goal of Title VII of eliminating discrimination in em-
ployment, and all of us have worked very hard over the years to-
wards that goal. I think we also should be, if we are not, sensitive
to not creating a system which forces employers or even encour-
ages employers to focus on hiring by the numbers and discourages
efforts to hire, promote, compensate, and retain the most qualified
employees, best able to serve the employer's legitimate business in-
terests.

40-626 O-91---15
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I think we also, perhaps contrary to the interests of some of us at
this panel, are not necessarily in favor of encouraging a system
which would require every employee of an employer, who is
making an employment decision, to have sitting at his or her arm
an industrial psychologist and an employment attorney to guide
them in making every one of the employment decisions they need
to make on an ongoing basis.

There are three aspects of H.R. 1 that I particularly want to ad-
dress: one has to do with the ability to challenge a group of em-
ployment practices rather than an individual practice. The second

as to do with what the standard should be of the burden of show-
ing the relationship, the job-relatedness, of the employment prac-
tice being challenged and the job or jobs in question.

And, thirdly, the third prong, that even if the employer meets
the burden of showing that the requirement was justified by busi-
ness necessity, under H.R. 1, if the plaintiff demonstrates that a
different practice would have a lesser disparate impact, would
serve the employer as well, the practice would be found unlawful.

It is somewhat ironic that these hearings are being held before a
committee called the Education and Labor Committee. If we go
back and look at the Griggs case, it really sent two messages: one
message to employers that even though you might not have inten-
tional discrimination, even if you adopted a practice without any
improper motive, but if that practice had a significant disparate
impact, then there was a need to show that it was job related.

But there is also another message of Griggs, which I think is
somewhat of an unfortunate message. When you look back at
Griggs, keep in mind that one of the requirements being challenged
was the high school degree requirement for unskilled jobs. And the
message that one might read from Griggs was that high school de-
grees are not important in the work force.

Perhaps we might also continue to focus-and one would have
hoped that by today that part of the Griggs case would not have
arisen, that there wouldn't be a disparate impact arising between
minorities and whites on the attainment of high school degrees.
Perhaps if we had more stress on the education element of the ef-
forts here, we wouldn't have that aspect of disparate impact to deal
with.

Focusing now on the specific employment aspects of Griggs and
the following cases, it is again important to keep in mind that we
are talking about, in the disparate impact theory, not intentional
employment discrimination; in many cases, policies adopted in good
faith by employers to select the best employees for their job, best
able, in a most efficient selection process.

Griggs created this new approach of looking at disparate impact
where we moved away from looking at motive and looked at the
effect that certain practices would have. As we look at those prac-
tices, I think it is important, in applying or attempting to draft lan-
guage, that we think about the great variety of practices we are
talking about, not merely the unskilled jobs that we talked about
in Griggs, not just the firefighter jobs that we heard discussed ear-
lier today, but a similar approach, or rather the same language ap-
plying to higher level jobs: high-level policymakers, managers, sci-
entists, professionals; the justification for a college degree in many
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employment decisions, or even excellent academic performance, or
any of those kinds of experiences.

Each of us needs to think about where we have been involved in
the employment process, whether it is your hiring members of your
staff, clerical or professional members of your staff, or anyone in-
volved in the employment process. When you look at the words,
think about how those words would apply to you in attempting to
justify the interview, the questions you ask, the criteria, and other
aspects that you utilize to make employment decisions.

We are not just talking about large, sophisticated employers that
have full-time industrial psychologists working for them. We are
talking about a wide variety of employment opportunities, a wide
variety of employers, and a wide variety of employment decisions,
which, in codifying this language, we would be applying it to.

What has occurred over the years since Griggs, and I think as
the testimony of the first witness demonstrated worked well in her
example, was that the courts have developed and continue to refine
this principle, and they have applied it on a case-by-case basis. As
they had other kinds of jobs to apply it to, they needed to refine
the language in each of those cases.

As they moved into subjective criteria, additional language was
needed to refine the standards to be utilized. It is important to
keep that in mind, if we attempt to now codify in a few sentences,
what, as Dave Rose pointed out, the courts have for years struggled
with various phrases in dealing with.

One of the aspects of this particular bill which we have not
talked about so far today in great detail has to do with the ability
to challenge a group of employment practices, instead of, as in all
of the examples we have seen, including the testimony of the first
witness, a specific employment practice.

In the challenge to the hiring of women firefighters, the chal-
lenge focused on specific elements of the test, not the overall prac-
tice, not the written exam, not even necessarily all elements of the
physical exam, but specific elements of the test which were shown
to have the disparate impact, and the focus then was on the at-
tempt to justify those.

Under the language of H.R. 1 and the ability of a plaintiff to
challenge a group of employment practices, we begin to blur, if not
eliminate, the distinction between the disparate treatment theory
and the disparate impact theory.

If the challenge can be to a group of employment practices, then
cases like Teamsters and Fernco could have been fought on that
basis, without any need of finding intentional discrimination,
merely by a plaintiff showing a disparity between the employer's
work force and the qualified available work force, without pointing
to anything in the employment process which may have caused
that, and thereby forcing the employer to validate the entire proc-
ess.

Keep in mind, while most of the discussion has been with respect
to hiring cases, the language of H.R. 1 would apply equally to cases
involving promotion, assignments, compensation, and layoffs, how
employers make the decision in contracting their work force, in de-
ciding who to promote to higher-level positions.
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One of the most troubling aspects of H.R. 1 has to do with the
third prong; that is, the proof of alternative practices. Under H.R.
1, as drafted, if there is a disparate impact which is shown and the
employer meets the burden, the burden under H.R. 1 of demon-
strating that it is required by business necessity, the plaintiff then
has the ability to come forward and demonstrate that there is an
alternative or group of practices which has a lesser impact but
could serve the employer as well.

With that proof, the employer's practice will be found per se to
have been unlawful, without any requirement or any evidence that
the employer was necessarily aware of that practice, aware that it
had a lesser impact, or aware that it would serve as well; without
any evidence of pretext; without any evidence that the employer
adopted and chose one practice over another for any improper pur-
pose or that it failed or refused to utilize this alternative practice.

That is a significant distortion of the law. It is not an issue that
Wards Cove dealt with and one that significantly reverses the law
and places, it seems to me, an impossible burden on employers to
deal with.

Much of the debate has been around quotas. I don't want to con-
tinue to extend that debate to any degree other than the talk about
the fact that this really is along a continuum: The harder you
make it for employers to justify practices, more costly, more expen-
sive, and require them to justify imbalances in their work force be-
tween their work force and qualified available employees, the more
likely it becomes that employers seek to avoid those by simply deal-
ing with the numbers rather than the practices. It is in that way
that this kind of legislation could lead to quotas.

I think there has been some meaningful dialogue here on focus-
ing on the language used in the standards. I think we also need to
focus on the concept of grouping employment practices and use of
alternative selection devices. But I caution all of you, as you go for-
ward with that practice, that as you attempt to legislate in an area
which has been, in effect, developed by the common law process
over the last 19 years, you engage upon a process which, as you
have seen, can become extremely difficult and have effects which
you have not contemplated.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mark Dichter follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Mark S.

Dichter, a partner in the law firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius.

For over 21 years I have been engaged in the practice of labor

and employment law, and, in particular, the counseling and

representation of employers with respect to employment

discrimination matters. I have tried a number of cases involving

claims of disparate impact under Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, as amended.

I served as the Management Co-Chair of the Committee on

Equal Employment Opportunity Law of the American Bar

Association's Section on Labor and Employment Law from 1986 to

1989. I have also been the editor-in-chief of the supplements to

Schlei & Grossman, Emloymet Disrimillation LaW, the leading

treatise in the field of employment discrimination law, published
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by the American Bar Association and the Bureau of National

Affairs.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to appear before

you and testify on X.R. I, The Civil Rights Act of 1991.1/ The

views I will express here today are my own and not necessarily

those of Morgan, Lewis & Dockius, any of our clients, the

American Bar Association, or any other entity.

I will primarily direct my comments to Section 4 and

the related definitional provisions of H.R. 1 which purport to be

"restoring the burden of prcof in disparate impact cases" and to

overrule the holding of Fjtr-_ g ve.,aggi-qgCo, Inc.v.

AtnjQJ/. In particular, I will focus upon the departure that

H.R. 1 makes from the existing state of disparate impact law as

embodied in Grigs v.LPukq eQwerSQ4  and its progeny, and

second, I will briefly discuss the effect, or lack thereof, that

Wrds-Cove has had on lower courts' analyses in Title VII

disparate impact cases.

In Wards Cve, the Supreme Court held that in disparate

impact cases: (1) a plaintiff must identify the sQifig

personnel practice being challenged and must Ahow it to have a

causal link to the demonstrated disparate impact; (2) in making

out a prima facii disparate impact case, the proper statistical

comparison is generally between the racial composition of the at-

.2/ H.R. 1, 102nd Cong., Ist Sess. (1991).

2/ 109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989).
3/ 401 U.S. 424 (1971).

-2 -
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issue Job and the racial composition of the qualified population

in the relevant labor market; alternatively, if such general

labor statistics are unavailable, other statistics, such as those

comparing persons holding at-issue jobs to the otherwise-

qualified applicant pool are acceptable;W (3) a plaintiff bears

the ultimate burden of persuasion at each stage of the disparate

impact case and only the burden of production of evidence shifts

to the employer upon a plaintiff's proof of a pDrIma fade case of

disparate impact; (4) the employer's burden of production is to

show that the challenged practice "serves, in a significant way,

legitimate goals of the employer"; and (5) a plaintiff may be

able to defeat the business justification defense by showing that

a less exclusionary practice would serve the employer's

legitimate interests as well; a plaintiff's suggested alternative

must be "equally effective as the employer's procedures in

achieving legitimate business goals." 'If the employer refuses to

adopt the alternative, such a refusal would establish that the

challenged practice was a pretext for discrimination.

H.R. I purports to restore the burden of proof in

disparate impact cases to what the proponents claim was the law

4/ c merely reaffirmed prior law with respect to
statistical evidence and H.R. 1 does not appear to depart
from its holding. The bill provides:

The mere existence of a statistical imbalance
in an employer's workforce on account of
race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin is not alone sufficient to establish a
prima face case of disparate Impact
violation. Sao. 4.

- 3-
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prior to linrds _gv. The bill goes much further, however. The

bill makes at least the following six changes to existing law as

defined by 9xigg and its progeny, not only Hdrag Cov!

1. In order to make out a yrm fgkg case,
a plaintiff need only demonstrate a disparate
Impact, not a .gificant disparate impact;

2. A plaintiff need not point to particular
selection procedures as the cau6e of a
disparate impact, but may show that an
overall g.Ui/ of practices was the cause;

3. By defining the term "demonstrates" to
include both burdens of production and
persuasion, upon a plaintiff's successful
proof of a pYina fa"o case in disparate
impact cases, the burden of persuasion shifts
to the employer to prove its "business
necessity" defense; this could also result in
shifting the burden of persuasion in
disparate treatment cases;

4. An employer may only utilize objective,
rather than subjective, evidence to prove its
business justification;

5. An employer's burden of proof as to
"business necessity" would no longer be to
show "Job relatedness', of an employment
practice, but rather to show that the
practice or group of practices "bear a
significant relationship to successful
performance of the job" or "to a significant
business objective of the employer (in the
case of employment practices that do not
involve selection)";

6. A plaintiff's proof that a different
employment practice or group of employment
practices with less disparate impact would
serve an employer as well, in response to an
employer's successful proof of a business
justification, would automatically make an
employer liable whereas under existing law
such a showing only constitutes gyidenge of
discriminatory pretext.

-4
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1. H.R. 1 Clearly changes Pro-Wards Cov2
Law by Only Requiring a Plaintiff to
Show Disparate Impact, Rather than
Significant Lparate Impat. ..

H.R. 1 requires that a plaintiff demonstrate only a

disparate impact as one step in making out a prima f case.

Under existing law, a plaintiff does not meet his or her burden

until a significant disparate impact is proven. Wards Coyv did

not represent a departure from existing law in requiring more

than a slight showing of demographic imbalance.1' If H.R. I

were passed, the exclusion of the term "significant" or

"substantial" could be interpreted to lower the threshold burden

and would suggest that a plaintiff could make out a pima J qi&

disparate impact case by merely showing that there was some

imbalance between the composition of its employer's workforce and

the composition of the qualified relevant labor market. This

would constitute a major change in the law which bears no

relation to any recent Supreme Court precedents. Even Justice

Stevens, in his dissent in Wards Covg, recognized that the

threshold question is whether the employment practice has a

"significant, adverse effect.,'V

/ 109 S.Ct at 2115, 2125; s e@ also Connecticut v. , 457

U.S. 440, 446 (1982).

hI/ 109 S. Ct. at 2131.

- 5-
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2. H.R. 1 Would Shift the Burden of Persuasion
o the Cployer VTon Proof .f Disparate Impact.

Section 4 of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 also provides

that if a plaintiff demonstrates that he or she has been

disparately impacted due to some business practice, the employer

must demonstrate that the practice was required by business

necessity. The term "demonstrates" is defined in Section 3 to

mean "meets the burdens of production and persuasion.." By

defining the word "demonstrates" to include both elements of

proof, H. R. 1 proposes to reverso Ward2_Co to the extent that

the Supreme Court held that the burden of persuasion remained

with the plaintiff throughout a case.

The shifting of the burden of proof to the

defendant/employer is particularly troubling when considered

together with other provisions of H.R. 1 which may lower the

level of disparity required to establish a prima f§gie case, the

elimination of the requirement that the plaintiff identify the

particular practice alleged to cause the disparity, the

restriction that the employer may use only objective evidence to

establish business necessity, and the significantly higher

standard of business necessity.
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3. H.R. I Allows a Plaintiff to Make Out
a xinA F ni Case by Merely Demonstrating
that a Group of Employment Practices Results
in a Disparate Impact Without Any Requirement
to Identify the Specific Practice Alleged to
cau irepa ity .

H.R. 1 would alter existing disparate impact law, by

permitting a plaintiff to slow that an overall "gxoij of

employment practices" resulted in a disparate impact upon a

protected class. The bill defines "group of employment

practices" to mean "a combination of cmploymrent practices that

produces one or more decisions with respect to employment . . .

The obligation to identify the practice alleged to cause the

disparate impact has teen a consistently applied requirement.Y

To allow a plaintiff to point only generally to a group

of practices allegedly having a disparate impact would place the

focus on the "bottom line" rather than specific employment

criteria or practices. However, the Supreme Court in Connecticu&

y, Teal, a pre-Wards Cove holding, specifically stated that the

proper focus of a disparate impact analysis is nt on a bottom-

line, but rather on the effect of particular practices.i/ The -

2/ rfiggs v, Duke Powgr-Co,, 401 U.S. 424 (1971) (high school
diploma requirement); ]othard v ..Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321
(1977) (height and weight requirements for prison guards);
Albemarle Paper co. vMgHg4, 422 U.S. '405 (1977)
(employment tests and seniority systems); Connecticut v.
2LI, 457 U.S. 440 (1982) (written examination); Watsen v.
Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 109 S. Ct. 2777 (1988) (subjective
judgment of supervisor); Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. 2115, 2124
(1989) ("[olur disparate-impact cases have always focused on
the impact of part icula hiring practices on employment
opportunities for minorities.")

W/ 457 U.S. at 450.

- 7 -
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requirement set forth in kZII1 !Cove, that the plaintiff must

identify a specific employment practice which is alleged to have

caused the disparity is consistent with the vast majority of

lower court cases which have focused on this issue. In other

words, this bill differs significantly from giug~ and its

progeny, the very law which supporters of H.R. I claim to be

restoring.

4. H.R. 1 Would Prohibit An Employer
From Proffering Subjective Evidence
to Prove Business Necessity.

H.R. 1 provides that in proving business necessity,

"unsubstantiated opinion and hearsay are not sufficient;

demonstrable evidence is required." This language woula seem to

require proof of-business necessity by objective evidence alone.

Xn precluding the use of subjective evidence, H.R. 1 is

inconsistent with business reality. In case involving lower

level, highly mechanistic jobs, courts probably should rely

heavily upon objective evidence. However, in situations

involving higher level jobs, ones which involve elements of

discretion, common sense, ethics, and originality, for example,

H.R. I will prove unworkable. In the real world, employers must

rely upon subjective criteria. The Supreme Court, in Watso and

Wards Cove, recognized this business reality in holding that

subjective evidence was an acceptable form of proof in making out

a business necessity. The Supreme Court also was well-aware that

such evidence could be abused by fabrication. In recognition of

-8 -
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this danger, the Court warned that the subjective Justification

may not be "insubstantial."

5. H.R. 1 Would Require Employers to
Demonstrate that the Allegedly
Discriminatory Practice Bear a significant
Relationship to Successful Performance of the
Job at Issue to Make Out its BusinessNecessity DQefenlsg ...

H.R. 1 again departs from Griggs and its progeny by

requiring an employer to demonstrate that its employment practice

"bears a significant relationship to successful performance of

the job." Wards Cove held that an employer could prevail on the

issue of "business necessity" by showing that the "challenged

practice serves, in a significant way, the legitimate employment

goals of the employer."'

A review of griggs and its progeny reveals that the

definition of "business necessity" was not indelibly prescribed

by GLgs. More accurately, the standard developed in the early

disparate impact cases was a vague concept of job-relatedness

developed in the context of specific objective selection criteria

as applied to unskilled or semi-skilled jobs. The WtIgn and

wards Cove interpretations of "business necessity" to mean

"legitimate business reason" simply represent the latest step in

2/ 109 S. Ct. at 2125, gjtng Watson, 108 S. Ct. at 2784 .
fac4. case, even if made, rebutted by legitimate
nondiscriminatory reasons); NOW Yo.X Transit Authority v.
BAzeX, 440 U.S. 568, 587, n.31 (prima f case rebutted
by showing that practice is related to job performance.)

-9-
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the evolution of the term particularly as applied to subjective

criteria and higher level positions.

Tn the earliest disparate impact casoo, beginning with

gxig"jz, it was not as critical to precisely define what the Court

meant by business necessity because the facts of those cases did

not require such precision. For example, in grig, a selection

rule requiring a high school education or the passing of a

standardized intelligence test was at issue. Similarly, in

ConectiLcut v. Teal, the Court dealt with a written examination.

In Dothard v. Rawlinson, the Court reviewed a height requirement

and in New York City Transit Authorxiy y,.Berize_, the Court was

confronted with a rule prohibiting employment of methadone users.

In all of these situations, the Court was confronted with a

relatively simple problem.

On the other hand, the Supreme Court in both Watson and

Wards Cove was confronted with far more than the disparate impact

of an isolated objective selection practice. In Watso,, there

was a highly subjective promotion practice placing a great deal

of discretion in the hands of a white supervisor. Similarly, in

ards CMo , no objective test or rule was at stake, but rather,

the disparate impact analysis was directed at an entire cadre of

objective requirements which were supplemented by a subjective

decision-making element.

The Court realized, however, that to simply stop at

holding subjective employment criteria to be governed by

disparate impact analysis would create a conflict between the

- 10 -
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objective of eliminating non-business related practice which

have a significant adverse impact on a protected group and Title

VII's prohibition of imposing quotas based on statistical

imbalances in an employer's workforce. Where a disparate impact

claim is based on a subjective employment practice, an employer

could no longer just point to a validation study or the like to

show that a certain employment requirement was an accurate

predictor of job performance. Such proof is generally not

available or practical in support of subjective business

justification. The Supreme Court in Watson and Wa

endeavored to more clearly define what would be required to prove

a "business necessity" in such cases. In an effort to strike a

balance between a prohibition against the use of subjective

criteria, the Court more carefully defined the job-relatedness

approach to require an employer to proffer a legitimate,

nondiscriminatory business justification. Realizing that this

phrase could be the subject of abuse, the Court tempered the

language with the caveat that "(a) mere insubstantial

justification in this regard will not suffice, because such a low

standard of review would permit discrimination to be practiccd

through the use of spurious, seemingly neutral employment

practice5.-"M

Most higher level jobs involve common sense, good

judgment, originality, ambition, loyalty, and other traits which

cannot be measured accurately through standardized tests.

W bQ/ Ward mS , 109 S. Ct. at 2126.

I - 11 -
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Indeed, most jobs are not solely measured by some objective

criteria. The Supreme Court expressly recognized the importance

of subjective valuative criteria in assessing the performance or

potential of individuals as managers, supervisors, or In a

capacity which requires cooperation with co-workers or an

understanding of complex and subtle tasks.W/ In adopting the

legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason test the court struck a

delicate balance between competing interests.

H.R. 1 could disrupt this balance. For example, if the

inclusion of the word "significant" to describe the relationship

that an employment practice must have to job performance refers

to statistical significance, the effect of H.R. I would be to

dramatically distort Griggs. Existing law does not seek to

quantify the relatedness of the employment practice to the job;

rather, only a qualitative legitimacy must be shown. Moreover,

the phrase "performance of the job" presents problems. This

requirement is far too limiting and unrealistic. Employers

always consider such factors as absenteeism, tardiness, accident

rates, and turnover in assessing the value of an employee or an

applicant. H.R. 1, as written, does not account for these

concerns. This more difficult burden coupled with the

requirement of objective demonstrable evidence unmistakably

stacks the deck against employers in their efforts to prove a

business justification.

1./ ~,AJ 108 8. Ct. at 2787.

- 12 -
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6. Contrary to Existing Law, H.R. 1
Creates a Z AS Rule of Employer
Liability Any Time a Plaintiff Can
Demonstrate a Le$g Discriminatorv Alternative.

H.R. 1 also makes another subtle, but extremely

significant, change to pre-iards Cgvg law. The last sentence of

Section 4(k)(1) lends the appearance of codifying existing law by

providing that a plaintiff may prevail, even when an employer has

demonstrated a "business necessity," by showing that a less

discriminatory alternative would serve the employer as well.

Although this section has the appearance of codification, it too

represents a radical departure from existing law.

H.R. 1, if adopted, would create a per sfi rule that if

a plaintiff can present evidence of a less discriminatory

alternative in response to an employer's proof of business

necessity, the employer will be found to have violated Title VII.

This is not what existing law provides. The seminal Supreme

Court precedent establishing this third prong of the disparate

impact theory did not create such a M 5A rule. Rather,

Albemarle Paper Co. v. MoodyW and its progeny held that proof

of a "less discriminatory alternative" merely provided evidengj

that the employment practice which the employer sought to justify

was in fact a pretext for Illg al discrimination. This is not,

and never has been, a Mx #A rule of employer liability. The

Supreme Court made that perfectly clear:

.12/ 422 U.S. 405 (1975).
- 13 -
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If an employer does then meet the burden of
proving that its tests are "Job related," it
remains open to the complaining party to show
that other tests or selection devices,
without a similarly undesirable racial
effect, would also serve the employer's
legitimate interest in "efficient and
trustworthy workmanship." Such a showing
would b4 evIdenci that the employer was using
Its tests Mere!, as a "pretext" for
discrimination.

The Albemarle rule has been oft-repeated, without

change, by the Supreme Court. In particular, the Beaze court

held that "the District Court's express finding that the rule was

not motivated by racial animus forecloses any claim in rebuttal

that (the rule] was merely a pretext for intentional

discrimination. 'IV

From a policy standpoint, this change which H.R. 1

attempts to implement will radically affect employers. An

employer could be held to have violated Title VII for failure to

adopt an alternative employment practice of which it may not have

even Leen aware or had reason to believe was equally as effective

or had a lesser impact. If the employer fails to discover some

approach that may have a less discriminatory impact, the employer

would be subject to Title VII liability no matter how diligent it

had been in adopting its practice. When considering this

language one should be mindful of the oft-stated maxim that

1~. Id. (emphasis added) uPl2tin McDonnell Douglas Corp. v.

green, 411 U.S. 792, 801, 804-05 (1973).

1.A/ 441 U.S. at 587,

- 14 -
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O(o]ourts are generally less competent than employers to

restructure business practices.lv

Tinkering with the delicate balance which has evolved

f rom Supreme Court precedents through Watson and W1rdg in

the manner that H.R. 1 does would inevitably result in the

implementation of formal or informal race and gender-base quotas.

Employers operate under the constraints of time and money and out

of necessity, they make employment decisions based on less than

fully informed predictions and in response to highly competitive

pressures. Many of these considerations are qualitative; they

involve perseverance, compatibility, attentiveness, originality

and the like. Such considerations are very difficult, if not

impossible, to measure in the same way as the objective criteria

examined in the early disparate impact cases. Even if such

qualitative considerations could be quantified, these measures

would be difficult to apply because there is little agreement as

to what constitutes successful performance of any job involving

complex tasks requiring the exercise of judgment. Moreover, job

responsibilities tend to be fluid over time. Jobs, markets,

technology, governmental policies, and intellectual and social

trends are constantly in a state of flux. Thus, what may be

measure of success one day, may well be a measure of failure the

next. The point is that Watsn and Wards Cove took these factors

into account. H.R. 1 does not. Rather, it imposes six new and

IW/ Wrd Coye, 109 S. Ct. at P127 (O Furnco Constr. Cop.

V.aSe, 438 U.S. 567, 578 (1978)).

- 15 -
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substantial burdens upon employers. This statutory rejection of

twenty years of legal development and refinement is unsound and

very likely will result in the implementation of unwanted quotas,

Not only are the changes made by H.R. 1 inappropriate,

but they are also unwarranted. As was reported by John R. Dunne,

Assistant Attorney General, to the Attorney General on February

7, 1990:

a . . since Wards Cove courts have continued
to examine carefully the business
justification for challenged selection tests,
teacher certification examinations, reliance
on word or (sic.) mouth hiring, the
allocation of too much discretion to those
making hiring decisions, excessive reliance
on interviews, and a residence requirement
for applicants for municipal employment.
And, in two cases, courts invalidated
practices because comparable alternatives
existed that would not produce the same
disparate impact on minorities.1i

As a review of the cases decided since Wards Cove indicates, the

disparate impact theory is still alive and well. Lower courts

have taken seriously the Supreme Court's caveat that "(a) mere

insubstantial (business] justification . . . will not

suffice.'V Moreover, the lower courts also have continued to

question whether an employer has forsaken a less discriminatory

alternative in implementing the practice which it claims to be

supported by a legitimate business reason. Watson and Wards C yS

/Justice Department Memo on 1989 Supreme Court Civil Rights
Decisions, Daily Lab. Rep. (BNA) No. 28, at D-I (Feb. 11,
1991).

1/ Green v. USK Corg.. 896 F.2d 801, 805 (3d Cir. 1990) citing

WxdzsC.Sye, 109 S.Ct. at 2126.
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have not made subjective, multi-component selection processes

invincible as many proponents of H.R. 1 claim would occur.

Notwithstanding recent Supreme Court precedent, courts

have had no trouble rejecting employers business justifications

under the "legitimate business reason" standard. In NAA&P y.

HiaXXris,IW for example, plaintiffs attacked residency

requirements imposed by a municipality as a prerequisite to

employment. With respect to police officer and fire fighter

positions, the municipality argued that its requirement was

justified on the grounds that these employees should live nearby

so that they could quickly respond to emergency situations and

because it wanted the uniformed personnel to be a presence and

take an active role in community programs such as Scouting and

Little League. The court rejected the emergency justification as

unsupported in fact.IW The court also rejected the commiinity

presence justification as being "insubstantial." Similarly, the

court rejected the municipality's justification for its residency

requirement with respect to non-uniformed personnel. The

proffered justification was that residents tend to be more loyal,

less likely to be late or absent and more willing to participate

in local activities. These justifications were deemed

illegitimate because they were "too nebulous and insubstantial to

IV 749 F. Supp. 1327 (D.N.J. 1990).

12/ Moreover, the court concluded that there was a reasonable
and less discriminatory alternative of imposing a rule
requiring uniformed personnel to live within a reasonable
time or distance.

- 17 -
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justify practices which have had a significant discriminatory

effect... ,

In Highadso v. L mar CountypeaXAof Education,w

the court also rejected an employer's proffered business

justification for a selection practice having a disparate impact

upon blacks. The plaintiff in Richardson challenged a Board of

Education requirement that 5he pass a teacher certification test.

After meeting her burden of proving disparate impact, the Board

of Education produced a great deal of evidence demonstrating the

process by which the test had been developed and that the

certification test was designed to measure whether a teacher

possessed enough minimum content knowledge to be competent to

teach in the classrooms of Alabama. The court, rather than

simply accepting the validity of the test, scrutinized the entire

process used in formulating the test questions and found that it

was flawed in a way that violated the minimum requirements for

professional test development. The court, therefore, rejected

the business justification proffered by the school board and

entered a verdict in favor of the plaintiff.

Notwithstanding the assertions that under the laisn

and Wards Cove decisions, employers would be able to avoid a

disparate impact claim simply by adding subjective elements to

their hiring practices, courts have continued to critically

2W 749 F. Supp. at 1342.

2.1J 729 F. Supp. 806 (M.D. Ala. 1989).
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examine such practices. in 9xien v Q_- rW for example,

the Third Circuit Court or Appeals rejected an employer's

proffered reasons in support of a multi-component hiring system

which included a subjective interview. Plaintiffs proved that

the process had a significant disparate impact on blacks. The

employer produced evidence that the subjective criteria enabled

it to identify the "best qualified" applicants. The court found

that the employer had failed to meet its burden of producing

evidence of a legitimate business reason. In so holding, the

court stated

Although H cQyg may have relaxed the
employer's burden to rebut the plaintiff's

xIMJA fagie case, we do not read the decision
as requiring us to accept at face value an
employer's explanations of the adverse impact
of its hiring practices on blacks. As the
Wardg CM Court stated, "(a) mere
insubstantial (business) justification .
will not suffice, because such a low standard
of review would permit discrimination to be
practiced through the use of spurious,
seemingly neutral employment practicesW/

Other courts also have closely scrutinized the

justifications presented in support of subjective evaluative

criteria which have had a disparate impact on the composition of

a workforce. In S Y. J.P.. stevens & Co.,14 for example,

plaintiffs successfully challenged the discriminatory impact of

an employer's use of subjective evaluations to select among

3/ 896 F.2d 8o (3d Cir. 1990).

2ul/ 896 F.2d at 806 (citation omitted).

2V 52 Empl. Prac. Dee. (CCH) 1 39,537 (E.D. N.C, 1989).
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applicants for unskilled olorical positions. The employer

presented testimony that its use of a discretionary selection

procedure reflected its desire to hire the best qualified people

in the work force. The court rejected this evidence as

insufficient to shift the burden back to plaintiff to prove that

the proffered reason was a mere pretext.

Similarly, in Tory, _J hing~onQQ untv School

U__,L the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals held that an

unsuccessful black applicant for a teaching position had been

discriminated against because the school in which the plaintiff

had applied for a teaching position had a practice of obtaining

applicants by word-of-mouth and hiring on the basis of nepotism.

The court held that, at least in the context of a predominantly

white work force, whatever justifications could be proffered for

the use of word-of-mouth and nepotism as hiring tools are

outweighed by Title VII's goal of providing equal employment

opportunity. Word-of-mouth recruiting also was rejected in EItC

V, Andrew CorpUL.. In this case, the employer attempted to

justify its word-of-mouth approach by stating that to do

otherwise would "generate additional unnecessary applications

which will only result in increased administrative costs and a

higher percentage of disappointed applicants.i The court found

this justification to be "weak" and not adequate to meet the

employer's burden of producing evidence of a legitimate business reason.

2L/ 915 F.2d 922 (4th Cir. 1990).

./. 51 Empl. Prec. Dec. 1 39,364 (N.D. Ill. 1989).
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Courts also continue to analyze whether an employment

objective proffered by a defendant employer could be equally or

better served by a les discriminatory alternative practice. For

example, in D x eport urians. Inc. v. City of Brldgeort,w

a group of black and hispanic police officers challenged a

promotional examination which consisted of both a written and an

oral component. The first nineteen individuals on the list of

those who passed the examination were white. The first black

candidate had the twentieth highest score while the highest

ranking hispanio candidate vas the twenty-vecond person on the

list. The police department planned to make promotions on a

solely rank-order basis which the plaintiffs proved to have a

significantly disparate im-Pact. The police department, however,

met its burden of producing evidence that the test was supported

by a legitimate business reason. Nonetheless, plaintiffs

prevailed because they proved that a less discriminatory

alternative was available. They presented evidence that the

creator of the examination had recommended that rather than

simply making promotions in a "strict rank-ordered fashion," the

promotional decisions be based on a "banding" technique. This

approach selects a range of scores whose differences are not

statistically significant and then promotions are made from this

range, taking into account race or ethnicity, gender, work

experience, past job dependability, and other factors which the

department might deem pertinent and worthy of consideration. The

L2 736 F. Supp. 1126 (D. Conn. 1990).
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court found this evidence persuasive, concluding that "1(banding

results in a more valid promotional procedure and may lead to the

promotion of additional minorities."Ml As such, the court

entered a verdict for plaintiffs.

As this review of cases clearly indicates, kLats.n and

iardegov have not sounded the death knell for the disparate

impact theory. plaintiffs i.till can and do win disparate Impact

actions. if anything, the recent Supreme Court precedents have

led lower courts to more closely scrutinize an employer's

proffered justification for a discriminatory employment practice

as well as to more dec-ply examine whether a less discriminatory

alternative practice could meet an employer's business

objectives.

IV 735 F. Supp. at 1137.
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Chairman FORD. Pamela Perry.
Professor PERRY. My name is Pamela Perry, and I am very

pleased to present my views on the Civil Rights Act of 1991. As to
my qualifications, I specialize in the law of employment discrimina-
tion. I was in private practice for four years, public practice for
three years, and have been an associate professor at Rutgers Uni-
versity School of Law since 1985. The views I express today are
those developed in my scholarly research, tempered, of course, by
my experience in the practice of law.

I applaud the introduction of H.R. 1. I will limit my oral remarks
to two points: allowing a disparate impact challenge to a group of
employment practices, as contained in Section 4(0)(b), and the defi-
nition of business necessity in Section 3(o).

Traditionally, disparate impact doctrine required that employees
prove that an employer s facially neutral practice or practices re-
sulted in disparate impact based on race, color, religion, sex, or na-
tional origin. Section 4(1)(b) of H.R. 1 clarifies that employees may
succeed in their disparate impact challenge when they prove that a
group of practices resulted in that disproportion, even though the
employees cannot isolate which one of the employer's practices was
the culprit.

That dispensation, however, is very limited. First, it requires em-
ployees to demonstrate that the proved impact is attributable to
the employer, not some other innocent cause. This assurance is re-
inforced by Section 4(4), rejecting disparate impact challenge based
on "the mere existence of a statistical imbalance in an employer's
work force." Consequently, whether the employee demonstrates the
disparate impact of one of the employer's practices, under subsec-
tion (a), or the group of practices, under subsection (b), the employ-
ees must prove that the employer is responsible for the disparate
impact proved.

In addition, subsection (iii) of Section (b) requires the employee to
demonstrate which specific practice or practices contributed to the
disparate impact where the records or other information are "rea-
sonably available." Thus, Section 4(lXb) only excuses employees
from isolating the one practice resulting in disparate impact to
avoid the unduly harsh consequence of dismissing claims when
they are unable,- through no lack of diligence on their part, to pin-
point the impact from among the employer's practices.

I think we need to be careful with regard to subsection (a) that
the requirement of isolating the cause of the impact does not re-

ire us to do a question-by -uestion analysis on an examination.
leCearly, the Court did not find such a need to isolate the cause of

the impact in Griggs, Albemarle, and Teal.
In any case, it seems appropriate to require employers to respond

either with evidence to justify or to exonerate the exclusionary
effect of its own practice or practices.

It is only when employees succeed in establishing disparate
impact that the employer must respond with business necessity.
The definition of business necessity in Section 3(o) of H.R. 1 re-
stores the standard of justification first required by the Supreme
Court in 1971 with the Griggs case. For almost two decades, courts
have used the Griggs standard as its guide, when examining exclu-
sionary practices, to determine if the employer's justification for
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continued use outweighed the exclusionary effect resulting from
those practices.

In 1989, however, the Supreme Court, in Wards Cove, articulated
a new, deferential standard of business necessity scrutiny. There
the majority of the Court articulated the standard to be that the
disparately impacting criterion "serves in a significant way the le-
gitimate employment goals of the employer.' Because the Court
had no factual record in that case to apply the business necessity
standard, that standard has been interpreted by lower courts.

Lower courts have interpreted Wards Cove to mark a departure
from Griggs and its progeny. The extent of that departure is cap-
tured by the Seventh Circuit in Allen v. Seidman. There the Court
remanded the business necessity issue for the lower court to deter-
mine whether employees had proved the disparately impacting
practice to be unreasonable, despite evidence demonstrating that
the employer was reckless, perhaps even irrational, in using the ex-
clusionary test.

Evidence in that case established that the Defendant Federal De-
posit Insurance Corporation's own consultants repeatedly criticized
the test. Moreover, the necessity of the test was made suspect when
the FDIC itself promoted some who failed the test and indeed aban-
doned the test when suit was filed.

Even more important than that evidence was the evidence-and
I am going to quote directly from the opinion-that on the test
there were "no set questions, no set right or wrong answers, no
fixed passing grade, no instructions for weighting performance on
the various parts of the exam, no fixed time limits for the individ-
ual sessions, and no evaluation of the panel members. Panel mem-
bers were not required to attend each session, and, if they missed
one, they graded it anyway, guided by evidence of the member or
members who attended."

I am still quoting: "The test emphasized the problems of small
banks and, as a result, disfavored examiners who worked in the
large metropolitan areas where blacks tended to be concentrated.
Furthermore, the test failed to test many of tasks that bank exam-
iners are called upon to perform. Nor was the concept of adequate
performance defined, for the testers' notes revealed that they
would sometimes pass a candidate after rating him barely adequate
or marginally acceptable, and sometimes fail one after noting
seemingly minor, readily correctable deficiencies."

Only now am I ending my quotes from that case. If this evidence
caused the well-respected Seventh Circuit to pause and remand,
what evidence could employees produce to demonstrate the unrea-
sonableness of this exclusionary criterion, one that resulted in Afri-
can-Americans being excluded twice as often as Euro-Americans.

This deferential standard of scrutiny undercuts disparate impact
doctrine, thereby condoning unjustified discrimination resulting
from facially neutral but consequentially exclusionary work place
practices. H.R. 1 succeeds in restoring a standard of scrutiny that
recognizes the Nation's commitment to curtail discrimination while
still respecting employers' business needs.

Section 3(o) of H.R. 1 codifies three essential features of the defi-
nition of business necessity. That standard requires courts, first, to
examine both the purpose for the practice and the means to accom-
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plish that purpose; second, to scrutinize both the purpose and
means by a standard that accommodates both the perspective of
the excluded employees and the perspective of the employer; and,
finally, to rely on demonstrable evidence, not on substantiated
opinion or belief.

These three features are essential to a definition of business ne-
cessity. It is appropriate to examine both the purpose and the
means for adopting the disparately impacting practice to ensure
that is sufficiently necessary and effective to justify its exclusion-
ary effect.

Moreover, it is appropriate to require mid-level scrutiny of the
necessity and effectiveness of the practice to ensure the Nation's
commitment to neutral employment practices without undermin-
ing the employer's legitimate discretion to operate its business.

Finally, it is appropriate to require demonstrable evidence with a
flexible definition to ensure that disparately impacting practices
are, in fact, necessary and effective.

I would like to comment on Mr. Dichter's testimony. It sounds
like he's suggesting a standard with one level of scrutiny for lower-
level jobs, and a different, more relaxed standard of scrutiny for
upper-level jobs. There has never been this dichotomy in Title VII.
I would urge the committee to reject it today.

The three features that I mentioned that are essential to the def-
inition of business necessity are incorporated into H.R. 1. By the
standard in H.R. 1, an employer would be permitted to use an em-
ployment practice despite its disparate impact for the purpose of
accomplishing a significant business objective, or in the case of de-
cisions involving selection, for the purpose of predicting successful
performance of the job.

Moreover, by the standard in H.R. 1, an employer would be per-
mitted to use an employment practice despite its disparate impact
when the practice is shown to bear a significant relationship to ac-
complishing those important purposes. Thus, the business necessity
standard in H.R. 1 strikes an appropriate balance between equal
employment opportunity and employers' business discretion.

That standard is fully consistent with the standard of business
necessity in Griggs. In Griggs the Supreme Court required Duke
Power Company to justify its discriminatory hiring criteria by
showing that the criteria were adopted for a genuine business need,
and by showing that the criteria had a manifest or demonstrable
relationship to that need.

More illustrative than looking at the language of Griggs, howev-
er, is to look at how the standard was applied. In applying the
standard in Griggs the court approved Duke Power's purpose of
predicting successful job performance to be a genuine business
need, but rejected the company's business necessity defense be-
cause it failed to show that the high school diploma and testing
practices had a "manifest relationship" or "demonstrable relation-
ship" to that purpose.

Indeed, examination of the evidence in that case demonstrated
that incumbent employees who lack the credentials continue to
make progress at the company. Thus, requiring an employer to jus-
tify its exclusionary practices by the standard in Griggs and by the
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standard proposed in H.R. 1 does not undermine merit-based
hiring; it ensures it.

I'd like to make one other comment on the alternative provisions
in H.R. 1. And I would like to suggest that its perfectly appropriate
to require the employer to substitute a less discriminatory alterna-
tive when employees have demonstrated that alternative would
serve the respondent as well.

In conclusion, I support H.R. 1 to ensure that the Nation's em-
ployment opportunities are distributed either by truly neutral, not
just facially neutral standards, or by standards proved to be re-
quired by business need, not convenience.

I thank the Chair and members of the committee for allowing
me this opportunity to appear. And I'm happy to answer any ques-
tions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Professor Pamela Perry follows:]
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I applaud the introduction of H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act
of 1991. I submit this statement to comment on the Act.

As to my qualifications, I specialize in the law of
employment discrimination. I was in private practice for four
years, public practice for three years and have been an Associate
Professor at Rutgers University School of Law since 1985. During
my time in academia, I have done scholarly research and writing
on the topic of disparate impact discrimination under Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.1

I will limit my comments on H.R. 1 to support for Sections 3
and 4 of the Act; more particularly, those subsections describing
1) disparate impact-challenge to a group of employment practices,
2) the burden of proving business necessity, 3) the definition of
business necessity, and 4) lesser impacting alternatives. The
views I express today are more fully developed in my scholarly
research. Most particularly, "Balancing Equal Employment
Opportunities with Employers' Legitimate Discretion: The
Business Necessity Response to Disparate Impact Discrimination
under Title VII", 12 Indus. Rel. L.J. 1 (1990) and "Two Faces of
Disparate Impact Discrimination", 59 Fordham L. Rev. (1991).

I. Group of Employment Practices.

I support Section 4(l)(B) of H.R. 1, which allows disparate
impact challenge where employees prove that a group of the
employer's practices resulted in disproportionate exclusion based
on race, color, religion, sex, or national origin, even though
the employees cannot isolate which one of the employer's
practices was the culprit. I applaud this Section for its modest
alteration of the standard articulated in Wards Cove.2 Requiring
that the complaining party demonstrate that "a group of
employment practices results in a disparate impact" ensures that
the proved impact is attributable to the employer, and not some
other innocent cause.3 This assurance is reinforced by Section

1 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17.

2. Wards Cove Packing Co.. Inc. v. Atonio, 109 S. Ct. 2115,
2124-25 (1989) (requiring employers "to demonstrate that the
disparity they complain of Is the result of one or more of the
employment practices that they are attacking here, specifically
showing that each challenged practice has a significantly
disparate impact on employment opportunities for whites and
nonwhites.")

3. Cf. Wards Cove Packing Co. M. Atonio, 109 S. Ct. at 2125
(rejecting disparate impact based on evidence of imbalance
between cannery and noncannery workers because "(t]o hold
otherwise would result in employers being potentially liable for

2
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4(4), rejecting disparate impact challenge based on "(t]he mere
existence of a statistical imbalance in an employer's
workforce".4 In addition, Section 4(l)(B)(iii) requires the
complaining party "to demonstrate which specific practice or
practices contributed to the disparate impact" where the records
or other information are "reasonably available". 5 Thus, Section
4(l)(B) excuses employees from isolating which one of the
employer's practices resulted in the disparate impact to avoid
the unduly harsh consequence of dismissing employees' claims when
they are unable, through no lack of diligence on their part, to
pinpoint that impact from among the employer's practices.
Section 4(l)(B) does not excuse employees from proving that the
employer is responsible for the disparate impact proved. It
seems appropriate to require an employer to respond, either with

'the myriad of innocent causes that may lead to statistical
imbalances in the composition of their work forces.'"); Watson v.
Fort Worth Bank and Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 992 (1988) ("It is
completely unrealistic to assume that unlawful discrimination
[use of protected factors] is the sole cause of people failing to
gravitate to jobs and employers in accord with the laws of
chance. . . . It would be equally unrealistic to suppose that
employers can eliminate, or discover and explain, the myriad of
innocent causes that may lead to statistical imbalances in the
composition of the work forces."); Hill v. Seaboard gast Line
Railroad Co., 885 F.2d 804, 813 (11th Cir. 1989) (rejecting
disparate impact challenge where impact may result from
promotions made prior to adoption of practice); Pouncy v.
Prudential Insurance Co. of America, 668 F.2d 795, 801-02 (5th
Cir. 1982) (abstract workforce imbalance insufficient to
establish disparate impact); Section 703(j), 42 U.S.C. 5 2000e-
2(j) (prohibiting preferential treatment based solely on
statistical imbalance).

4. Section 4(4) provides:

The mere existence of a statistical imbalance in an
employer's workforce on account of race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin is not alone
sufficient to establish a prima facie case of
disparate impact violation.

5. Section 4(B)(iii) requires the complaining party to
"demonstrate which specific practice or practices contributed to
the disparate impact":

if the court finds that the complaining party can
identify, from records or other information of the
respondent reasonably available (through discovery or
otherwise), which specific practice or practices
contributed to the disparate impact.

3

40-626 0-91----16
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evidence to justify or exonerate, when the employer uses a group
of practices that result in disparate impact based on race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin.

II. Burden of Proving Business Necessity.

I support requiring the employer to bear "the burdens of
production and persuasion" in proving that its exclusionary
practices are "required by business necessity", as required by
the definition of demonstrates in Section 3(m) incorporated into
the Section 4(1) of H.R. 1. The employer is required to bear
those burdens only after employees prove that one or more of the
employer's practices resulted in disproportionate exclusion of
women, people of color, or other religious or ethnic minorities.
Indeed, Section 4 ensures that employers are not required to
defend mere imbalances in the workforce, but rather the
employer's adoption and use of practices proved to result in
disparate impact on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. Moreover, the business necessity defense
focuses on affirmative justification, rather than denial, of the
discriminatory impact. Consistent with standard practice, it is
appropriate to assign the employer the burden of persuasion on
that affirmative defense. Finally, traditional evidentiary
principles support assigning the burden of persuasion to the
party seeking to prove the affirmative allegation, in this case
business necessity rather than its negative, and assigning the
burden of persuasion to the party who has greatest means of
knowledge of the facts, in this case the employer.

III. Definition of Business Necessity.

I support the definition of business necessity in Section
3(o) of H.R. I for the following three reasons.

First, the definition includes scrutiny of both the purpose
for which the employer's disparately impacting practice was
adopted and the means chosen to accomplish that purpose. It is
appropriate to examine the employer's purpose for adopting such a
practice to ensure that the purpose is sufficiently important or
necessary to justify the exclusionary effect of the practice. It
is equally appropriate to examine the means chosen to accomplish
the employer's purpose to ensure that the practice is
sufficiently effective to justify its exclusionary effect. The
business necessity standard in H.R. 1 requires examination of
both the necessity and the effectiveness of an employer's
disparately impacting practice. By that standard, an employer
would be permitted to use an employment practice, despite its
disparate impact, for the purpose of accomplishing an employer's
"significant business objective"; in the case of decisions
involving selection, for the purpose of predicting "successful
performance of the job". Moreover, by the standard in H.R. 1, an
employer would be permitted to use an employment practice,

4
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despite its disparate impact, when the practice is shown to "bear
a significant relationship" to accomplishing those purposes.
This two- ronged examination is fully consistent with the Griggs
decision, where the Supreme Court required Duke Power Company to
justify its discriminatory hiring criteria by showing that the
criteria were adopted for the purpose of accomplishing "a genuine
business need", specifically predicting successful job
performance, and that the criteria had a manifest or demonstrable
relationship to that purpose.

Second, I support the definition of business necessity in
H.R. 1 because it requires mid-level scrutiny7 of both the
necessity and effectiveness of the practice. The mid-level
scrutiny standard in H.R. 1 requires that the disparately
impacting practice "bear a significant relationship to a
significant business objective of the employer", and indeed
specifies judging or predicting successful job performance to be
a significant business objective for employment practices
involving selection. This standard is consistent with the Griggs
decision, where the Supreme Court approved puke Power Company's
purpose of predicting successful job performance as "a genuine
business need",8 but rejected the Company's business necessity
defense because it failed to show that the practices had a
"manifest relationship" or "demonstrable relationship" to that

6. Qrigas y. Duke Power Co.., 401 U.S. 424, 431-32 (1971).

7. When courts apply mid-level scrutiny under the
Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution, they
require the government to prove that the classifications "serve
important government objectives and must be substantially related
to achievement of those objectives." See Craig v. Boren, 429
U.S. 190, 197 (1976) (scrutinizing classification based on sex).

8. Griaqd v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. at 432. The Court
examined three employer purposes to Justify the use of the
disparately impacting high school diploma and intelligence est
requirements. The first employer purpose, using the dispaiately
impacting selection criteria to predict effective job performance
on the very jobs for which the criteria were to be used, was
judged a sufficient business purpose. Second, the Court found
the employer's business purpose of abstractly improving "the
overall quality of the work force" did not have sufficient
relationship to the efficiency of the business to justify the use
of the disparately impacting criteria. The Court instead
required that the criteria "must measure the person for the job
and not the person in the abstract." I& at 431, 436. Third, the
Court rejected the employer's purpose of "preserving the avowed
policy of advancement within the Company" because the employer
failed to justify the purpose "upon a showing that such long-
range requirements fulfill a genuine business need". Id. at 432.

5
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purpose.9

The Court in Wards Cove dis ussed the standard of scrutiny
for business necessity in dicta.10 The standard they articulated
-- that the disparately impacting criterion "serves, in a
significa t way, the legitimate employment goals of the
employer" -- appears to require mid-level scrutiny of the
effectiveness of employers' exclusionary practices but only
rational basis scrutiny of their necessity. Lower courts
interpreting the Wr Co decision, however, have allowed even
more defrential scrutiny of employers' business necessity
defense. For example, the Seventh Circuit in Aaim, 13 remanded the business necessity issue for the lower
court to determine whether employees had proved the disparately

9. The Court rejected the effectiveness of the criteria to
predict effective job performance, noting first that the employer
adopted the criteria "without meaningful study of their
relationship to job-performance ability" and second that
incumbent employees who did not meet the employer's criteria
"have continued to perform satisfactorily and make progress in
departments for which the high school and test criteria are now
used." Id. at 431-32 & n.7.

10. In Wards Cove Packina Co. v. Atonio, 109 S. Ct. 2115,
2123 (1989), a majority consisting of Chief Justice Rehnquist and
Justices White, O'Connor, Scalia, and Kennedy, reversed the lower
court and ruled that the racial disparity between cannery and
noncannery workers did not establish a prima facie case of
disparate impact. Despite its recognition that discussion of the
business necessity issue was "pretermitted" by that ruling, id.
at 2124, the majority nonetheless endorsed a more lenient
business necessity standard than required by prior precedent.

11. IL. at 2125-26.

12. Some courts have equated employer's obligations to
justify its exclusionary practices as business necessity under
disparate impact doctrine with employer's admittedly light
obligation to rebut claims of consciously intended discrimination
under disparate treatment doctrine. See. e.g.. International
Union. UAW v. State of Michiaan, 886 F.2d 766, 770 (6th Cir.
1989) (adopting state's rebuttal evidence from disparate
treatment challenge to satisfy employer's business necessity
obligation in disparate impact challenge considered for first
time on appeal); Mallory v. Booth Refrigeration SuDDly Co.. Inc.,
882 F.2d 908, 912 (4th Cir. 1989) (same).

130 881 F.2d 375, 381 (7th Cir. 1989).

6
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impacting practice 14 to be unreasonable despite evidence
demonstrating that the employer was reckless, if not irrational
in using the exclusionary test. 15 Moreover, courts have rejected

14* The test had a pass rate for whites of 84% and a pass
rate for blacks of 39%, resulting in a black to white selection
differential of 47%, well below the EEOC's guideline of 80%. Id
at 378. See Section 1607.4(D) of the Uniform Guidelines on
Employee Selection Procedures, 29 C.F.R. § 1607.4(D).

15. Evidence established that defendant Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporatian's own consultants repeatedly criticized the
test. Moreover, the necessity of the test is suspect where the
FDIC itself promoted some who failed the test, and indeed,
abandoned the test after suit was filed. But more important,
evidence established that 'here were:

no set questions, no set right or wrong answers, no
fixed passing grade, no instructions for weighting
performance on the various parts of the exam, no fixed
time limits for the individual sessions, and no
evaluation of the panel members. Panel members were
not required to attend each session, and if they missed
one they graded it anyway, guided by advice of the
member or members who had attended. The test
emphasized the problems of small banks and as a result
disfavored examiners who worked in the large
metropolitan areas, where blacks tended to be
concentrated. . . . on this record the emphasis in the
Program Evaluation test on the problems of small banks
is arbitrary. Furthermore, the test failed to test
many of the tasks that bank examiners are called on to
perform. Nor was the concept of adequate performance
defined, for the testers' notes reveal that they would
sometimes pass a candidate after rating him "barely
adequate" or "marginally acceptable," and sometimes
fail one after noting seemingly minor, readily
correctable deficiencies. The Corporation discarded
all the test papers of candidates who passed and many
test papers of those who failed, and continued doing so
-- in violation of EEOC regulations -- even after suit
was brought. 5V& 29 C.F.R. §§ 1602.14(a), 1607.4. As
a result it was impossible at trial to determine
consistency among the different rating panels. . ..

ZS. at 380. See Evans v. City of Evanston, 881 F.2d 382, 384-85
(7th Cir. 1989) (remand on business necessity issue despite
finding the City's effort to justify cut-off point as "feeble",
consistingn] of little more than testimony that one standard
deviation above the mean is a frequent cut-off point on tests.")

7
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employers' business necessity defense only in extreme cases. 16

This deferential standard of scrutiny coupled with the
deferential burden of proof'7 undercuts disparate impact
doctrine, thereby condoning the unjustified discrimination
accomplished by facially neutral, but consequentially
exclusionary workplace practices.

The mid-level scrutiny standard found in both H.R. 1 and
Griggs is appropriate because it recognizes the nation's
commitment to curtail discrimination based on race, color,
religion, sex, or national origin, whether that discrimination is
intentional or not, while respecting employers' business needs.
Mid-level scrutiny recognizes the need to challenge business as
usual: unsubstantiated claims of efficiency must be tempered by
a commitment to neutrality. Consequently, mid-level scrutiny
strikes an appropriate balance between equal employment
opportunity and employers' business discretion.

Concern that employers will adopt selection quotas rather
than defend their facially neutral, but consequentially
exclusionary selection practices under mid-level scrutiny are
unfounded. First, Section 13 of H.R. 1 expressly provides that
the Act should not "be construed to require or encourage an

16. See. e.g.. Green v. USX, 896 F.2d 801, 805 (3d. Cir.
1990) (finding unreasonable employer's bald assertion that its
subjective evaluation process enabled company to identify the
"best qualified" candidates); Nash v. Jacksonville, 837 F.2d
1534, 1537 (11th Cir. 1988), vacated and remanded, 109 S. Ct.
3151 (1989), r, 905 F.2d 355 (11th Cir. 1990), cert.
denied, 59 U.S.L.W. 3562 (1991) (evidence that qualified City
employees drafted test was legally insufficient to establish
business necessity, particularly where employee admitted he did
not evaluate exam as it related to job performance); Sledge Y.
J.P. Stevens & Co., 52 Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,537 (CCH) (E.D.N.C.
1989) (conclusory assertion that subjective assessments were
rationally related to hiring best qualified candidates deemed
unreasonable); Richardson v. Lamar County Board of Education, 729
F. Supp. 806, 829 (M.D. Ala. 1989) ("A court should find a test
invalid only if the evidence reflects that the test falls so far
below acceptable and reasonable minimum standards that the test
could not be reasonably understood to do what it purports to do",
as was the case at bar); Equal Employment ODaortunity Commission
v. Andrew Coruoration, 51 Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,364 (CCH) (N.D.
Ill. 1989) (word of mouth recruiting from exclusively white
clerical staff was not justified by cost or "inevitability",
particularly where employer encouraged it and where employer
affirmatively advertised in newspapers aimed at white markets,
ignoring newspapers aimed at black markets).

170 Section II, guoaP .
8
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employer to adopt hiring or promotion quotas." In addition,
although the mid-level scrutiny standard had been the law of
business necessity for almost two decades,18 employers did not
resort to quotas.' 9 Moreover, an employer's assertion that its
practices are necessary to its business is undermined where the
employer chooses to employ individuals who do not meet its
standards rather than to justify the merit of its standards.
Finally, adoption of quota selection practices will not shield an
employer from meeting its business necessity obligations. 20

Indeed, it merely exposes the employer to additional liability
for reverse discrimination.2 1 Thus requiring an employer to
justify its exclusionary practices22 by mid-level scrutiny does

18. Mid-level scrutiny was the standard from the Court's
decision in Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971) until
its decision in Wards Cove Packina Co.. Inc. v. Atonio, 109 S.
Ct. 2115 (1989). Indeed, lower courts recognized that WArds €ov@
marked a dramatic departure from this long-standing precedent.
See. e.g.. Green v. USX, 896 F.2d 801, 805 (3d Cir. 1990)
(finding Wards gove to "have relaxed the employer's burden to
rebut the plaintiff's prima facie case"); Allen v. Seidman, 881
F.2d 375, 381 (7th Cir. 1989) (finding definition of business
necessity to be one "pertinent respect in which the Supreme Court
(in Wards Cove) has changed the ground rules for disparate-impact
litigation").

19. Whereas the white unemployment rate since 1965 was
consistently below the overall average rate, the unemployment
rate for people of color during that same time was consistently
almost double the overall average rate. Bureau of Labor
Statistics, U. S. Dep't of Labor, Bulletin 2340, HANDBOOK OF
LABOR STATISTICS, Table 26 (1989). For example, during 1988 the
overall unemployment rate for all civilian workers was 5.5%, for
white workers was 4.7%, for black workers was 11.7% and for
Hispanic workers was 8.2%. I. Moreover, over the last decade,
of those working full time for wages or salaries, white males
have increasingly earned more than black males and women, such
that in 1988, the median weekly earnings of white men was $465
compared with black men who earned $347, white women who earned
$318, or black women who earned $288. IS. at Table 41.

20. See Connecticut v. Teal, 457 U.S. 440, 451, 456 (1982).

21. See Johnson v. Transportation Agency. Santa Clara
County, 480 U.S. 616, 640-43 (1987); United Steelworkers of
America v. Webr, 443 U.S. 193, 208-09 (1979).

22. Fear that employers will be responsible for Justifying
any statistical imbalance in its workforce, without evidence
that the imbalance is attributable to one or more of the
employer's practices, is belied by Sections 4(1) and 4(4) in H.R.

9
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not undermine merit based selection, it ensures it.

Third, I support the definition of business necessity in
H.R. 1 because it requires that preferential employment practices
be justified by "demonstrable evidence", rather than merely
"unsubstantiated opinion and hearsay". This requirement is
consistent with the Court's decision in 9XIS". There the
Company justified its exclusionary high school diploma
requirement as necessary for advancement within the Company.

2 3

The Company's unsubstantiated belief was proved false, however,
by evidence that Duke Power Company promoted employees who lacked
that credential in proportion to their numbers. 4 The
requirement for "demonstrable evidence", defined flexibly in
Section 3(o)(3) of H.R. 1, is appropriate to ensure that
disparately impacting practices are in fact effective and
necessary.

In sum, I support the definition of business necessity in
H.R. 1 because it requires demonstrable evidence that both the
necessity and effectiveness of exclusionary employment practices
can be justified by a standard of mid-level scrutiny.

IV. Lesser Impacting Alternatives.

I support the resurrection of the pre-Wards Cove law
regarding lesser impacting alternatives contemplated in Section
4(l)(B) of H.R. 1.25 By that section, an employee may rebut the
necessity or effectiveness of an employer's exclusionary practice
by demonstrating that an alternative practice or practices
resulting in less disparate impact "would serve the respondent as
well". In that instance, the employee would prevail at this
final stage of the disparate impact case.

1.

23. Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. at 432.

240 LL at 431-32 & n. 7.

25. See Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S, 321, 329 (1977)
(rejecting business necessity of height and weight criteria
because purpose of predicting successful job performance could
have been accomplished by measuring strength directly, presumably
a more effective and less impacting alternative); Albemarle Paper
Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 425 (1975) (dictum) ("If an employer
does then meet the burden of proving that its tests are 'Job
related', it remains open to the complaining party to show that
other tests or selection devices, without a similarly undesirable
racial effect, would also serve the employee's legitimate
interest in 'efficient and trustworthy workmanship' . . .")

10
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The placement of language regarding lesser impacting
alternatives appears only in subsection (D) of Section 4(1).
This final stage of analysis under disparate impact doctrine,
however, should be equally available whether the employee
demonstrates the disparate impact of one employment practice,
pursuant to subsection (A), or a group of employment practices,
pursuant to subsection (B). I, therefore, recommend that the
lesser impacting alternatives language be added to Section
4(1) (A).

In conclusion, I support H.R. 1 to ensure that the nation's
employment opportunities are distributed either by truly neutral,
not just facially neutral, standards or by standards proved to be
required by business need, not convenience.

11
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Chairman FORD. Your final statement triggered something in my
mind. Mr. Dichter, would you repeat for us your explanation of
how the language of this bill would lead an employer to impose a
quota as an alternative to a more intelligent examination of the
discriminatory practices in his employment activities?

Mr. DICHTER. Mr. Ford, the more difficult you make it for an em-
ployer to justify their practices by setting the standard so high and
so costly to justify, particularly when you're talking about an over-
all group of practices, perhaps; when you're talking about higher
level jobs; and that you thereby encourage the employer to say,
"Rather than going that route and incurring the risk of being
found liable, it's easier for me to just make sure that the numbers
come in close enough that I don't have the questions of disparate
impact."

So it's not a question of a bright line. It's a question of a continu-
um. That the harder you make it for employers to justify their
practices, the more likely you make it for them to simply say, "Get
those numbers in order. We don't want to have to deal with justify-
ing that."

Because we're talking about translating this back into how it
takes place in the workplace. When top management says to lower-
level management, if they see that the burden of attempting to jus-
tify the process by which they analyze and promote and consider
factors, and maybe justify the college degree for their upper-level
management people or maybe their sales engineers, and go to the
cost of hiring an industrial psychologist to do that, they may say,
"The only way to avoid that, the easiest way to avoid that is simply
make sure that the numbers match availability so we don't have to
deal with that."

Chairman FORD. Well, I can't follow you on how that works.
Have you or anyone in the bar in which you practice argued that
before any court in this country in any case that we could look at?

Mr. DICHTER. Argued?
Chairman FORD. That the employer was forced into a course of

conduct which you described as the imposition of quotas because of
the burden of otherwise showing that they were clean on the issue
of discrimination.

Mr. DICHTER. We haven't had H.R. 1 as the law; we've had
Griggs as the law. And under Griggs, what we've seen is a flexible
approach to employers being able to justify--

Chairman FORD. Now, just a minute. When people play politics
with this legislation by throwing the term "quotas" around-and
I'm not suggesting that you're doing that at the moment-the
reason that it is so divisive in this country is that the average citi-
zen that I represent thinks that we now have a Federal law on the
books, and have had for a number of years, that says that her son
who is white has to get out of line when they're hiring at the auto
plant and give his place to somebody who is not white.

Now, I have never been able to find an employer who is actually
doing that. But I have found all kinds of constituents who believe it
goes on as a daily affair. So the perception that this thing happens
is what people are appealing to.

Now, as a practicing attorney, and I long sometimes to get back
in the courtroom where you know who the winners and losers are
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when you get through, as a practicing attorney you are suggesting
something that really puzzles me because then we shouldn t have
speeding violations either.

When we set up a "thou shalt not" in the law, we're trying to
discourage a type of conduct. All right? And so if we say that we're
encouraging a different kind of conduct, it may be as discriminato-
ry as the activities that we're trying to remedy. You're suggesting
that that comes about not because of what the statute says, but be-
cause employers are too damn lazy and witless. And that's Ms.
Perry's final statement: That these decisions ought to be made on
the basis of necessity, and not what's convenient.

You're suggesting that employers, when faced with the necessity
of examining their employment practices to determine whether or
not they are, in fact, discriminatory against people in a way that's
prohibited by law, even by the law as it stands without H.R. 1, that
given the burden of doing that, they would rather go ahead and
violate the spirit of the law in a different way by imposing a quota.

I don't have that little faith. I used to represent business people,
too. I don't think they do that. I do know that businessmen have a
tendency, and organizations representing businessmen have a tend-
ency to view every regulation with which they will have to comply
as being a burdensome thing that's going to provoke thousands of
lawsuits.

The arguments never change no matter what the issue before
this committee. I would also observe to you that this is the appro-
priate committee to deal with fairness in the workplace. And from
our perspective, that's all we're talking about here. We're not talk-
ing about wins and losses in terms of racial groups. This commit-
tee's responsibility is fairness and safety in the workplace. And
clearly, employment practices are at the very base of fairness in
the workplace. That's why it's here.

But I have to take issue and defend employers. You referred to
Mr. Schneider's people as high-priced psychologists. They might
come to a low-priced lawyer like me and say, "Let's sit down and
see what makes common sense in the situation you think you're in.
You're being accused of doing something here. Maybe you can dem-
onstrate that there was some neutral or innocent reason why you
did this. Let's sit down and use our heads and figure it out."

Now, I used to do that sort of thing as a lawyer with no particu-
lar special expertise. I always approached a problem of my client
as, "What would a person of plain, common sense think is the,
result we ought to have here?" And it sounds to me like we're let-'
ting lawyers and others get us all confused-even if you put in the
statute a provision that says it would be criminal for the employer
to engage in quotas, it will still kad to quotas.

I've tried that, incidentally, on one of your colleagues and said,
"What if I could get the Congress to agree with me?" And we put
in this bill, "It shall not only be frowned upon, but it shall be an
illegal act for any employer, in seeking to comply with this act, to
impose a quota in hiring, promotion, or any other aspect of the em-
ployment relationship."

How would you react to that? "Well, you're putting another
burden on us," says he. Now, I catch myself chasing my own tail
here. Did you really mean to suggest that while the bill does every-
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thing we could reasonably work on to avoid any implication of
quotas-we said, in fact, last year no court shall use this bill to jus-
tify a quota, I'm paraphrasing the language--that even if we
made it illegal to put the quota in, there would be strong tempta-
tion by lazy employers to take what would appear to them to be an
easy way out. I don't see how it's an easy way out because they're
going to buy themselves sex or race discrimination cases, are they
not? All race discrimination cases are not brought by black people.

Mr. DICHTER. Absolutely not.
Chairman FORD. And all sex discrimination cases are not brought

by women.
Mr. DICHTER. Nope.
Chairman FORD. Well, you know, I'm looking down the road 25

years from now when they reverse that New York test on us. And
there are party games that are played because of the peculiar dif-
ferences in our skeletal structure; it's possible for women to do a
little stunt by holding themselves upright against the wall that
men can't do.

And somebody down the road, when they take over, is going to
start putting that kind of stuff into the test. So I think, in self-de-
fense of my grandchildren, I'm worried about my granddaughters,
but I'm also worried about my grandson. We ought to look down
the road to see in what it's like if we reverse roles here and see
what kind of subtle ways things can happen.

We've passed the stage where civil rights rules and regulations
are as simple as they started out to be when people just very frank-
ly said, "We don't hire people like you here. We don't have any of
your kind here." That's not how it happens.

And as a matter of fact, I strongly suspect that many of the
people you represent paint their way into a corner, not realizing
that they don t want people like that working for them, or that
they don't believe that women can do the job that a man could do
in the same place.

It's not because they have any conscious, mean thought in their
mind. So we're not trying to legislate against criminal activity
here, or even activity that approaches criminal intent. But we're
trying to get people to examine what they're doing and treat
people fairly, just fairly. Not specially or with any preference, but
fairly.

Now, with that in mind, would you still suggest that the lan-
guage of this bill would lead employers to choose the imposition of
quotas rather than just following common sense about how to
remove discriminatory practices?

Mr. DICHTER. Chairman Ford, first let me say that I agree with
almost everything you said, and certainly the principles you said
and endorse, and so do I. And I have not argued that Title VII, nor
Griggs, is law that should be reversed or changed for any reason. I
endorse those.

I think what you saw today, though, because I'm focusing on a
very narrow aspect of this, what are the words that Congress would
choose to describe what the burden an employer would have if
there is a disparity shown in a single or group of practices. And
you saw here today two other examples, with Dr. Schneider and
Mr. Rose themselves saying, "Well, I have one set of words you
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want to use." I have another set of words. We have the draft of the
legislation's set of words. We have the committee-the drafters of
this legislation's set of words.

And the problem is we're trying to draft something that fits all
purposes. The more restrictive we make that, the more constrictive
we make those words, as Dr. Schneider was suggesting, that the
words perhaps as drafted now don't go far enough. They're too re-
strictive. Mr. Rose may suggest that Dr. Schneider's words go too
far.

I urge you, as you're thinking about trying to legislate what the
courts have attempted to do over the last 20 years by looking at it
on a case-by-case basis and saying, "We're going to look at that
firefighter exam." And in this case, we can deal with that. We'll
find the words when we put it to the facts. And we'll find the
words in each of those cases. Whether it's higher requirements,
whether it's written exams, we'll find the words because we under-
stand the concept.

And we've applied-and as we try to draft those, I suggest that's
where we begin to get into trouble, particularly where you apply it
to jobs which by their very nature are subjective. How you go
about choosing your counsel and your staff and the kinds of factors
you consider. How we grant tenure in colleges. Is it necessary for
someone in college to have published to be an effective college pro-
fessor? Should we challenge that requirement?

Chairman FORD. Well, I just want you to know that I'm very sen-
sitive to the fact that this is not a college graduate school exercise
that we're involved in here, but real life and real people. And
while you were talking, I recognized a representative of the White
House who was here observing. And I can just picture him running
back over there and saying, "I told you so. This guy Mark Dichter
says that this bill, the way it's drafted, will lead to quotas."

Now, if that filters through the system, we're going to have a
hard time. I'm hoping to work with the administration and get
something done here.

Mr. DICHTER. I would hope so.
Chairman FORD. But when you drop those little bombs, they

don't just sit in this room. They have already, as a matter of fact,
have gone out the door.

My time is up. Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. Thank you. This is as arcane a piece of legislation. I

feel frustration. We all do. And we have three good legal minds. I
hope the Chairman will stay with us because I respect his abilities.

Chairman FORD. I'm just going to go over here for a minute.
Mr. FAWELL. I want to, first of all, say to each of you I think it

was as close as we've gotten to objective testimony, and good testi-
mony, as witnessed by the fact that everybody does have questions
about business necessities definition. Perhaps not everyone.

And I do note that the defense attorneys seem to lean one way,
and the plaintiffs' attorneys do seem to lean the other way, which
has been a constant that I suppose will never change. And maybe
what we do need sometime is to have some ordinary taxpayers
come in here and look at something like this, too. And unfortunate-
ly, none of us have all the time we should have.
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To me, and I've got a hypothetical I'd like to extend to you folks.
But to me, quota are determined by the kind of standards which
we set forth in reference to establishing a prima facie case. And I
am troubled by what I read.

Plus, the definition of business necessity. I think all of us have
said there the definition is too light; it dilutes the right of minori-
ties. Understandably so. If it's too tight, it may dilute everyone
else's rights. We may make it impossible, for instance, for employ-
ers to ask, "Have you graduated from high school? What outstand-
ing credits did you receive? What type of awards?"

Because the definition of business necessity may be construed,
who knows, but the courts cannot allow that to occur. I'd even add
a third in regard to quotas. And that is, and I would differ here
with, I think, Mr. Kimerling, said that compensatory damages and
punitive damages don't pertain here. Well, they do in the total
question of quotas because the second count of every complaint is
disparate treatment.

And in several of the cases we have heard, I think they are good
disparate treatment cases, but they're trying to establish it under
disparate impact. And then when we look at the bifurcation defini-
tion of business necessities, and now we have much more than just
selection processes, but basically are going after all employee bene-
fit programs; they also will be subjected to disparate analysis, in-
cluding wage plans, pensions, etc. The whole works also are going
to be subject to unintentional discrimination.

And how we have to remember that we're talking about some-
thing the legislature never in its wisdom created-unintentional
discrimination. It was created by the courts, and it was a good Su-
preme Court that did that. And the Supreme Court went on and
refined it as the cases came.

And suddenly it became an evil Supreme Court when subjective
disparate impact analysis came along, which is different from pass
or fail tests and so forth.

But here is my-I hope I'm not going to be bound completely by
that five-minute rule, and I'd love to have the Chairman and
others come back. Here is how one-I would classify myself, though
an attorney, really as a layman on this subject-would look at this.

Under Section 4, it seems to me, a complaining party can prove
that a group of employment practices causes disparate impact on
the basis of, let us say, race, could be religion, national origin, sex.
I guess it could be on mental and physical disabilities now. But
without ever specifying any employment practice or employment
practices actually caused the disparate impact.

All the complaining party would have to dd is introduce, as I see
it, statistics showing a disparity between the racial composition, let
us say, of the jobs at issue and the work force qualified for those
jobs. Then, as I read it, he can rest. He had proven his case because
he doesn't have the obligation to come in with any kind of exam-
ples, any specific employment practices.

And that forces the employer to disaggregate all of his hiring
practices in order to disprove one by one the negative presumptions
that somewhere in his hiring practices there was one or more em-
ployment practices which caused the disparate impact. Which
brings me to mind, if I can just interject this, Tom Sowell's com-
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ments, as to the question of quotas. And he said, "In many of these
cases, nobody on either side can prove anything. And so, whoever
gets stuck with the burden of proof is almost certain to lose, re-
gardless of innocence, intent or happenstance."

And it's especially true, it seems to me, as we invade the area
Wards Cove was involved in in regard to subjective criteria, which
is what most of us in this body use, every one of us. We select the
people who will serve us, and we do it on subjective criteria--
maybe a writing test, interview, the appearance. Is there fire in the
belly? Is this an innovator? Will he or she do the job and so forth
and so on.

I'm afraid we'd all be in serious trouble if the act were really,
truly to apply to us and we could be dragged into court on a one-
two count that could also allege the possibility of intentional dis-
crimination.

So if the court, then, to continue with my hypothetical, were to
find the complaining party could identify by discovery or otherwise
from the records or other information of the employer that a spe-
cific employment practice or employment practices contributed, not
caused, the disparate impact, the complaining party, again, would
be deemed to have proved the employer guilty of having caused a
disparate impact.

At least that's the way I read it. All of which would appear to
tell an employer that he should think again if he was contemplat-
ing using., as hiring criteria, any of what I would deem common
sense, but nonstandardized subjective practices such as interviews,
supervisory ratings, applicants appearing as bright and highly mo-
tivated, or even having an exemplary academic record in high
school.

It would appear that it would be better that the employer go
with accepted methodology for establishing job relatedness on the
basis of objective pass/fail instruments or practices, or what indus-
trial psychologists might recommend are standardized tests to de-
termine the quality of the employee.

For the employer who uses subjective employment practices, es-
pecially, I think the burden when dealing with aggregated subjec-
tive employment practices would require decision making basically
aimed at quotas, rather than business judgment, in order to avoid
the costs which would be required to even attempt to defend the
challenged criteria for the employment practices.

And then, even if the employer succeeds in his defense, whatever
the business necessity defense might ultimately be worked out as
being, too tight or the opposite, but if he succeeds he would still be
guilty of causing the disparate impact if the complaining party
demonstrates that a different employment practice or group of em-
ployment practices with less disparate impact would serve the em-
ployer as well.

It doesn't even say the disparate impact shouldn't be more costly.
It just simply says if there's another one out there, whether it's ac-
commodating or can be afforded, then you're still guilty. Now, my
conclusion, therefore, is as an employer, give me safe harbor, espe-
cially when the second count that they're going to shoot for is a
potential million dollar lawsuit for intentionally doing all these
things.
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If nothing else, I want to say that there is some reason for people
to look upon this as quotas, though I see my distinguished and lov-
able friend from Texas shaking his head at what I have said.

Now, that's the question. If there are any comments from any of
you, I'd appreciate receiving those.

Mr. ROSE. Sir, let me point out that the law, as it stands now,
requires employers of any size to maintain records which disclose
what the impact on the grounds of race, sex or national origin is of
its practices. So if the XYZ Company, USX for example, uses inter-
views by forum as a basis for hiring steel workers, and if the em-
ployer is following the law, you can track which of those practices
is having the adverse impact.

Prudent employers of-I can't remember but I think it's over
100, but whatever the size is, are going to follow the EEOC regula-
tions which have been incorporated, under which recordkeeping is
required.

Mr. FAWELL. May I just inquire this? Are you saying that every
employment practice which, for instance, I as a Congressman
would utilize in reference to new employees, I have to keep and
maintain records on all of the subjective evaluations which I will
frankly say is 95 percent of the basis upon which I would hire em-
ployees?

Mr. ROSE. The employers of over 100 people are obliged to keep
records of what their practices are and what the impact of those
practices is on grounds of race, sex and national origin. That's the
law. It has been since 1978. It was probably the law before that.

Mr. FAWELL. Is that only on selection procedures?
Mr. ROSE. Yes, sir. These are part of the Uniform Guidelines on

Employee Selection procedures. And so, the Supreme Court in
Wards Cove made reference to those and noted they were the law
as a grounds for saying it's not impossible for the plaintiff to show
which practice causes the adverse impact.

Mr. FAWELL. May I ask what does an employer do who basically,
as I do, and I think as the Chairman and I would suggest even the
gentleman from Texas does, all of the members here. You have an
interview of several people, and you might have a writing test. You
would look at their academic records and things of this sort; their
work records, you want basically to have some of the brightest that
you can possibly get.

Mr. RosE. Certainly.
Mr. FAWELL. Would all of that stand up under this legislation?

It's all subjective. How could--
Mr. ROSE. Well, let me say that as the bill is written, and I com-

mended the committee for this and I urge you to consider this too,
I think the purpose of the legislation is to restore Griggs. I think if
you say that in the bill, which the bill now does say, the various
horribles that one side or the other are going to say "too strong" or
"too weak" are mitigated by the clear purpose of the committee in
stating their intent to restore Griggs and to overrule Wards Cove.

But let me just add that the plaintiffs can make a--
Mr. FAWELL. But wouldn't they still be able to come in and prove

or just allege a group of employment practices, not have to specify
anything in particular?
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Mr. ROSE. They can't ever make a prima facie case against you
because you're too small. You don't have--

Mr. FAWELL. Thank goodness for that. What about those who
have the sin of being too big?

Mr. ROSE. But you can't get statistical significance-why would
one assume that if they were going to use subjective practices
fairly that that would tend to exclude blacks in such dispropor-
tions, or women or whatever the group is, why would you assume
that a fair interview and a fair assessment of the practices would
result in such a severe disproportion that it is statistically signifi-
cant?

Mr. FAWELL. I wouldn't assume that. I--
Mr. ROSE. And if, in fact, the employer's practices do not result

in that kind of exclusion, then the whole disparate impact side of
any possible charge is gone.

Mr. FAWELL. But if the end result is, for instance--
Chairman FORD. Mr. Fawell, I don't want to be unduly cognizant

of that red light, but there are members who have been here since
9:30 this morning who haven't had a chance to ask any questions.
We'll come back to you after they've had a chance if you have fur-
ther questions for this panel before they leave.

Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much. I really don't have a question,

but this whole notion of subjectivism and objectivism is really
something that I try to come to grips with.

If we use a strictly objective standard of testing, we do find that
people who tend to have less of a background educationally because
of the level of education from a particular area tend, then, to do
less. And therefore, you would almost say you would prefer subjec-
tivism.

But in subjectivism you tend, once again, to have it appear like a
somewhat discriminatory kind of judgment in a lot of instances. I
just would like to mention that we find that the unemployment
rate for minorities is about double that of whites.

When we look at the military, we find that the military has
about twice the number of blacks as it is reflected in the popula-
tion. We are very proud of what occurred in the Persian Gulf with
the outstanding performance of our military.

So I've been kind of tossing that around to try to understand
why we would have an unemployment rate for minorities that's
twice that of whites in the United States. In the military we have
twice as many minorities performing, but we're all wearing yellow
ribbons and flags because we've done so well.

So I'm trying to, in my own mind, justify testing. And why is it
that in the military when the opportunity is given to individuals
they tend to excel. But we run into a lot of these barriers that
really create a disparate impact on groups. And it's really not a
question, but I'm trying to formulate a trend of thinking, which
just goes to prove to me that the manner in which we do testing
and screening and so forth is totally invalid, if we use the military
experience as a test because we're very successful there.

So I'm just trying to come to grips with some of these notions.
But, Mr. Chairman, I don't have a question but the correlations
seems to be a little bit out of sync so far as it relates to the success
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in one area whereas we have all of these other superficial barriers
in other areas.

But I'll yield the rest of my time to my colleague there.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I really wish that

we had a better forum in which to develop these. I feel the amount
of time isn't sufficient-and that's no criticism of anyone. It's just
impossible. Sometimes you talk to yourself or to each other without
really getting at the real issues-and so since I'm limited by time,
I'd like to-I'm not picking on you, Mr. Dichter. Is that the right
pronunciation?

Mr. DICHTER. Yes it is, sir.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Let me get to a couple things. Would you

agree with me that-my light's yellow already.
Chairman FORD. You're still on Mr. Payne s time. We'll give you

another green light.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That at least in

theory the law as we and Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence have evolved
from England, is that for a wrong there should be a remedy?

Mr. DICHTER. I think that's a fine general principle. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes. That is a goal that we seek. That is not to

say that for every wrong there is a remedy.
Mr. DICHTER. That's correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON. But when the law is able to recognize a wrong,

we attempt to evolve a remedy that meets that wrong, the purpose
of which is to avoid the fact situation which led to the wrong to
begin with.

Mr. DICHTER. I think that's true in a general sense. We're talking
frequently-I mean, the problem that is that that's a very, very
general question.

Mr. WASHINGTON. ?'es.
Mr. DICHTER. We sometimes define what's wrong, and we some-

times change our minds about what's right or wrong.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Discrimination is wrong.
Mr. DICHTER. No question about that.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. We, based upon going back to the

Magna Carta and coming forward, have established the principle in
this country that people should not be treated differently because
they look different or act different or are different. Is that right?

Mr. DICHTER. That's--
Mr. WASHINGTON. Neither the rich man nor the poor man can

sleep under the bridge.
Mr. DICHTER. Those principles are generally true. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. All right. Now then, when we talk about dis-

parate impact and these high-sounding notions, we're first talking
about a situation in which a person, for whatever reason, has been
discriminated against. Is that right?

Mr. DICHTER. When we talk about disparate impact, we are talk-
ing about a situation where a given individual may have, as a
result of a selection device, not obtained a job. And I think we have
defined that as discrimination, even where that requirement is a
neutral requirement.

Mr. WASHINGTON. You're getting ahead of me.
Mr. DICHTER. Okay.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. Let's start at the baseline. Would you agree or
disagree that in a courtroom setting, when a person has made out
a prima facie case of disparate impact, they have proven that they
have been discriminated against?

Mr. DICHTER. The problem is that you could have a disparate
impact finding but not necessarily everyone who was in that group
has been a victim of discrimination.

For example, you could prove that the high school degree re-
quirement discriminates against blacks since ycu have a class of
blacks. Now, every black in that class may not have been discrimi-
nated against as a result of that. They may not have been hired for
some other reasons.

So that merely the fact that you find that the high school degree
requirement has a disparate impact doesn't mean that every black
who applied was necessarily a victim of discrimination. That's why
I had a problem with that general term.

Mr. WASHINGTON. All right. You, in your remarks, you addressed
a question of the ability to challenge a group of practices.

Mr. DICHTER. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I want to relate it back. You were present ear-

lier when the firefighter from New York testified. Why shouldn't
the employer, the City of New York, rather than the employee, at-
tempt to prove whether it was the dummy carrying, a hand grip, a
broad jump, a flexed arm hang, an agility test, a ledge walk or one-
mile one that resulted in the disparate impact? Why should she
have to prove that, which one of those seven?

Mr. DICHTER. The question now we're getting to, which was
raised earlier, is how far-how to you define the word practice. Is it
the entire test? Is it each question on the test? Or is it the entire
process? I don't think we're arguing-I'm arguing-that, for exam-
ple, if you had a test that had 100 questions, that the plaintiff
would have to point to which question in there had the impact.

Mr. WASHINGTON. No, neither am I. But I gather that from my
good friend from Illinois, his notion of group practices and his ob-
jection to the employer having to prove which among a group of
practices.

You don't really have any strong disagreement with the necessi-
ty that if a person can show as a result of these group of practices,
but they can't with specificity show which one of the practices re-
sulted in, but everybody agrees that the results are the same,
you're not saying that the employee should be put to the burden of
having to prove which one of those it is, are you?

Mr. DICHTER. It depends on how far you carry that.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Well, let's use these as an example. Let's say

that these are the group of practices-the ones that I read out for
the firefighter. What sense would it make for the employee, the
prospective firefighter, to have to prove which one of these resulted
in the disparate impact?

Mr. DICHTER. I don't have a problem with that. I have a problem
if you then say in addition to that physical test, there's a written
test; there's an interview; we look at their educational require-
ments; and we have 20 factors that we look at.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. There was no complaint about the written ex-
amination, sir. Almost all of the women passed it. 389 women
passed the written exam; only 88 took the physical test.

Mr. DICHTER. That's precisely my point. That what they did in
that case is what I'm suggesting what should be done. They chal-
lenged the physical test.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes.
Mr. DICHTER. They didn't challenge the overall process.
Mr. WASHINGTON. No.
Mr. DICHTER. They identified---
Mr. WASHINGTON. They challenged the group of practices that re-

sulted in the disparate impact. You always do that. A good lawyer
would do that anytime, wouldn't he?

Mr. DICHTER. The problem we have-I think our difference is
over the word "group."

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay.
Mr. DICHTER. Under the way the law is written, I would view it

as the plaintiff in that case being able to come in and say the
group of practices includes the written test, the interview, the
physical test. And I don't have to point to the physical test. I just
say-I look at the total number of people who applied for firefight-
er. I look at the number who were hired. And something in that
whole ball of practices-written, physical, oral, interview-I'm not
going to point to the physical test. I think that's where the problem
is.

What they did in that case, which I agree is the law and should
be the law, is they pointed to the physical test. But under the
words here they could point to the entire process to get--

Mr. WASHINGTON. I don't agree. You say that's your interpreta-
tion of HR. 1?

Mr. DICHTER. Because it makes no limit on the term "group."
Clearly, the written test-

Mr. WASHINGTON. You're applying it in a vacuum, though. Let's
apply it to a real life situation. How many lawyers do you know on
either side of the bar who would come in and complain about a test
upon which their clients were successful?

Mr. DICHTER. No, no. They're not complaining about the test.
They're complaining about the overall process. They say we're not
going to look at any element of the process. All we're going to look
at is the beginning, that is, how many people applied, and ulti-
mately how many people got hired. And if there are 20 steps in
that-physical, written, oral-we're not going to distinguish which
one we're challenging. That's where I have a problem.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. You're saying that they have to be spe-
cific as to each individual one and show how it--

Mr. DICHTER. Not each question on the test. Not each part of the
physical test.

Mr. WASHINGTON. No. Each different kind of practice.
Mr. DICHTER. Yeah. Just as the firefighters did in that case. They

challenged only the physical part of the test.
Mr. WASHINGTON. So you would lump, then, all of the physical

examinations together as a practice?
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Mr. DICHTER. I don't think anyone's ever argued that that wasn't
a specific based- challenge. No one ever said before that that you
couldn't take the tests together and challenge the sentence.

Mr. WASHINGTON. But I bet you if we get an opportunity to
engage my colleague that is not the position that he holds. He
would argue that if you're going to challenge these five or seven
physical things, you ought to be put to the burden of proving which
one of the physical things it was. And you don't agree with that, do
you?

Mr. DICHTER. I think that there's not an opportunity--
Mr. WASHINGTON. Either you do or you don't.
Mr. DICHTER. I do not agree with that.
Mr. WASHINGTON. All right. Thank you. My time is up.
Chairman FORD. Ms. Mink.
Ms. MINK. I yield my time to the gentleman.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I thank the lady for yielding. Now, let me get

onto the second question: standard of burden. Now let's talk about
that for just a moment. You said that-I'm going back to your tes-
timony-you said there were three aspects that you wanted to dis-
cuss with us. The first was group of practices, the ability to chal-
lenge a standard of burden. Whom do you think should have the
burden once you've established a group of practices?-let's use an
example.

The physical examinations in New York resulted not in a dispro-
portionate number of women not being hired, but it impacted
women in a way in which it did not impact men. Would not a logi-
cal person, then, look to these to see whether there is something
about those that's fair? And fairness is a question of whether they
exclude women to the exclusion of men for a fair reason, or wheth-
er they just exclude women and there's nothing related to the job
the women or the men would have to do that would make that a
requirement of the job.

I'm trying to take it out of the legal mumbo-jumbo. And really,
what I've been trying to do, counsellor, is to think of this if each
one of these was a jury question, rather than law questions, be-
cause sometimes we as lawyers obfuscate what the real intention
is. And it's not for lawyers. If we had to couch this in terms of a
jury question, what would you ask a jury on a question of whom
should have the burden of proof once you've been able to demon-
strate that these tests, for whatever reason, however unintentional,
do discriminate against women?

Whom should have the burden of showing that there is a nexus,
a relationship between the test that discriminated against
women-the jury already having found that in the previous ques-
tion-and the job that they were being hired to do? Who should
have that burden?

Mr. DICHTER. I'm not troubled with that burden being the em-
ployer's burden, as long as the burden is a realistic one.

Mr. WASHINGTON. And realistic in terms of?.
Mr. DICHTER. Well, I think you heard different definitions here

today.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I agree.
Mr. DICHTER. That's the problem.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. I agree. But you would agree that at least in
Griggs what the unfortunate reference is to what most of us believe
was the same thing, don't you agree that the court wasn't setting
up four different standards that-manifest relationship, demonstra-
tively reasonable, measure of job, related to job performance?
Those are just lawyers' ways of saying the same thing over and
over and using different words, unfortunately, to do it. Wouldn't
you agree with that?

Mr. DICHTER. I don't know how we define the "other than" in
words, but I agree with you there are various attempts to get at
the same concept. Yes.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Causal connection would probably have been a
better term than all of those. It's the lowest common denominator
of all of them, isn't it? A causal connection-remember that from
Pfalzgraf v. Long Island Railroad?

Mr. DICHTER. But I'm not sure how you apply that phrase to jus-
tifying the employment practice.

Mr. WASHINGTON. That is a relationship between what barriers-
not barriers, I don't want to use a negative term. The qualifications
that you're looking for, whether it be subjective or otherwise, and
the job that you want the person to do.

Mr. DICHTER. Right.
Mr. WASHINGTON. There should be a connection between those.

You shouldn't be measuring for things that you're not hiring for,
right?

Mr. DICHTER. I agree.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Going back to Griggs and the high school test,

now one other thing. You said-the third thing you said was even
if the employer meets the burden, then when the employee, the
plaintiff, can show an alternative less--

Mr. DICHTER. That has a lesser impact.
Mr. WASHINGTON. [continuing] less impacted kind of test, I guess,

that accomplishes the same purpose, that the plaintiff wins and
you were troubled by that.

Mr. DICHTER. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Is there any way around that-would you just

excise that from the bill altogether?
Mr. DICHTER. No, I think the way the courts have dealt with that

in the past, and there's two ways to deal with that. One is to say
you have to go a step further. Either find that there was pretext,
that is, the employer didn't do that; knew about it and didn't do it.
And therefore, we can say the employer did something wrong.

Or say to the employer, "Well, now that you know about it, do
it." I don't have a problem with that.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay.
Mr. DICHTER. What I have a problem with is saying we're going

to hold you liable because you didn't do something you didn't even
know about, and until we go to this court, no one even suggested
would work.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. Would it be fair then-and I accept that
as fair-to latch on to what Mr. Rose said earlier that when you
have, as you do have in the body of case law in employment dis-
crimination, continuing evolution, that as an additional require-
ment of the recordkeeping, that when it's made known to an em-
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ployer that something like this, that there's another test available,
that that be documented and recorded so you don't end up in a sit-
uation.

What it's intended to prevent is the employer going down this
long road and saying, "King's X, guys, I didn't know that there was
another standardized test out here available that would have done
a better job of measuring. Had I known about it, I would have
opted for the other test."

Would you think that that would be fair?
Mr. DICHTER. Well, I think that's in essence incorporated within

the context of pretext. That if, in fact, it's so widely known that
everybody else-every other fire department is using this other
test, and you're not using this test, I think a plaintiff in that case
would have a pretty good case of proving pretext.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. Could we just turn it around, then? If
that's fair, let's turn it around and say, "Wherein, under the cir-
cumstances, it can be demonstrated by the plaintiff that there was
another test available, that the employer knew about or should
have known, and exercising reasonable care should have known
about, then, you will create a presumption that the continued use
of this test and the allegation that they didn't know about the
other test was a pretext for discrimination."

In fact, you're getting close to intentional discrimination when
you get to that point, aren't you?

Mr. DICHTER. Well, I think that inherent in the pretext context is
an intentional discrimination, although not necessarily shown by
direct evidence.

Mr. WASHINGTON. All right. And the last thing, the reason I was
nodding my head no to my good friend over there, he was mixing
apples and oranges when all the time we've been talking about un-
intentional discrimination he started talking about these one mil-
lion dollar damage awards and punitive damages. He's talking
about intentional discrimination, is he not?

Mr. DICHTER. He, as he-I think correctly stated. But also cor-
rectly stated that you quite frequently see the claims joined togeth-
er.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Okay. But if you can prove intentional dis-
crimination, why would you-if you make a prima facie case of in-
tentional discrimination, as a good lawyer, why would you even
fool with an unintentional discrimination case?

Mr. DICHTER. Because, in fact, it may be easier to make out a
case of unintentional discrimination.

Mr. WASHINGTON. No, no. Assuming that in the trial of a case
you put out enough evidence and the necessary requisite motions
have been made on the other side and the judge has overruled
them, and in effect has said that you, Mr. Plaintiff, have made out
a case of intentional discrimination, you may now go forward and
put on your evidence on unintentional discrimination. My question
is: Why would you want to do it?

Mr. DICHTER. I'm not sure that's the way it usually works. You
don't get a decision on one theory before you get it on the other.
You try them both together. And you don't know till the end
whether you've won on your intentional theory.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. I understand that. But I want to isolate it for
the purpose of that discussion. I mean, you know when you're
trying the case how well you're doing. You have some idea on how
well you're doing. And if you have made out a case for intentional
discrimination-let's assume for the sake of discussion that by
whatever measurement you want to make you have made out a
case of intentional discrimination, whether it's bifurcated or not.
For one case it depends on what kind of case it is you're trying it to
a jury or not to a judge.

But let's assume that you've made a case of intentional discrimi-
nation. My question recurs: Why would you want to fool with unin-
tentional discrimination at all?

Mr. FAWELL. Would the gentleman yield to that?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Because I know that there are no defenses to

intentional discrimination, are there?
Mr. DICHTER. Well, there are, but I don't think we need to get

into that at the moment. I would suggest that really it's a question
better posed to Mr. Rose because I'm not sure he's prepared, when
he thinks he's made out a case of intentional discrimination, to
abandon the disparate impact theory.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I yield to my good friend.
Mr. FAWELL. The only point I wanted to make is I was looking at

it from the viewpoint of the employer prior to any trial or charges
coming in. And he knows that there's going to be a two count, at
least two count, complaint. And at that point, obviously, he had to
make some decisions as to what he shall do. Or even before the
cases even come in he has to look and see what could be confront-
ing him.

The average employer is going to take into consideration the fact
that he could be hit on an intentional discrimination charge in
count two with a rather large compensatory and/or punitive dam-
ages award. And therefore, he takes that into consideration overall
in determining whether or not he will seek safe harbor and go
quotas, rather than trying to meet all of the standards of this legis-
lation.

Mr. WASHINGTON. If I really believe that, then I believe that we
quit this nonsense and just make it a criminal offense. But the
same people who are up here crying about this notion of quotas,
it's offensive to me because it only connotes one thing. That is,
you're hiring people who are not qualified for a job.

Quotas doesn't mean anything other than that to me. If it means
something other than that to someone else, let them say so. And
it's offensive to anybody who has attempted to bring a level playing
field, if you will, to all people in America. Nobody's looking for
anything. All we want to do is stop discrimination.

And the day that we stop discrimination, we don't need any
more laws like this. But you and I both know that there are people
out there who will discriminate if given an opportunity. To use
your expression, the harder you make it for an employer to justify
practices, the more likely they are to hide by the numbers.

The corollary to that is, of course, as you know when you play
chess, if the black piece moves first it most often wins. If the white
piece moves first, it most often wins. That's why the white piece
most often wins. So you turn that over.
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The harder you make it for an employee to challenge practices,
the more likely you are to allow employers who have a will to dis-
criminate the ability to do so. Would you agree with that also?

Mr. DICHTER. I agree with that.
Mr. WASHINGTON. And the bottom line is nobody's looking for

quotas because we shouldn't have quotas in America. And as the
Chairman said, by the year 2005 or so, white men are going to be
in the minority. They're going to be looking for the same protection
of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1866 Civil Rights Act. And
others, unfortunately, have to find safe harbor under them.

The bottom line is if we can find a way to satisfy the specific ob-
jections that you have-I think we got close on the question about
employers and the burden of proof on the alternative remedies
available or the alternative tests available.

Aren't we getting close to really finding some common ground
upon which we can move this bill out of here without all this
name-calling and go on to other issues, because we have lots of
other problems to solve in our society? And the Congress, in my
judgment, has spent a disproportionate amount of time addressing
something that should have been addressed a long time ago. Would
you agree with that?

Mr. DICHTER. Certainly I agree that if we can find a mutually ac-
ceptable approach to this, that that's the best for everyone. But
this isn't the most efficient process for all of us to be here if we
could resolve it. I agree.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Well, essentially, you agreed on the standard.
We're close on the alternative procedures, which I think can be
worked out fairly easily on both sides. The biggest problem is the
group of practices, isn't it?

Mr. DICHTER. I think that's right. And I must say while I don't
represent any particular group here, I think in fact that probably
is the principal focus and the difference between the administra-
tion's proposal, as I understand it, and H.R. 1. That deals with the
question of group of practices and the question of the definition of
what the standard is to be met once a disparate impact is shown,
as to this part of the bill, as to the Wards Cove part of the bill.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, sir. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Did you want another round of questions?
Mr. FAWELL. Well, I would like to just try to clarify the group of

employments question. I'm not sure if I followed the comments of
my friend from Texas. But the problem I have, and I'll be more
than glad to have this cleared up in my own mind.

The establishment of a disparate impact cause of action under
Section 4, as I read it, would enable the complaining parties simply
to allege a group of employment practices. That is, the end result
of all these employment practices, Your Honor, somehow ends up
with a disparate impact where the composition of the people in the
jobs in issue do not match with the relevant and available job
supply out there.

But when the statute goes on and further says, by the way, in
proving the group of employment practices, you don't have to speci-
fy any kind of employment practices that may have caused this. So
you just sit back and say, "Well, I don't have to do this."
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There's a confusing section that also states that, referring to
clause three, that if the court finds that the complaining party can
identify from records or other information of the respondent rea-
sonably available through discovery, or otherwise, which specific
practice or practices contributed to a disparate impact, seemingly
saying, as far as I can see, that you don't have to prove it caused
the disparate impact, but it contributed to the disparate impact.

Then, apparently, proof of that, which would be a lower thresh-
old form of proof of disparate impact, would come in. But in those
instances where you do have a great deal of subjectivity, as is the
case of most small businesses in America at any rate, it seems to
me that you can simply allege the group of employment practices
and sit back. You'll put your statistics in, but since you don't have
to prove the specific employment practices, you're done with your
proofs. And then the employer is stuck with having to try to prove
the negative.

Now, my point is that what we're doing at this point is confusing
disparate treatment with disparate impact. It almost seems to me
that if you've got a situation that's so bad that you can show that
the total employment practices is causing this kind of egregious sit-
uation of disparate treatment, you've got, first of all, an awfully
good chance of showing intentional discrimination. You ought not
to make it, thus, such an easy thing, as I would see it, for the plain-
tiff to be able to prove his case under disparate impact, that the
employer is given impossible odds.

As Tom Sowell, the columnist, has stated it, and as I stated it,
it's a battle to determine who's got the burden of proof of an impos-
sible burden. And bango, if the employer gets it, he's stuck. And
not only is he stuck, but if he is successful, by some wild stretch of
the imagination of being able to show business necessity, depending
on whose business necessity definition we finally adopt here, you
lose anyway because there's an employment practice out there
where there can be less, not eliminate, but less disparate impact.
Which under this definition is still a violation of the act because
they say you only have to show that an employment practice con-
tributes, not causes.

And so they're going to come along with this alternative method
which will bring less disparate impact but not eliminate it. And
then they come back and say that even after you've established
that, tomorrow they can file another lawsuit against you because,
hey, you're still contributing to disparate impact.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Will my friend yield?
Mr. FAWELL. Now, but the question-and I will certainly be glad

to share whatever little time I have left. My question is: Is this
goofy reasoning on my part? I mean, this is the way I look at it and
I'm concerned. I'd like to put that to Mr.--

Mr. KIMERLING. I think it is goofy reasoning.
Mr. FAWELL. Excuse me. I'd like to add--
Mr. KIMERLING. I'm sorry. I thought it was a question to the

panel.
Mr. FAWELL. He was responding to the gentleman from Texas

and I thought that perhaps he didn't agree with me on that.
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Mr. KIMERLING. No, Mr. Fawell. I do not agree that as you de-
scribed it, as the bill is now written, those are potential problems
with the bill.

Mr. FAWELL. And I think rather severe. But I do agree--
Chairman FORD. Will you let the other members of the panel

answer?
Mr. FAWELL. Yes, I'd be more than glad. I do agree that we ought

to be able to get together on something like this. I do agree with
that. Yes, more than glad to have the others respond.

Mr. KIMERLING. I think it's goofy reasoning because you continue
to avoid the clear language of the provisions of the act that abso-
lutely undermine all the things that you've suggested could happen
in your hypothetical.

If it's clear from a group of practices that individual elements
have a disparate impact, the plaintiff is put to the burden of show-
ing that for those practices. If Ms. Berkman came to New York, ap-
plied for that firefighter job, took a written test, took a physical
test, did an oral interview, was rejected, and comes up with the
same statistics as she did in her own litigation; the city hasn't told
her whether she failed the written, failed the physical, or was re-
jected because of an oral interview.

Her only recourse is to say, "Look, there are no women qn this
job. Something went down that wasn't right. I'm going to sue the
bastards. And if his records show what it is, I'll attack it." She had
the ability in this instance---

Mr. FAWELL. But she does have discovery. She can find out that.
Mr. KIMERLING. That's right. She gets discovery. And this is ex-

actly why the act has that little (iii) which says when you have dis-
covery and you can identify it, that's where your burden is. That's
the first problem with your hypothetical.

Mr. FAWELL. But doesn't it also say, though, if you utilize the dis-
covery mode to show that the employer has records or information
in reference to the employment practices involved, then all you
have to show is that they contributed to the disparate impact. It
doesn't say that you have to show that it actually caused the dis-
parate impact.

Mr. KIMERLING. I think that's an absolute misreading of the stat-
ute, that is not intended to suggest that at all. It still must be an
element of the disparate impact caused by those practices. I'm
sorry. I just can't see--

Mr. FAWELL. Well, it uses the word--
Mr. KIMERLING. I understand it uses that word, Mr. Fawell, but

it doesn't read in the way that you're reading it. That is, if--
Mr. FAWELL. Which specific practice or practices contributed to

the disparate impact, not caused the disparate impact. So he gets a
lower threshold of--

Mr. KIMERLING. But the whole point is that you're misreading
that provision. You're reading one word out of context with the
rest of those provisions. And it doesn't say that at all.

Mr. FAWELL. It uses the word twice. The word "contributed."
Mr. KIMERLING. It does use the word "contributed." There's no

issue on that. We all can read it.
Mr. FAWELL. Well, wouldn't you agree it should use the word

"caused" then, or "results in?"
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Mr. KIMERLING. It is in the context of what is his ultimate
burden, which is to show that the practice has a discriminatory
impact and is not job-related. It is the burden on the employer. I
don't see how you can read it any other way.

Mr. FAWELL. But would you agree, then, that we ought to take
the word "contributed" and supply in lieu thereof the word''cause" or ''results in?"

Mr. KIMERLING. The initial showing of disparate impact will in-
clude a number of practices. That's how it got going. So these ele-
ments contribute to that demonstration of disparate impact. But
they must, too, as an aggregate have disparate impact. There's no
question.

Mr. E AWELL. They must cause it. My only point, and perhaps we
don't differ, is that, then, we ought to make this abundantly clear
that when you do, by discovery, obtain records or information
which gives any reasonable person knowledge of what the employ-
ment practices are which caused the disparate impact, you then
indeed have the burden of showing the cause, the proximate rela-
tionship.

Mr. KIMERLING. You have to show that--
Mr. FAWELL. And that you're not just simply relaxed by saying,

well it's a two percent contribution to the disparate impact.
Mr. KIMERLING. Well, it is. In this setting, if you have more than

one practice, all of them contribute to the disparate impact.
Mr. FAWELL. I don't argue that. But the words--
Mr. KIMERLING. But that's what we're contributing there. It's so

that if you can't segregate out, as the Justice Department has tried
to do in litigation subsequent to Wards Cove, and say, "Show me
that this is the element," it's just for that purpose that you can't
show that one question or one element on the physical is the whole
problem.

So I think that the beginning of your hypothetical makes no
sense. If an employer has records, the burden is on the plaintiff.
Mr. Dichter has studiously avoided answering a question about
whether or not the standard in this act, H.R. 1, is a standard that
he believes is at the point at which employers are going to adopt
quotas.

I think his position is that there's a continuum-he's been asked
by the chairman, by Representative Washington, to look at this act
and say whether these words are a necessary burden. And I would
press this committee to press employers to say so. These are the
words, almost identically, that the President wrote in his veto mes-
sage.

If they're suggesting that this is too much, they're suggesting
that the President of the United States wanted a bill that was too
difficult for employers so that they would adopt quotas.

Mr. FAWELL. May I suggest that these are not similar to the bill
that was--

Mr. KIMERLING. Well, I tell you, if you can tell me the difference,
I'd appreciate it. Other than the fact than the employer chooses
which standard--

Mr. FAWELL. Which use the word "contributed"--
Mr. KIMERLING. [continuing] but significantly contributed to suc-

cessful job performance is the words that the President chose. So if
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you can continue to say that this is going to do it, then you' re con-
tinuing to say that what the President wanted to do was going to
bring about quotas.

Mr. FAWELL. Well, I respectfully disagree with your comments.
Mr. KIMERLING. And lastly, as to whether or not there are alter-

native procedures, Congressman, the Uniform Guidelines require
employers to consider alternative procedures. It's a element of the
Guidelines that are already in practice, as Mr. Rose has already
pointed out.

Mr. FAWELL. But it doesn't nullify the cause of action and find
the man guilty. It is evidence that can be utilized in determining
whether or not there's a business necessity valid defense. It doesn't,
as in this bill, just nullify the defense.

Mr. KIMERLING. You just exactly said what it is. It shows that
it's not a business necessity, that there's an alternative procedure
that can do it.

Mr. FAWELL. It finds the man guilty; whereas before, as the gen-
tleman from Texas indicates, it's evidence of pretext. And perhaps
it gets us toward the intentional--

Mr. KIMERLING. Mr. Dichter's words suggested that, and I sug-
gest to you that if you'd rather have an employer found guilty of
just pretext, which is the code word for intentional discrimination,
then maybe we can talk about that. But what it does is say that it's
a violation of the Act. It doesn't describe the remedy; that's for
sure. But it doesn't describe the violation of the act because it
eliminates this practice, the one that's being challenged, as a busi-
ness necessity. Because there's a less discriminatory alternative.

Mr. FAWELL. May I conclude that it eliminates the defense. In
Albemarle, the case that is important in this area, never did that.
I'd appreciate, Mr. Dichter, does this not destroy the defense ipso
facto if they just put evidence into this regard?

Mr. DICHTER. I think the way it is worded it is not merely a ques-
tion of requiring the employer to adopt it. But they could be found
liable for engaging in disparate impact discrimination with all of
the monetary remedies attendant to that, without any proof that
they even knew about the practice at all.

Mr. FAWELL. Okay.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Rose.
Mr. ROSE. I would like to attempt to respond further to the Con-

gressman from Illinois. One is that the word "contribute" in the
statute is intended to mean it causes a part of the discriminatory
impact, not necessarily all of it. So it seems to me that if you're
uncomfortable with the word "contribute," you might want to
think about "causes in part."

Mr. FAWELL. Yes, I would agree with that.
Mr. ROSE. But I think that it doesn't mean that there's just some

kind of a whiff if the employee would have to show that there is a
causal relationship. Even though it doesn't cause all of the discrim-
ination, it causes a significant part of it. And that's the way the
law has been under Griggs since Griggs was adopted.

Let me say the second thing, and this is why in the 18 years that
Griggs was the law so few small employers were sued under the
disparate impact branch of Title VII. And that is in order to show
that there is disparate impact, you need substantial numbers of
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employees, or at least applicants for employment. The way statis-
tics work, you can't show that something has a disparate impact
unless you have what the psychologists call a big N. You have to
have a substantial number of people.

Therefore, one or two isolated hirings, or even ten or fifteen iso-
lated hirings are not going to give rise to the disparate impact
branch of Title VII. It's just the way statistics work, unless the em-
ployer bought the Wonderluck test, as to which there's evidence of
national discriminatory effect through that test.

But for most kinds of subjective practices, the small employer's
not invoad at all because there aren't a large enough number of
applicants who have been screened out or not hired.

The USX case that Mr. Dichter made reference to where the
Third Circuit supported a finding of unintentional discrimination
even after Wards Cove was a case in which foremen hired hundreds
and hundreds of people. And if you looked at that statistically and
compared those who were hired to those who applied, there was a
huge difference in the applicant success rate. And the difference
went against blacks.

And all they had to say for it was their own self-serving testimo-
ny that they thought they were hiring the best guy. The problem
with interviews is that interviews tend to reinforce the preconcep-
tions of the interviewer. Unfortunately, many interviewers still
have preconceptions based on race and sex and national origin that
may be entirely unconscious.

This Congress, in 1972 when it passed the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act of 1972 ratified Griggs by citing it with approval.
Everybody cited it with approval. And the desire of Congress was
to extend Griggs to State and local governments. This Congress
stated that it was trying to get at the preconceptions, frequently
unconscious, of first line supervisors and other interviewers, as
well as purposeful discrimination.

Mr. FAWELL. Should we eliminate interviews altogether? Is that
the answer?

Mr. ROSE. Sir?
Mr. FAWELL. A man whose breath is in his nostrils, I guess, will

make errors. You don't like interviews at all?
Mr. ROSE. No. Obviously, most interviews are fine and most

interviews do not result in adverse impact.
Mr. FAWELL. But because there are a few-you're not suggesting

that we just get rid of interviews or other subjective methods?
Mr. ROSE. No. What I'm saying is that the Congress, when it

passed the 1964 Act, was very familiar with the use of subjective
standards by voting examiners in the south. And certainly, in 1964
if you look at the legislative history of the 1964 Act, you will not
see a great preference for objective procedures or subjective ones.
And I'm not saying that one is better than the other. I think my
psychologist friends will say that there are studies to show that the
interview system usually does not prove to be valid, but the objec-
tive evidence does.

Mr. FAWELL. May I just make this comment? I somehow, and I
could be wrong as beans on this, but I have the feeling that until
the industrial psychologists have everything down to a scientific
certainty and there's an attorney there to advise the employer,
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you're never going to be happy. But in the process I think we ought
to look at all the people who are qualified, white and black, men
and women, all religions, who are qualified, people who do every-
thing right, who get the education, strive and do everything that
can be measured only by subjective standards.

And they're the ones who, basically, are left out by what we're
trying to do here. We're trying to get a standard developed in such
a way that we're going to have scientific certainty and a test for
everything, I suppose. And in the final analysis, there are an awful
lot of people here you just kind of eliminate from the process alto-
gether. We can't even make inquiries about scholastic achieve-
ments, records, things of this sort.

Mr. ROSE. Nobody has recommended that, sir. And it's not in this
bill at all.

Mr. FAWELL. I don't know many-if you get some tight defini-
tions here, I don't know how many employers are going to take
risks on doing anything but having the simplest and scientific tests
so they can have their defense, in part, with their psychologist as
the expert witness.

Mr. ROSE. It didn't happen in 18 years of Griggs. And if the pur-
pose of this committee is to restore Griggs, and that's certainly my
purpose and recommendation and I urge it on you, simply to re-
store Griggs, not make it any tougher, not make it any looser,
simply to restore Griggs, you'll have done a great job and the bill
will be an enormously important bill.

Exactly how that should be worded is, of course, a matter on
which reasonable people can disagree. And I really don't suggest
anything to the contrary.

Mr. FAWELL. Perhaps we can just make that suggestion and
forget about all the other--

Mr. ROSE. Well, it's in the bill now. All language is susceptible to
more than one construction. But in reading it in a way that's most
difficult for the employer, I think you miss the bill as it's written,
the overriding, clear purpose of the bill is simply to repeal Wards
Cove and to restore Griggs.

And I think with that context, all the different languages should
be read to refer back to the body of law that evolved under Griggs.
And if you do that, a lot of the concerns, both by the employers
and by the applicants or employees, will be washed away because
you've got a body of law. It doesn't include everything; of course it
doesn't. And, of course, the courts are going to have to interpret it
in the future.

Mr. FAWELL. And I might add the Supreme Court is not of the
opinion that they did anything bad to Griggs. And so if you have
that, they would probably come right back up to Wards Cove again.
They construe Wards Cove as being based upon and a logical part
of Griggs.

Mr. ROSE. I think that the lower courts and the commentators
were unanimous in viewing Wards Cove as a departure. As I say, I
quoted Judge Posner for the Seventh Circuit, but I have been
before probably five or six Federal judges in the last two years.
There is not one of them that expressed the view that Wards Cove
was an adherence to Griggs. They all viewed it as a major depar-
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ture and every court of appeals whose opinion I have read has
viewed it as a major departure.

And if, in fact, simply restoring Griggs does get us back to what
Griggs really was, I have confidence that if the Congress passes a
bill that says, "We are restoring Griggs. We're codifying Griggs,
and we're overturning Wards Cove," that the courts will carry that
out, maybe not to my satisfaction in any case, maybe not to any-
body's satisfaction in every case.

But the courts will try and do the job that they do traditionally,
and do well, which is to apply the law that this Congress enacts.
And I think that should be the major objective. I think there is
wide room for disagreement. But I think if you keep that major ob-
jective in mind and you keep it in the bill, then I think you've gone
a long way to doing what's necessary.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Rose and other members of the panel, it's
my impression from the standpoint of looking at this as a lawyer
that when the court is coming out with what seemed to be slightly
different interpretations of the law, they're not dealing with
common law standards. And they're not dealing with raw constitu-
tional standards. They're dealing with a statute that we passed for
a specific purpose, and they're interpreting that statute.

So if they interpret the statute and we then come back very de-
liberately saying, "You didn't interpret it the way we, the lawmak-
ing body of this government, intended; therefore, you will in the
future interpret it as you did at the time of Griggs," there isn't any
wiggle room for a court because of its philosophical makeup or any-
thing else to do something else, is there?

Mr. ROSE. Mr. Chairman, the courts have great authority and
there's great wiggle room, so I wouldn't say there isn't any wiggle
room. But I'm saying tiiat if you do that, you've done what you
can, and I think the system will work. I'm not saying that I'd be
satisfied with every case or that anybody--

Chairman FORD. The court wouldn't be likely to write an elongat-
ed opinion saying, "Notwithstanding the clear expression of intent
by the Congress, we're going to do something else."

Mr. ROSE. I don't think so. On the contrary. The one instance
that I know of where the Congress did it was the Pregnancy Dis-
crimination Act. I think it was 1978. I'm not sure what year. It
overturned Gilbert and did it fairly clearly. The Supreme Court has
faithfully adhered to the new definition that the Congress adopted.
And I see no reason to believe that if you did the same sort of
thing here you wouldn't get restoration of Griggs if that's the
intent of the Congress.

Chairman FORD. Do you agree with that, Mr. Dichter?
Mr. DICHTER. I agree with that if that was all that was in here

dealing with Wards Cove. The problem is that this bill goes further
than that. It isn't limited to the phrase that simply says we're re-
storing Griggs. It then goes on to add things which we contend are
not consistent with Griggs.. __

Chairman FORD. But you have any question about what our clear
intent is in writing this language?

Mr. DICHTER. If that was the only intent, then you would elimi-
nate everything else in this bill other than that one paragraph.
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Chairman FORD. I'm not asking you to comment on the wisdom
of our intent. I'm asking whether you have any difficulty under-
standing what we intend to do.

Mr. DICHTER. Well, but you haven't done that, because you have
done more than that because that doesn't say that this law shall
not be construed to go any further than Griggs. It simply says that
was our intent. But then it adds very specific requirements and
sets some very specific standards. If those are different than
Griggs, I suggest the courts are bound to follow what you've said in
this statute, and not what they think they said in Griggs.

So if you limit it to just to that one paragraph and said all we
want to do is go back to Griggs, and you've dealt with Griggs for 18
years, that's fine. We're not going to tell you what we think Griggs
means. But you're not doing that. You're setting up new standards.
And whether the court thinks that was what Griggs said or not,
you've not told them what the standard has to be.

Chairman FORD. Doesn't the court per force, when we say that in
that one simple provision that you talk about, have to interpret all
these other words that seem to bother you in the light of Griggs,
not in the light of anything other than Griggs?

Mr. DICHTER. I think that what they would have to say is you
wrote all those other words because you intended to do something
more than simply refer back to Griggs.

Chairman FORD. Would you be happy if we said specifically in
the report accompanying this bill that we didn't intend anything
that isn't in the explicit language, and we specifically were warned
by Mark Dichter that somebody might be confused, and we did not,
of course, intend to do that?

Mr. DICHTER. I think a court would still say that why did you
write all these other words if all you intended to do was pass that
one paragraph.

Chairman FORD. Just to make their jobs interesting.
I want to thank the panel. It's been a long day for you and I ap-

preciate-oh, do you have any more questions?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, sir.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Just following up on the point the Chairman made specifically to

the lawyers and to all of you. The point'the Chairman makes is, I
think, very poignant, and I'd like to get your thoughts on it.

In light of Wards Cove, but reading, if you go back before Wards
Cove a little bit to Watson v. Fort Worth Bank and Trust, it seems
to me that, first of all, the question is do you believe that the Su-
preme Court could have decided Wards Cove v. Antonio without all
of the language which really amounts to obiter dictum, except I
don't think there's any such thing as obiter dictum in a United
States Supreme Court opinion.

They went beyond what was necessary in order to reach the
result in that case. And I take that along with Watson, which kind
of set us up and let us know that Lhat was coming before we got to
the decision in Wards Cove.

For that reason, don't we then come back to the Chairman's
question that we need to make a clear, concise, direct statement,
not so much in terms of definitions, but to bridge the gap on what

40-626 O-91----17
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the Congress, for whatever reason, failed to do in the ensuing
period between the time that Griggs was decided and the time that
Watson was decided to make it clear on exactly what the congres-
sional intent is on how we wish the statute to be interpreted.

And ought not we do that regardless of whatever else we put in
the bill in light of the fact that by deciding Watson and by deciding
Wards Cove, the court has indicated a desire, or willingness or at
least an amount of desire on its part, to act when Congress fails to
act. And there were some areas that needed more definitional
intent from the Congress, and in light of the fact that Congress had
failed to come forward.

And I'm not suggesting that's the reason why they decided
Watson. But Watson was riding on a clear slate, so to speak. And
then you set Watson up and the Congress does nothing in response
to that, and you come along with Wards Cove behind it. It seems
like, to me, that in an indirect, left-handed way, so to speak, the
court was asking the Congress to give us more parameters on what
you mean by not only the specific, black letter law of what you set
out in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, but you have not responded to
these interpretations that we made in the ensuing period.

Mr. DICHTER. I agree with what you said up until that last point.
I think that Watson ' a good example of as the court took the prin-
ciples that were established in Griggs, which were applied to basi-
cally unskilled jobs and very discrete requirements. And then it at-
tempted to apply those to subjective criteria, to groups of tests.
They found that the words they used before may not have been ap-
propriate.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Exactly.
Mr. DICHTER. And that was my point before. That if we're going

to get into legislating it and trying to find words, then we do have
a broad spectrum. And you do have to look at all the various appli-
cations of those words. Or you go back to Griggs and say we'll let
the court continue to evolve that process. But I don't think you do
both. I mean, I don't think you can say you're doing both.

Mr. KIMERLING. I think that Congress has in the past, and should
continue, to do both. Obviously this Congress has on numerous oc-
casions, unfortunately, had to restore the Civil Rights Acts in light
of a subsequent decision. We had the Grove City reversal under
Title IX. We had the Voting Rights Act reversals that this Con-
gress had to do and straighten out the Supreme Court about what
the purpose and intent of this legislation was and the Pregnancy
Act legislation.

I think in each of those instances, it gave language as well as to
say, either in the statute or in the legislative history in most in-
stances that it was reversing what the court had done in those
cases. I think it's absolutely necessary and appropriate to do both. I
think that the court needs that guidance. It will find, unfortunate-
ly, ways to avoid the law on civil rights. As Justice Blackman said
in his dissent in Wards Cove, he thinks that the majority has for-
gotten that discrimination exists or discrimination against non-
whites ever did exist.

And I think that that is absolutely clear based on what they've
done in the last three or four years. And this Congress has got to
be equally firm in its commitment to civil rights and make a very
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clear declaration of what the law is, as well as indicate to the court
that it's going way off base in reading these acts in a way that is
contrary to the purposes of the act and contrary to civil rights gen-
erally.

Mr. DICHTER. Mr. Chairman, may I have just one minute to re-
spond to a reference made to me in last week's testimony by Ms.
Ezold?

Chairman FORD. Comments made to you?
Mr. DICHTER. She commented-yes.
Chairman FORD. Why would she mention you?
Mr. DICHTER. Well, because she mentioned the counsel for the

law firm that she has sued, and I'm the counsel for the law firm
that she has sued.

Chairman FORD. One minute is hardly adequate, but go ahead
and defend yourself.

Mr. DICHTER. Thank you. She said that I was quoted in the press
as saying that her remedies might be limited in that case; and
therefore, she was suggesting that Title VII remedies might be in-
adequate. The extent to which her remedies might be limited,
which is an issue pending before the court, is not because of Title
VII. It's because of a separate finding by the court that she wasn't
constructively discharged, that she voluntarily quit her job and
wasn't compelled to quit her job.

And our whole argument about the remedy being limited is not
because of Title VII, but because of that separate finding by the
court. And therefore, I don't think it supports her claim of Title
VII remedies being applicable.

Chairman FORD. I tell you, you tempt me sorely, but I've been
around here long enough to know that if we go any further with
this, we're going to mess up somebody's law suit someplace. So I'd
rather not even react to that. Mr. Schneider.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes. The high-paid industrial psychologist would
like to end with a note that we, the American Psychological Asso-
ciation, representing the persons who typically are involved in the
development of these personnel selection procedures we are dis-
cussing, strongly urge the committee to consider language that en-
courages job relatedness without the word "significant" because it
is interpretable as statistically significant and therefore limiting.

And further, that numerous kinds of work behaviors be included
in the definition of business necessity, not just job performance.
Thank you.

Chairman FORD. I thank you, and I think Mr. Rose has already
given us some wise advice. I doubt very much that the National As-
sociation of Manufacturers or the Chamber are ever going to come
in and endorse anything with a title like this no matter what we
wrote into it. But at least some employers might feel a little easier
if their consultants were telling them that this was livable lan-
guage. And we want peace, not war.

Thank you very much to all of you for your cooperation with the
committee and for your patience at staying here this long. We have
one more witness, Professor John Bishop of Cornell University in
New York School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Ithaca.

Professor Bishop, your statement will be printed in the record in
full at this point. You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF PROFESSOR JOHN BISHOP, SCHOOL OF
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, NY
Mr. BISHOP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'm an associate professor of economics at the New York State

School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University. It's
a great honor to be asked to testify before you today.

My purpose is to point out some unintended consequences of
H.R. 1. I predict that if passed as is, without change, it will make it
more difficult to achieve the education goals set forth by the Na-
tional Governors Association, the President, and leadership of the
House and Senate.

And since this, probably-I think 1 need to give you some back-
ground on the nature of our problem in education and its causes, in
order to layout the argument as to why policies regarding selection
policies at firms are critical to reforming education.

As you all know, American students do very poorly when meas-
ured to their counterparts abroad. In mathematics, the gap be-
tween Japanese and finish high school seniors, for example, and
their white American counterparts is about twice the sizes of the
two or three grade equivalent gap between blacks and whites.

If our children are to be better educated, everyone in our society
must give higher priority to learning; students, parents, teachers,
school administrators, school boards, and also the education and
labor committees of the House and Senate.

Now, the nature of the problem is pervasive. Right now, a typical
junior high school student does 3.2 hours of homework, in Japan, a
junior high school student is doing 16 hours of homework a week.
Parents must tell their children to turn the TV off and do home-
work. Right now, American students in high school spend 19.6
hours watching TV, while students in Austria and Norway spend
only 6 hours, in Finland, 9 hours, in Canada, 11 hours.

Students must take to choose rigorous math and science courses,
yet for the high school graduating class of 1982, only 40 percent
took algebra, only 40 percent took chemistry, and only 20 percent
took physics. In Canada, 25 percent of the age cohort of all 18 years
old are studying science at a difficulty level that is comparable to
the advance placement program in the U.S.

Advance placement is, in science, something that less than 1 per-
cent of our students do. School boards must raise the salaries of
teachers. Despite the fact that overall living standards are higher
in the U.S., total compensation, adjusting for cost of living differen-
tials is 24 percent higher in Canada, 6 percent higher in Nether-
lands, 20 percent higher in Belgium, and 28 percent higher in
France.

Now, the questions that these statistics raise are the following:
why do American voters choose to pay teachers so little? Why do
students avoid tough courses? Why do American parents hold their
children in schools to lower academic standards than parents in
other countries?

My thesis is that the fundamental cause of all these problems is
the lack of economic rewards for hard study and learning in high
school. Only 20 to 23 percent of tenth graders believe that biology,
chemistry, physics or geometry are needed to qualify for their first
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choice occupation. And that is despite the fact that 75 percent of
them are planning to go to college. Their perception of the labor
market is correct. The American labor market fails to reward
effort and achievement in high school.

In studies that I've done and others have done, we've found that
during the first ten years after leaving high school, greater compe-
tence in science, language arts, and mathematical reasoning,
lowers the wages of males, and increases their unemployment.

For young women, verbal and scientific competencies have no
effect on wage rates and a one grade level increase in mathemati-
cal reasoning competent raise wage rates by a measly one-half of 1
percent. Four-fifths of high school graduates that are hired by
small and medium sized firms were not asked to provide a tran-
script or even to provide information on their grades in high
school.

Only 3 percent were asked to take a test assessing their compe-
tence in reading or mathematics. One of the saddest consequences
of the lack of signals of achievement in high schools is that Ameri-
can employers with good jobs offering training and job security are
unwilling to take the risk of hiring a recent high school graduate.
They instead prefer people with experience.

Their view of 18-year-olds was expressed by a supervisor at New
York Life Insurance, a company, by the way, that has been moving
some of its claims processing work to Ireland, who commented on
television, "When kids come out of high school, they think the
world owes them a living." Surely this generalization does not
apply to every graduate, but students who are disciplined and aca-
demically well prepared currently have no way of signaling this
fact to employers.

Now, educational leaders, realizing this problem, are calling for
the labor market to reward learning in school. They're expecting
that once the labor market and employers start doing that, the stu-
dents will start studying harder, and local voters will be more will-
ing to raise taxes to improve the schools. Al Shankar, for example,
has asked businessmen, and I quote him, "Provide clear and early
rewards for those students who work hard and learn the most."

The Secretary of Labor's Commission on Workforce Quality and
Labor Market Efficiency proposed, about a year and a half ago:
"The business community should show, through their hiring and
promotion decisions that academic achievements will be rewarded,"
and I just quoted them.

A second quote, "Schools should develop easily understood tran-
scripts which at the request of students are readily available to em-
ployers." Now, it is important that the measure that we use of aca-
demic achievement be of a particular type. We should not use rank
in class or grades, measuring performance relative to others in the
classroom as our signal of student accomplishment, at least not the
sole one.

The reason is because this leads students to pressure each other,
not to study. You don't want to be called a geek or a nerd in high
school. Competency should be defined by an absolute standard in
the way that Scout merits badges are. Different types and levels of
competency need to be certified. Measurement of students accom-
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plishment must be fair across schools so that schools can be held
accountable for the achievement of their students.

We are the only industrialized country in the world that does not
have a system providing externally graded competency assessment
keyed to the secondary school curriculum. While the Japanese use
multiple-choice exams, all other nations use extended answer ex-
aminations in which students write essays, show their work for
mathematics problems, and so forth.

These exam grades are included on resumes and are part of job
applications. In fact, in the prepared remarks, I have two examples
of a resume of a girl, of a woman looking for a job as a clerical
worker in Ireland, and then a college graduate looking for a job in
the U.K. Both of them have put down the grades they got on their
exams at the end of high school.

Parents in these countries know that a child's future depends
critically on how much is learned in secondary school. As a result,
parents, in most other Western nations, are willing to pay more
for, and get more from their local schools than we do.

Now, how does this relate to civil rights law? Employers are en-
thusiastic about the reform agenda I have just described, and there
are a number of pilot efforts underway around the country to im-
plement improved signaling of accomplishments in high school to
the labor market. But when you ask them individually to give
greater weight to academic achievement in their own hiring, they
say that we'll need to talk to their lawyer first.

The threat of litigation brought under the 1971 Griggs interpre-
tation of Title VII deterred most employers from using tests meas-
uring competence in reading and mathematics, and I think also re-
duced the use of grades in school. Only 14 percent of employers ask
about grades on a job application. This is one of the important rea-
sons why youth don't receive significantly higher wage rates when
they learn more English, science, and mathematics in high school
in this country.

This is something that does not occur in other countries, where
you find very strong relationships, because there is a very good
signal of this performance, and employers are using it for hiring
decisions. Recent court decisions, and I'm referring to here, not just
Wards Cove, but also circuit court decisions supporting validity
generalization used in these kinds of cases, have made it easier to
defend the use of such tests as part of a selection process, and we
can expect that the payoff to learning will increase over time as a
consequence.

But I'll tell you, I've talked to many employers, and they're still
very, very fearful of moving this down this path and are spending,
in many cases, the larger companies I'm familiar with are spending
huge amounts of money to do studies to justify or as a precaution
to defend against a potential suit, even though with validity gener-
alization they really don't need to do that kind of research in their
own firm.

If, however, the language contained in the civil rights bill vetoed
by President Bush becomes law, I fear that the legal impediments,
the use of high school grades, and scores on basic skills tests of
measuring how well you read or do mathematics, and poor hiring
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decisions will probably grow, and the payoff to learning will not in-
crease.

And I think that if we are to get the society to place higher pri-
ority on education, spend more money on it, and improve the qual-
ity of our schools, we need to increase the rewards that students
receive when they come out with high quality education.

I said I fear this will be the outcome, because there does not
appear to be any consensus regarding the impact of this legislation.
And I'm not a lawyer, and so I cannot engage in an argument
about what is going to be the effect of this legislation, in terms of
what will win in a court or not, but what I can tell you is I am an
economist, and when something becomes more expensive, you do
less of it.

And heavy amounts of legal litigation threatened around some
activity, such as use of the Wonderluck test or some test of basic
skills such as reading and writing and mathematics. There's a fear
that I may be taken to court as a result of using a reading test for
selection. You can be sure that's going to reduce the number of
companies that choose to do that, and it has reduced it to the level
of 3 percent for small and medium sizes companies.

I'm, therefore, here to ask for clarification from the Chair, and
from the sponsors of the bill to tell me about some specific cases,
and a comment of within of the congressmen about the Persian
Gulf led me to bring this up. The Armed Forces of the United
States use the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery to
select and assign recruits to occupational specialties.

There's no organization in the world that uses employment test-
ing as extensively as the U.S. Armed Forces. It's testing program
in fact costs, the research, just the research to figure out how to do
of testing best, cost, in one recent contract, $100 million to pay for
the research necessary to improve the test. This testing program is
one of the major reasons why our troops exhibited such profession-
alism in the Persian Gulf. The military makes absolutely no adjust-
ment in scores based upon rates, and yet, more than 30 percent of
the soldiers are members of minority groups and the organization's
chief executive officers, as well.

Now, the question I'd like to ask is can a private firm use this
research to justify its selection of tests? One of the findings of the
military research is, and that's unique to that research is that a
test of geometry and algebra that they use as one of the compo-
nents of the ASVAB is just about the single best predictor of job
performance in a whole pile of jobs, and if it's not the first best,
after a technical test, it's second best exam. It beats out an arith-
metic reasoning test, and it also beats out an arithmetic computa-
tion, and it beats out a verbal test, too.

And yet, we don't see very much use of such algebra and geome-
try tests in selection in the private sector. Could a company, based
upon the fact that their jobs are similar to the maintenance jobs
that the military was selecting people for, use a test of algebra and
geometry for selection? Question No. 1. Question No. 2, school dis-
tricts are currently developing business transcripts and computer-
ized referral systems to help their students get jobs. Would employ-
ers be able to ask for referrals from such systems, must such sys-
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tems use within group scoring or some other technique to reduce
disparate impact?

Another question: Many fast food companies ask for high school
grade point averages on their job applications. Now, let assume
that these have disparate impact. Is this a permissible practice or a
business necessity for a job like sweeping the floor in a McDonalds,
or flipping hamburgers in a McDonalds?

It may have some nice incentive effects because it's right then
and there, while you're in high school, that getting the McDonalds
job is being influenced by your grades in high school, and so it has
some nice incentive effects, but can it be justified by an industrial
psychologist?

Another possibility is that a company is introducing new tech-
niques and new approaches. In fact, many companies I'm familiar
with have gone to total quality control. And one of the things that
some of these companies have done is they've tested their people
and found that a whole bunch of people that they currently have
employed do not rate at the ninth grade level. So they've set up
educational programs to help them improve, but they've also sal-
vaged this as the cutoff point for new hires.

They want people to be able to read and do mathematics at this
level. Are they going to get in trouble? What kind of evidence do
they need? I fear the answer is going to be we'll have to see how
the courts interpret the law. If that's indeed the answer, I think we
all know how most companies are going to behave, particularly
small companies. Griggs almost completely eliminated employment
testing for ten years, and it started to be instituted more recently
as opinions within the psychology profession changed regarding the
validity generalization and as other kinds of evidence as to fairness

- of these tests became available.
This trend was underway before Wards Cove. In fact, I have not

seen any company react yet to Wards Cove, because they're think-
ing that it may not very well last for very long. Firms will prob-
ably not take the risk of using a selection technique that is such a
red flag to potential litigators, and if they do, they will certainly
not announce it to the world.

And this is an important point because what we want is employ-
ers to advertise the fact that they're using performance in school
as a selection device. And yet, because it's likely to have this dis-
parate impact, the NAEP data, for example, indicates that while
the gap between black and white reading and math capability at
the end of high school is falling, it used to be four and a half grade
level equivalents, it's now down to two and a half or so grade level
equivalents.

So it's been falling over the last 15 or 20 years. It's still there.
And in addition, you have a large group of adults out in the labor
market for whom a four grade level equivalents is what we're talk-
ing about, in terms of the average differences between whites and
blacks out in the population.

So, consequently, tests of these kinds are likely to have disparate
impact as a whole in a lot of jobs, even if, in particular cases like
the U.S. military they don't. The company is likely, I would pre-
dict, to maybe use a test or maybe use grades in high school or
what courses somebody took in high school as a selection device,
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but they're not going to be advertising it to draw attention to
themselves and potentially create some litigation.

But in order for this policy to work, we must ask the employers
to go to schools and tell the students that this is what they're
doing, and that we want you to study hard in order to have a
better chance of getting a chance at our company, our company of-
fering better jobs than some other company which may not be
doing this.

This is another reason why employers need to be told by people
in authority that they are acting in the- National interest when
they seek out and reward those who have high level academic
skills. I hope, therefore, that you'll consider putting into the legis-
lation some language that makes absolutely clear thatemployers
can, at least for recent school years, take economic accomplishment
into account when they make hiring selections, and that they do
not have to conduct expensive studies in their own company to jus-
tify such practices.

And I provide you with some suggestive language, but while I did
go to some lawyers to get help on that language, I don't stand
behind it. I also threw in a whole bunch of limitations so that those
who have been supporting H.R. 1 would not be giving away the
store on these kinds of tests for all workers, so that is it's limited to
workers who have been out school recently, and it's also limited to
jobs that pay at least 50 percent above the minimum wage.

So that's all the thoughts that I have, but I think it's impor-
tant-I mean, I'm hoping that, congressmen in Washington, that
you will give me some assurances that my fears are incorrect. That
in fact, all of these proposed uses that I have described would in
fact be permissible in this legislation, and if in fact I can be confi-
dent that's in the legislative history, I'd go home happy.

[The prepared statement of Professor John Bishop follows:]
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SIGNALLING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT TO THE LABOR MARKET:
THE LYNCH PIN OF AN EDUCATIONAL REFORM STRATEGY
COULD CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION BECOME A BARRIER

TO IMPROVING EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Testimony before the House Education Labor Committee Hearing on H.R. 1.
March 5. 1991

John H. Bishop
Cornell University

School of Industrial & Labor Relations
393 Ives Hall

Ithaca, NY 14851-0952
(607) 255-2742

The high school graduates of 1980 knew about 1.25 grade level equivalents less
math, science, history and English than the graduates of 1967. This decline in the
academic achievement lowered the nation's productivity by $86 billion in 1987 and
will lower it by more than $200 billion annually in the year 2010 (Bishop 1989).

Between 1971 and 1988 real wages fell 17.3% for young male high
school graduates and 10% for young female graduates. (Katz and
Murphy 1989)

93 % of 17 year olds do not have "the capacity to apply
mathematical operations in a variety of problem settings." (National
Assessment of Educational Progress, 1988b p. 42)

25 % of the Canadian 18 year olds studying chemistry know as
much chemistry as the top I % of American high school graduates
taking their second year of chemistry, most of whom are in
Advanced Placement classes (International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement, 1988).

While man), affluant parents believe that their children are doing acceptably in school by

international standards, this is not the case. In a 1986 study of 5th grade math achievement

conducted by Stevenson, Lee and Stigler, the best of the 20 classrooms sampled in Minneapolis

was outstripped by every single classroom studied in Sendai, Japan and by 19 of the 20 classrooms

studied in Taipeh, Taiwan. The nation's top high school students rank far behind much less elite

samples of students in other countries. In mathematics the gap between Japanese and Finnish high

school seniors and their white American counterparts is about twice the size of the two to three

grade level equivalent gap between blacks and whites in the US (NAEP 1988b; IAEEA 1987).

The learning deficit is pervasive.

Quality education can not be imposed from Washington D.C. Neither can it be imposed

by Albany or Sacremento. The American education system is too decentralized for top down
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reform to work. If our children are to be better educated, everyone must start giving higher

priority to learning: students, parents, teachers, school administrators, school boards and, I might

add, the Education Committees of the House and Senate.

Students must do more homework--right now junior high school students in the US devote only 3.2

hours a week on homework, Japanese devote 16.2 hours a week.

Parents must tell their child: "turn off the TV and do your homework"--Right nowk American

students spend 19.6 hours a week watching TV while students spend only 6.3 hours in

Austria, 9.0 in Finland, 5.9 in Norway and 10.9 in Canada.

Teachers must assign novels as homework and the assignments must be completed--Yet in many

schools "Students were given class time to read Thr Scarlet Letter. The Red Badge of

C,_rag~1.u,_H_ yijnn. and Thte__L iQL.y because many would not read the books

if they were assigned as homework. Parents had complained that such homework was

excessive. Pressure from them might even bring the teaching of the books to a halt.

(Powell, Farrar and Cohen 1985, p.81)." Americans students spend only 1.4 hours a week

reading: Austrians 4.9 hrs/wk, Finns 6.0 hrs/wk. Norwegian students 4.3 hrs/wk.

Students must pay attention in class and be engaged in learning--Yet, in a Chicago study, public

schools with high-achieving students averaged about 75 % of class time for actual

instruction; for schools with low achieving students, the average was 51 % of class time

(Frederick, 1977). American students average nearly 20 absences a year, Japanese students

only 3 a year (Berlin and Sum 1988). Overall, Frederick, Walberg and Rasher (1979)

estimated 46.5 percent of the potential learning time was lost due to absence, lateness, and

inattention.

Students and their parents must choose to take rigorous math and science courses. Yet the high

school graduating class of 1982 took an average of only .43 credits of Algebra 11, .31

credits of more advanced mathematics courses, .40 credits of chemistry and .19 credits of

physics (Meyer 1988 Table A.2). Fewer than I %4 of American high school students take

Advanced Placement (AP) Chemistry or AP Physics and only 2.3 '4 took the AP calculus

exam. In Canada 25 percent of all 18 year olds are studying science at a level difficulty

that is comparable to AP in the US. In Japan seniors in voc/tech high schools take

calculus.

School Boards must be willing to raise local taxes so the), can offer better salaries and attract

better teachers to their community. Despite the fact that overall standards of living are

higher in the US, total compensation (adjusted for cost of living differentials) of teachers

in 1982-84 was 24 percent higher in Canada, 7 percent higher in Germany, 6 percent higher
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in Netherlands, 24 percent higher in Sweden, 20 percent higher in Belgium and 28 percent

higher in France.'

Parents must demand higher standards at their local school-Yet despite the fact that their 5th
graders were far behind their Taiwanese and Japanese counterparts in mathematics, when
asked "How good a job would you say -'s school is doing this year educating___", 91
percent of American mothers responded "excellent" or "good" while only 42 percent of
Taiwanese and 39 percent of Japanese parents were this positive (Stevenson, Lee and Stigler
1986).
The question that is raised by statistics such as these is "Why do American voters choose

to pay teachers so little?" Why do voters not demand higher standards of academic achievement
at local schools? Why do school boards allocate scarce education dollars to interscholastic athletics
and the band rather than better mathematics teachers and science laboratories? Why do students
avoid difficult courses? Why do American parents hold their children and schools to lower
academic standards than parents in other countries?

The fundamental cause of all of the above problems is the LACK OF ECONOMIC
REWARDS FOR HARD STUDY AND LEARNING. Only 20.23 % of 10th graders believe
that biology, chemistry, physics or geometry is needed to qualify for their first choke
occupation (LSAY, 1988, BA24B.BA25D). Their perception of the labor market is correct. The
American labor market fails to reward effort and achievement in high school. Analysis of the
Youth Cohort or the National Longitudinal Survey indicates that during the first 10 years after
leaving hiuh school, greater competence In science, lanyuaae arts and mathematical reasoning
lowers wages and Increases the unemployment of young men. For young women, verbal and
scientific competencies have no effect on wage rates and a one grade level Increase In
mathematical reasoning competence raises wage rates by only one-half of one percent (Bishopt 50t' 4,A-Wd I- 2- )
1988b). For-fifths of the high school graduates hired by small and medium sized employers were
not asked to provide a transcript or even provide information on their grades in high schools. Only
3 percent were asked to take a test assessing their competence in reading or in mathematics.

Although the economic benefits of greater academic achievement to the employee are quite
modest, the benefits to the employer (and therefore, to national production) are immediately realized
in higher productivity. Over the last 80 years, industrial psychologists have conducted hundreds
of studies, involving hundreds of thousands of workers, on the relationship between productivity
in particular jobs and various predictors of that productivity. They have found that competence in
reading, mathematics, science and problem solving are strongly related to productivity in almost all
of the civilian and military jobs studied.

One of the saddest consequences of the lack of signals of achievement in high schools is
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that American employers with good jobs offering training and job security are unwilling to take the
risk of hiring a recent high school graduate. They prefer to hire workers with many years of work
experience. One important reason for this policy is that the applicant's work record serves as a
signal of competence and reliability that help the employer identify who is most qualified. In the
US recent high school graduates have no such record and information on the student's high school
performance is not available, so the entire graduating class appears to employers as one
undifferentiated mass of unskilled and undisciplined workers. Their view of 18 year olds was
expressed by a supervisor at New York Life Insurance (a company which has moved some of its
claims processing work to Ireland) who commented on television "When kids come out of high

school, they think the world owes them a living" (PBS, March 27, 1989). Surely this

generalization does not apply to every graduate, but the students who are disciplined and

academically well prepared currently have no way of signaling this fact to employers.
Numerous educational leaders are coming to realize that if the labor market were to begin

rewarding learning in school, high school students would respond by studying harder and local
voters would be willing to pay higher taxes so as to have better local schools. Al Shankar has
asked businessmen to "Provide clear and early rewards for those students who work hard and
learn the most." The Secretary of Labor's Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market
Efficiency also advocates such a change:

The business community should...show through their hiring and promotion
decisions that academic achievements will be rewarded (p. 9).

High-school students who excel In science and mathematics should be rewarded
with business Internships or grants for further study (p. II).

Schools shotild develop easily understood transcripts which at the request of
students, are readily available to employers. These transcripts should contain
documentable measures of achievement in a variety of fields as well as
attendance records. State governments should provide assistance to facilitate the
standardization of transcripts so that they will be more easily understood.
(Secretary of Labor's Commission on Workforce Quality, p. 12)

Schools should provide graduates with cenificates or diplomas that certify the students'

knowledge and competencies, rather than just their attendance. We should not use rank in class
or grades measuring performance relative to others in the classroom as our signal of student
accomplishment because this leads students to pressure each other not to study. Competency should
be defined by an absolute standard in the way Scout merit badges are. Different types and levels
of competency need to be certified.2 Measurement of student accomplishment must be fair across
schools so that schools can be held accountable for the achievement of their students.
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We are the only industrialized country in the world that does not have a system providing
externally graded competency assessment keyed to the secondary school curriculum. While the
Japanese use a multiple choice exam, all other nations use extended answer examinations in which
students write essays and show their work for mathematics problems. Generally, regional or
national boards set the exam and oversee the blind grading of the exams by committees of teachers.
Good grades on the toughest exams-physics, chemistry, advanced mathernatics-carry particular
weight. Exam grades are included in resumes and are asked for on job applications (see Exhibit
I and 2). Parents in these countries know that a child's future depends critically on how much is
learned in secondary school. As a result, parents in most other Western nations demand more of,
are willing to pay more for and get more from their local schools than we do and, nevertheless,
they are more dissatisfied with their schools than American parents.

What is needed is more informative credentials which signal the full range of student
achievements (e.g. statewide achievement exam scores, competency check lists). The Certificate
of Initial Mastery that has been proposed by the Commission on the Skills of the American
Workforce is one way this assessment system might be structured.

Will the new Civil Rights Law Prevent Employers Rewarding Academic Achievement?
Employers are enthusiastic about the reform agenda I have just described. But when one

asks them to give greater weight academic achievement in their own hiring, they say they will
need to talk to their lawyer first.

The threat of litigation brought under the 1971 Griggs interpretation of Title 7 of the Civil
Rights Act of 1965 deterred many employers from using tests measuring competence in reading and
mathematics and grades in high school to help select new employees. This is one of the important
reasons why youth do not on average receive significantly higher wage rates when they learn more
English, science and mathematics in high school. Recent court decisions have made it easier to
defend using such tests as par of a selection process, but only a few of the larger employers have
reintroduced basic skills tests into their selection procedures for clerical and factory jobs. If current
interpretations of Title 7 remain in force, the number of employers assessing competence in reading
and mathematics prior to hiring is likely to slowly increase and the payoff to basic skills is likely
to increase as well, all be it slowly. If, however, the language contained in the Civil Rights bill
vetoed by President Bush becomes law, I fear that the legal impediments to the use of high school
grades and scores on basic skills tests in employer hiring decisions will probably grow and the
payoff to basic skills competencies uncorrelated with years of schooling will probably not increase.

I said "I fear" this will be the outcome because there does not appear to be any consensus
regarding what the impact of this legislation would be on employer willingness to use indicators
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of academic achievement in their hiring selections and initial job assignments. I am here, therefore,
to ask for clarification from the Chair and from sponsors of the bill. Let me try a few specific
cases out on you. Assume in every case that a smaller proportion of minority job applicants meet

this requirement than for other groups.
Many fast food companies ask for high school grade point average on their job
applications. Assuming that grades are positively correlated with retention and
promotions, would this practice meet your proposed definition of business necessity?
What kind of evidence would the company be required to produce to defend this
practice?

Company A has implemented statistical process control (SPC) and other TQC
practices and has now decided it needs to increase the mathematics skills of entry
level workers. It provides training to the current work force and starts testing job
applicants using a 9th grade competence level as a cuttoff? Is this OK? What kind
of evidence does your definition of business necessity imply the company must
have?

Company B is planning to implement SPC and TQC next year and in preparation
for this change it wants to use tests assessing math and verbal facility for all new
hiring. There are no plans of offering basic skills training to current employees,
though the company has a policy of encouraging and subsidizing tuition for adult
education. Is this OK?

Company C plans no change in production practices but has learned that research
conducted in the military finds that for jobs very similar to the companies own jobs,
that job performance is positively) correlated with scores on ASVAB Mathematics
Knowledge and Arithmetic Reasoning. The company finds a test that is similar to
the ASVAB tests and starts to use them in their selection process. Is this OK?
Alternatively the company starts asking about which math courses were taken in
high school and what the grades were. Is this OK?

I fear that your answer is going to be "We will have to see how the courts interpret the
law." or "It depends on_." If that is indeed the answer, I think we all know how companies
are going to behave. Griggs almost completely eliminated employment testing for 10 years and it
is only slowly being reestablished as better evidence of validity and fairness is becoming available.
If they lose one of these cases, the potential liability is enormous. They will probably not take the
risk of using a selection technique that is such a red flag to potential litigators. If they do they
will certainly not announce it to the world.

In order for a policy of considering grades and academic achievement tests scores when
making hiring selections to generate incentives to learn, students, parents and teachers must be

aware that local employers are using tests and HSGPA for selection and what kind of material is
included on these tests. Unfortunately, the fear of litigation has caused many employers to give
only limited publicity to their use of indicators of competence in reading and mathematics. This
is another rason why employers need to be told by people in authority that they are acting in the
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national interest when they seek out and reward those who have high level academic skills.

I hope, therefore, that you will put into the legislation some language that makes it

absolutely clear that employers can, at least for rent school levers, take academic

accomplishment into account when making hiring selections and that they do not have to conduct

expensive studies in their own company to justify such practices. I suggest the following draft

language:

Employer use of measures of scholastic achievement such as grades, testimonials from

teachers, state sponsored exams assessing mastery of the high school curriculum and
professionally validated tests assessing reading and mathematical competence is

presumed to meet the job relatedness requirements of this section when (a) the job
requires more than 100 hours of employer provided formal or Informal training during
the first year that Includes the reading of manuals or the use of mathematics or (b)
pays an hourly wage that is at least 50% above the statutory minimum wage.

Complaining parties have the burden of demonstrating that the measures of scholastic

achievement used by an employer are not related to job performance. The provisions
of this section shall not apply to any job applicant or employee who has not been

enrolled in an elementary school, secondary school or post-secondary program for more
than ten years prior to an employer's employment related decision.
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IV. EFFECTS OF PROPOSED REFORMS ON UNDER-REPRESENTED MINORITIES
The two blue ribbon commissions that have recommended improvements in the signaling

of academic achievement to colleges and employers included substantial representation from the
minority community.' Nevertheless, the reader may be wondering about the likely impacts of the
reform proposals just described on the labor market chances of minority youth? Since minority
students receive lower scores on achievement tests, it might appear at first glance that greater
emphasis on academic achievement will inevitably reduce their access to good colleges and to good
jobs. This is not the case, however, for four reasons.

If academic achievement becomes a more important basis for selecting students and workers,
something else becomes less important. The consequences for minorities of greater emphasis on
academic achievement depends on the nature of the criterion that becomes deemphasi/ed.
Substituting academic achievement tests for aptitude tests in college admissions Improves minority
access because minority-majority differentials tend to be smaller (in standard deviation units) on
achievement tests (eg. the NAEP reading and math tests) than on aptitude tests (eg. the SAT).
Greater emphasis on academic achievement Improves the access of women to high level
professional, technical, craft and managerial jobs because it substitutes a criterion on which women
do well for criteria--sex stereotyped beliefs about which jobs are appropriate for women--which
have excluded women in the past.

For the same reason, greater emphasis on academic achievement when selecting young
workers will not reduce minority access to jobs if it substitutes for other criteria which also place
minority youth at a serious disadvantage. The current system in which there is almost no use of
employment tests and little signaling of high school achievements to the labor market clearly has
not generated jobs for minority youth. In October 1985, 1986, 1987 and 1988, only 45 percent
of previous spring's black high school graduates not attending college were employed (Bureau of
Labor Statistics 1989). One reason why minority youth do poorly in the labor market is that most
of the criteria now used to make selections--previous work experience, recommendations from
previous employers, having family friends or relatives at the firm, proximity of one's residence to
stores which hire youth, performance in interviews and prejudices and stereotypes--work against
them. These criteria will diminish in importance as academic achievement becomes more
important. There is no way of knowing whether the net result of these shifts will help or hinder
minority youth seeking employment. In son models of the labor market the relative position of
minority workers improves when academic achievement is better signaled (Aigner and Cain, 1975).

The second way in which minority youth may benefit from improved signaling of school
achievements is that it will give recent high school graduates, both black and white, the first real
chance to compete for high-wage, high-training content jobs. At present all youth are frozen out
of these jobs because primary labor market employers seldom consider job applicants who lack
considerable work experience. Experience is considered essential partly because it contributes to
productivity but also because it produces signals of competence and reliability that employers use
to identify who is most qualified. Recent high school graduates have no such record and
information on the student's high school performance is not available, so the entire graduating class
appears to employers as one undifferentiated mass of unskilled and undisciplined workers. A
black personnel director interviewed for a CBS special on education reform proudly stated "We
don't hire high school graduates any more, we need skilled workers" (CBS, September 6 1990).
Surely this generalization does not apply to every graduate, but the students who are disciplined
and academically well prepared currently have no way of signaling this fact to employers. State
exams, competency portfolios and informative graduation credentials would change this unfair
situation and give students a way of demonstrating that the stereotype does not apply to them.
Young people from minority backgrounds must overcome even more virulent stereotypes and they
often lack a network of adult contacts who can provide job leads and references. By helping them
overcome these barriers to employment, competency portfolios are of particular help to minority
youth.
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The third way in which these proposals will assist minority students is by encouraging
greater numbers of firms to undertake affirmative action recruitment. The creation of a competency
portfolio data bank that can be used by employers seeking qualified minority job candidates would
greatly reduce the costs and increase the effectiveness of affirmative action programs. Affirmative
action has significantly improved minority representation in managerial and professional occupations
and contributed to a substantial increase in the payoff to schooling for blacks (Freeman 1981). One
of the reasons why it has been particularly effective in this labor market is that college reputations,
transcripts and placement offices provide brokering and pre-scroening services which significantly
lower the costs of recruiting minority job candidates. The competency portfolio data bank would
extend low cost brokering and pre-screening services to the labor market for high school graduates.
The creation of such a data bank would almost certainly generate a great deal of competition for
the more qualified minority youth in the portfolio bank.

The final and most important way in which these reforms will benefit minority youth is by
bringing about improvements in academic achievement and productivity on the job. Student
incentives to study hard, parental incentives to demand a better education and teacher incentives to
both give more and expect more from students will all be strengthened. Because of the way
affirmative action is likely to interact with a competency profile data bank, the rewards for learning
will become particularly strong for minority students. Learning will improve and the gap between
minority and majority achievement will diminish. Society has been making considerable progress
in closing achievement gaps between minority and majority students. In the early National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessment's black high school seniors born between
1952 and 1957 were 6.7 grade level equivalents behind their white counterparts in science
proficiency, 4 grade level equivalents behind in mathematics and 5.3 grade level equivalents behind
in reading. The most recent National Assessment data for 1986 reveals that for blacks bore in
1969, the gap has been cut to 5.6 grade level equivalents in science, 2.9 grade level equivalents
in math and 2.6 grade level equivalents in reading (NAEP 1988, 1989). Koretz's (1986 Appendix
E) analysis of data from state testing programs supports the NAEP findings. Hispanic students are
also closing the achievement gap. These positive trends suggest that despite their limited funding,
Head Start, Title I and other compensatory interventions have had an impact. The schools attended
by most minority students are still clearly inferior to those attended by white students, so further
reductions in the school quality differentials can be expected to produce further reductions in
academic achievement differentials.

The students of James A. Garfield's Advanced Placement calculus classes have demonstrated
to the nation what minority students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds can accomplish.
The student body is predominantly disadvantaged minorities; yet in 1987 only three high schools
in the nation, Alhambra High School in California and Bronx Science and Stuvesant High School
in New York City, had a larger number of students taking the AP calculus exam. The single high
school and its two very talented calculus teachers at this school, Jaime Escalante and Ben Jimenez,
are responsible for 17 percent of all Mexican Americans taking the AP calculus exam and 32
percent of all Mexican Americans who pass the more difficult BC form of the test (Matthews,
1988). There is no secret about how they did it; they worked extremely hard. Students signed a
contract committing themselves to extra homework and extra time in school and they lived up to
the commitment. What this success establishes is that minority youngsters can be persuaded to
study just as hard as the academic track students in Europe and that if they do they will achieve
at world class levels. The success at Garfield High is replicable.

Postlude

Institutional arrangements of schools and the labor market have profound effects on the
incentives faced by students, teachers, parents and school administrators. The passivity and
inattention of students, the low morale of teachers, the defeat of so many school levies and low
rankings on international measures of achievement are all logical outcomes of institutional
arrangements which weaken student incentives to study and parental incentives to fund a high
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quality education. Only with an effective system of rewards within schools and in the labor market
can we hope to overcome the pervasive apathy and achieve excellence.

ENDNOTES

Estimates of average total compensation of teachers in the United States were obtained by
multiplying teacher salaries derived from NEA data by the ratio of compensation to wages
and salaries in the public education sector, 1.25, from the national income accounts. The
data on average compensation in other countries is from UNESCO Statistical Yearbook.
1985 AND 198. Purchasing power parity exchange rates were calculated by Prof. Robert
Summers from OECD data. Steven Barro and Larry Suter, "International Comparisons of
Teachers' Salaries: An Explorator) Stud%." National Center for Education Statistics, July
1988. Table 5.

2. Minimum competency tests for receiving a high school diploma do not satisfy the need
for better signals of achievement in high school. Some students arrive in high school so
far behind, and the consequences of not getting a diploma are so severe, we have not been
willing to set the minimum competency standard very high. Once they satisfy the minimum,
many students stop putting effort into their academic courses.

3. The Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency included in its
membership Constance E. Clayton, Superintendent of Schools of Philadelphia, Jose I.
Lozano, Publisher of La Opinion, William J. Wilson, author of The Truly Disadvantaged.
The Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce included in its membership
Eleanor Holmes Norton, former Chairwoman of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, John E. Jacob, President of the National Urban League, Badi Foster, President
of AEtna Institute for Corporate Education. Thomas Gonzales, Chancellor of Seattle
Community College District VI. Anthony J. Trujillo, Superintendent of Sweetwater Union
High School District.
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Mr. WASHINGTON. [presiding] Thank you. We will include a copy
of the entirety of your prepared testimony before the committee in
the record if that may be done without objection. I hear no objec-
tion. It will be done.

Mr. Fawell.
Mr. FAWELL. I would just say thank you very much. I read your

testimony last night and was very impressed with it. I wish I could
give an answer to the example which you give as to whether or not
they would be deemed to be unlawful employment practices under
Title VII. I would tend to think that some of them certainly would.

But I am going to see what expert legal opinion we could have on
the examples which you have set out. And certainly, I think many
people would agree that if it is unclear, we ought to make it very
clear that in hiring practices, and especially, one ought to be com-
pletely free to use those as being reasonable measurements of the
ability of the employee to be able to successfully perform the job in
concern.

So I thank you for bringing this out. So often we tend to forget
that when one says for every justice there has to be a remedy. I
agree. But every time we tighten the screw up here, we unloosen it
someplace else, it seems. And when we create a business necessity
definition that is so darn strict and has to go through so many
loopholes and steps along the way, we do a disservice to those,
black and white, potential employees who have done an outstand-
ing job in high school and have a record that they can be proud of,
who have a number of academic honors and things of this sort.

Indeed, I think that ought to always be a part of one's applica-
tion. Again, I will freely say that as we interview young people
here on the Hill to come to work for us, I don't think there s any of
us that doesn't look at cum laude and top graduates.

Although that isn't a signal that they're going to be absolutely
successful, we do think it's an awfully important area. If they can
achieve and have the ability to achieve highly there, then we feel
that that's an awfully good indicator of their success potential.

But I would be, and Mr. Chairman, I think also you would too, be
very interested in what an objective analysis of those examples
which you do give and say, "Are we going to run into trouble?"
And have the armed forces technically violated the heck out of the
Title VII by having this armed forces vocational testing device to
which you referred?

Mr. BISHOP. Well, they have a lot of research. My point is it's
going to have disparate impact, not for the forces as a whole, be-
cause obviously it hasn't for the forces as the whole. But for certain
specialties that require the more technical knowledge or some-
thing, you would probably find that certain specialties, you have a
disparate impact.

But they have research defending and justifying this. But I'll tell
you, it's cost them a huge amount of money. And this is just one
contract-$100 million. I'm sure that since World War II they
spent over a couple billion dollars on the research that they've con-
ducted. Not much of the time is the time of people within the
armed forces collecting data and so forth.

So that they have the best testing program in the world. And it's
one of the reasons why they're so professional. Because they train
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to a criterion. They have come up with measures of job perform-
ance that are not just a rating. They have measures where they
watch people do the job in front of judges and so forth. They have
simulation methods of seeing how good the tank crews do things.
They are doing it really well.

This research has generated a lot of knowledge, which hopefully
the civilian sector could use. I'm not aware of anyone proposing
that this kind of evidence be used, and yet we've learned a lot from
that research. And I would hope that it could be used-the evi-
dence of what predicts job performance in civilian type jobs like re-
pairing trucks and tanks and so forth in the military, and how that
applies to an auto mechanic's job in the U.S. in the civilian econo-
my.

Mr. FAWELL. Now I might just share this with you. Last year
while we were debating this bill, and I think a definition of busi-
ness necessity was essential to effective job performance, I know
that the Los Angeles School District Administration, and a goodly
number of them were hispanics, came to Washington and loudly
objected because they felt that it was a put-down.

If you were taking that definition for business necessity to those
minorities who did everything the schools and the teachers asked
of them; were achievers; did accomplish a great deal. And yet they
said as a practical matter, "How could anybody prove that that
was essential to effective job performance?"

Probably an employer wouldn't take the risk of, therefore, re-
quiring a record of high school achievement. And they were quite
distraught over it. The last I heard from them is that they felt
somewhat the same about the definition which we have now sub-
stantially related to successful job performance. And I think educa-
tors all over America ask the question, "Well, what's it to be? Are
we going to roll the dice here?"

And while we're theoretically benefitting minorities, and I ques-
tion that very much, in the final analysis we're certainly saying,
"Don't do as the teachers tell." And as parents will advise you to
get an education and stand on that, you re not even going to able
to present it to an employer because it's a violation of Title VII.

So it would be interesting to see all of these examples to which
you have referred and find out how attorneys who represent em-
ployers would react. What would they tell the employer to do in
reference to these types of examples, assuming that the business
necessity definition which is now in the bill is in the final version
of any bill?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no further questions.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Very well. Professor Bishop, thank you again

for the testimony that you've offered and for the thoughts you've
put out there. I agree with you that we need to look at education
as being one of the keys of this because I have no doubt that with-
out strides being made by American employers, we're going to find
ourselves priced out of the market in more ways than one. And
that includes preparing a diverse work force.

I would rather think that, not now but in the not too distant
future, consumers will look at things like the number of women in
the work force and number of minorities in the work force and
become more selective in buying. I'm not going to purchase from
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an employer that discriminates against any group, women or
whomever.

And I think the Japanese and the Germans are learning that
lesson. They have learned our technology. Over the last twenty
years we very well know they've learned how to compete in the
American marketplace. And they've done a better job of it than we
have. I think that they're going to take the lessons from what has
happened since 1964, even that the IBMs and the other companies
don't heed the lessons of history.

And I think that once they realize that, they'll find a much more
receptive consumer if that consumer can be comfortable that his or
her group has been included, rather than excluded, in the jobs that
allow for the production of these goods and services that they hold
out and sell at their high prices on television to the American con-
sumer.

And I think we're going to get more selective. We're not going to
boycott necessarily, but we're going to become more selective.
We're going to look carefully at these employers to make sure that
their work force reflects a diversity. That is what makes this
Nation so great. And a part of that is education.

So this bill seeks to educate the employer that in order to com-
pete in the year 2000 and beyond, when the majority of people in
this country are going to be women and minorities, if you intend to
sell your products and your automobiles and your soap to them,
make sure that you have a work force that reflects not only their
composition in the work force, but also the kinds of jobs available.
So thank you for bringing this to our attention.

The Associated General Contractors of America and the Ameri-
can Federation of Government Employees have submitted written
statements for inclusion in the record. Without objection, it is so
ordered

The committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:30 p.m., the committee adjourned subject to the

call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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H.R. 1, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991
H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of 1991, overturns a number of Supreme Court cases and
strengthens existing civil rights laws. H.R. I is similar to the Civil Rights Act of 1990
(H.R. 4000), passed by the 101st Congress but vetoed by President Bush.

H.R. I is like the bill reported by the Judiciary Committee last year, with 2 additions:
(1) it stresses that the bill does not require or "encourage" employers to adopt quotas
and (2) it allows the court to allocate attorney's fees in challenges brought by third
parties. Both of these additions were included in the final version of the bill which was
vetoed by the President. H.R. I does not include a cap on punitive damages.

The bill overturns 5 major cases. Wards Cove v. Atonio, Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,
Martin v. Wilks, Lorance v. AT&T, and Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, as well as 5
other cases concerning attorney's fees and other technical matters.

H.R. I prohibits al discrimination: H.R. I reaffirms the prohibition against both
intentional discrimination and practices that have a discriminatory effect. For 20 years,
Congress and the courts have outlawed both types of discrimination.

H.R. 1 prohibits racial discrimination at all stages of a contract, not just at its initial
formation. For example, racial harassment during the life of a contract is banned.

HR. 1 prohibits intentional discrimination when an employer can justify action against
an employee on both discriminatory and nondiscriminatory grounds. Although the
employer's action in such mixed motive cases may be justified on nondiscriminatory
grounds, H.R. 1 clarifies that intentional discriminatory conduct will not be tolerated.

H.R. I allows businesses to justtf their practices using the standard used since 1971..
"business necessity": Under the Grigs test, businesses that use practices which result
in a discriminatory effect can continue to use those practices if they can justify the
practice as a "business necessity." The Grings test proved to be successful, understood
by employers and employees, and did not result in quotas. H.R. 1 uses the same GnUs
tesl

H.R. 1 does not require or encourage "quotas": H.R. I contains clear language that
employers are not required or encouraged to adopt hiring or promotion quotas and that
numerical imbalances alone can't establish a violation.

H.R. 1 will provide the same remedies for all groups: H.R. 1 allows women and
religious minorities to get the same remedies for employment discrimination as those
available to racial minorities.
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H.R. 1, THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1991

H.R. I. the Civil Rights Act of 1991, overturns a number of Supreme Court cases
and strengthens existing civil rights laws, by amending the Civil Rights Act of 1964 ("Title
VII") and the Civil Rights Act of 1866 ("Section 1981"). It has the same purpose as
the Civil Rights Act of 1990 (H.R. 4000), which was vetoed by President Bush. H.R. I
has been stripped of "compromise" language which sponsors added in hopes of veto-
proofing the bill.

H.R. 1 is like the bill reported by the Judiciary Committee last year. with 2
additions: (1) it stresses that the bill does not require or "encourage" employers to
adopt quotas and (2) it allows the court to allocate attorney's fees in challenges brought
by third parties. Both of these additions were included in the final version of the bill
which was vetoed by the President. H.R. I does not include a cap on punitive damages.

H.R. 1 OVERTURNS SPECIFIC CASES

The bill overturns 5 major cases. Wards Cove v. Atonio, Price Waterhouse v.
Hopkins, Martin v. Wilkr, Lorance v. A T& T. and Patterson v. McLean Credit Union. as well
as 5 other cases concerning attorney's fees and other technical matters.

CODIFIES GRIGGS (overturning Wards Cove). In 1971, the Supreme Court held in
Griggs v. Duke Power Co. that not only did Title VII outlaw intentionally discriminatory
practices, it also barred practices that had a discriminatory effect (disparate impact) vhich
could not be justified by "business necessity."

Under Grins, after the plaintiff proves disparate impact, the employer has the
burden of justifying the practice. by showing that the employment practice is required by
business necessity. But Wards Cove shifted the burden of proving business necessity.
forcing the plaintiff to prove the negative, that the practice was not required by business
necessity.

H.R. 1 restores the pre-Wards Cove burden shifting standard and uses the same
"business necessity" test found in Gngs -- a "significant[) relationship] to successful
(performance of the job)." 401 U.S. 424. 426 (1971). And for non-selection practices
(.e. those not related to job performance) the business necessity standard is "a significant
relationship to a significant business objective of the employer."

PROHIBITS QUOTAS. H.R. I is not a "quotas" bill and makes that point in two ways
by including language: (1) that employers are not required or encouraged to adopt hiring
or promotion quotas and (2) that numencal imbalances alone can't establish a violation.

BANS INTENTIONAL DISCRIMINATION IN MIXED MOTIVE CASES (overturning
Price Waterhowe). H.R. 1 rejects the Price Waterhouse rationale that employers may be
able to intentionalty discriminate so long as the employer can cite another.
nondiscriminatory reason for the employment practice.
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H.R. I makes it illegal for impermissible discrimination to be y factor in the
employment process. If a victim demonstrates that intentional discrimination was a
contributing factor, then the practice is illegal, even if NONDISCRIMINATORY factors
contributed to the practice. If the victim makes this demonstration, then the court may
provide a remedy for the victim, but camot place the victim in a better position than
he or she would have been absent the impermissible discrimination.

ESTABLISHES PROMPT AND ORDERLY RESOLUTION OF CHALLENGES TO
EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES IMPLEMENTING COURT JUDGMENTS (overturning
Martin v. Wdks). H.R. I overturns the Court's decision in Matin which held that persons
may attack settled court decisions implementing employment discrimination claims (Le.
allowing -continual reverse discrimination claims against the decision).

H.R. I sets up procedures which limit the ability of persons to challenge a settled
court case if they had notice of the original proceeding, if their interests were adequately
represented at the hearing, or if certified reasonable efforts were made to provide notice
to interested persons. Thus, persons who knew or should have known of the resolution
of the case, or whose interests were represented in the case, cannot later return to
challenge the decision. H.R. I provides safeguards for other persons wishing to challenge
a settled court case. Challenges can be made against judgments which are transparently
invalid, obtained through fraud or collusion, or made by a court lacking jurisdiction.
Challenges can also be made by members of a class in a class acon case and by
beneficiaries of a case brought by the federal government.

PROVIDES A FAIR TIME STANDARD TO BRING A LAWSUIT (overturning Lorwice
v. AT&T). In Lorance the C'urt held that a group of women could not attack a facially
neutral seniority plan because they missed the deadline to file the lawsuit. The Court
determined the group should have filed when the new seniority system was adopted
even though their rights had not yet been adversely affected.

H.R. I clarifies that the statute of limitations for filing lawsuits begins to run
either when the challenged practice is implemented or when it has an adverse effect.
whichever occurs later.

PROHIBITS RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AT ALL STAGES OF A CONTRACTS
(overturning Patterson v. McLean Credit Union). H.R. I amends 42 U.S.C. Section 1981
which prohibits racial discrimination in making and enforcing private contracts. In
Patterson the Court ruled that the right to make and enforce contracts presented
discrimination only in the formation of the employment contract, but not during the life
of the contract. Thus, racial harassment on the job could not be challenged under
Section 1981.

H.R. I defines "make and enforce contracts" to include making, performance.
modification and termination of contracts, and the enjoyment of all benefits, terms and
conditions of the contractual relationship.
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H.I 1 STRENGTHENS EXISTING CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS

DAMAGES IN CASES OF INTENTIONAL DISCRIMINATION. H.R. I responds to an
anomaly in fair employment law by providing damages in cases of intentional
discrimination. Title VII only provides equitable relief for victims of discrimination (ie.
injunctions, affirmative action, hiring, reinstatement, back pay). Damages to compensate
a victim, or to punish an offender, are not available under Title VII. HOWEVER, both
compensatory and punitive damages are available under Section 1981, which prohibits
intentional racial discrimination in making and enforcing contracts, and often is used to
challenge employment discrimination.

H.R. I provides for compensatory damages in cases of intentional discrimination.
and provides for punitive damages in egregious situations. Thus, victims of intentional
discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex and national origin will be fully
protected. Compensatory and punitive damages will not be available for disparate impact
claims.

Providing for damages reflects the trend to provide adequate and appropriate
remedies in modern civil rights law. In 1988, Congress enacted the Fair Housing
Amendments Act, lifting the S1000 cap on punitive damages and continuing to allow
compensatory damages for violations of that Act.

EXTENDS STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS FROM 6 MONTHS TO 2 YEARS. This
extension also follows the modern model of the Fair Housing Amendments Act.

RULE OF CONSTRUCTION. H.R. I contains a general response to the recent ,er~e,
of narrow interpretations of civil rights laws by the courts. H.R. I is intended to re,,,re
the generally accepted rules of statutory construction for broad construction of civil rgr-,,
laws.

In recent years, Congress increasingly has enacted a series of restoration -hill'.
response to court decisions narrowly construing federal civil rights laws (e.g. Mohd,
Bolden led to the Voting Rights Amendments of 1982, Grove City College v. Bell ;e, ,
the Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1987). If these cases had interpreted civil rights :.;.4,
broadly to effectuate their underlying purpose. then there would not have been the "ce,;
for these various "restoration" bills.

HR. 1 sets rules of construction for civil rights laws, requiring that laws he
broadly construed to eliminate discrimination and provide effective remedies.

APPLIES TO CONGRESS. H.R. 1 explicitly applies Title VII to Congress. To avoid
constitutional separation of powers problems, each House of Congress must determine
its enforcement mechanism. The House has already applied Title VII to itself and
enforces the law through the Fair Employment Practices Resolution.

Best Available Copy
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WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE ADMINISTRATION'S
MARCH 1. 1991 ALTERNATIVE CIVIL RIGHTS BIL?

The short answer:
before.

It's even worse than

On March 1, 1991, the Administration offered
a "civil rights" proposal which does nothing to
restore most of the fundamental rights taken away
by the Supreme Court decisions of 1989. More than
that, this latest plan itsj would do serious
damage -- beyond the harm still being caused by the
Supreme Court rulings -- to workers' rights that
have existed for the past 25 years. Overall, the
March 1 proposal is substantially worse than the
last-minute October 20, 1990 White House proposal
which accompanied the President's veto.

This Administration proposal is the latest in
a series of transparent attempts to camouflage and
divert attention from the Administration's
regressive civil rights policies. Instead of a
bill to protect workers from discrimination, the
Administration's proposal is an employers'
protection bill that would often prevent American
women, persons with disabilities (including GI's
injured in the Persian Gulf), and religious, ethnic
and racial minorities from obtaining aU effective
remedy even when they are victims of intentional
discrimination on the job. The following are some
of the bill's serious problems:

(1) Second-class, inadequate treatment for
women, disabled Americans, and religious and ethnic
minorities. One of the primary reasons for the
Administration's opposition to the Civil Rights
Act, which it will not admit publicly, is its
attempt to deny women, persons with disabilities,
and religious and ethnic minorities the same right
to recover compensatory and punitive damages in
cases of intentional discrimination as racial
minorities have under the Civil Rights Act of 1866.

The October 20 White House proposal permitted
judges, not juries, to award a maximum of $150,000
and only in limited circumstances where other
remedies do not provide a strong enough deterrent
and where the award is "otherwise justified by the
equities." It was both minimal and clearly

"Equality In a Fr-ce, Plural, Democratic Society"
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unconstitutional. The current plan retreats substantially even from
this meager proposal by limiting monetary relief only to claims of
harassment and excluding all other types of discriminatory
employment practices, such as intentional rpfusa]R to hire, denials
of promotion, and firings.

This plan is also unconstitutional because it requires judges
and not juries to make the awards. Beyond that, before the court
may award any amount (which in no case may exceed $150,000), it
must consider a series of factors which are designed mostly to
limit the size of the award to the victim of discrimination. In
many harassment cases, the company will be able to reduce if not
avoid completely any monetary award by careful attention to the
special factors. As to all other types of intentional and even
egregious discrimination, employers would not have to worry about
damages at all. The March 1 proposal is the most recent evidence
that the Administration's repeated promises to the nation to stamp
out overt bigotry and prejudice are only empty slogans.

(2) Waiver of the right to sue. Under Section 12 of the March
1 proposal, companies could fire current employees and refuse to
hire new workers unless they agreed to sign a binding statement
waiving all rights to file job discrimination complaints in a
federal or state court or with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC). Ever since 1964, workers who suffered
discrimination on the job have had the right to file complaints
with the EEOC and in court. The White House proposal would change
that completely by allowing firms to require workers to sign
agreements providing that all job bias disputes must be decided by
a private arbitrator, with no standards or protections whatsoever
to ensure that procedures are conducted fairly and that bias
victims can obtain adequate remedies.

This provision is inconsistent with a number of Supreme Court
decisions holding that workers have the right to go to court,
rather than being forced into compulsory arbitration, to resolve
important statutory and constitutional rights, including employment
discrimination cases. See, for example, Alexander v. Gardner-
Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (1974) and McDonald v. City of West Branch,
466 U.S. 284 (1984). American workers should not be forced to
choose between their jobs and their civil rights.

This provision could limit the rights not only of women and
ethnic, religious and racial minorities, but also of persons with
disabilities, who only recently were extended protection by the
Americans with Disabilities Act. It could prevent many
discrimination issues from ever being considered by a court at any
time, thereby fundamentally changing this area of law. It could
make it extremely difficult, if not impossible, for victims of even
blatant bias to receive fair and adequate relief.

2
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(3) Two major sections of the Administration's previous
proposal are deleted entirely. Sections 5 and 6 of the October 20,
1990 White House proposal addressed, if only partially, the
problems created by two of the five principal decisions of the
Supreme Court which the Civil Rights Act of 1990 was designed to
reverse. One of those decisions, Martin v. Wilks, permits endless
challenges to consent decrees that are intended to resolve
employment discrimination cases. Another decision, Price
Waterhouse v. Hopkins, actually makes it lawful for firms to engage
in intentional discrimination on the basis of sex, race, religion
or national origin as long as such discrimination is not the only
factor that motivated the employer's action. In its March 1
proposal, however, the Administration deleted entirely the sections
it previously offered to remedy the serious problems these two
decisions have created, and in its place proposed language that
would codify the Wilks- decision.

The Leadership Conference recently issued an analysis of the
substantial negative impact which the Supreme Court's 1989
decisions are continuing to have on victims of job discrimination.
Page 10-16 of that analysis specially address the continuing
problems resulting from the Wilks and Price Waterhouse decisions.
The current White House proposal, abandoning a position taken only
months ago, does absolutely nothing to address the considerable
damage caused by these two rulings. As a result, the proposal
would allow even blatant bias to continue to taint some jcb
decisions and would permit disruptive attacks on court-ordered
remedies and settlements in bias cases, even by those who sat on
their hands and failed to act when the remedy was entered.

(4) Fails to overrule the treatment of business necessity in
Wards Cove and in fact is even worse than Wards Cove. One of the
principal purposes of the Civil Rights Act is to restore the
requirement which originated 20 years ago in Griggs v. Duke Power
Co. that employment practices which result in a disparate impact
against women or minorities must be defended by proof of "business
necessity" shown in terms of its relationship to successful job
performance. The employer's obligation to prove business necessity
was substantially diluted by the Supreme Court's decision in Wards
Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio. As conservative appellate judge
Richard Posner stated in Allen v. Seidman, 881 F.2d 375, 377, 381
(7th Cir. 1989), Wards Cove diluted the "necessity" in the
"business necessity test" and "modified the ground rules that most
lower courts had followed in disparate impact cases."

The March I plan does not require an employer under any
circumstances to demonstrate business necessity in terms of
successful job performance, nor does it require any proof of
"necessity." It uses the term "business necessity" but defines it
to mean just the opposite. Thus, even where a company concedes
that its interests "do not require" a particular employment
practice which has a strong discriminatory impact, it may continue

3
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using the practice under the Administration's bill if the company
merely shows that its "legitimate employment goals are
significantly served by" the practice.

This is almost identical to the Wards Coe standard the Civil
Rights Act is designed to reverse. Indeed, the White House's
Section-by-Section Analysis concedes at pages 1 and 3 that the
intent of the bill is to codify the meaning of business necessity
in Wards Cove. Among other things, the term "legitimate employment
goals" could include community relations, customer preference,
convenience, minor cost savings, corporate image and other factors
unrelated to job performance. This could effectively permit even
blatant discriminatory practices, such as allowing airlines to hire
only young women as flight attendants due to customer preferences
or permitting a business in an all-white area to refuse to hire
minority workers because it is better "community relations" to
limit hiring to neighborhood residents.

In addition, the most recent Administration proposal further
dilutes the business necessity test by permitting employers to
prove the defense by showing only that the challenge practice "has
a manifest relationship to the employment in question." Unlike
Griggs, this definition is extremely open-ended and is not
specifically related to job performance. Under the Administration
proposal, therefore, minorities and women could be excluded from
employment opportunities by the use of employer practices that have
no relation to their ability to perform the job.

The March 1 proposal also goes further than Wards Cove with
respect to the plaintiff's opportunity to show that a practice is
unlawful, even if required by business necessity, where there is
a lesser discriminatory alternative that would serve the company
as well. The White House proposal would limit the consideration
of alternatives to those which are "comparable in cost," which
would overrule Albemarle Paper and make relatively minor
differences in cost an absolute defense. The proposal also limits
this rule only to the rare situation where the employer "refuses
to adopt such alternative" even after the plaintiff has
demonstrated the availability of the alternative at trial.

(5) Disparate impact eases based on more than one employment
practice are precluded altogether. Another way in which the
Administration's March 1 proposal is more extreme than any previous
position and more extreme even than Wards Cove is the entire
deletion of the section which permits challenges to groups of
practices that result in a disparate impact. Wards Coy& made it
much more difficult for plaintiffs to bring cases where several
practices or selection criteria combined to have a discriminatory
impact on women or minorities, because it required the plaintiffs
for the first time to isolate the precise impact of each practice
or criteria within the group.

4
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This is often extremely difficult if not impossible to do,
particularly when the company has failed to keep records necessary
to make this showing. A great deal of debate last year focused on
this issue and the Administration took the position that even where
the plaintiff was unable to make this showing because the company
deliberately concealed or destroyed its records, the plaintiff
should still lose. Proponents of the bill showed that prior to
Wards Cove there never was a requirement to isolate the exact
impact of each component within a group of employment practices.
See, for example, Green v. USX Corp., 843 F.2d 1511, 1520-25 (3rd
Cir. 1988); Griffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516, 1523 (11th Cir.
1985); and Seqxr v. Smith, 738 F.2d 1249, 1270-71 (D.C. Cir. 1984).

Even the October 20 White House proposal permitted challenges
to a group of employment practices which result in a disparate
impact at least in some circumstances. The Administration now
wants to preclude all such challenges in all cases, even where
severe discriminatory impact has resulted from only two employment
practices, where records are available to show the impact of each
practice, and where the company concedes it has no evidence
whatsoever of business necessity. This is nothing less than a
blatant effort to abandon Grigg2 completely in most cases and
thereby limit victims to cases where discriminatory intent can be
proven.

(6) Fails to solve effectively the Lorance problem. Section
7 of the March 1 White House proposal only responds to part of the
problem caused by the decision in Lorance v. AT&T Technologiq;_s_
Ing_, which held that certain job bias claims may be dismissed as
untimely even where the complaint is filed immediately after the
plaintiff is harmed by the practice, simply because the practice
was adopted years earlier when the plaintiff had no reason to think
it would ever adversely affect her. Like its previous proposals,
the Administration's March 1 plan limits the Lorance provision to
seniority systems even though the holding in Lorance has been
applied to other types of employment practices, such as promotion
policies.

Thus with the limiting language of the White House proposal,
a female job applicant could continue to be barred from challenging
a discriminatory test even if she filed a charge the same day she
took the test, simply because the test was adopted more than 180
days earlier.

(7) A new defense to liability is created in harassment cases.
For the first time since Title VII was enacted in 1964, the White
House proposes as part of its "Civil Rights Act of 1991" to give
companies a brand new defense in cases involving intentional
harassment on the basis of race, religion, sex or national origin.
Even where the evidence of this type of illegal harassment is
undisputed, the White House bill directs the court "that no such
unlawful employment practice shall be found to have occurred" if
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the victim fails to comply for 90 days after being harassed with
any internal procedure devised by the company to resolve
complaints.

There are absolutely no limits on what procedures the company
may adopt or on the manner in which company officials could monitor
the victim's compliance with such requirements. For example,
victims could be forced, in order to preserve their harassment
claims, to take a month off without pay "to recover from the
incident and reduce tensions in the workplace." This new defense
is an outrageous proposal which exemplifies the employer-protection
nature of the Administration's plan.

(8) No relief for the persons most hurt by the 1989 Supreme
Court decisions. In yet another major retrenchment from its
October 20, 1990 position, the White House now proposes to require
courts to continue to apply the decisions in Patterson v. McLean
Credit Union, Wards Cove, Lorance and the other 1989 Supreme Court
decisions for years to come, long after the effective date of the
bill which is purportedly intended to reverse those decisions.
Section 14 of the March 1 proposal states that the amendments
"shall not apply to any claim arising before the effective date of
this Act." Because cases often take years to litigate, hundreds
of cases now pending at the EEOC or in court would under this plan
continue to be decided under the old decisions.

For example, a disparate impact violation which occurs one day
before the effective date of this Act might be litigated until the
year 200C and during that entire time the trial and appellate
courts would have to apply the legal standards in Wards Cove, not
those in the new Act. This proposal is absurd on its face. Like
earlier White House proposals, this plan also would provide no
relief at all to victims who lost their case solely because of the
Supreme Court's erroneous decisions in 1989. This includes Brenda
Patterson and more than 300 other victims of intentional racial
discrimination whose cases have been dismissed since the Patterson
decision.

6
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lUS. Deprtuent iJusice

Civil Rights Division

Oflcv of the A aut A ttnwy G~Ws hka~h*t. D.C 205)0

February 7, 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Re: Impact of 1989 Supreme Court Decisions

This responds to your request for a report regarding the
impact of the Supreme Court's major civil rights decisions of
1989. Following the decisions, the President assigned to the
Department of Justice responsibility for monitoring their impact
tb determine whether corrective legislation was necessary. As
you know, the Administration previously concluded in light of
this monitoring that legislation was appropriate to address
Pattrson v. McLean Credit Union, 109 S. Ct. 2363 (1989), andLoaj v. AT&T Technologies. Inc., 109 S. Ct. 2261 (1989). The
Civil Rights Division has continued to monitor the application by-
lower courts of Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 109 S. Ct. 1775
(1989), Martin v. Wilks, 109 S. Ct. 2180 (1989), and Wards CoyePacking Co. v. Atonio, 109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989). This memorandum
summarizes our findings thus far. Attached to the memorandum are
summaries of the significant decisions pursuant to each case.

In Price Waterhouse, a plurality of the Court held that in acase in'which the employer had multiple motives for an employment
decision, if the plaintiff shows that one of those motives was
the impermissible consideration of sex or race, the burden then
shifts to the employerhopersuade the court that it would have
made the same deci io,even if it had not considered the
impermissible crtrn. The decision has worked favorably for
plaintiffs: of the reported lower court decisions in the 18
months since the Price Waterhouse decision, 15 of 19 have been
victories for plaintiffs. This is not surprising, given that the
approach taken by the Court (Justice Brennan wrote the plurality)
was as or more favorable to plaintiffs than the approach taken by
8 of the 11 courts of appeals to address the issue. And in the
four cases'plaintiffs lost, they would likely have lost before
Price-Waterhouse. The victorious plaintiffs have included Ann
Hopkins, the plaintiff in Price Waterhouse, who won a substantial
backpay award, attorney fees, and partnership in her accosting
firm. See Tab A. Accordingly, our analysis reveals that mixed
motive cases can still be brought and won.

In Wi1k, the Court held that individuals who had not been
parties to a decree could file a lawsuit challenging a Title VIIdecree as unlawful quota relief that diminished their employment
opportunities. We have monitored the impact of this decision to
determine whether it would result in the wholesale disruption of
employment discrimination decrees. It does not seem to have
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produced this result. Thus far, a year and a half after the
decision, three Title VII decisions have been reported in which
Wjjs played a major role. None of these decisions overturned a
decree. See Tab B. While Wilks has allowed a number of claims
to be filed, it is hard to see why those plaintiffs are not
entitled to their day in court. Only meritorious suits --

ones in which a court found a violation of the law in the
challenged consent decree -- would ever result in the decree
being overturned.

Wards Cove clarified the evidentiary burdens in cases
brought under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C. 2000e && sea, alleging that an employer's practices have
disproportionately excluded individuals -- albeit not
intentionally -- on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. We have been monitoring Title VII disparate
impact cases available through computer-based research decided in
the eighteen months since Wards Cove. From the decisions we have
reviewed, we have identified 41 in which the elements of Wards
Ce were discussed as a significant basis of the decision. Of
these cases, 11 are not relevant to an analysis of the impact of
Wards Cove because plaintiffs failed to show a statistical
imbalance at all. These cases would have failed under AU
standard: pre-Wards Cove, post-Wards Cove, or even the standard
found in the bill vetoed by the President. The remaining 30
decisions have divided fairly evenly between plaintiffs and
defendants. Plaintiffs have been able to present prima facie
cases of disparate impact and, where final decisions have been
rendered, they have been able to win cases with fact situations
like those they won prior to Wards Cove. In all, there have been
11 rulings favorable to plaintiffs, including nine decisions on
the merits after a full application of the Wards Cove principles.
During this same eighteen month period, five decisions resulted
in nonfinal rulings, and defendants prevailed in the remaining
14. It should be noted that the cases that defendants won would
generally have been decided that way before Wards Cove; for
instance, two simply affirmed decisions in which district courts
had held for defendants prior to Wards Cove. See Tab C.

While numbers cannot tell the full story, our reading of the
cases indicates that since Wards Cove courts have continued to
examine carefully the business justification for challenged
practices. They have invalidated written and oral promotion and
selection tests, teacher certification examinations, reliance on
word of mouth hiring, the allocation of too much discretion to
those making hiring decisions, excessive reliance on interviews,
and a residence requirement for applicants for municipal
employment. And, in two cases, courts invalidated practices
because comparable alternatives existed that would not produce
the same disparate impact on minorities. These decisions
demonstrate that legitimate disparate impact claims can still be
brought and won.
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Let me add a few caveats. No amount of monitoring will ever
yield Oscientific proof.' we are necessarily limited to
published decisions, or those that can be uncovered through
computerized research; and, some of the decisions counted are not
final judgments. More fundamentally, of course, we must keep in
mind that the objective of Title VII and other civil rights
statutes is to eliminate discrimination in the workplace, and not
necessarily to permit any particular proportion of plaintiffs or
defendants to prevail.

Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division
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POST-PRICE WATERHOUSE DECISIONS

In the eighteen months since Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,
there have been 19 Title VII lower court decisions applying that
case. These rulings are summarized below. All but four of them
were favorable to plaintiffs.

I. DECISIONS FOR PLAINTIFFS

o Hopkins v. Price Waterhouse, No. 90-7099 (D.C. Cir. Dec. 4,
1990): On remand from the Supreme Court, the district court
awarded plaintiff partnership in the accounting firm,
attorney fees, and backpay, reduced by her failure to
mitigate damages. The court of appeals affirmed the
judgment of the district court.

o .Carter v. South Central Bell, 912 F.2d 832 (5th Cir. 1990):
Although the underlying allegation of discrimination failed
(for lack of finding of discriminatory motive or impact),
the court remanded the case for reconsideration of a
retaliatory discharge claim, which the district court had
denied. The court held that, pursuant to Price Waterhouse,
the burden shifted to the employer to prove that it would
have dismissed the plaintiff even if the plaintiff had not
pursued the claim of discrimination against the defendant.

0 Burns v. Gadsden State Community College, 908 F.2d 1512
(11th Cir. 1990): The court of appeals reversed a grant of
summary judgment against the plaintiff in a sex discrimina-
tion hiring case, holding that the plaintiff had produced
sufficient evidence of direct discrimination to shift the
burden, pursuant to Price Waterhouse, to the employer.

o Caban-Wheeler v. Elsea, 904 F.2d 1549 (11th Cir. 1990): The
district court found that the plaintiff had not made out
case of national origin discrimination. The court of
appeals remanded the case because the district court failed
to make any reference to the plaintiff's proffer of direct
evidence of discrimination. Since direct evidence of
discrimination could necessitate shifting the burden of
proof'to the employer to show that the same decision would
have been made absent the discrimination, the district court
was required to state specifically whether or not it
believed plaintiff's evidence.

S Jones v. Jones Bros. Const. CorD., 879 F.2d 295 (7th Cir.
1989): The district court's arguably appropriate judgment
in favor of the plaintiff in a sex discrimination action was
remanded because of insufficient factual findings. The
district court should also consider Opossible application"
of Price Waterhouse. On remand, the district court found
Price Waterhouse inapplicable and reinstated the judgment
for the plaintiff (716 F. Supp. 1122 (N.D. I11. 1989)).
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o KgWltman v. International Pager Co., 875 F.2d 468 (5th Cir.
1989): The plaintiff raised an issue of material fact
concerning the defendant's motivation behind denying her
promotion under the standards established by both Texas
DeD't of Community Affairs v. Burdine, 450 U.S. 248 (1981),
and Price Waterhouse. Summary judgment for the defendant
was reversed and the case was remanded for full trial on
merits.

0 Jew v. University of Iowa, 749 F. Supp. 946 (S.D. Iowa
1990): Female professor established that sex played a role
in the vote of the senior faculty to deny her promotion to
full professor, and the university failed to show that it
would have made the same decision absent the impermissible
motivation.

o Faust v. Hilton Hotels Corp., Civ. A. No. 88-2640 (E.D. La.
Apr. 18, 1990): Female plaintiff established that her
removal from her job and replacement by a male was in part
motivated by sex and amounted to a constructive discharge.

o Halbroo v. Reichhold Chemicals, Inc., 735 F. Supp. 121
(S.D.N.Y. 1990): Female plaintiff offered sufficient
evidence, pursuant to Price Waterhouse, that sex played a
role in the defendant's refusal to promote her to the
position of general counsel to defeat the defendant's motion
for summary judgment.

o United States v. City of Montaomery, 744 F. Supp. 1074 (M.D.
Ali. 1989), aff'd without published opinion, 911 F.2d 741
(11th Cir. 1990): Four police officers challenged the
selection of a white male to be deputy chief. The court
held that the four officers had established that retaliation
for their participation in a prior Title VII suit had been a
factor in the failure to consider the plaintiffs for the
position and, pursuant to Price Waterhouse, held that the
defendant had failed to show that it would have made the
same decision absent the retaliatory motive.

o Jindal v. New York State Office of Mental Health, 728 F.
Supp. 1072 (S.D.N.Y. 1990): The plaintiff showed that the
defendant's proffered explanation of why he was not promoted
was a pretext for discrimination, and the defendant failed
to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that plaintiff
would not have been promoted absent the discrimination.

0 ingletar v. Lne, 53 Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,795 (N.D. Ill.
1990): The plaintiff prevailed on his race discrimination
claim. After the plaintiff presented direct evidence of
discrimination, the defendants failed to carry their burden
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of establishing that they would have taken the same actions
absent the impermissible influence of plaintiff's race.

o Kelly v. Metro-North Commuter R.R., 51 FEP Cases 1136
(S.D.N.Y. 1989): The plaintiff tendered direct evidence of
religious discrimination. The defendant therefore was
required to establish by a preponderance of the evidence
that the plaintiff would have been fired absent the
religion-based animus. Summary judgment for the defendant
was denied.

o Nichls v. ACME Markets. Inc., 712 F. Supp. 488 (E.D. 1989),
aff'd without published opinion, 902 F.2d 1561 (3d Cir.
1990): The defendant's motion for summary judgment was
denied. Whether race played a motivating part in the
defendant's decision to fire the plaintiff, and, if it did,
whether the defendant would have made the same decision in
its absence, were found to constitute genuine issues of
material fact.

o Richardson v. Lamar County Bd. of Educ., 729 F. Supp. 806
(M.D. Ala. 1989): The court rejected a school board's
defense that it should prevail under Price Waterhous, on the
plaintiff's disparate impact claim. Evidence did not
support the school board's argument that it would not have
rehired plaintiff even if she had possessed a permanent
teaching certificate.

II. DECISIONS FOR DEFENDANTS

0 L= v. Alton Packaaina Corm., 901 F.2d 920 (11th Cir.
1990): Although the plaintiff produced sufficient evidence
of racial discrimination to shift burden of rebuttal to
employer, the employer established that the plaintiff would
not have received promotion even if race were not
considered.

o Youn v. City of Houston. Tex., 906 F.2d 177 (5th Cir.
1990): The district court dismissed a white male employee's
claim of discriminatory discharge. The court of appeals
held that the city articulated nonpretextual, nondiscrimi-
natory reasons for firing the employee. A supervisor's
references to the employee as "white token" and "whit#
faggot" were not enough to require that the burden of proof
be shifted to the City.

0 Gautie v. Watkins, 747 F. Supp. 82 (D.D.C. 1990): The
court assumed for purposes of the decision that the white
plaintiff had made out a prima face case of discrimination
regarding his non-selection for a vacancy within the federal
agency in which he worked. The court found, however, that
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the black person who was selected was a superior choice and
was not selected because of the color of his skin.

o Brown v. Amoco Production Co., Civ. A. No. 87-2327 (E.D. La.
Aug. 1, 1989): While the evidence showed that race may have
played some part in the decision to terminate the plaintiff,
the defendant proved that it would have fired him in any
event, because of his failure to complete assignments on
time and his refusal to do an assignment.
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POST-MARTIN V. WILKS DECISIONS

A number of actions have been filed since the decision --
many of which might not have survived a motion to dismiss prior
to the decision -- but there has been only one reported decision
on the merits of the underlying decree, and that has been
reversed on appeal. And, in another decision, the collateral
challenge was barred because the court found there to be
sufficient identity of interests.

This absence of reported decisions may reflect .he fact that
these complaints present difficult and legitimate is ues.
Indeed, setting the party alignment may take considerable time
and litigation. See Jansen v. City of Cincinnati, 904 F.2d 336
(6th Cir. 1990) (permitting black members of class whose original
suit produced consent decree covering firefighter hiring to
intervene -- after district court denied intervention -- in
action filed by white applicants challenging affirmative action
requirements of original decree). The delay may also reflect
reluctance on the part of district courts to throw out decrees
that they entered. The following is a summary of the reported
employment discrimination decisions dealing with Martin v. Wilks.

Van Pool v. City and County of San Francisco, C-89-4304 MHP,
C-84-7098 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 10, 1990): The court granted
summary judgment for the defendants against white
firefighters who filed a collateral challenge to a consent
decree containing numerical promotion requirements based on
race. The court held that the collateral challenges were
barred because the white firefighters' interests had been
"virtually represented" by the union, which had intervened
as a defendant in the original action and had vigorously
presented all of the white firefighters' contentions
regarding the invalidity of the decree. Even though the
individual white firefighters had not been parties to the
suit, the court -- distinguishing Martin v. Wilks -- held
that there was sufficient identity of interests between the
white firefighters and the union that the white firefighters
were estopped from relitigating the validity of the decree's
numerical promotion provisions.

o M=n V. City of Albany, 883 F.2d 999 (11th Cir. 1989): The
court reversed summary judgment in favor of the defendant
and remanded the case for consideration of the plaintiff's
challenge to a litigated decree, pursuant to which the city
alternated hiring a white person and a black person for
single person offices as a means of complying with the
decree's requirement that it hire 50% black and 50% white
applicants for municipal employment. The court held that
the plaintiff was entitled, pursuant to Mart v. Wilks, to
challenge the decree, since he had not been a party in the
prior case and was not in sufficient privity with the city
to have had his interests represented adequately.
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0 nryjj v. City of Gadsden, 715 F. Supp. 1065 (N.D. Ala.
1989), aff'd in part and rev'd in part without published
opinion, 909 F.2d 1491 (11th Cir. 1990): The court rejected
on the merits the challenge of white firefighters to a
consent decree providing for a one-to-one hiring ratio of
black and white firefighters. The court held that a prima
face case of discrimination was established by the complete
absence of blacks from the fire department and that the
decree did not unnecessarily trammel the rights of whites,
since the advancement of-the white plaintiffs in the fire
department had not been impeded. On appeal, the Eleventh
Circuit, in an unpublished opinion, reversed and remanded
the case for full trial of the white firefighters' equal
protection claims.

In addition to those noted above, there remain unresolved
challenges that the Civil Rights Division is aware of in Boston
(firefighter applicants, police applicants, police promotions),
Oakland (firefighters), Toledo (firefighters), San Francisco
(police), Birmingham (firefighters and sheriffs), Omaha (police),
Chicago (police), Miami (firefighters), and Memphis
(firefighters).

In sum, none of the collateral challenges to employment
discrimination decrees avaA.lAhbl-through computer-based research
have been finally decided bn the merits of the underlying decree.
Thus, insofar as the Civil" Rights Division has been able to
determine, none of these decisions has yet resulted in the
overturning of a decree.
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POST-WARDS COVE TITLE VII DECISIONS

Summarized below are the disparate impact Title VII cases
decided during the 18-month period following Wards Cove, in which
Wards Cove was discussed as a basis of decision.

I. DECISIONS FOR PLAINTIFFS AFTER WARDS COVE

A. Cases Holding Disparate Impact Violations After WardsCove

o NAsh v. Consolidated City of Jacksonville. Duval County,
Fla , 905 F.2d 355 (11th Cir.), petition for cert. filed,
No. 90-1016 (Dec. 26, 1990): On remand from the Supreme
Court for reconsideration in light of Wards Cove, the court
held the = a& plaintiff's statistical evidence sufficient
and concluded that plaintiff had identified a specific
practice that caused the disparate impact. The court
reinstated its prior opinion holding that the firefighter
promotion examination at issue was discriminatory.

S Green v. USX Corp., 896 F.2d 801 (3d Cir.), cert. denied,
111 S. Ct. 53 (1990): On remand from the Supreme Court for
reconsideration in light of Wards Cove, the Third Circuit
reaffirmed its conclusion that USX had violated Title VII by
engaging in employment practices that disparately affected
blacks. It approved the use of applicant flow data for
unskilled positions, held that the employment interview had
been identified sufficiently as a discriminatory hiring
practice, and found USX's business justification
insufficient. The court reversed its prior holding that USX
had engaged in intentional discrimination, but it does not
appear that Wards Cove had any bearing on that point.

S Richardson v. Lamar County Board of Education, 729 F. Supp.
806 (M.D. Ala. 1989): A teacher who lost her job because of
failure to pass the relevant state teacher certification
tests successfully challenged the test -- pursuant to the
standard announced in Wards Cove -- as producing a disparate
racial impact in violation of Title VII. The court ordered
her reinstatement.

o BridaeDort Guardians. Inc. v. City of Bridaeport, 735 F.
Supp. 1126 (D. Conn. 1990): Plaintiffs succeeded in
showing, pursuant to Wards Cove, that an alternative
selection procedure for police sergeants with less disparate
impact on black and Hispanic candidates could be
implemented.

S NAACP v. Town of Harrison, 749 F. Supp. 1327 (D.N.J. 1990):
Black plaintiffs successfully challenged the town's
requirement that applicants for police, fire, and municipal
employment be residents of the town, which was 99.8% non-
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black. The town had never hired a black employee, while
private employers in the town had a workforce that was 22%
black. The court found a significant statistical disparity
between the labor pool and hirings and that the residency
requirement was the cause of the disparity because it
virtually eliminated blacks from consideration. The court
rejected the town's business justifications.

o MRo v. Buckeva Cellulose CorD., 733 F. Supp. 344 (M.D. Ga.
1989), order supplemented, 733 F. Supp. 363 (M.D. Ga. 1990):
Black employees successfully challenged a pay and promotion
system by establishing, pursuant to Wr C , that a less
discriminatory alternative existed.

o Sldg v. J.P. Stevens & Co., 52 Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,537
(E.D.N.C. 1989): The district court reaffirmed findings of
disparate impact discrimination in hiring made prior to

o = v. Andrew Corp., 51 Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,364 (N.D. Ill.
1989): on reconsideration following W, a
magistrate reaffirmed the finding that the employer had
discriminated against blacks in hiring and recruiting office
and clerical workers. The court reaffirmed the sufficiency
of the statistical proof and its link to the specific
practice of word of mouth recruiting by the employer's white
clerical and office staff. The magistrate found that the
employer's cost justification was inadequate.

o Thomas v. Washington County School Board, 915 F.2d 922 (4th
Cir. 1990): The court of appeals held that the school board
had violated Title VII in its hiring of teachers by relying
on word-of-mouth hiring and nepotism, both of which had a
disparate impact on blacks. The court reversed the district
court's refusal to issue an injunction and directed it to
fashion relief that would require the board to advertise
vacancies, fill them by a process that was not influenced by
race, and prohibit the board from giving preference to
relatives of employees.

B. Interlocutory Rulings AoDlvina Wards Cove

o Zg&iiJ v. NA=, 897 F.2d 1435 (8th Cir. 1990): After the
court of appeals ruled for the defendant, the Supreme Court
remanded for further consideration. On remand, the district
court ruled in favor of the defendant, but the court of
appeals, pursuant to o, held that the plaintiff had
established a 2ri a facgt case of discrimLnation on the
basis of race in promotions. The court remanded' to the
district court for consideration of business justification
and the existence of alternatives to the practices at issue.
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0 MayfLeld v. Thornburgh, 741 F. Supp. 284 (D.D.C. 1990):
Black plaintiffs, who claimed discrimination in promotions
in the Tax Division of the Department of Justice, alleged a
sufficient statistical disparity and adequately identified
specific practices alleged to have caused the disparity in-
order to survive a motion for summary judgment pursuant to
Wards C~ye.

II. DECISIONS FOR DEFENDANTS AFTER WARDS COVE

A. Cases In Which There Was An Insufficient Showing Of A
Statistical Disparity

S Mallory v. Booth Refrigeration Supplv Co.. Inc., 882 F.2d
908 (4th Cir. 1989): The Fourth Circuit affirmed a decision
of the district court, entered before Wards Cove, that
plaintiffs, two black clerical employees of the company, had
not been denied promotions to supervisory positions because
of their race. In response to plaintiffs' arguments that
the district court should have analyzed their claims under
the disparate impact theory as well as disparate treatment,
the court concluded that plaintiffs could not have prevailed
on that theory, because they did not show how many employees
in the pool of clerical workers were qualified to become
supervisors. Thus, they did not establish a m face
case of disparate impact and therefore the judgment would
have been affirmed notwithstanding Wards Cgve.

o ill v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Co., 885 F.2d 804 (11th
Cir. 1989): Five black railroad carmen alleged
discrimination in promotion to foreman. While finding that
one plaintiff was the victim of disparate treatment, the
district court, in its pre-Wards Cove decision, found no
disparate impact. The Eleventh Circuit affirmed the lower
court's pre-Wards Cove judgment, holding that plaintiffs'
statistics did not make out a grima f case.

o Walls v. City of Petersbura, 895 F.2d 188 (4th Cir. 1989):
Plaintiff, a black former employee of the city who was
discharged for refusing to fill out a background
questionnaire, claimed that her discharge was discriminatory
on the aeserted ground that the questionnaire had a
disparate impact on blacks. The district court granted
summary judgment for the city, and the Fourth Circuit
affirmed. The Court held that plaintiff had failed to prove
the city's employment practice had a disparate impact
against blacks. It stated in part as follows (895 F.2d at
191): 'Walls has failed to satisfy her prima facie burden.
She bases her claim on the speculation that, had she filled
out the form, she would have been subject to some form of
adverse job action based on her answers and that, in
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general, blacks would be subject to such action
disproportionately to whites based on a statistical analysis
of their likely responses. This is completely speculative.
She offers no evidence that anyone, black or white, has ever
been terminated or otherwise adversely affected as ---isu-lt
of their answers to the questionnaire. Speculation as to
the potential for disparate impact cannot serve as evidence
of such impact itself.' Since the Supreme Court's
enunciation of the disparate impact theory, in GrLgga v.
Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971), plaintiffs always have
been required to demonstrate that an employment practice has
disparate impact, and we know of no case, pre- or post-Wards
Cove, which allows speculation to substitute for such
demonstration.

0 Harris v. Il, 717 F. Supp. 870 (D.D.C. 1989): Plaintiff,
a GM-14 employee in the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS)
component of the Department of Agriculture, claimed that by
refusing to allow his conversion to the Foreign Service and
by failing to promote him to GM-15, defendant discriminated
against him because of his race, black, under both a
'disparate treatment' and a 'disparate impact' theory. The
district court ruled that the plaintiff had proven neither
disparate treatment nor disparate impact. As to plaintiff's
claim of disparate impact, the court held that he had not
established a 2rimu face case since he failed to show: (1)
the number of black candidates who were qualified or applied
for upper level positions in the FAS; (2) which of the
nonapplicant blacks actually wanted such jobs or possessed
the requisite qualifications; or (3) what employment
practice was causing the alleged underrepresentation of
blacks in the upper level positions. It thus appears that
it was plaintiff's paucity of factual proof that determined
the result in this case.

o EO v. Carolina Freight Carriers Corp., 723 F. Supp. 734
(S.D. Fla. 1989): In this case, the EEOC challenged as
having an unlawful discriminatory impact on Hispanics the
company's policy that barred employment to applicants with a
felony, theft, or larceny conviction resulting in an active
prison sentence. The complaining witness, a Hispanic male,
had previously been convicted of a felony, larceny, and had
served in prison. The court found, inter j.J , that the
EEOC had failed to prove, by a preponderance of the
evidence, that there was a significant imbalance of
Hispanics at the company's terminal in question (Fort
Lauderdale) or that any alleged disparity was caused by the
company's conviction polly. These findings would have
defeated plaintiff's case prior to Wards Cove.

o fAy.L v. Alabama Department of Education, Civil Action No.
82-6-1411-S (N.D. Ala. June 28, 1990): Plaintiffs, black
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employees of the Alabama Department of Education, contended
that defendant unlawfully denied blacks appointment to the
position of Assistant Unit Supervisor (AUS) which, in turn,
denied them access to higher supervisory positions. The
d itrct court entered judgment for defendant. The court
found that, during the period of time under review,
defendant had appointed 27 whites and six blacks to the
position of AUS. The court determined that those
appointment figures were meaningless, absent a comparison
with the a liability of blacks in those feeder positions
from whi&App..i. S positions are made; and that
such comparison reflected no significant racial difference
in the-appontment of employees from the feeder positions to
that of AUS. In this regard, the court made note of the
analyses and testimony of defendant's expert that the
proportion of AUS appointments to blacks in fact was
slightly higher than their proportion in AUS feeder
positions. Lastly, the court found that there was no "line
of progression" from AUS to a higher supervisory position,
and that both blacks and whites had become supervisors
without having been AUS's. It appears that, on the factual
record before the court in this case, plaintiffs would not
have prevailed pre-WArds Cov,.

0 McConnell v. Noranda Aluminum. Inc., 735 F. Supp. 929 (E.D.
Mo. 1990): A female plaintiff alleged both intentional and
disparate impact discrimination based on her allegation that
she was fired because of her husband's membership in a
union. The court found no discrimination. Regarding
disparate impact, it held that there was no evidence to show
that the employer had a policy of firing spouses of union
members or, even if it had such a policy, that it produced a
disparate impact on-women (the plaintiff was the only such
spouse employed by defendant). The plaintiff's allegation
that the firing of temporary employees during strikes
produced a disparate impact on women failed for a similar
lack of statistical proof. Both claims would likely have
been dismissed prior to d C .

o Cr . Dulmison. Inc., 714 F. Supp. 1200 (M.D. Ga. 1989):
In a case that was largely an unsuccessful disparate
treatment challenge to a seniority system, the court held
that the plainirz had also failed to produce sufficient
statistical evidence to create even-an inference of

- disparate racial-impact resulting from the employer's
compensation system or its method of determining
participation in on-the-job training opportunities. The
outcome would not have been different before .

o aXQarv v. State of Illinois, 51 FEP Cases 652 (N.D. Ill.
1989): The female plaintiff challenged two nf her
employer's leave policies as discriminating against pregnant
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women. First, she alleged that the policy of requiring all
employees who are physically unable to perform their jobs to
take a non-occupational leave resulted in a disparate impact
on pregnant women. The court held that she failed "to point
to any credible evidence in support of this claim.m She
next contended that the policy of requiring disabled
employees to return to their jobs within six months or be
terminated had a disparate impact on pregnant women. The
court found that she had failed to produce any evidence of
the actual impact of this policy, instead basing her
argument on hypotheses. On the factual record before the
court, this case would undoubtedly have been decided the
same way before Wards Cove.

0 Doula v. Marsh, No. 88-1781 (9th Cir. Feb. 7, 1990): The
black plaintiff alleged that the Army's promotion pattern
showed a disparate impact on blacks, but failed to make out
a p fajj case in that "he did not introduce any
statistical evidence to show that black employees were
promoted differently than other employees, or even that any
black employees had applied for the positions from which
they were allegedly precluded." This court would have
reached the same result prior to Wards Cove.

o Deshields v. Baltimore City Fire Department, No. 88-3152
(4th Cir. Aug. 24, 1989):_ The black plaintiff challenged
the promotion exam and method of rank ordering candidates
for promotion to firefighter battalion chief. The district
court held and the court of appeals affirmed in an
unpublished opinion that the plaintiff had failed to make
out a statistical case. The data were insufficient to draw
reliable statistical conclusions. This decision was
unaffected by ards Cove.

B. Cases DSided By District Court In Defendants' Favor
Pior To Wards Cove And Affirmed After Wards Cove

0 International Union. UAW v. Johnson Controls". Inc.,, 886 F.2d
871 (7th Cir. 1989): In this case, unions and employees
challenged ar constituting sex discrimination the employer's
fetal protection policy that precludes fertile women from
working in high lead exposure positions in its battery
manufacturing operakion. The district court granted summary
judgment for the employer in 1988, prior to _ CS, and
the Seventh Circuit, sitting An DaWO affirmed. The Supreme
Court granted a writ of certiorari and the United States has
filed a brief a's amicus curiae arguing that the case is not
subject to disp.trate impact analysis but rather presents a
question of disparate treatment and that the judgment should
be reversed and the case remanded.
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Zamlen v. City of Cleveland, 906 F.2d 209 (6th Cir. 1990):
In this case, the district court held, in a Pr-WAdsC,
decision, that the city's 1983 firefighter examination was
not unlawful because, although the examination had an
adverse impact against women, the city had shown that the
examination was valid and job related. VMLktl±~kl~" v.
City of Cleveland; Zamlen v. City oi Cleveland, 686 F. Supp.
631 (N.D. Ohio 1988). The district court found that the
City had demonstrated the examination's validity under all
three of the methods sanctioned by thi Uniform Guidelines:
content validity, criterion validity and construct validity.
The court also held that plaintiffs had failed to establish
the existence of an alternative selection device with
utility comparable to the 1983 examination that would have a
less adverse impact on females. 686 F. Supp. 631 (N.D. Ohio
1988). We did not take an appeal from the lower court's
judgment; and the Sixth Circuit affirmed the lower court's
judgment on appeal by private plaintiffs.

C. Decisions For Defendants After Wards Cove

o Beard~U v. Gulf Oil CorD., 890 F.2d 735 (5th Cir. 1989):
The Fifth Circuit affirmed the district court's findings
that the tests used by the company to determine which
employees were eligible for-promotion to journeyman
craftsmen at its Port Arthur, Texas refinery were job
related and lawful under Title VII and, therefore, did not
discriminate against the plaintiffs, black present and
former employees of the company. The district court had
found the tests to be statistically significantly correlated
with performance in the crafts of boilermaker and pipefitter
and had further found that the most important abilities for
boilermakers or pipefitters were closely related to the most
important abilities for all of the other crafts, and that
therefore the tests were job related for all oV the crafts.
Approving the district court's approach as reasonable, the
Court of Appeals noted that a similar approach had been
followed earlier by another district court in the Fifth
Circuit" in 1981, prior toWa v. Cormier v. P.P.G.
Indurij. Inc., 519 F.Supp. 211, 259 (W.D. La. 1981),
aff'd, 702 F.2d 567 (5th Cir. 1983). Indeed, in a prior
opinion, the Court of Appeals in DInraz had invited the
lower court to consider this approach. Bnarjd lV, 841 F.2d
547, 567 n.54 (5th Cir. 1988). It is thus unlikely that the
Court's affirmance of the lower court's decision turned on

o LM v. Woods, 717 F. Supp. 886 (D.D.C. 1989): Plaintiff, a
Foreign Service Officer with the Agency for International
Development and a native of Taiwan, claimed that AID
discriminated against his on the basis of his national
origin by referring to his accent in several different
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employee evaluations and otherwise treating him in a
disparate manner. The district court ruled that plaintiff
did not prove discrimination. The court noted that it was
unclear from plaintiff's pleadings or the manner in which he
tried his case whether he was alleging a disparate impact
theory of discrimination. Assuming that he was, however,
the court found that he failed to make a prima fa .i showing
of discrimination because he did not identify the practices
alleged to be responsible for this disparity.

0 Dowdy v. Municipality of Monroeville, 50 Fair Empl. Prac.
Cas. 557 (W.D. Pa. 1989): Three black non-resident
sanitation workers, who were furloughed pursuant to a
municipal ordinance that required the laying off of non-
resident employees before resident employees, challenged the
ordinance on the ground that it produced unlawful disparate
impact because only four percent of municipal residents were
black. Plaintiffs stipulated that their furloughs were not
the result of discriminatory intent on the part of the
municipality; and the EEOC previously had found that the
municipality had not violated Title VII. Prior to the
furloughs, there were fourteen sanitation employees, seven
of whom were residents (three blacks and four whites) and
seven of whom were non-residents (all blacks). As a result
of the furloughs, the black percentage of sanitation
employees went from 71.4% (10/14) to 63.6% (7/11) The
district court granted summary judgment for defendant
municipality, finding that the percentage of black
sanitation workers after the furloughs (63.6%) far exceeded
their percentage in the relevant labor market.

o Black Law Enforcement Officers Ass'n v. City of Akron, 52
Empl. Prac. Dec. 39,510 (N.D. Ohio 1989): Plaintiffs, an
association of black police officers and individual black
officers, contended that the promotional process utilized by
the city's police department -- which included written
examinations, service ratings and seniority -- had a
disparate impact upon black officers. After a trial on the
merits, the district court entered judgment for the city,
concluding that plaintiffs had failed to make a RXma facie
showing that the components of the promotional process they
challenged "caused any disparate impact on black officers."
". at 60, 315. Such failure would have caused plaintiffs
to lose even before WardsLCove. In an unpublished opinion,
the Sixth Circuit affirmed the judgment of the lower court.
Black Law Enforcement Officers Ass'n v. City of Akron, No.
89-3743 (6th Cir. Dec. 11, 1990).

o United.Ass'n of Black Landscapers v. City of Milwaukee, 736
F. Supp. 206 (E.D. Wis. 1990): In an action in which
plaintiffs contended that the city failed to promote
qualified blacks to supervisory positions in its forestry
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department, and that there were disproportionately more
blacks in one lower-paying division of the department than
in another higher-paying division, the district court
granted summary judgment for defendants. While plaintiffs
had alleged that the racial disparity in supervisory
positions resulted from the city's use of written
examinations and oral interviews, the court observed that
plaintiffs had offered no proof at all that those practices
caused the racial disparity. The court further observed
that plaintiffs had not even asserted that any qualifi d
blacks had applied for positions in the higher-paying
division and had been denied. In light of the factual
shortcomings of plaintiffs' proof, the Seventh Circuit
affirmed the decision of the lower court. United Ass'n of
Black Landscagers v. City of Milwaukee, 916 F.2d 1261 (7th
Cir. 1990).

S Sandoval v. Saticoy Lemon AsS'n, 747 F. Supp. 1373 (C.D.
Cal. 1990): After merger of two employers into defendant-
Saticoy, defendant closed one plant and immediately hired
workers for another using the seniority list of the
extinguished employer, rather than its own seniority list,
which would have resulted in hiring significantly more
women. The court accepted the defendant's justification
that it was imperative to staff the plant quickly to process
ripe fruit and that the use of its own seniority list would
have placed less experienced workers in these jobs. This
factual showing would likely have resulted in a judgment for
defendant prior to Wards Cove. In the same opinion,
however, the court found that defendant had discriminated
intentionally against several women by channeling them into
jobs traditionally held by women.

0o Z v. 0 & G SDrina and Wire Forms Specialty C2o, 732 F.
Supp. 72 (N.D.-Ill. 1990): Following Wards Cyj, the
district court concluded that the EEOC had not established
that the defendant's reliance on word-of-mouth hiring had a
disparate impact on blacks. The court held that the
defendant had established a sufficient business
justification in that word of mouth hiring within the Polish
community ensured a ready source of workers with technical
training who were willing to work for low pay under poor
conditions. The court, however, found a pattern or practice
of disparate treatment of blacks and, significantly, entered
a judgment in favor of plaintiff. Thus, plaintiff
ultimately prevailed.

o Police Qfficers for Eaual Rights v. City of Columbus, 916
F.2d 1092 (6th Cir. 1990): Black police officers alleged
that the examination for promotion to lieutenant had a
disparate impact on blacks and was not sufficiently related
to the job. The district court held and the court of
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appeals affirmed that while the test did have a disparate
impact, it was sufficiently related to the knowledge that
would be required of a lieutenant.

0 Taylor v. James River Corp., 51 FEP Cases 893 (S.D. Ala.
1989): The black plaintiff challenged the process by which
employees were selected for the employer's apprenticeship
program for millwrights and pipefitters. Selections were
based on a battery of tests and an interview by a board of
examiners. The court held, inter , that the tests and
interview process, which had been designed by an expert in
employee sgaection practices, had been validated in
compliance with the EEOC's Uniform Guidelines on Em~loyee
Selection, 29 C.F.R. 160 S& sea., and were justified by
business necessity.

S Walters v. Treasury Department, No. 89-55429 (9th Cir. June
28, 1990): The black plaintiff alleged that the defendant
had discriminated on the basis of race in its failure to
select him for promotion to the position of senior
inspector. Specifically, he challenged defendant's relie'nce
on a "crediting plan," which determined how much weight
should be given to various factors and emphasized
participation on special enforcement teams and experience
with the computer system. The court affirmed in an
unpublished opinion the district court's holding that the
crediting plan served a legitimate business purpose. The
plan ensured that senior inspectors had knowledge of
appropriate search policies and facility with the computer
system.

o AjJBe V. Krogers. Inc.,, No. 89-3206 (6th Cir. Mar. 6, 1990):
The plaintiff alleged among other things that the employer
discriminated against her in failing to transfer her from a
cashier position to a position as an office worker. The
district court found that the plaintiff had established a
prima faci statistical case, but held that the employer had
produced a sufficient business justification. The court of
appeals noted that the district court had improperly relied
on statistics showing the number of blacks in the Toledo
area, rather tha%=comparing the number of blacks in the
relevant positions to the number of qualified blacks in the
labor market. It went on to affirm the district court's
finding that the employer had produced a sufficient business
justification, which was that office personnel must work
closely and smoothly together and be capable of exercising
authority. The plaintiff's employment history suggested
that she was not qualified.

o %E= v. Island Creek Coal Co., Civ. A. No. 88-0143-0(CS)
(W.D. Ky. Aug. 28, 1990): The female plaintiff challenged
the experience requirements for various positions in the
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safety department of the employer coal company. The court
held that she did not make out a prima fAcie case that the
requirements discriminated against women. At best, she
showed that women are newcomers to the coal business; the
court also held that she was less qualified than those
selected for the positions she sought, and that she did not
produce any evidence to overcome the employer's business
justification. It is unlikely that Wards Coye affected the
outcome of this case.

III. CASES REMANDED FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION OR SCHEDULED FOR
FURTHER PROCEEDINGS WITHOUT MERITS DECISION

o ~Evans v. City of Evanston, 881 F.2d 382 (7th Cir. 1989):
The court remanded for consideration whether scoring of a
firefighter physical agility test, which disproportionately
excluded women, violated Title VII after Wards Cove.

o EOC v. Joint ApprenticeshiD Committee, 895 F.2d 86 (2d Cir.
1990): The Second Circuit reversed and remanded for further
review the district court's pre-Wards Cove grant of summary
judgment on liability and the issuance of a preliminary
injunction in favor of the EEOC. Although the EEOC
established substantial disparities based on race and sex in
hiring, it did not make out a sufficient causal connection
between the disparities and particular employment practices.
The case was remanded for further proceedings, during which
the EEOC will have an opportunity to establish a causal
link.

S Davis v. City of Dallas, 748 F. Supp. 1165 (N.D. Tex.
1990): In the first phase of the litigation, the city's
hiring procedures for police officers were found to produce
a disparate impact on blacks. After a settlement in which
most of tte offending criteria were eliminated, the court
determined that three disputed criteria were justified by
business necessity, but scheduled further proceedings to
determine whether individual victims were entitled to relief
under'the structure outlined in WdC .

o Allen v. Seidman, 881 F.2d 375 (7th Cir. 1989): The court
affirmed the district court's holding that the employer had
produced a disparate racial impact by using a test for
promotion of bank examiners. It remanded for c nsideration
of whether the employer's justification, which had been
found insufficient, satisfied Wrds yg. The opinion
suggested that the justification might still be insufficient
and, after remand, the case settled favorably to the
plaintiffs.
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0 Black Fire Fighters Ass'n v. City of Dallas, Tex., 905 F.2d
63 (5th Cir. 1990): In an action brought by black
firefighters challenging the lawfulness of written
examinations and other criteria for promotion within the
city's fire department, the Fifth Circuit affirmed the lower
court's denial of a motion by plaintiffs to preliminarily
enjoin the city from making promotions based upon the
challenged examinations and other criteria. In affirming
the lower court,-the Court of Appeals was careful to point
out that it was -making no prediction concerning the outcome
of the case. The Court held that plaintiffs had not yet
shown a substantial likelihood of success, because they had
not made the necessary prima fac showing that the written
examinations and other criteria for promotion they
challenged had a disparate impact upon blacks. The Court
further agreed with the lower court that even had plaintiffs
made that showing, the equities were counterbalancing and,
accordingly, plaintiffs' motion was properly denied.
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ANALYSIS OF JUSTICE DEPARTMENT FEBRUARY 1. 1991
?EHORAND=4 ON THE IMPACT OF THE SUPREME COURT'S

A key purpose of the Civil Rights Act of 1991
is to reverse a series of Supreme Court decisions
in'1989 which misinterpreted Congressional fair
employment legislation and seriously weakened the
protections of our civil rights laws. The Juatice
Department's February 7 memorandum not only fails
to recognize the impact of these rulings, but also
represents a major step backwards for the Bush
Administration on the civil rights bill. Even as
he vetoed the Civil Rights Act of 1990 last year,
President Bush recognized the need to respond to
the Court rulings in five key cases -- the
Patterson, Lorance, Wars CvJ, Price-Waterhouse,
and ]ika decisions -- and proposed legislation
that was intended to at least partly counteract
the results of these rulings. Now, however, the
Justice Department asserts that three of these
very same decisions have had no major impact, and
opposes any legislative effort to respond
effectively to them. Indeed, the recent
Administration legislative proposal endorsed by
the Department fails to respond whatsoever to
klks and Price-Waterhouse, and would enact into
law key aspects of Wards Cov. This backwards
step towards confrontation seriously undermines
the Justice Department's position.

In fact, as demonstrated in detail in this
analysis, the Justice Department is flatly wrong
in asserting that the decisions in WrdsCove,,
Price-Waterhouse, and Wilks have had no impact.
Prior to the WAdgCva decision, employment law
was controlled by the Court's unanimous 1971
decision in the Grggsa case, under which
employment practices which have a proven
discriminatory impact are unlawful unless
justified by business necessity. Courts across the
country have recognized that W
fundamentally changed disparate impact law. In a
number of cases, Whrdg Cove has required the
courts to uphold employment practices that would
have been struck down as discriminatory under
riLgg . Indeed, in several cases, the courts had

specifically ruled that specific employment
practices were discriminatory, only to see those
decisions reversed as a direct result of HeradL

"Equelty In a &Mte PtaIr~. Detmocmvr Society"
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g . In fact, the positions taken recently by the Justice
Department itself ip several job bias cases show the impact of
Wards Cove. r

The Justice Department also fails to recognize the impact of
the Price-Waterhouse decision. Prior to Price-Waterhouse,
improper bias was always illegal in employment, even where other
more legitimate considerations were mixed into an employer's
motives in making decisions such as refusing to grant promotions.
This meant that even if the legitimate reasons prevented giving
an employee a promotion in a job bias case, the discrimination
itself would be ruled illegal and the employer could be stopped
from discriminating in the future. As a result of Price
Waterhouse, however, even blatant discrimination is perfectly
legal where non-discriminatory reasons would have led to the same
job decision. In fact, Price-Waterhouse has produced precisely
this result. In a number of cases, which are virtually ignored by
the Justice Department, the courts have ruled that even blatant
intentional discrimination must be considered legal as a result
of Price-Waterhouse.

The Justice Department's primary argument as to both Wards
Cove and Price-Waterhouse is that many job bias plaintiffs have
won their cases even after these decisions. This completely
misses the point. Of course these decisions have not made all job
discrimination legal. Bias remains so severe in some parts of the
workplace that even the Court's rulings cannot immunize it. But
as the decisions in the lower courts clearly recognize, Wards
Cove and Price-Waterhouse have significantly changed the law,
making it harder for some types of bias victims to obtain relief
and discouraging countless others from even trying.

The Justice Department also misses the point in its analysis
of the Wilks decision. In !lUks, the Supreme Court changed the
law and ruled that settlements and court-ordered remedies in job
bias cases can be challenged at any time, even years after they
are entered, by anyone who claims to be affected by them. The
Justice Department appears to concede that as a result of Wilks,
such litigation has been spawned and is continuing in many cities
across the country. It contends that Wilks has had no real
impact, however, because the courts have so far rejected such
challenges on their merits. This completely ignores the fact that
the harmful impact of Wilks has been to permit the unlimited
filing of such challenges to job bias decrees in the first place,
leading to potentially endless litigation and re-litigation and
discouraging settlement of discrimination cases. Indeed, the fact
that the challenges have been rejected on the merits underscores
the point that even completely meritless claims can cause serious
disruption, and that there is no good reason to permit such
challenges.

As the Justice Department itself concedes, the real

2
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objective of our fair employment laws is "to eliminate
discrimination in the workplace, and not necessarily to permit
any particular proportion of plaintiffs or defendants to
prevail." Measured against this standard, it is clear that the
Department has ignored the overall impact of the Court's rulings.
By legalizing even blatant discrimination under some
circumstances, by making it much harder to challenge job
practices with discriminatory impact, and by encouraging attacks
on job bias decrees, Price-Waterhouse, , and Wilks have
severely impeded our nation's continuing effort to eliminate
workplace discrimination. Coupled with the Court's decisions in
the Patterson and Lorance cases, the negative impact of which
even the Department does not dispute, the continuing harm caused
by these decisions makes a compelling case for the Civil Rights
Act of 1991.

3
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Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio

The Justice Department's analysis simply fails to recognize
the harsh impact which the Wards Covy decision has already had.
This impact is evident in three specific areas: Wards Cove's
overall effect on employment discrimination law, the specific
court decisions affected by Wards Cove, and the positions taken
by the Justice Department itself in actual litigation concerning
Wards Cove.

A. The overall impact of Wards Cove

Courts around the country have recognized that Wards Covq
has fundamentally changed Title VII law. Conservative appellate
court judge Richard Posner wrote for the Seventh Circuit that
Wards Cove had diluted the "necessity" in the "business necessity
test" and "modified the ground rules that most lower courts had
followed in disparate impact cases". Allen v. Seidman, 881 F. 2d
375, 377, 381 (7th Cir. 1989). The Third Circuit explained that
Wards Cove has created "significant changes in employment.
discrimination law." Green v. USX Corp., 846 F.2d 801, 804 (3d
Cir. 1990). The Eleventh Circuit commented that Wards Coey had
"overruled the existing law in the Circuit" on business
necessity. Hill v. Seabord Coast Line Railroad Co., 885 F.2d 804,
812 (11th Cir. 1989). See also, e.g., Hinton v. Board of
Trustees, 53 FEP cases 1475, 1478 (N.D. Ill. 1990)(stating that
Wards Cove "changed prior law" on defendant's burden to show
business necessity).

Even beyond Wards Cove's effect on particular cases, the
overall impact of the decision in changing the law has important
consequences. As a matter of law, Wards ove has "drastically
increased the difficulty of proving a disparate impact case, and
rendered some kinds of employment practices virtually immune from
disparate impact analysis." Holdemand, "Civil Rights in
Employment: the New Generation," 67 Den. U.L. Rev 1 (1990). The
result will inevitably be to discourage bias victims and lawyers
from even filing disparate impact cases, producing a serious
"chilling effect on the aspirations of racial minorities and
women." Rabinove, "Major U.S. Supreme Court Civil Rights and
Affirmative Action Decision", NYLS Jl. of Human Rights 9, 31
(1990).

B. Wards Cove's Impact on Particular Cases

Wards has also had a significant effect in a number of
important individual job bias cases. In at least a dozen cases,
Wars CSge either caused a court to vacate a previous decision
finding that an employment practice had an illegal disparate
impact, or contributed to a decision rejecting a job
discrimination claim. The Justice Department has failed to

4
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recognize the specific impact of WardLCove in these cases, and
in fact failed to mention several of these cases whatsoever.

In four cases, the courts had rules under Grigs that a job
practice had an illegal disparate impact, only to see C
force reversal or vacating of those decisions. A decision that a
city fire department had unlawfully discriminated against female
applicants was vacated and remanded as a result of Wards CovM in
Evans v. City of Evanston, 881 F. 2d 382 (7th Cir. 1989). Wards
Coe resulted in the vacating of a ruling in favor of a class of
minority bank examines in Allen v. Seidman, 881 F. 2d 375 (7th
Cir. 1989). The EEOC successfully proved that an electrician
apprenticeship program discriminated against women and
minorities, but the decision was vacated and remanded due to
Wards Cove in EEOC v. Joint Apprenticeship Co-m., 895 F. 2d 86
(2d Cir. 1990). And W required one court to vacate its
own prior decision that a "word of mouth" recruitment policy had
an unlawful disparate impact on minorities in EEOC v. Q & G
SDring and Wire Forms Specially Co., 732 F. Supp. 72 (N. D. Ill.
1990).'

Wards Cove's impact has also been significant in at least 8
other cases, most notably Bernard v. Gulf Oil Coro., 890 F. 2d
735 (5th Cir. 1989). Relying on Wards Cove, the court in Bernard
upheld a refinery's promotion practices which had a disparate
impact, even though there was absolutely no direct evidence that
the tests used ha4 any relation to job performance for three of
the job categories involved. In fact, studies revealed no
significant relationship at all between test scores and job
performance for these three jobs. Nevertheless, the court
effectively just essumed that the test was valid for these three
jobs even without isuch evidence, effectively overriding the
actual study results and directly contradicting Griggs.

While avoiding any contention that this extraordinary
holding can possibly be reconciled with Griggs, the Justice
Department's analysis of this case incorrectly claims that W
cove did not influence the result. It is true that a Fifth
Circuit decision handed down in the case the year before Wards
Cove had invited the lower court to consider this approach, but

I Although the Justice Department memo notes that Evans
and Allen were "remanded," it fails to acknowledge that the
practices in those cases were ruled illegal under Grigg prior to
Wards Cgye. Both Evans and Joint Anrenticeshi Comm. are still
pending in the lower courts. After the decision in their favor
was vacated in AllM, the plaintiffs settled their claim for
relief less favorable than previously ordered by the courts. In
O&G rin9lg, the court ruled that the employer had violated the
plaintiff's rights under the disparate treatment doctrine under
the specific facts of the-case.
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the Justice Department fails to mention that the 1988 decision
refused to determine whether such analysis would be-oliable.
That crucial question was left for later decision. See 841 F. 2d
at 568 note 56 ("We reserve consideration of the reliability of
this method and leave this determination to the district court.")
The Fifth Circuit's post-Wards Cove decision upholding these
analyses repeatedly relied on Wards Cove.

Other cases in which Wards Cove contributed to a decision
against job bias plaintiffs include:

o Police Officers for Equal Rights v. City of Columbus,
916 F. 2d 1092 (6th Cir. 1990): The court upheld a police
promotion exam despite a finding that the exam had a significant
disparate impact on black police officers. Important to the
court's decision was a ruling that, contrary to previous
challenges to such exams, the plaintiffs bore the burden of proof
on business necessity due to Wards Cove. The district court
ruled that in future cases, plaintiffs could be required under
Wards Cove to perform a complex multiple regression analysis to
show disparate impact, a requirement that would further harm bias
victims. Even the Justice Department does not contend that Wards
QMj had no impact in the case.

o Hinton v. Board of Trustees, 53 FEP Cases 1475 (N.D.
Ill. 1990): Even though it assumed that a hospital's lay-off
practices had a disparate impact on black employees, the court
ruled that under the change in law produced by Wards Cove, the
practices were legal. The Justice Department does not mention
the case.

o United Assoc. of Black Landscapers v. City of
Milwauke2, 916 F. 2d 1761 (7th Cir. 1990): The court rejected a
challenge to promotion practices in a city department that had
resulted in absolutely no blacks in 50 supervisory positions
during the entire history of the department because, under W
Cove, the specific employment practices had not been identified
with sufficient particularity. Even the Justice Department does
not maintain that Wards Cove had no impact on the case.

o Black Law Enforcement Officers v. City of Akron, 52 EPD
39510 (N.D. Ohio 1989): The court ruled against black police
officers challenging city promotion practices. Although the
Justice Department asserts that the plaintiffs would have lost
regardless of Wards gyU, both the lower court and the court of
appeals relied specifically on WardsCove in ruling that the
plaintiffs had not identified the practices causing the disparate
impact with sufficient particularity. The appellate court ruled
that plaintiffs must show which particular questions or parts of
a promotion test cause adverse impact based on Wrs t--a
requirement which, as discussed below, will make it even harder
to prevail in disparate impact cases.

6
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0 EEOC v. Carolina Freight Carriers CorD., 723 F. Supp.
A34 (S.D. Fla. 1989): The court rejected an EEOC claim that a

company poIlcy refusing V laire for life anyone convicted of
crime discriminated against Hispanics. Although the Justice
Department i& ti4 W s. did not influence the decision,
the court refused to consider an alternative 5-10-year ban
proposed by the EEOC as less discriminatory because WarsQCv
required the EEOC to bear the burden of proof on the issue and
specifically cited Wards Cove in reaching its decision.

o Abbot404. Fe- --l Forge. Inc., 912 F. 2d 867 (6th Cir.
1990): Citing Wrs Cv, the court upheld a moratorium on
hiring workers laid off at another plant because it would
decrease costs, despite a showing of disparate impact on older
workers under the ADEA. The Justice Department does not mention..... t..he7case.

o Lu y. Woods, 717 F. Supp. 886 (D.D.C. 1989): The court
ruled against a job bias claim by an Asian-American on the
grounds that the plaintiff had not specified precisely how each
identified practice had resulted in the alleged disparity as
required by Wards Cove. Even the Justice Department does not
contend that Ward gyg had no impact on the decision.

The Litioation Position of the Justice Devartment Itself

The Justice Department itself, in defending Title VII cases
brought against it, has been arguing that Wards Cov imposes o
plaintiffs a far greater burden of proof of disparate impact than
was required under Griggs. The litigation position of the
Justice Department is perhaps the clearest indication of its
position on the impact of WaLrLY, but is not mentioned in,
and in fact contradicts, its memorandum.

In Allen v. Seidman, 881 F. 2d 375, 378-79 (7th Cir. 1989),
the Justice Department claimed that disparate impact was not
shown by proof that 84% of white bank examiners passed a
promotional test for bank examiners, compared with only 39% of
black bank examiners passinSt. In that case, the Justice
Department claimed that, because of Ward3ve, plaintiffs had
the burden of performing a ctmplex statistical procedure called a
multiple regression analysis to show that it was the test, and
not difference in personal characteristics, which cause the
differences in test scores.

The court of appeals rejected the argument in taun
itself. But the district court in Police Officers for Eaual
Rights v. City of Columbus (C.A. No. C2-78-394, 8.D. Ohio,
February 5, 1990), a£l "I other uuszJLna, 916 F. 2d 1092 (6th
Cir., 1990), agreed that under WarsC.v a multiple regression

7
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analysis might have to be performed in order to show the
disparate impact of a promotional test for Police Lieutenant, but
held that the city had waived the point by failing to attack
plaintiff's proof of disparate impact on that basis. Putting
such a burden on plaintiffs would enormously increase the
difficulty and expense of proving dt*4ate impact.

In Allen v. Seidman, the Justice Department also argued that
plaintiffs were required "to pinpoint particular aspects of (the
test] that were unfavorable to blacks." 881 F. 2d at 381. The
Seventh Circuit rejected that argument. This argument was
accepted, however, in Black Law Enforcement Officers Association
v. City of Akron, uap. There, the court of appeals held that
plaintiff's showing of disparate impact in a promotional
examination must go beyond showing statistically significant
disparities-in promotion rates based on a rank-ordered
examination. In addition, plaintiffs must show which particular
questions or parts of the examination had the disparate impact.

The Justice Department's study on the impact of Wards Cove
discusses only the district court's opinion in the case, without
mentioning the novel holding of the court of appeals, in express
reliance on Wards Cove, that plaintiffs are required to break up
a test into parts in order to prove disparate impact. If the
courts generally adopt the approach suggested by the Justice
Department and upheld in the Akron case, this requirement will
greatly multiply the expense and difficulty of making adverse-
impact showings. Not only must plaintiffs make a showing as to
the test as a whole, they must also make showings for each
individual question (100 on some tests), and each individual sub
part of a test.

Much of the Justice Department's enforcement effort under
Title VII involves the enforcement of consent decrees. Those
decrees commonly include provisions requiring the defendants to
develop new selection procedures. If the new selection
procedures have disparate impact against minorities or women,
these decrees require the defendants to demonstrate that the
procedures are valid under the Uniform Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures, 29 C.F.R. 1607.1.

Since the issuance of the Wr Cove decision, the Justice
Department has attempted to avoid the impact of WrsCv in its
own cases by repeatedly arguing that WardsCox& does not apply to
its challenges to new selection procedures which have disparate
impact against minorities or women, and that as a matter of
contract the pre-arl rm yA law reflected in the Uniform
Guidelines should continue to govern those cases, g,.L, undated
1989 Memorandum of the United States in Support of Motion to
Terminate Interim Hiring Goals at 4, filed in United States v.

City of Buffalo, C.A. No. 73-414 (W.D.N.Y.). This position was

a
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accepted in an opinion reported at 721 F.Supp. 463 (W.D.N.Y.,
1989).

In defending Title VII cases brought against Federal
agencies, however, the Justice Department argues that Wareg Cye
substantially weakens plaintiffs' ability to prosecute theJir
cases. In addition to its arguments in Alln, the Justice
Department has filed a motion to decertify the Class in a case
against the Library of Congress, Cook v. Billinaton, C.A. No. 82-
0400 (D.D.C., motion filed June 20, 1990). What has changed,
says the Justice Department in its memorandum, is the entry of
the Wad o decision. It argues that plaintiffs cannot use
disparate impact theory to challenge subjective practices, as
allowed in Watson, unless the plaintiffs can identify some
precise mechanism by which the persons engaging in subjective
discrimination rigidly and uniformly discriminate. This is not
possible in a case such as C , plaintiffs are alleging the
manipulation of qualification requirements and promotional
procedure in a constantly-changing manner, and so the Justice
Department argues that Wards Cove does not allow a disparate
impact challenge tt excess subjectivity to be brought at all.

If the Justice Department truly believes that Wards Cove
makes no difference, it would not be making these arguments in
the cases it prosecutes, or in the cases it defends. In fairness
to Congress and the public, the Justice Department should not
make representations in its memorandum which differ so
dramatically from the representations it makes to the courts.

9
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Price Waterhouse v. HoDkins

The Department-of Justice's February 7, 1991, memorandum
fails to recognize the serious impact of the Price Waterhouse v.
ins decision. Prior to Price Waterhouse, the courts had

ruled that employers were always liable for Intentional
discrimination, even if legitimate considerations were mixed with
unlawful bias in motivating an employment decision, such as the
refusal to promote an employee. While an employee could not
obtain a promotion as a remedy in a job bias case if non-
discriminatory reasons would have caused-the same result, courts
in such cases did find the discrimination unlawful and could
order the employer to stop discriminating in the future and to
pay the plaintiff's attorneys fees. 2 In Price Waterhouge v.
Hopkins, however, the Supreme Court ruled that where an employer
can show that the same decision would have been made for non-
discriminatory reasons, even-blatant discrimination is perfectly
legal and courts may award no relief whatsoever.

The Justice Department's review of Price Waterhouse's impact
in the lower courts focuses exclusively on the number of
favorable rulings obtained by individual plaintiffs and
defendants. This numerical survey completely ignores the
fundamental question of whether proven, intentional
discrimination should be condoned by Title VII and unremedied in
the courts. The Justice Department's current position on this
question directly contradicts the earlier positions of both the
Reagan and Bush Administrations. In its Supreme court brief for
the government in Price Waterhouse itself, the Reagan Justice
Department stated that where non-discriminatory factors would
have produced the same employment action in the absence of
discrimination, the plaintiff is entitled to "an award of
attorney's fees and an injunction against future
discrimination." 3 In vetoing the Civil Rights Act last year,
President Bush also agreed that courts should be able to award

2 See, &.a., Bibbs v. Block, 778 F.2d 1318 (8th Cir. 1985);
King v. Transworld Airlines, Inc., 738 F.2d 255 (8th Cir. 1984);
Ostroff v. Employment Exchange, Inc., 638 F.2d 302 (9th Cir.
1982); Nanty v. Barrows Co., 660 F.2d 302 (9th Cir. 1981);
Roberts v. Fri, 29 F.E.P. Cases 1445 (D.C. Cir. 1980); seealso
EEOC Commission Decision No. 70-925, 72-0591, 72-0606, CCH EEOC
Decisions (1973) Pars. 6158, 6314, 6310; Commission Decision Non.
75-007 and 75-091, CCi EEOC Decisions (1983) Pars. 6436, 6528
(supporting the position that a finding of invidious motivation
is dispost ive of Title VII liability, leaving open only the scope
of appropriate remedy).

3 Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae at 24, V:-_ce
Waterhouse v. Hokins, 109 S. Ct. 1775 (1989) (No. 87-1167)
(citations omitted).

10
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relief for proven discrimination, and included a provision in his
alternative bill to provide such relief "consistently with the
principles enunciated in other civil rights cases" before Pric

xateIrigia.4 The Justice Department offers no explanation for
its apparent retreat from this position.

In fact, a reading of lower court opinions indicates that
Price Waterhouse has served to legitimate blatant discrimination
in the workplace. For example, in EEOC v. Alton Packagina
E .,5 the court found no Title VII liability, despite the fact
that the plaintiff provided direct proof that intentional
discrimination had played a role in the employer's promotion
process. The court found that one of the two persons who decider
not to promote the plaintiff had stated that "if it was his
company, he wouldn't hire any black people,"6 and the other
person making the decision had yelled at another black employee

-..... it, you people can't do a ------- thing right."
However, because the employer could show that the plaintiff would
not have been promoted even if the workplace were free from bias,
the defendant escaped all liability for its conduct under Price
Mnxehmas, and the plaintiff could not obtain injunctive relief
or attorneys fees. Because of Price Waterhouse, the same two
managers who harbor racial animus can continue to make promotion
decisions that affect black employees.

The Justice Department dismisses the Alton case with the
statement that "the plaintiff would not have received promotion
even if race were not considered." This completely misses the
point. No one has suggested that in such cases the employee
should receive a promotion. The Justice Department analysis,
however, ignores the fact that as a result of Price Waterhouse,
the employer in Alton may continue to discriminate in future
promotions. As courts had ruled before Price Waterhouse, Title
VII and the interests of justice require that courts have the
authority to remedy such blatant discrimination through awarding
attorneys fees and injunctive relief.

Price Waterhougs also legalized invidious discrimination in
Paic v. CIGNAr a case not even mentioned in the Justice
Department's survey. In Pajjg, the plaintiffs, two women, proved
that they had been repeatedly subjected to adverse employment
actions, and ultimately terminated, in connection with their

4 Section By Section Analysis of Proposed Administration

Bill (1990) at 3.

$ 901 F.2d 920 (11th Cir. 1990).

6 ML at 922.

1990 U.S Dist. LEXIS 16278 (E.D. Pa. 1iov. 30, 1990).

11
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efforts to obtain pay equity for women. After the company
finally approved the salary adjustments that the plaintiffs had
been requesting for ten years, the defendant's Director of Human
Resources warned the plaintiffs not to act like "shop stewards"
In informing their predominantly female staff that the pay raises
would not be retroactive, and threatened to hold the plaintiffs
personally responsible for any EEOC lawsuits. Another manager
involved in the adverse employment actions against the plaintiffs
had made several discriminatory remarks regarding women
employees, referring to them as "broads, bimbos and glorified
secretaries."

Although the court credited this evidence of discriminatory
motives, it found that legitimate, non-pretextual reasons would
have produced the same employment actions, and relied on Price
Waterhouse v. Hopkins to deny the plaintiffs any remedy
whatsoever. Consequently, the plaintiffs were unable to obtain
attorneys fees or injunctive relief to prevent future
discrimination. Because of Price Waterhouse, the employer in
Rjig succeeded in intentionally discriminating against female
employees without so much as a reprimand from the court.

Price Waterhouse has also forced other courts to ignore
evidence of bias in cases involving racial discrimination against
white as well as minority employees. For example, in v
Watkins,8 the court accepted the EEOC's finding that race played
a role in the determination not to promote a white employee, and
in Brcwn v. Amoco Production Co.,9 the court found that an
impermissible racial motive may have played some part in the
decision to terminate a black employee. After Price Waterhouse,
however, these impermissible racial criteria will continue to
factor into the decision-making process, because in both cases
the existence of non-discriminatory factors that would have
produced the same employment actions prevented the courts from
responding to the discrimination.

The Justice Department nevertheless asserts that Price
W arhou has not had a negative impact because many plaintiffs
have continued to win mixed-motive cases where employers failed
to prove that they would have taken the same action even if they
had not discriminated. This analysis completely misses the
point. It has never been suggested that Price WAterhouse would
make such cases more difficult for plaintiffs to win. However,
where employers can show that they would have taken the same
action absent discrimination, Price Waterhouse legalizes even the
most blatant discrimination, precluding courts from even ordering
the discrimination to cease. In addition, since so many Title

* 747 F. Supp. 82 (D.D.C. 1990).

1989 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8952 (S.D. La. July 31, 1989).

12
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VII cases involve multiple motives, the risk that Pric
Mtiise will make a court unable to award any remedy--such as
ordering the discrimination to stop or awarding the costs of
bringing the lawsuit--will inevitably deter plaintiffs from
challenging blatant and intentional bias in the workplace.

13
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Martin v. Wilks

The Justice Department seriously understates the
significant impact of the Martin v. Wilke decision. Its analysis
completely misses the point.

The Justice Department is certainly correct that most
of the reversee discrimination' collateral attacks and interven-
tions under Nartinv. Wilk which have been decided to date have
upheld the challenged decrees. This confirms the argument of the
bill's proponents that these challenges are not meritorious* and
that it is best to resolve these questions once and for all at
the time of the adoption of the original decree.

The question is not whether the Niila decision 'Vould
result in the wholesale disruption of employment discrimination
decrees': 1 it is whether the KatLi decision would embroil set-
tling plaintiffs and defendants in repetitive, meritless litiga-
tion. There are three principal evils of such endless and
meritless litigations

It wastes the resources of plaintiffs, defendants, and
the courts and makes it more difficult to eliminate
discrimination because of the multiplication of time
and effort to resolve discrimination lawsuits.

It risks the elimination of the strongest of all incen-
tives to settle a case on mutually agreeable terms:
bringing an end to the costs and uncertainties of
litigation.

" It inflames the actions of applicants and employees to
stir up litigation time and again, to no avail.

It is difficult to compile a comprehensive list of
reverse-discrimination challenges under Wilke until a decision
has been reported. There is no means of collecting information
nationwide on now case filings in State and Federal courts, and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is barred by law from
releasing the names of respondents to any charge of discrimina-
tion, including 'reverse discrimination' charges. unless one
learns of the existence of the charge directly from the charging
party or the respondent, they do not cone to public attention
until a oase has been filed In court and until the existence of
the case itself somehow comes to public attention. On-line
conputerised news databases such as UEZIS are not too useful
because there Is no somon set of words used in news articles
which would make It possible to collect even published news on
the filing of Wilks-type challenges.

Even with these limitations, however, it is clear that

february 7. 1991 Meaorandum to the Attorney General at 1.
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an impressive array of challenges to decrees have been brought or

maintained under Wilkes

Birmingham Fire Department, Alabama'

Birmingham Police Department, Alabama

Birmingham Engineering Department, Alabama

Birmingham Streets and Sanitation Department, Alabama

Gadsden Fire Department, Alabama

Jefferson County# Alabama

Jefferson County Sheriff's Department, Alabama

Jefferson County Personnel Board, Alabama

Oakland Fire Department, California

San Francisco Fire Department, California (2 cases)

San Francisco Police Department, California

Ban Francisco Community College District, California
(3 cases)

san Francisco Unified school Distriot# California

United states Forestry Service, Bay area, California

albany, Georgia

Chicago Police Department, Xllinois

Boston Fire Department, Massachusetts

Boston Police Department, Massachusetts (hiring)

Boston Police Department, Massachusetts (promotions)

Omaha Police Dopartment, Nebraska (at least oases in
court and . administrative proceedings)

New York Police Department, Now York (2 cases)

Cincinnati fire Department, Ohio (3 ases)

Cincinnati Police Department, Ohio

t The challenges to the BLrmingham and Jefferson County decrees are
mltiple.

is
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Cleveland Fire Department, Ohio (z otioes)

Toledo Fire Department# Ohio

Youngstown Police Department# Ohio

Pittsburgh Police Department, Pennsylvania (2 oases)

Memphie Fire Departmentp Tennessee

Memphis Police Department# Tennessee (A eases}

Many of these cases are still pending in court, and vill continue
to tie up --- pointlessly --- the resources of the original
plaintiffs and defendants for years to come. Wilka has clearly
had a substantial negative impact.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a key part of the

federal scheme to assure equal opportunity in employment,

prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race, sex,

color, religion and national origin. Title VII provides victims

of discrimination a range of remedies for the injuries they have

suffered but it does not include either compensatory or punitive

monetary damages. These limited Title VII remedies stand in

stark contrast to the full range of damages available under

$1981, a post Civil War statute which prohibits intentional

employment discrimination on the basis of race as well as

membership in certain religious and national origin minority

groups -- but not on the basis of sex or disability.

The National Women's Law Center has updated the study it

first prepared in February, 1990 regarding the impact of the lack

of a damages remedy in Title VII. ("Title VII's Failed Promise:

The Impact of the Lack of a Damages Remedy") This update

reinforces the central finding of our original study that the

remedies available for intentional discrimination under Title VII

are inadequate. It is an ongoing tragedy that many victims of

employment discrimination are not compensated for the injuries

they suffer, and employers are neither punished for nor deterred

from discrimination.

I
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Under the current law, a discrimination victim who proves

that his or her rights have been violated under Title VII has the

following remedies available: reinstatement to the job if he or

she was wrongfully fired, not promoted, or not hired in the first

place, court orders prohibiting future discriminatory behavior,

and/or awards of back pay if the victim lost wages because of the

discrimination. Title VII remedies do not include monetary

compensation for injuries such as ill health or emotional

distress or financial injuries other than back pay which result

from the discrimination. This is true whether the discrimination

takes the form of unequal pay, a failure to hire, harassment, an

unfair discharge, the imposition of a glass ceiling, or any of

the many other forms of discrimination found in the workplace.

Nor do Title VII remedies include punitive damages -- monetary

awards against wrongdoers for particularly egregious

discriminatory acts which serve the dual function of punishment

and deterrence. Yet f2981 and other civil rights statutes

provide such remedies. As a direct result, many proven victims

of unlawful employment discrimination receive little or no

recompense for the injuries they suffer. At the same time, many

discriminatory employers have little incentive to come into

compliance with the law, because they know that they stand to

lose relatively little even if they are judged in violation of

the law.

The following points summarize the major conclusions of the

report and offer several real-life examples of their impact:

2
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1. Individuals who suffer medical, psychological, and other

financial harm as a direct result of unlawful discrimination are

not compensated for those injuries

# Nancy Phillips suffered severe financial difficulty and

emotional stress after her employer fired her because she was

pregnant. -This was severely exacerbated by the fact that she

lost her health insurance which she had counted on to cover her

pregnancy and delivery. She received no compensation for many of

these injuries even though the court found that her employer

violated her rights. [EEOC v. Service News Co. (1990)].

# Betty Sowers suffered a psychological breakdown after

being sexually harassed and discriminatorily denied a promotion.

She received nothing for her emotional distress or for the lost

employment opportunities. (Sowers v. Kemira, Inc. (1988)].

# Helen Brooms was severely sexually and racially

harassed on the job until she finally quit after her supervisor

showed her sexually explicit photographs and threatened her life.

She fell down a flight of stairs trying to escape him and

subsequently suffered a severe depression. The court found that

her rights had been violated, but because of the limitations of

Title VII she received no compensation at all for her medical

injuries. (Brooms v. Regal Tube Co. (1989)3.

* Ramona Arnold, a p lice officer, suffered severe

anxiety, depression and stroke-level high blood pressure as a

result of a campaign of sexual harassment by her fellow officers

and supervising officers. Although the Court held that she had

8
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been severely discriminated against, she received nothing for

these injuries. [Arnold v. City of Seminole, Okl. (1985)).

2. Because of Title VII's limitations, many victims receive

no compensation of any type, even when they prove they have

suffered severe discrimination

# The court found that Hortencia Bohen, a fire

dispatcher, had "endured extreme and ongoing sexual harassment",

including unwanted sexual touching by her co-workers and being

told by her supervisor that what she really needed was to be

raped in the bushes. Nonetheless, she received no relief under

Title VII. [Bohen v. City of East Chicago, Indiana (1986)].

# Gail Derr quit her job after she was unfairly demoted

by her supervisor. He told her that it was "dangerous" for women

to get too much education and scolded her for having career

ambitions when she had two children. Despite the fact that the

court found she had been unlawfully discriminated against, Ms.

Derr received no compensation because of Title VII's limitations.

(Derr v. Gulf Oil Corp. (1986)].

3. Discrimination Victims Who Suffer Professional Injuries

Which Are Not Directly Wage Related Are Not Compensated Under

Title VII

* Nancy Ezold bumped against a glass ceiling and

suffered permanent damage'to her career after being

discriminatorily denied a promotion to a prestigious law

partnership. However, there are no available remedies under

4
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Title VII to compensate her fully for the injury she suffered.

(Ezold v. Wolf Block (1990))

* Dr. Jean Jew's scientific career suffered a major

setback after she was harassed and maligned by her coworkers. In

addition to confronting her glass ceiling through the loss of a

promotion, her reputation in the national scientific community

was seriously damaged, impeding career mobility and her

competitiveness for research grants. Although she was granted

her promotion and back pay, the court had no power to award Dr.

Jew any remedy under Title VII to address the permanent damage

done to her career. [Jew v. Univ. of Iowa (1990)].

# Curtis Cowan received nothing under Title VII after he

had been passed up for promotion to a managerial position three

times because he was black. The court denied Mr. Cowan back pay

because he would not have earned more as a manager during the

relevant, short-term period, and Title VII provided no remedy for

the humiliation he suffered or the long-term prospects he lost.

(Cowan v. Prudential Insurance Co. of America (1988)].

4. State Law Does Not Provide A Sufficient Alternative:

State Tort Laws Typically Include Requirements Which Are

Extremely Difficult To Satisfy, And Many Victims Are Barred By

State Worker's Compensation Laws Frbm Suing Their Employers In

Tort Altogether

# Tamara Class proved that her supervisor made sexually

explicit statements and invitations which were "inconsiderate,

rude, vulgar, uncooperative, unprofessional and unfair." The

5
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court found, however, that this did not constitute infliction of

emotional distress. The only reason her case was not thrown out

was that she also alleged retaliation. (Class v. New Jersey Life

Insurance Co. (1990)].

# Helen Brooms, the nurse whose case is discussed above,

was prevented altogether from suing her employer in tort because

the court ruled that state worker's compensation law barred such

suits. [Brooms v. Regal Tube Co. (1989)].

5. With Its Compensatory and Punitive Damages Remedy 42

U.S.C. g1981, The Post-Civil War Statute Which Prohibits Racial

Discrimination In Employment, Affords Significantly More

Meaningful Remedies Than Are Available Under Title VII

# Alice Brice was repeatedly passed over for promotion

and otherwise discriminatorily treated. Under #1981, she

recovered $50,000 in compensatory damages for a serious medical

and nervous condition she suffered as a result of the

discrimination and $15,000 in punitive damages. [Williams v.

Owens-Illinois, Inc. (1982)].

# Christine Townsend was also discriminatorily denied a

promotion. Because she was limited to a claim under Title VII,

however, she had no claim to damages. Her relief consisted

solely of reinstatement and back pay. [Townsend v. Washington

Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (1990)].

1 It should be noted that 11981 has-been severely limited
by the Supreme Court's decision in Patterson v. McLean Credit
Union (1989). The 11981 cases above may have come out
aifferently if they had been brought post-Patterson.

a
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* Charles Grubb was demoted and fired from his 18-year

job as a laundry manager because his employer's new manager

believed a black man had no business supervising white women.

Mr. Grubb recovered $25,000 under 11981 for his emotional

distress. [Grubb v. Foote Memorial Hospital (1985)].

# Virginia Delgado was discriminatorily discharged after

being harassed and denied a promotion. Because she was unable to

find another job she suffered extreme financial hardship and

resulting permanent injury to her health. As the victim of sex

discrimination, however, she could only invoke Title VII remedies

and had no claim for damages. (Delgado v. Lehman (1987)].

* Alvin Hunter was subjected to a severe campaign of

racial harassment and was discriminatorily discharged for

complaining. Under 01981 he received $25,000 for indignity and

stress and $25,000 in punitive damages. (Hunter v. Allis-

Chalmers Corp., Engine Div. (1986)].

# Lois Robinson suffered extreme sexual harassment at her

job as a shipwelder where she was subjected to pervasive obscene

behavior. She was awarded $1 in nominal damages and no other

monetary relief under her Title VII claim. (Robinson v.

Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc. (1991)].

Conclusion

Title VII has a two-pronged goal: it seeks to eliminate the

effects of past discrimination and to deter future

discrimination. The record shows that both of these goals are

7
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severely compromised when, because there is no damages remedy,

discrimination victims go uncompensated for injuries they suffer

as a direct result of prohibited discrimination and employers go

unpunished for, and undeterred from repeating, their egregious

acts.

a
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A STUDY OF THE IMPACT OF TITLE VII'S

FAILURE TO INCLUDE A DAMAGES REMEDY ON VICTIMS

OF INTENTIONAL EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

I. Introduction

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. f2000e

et seq., which prohibits unlawful discrimination in virtually all

aspects of employment,2 "is a broad remedial measure, designed

'to assure equality of employment opportunities.'" Pullman-

Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273, 276 (1982), quoting McDonnell

Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792, 800 (1973). However, it

provides only limited remedies to victims of intentional

discrimination which do not include damages. Its remedies are

confined, instead, to injunctive and other equitable relief,
4

2 Title VII prohibits employment discrimination based on
race, sex, color, religion and national origin.

3 The "overwhelming weight of authority" holds that
punitive and compensatory damages are not available under Title
VII. Protos v. Volkswagen of America, Inc., 797 F.2d 129, 138
(3rd Cir. 1986), cert. den. 107 S.Ct. 474, (1986) citing Walker
v. Ford Motor Co., 4 1355, 1363 (11th Cir. 1982 Padway
v. Palches, 665 F.2d 965, 968 (9th Cir. 1982); Farmer v.ARA
Services Inc., 660 F.2d 1096, 1107 (6th Cir. 1981). But cf.
Eeesley v. Hartford Fire Insurance Co., 717 F. Supp. 781 (JD.
Ala. 1989) (plaintiff seeking compensatory and punitive damages
in Title VII claim allowed a jury trial over defendant's
objections).

4 Title VII provides that upon a finding of discrimination
"the court may enjoin . . . such unlawful employment practice,
and order such affirmative action as may be appropriate, which

9
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with the latter principally including reinstatement and back

pay.5 These remedies address actual lost wages and the

prohibition of future illegal activity through the use of

injunctions, but they offer no compensation for the many non-wage

injuries which often flow from employment discrimination.

Moreover, they are not designed to deter discrimination or to

punish egregious discrimination.

Title VII remedies stand in stark contrast to those provided

to victims of intentional race discrimination in employment under

42 U.S.C. 1 1981. Section 1981, a post Civil War statute which

has been interpreted to protect members of certain religious and

ethnic minority groups as well as racial minorities -- but not

women -- offers full compensatory and punitive damages. It thus

provides the discrimination victims within its coverage full

may include, but is not limited to, reinstatement . . ., back pay
.. or any other equitable relief as the court deems

appropriate." 42 U.S.C. 12000e-5(g).
In some cases, courts have awarded discrimination victims

"front pay" where the equitable remedy of reinstatement is not
appropriate, usually because the working conditions are
exceptionally contentious and not expected to improve with an
injunction. See, e.g., Thorne v. City of El Segundo, 802 F.2d
1131, 1137 (9lFhCir. 1986); Shore v. Federal Express Corp., 777
F.2d 1155, 1159 (6th Cir. 1984); Goss V. Exxon Office Systems
Co., 747 F.2d 885, 890 (3rd Cir. 1984.). Front pay has also been
deemed an appropriate remedy when a deserved promotion is not
readily available to a plaintiff because innocent workers would
be displaced through no fault of their own. Sears v. Board of
Educ. of Pike Cty., K ., 843 F.2d 882, 886 (6th Cr. 1988); PItre
v. Western Elec. Co., Inc., 843 F.2d 1262, 1279 (10th Cir. 1988.
However, it should be noted that courts do not automatically
award front pay when reinstatement is not proper. See Shore,
sr at 1159 (where reinstatement is not possible, front pay is
sometimes" an appropriate remedy, but does not lend itself to a

per se rule).

10
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redress for their injuries without Title VII'S limitations.8 It

also punishes egregious discrimination and provides a powerful

deterrent to future illegal discrimination through the mechanism

of punitive damages. Neither compensatory nor punitive damages

are available under Title VII.

The National Women's Law Center has undertaken a study of

the impact of Title VII's failure to provide damages to proven

victims of intentional discrimination.7 Because of #1981's

complementary remedial structure, those who suffer the

consequences of Title VII's limitations are principally, but not

exclusively, women. The record clearly shows that Title VII

often fails to achieve its underlying goals, as it leaves many

victims of employment discrimination without remedies for their

proven injuries and allows many discriminatory employers to avoid

any meaningful liability.

This problem is faced by victims of the full range of

discrimination prohibited by Title VII. Victims of harassment

6 Section 1981's scope and coverage was severely reduced by
the Supreme Court's decision in Patterson v. McLean Credit Union,
109 S. Ct. 2363 (1989). Before Patterson, S1981's prohibition of
racial discrimination in the making and enforcement of contracts
applied to all phases of an employment relationship. In
Patterson, the Supreme Court dramatically narrowed the
application of 11981, holding that it only applied to the initial
creation of an employment contract, and did not pertain to any
racial discrimination or harassment that took place during the
employment relationship. If many of the cases described below
had been brought after Patterson, the discrimination victims
would not have been permitted to pursue their claims at all.

7 This study updates the National Women's Law Center's
February, 1990 review of this problem, "Title VII's Failed
Promise: The Impact of The Lack Of A Damages Remedy."
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who currently have no Title VII remedy for many grievous injuries

-- often including extensive medical, psychological and other

emotional injuries -- are one example. However, meaningful

remedies are often unavailable to other discrimination victims as

well, including those who ultimately quit their jobs in despair

or frustration, who are illegally discharged or not promoted, or

who suffer harm that indirectly affects their wages.

This report will first review the real life impact of the

lack of a Title VII damages remedy by examining actual cases. It

will then review why other damages remedies, principally state

remedies in tort, do not resolve the problem. Finally, it will

compare remedies awarded in successful g 1981 actions with those

awarded under Title VII to illustrate vividly how victims of

intentional discrimination are afforded significantly different

relief, depending on which statutes are available to them. All

of the examples in this report are drawn from reported cases.
8

a Of course, for every reported Title VII case there are
many which are not reported. There are also dozens which never
reach the courts for the very reason that is at issue here:
there is no damages remedy in Title VII. -If Title VII's
equitable remedies provide no meaningful relief to a victim of
discrimination, there is, obviously, little reason to bring suit
in the first place.
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II. Title VII's Remedies Stop Far Short of Providing Adequate

Relief For Many Victims of Discrimination

A. Because Title VII Has No Damages Remedy, Discrimination

Victims Who Suffer Medical, Psychological and Other Financial

Harm Are Not Compensated For Those Injuries

The effects of employment discrimination often extend far

Beyond lost wages. But since Title VII provides no monetary

recompense for non-wage injuries, it does not compensate

discrimination victims for the often severe medical, emotional

and other economic injuries they suffer. Yet often precisely

such injuries are directly traceable to prohibited discrimination

and occur either in the absence of or in addition to a loss of

income. Moreover, despite the egregious nature of much of this

discrimination, Title VII plaintiffs cannot claim punitive

damages.9

A case in point is the experience of Nancy Phillips who was

fired when she told her employer that she was pregnant. EEOC v.

Service News Co., 898 F. 2d 958 (4th Cir. 1990). Ms. Phillips

9 The cases below detail the discrimination victims' non-
wage injuries insofar as they were reported in the opinions.
However, since discrimination victims cannot recover damages for
their medical and emotional trauma and expenses and other non-
wage injuries under Title VII, there is no reason for them to
introduce evidence regarding such injuries; it is likely that the
individuals discussed below suffered far more harm than was
actually reported in the cases. In several situations we have
relied on other sources to describe the nature of the harm at
issue. These are noted in the text.

13
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not only lost her job but also her family's health insurance at a

time when that insurance was of paramount importance due to her

pregnancy. She and her family were unable to pay the medical

bills for her pregnancy and delivery and were successfully sued

by the hospital which threatened to send a marshall to their home

to collect the judgment. According to Ms. Phillips, her family

was barely able to make ends meet during the pendency of the

litigation and went deeply into debt, well beyond the medical

bills. While Ms. Phillips was ultimately found to have been a

victim of illegal sex discrimination and was awarded back pay and

the medical costs incurred in connection with her pregnancy, she

recovered nothing for the years of stress and humiliation caused

by her family's financial difficulties.

Virginia Delgado was illegally harassed, discriminatorily

denied an increase in salary and eventually discriminatorily

discharged by her supervisor, the head of a navy EEO office.

Delgado v. Lehman, 665 F. Supp. 460 (E.D.Va. 1987). During the

years between the discrimination and her ultimate vindication by

the courts, she lived in poverty. Although she actively sought

alternate employment, she was unsuccessful. Ms. Delgado

describes scraping by on borrowed money, often with insufficient

funds to eat properly. She lacked medical coverage and therefore

neglected her health. When she was finally able to afford a

dentist, she lost several teeth because of the lack of care.

Although she eventually received back pay, she declined a court

award of reinstatement. Her supervisor was still on the job, and

14
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she simply could not return to her previous job under such

circumstances. She took early retirement instead which

represented a financial loss from what she would have received in

salary. She was never compensated for that loss, her medical

injuries, or the stress and humiliation she suffered as a direct

result of the discrimination.

Betty Sowers was denied a promotion to a permanent

engincering aide position because she rejected a supervisor's

sexual advances, and was eventually retaliatorily demoted.

Sowers v. Kemira, Inc., 701 F. Supp. 809 (S.D. Ga. 1988). The

supervisor had invited Ms. Sowers to a "skinny dipping" party and

to have sex in the store room. He told her that if she would

"play his game" she would get the promotion. Ms. Sowers suffered

a psychological breakdown, forcing her to go on disability.

While the court awarded her back pay and a nine-month lump sum

front pay award to give her some time to recover and find another

job, this did not compensate Ms. Sowers for the abuse she

suffered, the lost employment opportunities and the medical bills

she incurred and would continue to incur. Moreover, the court

acknowledged that "it is possible that plaintiff's disability

will continue beyond nine months."

Frances Danna was the victim of intentional sex

discrimination and harassment in her traditionally male service

technician position. Danna v. New York Telephone Co., 752 F.

Supp. 594 (S.D.N.Y. 1990). Her supervisors denied her guidance

and adequate training; her supervising manager stated that "one
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way or another" he would "get this bitch" and that if she would

act more "feminine and cutesy" other service technicians would do

her work for her. "Extremely vulgar and sexually explicit

graffiti" was directed at her and she was told that what she

needed was a "good fuck in the ass." Ms. Danna finally requested

a downgrade to escape the harassment; her employer took advantage

of her request, demoting her to an "unprecedented" degree despite

her qualifications and substantially reducing her pay. The court

awarded Ms. Danna reinstatement, back pay and injunctive relief.

She received nothing, however, for the humiliation and stress she

suffered from the harassment and the demotion or from the

financial problems caused by the cut in pay.

Carolyn Gaddy's supervisor discriminatorily refused to allow

her to work overtime because she was a mother and it was his view

that her children needed her at home. Gaddy v. Abex Corp., 884

F.2d 312 (7th Cir. 1989). This same supervisor sexually harassed

her. Eventually she was discriminatorily discharged from her

job. While Ms. Gaddy ultimately recovered back pay and

reinstatement with lost seniority, she was never compensated for

the harassment or any stress caused by the discrimination.

Following her discharge she had gone to extraordinary lengths to

find another job, contacting over one hundred employers and using

two employment agencies, all to no avail.

Helen Brooms, a black industrial nurse, was racially and

sexually harassed by her supervisor. Brooms v. Regal Tube Co.,

881 F.2d 412 (7th Cir. 1989). The supervisor routinely showed
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her pictures of black women performing sexual acts and made

offensive comments. The harassment culminated in an incident

where he showed Ms. Brooms a picture of a black woman performing

an act of bestiality, grabbed her arm, and threatened to kill her

if she moved. Ms. Brooms "ran away, screaming and falling down a

flight of stairs as she fled," and subsequently quit. For three

years after she left her job, she underwent extensive therapy to

combat the severe, debilitating depression resulting from the

harassment, and was able to work only sporadically. While Ms.

Brooms was ultimately awarded back pay pursuant to a Title VII

suit, she received no compensation for the medical bills,

therapist's bills, and other non-wage-related injuries she

suffered.

Carol Zabkowicz was not compensated for medical problems she

experienced as a result of severe, on-the-job harassment. In a

vicious campaign of harassment, her co-workers had called her

derogatory sexual names, dropped their pants in front of her,

posted pornographic pictures with her initials written on them

around the workplace and verbally abused her. Zabkowicz v. West

Bend Co., 789 F.2d 540 (7th Cir. 1986).

James Williams suffered through racial slurs, "Jokes" and

"pranks", such as the posting of a Ku Klux Klan application on

the company bulletin board, in an oppressively racist work

environment. The trial court found that Williams' employer had

violated Title VII, but "regretted" that it could not award

Williams damages under Title VII for his emotional distress and

17
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psychological problems which resulted, at least in part, from the

harassment. Williams v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry., 627 F.

Supp. 752, 757 (W.D. Mo. 1986).

Ramona Arnold, a female police officer, suffered extreme

sexual harassment and retaliation for her complaints about the

harassment. Arnold v. City of Seminole, Okl., 614 F. Supp. 853

(D. Oki. 1985). Sexual pictures with her name written on them

were posted around the stationhouse, and signs saying "Do women

make good police officers? NO!" were posted in the workplace and

on her supervisor's car. The court found that the harassment

extended into Ms. Arnold's personal life as well: her minor son

was arrested and taken into the stationhouse for completely

unjustified reasons, and she and her firefighter husband were

told that if they filed complaints, their city jobs would be in

jeopardy. Under Title VII, Ms. Arnold recovered only back pay

for the harassment period, and an injunction against future

harassment. Since Title VII does not provide for compensatory

damages, she could not recover for the "massive anxiety and

depression" and "stroke-level" high blood pressure that the court

found she suffered as a result of the harassment.

Joseph Dual, a black E.E.O. officer fcr the General Services

Administration of the federal government, was demoted for

retaliatory reasons in violation of Title VII after he filed a

complaint against his employer. Dual v. Griffin, 446 F. Supp.

791 (D.D.C. 1977). Until his demotion, Mr. Dual had received

*outstanding" evaluations from his supervisors. All he was able

is
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to recover under Title VII was reinstatement to his former

position, clearance of false reports from his records, and

restoration of the sick leave expended by him for health problems

resulting from the retaliatory demotion. Mr. Dual was not

compensated for the health problems themselves and their

attendant expenses, as Title VII does not provide such relief.

Another example is that of Rodney Compston, a millwright,

who got along well with his supervisor until the supervisor

learned that he was of Jewish descent. Compston v. Borden, Inc.,

424 F. Supp. 157 (S.D. Ohio 1976). After that, the supervisor

called Mr. Compston "Goddamn Jew", "kike" and "Christ-killer" in

front of his co-workers. The court stated, wereee compensatory

damages available to a Title VII plaintiff, this Court would not

hesitate to enter such an award in this case, because it is

apparent from the evidence that Compston suffered mental anguish

and humiliation at defendant's hands." Because of Title VII's

limitations, however, Mr. Compston only received nominal damages

of $50.

B. Because of the Absence of Damages, Discrimination

Victims Who Are Driven to Quit Their Jobs Often Fail to Recover

Any Relief At All Under Title VII

Similar problems in attaining meaningful redress for their

injuries confront discrimination victims who are driven to quit

their jobs. Such plaintiffs must sustain a heavy burden in
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showing that they were "constructively discharged" -- forced to

quit by insufferable work conditions -- before they are able to

recover the only currently available Title VII remedies of back

pay or reinstatement.10 Without a damages remedy, bona fide

discrimination victims suffering from emotional distress or

medical injuries directly caused by the discrimination, for

example, can be barred from all relief if they quit their jobs.

If damages were available under Title VII, such victims would be

able to recover for the actual harm they suffered even if they

could not prove constructive discharge. These cases arise in

both the harassment and the general discrimination context.

An example is provided by the experience of Shirley

Huddleston, a car sales representative, who was a victim of a

campaign of sexual harassment by her co-workers and supervisors.

She was called "bitch" and "whore" in front of her customers, and

was threatened with being stripped of her clothes. She finally

quit. The court found that Ms. Huddleston had, indeed, been

10 Different jurisdictions have varying standards for
establishing constructive discharge, but a showing of prohibited
discrimination has not been enough by itself in any court. See

.Q., Maney v. Brinkley Hun. Waterworks and Sewer Dept*, 80221T.d
TT, 1076-77 (8th Cir. 1986) (court affirmed finding that
plaintiffs were discriminated against, but vacated back pay award
and reinstatement because they were not constructively
discharged, the standard being whether the employer intentionally
made working conditions so difficult that a reasonable person in
employees' shoes would feel compelled to resign) citing Johnson
,. Bunny Bread Co., 646 F.2d 1250, 1256 (8th Cir.71981). gee
also Paroline v. Unisys Corp., 879 F.2d 100, 108 (4th Cir. I- 9)
(constructive discharge occurs only when an employer specifically
intends to make the work conditions intolerable in an effort to
induce the employee to quit) citing Bristow v. Daily Press, Inc.,
770 F.2d 1251, 1255 (4th Cir. T1985).
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sexually harassed but it upheld the trial court's finding that

she was not constructively discharged. Therefore, she did not

receive any of the limited remedies now available under Title VII

for the harassment she endured. Even if the court had found that

she had been constructively discharged, Ms. Huddleston would not

have been compensated for the emotional distress she suffered as

a result of the harassment. Huddleston v. Roger Dean Chevrolet,

Inc., 845 F.2d 900 (11th Cir. 1988).

1 Theresa Contardo, a stock broker, also received no remedy

under Title VII because she failed to meet the burden of proving

constructive discharge. Contardo v. Merill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner

& Smith, 1990 WL 217068 (D. Mass. 1990). Ms. Contardo resigned

her position after she was repeatedly denied participation in

lucrative business activities, excluded from social gatherings

where important information was exchanged, not fairly compensated

for financial products she developed, and subjected to a

"lockerroom atmosphere" of harassment on the job. Although the

court found that "sex discrimination has cast a shadow on the

plaintiff's relationship with the defendant from the very

outset," it denied her claim of constructive discharge because it

found that there were no additional factors beyond "mere"

discrimination. Nonetheless, this same judge, considering the

same facts, awarded Ms. Contardo punitive damages under

Massachusetts state law, finding that "the purposes of [the

Massachusetts] statute will be served by the deterrent effect of

this award, by deterring what I believe to be endemic and
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habitual discrimination against women by undisciplined

discretionary decisions in workplaces dominated by men."

Gail Derr quit her job after she was demoted from associate

lease analyst to accounting clerk. Prior to her demotion, she

had received favorable reviews and had been expecting a

promotion. Derr v. Gulf Oil Corp., 796 F.2d 340 (10th Cir.

1986). Her supervisor had often scolded her for having career

ambitions when she had two small children at home, and said that

it was "dangerous" for women to get too much education. In her

Title VII action, the appellate court found that she had been

discriminated against but held that she could not receive back

pay or be reinstated unless she had been constructively

discharged. The standard for constructive discharge in her

jurisdiction was whether a reasonable person in the employee's

situation would feel compelled to resign; a finding of

discrimination alone did not satisfy the test. In the absence of

a finding of constructive discharge, Ms. Derr would recover no

relief at all. Even with such a finding, she would not recover

any relief for the humiliation and frustration she suffered from

being demoted because she was a woman.

In still another example, Jeanne Harrington, a physical

education instructor, was left without a remedy even though the

court found that her employer intentionally discriminated against

her when it provided her with work facilities substantially

inferior to those of the male physical education instructors

performing the same duties. The court rejected Ms. Harrington's

40-626 0-91-20
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constructive discharge claim on the basis that she had taken a

disability retirement by the time she filed suit. Title VII's

equitable remedies were unavailable and she received no

recompense for the discriminatory treatment she suffered.

Harrington v. Vandalia-Butler Bd. of Educ., 585 F.2d 192 (6th

Cir. 1978), cert. den. 441 U.S. 932 (1979).

C. Because of the Lack of Damages, Discrimination Victims

Whom The Court Finds Were Fired For Other Reasons Receive No

Compensation for the Actual Discrimination They Did Suffer

Even if a court finds that a person has suffered egregious

employment discrimination, the victim may not receive any relief

from Title VII if the court determines that the victim was fired

from his or her job for reasons unrelated to the discrimination.

While it may be inappropriate to award an employee fired for

legitimate reasons reinstatement or back pay, it does not follow

that a bona fide discrimination victim should be barred from

obtaining relief related to the discrimination.
11

The Seventh Circuit in Swanson v. Elmhurst Chrysler

Plymouth, Inc., 882 F.2d 1235 (7th Cir. 1989) denied Patricia

11 Furthermore, it is clear that harassment and other
discrimination can severely affect the victim's physical and
psychological health. While deference should be granted to the
findings of the courts, it is often a problematic proposition
that an employee who is fired for poor work performance during
the time that he or she has undergone serious harassment or other
discrimination truly has been fired for reasons entirely
unrelated to the discrimination.
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Swanson any relief for the sexual harassment she suffered as an

assistant finance manager for an automobile dealership. Even

though the court upheld the trial court's finding that Ms.

Swanson had been subject to sexually suggestive remarks,

humiliating comments and physical contact by the manager and

part-owner of the dealership in violation of Title VII, it did

not award her any relief because it found that Ms. Swanson had

been discharged for reasons unrelated to her harassment. The

court admitted that "this result may seem harsh, since Swanson

has proved sexual harassment in the workplace", but was

constrained by the fact that "no damages are available under

Title VII (to redress violations of Title VII that have not led

to the discharge)". Id. at 1240.

Johnnie Mae Mitchell, a black secretary-receptionist, was

racially and sexually harassed by her supervisor, who referred to

blacks as "niggers" and "cocksuckers" in her presence, repeatedly

made gestures to his genitals in front of her, and left Playboy

magazines in the women's restroom (Ms. Mitchell was the only

female employee). MitchVI-V. OsAir, Inc., 629 F. Supp. 636

(N.D. Ohio 1986). Her supervisor told a sales representative

that Ms. Mitchell "gave good service", and the representative

then called her with sexually explicit requests. Ms. Mitchell

was afforded no relief for this harassment, despite a finding

that she had been discriminated against, because the court

determined she had been fired for reasons, unrelated to the

harassment. The court described the situation as "an indictment

24
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of Title VII's failure to adequately recompense plaintiffs who

have suffered from intolerable work environments," and went on to

note that

There is little incentive for a plaintiff to bring a Title
VII suit when the best that she can hope for is an order to
her supervisor and to her employer to treat her with the
dignity she deserves and the costs of bringing her suit.
One can expect that a potential claimant will pause long
before enduring the humiliation of making public the
indignities she has suffered in private. . . when she is
precluded from recovering damages for her perpetrators'
behavior. It is, however, the responsibility of Congress,
rather than this Court, to recognize and repair this
deficiency in the statute. Id. at 643 (emphasis added).

In a similar case, Hortencia Bohen, a dispatcher for a fire

department, "endured extreme and ongoing sexual harassment" on

her job. Bohen v. City of East Chicago, Indiana, 799 F.2d. 1180

(7th Cir. 1986). Her supervisor rubbed his pelvis against Ms.

Bohen on many occasions, her co-workers constantly described

their sexual fantasies, in which she was the object, to her, and

a captain informed her that what she really needed was to be

raped in the bushes. The court found that

sexual harassment was the general, on-going, and
accepted practice at the. . . firee [dJepartment, and
high-ranking, supervisory, and management officials
responsible for working conditions at the department
knew of, tolerated, and participated in the harassment.
Id. at 1189;

Nonetheless, Ms. Bohen received no relief under Title VII because

the court determined that she had been fired for reasons

unrelated to the harassment and that no damages for her

harassment were available under Title VII.
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Ray Wells received no relief under Title VII to compensate

him for what the court called "vicious, frequent and

reprehensible" racial harassment. EEOC v. Murphy Motor Freight

Lines, 488 F. Supp. 381, 384 (D. Minn. 1980). Mr. Wells' co-

workers called him "nigger", scrawled Ku Klux Klan graffiti on

freight carts, and made it so difficult for him and another black

worker to eat in the company lunchroom that they resorted to

eating lunch by themselves in another room (the door of which was

soon after inscribed with "nigger lunchroom"). The court found

that while Mr. Wells had been harassed, he was fired for reasons

unrelated to the harassment, and so was not eligible to receive

the available Title Vii remedies of back pay or reinstatement.

Since damages were not available, he could not recover for the

extreme emotional distress he suffered related to the harassment.

D. In the Absence of Damages, Discrimination victims Who

Have Suffered Professional Injuries Which Are Not Directly Wage-

Related Do Not Receive Compensation Under Title VII

Back pay is awarded only when the victim can demonstrate

that his or her actual salary has been affected by the

discrimination, i.e., through the loss of a raise or the job

itself. As a result, many discrimination victims receive no, or

incomplete, relief for their injuries even though they bear on

wage issues. In contrast, if damages were available under Title

VII, a discrimination victim would be able to seek compensation
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for all economic injuries suffered, not just those that impinge

directly on wages.

An example of the problem is presented by the case of Nancy

Ezold who was denied promotion to partnership at a major

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania law firm because of sex

discrimination. Ezold v. Wolf Block Schorr and Solis-Cohen, 751

F. Supp. 1175 (E.D. Pa. 1990). In an extensive decision the

court found that Wolf Block had subjected Ms. Ezold, who was

fully qualified for the job, to a far more rigorous standard than

her male colleagues in making the partnership decision. For

example, despite her protests she was assigned less challenging

work and was then criticized for not handling complex matters.

She was called "too demanding" wnile male associates reproached

for not being "aggressive enough" were made partners. And she

was criticized for being "too concerned with women's issues"

while the sexual harassment by a male associate of another

employee was viewed as "insignificant." Following the

discriminatory partnership decision Ms. Ezold left Wolf Block.

Despite diligent efforts she has been unable to find comparable

employment and believes that she will be permanently unable to

get her career back on track or regain her discriminatorily

reduced earning potential.

As of this writing, the remedies in Ms. Ezold's case have

not been determined. However, the currently available Title VII

remedies cannot make her whole. Her ambition was to be a

successful partner at a prestigious law firm. The discrimination

27
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she suffered, the glass ceiling that she encountered, has

virtually assured that she will never reach that goal. Even if

she is awarded reinstatement, she is extremely unlikely to rise

through the partnership ranks based on her merit. Wolf Block

full well understands Title VII's limitations. Following the

court's decision, the law firm described Ms. Ezold's victory as

merely "symbolic." See testimony of Nancy Ezold before the House

Education and Labor Committee.

Similarly, Title VII remedies cannot begin to compensate Dr.

Jean Jew for the professional injuries she suffered as a direct

result of sex discrimination. Dr. Jew, a medical neuroscience

researcher and faculty member at the University of Iowa College

of Medicine, endured thirteen years of sex harassment which

resulted in the denial of a promotion and permanent damage to her

career. Jew v. Univ. of Iowa and the Bd. of Regents of the Univ.

of Iowa, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15128 (S.D. Iowa 1990). Male

faculty members spread rumors accusing Dr. Jew of moving up in

the department by providing sexual favors. She was called a

"whore," "bitch," and "slut;" cartoons appeared on doors

depicting her in sexual acts; she was ridiculed in graffiti on

bathroom stalls. Although the court awarded Dr. Jew the

discriminatorily denied promotion and back pay, she received no

remedy for the devastating damage to her professional reputation

within the national scientific community she has described, for

the resulting difficulties she has encountered in obtaining all-

28
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important research grants, and the problems she has faced in

finding alternative employment.12

Another example is the experience of Curtis Cowan, who was

passed up three times for promotion to a managerial position for

racially discriminatory reasons. Cowan v. Prudential Ins. Co. of

America, 703 F. Supp. 196, aff'd 852 F.2d 688 (2d Cir. 1988). He

recovered nothing under Title VII for his injuries, which

included emotional distress from being unjustly barred from

advancing in the company, because the court determined that he

would not have earned more salary in the managerial position

during the relevant time period (managers earned a low base pay,

and had to build a client base from which they drew greater

earnings over time). However, Mr. Cowan was not compensated for

the time that he was discriminatorily barred from the managerial

position, during which he could have been building a client base

and laying the groundwork for future higher earnings. Nor did he

receive compensation for the loss of those future earnings.

Similarly, several Jewish anesthesiologists at a university

medical school were denied the opportunity to do a rotation at a

hospital in Saudi Arabia, where non-Jewish anesthesiologists were

sent regularly to study unusual medical problems. Abrams v.

12 Dr. Jew did receive a monetary settlement in connection
with state claims brought under Iowa law. However, because of
Title VII limitations, but for the fortunate accident of her
state residence, she would not have had access to any financial
relief beyond backpay.

Mr. Cowan did recover $15,000 for his emotional injuries
under his 1981 claim.

2
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Baylor College of Medicine, 581 F. Supp. 1570 (S.D. Tex. 1984),

aff'd in part, rev'd in part, 805 F.2d 528 (5th Cir. 1986). This

prestigious rotation offered lucrative compensation, attractive

benefits, and a professionally valuable clinical experience.

Although the Jewish doctors' direct wage injuries were addressed

with an award of back pay, they were not "made whole" for the

prestigious and valuable professional experience that they lost

due to their employer's discrimination and which could well have

translated into future higher earnings.

E. The Lack of Damages Can Bar Individuals whose Rights

Are Violated Under Title VII From Recovering Attorneys Fees

The lack of availability of damages can defeat an award of

attorneys fees even in the face of a demonstrated statutory

violation. 14 This is precisely what happened to Hortencia

Bohen, the fire dispatcher in the case discussed earlier: she

was denied attorneys fees in spite of the fact that the court

14 Some courts have awarded nominal damages to victims who
have proven discrimination under Title VII so that they can
recover attorneys fees, see, . Spencer v. General Elec. Co.,
697 F. Supp. 204, 219 (E.D. Va. 1988) (victim awarded $1.00
nominal damages). Other courts have suggested in dicta that
Title VII plaintiffs can recover nominal damages for this
purpose; see, e.q., Katz v. Dole, 709 F.2d 251, 253 n.1 (4th Cir.
1983); Henson v.-City of Dundee, 682 F.2d 897, 905 (11th Cir.
1982). However, there is a split in the circuits regarding this
practice, with the seventh circuit taking the contrary position.
See, e.g., Swanson v. Elmhurst Chrysler Plymouth, Inc., 882 P.2d
1235, 1240 (7th Cir. 1989); Bohen v. City of East Chicago,
Indiana, 799 F.2d 1180, 1184 (7th Cir. 1986). See also
Rarrington v. Vandalia-Butler Bd. of Educ., 585"F. 192, 198
(6th Cir. 1978), cert. den. 441 U.S. 932 (1979).

3D
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found she had been the subject of illegal, discriminatory

treatment. Bohen, supra at 1184; see also Swanson, supra at

1240. Without the availability of fees, the great majority of

discrimination victims are, as a practical matter, without the

means to pursue their claims and vindicate their rights. Again,

employers who have clearly violated the statute are able to avoid

any liability.

81
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III. State Tort Law Does Not Provide a Sufficient Alternative

For Title VII Plaintiffs Seeking Damages

Although some discrimination victims have been awarded

damages under state tort law, such laws are not satisfactory

alternatives to a Title VII damages remedy. First, state tort

law was not formulated with the goal of enforcing federal civil

rights, and does not lead to such enforcement. Second, tort laws

vary widely from state to state. In addition, in a number of

states workers' compensation laws effectively bar recovery under

tort theories. Full vindication of civil rights should not be

dependent on a factor as arbitrary as the victim's place of

residence.
15

Elizabeth Paroline, a word processor, lost her tort claim

for intentional infliction of emotional distress because the

conduct complained of -- unwanted touching, kissing, and

suggestive remarks of her supervisor -- was not "outrageous"

enough to sustain the claim. Although she was allowed to go

forward with her Title VII claim, the court upheld a summary

judgment ruling for the defendant on the tort claim and thus

15 Similarly, state civil rights laws do not provide
satisfactory alternatives to a damages remedy in Title VII;
discrimination victims in the majority of states cannot pursue a
claim for damages under state anti-discrimination laws. Although
some state laws do provide a fuller range of remedies, see, a.
Contardo v. Merrill Lynch Pierce Fanner & Smith, 1990 WE-l7T--
(D. Mass.) ($250,000 punitive damages awarded under Massachusetts
state law in sex discrimination case where no remedy was
available under Title VII), the ability of a discrimination
victim to vindicate fully his or her civil rights is far too
important to depend on the accident of residence.
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precluded any claim to damages. Paroline v. Unisys Corp., 879

F.2d 100 (4th Cir. 1989).

Tamara Class also discovered how difficult it is to prove

the intentional infliction of emotional distress. Class v. New

Jersey Life Insurance Co., 746 F. Supp. 776 (N.D. Ill. 1990).

Her supervisor subjected her to numerous sex-related jokes,

stories, and innuendos, invited her and two other women to his

house for a weekend with the implied purpose of having sex,

invited her again to his house alone for the same purpose, asked

her whether she swallowed when engaging in oral sex, and

described to her and two other female employees the size of his

penis. The court found that this behavior was not "so outrageous

in character, and so extreme in degree, as to go beyond all

possible bounds of decency." The only reason that her claim was

not dismissed was that she also alleged retaliation.

It has been equally difficult for discrimination victims to

succeed with an invasion of privacy tort claim. Two female

shipyard workers, for example, were sexually harassed by their

manager, who requested sexual favors from them, made suggestive

comments, and asked them to visit him on the couch in his office.

Steele v. Offshore Shipbuilders, Inc., 867 F.2d 1311 (11th Cir.

1989). The invasion of privacy count that they filed pendent to

their Title VII action was dismissed because the harasser's

sexually suggestive comments had been made privately.

Publication to the public in general or to a large number of

persons was a necessary element of the state tort claim.

33
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Moreover, in a number of states discrimination victims face

an additional, virtually Catch-22, problem when they attempt to

sue their employers in tort. If their harasser was acting in the

scope of employment, the victim may only proceed under the state

worker's compensation law where monetary relief is severely

limited.16 If the harasser was not acting in the scope of

employment, then the doctrine of respondeat superior prevents the

victim from suing the employer, at all, in tort. The victim's

only remaining option is to sue the harasser directly, which

typically is inadequate as a practical matter because the

harasser does not have the financial resources available to

remedy the effects of the discrimination.

In Miller v. Lindenwood Female College, 616 F. Supp. 860

(E.D. Mo. 1985), Patsy Miller found herself in precisely this

situation when she sued her employer in tort for her supervisor's

sexual harassment. In ruling against her on her motion for

summary judgment on the tort claim, the court held that Ms.

Miller had two options. If her harasser had been acting within

the scope of his employment when he harassed her, her only relief

lay under worker's compensation law. If he acted as an

independent agent, she had no cause of action against her

employer, and would have to sue her harasser directly. See also

The difference between the recovery in tort and worker's

compensation is substantial. For example, a California woman who
won a tort recovery of nearly $16,000 after her supervisor
attempted to rape her would have received only $750 from worker's
compensation. Montgomery, Sexual Harassment in the Workplace: A
Practitioner's Guide to Tort Action, 10 G.G.U.L. Rev. 879, 920
(1980), ci ti Doney v. Tambouratgis, 587 P.2d 1160 (Cal. 1979).

34
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Zctkowicz v. West Bend Co., 789 F.2d 540, 543 (7th Cir. 1986)

(sexual harassment victim barred by state worker's compensation

law from suing employer for intentional infliction of emotional

distress); Brooms v. Regal Tube Co., 881 F.2d 412, 426 (7th Cir.

1989) (state worker's compensation law provides exclusive remedy

for state law claims).
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IV. With Its Damages Remedy, Section 1981 Affords Significantly

More Meaningful Remedies For Employment Discrimination Than Are

Available Under Title VII

With its damages remedy, #1981 provides significantly more

relief to the victims of employment discrimiiation who can invoke

its terms than is afforded under Title VII. However,

discrimination victims not covered by 5 1981 suffer many of the

same harms as #1981 plaintiffs although they do not have access

to the same remedies. A comparison of decisions awarding damages

under 01981 to victims o. race, national origin and religious

discrimination and judgments awarding only the much narrower

relief available under Title VII to victims of sex discrimination

cogently demonstrates the limitations of Title VII's remedial

scheme. This is true regarding both compensatory and punitive

damages.

Consider, for example, the following cases where courts have

found that the plaintiffs were discriminatorily denied

promotions. Samuel Richards, a black carpenter, was denied a

promotion, despite the fact that he had an educational background

more relevant to the job in question than the white man who got

the job. Richards v. New York City Bd. of Educ., 668 F. Supp.

259 (S.D.N.Y. 1987), aff'd 842 F.2d 1288 (2d Cir. 1988). In his

combined 11981, 01983 and Title VII action, Mr. Richards

recovered back pay, was designated for the next promotion, and,
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pursuant to 11981, received $15,000 in compensatory damages for

the emotional distress he suffered.

Richard Stallworth also obtained a full remedy under 11981.

Mr. Stallworth was repeatedly passed up for promotion to

administrative positions, including school principal, because of

his race. Stallworth v. Shuler, 777 F.2d 1431 (11th Cir. 1985).

Successful in his combined i1981, 11983 and Title VII action, he

recovered back and front pay of $44,090.50. He also recovered

$100,000 in compensatory damages for emotional distress.

Finally, he recovered $1,000 in punitive damages against the

school superintendent who had conducted a sham selection

procedure.

Alice Brice recovered $50,000 in compensatory damages and

$15,000 in punitive damages for discrimination in violation of

11981. Williams v. Owens-Illinois, Inc., 469 F. Supp. 70 (N.D.

Cal. 1979), rev'd in part, aff'd in part, 665 F.2d 918 (9th Cir.

1982), cert. den. 459 U.S. 971 (1982). Ms. Brice was repeatedly

passed over for promotions to positions for which she was highly

qualified, and was otherwise discriminatorily treated. The

compensatory damages were based on a medical and nervous

condition she suffered as a result of the discriminatory

treatment as well as the resulting consequential injuries in her

private life. Ms. Brice was also awarded back pay in an amount

to be determined subsequently.

Employees who are the victim of very similar discrimination

on the basis of their sex have no claim to monetary remedies

'7

J
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similar to those awarded to Mr. Richards, Mr. Stallworth or Ms.

Brice. A case in point is Christine Townsend who was also

discriminatorily denied a promotion. Townsend v. Washington

Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 746 F. Supp. 178 (D.D.C.

1990). Her employer promoted a "pro-selected" and less qualified

male although she received "top ratings" from the personnel

office and the selection panel. Moreover, the court found a

"discriminatory atmosphere" at the Transit Authority. The court

awarded Ms. Townsend a promotion and back pay. Because her claim

was limited to Title VII, however, she was entitled to no

compensation at all for the emotional distress or any other non-

wage injuries she suffered. Nor did her employer have to fear an

award of punitive damages to punish it or deter it from future

wrongdoing.

Similarly, neither Jean Jew nor Nancy Ezold, whose cases are

discussed above, could bring claims for either compensatory or

punitive damages in connection with their discriminatorily denied

promotions.

The substantial disparity in remedies available to persons

who have been victimized by very similar types of discrimination

is equally clear in harassment cases. For example, John Ways, a

black police officer, was subjected to racially offensive -

cartoons and remarks at the police station. Ways v. City of

Lincoln, 705 F. Supp. 1420 (D. Neb. 1988), aff'd in part, rev'd

in part on other grounds, 871 F.2d 750 (8th Cir. 1989). He

secured an injunction against future racist behavior, and under

38
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11981, $35,000 in compensatory damages for his emotional distress

from having to work in a racially hostile environment.

Alvin Hunter was also racially harassed by his co-workers,

who, for example, posted signs reading, "the KKK is not dead,

nigger," and attached a hangman's noose smeared with a black

substance to his equipment. Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers Corp.,

Engine Div., 797 F.2d 1417 (7th Cir. 1986). When he complained

to his supervisors about the harassment, no steps were taken to

remedy the situation. He was subsequently fired in retaliation

for complaining. Under 11981 he recovered $25,000 for indignity

and stress and $25,000 in punitive damages. He also received

back pay under Title VII in an amount to be determined on remand.

Kenny Crawford, a white man who testified to his employer's

racial discrimination at an EEOC hearing, was called "Just

another nigger" by his supervisor, and harassed in retaliation.

Crawford v. Roadway Express, 28 Emp. Prac. Dec. 132,513 (W.D. La.

1980). He was subjected to oppressive surveillance on the job,

and his requests to go to the restroom or get a drink of water

were denied. He recovered back pay and interest in the amount of

$17,024.95 under Title VII but relied on 11981 to compensate him

for the gastrointestinal problems and emotional distress he

suffered because of the retaliatory harassment. He received

$17,000 in compensatory damages, and an additional $9,793.76 in

medical damages.

Victims of equally vicious sex harassment are treated very

differently under the law. Jackie Morris, a machinist, suffered

3
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through a campaign of harassment where, for example, obscene

objects, pictures and notes were placed at her workstation and

her equipment was tampered with and stolen. Morris v. American

National Can Corp., 52 FEP Cases 213 (E.D. Mo. 1989). Management

was notified but did nothing to stop the harassment which

eventually caused Ms. Morris to become physically and emotionally

ill. Ms. Morris was awarded full Title VII remedies, including

back pay for lost wages, but she received nothing for the

emotional and physical distress she suffered; nor was any

financial punishment imposed on her employer. See also Testimony

of Jackie Morris before the House Education and Labor Committee.

Similarly, Lois Robinson was never compensated, nor her

employer punished, for the extreme sexual harassment she suffered

as a welder at a shipyard. Robinson v. Jacksonville Shipyards,

Inc., 1991 U.S. Dist. Lexis 794 (M.D.Fl. 1991). Pictures of nude

and partially nude women, including a picture of a woman's pubic

area with a meat spatula pressed on it, were posted throughout

her workplace. Male co-workers made numerous sexual comments,

such as "Hey, pussycat, come here and give me a whiff," and

offensive jokes such as one relating to sodomous rape. Graffiti

appeared near her work station; one example was "lick me you

whore dog bitch." Female co-workers were similarly harassed.

Her employers knew of the .problem but took no action to stop it.

This was in spite of the fact that ship repair is dangerous work

and they were fully aware of the particular need for a "work

environment that is safe and healthful." Ms. Robinson, who

40
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stayed on the job, was awarded only injunctive relief and $1.00

in nominal damages, despite the torment she endured.

Other actual examples of the failure of Title VII's remedies

for victims of sexual harassment are provided in the cases

discussed above of Virginia Delgado, Betty Sowers, Frances Danna,

Carolyn Gaddy, Helen Brooms, Pat Swanson, Carol Zabkowicz, Ramona

Arnold, Shirley Huddleston, Theresa Contardo, Johnnie Mae

Mitchell, Hortencia Bohen and Jean Jew.

The caselaw also makes it abundantly clear that persons who

are discriminatorily discharged from their job on the basis of

their race or ethnicity have a much better chance of being made

whole for their injuries than are women who are discriminatorily

discharged on the basis of their sex. Juanita Reeder-Baker was

the victim of racial discrimination when she was wrongfully fired

from her position as a production control consultant at a data

processing center. Reeder-Baker v. Lincoln Nat. Corp., 649 F.

Supp. 647 (N.D. Ind. 1986), aff'd 834 F.2d 1373 (7th Cir. 1987).

Following her wrongful termination, Ms. Reeder-Baker suffered

emotional, medical, family and financial problems. Pursuant to

Title VII, she received back pay and prejudgment interest of

$26,709.25 and front pay of $26,760.00. However, the court

relied on 01981 to award her $10,000 in compensatory damages for

emotional distress and $25,000 in punitive damages.

Darrell Boyd, a black supervisor, was laid off and then not

rehired for pretextual reasons; whites with fewer qualifications

were rehired. Boyd v. SCM Allied Paper Co., 42 F.E.P. 1643 (N.D.
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Ind. 1986). Pursuant to Title VII, he was reinstated and awarded

$17,615.34 in lost wages. Only $1981, however, addressed the

humiliation, distress, and loss of self-esteem he suffered when

he had to explain to his young son why he was not working. He

recovered $5,000 in compensatory damages.

Charles Grubb had been a hospital laundry manager with an

exemplary record for 18 years when he was demoted and eventually

fired by the hospital's new manager, who stated that a black man

had no business supervising white women. Grubb v. Foote Memorial

Hospital, 533 F. Supp. 671 (E.D. Mich. 1981), affd 759 F.2d 546

(6th Cir. 1985), cert. den. 474 U.S. 946 (1985). Under Title

VII, Mr. Grubb received reinstatement, an injunction to prevent

further discrimination, and back pay in an amount not specified.

Under 11981 he recovered for his emotional distress in the amount

of $25,000.

Ina Alston, a black woman originally from Panama, was

discriminated against on the basis of her race and national

origin. Alston v. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Greater New

York, 37 F.E.P. 1792 (E.D.N.Y. 1985). During her 17 years of

employment with the defendant, she was consistently praised in

her evaluations and steadily promoted. However, when Ms. Alston

discovered that she was being paid several thousand dollars less

than the published salary for her position, she was removed from

her position. Her manager told her that "people don't know

their places" and remarked wistfully that. one Panamanian woman he

had known, his former maid, customarily greeted him at his door,
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took off his shoes, and massaged his feet. Under Title VII, Ms.

Alston recovered back pay in the amount of $15,838 and front pay

of $10,848. She was more fully compensated pursuant to her 11981

claim: she received $25,000 for pain and suffering, and $65,000

for the humiliation she endured.

Finley Muldrew was told he was discharged for excessive

absenteeism, but sued his employer because white workers with

similar or worse records were not discharged. Muldrew v.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., 728 F.2d 989 (8th Cir. 1984). Under Title

VII, he was reinstated with full seniority. However, it was only

through his 11981 action that he received compensation for the

consequences of his discriminatory discharge: losing his car and

house, and suffering marital and family troubles. He received

$125,000 in compensatory damages.

Unlike the foregoing victims of race and national origin

discrimination, Cheryl Jones was fired from her job as a laborer

on an airport renovation construction project on the basis of her

sex. Jones v. Jones Bros. Const. Corp., 879 F.2d 295 (7th Cir.

1989), on remand, 716 F. Supp. 1122 (N.D. Ill. 1989), aff'd, 888

F.2d 1215 (7th Cir. 1989). While Ms. Jones received Title VII

remedies, the emotional, medical, family and financial problems

she may have suffered as the result of her illegal discharge were

legally irrelevant and non-compensable.

Similarly, Virginia Delgado was unable to recover any

damages for the injuries resulting from her discriminatory

discharge. See discussion above regarding Delqado v. Lehman, 665
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F. Supp. 460 (E.D. Va. 1987). Despite Ms. Delgado's best

efforts, she was unable to find other employment and suffered

extreme financial hardship including permanent injuries to her

health. Her recovery, however, was limited to back pay. See

also Gaddy v. Abex Corp., 884 F.2d 312 (1989).

These differences are equally apparent in the treatment of

remedies in constructive discharge and related cases. Beatrice

Williamson relied on 11981 to achieve recovery for the grievous

injuries she suffered as the result of employment discrimination.

Williamson v. Handy Button Machine Co., 817 F.2d 1290 (7th Cir.

1987). During her 21 years of employment at Handy Button, Ms.

Williamson had watched white workers with less skill and

seniority get promoted from the entry-level job she occupied

while she was also subject to a variety of other discriminatory

acts. She finally left work when her supervisor berated her in

loud and scatological language for using the wrong company

bathroom. She consequently suffered a depressive disorder which

rendered her unable to work. Ms. Williamson recovered a combined

award of $130,000 in back and front pay pursuant to her Title VII

claim. She also achieved a significant recovery under 11981:

she was awarded $100,000 in punitive damages and $20,000 in

compensatory damages for her psychological disability and

emotional pain and the expenses of medical and psychological

treatment.

Betty Sowers, in a case discussed earlier, also suffered a

psychological breakdown which left her unable to work as the
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result of illegal discrimination. Sowers v. Kemira, Inc., 701 F.

Supp. 809 (S.D. Ga. 1988). Because she was the victim of sex

discrimination, however, unlike Ms. Williamson she had no access

to either punitive or compensatory damages. Her remedy was

limited to back pay and a time-limited award of front pay which

even the judge acknowledged might well be insufficient.

Susan Faust's employer removed her from the position of

Human Resources Director, where she had consistently received

excellent evaluations, and gave her an "insulting offer for a

career-ending demoted position" at a "drastically reduced"

earning potential. Faust v. Hilton Hotels Corp., 1990 WL 50419

(E.D.La. 1990) (Magistrate's recommendations) approved by the

court, 1990 WL 120615 (E.D. La. 1990). She was replaced with a

higher-paid male who did very similar work and ultimately quit

her job. The court found that the company's explanation that it

was upgrading the job was pretextual and determined that Ms.

Faust was constructively discharged. Moreover, the court found

that Ms. Faust was the victim of pay discrimination; she was paid

less than men for equal work. The case was sent back to the

magistrate for a determination of remedies. Nonetheless, despite

the devastating experience she suffered, Ms. Faust cannot even

claim compensatory or punitive damages. She is limited to the

Title VII remedies of reinstatement and back pay.
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In conclusion, these cases clearly demonstrate that

significant damages are awarded under 11981 for injuries not

compensable under Title VII. 1

V. Conclusion

The record is clear. As a direct result of Title VII's

failure to provide a damages remedy, the demonstrated injuries of

many proven victims of employment discrimination go unredressed.

At the same time, employers are not deterred from future

discrimination. Further, when seen in light of the damages

remedies provided by other federal civil rights laws prohibiting

discrimination in employment, this result can only be described

as anomalous. To quote again the federal judge in Mitchell v.

OsAir, supra,

There is little incentive for a plaintiff to bring a Title
VII suit when the best that she can hope for is an order to
her supervisor and to her employer to treat her with the
dignity she deserves and the costs of bringing her suit.
One can expect that a potential claimant will pause long
before enduring the humiliation of making public the
indignities she has suffered in private. . . when she is
precluded from recovering damages for her perpetrators'
behavior. It is, however, the responsibility of Congress,
rather than this Court, to recognize and repair this
deficiency in the statute. Id. at 643.

For a review of all damages awards in reported cases
under 11981 from 1980 through early 1991, see "Analysis of Damage
Awards Under Section 19810 January 23, 1991-prepared by the
Washington, D.C. law firm of Shea & Gardner.
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Introduction and Summary

Twenty-five years after Congress enacted

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to protect all

Americans from bias in the workplace, the Supreme Court

substantially weakened those protections by judicial

fiat. In four closely divided rulings in 1989, the

Court significantly altered the interpretation of

Title VII in a broad range of areas, from rules

concerning when job bias cases can be filed to rules

relating to final relief. 1 As a report by attorneys and

researchers at the law firm of Arnold & Porter and the

People for the American Way Action Fund concluded as

early as February of 1990, the Court's decisions have

had a "substantial cumulative negative impact on the

overall effectiveness of Title VII in combatting

employment discrimination.'2

1 These decisions include Lorance v. AT&T Technologies,
490 u.s. 900 (1989); Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonio,
490 U.S. 642 (1989); Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,
490 U.S. 228 (1989); and Martin v. Wilks, 490T U.S. 755
(1989). The Court also issued decisioSns in 1989 in
Independent Federation of Flight Attendants v. 4pe,
491 U.S. 754 (1989), which affects the availabintiFof
attorneys' fees in certain employment discrimination
cases, and in Patterson v. McLean Credit Union, 491 U.S.
164 (1989), which concerns the interpretation of
42 U.S.C. S 1981. These two decisions do not directly
concern the substantive scope of Title VII and are not
discussed in this analysis.

2 People for the American Way Action Fund, The Overall
Impact of the Supreme Court's 1989 Decisions on
Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act (Feb. 1990)
("PFAWAF Report") at 3.

-1-
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This study was commissioned to update the 1990

PFAWAF Report and to assess the continuing impact of the

Court's 1989 decisions on Title VII. As with the

previous report, it was conducted by attorneys and

researchers at the Washington, D.C., law firm of

Arnold & Porter and at the People for the American Way

Action Fund. It focuses on decisions citing the Court's

rulings which have been rendered in the lower courts in

the year following the 1990 PFAWAF Report. In

particular, all such decisions between January 12, 1990

(the date through which research was conducted for the

1990 report) and January 13, 1991, were reviewed and

analyzed. LEXIS, NEXIS, and other computerized data

bases were used in the research.

As discussed more fully below, this analysis has

concluded that taken together, the Court's rulings

continue to have a significant negative impact on

Title VII enforcement. The Court's rulings affect every

major stage of a Title VII proceeding: filing a claim,

proving it before a court, and securing relief. At each

of these stages, the Court's decisions contradict prior

case law and have made it significantly more difficult

for victims of discrimination to prevail. By erecting

substantial new barriers to combatting discrimination,

the Court's decisions discourage bias victims from

- 2-
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bringing legal challenges and weaken the overall

effectiveness of Title VII.

The impact of the Court's decisions begins at the

initial stage of job bias claims. In Lorance v. AT&T

Technologies, 490 U.S. 900 (1989), the Court held that a

claim challenging a discriminatory seniority policy must

be brought within 300 days of the policy's adoption,

even if employees are not injured or affected until

years later. Lower courts have continued to extend

Lorance beyond seniority cases to preclude challenges to

other types of bias, such as discrimination in

promotions and benefits and even age discrimination

claims under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

Due to Lorance, many persons harmed by discriminatory

employment rules will never have the chance to challenge

them in court.

Once a discrimination victim gets to court, two

of the Supreme Court's rulings continue to significantly

undermine the ability of victims to prove

discrimination. Until the Court's ruling in Wards Cove

Packing Co. v. Atonio, 490 U.S. 642 (1989), job tests

and other practices were held to violate Title VII where

they had a substantial disparate impact on women or

minorities and where employers could not prove that such

practices were justified by business necessity. Wards

Cove, however, reversed previously controlling Supreme
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Court precedent and ruled that employers no longer have

to prove business necessity for discriminatory

practices. Instead, the Court ruled, plaintiffs must

now prove that such practices are not justified by

business necessity. As detailed below, Wards Cove has

continued to require courts to uphold employment

practices that would have been struck down as

discriminatory before Wards Cove, and to discourage bias

victims and their lawyers from pursuing disparate impact

claims.

Another important way to prove discrimination

under Title VII has been to show that an employer

treated a plaintiff differently on the basis of race,

sex, or other prohibited grounds. Before the Court's

decision in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 490 U.S. 228

(1989), the courts held that employers were liable for

discriminatory conduct even if other non-discriminatory

motives were mixed into their reasons for making job

decisions. Accordingly, even if legitimate reasons

precluded a court from remedying the discrimination by

promoting the employee, for example, an employer who had

discriminated would still be liable for bias and could

be enjoined from using discriminatory promotion methods

in the future. But under Price Waterhouse, as long as

an employer can prove that it would have made the same

employment decision regardless of the discrimination, it

-4-
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can escape liability entirely and courts can take no

action to prevent or remedy the discriminatory aspects

of the employer's conduct.

Last year's report predicted that this ruling

could permit employers guilty of blatant discriminatory

conduct to escape Title VII liability altogether.

Unfortunately, that prediction has proved quite

accurate. In several cases, the courts have ruled that

even intentionally discriminatory conduct must be

considered legal as a result of Price Waterhouse,

further impairing the effectiveness of Title VII.

Finally, the Court's decision in Martin v. Wilks,

490 U.S. 755 (1989), continues to have a negative impact

on the relief stage of Title VII cases. Before Wilks,

most courts ruled that a consent decree or court order

entered in a discrimination case could not be

collaterally attacked or challenged in a later case.

But in Wilks, the Court opened the door to endless

litigation and relitigation by holding that persons who

want to challenge such remedies may do so even years

after the fact, and even if they sat on the sidelines

and did nothing when the relief was originally entered.

As a result of Wilks, new challenges to existing job

bias remedies continue to be brought, threatening to

extend the litigation of Title VII suits almost

- 5 -
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endlessly and to substantially discourage settlement of

such claims.

The balance of this report will analyze in

greater detail each of the Court's 1989 Title VII

decisions, focusing particularly on how these rulings

have affected litigation in the lower courts over the

past year. The results of this analysis, coupled with

the 1990 PFAWAF Report, compel a clear conclusion: the

Court's 1989 decisions have already weakened the

effectiveness of Title VII, and threaten to continue to

do so in the future.

-- 6-
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Lorance v. AT&T Technologies

In Lorance v. AT&T Technologies, Inc., 490 U.S.

900 (1989), the Supreme Court ruled 5-3 that a claim

under Title VII challenging a facially neutral seniority

policy, alleged to be intentionally discriminatory, is

barred if not brought within 300 days of the policy's

adoption. The statute of limitations begins to run from

the date of the policy's enactment, the Court held, not

from the time the plaintiff is first injured. Due to

Lorance, plaintiffs now must challenge a facially

neutral seniority policy with discriminatory impact at

the time of its adoption, which may be long before they

ever are injured by such a policy. As Justice Marshall

explained in dissent in Lorance, the result threatens to

effectively insulate many discriminatory seniority

systems from attack. See 490 U.S. at 919.

The impact of Lorance, however, extends far

beyond seniority systems. Even as early as last

February, the courts had begun to apply Lorance to other

types of job bias cases, and it was predicted that

Lorance's effects would become pervasive.3 In fact, the

disruptive effects predicted in the wake of Lorance have

begun to be felt. The courts have relied on Lorance to

limit the ability to bring discrimination claims not

3 PFAWAF Report at 8-17.

-7-
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only under Title VII, but also under other statutes,

most notably the Age Discrimination in Employment Act.

The Continuing Impact of Lorance

In the time since Lorance was decided, more than

a dozen court decisions, most during the last year, have

relied on Lorance in holding untimely employment

discrimination claims or indicated in dicta that the

Lorance rationale supports a restrictive approach to

statute of limitations issues in employment

discrimination cases. These have included both

seniority cases as well as decisions concerning other

types of job discrimination claims.

A number of courts have applied Lorance over the

last year to limit Title VII challenges to seniority

policies and systems. For example, the court in

Chambers v. Parco Foods, Inc., 4 relied on Lorance in

granting summary judgment against a challenge to a

seniority-based system which effectively precluded

female workers from obtaining jobs in a higher-paying,

predominantly male department and kept female workers

confined to a lower-paying, mostly female job category.

The plaintiff, Phyllis Chambers, brought her challenge

promptly after the policy damaged her. Because the

4 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 5840 (N.D. Ind. Jan. 23, 1990).

- 8-
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policy itself had been adopted earlier, however, the

court dismissed the lawsuit, noting that Lorance

compelled such a result even if the system "existed to

discriminate against female employees or was enacted for

that purpose."
5

In addition, the courts have continued to extend

Lorance to Title VII claims that do not involve

seniority systems. For example, in Beavers v. American

Cast Iron Pipe Co.,6 plaintiffs sued under Title VII for

wrongful denial of health insurance coverage and medical

services for their children because of their sex and

race. The company's benefits plan required that in

order to be covered, children must reside full-time with

a permanent or full-time or retired employee. The

plaintiffs claimed a disparate-impact on male employees

and their children because women historically have been

awarded custody in divorce actions more frequently than

men.

The plaintiffs argued that a new violation

occurred each time that the company provided health care

benefits to the dependent children of female employees

5 Id. at *9. See also Banas v. American Airlines
Inc., 1990 U.S. is1. LEXIS 17170 (N.D. Ill. Dec. i8,
199); Klimek v. Village of Broadview, 735 F. Supp. 753
(N.D. 111. I989).
6 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16143 (N.D. Ala. Nov. 21,

1990).

-9-
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while denying those benefits to the children of the

plaintiffs. Prior to Lorance, the Court had ruled that

the claims were timely under Title VII. After Lorance,

however, the court reversed its prior determination.

The court ruled that the earlier opinion, rendered prior

to the Supreme Court's decision in Lorance, "is not

correct following Lorance and it would be error . . . to

adhere to it . . . ,,

The court also rejected plaintiffs' argument that

Lorance was not controlling because it involved a

seniority system. Plaintiffs contended that the Supreme

Court's holding expressly recognized the special nature

of seniority systems, and thus Lorance should be limited

to cases involving seniority systems. The district

court, however, was unpersuaded, suggesting that the

Supreme Court would have reached the same result in

Lorance even if other types of discrimination had been

involved. It characterized the Lorance rationale as

arising out of a need to balance the interests in

protecting valid claims against the interests in barring

stale claims. Thus the district court construed Lorance

broadly to encompass claims arising out of different

factual settings. -The message of Beavers is clear --

employment discrimination plaintiffs will face strict

- 10 -
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time constraints under Lorance, regardless of the type

of discrimination involved.

Lorance has also had a significant impact on

claims brought under the Age Discrimination in

Employment Act (ADEA)8. For example, Colgan v. Fisher

Scientific Co.9 involved a claim of termination arising

from age discrimination. Plaintiff Jack Colgan had

worked for Fisher Scientific Co. for nearly 30 years

when in January 1986 he was offered and declined an

early retirement package. In July 1986, he received a

negative performance evaluation. This was the first job

appraisal during his tenure at Fisher that concluded

with a negative overall evaluation. In December 1986,

Colgan was informed that his job was being eliminated

and that his employment was terminated. Colgan filed a

charge of age discrimination with the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission on July 16, 1987, and filed his

lawsuit December 5, 1988.

In holding Colgan's age discrimination claim

barred by the 300-day statute of limitations under the

ADEA, the court held that the period began to run when

Colgan received the unfavorable evaluation, rather than

8 29 U.S.C. 55 621, et seq. Section 17 of the proposed
Civil Rights Act of AT91 would apply a similar remedy
with respect to the effects of Lorance on the ADEA as
Section 7 of the Act would apply to Title VII.

9 747 F. Supp. 299 (W.D. Pa. 1990).
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three months later when he was actually discharged. The

court stated that relying on the discharge date "would

operate to circumvent the relatively short limitations

period adopted in the statutory scheme." The court

cited the "'disruptive' example rejected by Justice

Scalia in Lorance . . . . 109 S. Ct. at 2269."10 The

Colgan court noted that Lorance is a Title VII case but

stated that "Title VII precedents are applicable in

interpreting ADEA cases concerning timely exhaustion of

administrative remedies." 11

Other ADEA cases relying on Lorance to hold

plaintiffs' claims time-barred include: Cote v.

University of Illinois 12 (continuing violation theory

rejected in pay discrimination case arising from layoff

and subsequent rehiring at lower salary grade);

Barbagallo v. General Motors Corp.13 (denying motion to

add individual and class claims challenging early

retirement program and rejecting continuing violation

theory); EEOC v. City College of Chicago 14 (holding that

where early retirement plan not facially discriminatory,

10 Id. at 303.

11 Id. at 301, n.3.

12 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 3739 (N.D. Ill. April 3,
1990).
13 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 8583 (S.D.N.Y. July 13, 1990).

14 740 F. Supp. 508 (N.D. Ill. 1990).

- 12 -
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limitations period commences upon adoption of plan);

Hamilton v. First Source Bank 15 (rejecting discovery

rule for pay discrimination claim and ruling that

limitations period commences at time of unlawful act,

not upon notice of discriminatory effect or motivation);

Davidson v. Board of Governors of State Colleges and

Universities for Western Illinois University
16

(rejecting salary discrimination claim where adoption of

collective bargaining agreement, rather than injury to

plaintiff, held to trigger statute of limitations). For

job bias plaintiffs under both Title VII and the ADEA,

Lorance continues to have a serious negative impact.
17

15 1990 U.S. App. LEXIS 22298 (4th Cir. Dec. 27, 1990).

16 1990 U.S. App. LEXIS 21550 (7th Cir. Dec. 13, 1990).

17 Lorance has also been applied under statutes other
than Title VII and the ADEA by several courts. See,
ej., Hendrix v. Yazoo City, 911 F.2d 1102 (5th -Cir.
190) TFair Labor Standards Act); Kuemmerlein v. Madison
Metro. School Dist., 894 F.2d 257 (7th Cir. 1990)
(2 U.S.C. S 1983); Addison v. Piedmont Aviation, Inc.,
745 F. Supp. 343 (M.D.N.C. 1990) (Railway Labor Act).

- 13 -
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Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc. v. Atonio

In Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc. v. Atonio,18 the

Supreme Court changed the contours of disparate impact

doctrine and effectively overruled its unanimous

decision in Griggs v. Duke Power Co. 19 Wards Cove

involved a challenge to hiring practices which resulted

in a racially stratified workforce where minority

workers held primarily low-paying "cannery jobs" and

white workers held primarily higher paying "non-cannery

jobs." The Supreme Court ruled that such evidence did

not establish a prima facie case of disparate impact in

violation of Title VII. 20 Having determined that the

plaintiffs' statistics were not sufficient to show

disparate impact, the Court then went beyond the issues

necessary to decide the case and fashioned new standards

that plaintiffs must satisfy in order to succeed in

disparate impact lawsuits.

In defining these additional burdens, Wards Cove

departed from Griggs and its progeny in three

significant ways. First, the Court held that the

plaintiffs must identify the particular practices that

18 109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989).

19 401 U.S. 424 (1971).

20 The Court held that the statistically valid
comparison was between "the racial composition of the
qualified persons in the labor market and the persons
holding at-issue jobs." Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2121.

- 14 -
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produce disparate impact and prove that each specific

practice challenged causes significant disparate

impact. 21 This represents a departure from previous

disparate impact case law permitting plaintiffs to

challenge a group of employment practices that combine

to produce a significant disparate impact on minorities

or women. 22 Wards Cove's more stringent requirement

thwarts Congress' intent in enacting Title VII to target

the "'systems' and 'effects'" of employment

discrimination, rather than address the problem on a

narrow, piecemeal basis.23

21 Id. at 2125.

22 See, e.j.r Green v. USX Corp., 843 F.2d 1511, 1521
(3d -ir. 1988) (a ruling that a multicomponent system
cannot be challenged would be "wholly incompatible with
Griggs"), vacated, 490 U.S. 1103 (1989); Powers v.
Alabama Dept. of Educ., 854 F.2d 1285 (llth Cir. 1988),
cert. denied, 490 U.S. 1207 (1989) (plaintiffs did not
have to isolate the particular aspect of the promotion
process responsible for the disparate impact);
Griffin v. Carlin, 755 F.2d 1516, 1523 (11th Cir. 1985);
Segar v. Smith, 738 F.2d 1249, 1270-71 (D.C. Cir. 1984),
cert. denTed,471 U.S. 1115 (1985); Williams v. City and
County' of San Francisco, 483 F. Supp. 335 (N.D. Tal.
1979) (plaintiffs need not examine each stage of the
selection process to state a prima facie disparate
impact claim), reversed without opinion, 685 F.2d 450
(1979) (9th Cir. 1982).

23 See H.R. Rep. No. 238, 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 8
(197 ; see also Uniform Guidelines on Employee
Selection Procedures, 29 C.F.R. SS 16-17 (referring to
Title VII as targeting "any measure, combination of
measures," etc., which operates to produce
discrimination).

- 15 -
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Of even greater consequence for victims of

discrimination, the Court in Wards Cove also revised its

interpretation of the business necessity defense,

redefining both the scope of the defense and the burden

of proof. Although earlier cases had required practices

with a disparate impact to be "essential to good job
".24 ,

performance, or significantly correlated with

important elements of work behavior,"25 Wards Cove

broadened the defense to enable employers to show simply

that the challenged practice "serves, in a significant

way, the legitimate employment goals of the employer."
26

In addition, the Court held that the employer need only

produce evidence of business necessity, and that the

plaintiff bears the burden of persuasion to demonstrate

that business necessity does not justify the challenged

practice.27 Griggs and its progeny had placed the

24 Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 33. (1977).

25 Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 431
(1975).

26 109 S. Ct. at 2125-26.

27 In effecting such a tremendous change in disparate
impact law, the majority contended that the plaintiff
had always had the burden of persuasion to disprove
business necessity. Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2126.
However, as Justice Stevens observed in a strongly
worded dissent, the Court's previous cases belie such an
assertion. See Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2130-32
(Stevens, J.,-issenting). Read in this light, the
majority's later concession -- "We acknowledge that some
of our earlier decisions can be read as suggesting

[Footnote continued on next page]
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burden of proof as to business necessity squarely on the

Defendant.28 The combination of the Court's

transformation of the defense from business necessity to

a "reasoned review of the employer's justification,"
29

and its requirement that plaintiffs prove its

nonexistence, makes "business necessity" 30 the exception

that swallows the rule prohibiting unlawful'disparate

impact.31

(Footnote continued from previous page]
otherwise," Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2126 -- is clearly
an understatement.

28 See Griggs, 401 U.S. at 432 (". . . Congress has
placed-on the employer the burden of showing that any
given requirement must have a manifest relationship to
the employment in question."). Subsequent Supreme Court
decisions consistently discuss the requirements of
business necessity in terms of the employer's burden.
See Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 425
('75); Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 329 (1977);
Connecticut v. Teal, 457 U.S. 440, 446 (1982); see also
Contreras v. Citof Los Angeles, 656 F.2d 1267"-t-
Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 1210 (1982);
Watkins v. Scott Paper Co., 530 F.2d 1159 (5th Cir.),
cert. denied, 429 U.S. 861 (1976).

29 Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2126.

30 See Allen v. Seidman, 881 F.2d 375, 381 (7th Cir.
1989) (stating that after Wards Cove, the business
necessity defense is a misnomer).

31 Although a plaintiff who cannot disprove business
necessary may still prevail by showing that an
alternative selection practice with less disparate
impact would equally serve the employer's goals, the
Wards Cove Court suggested that even minimal differences
in cost and other burdens may preclude such a
determination. See Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2127.

- 17 -
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A. The Initial Impact of Wards Cove

Both courts and commentators have recognized that

Wards Cove effected a tremendous change in the law of

disparate impact. In a Seventh Circuit case,

conservative appellate court judge Richard Posner stated

that Wards Cove "modified the ground rules that most

lower courts had followed in disparate-impact cases,,,
32

and suggested renaming the business necessity defense

"the issue of legitimate employer purpose" to reflect

Wards Cove's dramatic change in the law.33 The Third

Circuit described Wards Cove as creating "significant

changes in employment discrimination law," 34 and the

Eleventh Circuit read the case as having overruled the

existing law in the circuit on business necessity.
35

Other courts have reached similar conclusions. 36 As one

32 Allen v. Seidman, 881 F.2d 375, 377 (7th Cir. 1989).

33 Id. at 381.

34 See Green v. USX Corp., 896 F.2d 801, 804 (3d Cir.
1990).
35 See Hill v. Seaboard Coast Line Railroad Co., 885

F.2d 804, 812 (11th Cir. 1989).

36 See, e.g., Hinton v. Bd of Trustees, 53 Fair Empl.
Prac. Cas. (BNA) 1475, 1478 (N.D. Ill. 1990) (stating
that Wards Cove "changed prior law (so] that the
defendant's burden at the 'justification' stage is one
of production only"); Sledge v. J.P. Stevens & Co., 52
Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCH) 1 39,537, at 60,496 (E.D.N.C.
1990) ("(a]s a result of Wards Cove we now know . .
that in the face of a prima face case the employer's
burden, even in a disparate impact case, is simply one
of production and not of proof.").
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commentator has observed, Wards Cove is "a decision that

stands in stark contrast to the more than eighteen years

of precedent that it threatens to overturn."
37

The 1990 PFAWAF Report documented the immediate

effects of these changes and discussed several cases

where Wards Cove's business necessity analysis had

already harmed Title VII plaintiffs. In 1989, for

example, two Seventh Circuit decisions vacated and

remanded lower court rulings that had invalidated

discriminatory employment practices because of Wards

Cove's business necessity changes, 38 and a Fifth Circuit

case relied on Wards Cove to find an employment practice

with a clear disparate impact on minorities justified by

business necessity.39 The Report also discussed two

37 Reed, "The Immediate Fallout of Wards Cove,"
N.Y.L.S. of Human Rights 65 (1990). See also Freilich,
Kieler & Johnson,-"Reagan's Legacy: A Conservative
Majority Rules on Civil Rights, Civil Liberties and
State and Local Government Issues," 21 Urb. Law. 633,
647 (1990) (" . . . in disparate impact cases like Wards
Cove, the Court reversed its previous policies and
raised new barriers to discrimination suits."); Leonard,
San Jose Mercury News, July 3, 1989, at 1C (noting that
lawsuits challenging systemic discrimination under
Griggs "are exactly the cases that have had the wind
taken out of their sails" by Wards Cove).

38 See Allen v. Seidman, 861 F.2d 375 (7th Cir. 1989);
Evans v City of Evanston, 881 F.2d 382 (7th Cir. 1989),
reh' denied 1989 US."App. LEXIS 13138.

39 See Bernard v. Gulf Oil Corp., 890 F.2d 735
(5th- r. 1989).
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district court cases decided in 1989 where courts relied

on Wards Cove to uphold the challenged practices.
40

B. The Continuing Impact of Wards Cove

Based on these early examples, the 1990 PFAWAF

Report predicted that disparate impact cases would be

less likely to be brought and to succeed in the

post-Wards Cove era. Since the Report was released,

subsequent research has borne out this prediction.

Wards Cove has had a significant impact on disparate

impact litigation in the lower courts. In many

instances, employees and their lawyers have been

deterred from-bringing disparate impact lawsuits due to

the stringent standards of proof imposed on plaintiffs

by Wards Cove. Where employees have brought lawsuits

challenging employment practices that disproportionately

disadvantage women and minorities, Wards Cove presents

obstacles to their success. Discussed below are seven

recent cases -- four appellate court and three district

court decisions -- where Wards Cove has significantly

affected the outcome or analysis in the case. The

overall effect of Wards Cove is to make employment

practices which harm women and minorities in the

40 See PFAWAF Report at 30-34 (discussing EEOC v.
Caro'na Freight Carriers Corp., 51 Fair Em-. Prac.
Cas. (BNA) 364 (S.D. Fla. 1989), and Lu v. Woods, 717
F. Supp. 886 (D.D.C. 1989)).
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workplace less susceptible to successful legal

challenge.

1. Wards Cove and Business Necessity

Wards Cove's reinterpretation of the business

necessity defense has had a pronounced impact in the

lower courts, making it much easier for employers to

justify practices which adversely affect women and

minorities. Recent cases in both the courts of appeals

and the district courts illustrate the Court's

broadening of the business necessity defense.

In Police Officers for Equal Rights v. City of

Columbus,41 (P.O.E.R.), the Sixth Circuit affirmed the

district court's ruling for the defendants, finding the

Police Department's promotion practices sufficiently

job-related under Wards Cove. In P.O.E.R., the

challenged exam had close to a 90% pass rate for white

officers and less than a 50% pass rate for black

officers. 42 The plaintiffs challenged the exam under-a

court order requiring the Department to remedy its

earlier practices found unlawful in prior litigation,

41 916 F.2d 1092 (6th Cir. 1990)e reh'g denied en banc,
1990 U.S. App. LEXIS 22044.

42 The pass rate for black officers was 54% of the pass
rate for white officers. See P.O.E.R. v. Columbus,
No. C2-78-394, Opinion and -der at 8 (S.D. Ohio 1990).
Under the Uniform Guidelines, significant disparate
impact exists as a general rule wherever the selection
rate for one group is 80% of the selection rate for
another group.
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which included an order establishing a mechanism to

review future exams with an adverse impact on black

workers to determine whether they are job-related. The

court's pre-Wards Cove order provided that if exams have

a disparate impact on blacks, "defendants must show that

they are job-related." 43 After Wards Cove, however, the

district court amended the order to define business

necessity in accordance with Wards Cove, and limited the

defendant's burden of proof to the burden of producing

evidence of job-relatedness.

After the district court received evidence that

the Department's promotion exams had a significant

disparate impact, it proceeded to evaluate the job-

relatedness of the challenged exams under the revised

Wards Cove standard. The black officers alleged that

the exams tested knowledge only, and did not test for

supervisory skills and behaviors critical to the job.

The Sixth Circuit affirmed the district court's

rejection of this argument on the grounds that "being

able to do something requires knowing how to do it."
44

This analysis is noticeably more lax than pre-Wards Cove

cases, which had invalidated tests that did not measure

43 See P.O.E.R. v. Columbus, No. C2-78-394, Opinion and

Order (S.D. Oo 199U)

44 916 F.2d at 1098.
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the skills necessary to perform the job.45 The Sixth

Circuit also invoked lenient analysis to uphold the

focus on knowledge in the job analysis used to prepare

the exams, holding that job attributes need not be

tested in proportion to their importance and frequency

of use. Pre-Wards Cove cases had.required selection

exams to test attributes proportionate to

their importance on the job in order to justify their

disparate impact.
46

The Sixth Circuit also upheld the use of exam

questions derived from an outside textbook on police

management that was not used as a manual or reference by

the Columbus police department. 47 Citing no evidence

that success on the exam questions correlated with

successful job performance, the district court defended

the use of the textbook questions, stating that it found

the textbook "well-written and informative," and

containing information "which would appear to be useful

to a police lieutenant ... ."48 Such a practice could

45 See Firefighters Institute for Racial Equality v.
City o St. Louis, 549 F.2d 506 (8th Cir. 1977), cert.
denied, 434 U.S. 819 (1977). -

46 See, e'.', United States v. City of Chicago, 573
F.2d 46 (7th Cir. 1978).

47 It was undisputed that the text referred to
principles, procedures and terminology "not necessarily
used" by the Department. P.O.E.R., 916 F.2d at 1101.

48 Id.
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well have been struck down under Griggs, which required

an actual relationship between job performance and the

practices challenged, rather than mere speculation by a

court or employer.49 The court's rationale in the

Columbus case represents a major departure from the

careful scrutiny of discriminatory practices required by

the Supreme Court in Griggs.

Another Sixth Circuit case, Abbott v. Federal

Forge, _Inc. 50 also illustrates the more lenient

analysis employed by courts to justify disparate impact

after Wards Cove. In Abbott, the court upheld the

company's moratorium on rehiring workers who had been

49 See Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424 (1971);
see also Watkins v. Scott Paper Co., 530 F.2d 1159 (11th
'i-3. -976), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 861 (1976) (stating
that the burden of validating al examination must be
borne by the employer if the employer desires to use a
test which operates discriminatorily). Before Wards
Cove, the use of an exam to train employees for the jobs
at issue did not suffice to validate an exam without
regard to the test's ability to predict job performance.
See Ensley Branch of NAACP v. Seibels, 616 F.2d 812 (5th
?Hr. 1980) (mere relationship between exam and success
in job training program did not validate exam without
respect to test's ability to predict job performance
where the exam does not test for the minimum amount of
knowledge necessary to complete the training program,
where only those with the highest ranked score are
selected, and where no evidence demonstrates that higher
scores correlate with higher performance), cert. denied,
449 U.S. 1061 (1980); United States v. Virgnl-, 620
F.2d 1018 (4th Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1021
(1980) (requiring more than mere correlation between
employment practice and job training program).

50 912 F.2d 867 (6th Cir. 1990).
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laid off after a plant closing. The laid-off workers

brought an age discrimination disparate impact lawsuit

against the company, arguing that the workers affected

by the moratorium included a larger percentage of

workers over 40 than the workers actually hired. The

company argued that the moratorium on hiring laid-off

workers served its interest in avoiding the possibility

of paying additional seniority pension benefits.

Citing Wards Cove, the court upheld the

moratorium on business necessity grounds, ruling that

minimizing the cost of labor by avoiding paying pension

benefits is a legitimate business consideration.

Although the court also accepted the alternative

rationale that the plaintiffs' statistics did not prove

disparate impact, the case illustrates Wards Cove's

broadened business necessity analysis. Before Wards

Cove, a court probably would not have interpreted

business necessity to include an interest in hiring

predominantly younger workers with no entitlement to

seniority benefits.

One district court had found a company's business

practice unlawful before Wards Cove, only to reverse

itself after Wards Cove. In EEOC v. 0 & G Spring and

Wire Forms Specialty Co.,51 the EEOC challenged both the

51 732 F. Supp. 72 (N.D. Ill. 1990).
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use of word-of-mouth recruitment to hire unskilled

workers as unlawful disparate impact, and the practice

of hiring walk-ins off the street as unlawful disparate

treatment. 0 & G had employed no black workers between

the years l99 to 1985.52 In 1988, before Wards Cove,

the district court found both practices unlawful,

dismissing the company's proffered business

justification as insufficient to overcome "the

'inexorable zero' employment of blacks by 0 & G during

the years 1979 through 1985.53 After the Supreme Court

decided Wards Cove, the district court reversed its

ruling as to disparate impact, and held that the

plaintiffs had not disproved the business necessity of

the recruitment practice. Although the court did uphold

its earlier finding that the company's hiring of

walk-ins constituted unlawful disparate treatment,

0 & G's reliance on word-of-mouth recruitment, which has

a proven significant disparate impact on minorities, and

which was invalidated before Wards Cove, is now

perfectly lawful. The court's acceptance of the

52 The company's few current black employees were hired
in response to the lawsuits.

53 ?05 F. Supp. 400, 406 (N.D. Ill. 1988). 0 & G had
defended the practice on the grounds that it cost no
money, it produced workers willing to work under poor
conditions for low pay, and it provided workers with
skills not needed for the jobs at issue who could later
be promoted without formal training.
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company's rationale that the practice provided a "ready

source of employees . . . willing to work at low pay and

under poor conditions,'u54 represents a clear departure

from Griggs' interpretation of business necessity.

Wards Cove's business necessity analysis also

disadvantaged the plaintiffs in Hinton v. Bd. of

Trustees, who were denied a trial on the issue of

business necessity because of Wards Cove's shift in the

burden of proof. 55 In Hinton, budgetary constraints had

caused the employer hospital to terminate over

200 positions, with predominantly black licensed

practical nurses (LPNs), rather than predominantly white

registered nurses (RNs), bearing the brunt of the

layoffs. Assuming that the plaintiffs had established a

prima facie case of disparate impact against blacks, the

district court nevertheless granted summary judgment for

the defendants on the grounds that the plaintiffs did

not satisfy their burden to disprove business necessity.

The plaintiffs presented evidence that the

workforce reductions did not in fact result in any

budgetary savings because the number of newly hired RNs

almost equaled the number of LPNs laid off, and the

newly hired RNs were paid higher salaries. However, the

54 732 F. Supp. at 74.

55 53 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas (BNA) 1475 (N.D. Ill. 1990).
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court accepted at face value the hospital's

justification that terminating the LPN positions

decreased its budget deficit, and that RNs can perform

some functions that LPN's cannot, and found the

plaintiffs' arguments insufficient to justify a trial -

under Wards Cove, which "changed prior law [so) that the

defendant's burden at the 'justification' stage is one

of production only."'
56

The Justice Department's own litigation tactics

also demonstrate Wards Cove's change in the standards

for proving business necessity. Much of the Justice

Department's Title VII litigation involves the

enforcement of consent decrees requiring defendants to

develop nondiscriminatory selection procedures. The

consent decrees typically provide that if the new

procedures have a disparate impact against women or

minorities, the defendants must demonstrate their

validity under the Uniform Guidelines on Employee

Selection Procedures. 57 After the Supreme Court decided

Wards Cove, the Justice Department has argued that

pre-Wards Cove law, and not the Court's standards in

Wards Cove, should govern the validity of the new

56 Id. at 1478.

57 29 C.F.R. S 1607.1.
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selection procedures that have a disparate impact. 58

The reason for its position is clear: the Justice

Department will be much more likely to succeed in

challenging the validity of the procedures under

pre-Wards Cove standards of business necessity. As

these examples illustrate, Wards Cove has replaced

Griggs' business necessity requirements with a much more

lenient standard, imposing significant new barriers for

plaintiffs in disparate impact cases.

2. Wards Cove and Particularity

Wards Cove's requirement that plaintiffs prove

that a particular employment practice caused disparate

impact has hampered the ability of plaintiffs to

establish prima facie disparate impact. Decisions in

both the Sixth and Seventh Circuits illustrate the

difficulty created by the requirement that plaintiffs

attribute significant disparate impact to each

employment practice challenged, rather than a group of

practices in general.

In United Assoc. of Black Landscapers v. City of

Milwaukee,59 a class of black employees challenged the

58 See, e.g.# Updated 1989 Memorandum of the United
States in Support of Motion to Terminate Interim Hiring
Goals at 4, filed in United States v. City of Buffalo,
C.A. No. 73-414 (W.D.N.Y. 1989).

59 736 F. Supp. 206 (E.D. Wis. 1990), aff'd, 916 F.2d
1261 (7th Cir. 1990).
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promotion practices in the City's Bureau of Forestry

that had resulted in no minority employment in any of

the Bureau's 50 supervisory positions available over the

course of the Bureau's history.60 The plaintiffs argued

that the Bureau's promotion practices of written tests,

combined with subjective oral interviews, resulted in a

significant disparate impact against minority

candidates. However, the plaintiffs never had the

chance to try their case in court. The district court

dismissed the case without a trial or: the grounds that

the plaintiffs had failed to identify the specific

promotional practices causing the racial disparity, and

had failed to make the stringent statistical comparison

required by Wards Cove. 61 The Seventh Circuit affirmed

the district court's dismissal on the grounds that Wards

Cove required the plaintiffs to isolatet(] and

identiffyJ the specific employment practices that are

allegedly responsible for any observed statistical

disparities."62 As Black Landscapers illustrates, Wards

Cove's requirement that employees prove that each

60 See Affidavit of Eddie J. Martin, Jr., United Assoc.
of Black Landscapers v. City of Milwaukee,
Nos. 88-C-1144, 88-C-1336 (Jan. 12, 190).
61 736 F. Supp. 206 (E.D. Wis. 1990), aff'd, 916 F.2d
1261 (7th Cir. 1990).

62 916 F.2d 1261, 1264 (7th Cir. 1990) (quoting Wards
Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2124) (emphasis in original).
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specific employment practice causes significant

disparate impact greatly increases the plaintiffs'

difficulty in producing the proof necessary to bring

disparate impact claims to trial.

A case in the Sixth Circuit suggests that Wards

Cove may even require plaintiffs to prove which

particular exam question caused the significant

disparate impact in order to challenge an examination

which operates to the disadvantage of women or

minorities. In Black Law Enforcement Officers Assoc. v.

City of Akron,63 (B.L.E.O.A.), black police officers

argued that the city's promotion practices had a

disparate impact on black officers. The Akron Police

Department had been found guilty of intentional

discrimination in earlier litigation,64 and still

had only two black supervisors out of 99 supervisory

positions.65

63 Nos. C84-2974A, C85-2781A (N.D. Ohio 1990).

64 See Arnold v. Ray, Memorandum Opinion and Order
(N.D. Ohio Dec. 11, 1979).

65 The two black supervisors had been temporarily
promoted under court order in 1985. If the court had
not intervened, no black officers would have been
promoted. See Black Law Enforcement Officers Assoc. v.
Cit of Akron-, 824 F.2d 475 (6th Cir. 1987). The
plaintiffs challenged the promotion system based on the
doctrine that a bottomline "balanced" workforce achieved
through court order does not legitimate a selection
practice with a disparate impact on minorities. See
Connecticut v. Teal, 457 U.S. 440 (1982).
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The plaintiffs challenged the Department's

practice of promoting a limited number of the highest

ranked candidates based on a promotion examination. The

district court rejected the challenge on the grounds

that Wards Cove requires plaintiffs to identify the

specific employment practice challenged and prove that

each challenged practice caused significant disparate

impact. 66 The Sixth Circuit affirmed in an unpublished

opinion requiring the plaintiffs to do more than

demonstrate significant adverse disparate impact on the

number of black officers promoted basd on a

rank-ordered promotion exam.67 The court held that in

order to establish a prima facie case the plaintiffs

must also pinpoint the particular question or component

of the exam causing the disparate impact, citing Wards

Cove for the proposition that plaintiffs must "show that

a particular component of the examination accounts for

the disparate impact.' 8 .

66 See B.L.E.O.A., Nos. C84-2974A, C85-2781A,
Memorandum Opinion at 28 (N.D. Ohio).

67 1990 U.S. App. LEXIS 21742 (6th Cir. Dec. 11, 1990).

68 Id. at *11 (citing Wards Cove, 109 S. Ct. at 2124).
The pTaintiffs had attempted to attribute the disparate
impact to a particular component of the Ixam by proving
that the Department assigned black officers only to
cases with black witnesses or suspects. The plaintiffs
argued that the Department's differential assignments
caused black officers to score lower on the job
knowledge component of the exam. The plaintiffs

(Footnote continued on next page]
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The Justice Department has also argued that Wards

Cove requires plaintiffs to pinpoint the particular

component of a selection test that results in disparate

impact. 69 Although the Seventh Circuit rejected this

argument,70 the Sixth Circuit's decision in B.L.E.O.A.

indicates that Wards Cove makes such a restrictive

approach a very real possibility. This unprecedented

requirement that plaintiffs attribute significant

disparate impact to particular components of an exam,

and perhaps even individual questions, would make

disparate impact challenges of objective examinations

virtually impossible.

Wards Cove's particularity requirement may also

pose insurmountable problems for disparate impact

challenges to subjective employment practices, as

illustrated by the Justice Department's arguments in

[Footnote continued from previous page)
presented anecdotal evidence of the limited assignments
and literature linking such assignments to poorer exam
performance, but the plaintiffs could not statistically
prove that the poorer exam performance resulted from the
assignment practice because the Department had no
records of the relevant assignments. The Sixth Circuit
held that because the plaintiffs could not link the
assignment patterns to any particular exam questions,
even though the inability to do so was at least in part
due to the defendant's failure to keep records, the
plaintiffs had not met their burden of proving a prima
facie case. Id. at *12-13.

69 See Allen v. Seidman, 881 F.2d at 381.

70 See id.
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Cook v. Billington, a disparate impact case against the

Library of Congress. In Cook, the Justice Department

argued that the plaintiffs' class action lawsuit should

not proceed after Wards Cove because Wards Cove prevents

plaintiffs from using disparate impact theory to

challenge subjective practices unless they identify a

precise mechanism for rigid and uniform

discrimination.71 This standard would make the type of

discrimination alleged in Cook -- the subjective,

constantly changing manipulation of selection

criteria -- virtually immune from disparate impact

challenge. As these examples indicate, Wards Cove has

greatly inhibited the ability of plaintiffs to prove

disparate impact, and may have an even greater negative

impact in the future.

C. Conclusion

The above decisions indicate Wards Cove's

striking impact on disparate impact lawsuits in the

lower courts. Both by significantly weakening the

business necessity standard and by imposing strict new

particularity requirements, Wards Cove has made it

substantially-harder to successfully challenge

employment practices with discriminatory impact on women

or minorities. What these specific cases do not

71 See Motion to Decertify the Class, No. 82-0400
(D.D.-., motion filed June 20, 1990).
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disclose is the propensity for Wards Cove to deter

victims of discrimination from ever bringing disparate

impact challenges to court. As one commentator has

observed, Wards Cove has "drastically increased the

difficulty of proving a disparate impact case, and

rendered some kinds of employment practices virtually

immune from disparate impact analysis." 72 The result

will inevitably be to discourage bias victims and

lawyers from even filing disparate impact cases,

producing a serious "chilling effect on the aspirations

of racial minorities and women."
73

72 Holdemand, "Civil Rights In Employment: The New
Generation," 67 Den. U.L. Rev. 1 (1990).

73 Rabinove, "Major United States Supreme Court Civil
Rights and Affirmative Action Decisions," N.Y.S.L. J. of
Human Rights 9, 31 (1990).
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Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins

The Supreme Court's decision in.Price

Waterhouse v. Hopkins74 has already begun to have a

significant adverse impact on workers who may be

victimized by discrimination. The language of Price

Waterhouse and subsequent lower court decisions indicate

that even blatant discrimination may now be legal under

Title VII when a defendant demonstrates it would have

made the same specific employment decision in the

absence of discrimination. Therefore, discriminatory

employers can avoid discrimination liability altogether

in some cases, seriously impairing the ability of

Title VII to eradicate discrimination in the workplace.

Before Price Waterhouse, the courts had held that

employers were always liable for intentional

discrimination, even if legitimate motives were mixed

with unlawful bias in making an employment decision,

such as refusing to promote an employee. While

employees could not obtain a promotion as a remedy in a

Title VII case if non-discriminatory reasons would have

prevented their promotion even in the absence of bias,

courts in such cases did find the discrimination

unlawful and could order the employer to stop

discriminating in the future and to pay the plaintiff's

74 490 U.S. 228 (1989).
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attorney's fees. 75 Indeed, in its brief in Price

Waterhouse itself, the Reagan Justice Department stated

that where non-discriminatory factors would have

resulted in the same employment action in the absence of

bias, the proper remedy is "an award of attorney's fees

and an injunction against future discrimination."
76

In Price Waterhouse, however, the Supreme Court

ruled that even where an employee proves that a job

action was undertaken for discriminatory reasons, the

employer "may avoid a finding of liability" altogether

by showing that it would have made the same decision in

the absence of the discriminatory motive.77 This

effectively means that an employer may continue to use

discriminatory job practices, which may affect many

employees, in some cases.

75 See, e.g., Bibbs v. Block, 778 F.2d 1318 (8th Cir.
1985T Kig v. Transworld Airlines, Inc., 738 F.2d 255(8th Cir. 1984); Ostroff v. Employment Exchane, Inc.,
683 F.2d 302 (9th Cir. 1982); Nant v. Barrows Co.,
660 F.2d 302 (9th Cir. 1981); Roberts v. Fri, 29 Fair
Empl. Prac. Cases 1445 (D.D.C. 1980); see--so EEOC
Commission Decision Nos. 70-925, 72-059'g,7F1-t606, CCH
EEOC Decisions (1973) Paras. 6158, 6314, 6310;
Commission Decision Nos. 75-007 and 75-091, CCH EEOC
Decisions (1983) Paras. 6436, 6528 (supporting the
position that a finding of invidious motivation is
dispositive of Title VII liability, leaving open only
the scope of appropriate remedy).

76 See Brief for the United States as Amicus Curie
at 2T 7Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins, 109 S. Ct. 1775
(No. 87-1167) (citations omitted).

77 Id. at 244.
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Based on the Price Waterhouse holding, the lower

courts have had to employ a test that effectively allows

some discriminatory employers to skirt liability.

First, the plaintiff must produce direct evidence that

the employer acted with a discriminatory motive.

Second, if the court accepts this evidence, the

"defendant must prove by a preponderance of the evidence

that the defendant would have reached the same decision

without the factor proved." If the plaintiff cannot

then show that the discriminatory motives were not the

prevailing consideration, the courts must find for the

employer.78 Therefore, once a plaintiff proves

discrimination, the defendant may avoid all liability by

showing that it would have taken the same action in the

absence of discrimination.

The Price Waterhouse holding has already had an

adverse effect in a number of specific cases. For

example, in E.E.O.C. v. Alton Packaging Corp.,79 Otis

Felton, a black man, was passed over for a promotion

despite his publicly recognized good work and various

pay increases. A white man from outside the company

78 See, e.., E.E.O.C. v. Alton Packaging Corp., 901
F.2d- h0 973(llth Cir. 1990); Burns v. Gadsden State
Community College, 908 F.2d 1512t 1518 (11th Cir. 1990);
Visser v. Packer Eng'g Assocs, Inc., 909 F.2d 959, 961
(7 E Wir. 1990).
79 901 F.2d 920 (11th Cir. 1990).
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filled the position. Robert Raymond and Robert Diesen

made the hiring decision. At trial, Robert Raymond

stated that "if it was his company, he wouldn't hire any

black people." Another black employee also testified

that Robert Diesen had yelled at him " it, you

people can't do a thing right." 80

Although these discriminatory statements were

proven at trial, the lower court found, and the circuit

court upheld, that a "preponderance of the evidence

indicates that Alton would not have promoted Felton even

without the discriminatory reasons."'81 The court found

for the defendant and absolved it of any liability. In

other words, because of Price Waterhouse, the same two

managers proven to have operated with discriminatory

motives can continue to make promotion decisions

affecting black employees.

In another case, Pajic v. CIGNA Corp.,82 the

plaintiffs had the same difficulty as Felton. The

plaintiffs in this case proved a prima facie case of

retaliatory discrimination, but the court also found the

defendant met its burden of showing a legitimate, non-

discriminatory explanation for its treatment of the

80 Id. at 922.

81 Id. at 925.

82 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16278 (E.D. Pa. Nov. 30,
1990).
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plaintiffs. Therefore, the court found CIGNA had no

discrimination liability.

In Pa jic the plaintiffs, two women, showed

(1) they had been unfairly restricted in their salary

increases, (2) they were subjected to adverse employment

actions and (3) their supervisor referred to women in

the office as "broads, bimbos and glorified

secretaries."'83 Based upon these findings the court

concluded they had established a prima facie case of

retaliatory discrimination.

However, the court also found that CIGNA

presented several non-discriminatory reasons why

plaintiffs' salaries were restricted and why they were

subject to adverse employment actions. Therefore, the

court held that the plaintiffs did not sustain the

ultimate burden of proof that they were discriminated

against. In other words, as a result of Price

Waterhouse, the employer in Pajic intentionally

discriminated against female employees, but escaped any

liability whatsoever.
84

83 Id. at *8.

84 Price Waterhouse has had a similar impact in other
cases as well. See, e.l., Gautier v. Watkins,
747 F. Supp. 82 (D.D.E. 1990) (accepting EEOC finding
that an impermissible racial motive contributed to
employment decision but ruling for defendant under Price
Waterhouse); Brown v. Amoco Production Co., 1989 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 8952 (E.D. Cal. July 31, 1989) (finding that

[Footnote continued on next page]
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Of course, plaintiffs who bring discrimination

charges in cases involving "mixed motives" can still

prevail where the employer cannot bear its burden of

proof under Price Waterhouse. Indeed, both before and

after the Court's decision, many plaintiffs have won

such cases. But this does not mitigate the harmful

impact of Price Waterhouse: where employers can show

they would have made the same job decision in the

absence of discrimination, the Court's ruling

effectively legalizes even blatant discrimination and

precludes the courts from even ordering the

discrimination to cease. The risk that Price Waterhouse

will make it impossible for the courts to provide any

remedy at all in some "mixed motive" cases, moreover,

may well deter bias victims from even challenging

discrimination'in many cases, further impeding the

ability of Title VII to prevent and combat bias in the

workplace.

[Footnote continued from previous page)
improper racial motive may have played a role in
decision to terminate white employee but ruling for
defendant under Price Waterhouse).
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Martin v. Wilks

In its decision in Martin v. Wilks, 490 U.S. 755

(1989), the Supreme Court ruled that consent decrees and

court-ordered remedies in job bias cases can be

challenged at any time, even years after they are

entered, by anyone who claims to be affected by them.

The Court's holding rejected the overwhelming majority

rule in the courts before Wilks that such collateral

attacks are impermissible. As a result of Wilks, long-

resolved cases are subject to repetitive challenge even

by persons who knowingly chose not to participate when

the remedy was entered.

The 1990 PFAWAF Report found that Wilks had

already had a disruptive effect in the courts. At least

14 new challenges to job discrimination remedies had

been filed relying on Wilks by February 1990, and courts

had permitted previously filed challenges to proceed as

a result of Wilks in several more cases. PFAWAF Report

at 49-61. The report concluded that Wilks would

substantially impair the ability to obtain stable and

effective relief in Title VII cases, both because of its

disruptive effect in previous cases and because it would

discourage settlement in future cases. Id. at 46,

60-61. As commentators have noted, Wilks means there is

significantly less incentive to "buy peace" through

settlement because the peace obtained by entering into a

- 42 -
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consent decree is so easily disrupted. See Chicago

Tribune (June 20, 1989) (quoting EEOC Attorney John

Rowe).

The Continuing Impact of Wilks

Experience over the last year has reinforced the

conclusion of the PFAWAF Report concerning the

disruptive impact of Wilks. Although it is difficult to

compile a comprehensive list of challenges under Wilks

until a court decision is reported, research has

revealed at least 11 additional cases where courts have

permitted such challenges under Wilks or where such

challenges have been filed.

For example, members of the Chicago Fire

Department brought claims in federal district court

alleging that the Chicago Fire Department's promotional

decisions subjected them to reverse discrimination in

violation of the Equal Protection Clause. The Fire

Department argued that the complaint was directed at

actions in compliance with a settlement agreement under

court order. The court rejected the Department's

claims, ruling that under Martin v. Wilks, the

plaintiffs' action was not barred by the court-entered

- 43 -
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order because the plaintiffs had not joined in the

agreement. 85

In a suit attacking the selection process for

promotion of police officers, the City of Bridgeport,

Conn., defended its promotional decisions as complying

with an agreement entered into in settlement of prior

litigation. The court decided that the City's defense

was entitled to little weight because many of the

plaintiffs were not parties to the consent decree. The

opinion cites Martin v. Wilks for the principle that

non-parties to a consent decree resolving a Title VII

case may fully challenge, beyond the narrow grounds

normally available for such a collateral attack,

employment decisions taken pursuant to it.
86

The Eleventh Circuit held that a plaintiff was

not bound by a consent decree entered into between the

plaintiff's employer and the EEOC if the plaintiff was

not a party to the decree or did not have sufficient

identity of interests with the party entering into the

consent decree.87 The court cited Wilks for the

proposition underlying this reasoning that a plaintiff

85 Chicaqo Fire Fighters v. Washington, 736 F. Supp.
923, 927 n.4 (N.D. Ill. 1990).

86 Bridgeport Guardians, Inc. v. City of Bridgeport,
735 F. Supp. 1126, 1133 (D. Conn. 190).
87 Riddle v. Cerro Wire and Cable Group, Inc., 902 F.2d
918, 72 (11th Cir. 1990).
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was not bound by a consent decree negotiated between the

employer and another group of employees. Wilks, in

effect, enabled the court to state that a generally

applied program instituting equal employment

opportunities in the workplace did not foreclose the

ability of an individual who was not directly a party to

the agreement to seek additional remedies. The

plaintiff's cause of action was a sex discrimination

charge under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.

A consent decree entered into between a state

board of education in a class action lawsuit did not bar

a plaintiff from bringing suit against the county board

of education, even though the plaintiff was a member of

the class, because the county board was not party to the

consent decree. Citing Martin v. Wilks, the court held

that a consent decree binds only those who explicitly or

implicitly consent to it.88

In the Eighth Circuit, reverse-discrimination

plaintiffs recently argued that under an agreement

entered into by the City of Omaha, the City had pursued

policies and practices that harmed them. The City

defended its policies and practices on the basis of the

consent decree. The plaintiffs have argued that the

88 Richardson v. Lamar County Bd. of Educ.,
729 F. Supp. 806 (M.D. Ala. 1989).
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consent decree is not a defense under Wilks because the

plaintiffs were not parties to it.
89

In two other actions against the City of Omaha,

female police officers claim discriminatory actions

against them by the city's police department.
90

According to the attorney representing the plaintiffs in

both cases, if the city defends its promotional

practices on the basis of the consent decree, the

plaintiffs will argue that the consent decree is no

longer valid because its corrective intention has been

fulfilled after five years. The plaintiffs may argue in

the alternative that even if the decree is valid, they

were not parties to it. Thus, under Wilks, they would

not be bound by the decree. In yet another action

against Omaha, the Police Union has brought a reverse

discrimination action against the City for promotion

practices conducted under the consent decree.9
1

In Grand Rapids, Michigan, plaintiffs have

brought a reverse discrimination action challenging an

agreement entered into by the City in settlement of

8 9 Donaghy v. City of Omaha, No. CU 88-0-321 (D. Neb.
filed April 26, 1988).

90 Palmer v. City of Omaha, No. 90-0-316 (D. Neb. filed
SCitof Omaha No. 894 (Neb.

Dist. Ct. filed Jan. 18, 1991).

91 Wade & Invener v. City of Omaha, No. 871568
(Neb. Dist. Ct. filed Sept. 16, 1988).
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litigation whereby the City adopted certain promotion

and testing procedures.92 A consent decree entered into

by the Cleveland Fire Department, instituting hiring and

promotion practices, is also under challenge.93 Under

Wilks, the cities will find it difficult if not

impossible to defend the actions based on the prior

court decrees.

Finally, a new challenge has been brought to a

consent decree in San Francisco.94 The plaintiff

firefighters will rely on Wilks to proceed in their

collateral attack on the promotion practices

administered pursuant to the consent decree entered into

in 1988. This is despite the fact that one court has

already rejected a collateral attack on the

San Francisco firefighter consent decree brought by

another group of white firefighters.95 Under Wilks,

however, repetitive challenges to the very same consent

decree can continue to be filed in the future.

92 Anderson v. Grand Rapids Police Department,
No. 1:90ICV-712 (W.D. Mich. filed Aug. 17, 1990).

93 Local No. 93 v. Cit of Cleveland, No. C-86-2858
(N.D. Ohio filed July 18, 1986); oerman V. C
Cleveland, No. C-86-2389 (N.D. OhifiJune57186).

94 Albano v. City and County of San Francisco,
No. C--903 (N.D. Cal. filed Oct. 11, 1990).

95 See Van Pool v. City and County of San Francisco,
752 F"Supp." 91 (N.D. Cal. 1990).
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Wilks has clearly increased the vulnerability of

cities and other employers to relitigation challenging

their hiring and promotion practices based on often

longstanding decrees entered into after prolonged

litigation in the first instance. Unless legislation

provides the necessary protection and validity to

existing court-ordered decrees and the necessary

framework within which future consent decrees may be

established and practiced without challenge, employers

will face continuing challenges in courts brought by an

endless array of different groups, producing ill-

affordable financial consequences, and an ensuing

reluctance by employers to enter into future agreements

that remedy discrimination.
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Conclusion

As this study has demonstrated, the Supreme

Court's 1989 Title VII decisions continue to have a

significant harmful effect on efforts to combat

discrimination in the workplace. The Court's decisions

continue to make it far more difficult for workers to

prove discrimination and obtain effective, stable relief

in the courts, while making it far easier for employers

to avoid liability for conduct with discriminatory

impact. The net result is to substantially impede the

ability of Title VII to produce fair employment

practices for all American workers.
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111troduction

Over one and one-half years after Martin v. Wilks,

109 S. Ct. 2180 (1989), the pace of litigation in which

reverse discrimination plaintiffs attempt to reopen

long-settled consent decrees, court-ordered hiring and

promotion schemes, and affirmative action plans has not

slowed. In at least 13 cities across the country, and in

over 40 cases and administrative proceedings, KArtin has

been used to attack old decrees. Many of the attacks have

focused on the purported vulnerabilities of such decrees to

new Supreme Court case law.

Martin and its growing number of progeny are

cohering into a body of case law that plaintiffs' lawyers 1/

can use in ever more free-ranging efforts to overturn or at

least derail established affirmative action plans and

consent decrees. Judicial opinions either following or

distinguishing Martin have begun to appear in case reporters

and on-line legal databases. Many more cases are in the 1

summary judgment stage, and opinions may be expected within

the next year. At a minimum, the litigation discussed

herein and new lawsuits inspired by it and artn will

/ .a., Lang, Bia Rush of Suits on Reverse Bias: Bay
Area Grou~s Attack Affirmative Action Plans, San Francisco
Chronicle, Apr. 5, 1990, at Al.
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continue to divert the scant resources of the civil rights

bar from seeking affirmative relief for its clients to

refighting battles already won a decade ago. 2/

N

Z/ Thus Assistant Attorney General Dunne's testimony that
because Marin has not led to the reversal of any consent
decrees, the proposed new civil rights act need not deal
with Martin, misses the point. In any event, as shown
below, Martin has been a major factor in many more than the
three cases which Mr. Dunne mentioned in his memorandum for
Attorney General Thornburgh. Seu Saul, Lawsuit Study Stirs
Job Bias Debate, Newaday, Feb. 8, 1991; at 13i Dunne, Mem.
for the Att'y Gen. at 1-2, Tab 3 (Feb. 7, 1991).
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1. Martin v. Wilks

In a 5-4 ruling on June 12, 1989, the Supreme

Court held that a person could not be precluded from filing

a separate lawsuit challenging a consent decree unless that

person was made a party to the consent decree action - an

if that person had had an opportunity to be heard by the

court prior to the entry of the decree.

Everyone agrees that prior to the entry of a

decree people whose rights may be affected by the decree

should have a fair opportunity to have their "day in

court". I/ The issue raised by the Supreme Court's

decision, instead, is whether there should be reasonable and

orderly procedures to protect those rights prior to the

entry of a decree, or whether instead such claims can be

relitigated without end.

The 11arin decision has already resulted in

numerous long-settled cases being reopened to the prospect

of perpetual litigation. The decision threatens to lead to

renewed litigation over every consent decree and litigated

order A/ where persons claim they were "adversely affected*,

12/ Indeed, that is precisely what happened in the 114XtjW
case. an 1n.ra p. 8.

A/ The decision applies equally to both consent decrees
and to litigated judgments and orders where no consent
decrees are involved.
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no matter how much time has passed since the original

lawsuit and no matter how many chances the Oadversely

affected" persons had to participate in the original

lawsuit. I/ In addition, by holding out the likelihood of

interminable litigation and possible multiple liability even

after settlement, the decision undermines the Congressional

preference for settlement of employment discrimination

lawsuits and destroys the vital concept of finality of

litigation. Instead, the Martin decision has led and will

continue to lead to an unnecessary waste of precious

judicial and other resources on issues resolved years

earlier. Many employers are strongly opposed to the rule

announced in this decision because of its disruptive impact.

The Martin litigation itself has already lasted

over 17 years, with no end in sight. Martin v. City of

B was filed by the Lawyers' Committee for Civil

Rights Under Law on January 7, 1974, on behalf of black

/ The four dissenters noted that O[t]here is nothing
unusual about the fact that litigation between adverse
parties may, as a practical matter, seriously impair the
interests of third persons who elect to sit on the
sidelines. Indeed, in complex litigation this Court has
squarely held that a sideline-sitter may be bound as firmly
as an actual party if he had adequate notice and a fair
opportunity to intervene and if the judicial interest in
finality is sufficiently strong" (citations omitted).
109 S. Ct. at 2200. (Stevens, J., dissenting, joined by
Brennan, J., Marshall, J., and Blackmun, J.).
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employees of, and applicants for employment with, the City

of Birmingham, Alabama, and Jefferson County, Alabama. U/

The a action alleged race discrimination in hiring and

promotions. In May 1975, the United States Department of

/ No. 74-P-0017-S (N.D. Ala. filed Jan. 7, 1974). A
related case claiming race discrimination by the city had
been filed three days earlier by the Ensley Branch of the
NAACP in Birmingham. Ensley Branch. NAACP v. Seibels,
No. 74-Z-12-S (N.D. Ala. filed Jan. 4, 1974). At the time
these cases were filed, there were virtually no black
persons in any of the jobs in the 'classified" civil service
of the City of Birmingham, which includes virtually all jobs
other than laborer jobs, such as police officers,
firefighters, truck drivers and secretaries. As late as
1958, the job announcements for positions in the classified
service expressly stated that applicantsns must be white.'
Although, as a result of litigation, the city stopped using
such job announcements, the discrimination continued. In
the fire department, for example:

Blacks were actively discouraged from applying
for firefighter positions.

The city did not hire a black firefighter until
1968.

The city did not hire another black firefighter
until 1974, although during that six-year period it
hired 170 white firefighters.

Entry-level examinations discriminated against
black applicants.

By 1976, only nine (1.4%) of the city's
630 firefighters were black.'

By 1981, only 9.3% of the firefighters were
black, and none of the 140 lieutenants, captains and
battalion chiefs was black.

The same pattern existed throughout the city workforce.
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Justice filed a related case - United States v. Jefferson

County 2/ - alleging that blacks and women were victims of

race and sex discrimination by the City of Birmingham,

Jefferson County, and a number of smaller jurisdictions.

Martin, Enslev, and United States v. Jefferson County, among

other cases, were consolidated for discovery and trial.

After two trials and two appeals, a finding of

discrimination in hiring L/ and the introduction of massive

evidence of discrimination in promotions in the fire

Department 2/ and in other city departments, the Min

Z/ No. 75-P-0666-S (N.D. Ala. filed May 27, 1975).

L/ Ensley Branch. NAACP v. Seibels, 14 Fair Empl. Prac.
Cas. (BNA) 670 (N.D. Ala. Jan. 10, 1977), aff'd in Dart and
rev'd in part, 616 F.2d 812 (5th Cir.), cart. denied,
449 U.S. 1061 (1980).

2/ The evidence of promotional discrimination adduced at
the 1979 trial was egregious. For example,

To be eligible to take promotional examinations,
employees had to receive "passing" promotional
potential evaluations that were subjectively graded by
supervisors (All of whom were white), and in the fire
department, black employees received "failing" scores
four times more often than did white employees.

There were also time-in-grade requirements to be
eligible to take promotional examinations, but because
blacks had been excluded from entry-level positions, in
1979 only one black firefighter, compared to 361 white
firefighters, met those requirements.

One "seniority point" was added to the
examination scores of applicants for promotion for each
year of their employment in Ay position in the
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plaintiffs and the Department of Justice entered into

consent decrees with the City of Birmingham and their civil

service agent, the Jefferson County Personnel Board, in

1981. These consent decrees included affirmative action

goals for the hiring and promotion of blacks and women in

city jobs.

Prior to entry of the decrees in August 1981,

counsel for the Birmingham Firefighters Association (B.F.A.)

appeared in court on behalf of the B.F.A. and its president

at a fairness hearing IVQ and objected to the decrees on the

ground that the affirmative action goals constituted illegal

and unconstitutional race discrimination against white

males. The court considered this and other objections to

the decrees and ruled that the decrees were fair and

lawful. L/

classified service - not necessarily in the same chain
for promotion - which discriminated against black
employees because they had been excluded from the
classified service.

AR a result of these and other practices, n2 black person
had ever been promoted in the fire department prior to the
1981 consent decrees.

2D/ Notice had been given of the proposed decrees and the
fairness hearing to Oall interested persons".

I/ Counsel for the B.F.A. declined the court's invitation
to offer any evidence at the fairness hearing. Counsel for
the B.F.A. also failed to move to intervene at any time
prior to the fairness hearing. The notion to intervene of
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Eight months after the consent decrees were

entered, the first of several lawsuits was filed by white

male employees of the fire department and of other

departments claiming, among other things, that the city was

engaging in Oreverse discrimination" in promotions because

of the consent decrees. The fire department lawsuits

contested the promotions of the very first blacks in the

history of the fire department. IV The claims of the white

male firefighters and one white male engineer were tried

first. In December 1985, after a five-day trial which

followed the taking of dozens of depositions, the district

the B.F.A. after the fairness hearing was denied by the
district court as untimely. United States v. Jefferson
County, 28 Fair Empl. Prac. Cas. (BNA) 1834 (N.D.
Ala. Aug. 18, 1981). The denial of intervention was
affirmed on appeal and the B.F.A. did not file for a writ of
certiorari. United States v. Jefferson County,
720 F.2d 1511 (11th Cir. 1983). At the fairness hearing, a
group of black employees objected to the decrees as
inadequate and the white firefighters opposed any
race-conscious relief. The court overruled both sets of
objections.

I/ The same counsel represented both the B.F.A. at the
fairness hearing in the Martin case and the individual white
male firefighters in the "reverse discrimination" cases.
All of the white male plaintiffs in the 'reverse
discrimination" cases were members of the B.F.A. at the time
of the fairness hearing in Martin. The same arguments were
made with respect to the consent decrees in the "reverse
discrimination complaints, as had been made at the fairness
hearing. In part because of these facts, the Martin
plaintiffs and the city argued that th6 'reverse
discrimination" plaintiffs already had their "day in court".
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court dismissed the claims of the white male firefighters

and the engineer as lacking merit and found that the

challenged promotions were required by the city decree. I/

The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals reversed and remanded

for another trial on the grounds that the white male

plaintiffs had a right to continue to litigate their

separate lawsuits, and that the trial court may have

dismissed their claims, in part, on the improper ground that

they did not have a right to collaterally attack the consent

decrees. I/

The Supreme Court granted certiorari on the issue

of whether persons, having had an opportunity to be heard

prior to the entry of a consent decree, nevertheless have a

right to file separate lawsuits challenging such a decree.

The Lawyers' Committee and the City of Birmingham

argued before the Supreme Court that the white firefighters

did not have the right to undermine the finality of the

IV In re Birminaham Emolovment Litsg. 39 Fair Empl. Prac.
Cas. (BNA) 1431 (N.D. Ala. Dec. 20, 1985). Chief Judge
Sam C. Pointer, Jr., found, into IIax that there would
have been racial discrimination against blacks and that the
white male engineer would have been promoted, because he was
white, if the consent decrees had not existed. The district
court held that collateral attacks are impermissible, and,
in the alternative, that the claims of the Oreverse
discrimination" plaintiffs were without merit.

I/ In re Birmingham Reverse Discrimination Employment
Litig., 833 F.2d 1492 (11th Cir. 1987).
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settlement embodied in the consent decrees, given that they

had had notice of the decrees and an opportunity to be heard

prior to the entry of the decrees. The Court, in a 5 to 4

decision on June 12, 1989, rejected this argument. Chief

Justice Rehnquist, writing for the Court, held that such

collateral attacks are permissible, rejecting the

overwhelming majority rule of the Circuit Courts of

Appeal. U /

I/ Se. 2.g.., Marino v. Ortiz, 806 F.2d 1144, 1146-47
(2d Cir. 1986), aff'd by an ecuallv divided court, 484 U.S.
301 (1988) (per curiam); Culbreath v. Dukakis, 630 F.2d 15,
22-23 (1st Cir. 1980); Goins v. Bethlehem Steel Corp., 657
F.2d 62, 64 (4th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 940
(1982): Striff v. Mason, 849 F.2d 240, 245 (6th Cir. 1988);
Stotts v. Memphis Fire DeD't, 679 F.2d 541, 558 (6th Cir.
1982), rev'd on other rounds sub nom Firefiahters Local
1784 v. Stotts, 467 U.S. 561 (1984); Dennison v. City of Los
Angeles, 658 F.2d 694, 696 (9th Cir. 1981)1 Thaaoard v. City
of Jackson, 687 F.2d 66, 68-69 (5th Cir. 1982), cart. denied
sub nom. Ashley v. City of Jackson, 464 U.S. 900 (1983);
Grann v. City of Madison, 738 F.2d 786, 795 (7th Cir.),
cart. denied, 469 U.S. 918 (1984); EEOC v. McCall Printino
Corp., 633 F.2d 1232, 1237 (6th Cir. 1980); Black and White
Children of the Pontiac School Sys. v. School Diet., 464
F.2d 1030 (6th Cir. 1972) (per curiam); Burns v. Board of
School Comm'rs, 437 F.2d 1143, 1144 (7th Cir. 1971) (per
curiam); Prate v. Freedman, 430 F. Supp. 1373, 1375
(W.D.N.Y.), aff.sam.,, 573 F.2d 1294 (2d Cir. 1977), cart.
denied, 436 U.S. 922 (1978): 0'Burnv. ShaDD, 70 F.R.D. 549,
552-53 (E.D. Pa.), n.af m..u , 546 F.2d 417 (3d Cir. 1976),
cart. denied, 430 U.S. 968 (1977): Freeze v. ARe. Inc", 503
F. Supp. 1045, 1047-48 (E.D. Tenn. 1980)1 Jefferson y.
Connors Steel Co., 25 Empl. Prac. Dec. (CCi) 31,602, at
19,486 (N.D. Ala. Jan. 19, 1981): Austin v. County of
DtXa.b, 572 F. Supp. 479, 481 (N.D. Ga. 1983). Other than
the Eleventh Circuit, the only other Circuit to rule in
favor of collateral attacks pro-Martin y. Wilks was a panel
of the Seventh Circuit in Dunn v. Carey, 808 F.2d 555,
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II. The General Imoact of Martin v. Wilks

The Court's 5-4 ruling effectively ends finality

for a host of litigated and consent decrees not only in the

area of employment discrimination, but also in every other

kind of litigation where there may be persons Oadversely

affectedN by a court order. Long-settled cases are thus now

open to periodic challenge by those dissatisfied with

results, even if those persons knowingly had bypassed

opportunities to intervene in the litigation. IV This

decision raises the prospect of repeated relitigation of

underlying claims.

In an interpretation of Rule 19 of the Federal

Rules of Civil Procedure, the majority ruled that the only

way to preclude a person 'affected' by the provisions of a

decree from challenging the decree in a subsequent suit is

by mandatory joinder of that person as a party, even if the

559-60 (7th Cir. 1986). Claims in all of the above cases,
among others, are now subject to reopening because of the
Martin v. Wilks decision. Ang infra p. 25 (the reopening of
the Maino litigation).

If/ The Court had previously held that notice and the
opportunity to be heard were sufficient to preclude people
from later challenging a judicial determination, consistent
with due process. see, e.g., Tulsa Professional Collection
Serve. v. Pope, 485 U.S. 478, 485-91 (1988); Mathsws v.
Elge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1976); Mullane v. Central
Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314-15 (1950).
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person chose not to intervene. Moreover, instead of

requiring persons who know their interests will be affected

and who desire to be heard to come forward prior to the

entry of a court order, the decision places the burden on

the existing parties - including both plaintiffs and

employers - to identify potentially affected persons and to

join them as parties against their will.

Justice Stevens, writing for the four dissenters,

strongly opposed the decision because it would 'subject

large employers who seek to comply with the law by remedying

past discrimination to a never-ending stream of litigation

and potential liability. It is unfathomable that either

Title VII or the Equal Protection Clause demands such a

counterproductive result." 1/

Prior to the decision, numerous employers and

employer groups filed amicus briefs urging the Supreme Court

not to create such a procedural rule, on the grounds that it

is expensive, unworkable, disruptive and unfair. These

employers included 32 states, the Virgin Islands, and the

District of Columbia, as well as numerous organizations

representing state and local governmental employers and

private employers throughout the country - the National

121 109 S. Ct. at 2200.
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League of Cities, the National Governors' Association, the

U.S. Conference of Mayors, the Council of State Governments,

the International City Management Association, the National

Conference of State Legislatures, the National Association

of Counties, and the Equal Employment Advisory Council

(EEAC) (a national association of private employers

comprising a broad segment of the business community

nationwide). The only employer to file a brief supporting

collateral attacks was the United States Department of

Justice, which suddenly switched sides in 1984 and sued the

City of Birmingham for promoting blacks under the decrees

the Justice Department itself had negotiated in 1981. IV

IV This happened during the tenure of W. Bradford
Reynolds as Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice, despite the
following:

The Birmingham consent decrees were sought by, and
entered during, the Reagan Administration.

Mr. Reynolds stated the following, under oath, in
response to a question by Senator Heflin of Alabama:
"I did not disagree with the decree in any way between
the time that it was submitted to the court and the
time the court entered the decree.0 Confirmation of
W. Bradford Reynolds to be Assistant Attorney General
of the United States: Hearinas before the Senate
Committee on the Judiciarv, 99th Cong., lot Bess. 907
(June 4, 5, 19, 1985) (statement of W. Bradford
Reynolds).

The Department of Justice signed the decrees and
promised to defend their lawfulness against collateral
attack.F
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The likely effects of the Martin v. Wilks ruling

include an increased reluctance by both plaintiffs and

defendants to settle cases, at least without costly and

extensive pro-settlement litigation, including the joinder

of numerous additional parties. In addition, both

supporters and opponents of the ruling agree that, as a

result of the ruling, employment discrimination cases will

be much more difficult to litigate. IV The impact of the

decision, to date, has been substantially greater in cases

involving public employers using the results of tests

(regardless of whether or not the tests are job-related) to

12/ Mr. Reynolds' former deputy at the Department of
Justice - Charles Cooper - who personally represented the
Department in switching sides in the Birmingham litigation
in 1984 - stated that the Martin decision was a 'home run"
for white men. 'Every time someone gets passed over (for
promotion) they have a new cause of action and a lawsuit,'
said Cooper, adding that "the process of entering consent
decrees with racially preferential relief is going to be
considerably more difficult' because of the Martin ruling.
Kamen, Bias Suits by Whites Bolstered; Split Court Eases way
for Challenges to Affirmative Action, The Washington Post,
June 13, 1989, at A4. Benna Ruth Solomon, then Chief
Counsel of the State and Local Legal Center, who filed an
amicus brief in the Supreme Court on behalf of numerous
state and local government organizations in support of the
position of the City of Birmingham, said that the Nazi
decision 'is going to make it extremely difficult to
litigate, much less conclude, employment discrimination
lawsuits because (bringing in all potentially affected
parties) is not really feasible in the real world in many of
these cases and that is the only avenue that the court will
accept for precluding subsequent litigation of the same
issue.' a '.
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list the order of the test-takers. This is because rank

ordering creates stronger expectations of hire, and

especially, promotion. Because incumbent employees are more

likely to claim an interest in the implementation of the

decree than applicants, they are also mor likely to file

"reverse discrimination" lawsuits. In addition, at least

one public sector employee association has funded and

supported such collateral attacks. 2/

It is far from clear what mechanism the Supreme

Court majority expects parties to employ in terms of joining

or otherwise precluding potentially affected parties from

further litigation. Even after joinder of all known

affected persons and extensive litigation, the Mag±n

decision would still allow for litigation years later by any

person who was not a party to the original proceeding.

Finally, the decision has made at least some employees more

reluctant to agree to affirmative action plans because of

2W A June 15, 1989 memorandum from Alfred K. Whitehead,
President of the International Association of Firefighters
(IAF) to all IAFF State, Provincial, and Local Union
Presidents stated that "the International's Executive Board
supported the (Martin v. Wilks) litigation financially
through the approval of an EDF grant to Local 117
iBirmingham, Alabama), and further approved a request to
file an amicus curie ('friend of the court') brief on
behalf of the firefighters who filed a complaint against the
City and the Board seeking injunctive relief against
enforcement of the decrees.0
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increased fear of incessant Oreverse discrimination'

litigation and multiple liability.

The impact of the MartJn decision is particularly

severe because of another case the Court decided shortly

after Martin. Although the issue was not before the Court,

the Supreme Court surprisingly stated in this case -

Independent Fed'n of Flight Attendants v. Ziges - that

because of its decision in Martin v. Wilks, Title VII

plaintiffs defending decrees in collateral lawsuits 'have no

basis for claiming attorney's fees" against anyone in such

lawsuits. W Justice Marshall, in dissent, called this

"conclusory dicta of the worst kind". IV The five-person

majority suggested that since Title VII plaintiffs would

"still face the prospect of litigation without compensation

for attorney's fees before the fruits of their victory can

be secure', it may not be too much of an additional

disincentive to bringing Title VII litigation if plaintiffs

cannot recover against intervenors. W

Justice Marshall, in his dissent for three

Justices, stated that the likely consequences of the Zipu

/ 109 S. Ct. 2732, 2737 (1989).

221 IL. at 2745 n.6.

W/ L at 2737.
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decision will be for defendants to rely on intervenors to

raise many of their defenses, thus minimizing fee exposure.

Without hope of compensation for such expenditures, "many

victims of discrimination will be forced to forego remedial

litigation for lack of financial resources. As a result,

injuries will go unredressed and the national policy against

discrimination will go unredeemed." 2&1

The Zipes ruling effectively denies attorney's

fees to the victims of discrimination in all cases where

they have had, or will have, to defend decrees in "reverse

discrimination" litigation. Instead of providing an

incentive for attorneys to represent Title VII claimants by

providing attorney's fees when plaintiffs prevail, this

decision allows for endless litigation, without

compensation, after relief is secured. The combined impact

of Martin and Zipes is devastating to the prospects of

securing and maintaining meaningful relief for the victims

of employment discrimination.

ZA. ~at 2746.

40-626 0-91--23
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III. Challenges to Settled Affirmative Action Plans and

Consent Decrees Under Martin v. Wilks

A. Birmingham. Alabama

1. Martin v. Wilks

Martin was remanded to the Northern District of

Alabama. IV There, before Judge Pointer, the plaintiff

white firefighters will have the opportunity pursuant to the

Supreme Court's opinion to challenge the validity of the

consent decrees (all entered by Judge Pointer) which govern,

inter Al", promotions in the fire department. On the

strength of Martin, plaintiffs moved to (1) intervene in the

proceedings in which these decrees were reached, Uj and

(2) consolidate the reverse discrimination and consent

decree cases. On May 25, 1990, Judge Pointer granted the

motion for intervention for the purpose of allowing the

white firefighters to participate in any modification of the

jZ./ The case is known there as In re: Birminaham Reverse
Discrimination Emvlovment Litia., No. 84-P-0903-S (master
case file created Apr. 12, 1984).

j/ United States v. Jefferson County, No. 75-P-0666-S
(N.D. Ala. filed May 27, 1975), Martin v. City of
irjminghAM, No. 74-P-0017-S (N.D. Ala. filed Jan. 7, 1974),

Enslev Branch. NAACP v. Seibels (N.D. Ala. filed Jan. 4,
1974), No. 74-Z-12-S. The decrees with Birmingham and the
Jefferson County Personnel Board were entered on August 21,
1981, and the decree with Jefferson County was entered on
February 28, 1983. Only the city and board decrees are now
at issue. Hiring and promotion throughout the city and
county civil service is governed by the decrees.
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decrees. The motion for consolidation was denied. 22/ The

interests of defendant-intervenors (L&.., black and female

employees and applicants for employment with the City 6f

Birmingham) in the reverse discrimination cases are being

represented by a classes of plaintiffs and

plaintiff-intervenors in the decree modification

proceedings.

On February 27, 1991, Judge Pointer held a hearing

on decree modification. The City of Birmingham,

plaintiff-intervenors, and the United States have agreed

that where the decrees' long-term hiring or promotional

goals for a position have been met, those goals may be

replaced by the goal of administering selection procedures

that are without adverse impact on blacks or women, or that

are job-related. As an interim goal, hiring or promotion

for the position shall be based on the pool of qualified

applicants. The parties have not agreed on how to treat

positions for which the decrees' long-term goal has not been

met - the city and plaintiff-intervenors argue that the

22/ The reverse discrimination case is itself a
consolidation of numerous challenges to the decree,
including Bennett v. Arrington, No. 82-P-0850-S, lks y.
Arrinaton, No. 83-P-2116-S, Birminoham Ass'n of City
EmploYees v. Arrington, No. 82-P-1852-S, Zannis M.
Arrington, No. 83-P-2680-S, and Garner v. City of
Biringham, No. 82-M-1461-S.
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decrees' long-term goal (and accompanying interim goal) for

a position should remain in place until it is met, while the

United States, contrary to its position in other pending

litigation, argues that even if that goal has never been

met, it should be abolished and replaced by the goal of

administering lawful selection procedures. The white

firefighters, who on the strength of Martin are now full-

fledged partners in the decree modification process, seek

termination of the decrees within four years and immediate

vacation of all long-term and interim goals. Briefs are due

on March 8, and a decision is expected shortly thereafter.

2. Williams v. Bailey

One month after the decision in M was

rendered, two white males holding entry-level Deputy Sheriff

positions in the Sheriff's Department who had been passed

over for promotion to Sheriff's Sergeant brought an action,

alleging claims under Title VII and If 1981 and 1983. a/

Although originally alleging both the illegality of the

decrees and their unlawful implementation by defendants,

plaintiffs later narrowed their claims to allege only the

IV Williams y. Bailey, No. CV-89-PT-1241-S (N.D. Ala.
filed July 19, 1989). Unlike Martin, which principally
concerns the decree entered into by the City of Birmingham,
Williams principally concerns the decrde entered into by
Jefferson County.
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latter. On August 29, 1990, Judge Pointer ruled that the

Sheriff of Jefferson County had not acted unlawfully or in

violation of the decrees in taking race and sex into account

when denying promotions to plaintiffs. (Judge.Pointer had

previously granted summary Judgment motions dismissing the

claims against all of the other defendants.) Plaintiffs

have taken an appeal on all of :heir claims except for those

under Title VII. i2/ The appeal is fully briefed and the

parties await the Eleventh Circuit's ruling.

11 Williams v. Bailey, No. 90-7666, appeal docketed (11th
Cir. Oct. 9, 1990).
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B. Albany. Georala

At the federal appellate level, one of the most

damaging cases to build on r remains Mann v. City of

A . 2/ Plaintiff challenged a permanent injunction

entered in 1976 which governed the hiring and promotion of

all city employees. I/ The injunction had been entered in

a Title VII case alleging a pattern or practice of

discrimination against black job applicants, employees, and

dischargees. The case had been brought against the city and

its officials on behalf of a class of its former, present

and future black employees. After making a finding of prior

discrimination, the Johnson court had entered the

injunction, and the city did not appeal.

Plaintiff in Mnn, a white male, had been denied

the Assistant Fire Chief position in favor of a black male.

Plaintiff sued the city and the individual who had been

hired in his stead, alleging that the city had engaged in

unlawful reverse race discrimination under Title VII,

1$ 1981 and 1983, and the Fourteenth Amendment in denying

him the promotion pursuant to the decree.

I/ 883 F.2d 999 (11th Cir. 1989).

I/ JQhngon v. City of Albany, No. 1200 (M.D. Ga.
injunction entered Sept. 2, 1976).
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The district court had ruled that Mann could

collaterally attack the decree by bringing his reverse case

(rather than attempting to challenge the decree in the

underlying litigation), but then held Mann's claims to be

barred by r£a jjdcj because his interests had boon

adequately represented by the city in Johnson. Three months

after Martin, the Eleventh Circuit in Mann reversed, holding

that plaintiff in K=nxiz and the city as of the time of

Jhnson were not privies and had differing interests. Thus,

Mann's claims were not barred and would be heard on remand.

The Eleventh Circuit instructed the district court on remand

to consider whether compelling joinder of the plaintiff

class from Johnson would be appropriate.

0*
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C. New York City

1. Marino v. Ortiz

In Marino v. Ortiz, 1/ the Second Circuit refused

to extend movants' time to file a petition for rehearing.

Movants expressly sought this rehearing in order to be able

to make use of Martin. However, movants were seeking a

rehearing of an 18 month-old Supreme Court opinion,

Marinov . Ortiz, 484 U.S. 301 (1988) (per curiam), and the

Court of Appeals could find no justification for such an

extraordinary extension of time.

In Marino, an equally divided Supreme Court had

affirmed the impermissible collateral attack rule. A group

of police officers had filed Merino in 1985 as a challenge

to a tentative consent decree entered in settlement of

litigation, and had then aired its objections at the

fairness hearing for the proposed decree. However, the

officers were not joined and refused to intervene in the

decree case. Their objections were considered at the

hearing and rejected, and the decree was entered. The

Supreme Court affirmed the district court's dismissal of the

officers' objections to the decree and affirmed (because it

/ 688 F.2d 12 (2d Cir. 1989), cart, denied, 110 S. Ct.
2172 (1990).
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was equally divided) the dismissal of the officers' case

based on the impermissible collateral attack rule.

2. Paganucci v. City of Hew York

Counsel for the plaintiffs in Marino has filed a

new action founded on Martin. 1,/ The action is brought

under 5 1983 on facts identical to those in Harino.

The decree at issue in Marino had settled

Title VII disparate impact litigation over a promotional

exam for the police sergeant position in the New York City

Police Department given in 1983. That litigation had been

brought by the Hispanic Society of Police Officers,

representing a group of Hispanic police officers whose exam

grades did not qualify them for promotion. (The Society was

shortly thereafter joined as a plaintiff by the Guardians

Association, a group of black police officers.)

The tentative settlement of the isj2Anig case had

triggered the filing of Marino, also a 5 1983 reverse

discrimination action, by a group of police officers who had

received grades similar to those of the Hispanic plaintiffs

on the 1983 exam but had not been promoted. Plaintiffs in

Marino ignored the fact that the Hispanic plaintiffs were

being promoted pursuant to a consent decree in settlement of

2V Paaanucci v. City of New York, No. 90 Civ. 1598
(S.D.N.Y. filed Mar. 9, 1990).
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litigation, and simply asserted that individuals receiving

equal scores on exams should be promoted equally.

The Marino plaintiffs had their claims heard and

rejected by Judge Carter in the district court, and refused

to intervene in the decree case. They then had their claims

rejected by the Second Circuit and the Supreme Court, 2A/

and had their claims rejected again on remand by the Second

Circuit. Ine sur p. 25.

Undaunted, a number of the Marino plaintiffs have

now brought Paaanucci, alleging once again that because the

plaintiffs in Hispanic scored no higher than them on the

1983 exam, they deserve to be promoted on an equal basis

with the Hjisgani plaintiffs. These identical claims have

been repeatedly heard and rejected by the courts; the only

difference between Marino and Paganucci is that the

plaintiffs in the latter rely on Martin. Paganucci was

filed solely as a result of IMartin.

JA/ Hispanic Soc'v v. New York City Police DeDt, 806 F.2d
1147 (2d Cir. 1986) (affirming Judge Carter's dismissal of
the objections to the decree)/Marino v. Ortiz, 806 F.2d 1144
(2d Cir. 1986) (affirming Judge Carter's dismissal as an
impermissible collateral attack), aff'd sub nom. Costello v.
New York City Police Dep't, 484 U.S. 301 (1988) (affirming
the dismissal of objections to the decree)/Marino v. Ortiz,
484 U.S. 301 (1988) (affirming, because it is equally
divided, the dismissal as an impermissible collateral
attack).
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Plaintiffs in Paganuccl have moved for summary

judgment on the strength of Martin, and defendants (the

city, its department of personnel, its police department,

and its police commissioner and director of personnel) have

cross-moved for summary judgment, arguing that plaintiff's

claim in P is as meritless as it was in Marino and

that the result in Marino is Me judcata against those of

the Paganucci plaintiffs who were plaintiffs in Marino. The

Hispanic Society of Police Officers and the Guardians

Association, plaintiffs in the Hispanic case, have

intervened as defendants in Paaanucci and have joined

defendants' motion for summary judgment. The motions are

pending before Judge Ward.
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D. Younastown. Ohio

In Rafferty v. City of Youngstown, IV six white

police officers employed by the Youngstown police

department, both male and female, brought a reverse

discrimination suit against the city, the mayor, the police

chief, the civil service commission, individual members of

the commission, and six black and Hispanic police officers.

Plaintiffs all passed the exam for detective-sergeant and

alleged that the prospective promotions of the six black and

Hispanic defendants from the entry-level position to

detective-sergeant would violate plaintiffs' rights under

Title VII and 1 1983. The prospective promotions were to be

made pursuant to a 1986 consent decree entered into by the

city and a class of black police officers. I/

Plaintiffs alleged that defendants' refusal to

promote them to detective-sergeant was based solely on

plaintiffs' race. Plaintiffs sought promotions, back pay,

I/ No. 89-CV-1225 (N.D. Ohio filed June 27, 1989) (LEXIS,
Genfed library, Courts file), aoeal dismissed, No. 89-3582
(6th Cir. July 27, 1989) (WESTLAW, Federal library, Allfeds
file).

IVW The decree was entered by Judge Lambros in settlement
of a lawsuit brought by the class in January 1976 alleging
racial discrimination in violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment and 51 1981 and 1983 in the hiring and promotion
practices of the police department. Williams v. Vokavich,
No. C76-6-Y (N.D. Ohio decree entered Jan. 14, 1986)
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and retroactive seniority. Plaintiffs argued as the basis

for their motion for injunctive relief that 'the Court's

opinion in Martin provides (plaintiffs) with standing to now

attack the Consent Decree settlement disputed herein through

the vehicle of a separate, independently initiated proceeding

alleging that the terms of the Decree and planned settlement

agreement thereunder, in fact, discriminate against them on

the basis of their race."

In addition to being authorized by the decree, the

promotions of which plaintiffs complained were made in

settlement of claims brought in 1987 by numerous officers in

the department who had intervened in the decree case. The

settlement of these claims via the prospective promotions

was agreed to not only by the intervening officers but also

by the Fraternal Order of Police (FOP), which was

plaintiffs' union representative, as well as an intervenor

in the decree case since 1979. (The FOP had vigorously

opposed the decree.) Thus the district court, ner Judge

Lambros, ZU infra p. 78, distinguished Martin, holding that

the R plaintiffs were bound by the settlement of the

1987 intervenors' claims since they had been "adequately

k-:.
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represented" by the FOP in the settlement talks, as in all

of the decree proceedings since 1979. IV

2/ The adequate representation doctrine was noted by
Chief Justice Rehnquist in Martin, 108 S. Ct. 2184 n.2.
Infra note 48.
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F. Gadsden. Alabama

In 1978, a lawsuit was brought against the city

alleging racial discrimination in the city fire department's

hiring practices for the firefighter position. The suit

challenged a hiring test which disproportionately excluded

blacks but which had not been shown to be job-related, as

well as other hiring practices. A consent decree was

entered into in 1979 in settlement of the suit, and the

decree now governs hiring by the department for the

firefighter position. In 1987, five white city firefighters

sued the city and the board, collaterally attacking the

decree. Blacks hired pursuant to the decree on the same

date in 1985 as plaintiffs had been placed higher than

plaintiffs on the seniority list, although plaintiffs had

scored higher on the qualifying exam. Plaintiffs claimed

that this seniority ranking constituted reverse

discrimination in violation of Title VII, 1 1983, and the

Fourteenth Amendment. Defendants argued that the superior

ranking of black hirees was a departmental policy undertaken

to comply with the decree. Plaintiffs sought an injunction

placing them atop the seniority roster and reimbursing them

for lost wages and benefits. After a bench trial, the court

denied the injunction, explicitly noting that collateral

attacks were permitted by Marn but finding that the

seniority ranking of black firefighters above white
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firefighters hired on the same day was a departmental

policy, and that this ranking and the consent decree were

justified. a&/

In an unreported opinion, the Eleventh Circuit

reversed the district court, IV finding that appellants'

inferior placement on the seniority roster had already had

and would continue to have an adverse effect on appellants

with respect to promotions, transfers, layoffs, assignments,

and benefits. The appellate court, which was able to

entertain this collateral attack on the Gadsden decree on

the strength of Martin, also. found that in the 1978 case

that had led to the consent decree, findings had only been

made regarding past discrimination in hiring, not seniority.

Thus the decree only governed hiring, and not seniority, and

the district court had erroneously relied on the decree and

findings in the decree case to justify the department's

seniority decisions and deny relief. j/ The appellate

2/ Henry v. City of Gadsden, 715 F. Supp. 1065
(N.D. Ala. 1989).

I/ Henry v. City of Gadsden, No. 89-7521 (11th Cir.
July 10, 1990) (per curiam).

IV The fact that no blacks had ever been hired as
firefighters by the city prior to the entry of the decree
might explain why the court in the decree case felt no need
to make findings of racial discrimination regarding
seniority practices in the fire department.
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court also held that there was no basis for the district

court to find that the department had a gotic of always

ranking black firefighters hired on the same day as white

firefighters ahead of the whites on the seniority roster

regardless of the scores on the qualifying exam. Rather,

the ranking of appellants behind the black hirees in 1985

may merely have been an ad hoc decision.

On remand, the district court found that under

City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 109 S. Ct. 706 (1989),

'a standard with which this court profoundly disagrees but

by which it nonetheless is bound', the city's actions denied

plaintiffs their rights under the Equal Protection Clause of

the Fourteenth Amendment. Plaintiffs were awarded nearly

three thousand dollars in damages for lost backpay with

interest, plaintiffs' attorneys were awarded nearly $20,000

in fees, the city was permanently enjoined from not placing

plaintiffs' names ahead of the black promotees' names on the

seniority roster based on plaintiffs' higher scores on the

promotional exam (despite the exam not being 'validated' -

that is, proven to have any relation to occupational

ability A/), and costs were taxed against the city. A/

AV Hian, 725.F. Supp. at 1066 n.1.

AV Han , No. 87-C-1338-N, Kem. of Opinion on Remand
(N.D. Ala. Oct. 26, 1990) (Clemon, J.); Hennry,
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Were it not for Martin, this case might well not have made

it back to the district court.

No. 87-C-1338-M, Final Judgment and Permanent injunction
(N.D. Ala. Oct. 26, 1990) (Clemon, J.).
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F. San Francisco/Oakland. California

There has been a flurry of Martin-inspired

lawsuits in the Bay area. I /

1. Van Pool y. City & County of San Francisco

Claims based on Martin were dismissed based on the

adequate representation doctrine, se infra note 48, in Yan
Pool v. City & County of San Francisco. L/ VAn Pool had

been brought on November 21, 1989, by seven white male

firefighters employed by the San Francisco Fire Department.

Each was passed over for fire lieutenant after taking the

1984 qualifying exam and being placed on a list of eligible

promotees. The case, alleging violations of state law,

§ 1981 and 1983, and the Fourteenth Amendment, was removed

to Judge Patel's court. (Judge Patel entered the 1988

consent decree which still governs promotions by the

department, and has continuing jurisdiction over the

decree.)

Plaintiffs were each members of the local of the

International Association of Firefighters (the firefighters'

union representative). The local was given leave in 1985 to

iV I" Pressman, A Voice for White Males: A San
Francisco Lawyer Is Leading the Charae in Reverse
Discrimination Cases, Cal. Lawyer, Feb. 1991, at 30-31.

AL/ 752 F. Supp. 915 (N.D. Cal. 1990), appeal noticed (9th
Cir. Jan. 14, 1991).
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intervene as a defendant (.A., opposing relief) in the

employment discrimination suit which led to the 1988 decree,

and thereafter was a vigorous advocate of plaintiffs'

interests before Judge Patel and throughout the decree

approval and appeal processes. A/

AJ/ Evidence of plaintiffs' adequate representation by the
local in the decree case, and of their own extensive efforts
against the decree is extensive:

The decree acoroval process - In 1987, Judge Patel
granted plaintiffs in the decree case summary judgment and
found that the 1984 exam (the same one taken by the Van Pool
plaintiffs) violated Title VII. A proposed consent decree,
requiring that 25 percent of the promotions to lieutenant be
from minority groups, was filed. At the fairness hearing
for the decree in December 1987, the local filed objections,
including ones to the mandatory hiring of specific numbers
of minority candidates. Judge Patel considered and rejected
the local's objections, and in May 1988 approved the decree.

The appeal process - In December 1988, the local
appealed Judge Patel's approval of the decree, and one year
later the Ninth Circuit affirmed. In October 1990, the
local's petition for certiorari was denied by the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Plaintiffs' own efforts - Plaintiffs, on an
individual basis, took an active role in opposing the
decree. Three of them lodged objections at Judge Patel's
1987 fairness hearing, which she rejected. In June 1988,
pursuant to the decree, the department promoted 81
firefighters to lieutenant, not including any of the
plaintiffs. In July 1988, five of the plaintiffs filed
departmental complaints alleging racial discrimination
because, pursuant to the decree, the group of 81 promotees
included allegedly less qualified minorities instead of
them. The court-appointed monitor considered and rejected
each complaint. Between August and October 1988, each of
the seven plaintiffs filed a complaint with the California
Department of Fair Employment and Housing, also alleging
racial discrimination. The Department closed each case.
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Defendants were granted summary judgment on all

counts. Although neither the JIM Pool plaintiffs nor the

local signed the 1988 decree, Judge Patel found that the yn

E221 plaintiffs were precluded from collaterally attacking

the legality of the decree and the promotions made pursuant

to it, because plaintiffs' precise arguments had been

articulated by the local and considered and rejected by the

district court LV/ and the Ninth Circuit. ±2/ Moreover, the

local in the decree case and the Van Pool plaintiffs were in

privity and had an identity of interests. Because the local

had been permitted to intervene and had fully participated

in the decree case, and because it had completely exhausted

all of the arguments later raised by the Van Pool

plaintiffs, Van Pool fell under the 'adequate

representation' exception of Martin. &I/

Plaintiffs knew they could appeal both types of complaints
in court, but chose not to.

jV United States v. City & County of San Francisco, 696
F. Supp. 1287 (N.D. Cal. 1987).

AV Davis v. City & County of San Francisco, 890 F.2d 1438
(9th Cir. 1989), cart, denied, 111 S. Ct. 248 (1990).

IVt Martin, 109 S. Ct. at 2184 n.2 ('We have recognized an
exception to the general rule (that a non-party's rights
cannot be determined by a judgment among the parties to a
lawsuit] when, in certain limited circumstances, a person,
although not a party, (i.L, the Mn.Igl plaintiffs] has
his interests adequately represented by someone with the
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2. Al ano v. City & County of San Francisco

Van Pool was originally brought as a class action.

When defendants stated at a pre-trial conference that they

would oppose class certification, counsel for plaintiffs

offered to withdraw his motion for class certification and

bring a new lawsuit, alleging identical claims to those in

Van Pool, as a vehicle for relief for approximately 40

firefighters who had. wanted to join the Van Pool plaintiffs'

case. True to his word, shortly thereafter, counsel for the

Van Pool plaintiffs filed Albano v. City & County of San
Francisco. AV At the December 10, 1990, hearing, after
announcing that she would grant summary judgment on all

claims for defendants in Van Pool, Judge Patel, who had

frozen all proceedings in Albn, suggested that counsel for

plaintiffs drop Albano since the claims were identical to
those in Van Pool, and summary judgment would thus be the

inevitable result if Abano proceeded. Counsel for

plaintiffs asked Judge Patel to repeat this explanation

before his clients in Albano, which she did at a hearing in

late January. Another hearing is scheduled for late

same interests who is a party [j.&., the firefighters' union

localjm (citations omitted).)

A / No. C-90-2903 MHP (N.D. Cal. filed Oct. 11, 1990).
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February, by which time counsel for plaintiffs will have

resolved whether to drop Albano.

3. Ratti v. City & County of San Francisco

A case has been filed against the San Francisco

police department challenging a 1979 consent decree

governing departmental hiring and promotions. UQ/ On

October 26, 1990, defendants moved for summary judgment on

the grounds, inter "iA, that plaintiffs lacked standing,

were unable to make a Uma fage case of discrimination,

and were barred by the statute of limitations and a

AV Ratti v. City & County of San Francisgo, No. C-89-3577
RFP (removed to N.D. Cal. on Oct. 3, 1989, from state court,
where it was filed on Sept. 25, 1989). Ratt is being heard
before Judge Peckham, who entered the 1979 decree and has
continuing jurisdiction over it. The decree was entered in
settlement of class action litigation brought in 1973 by an
organization of minority and female police officers and
police officer applicants known as Officers for Justice.
The suit alleged that the department discriminated by race
and sex in its hiring, promotional, and job assignment
practices in violation of Title VI, 15 1981 and 1983, and
state law. This action was later consolidated with a suit
brought by the United States in 1977 alleging similar
claims. S§" Officers for Justice v. Civil Service Comm'n,
473 F. Supp. 801 (N.D. Cal. 1979), alld, 688 F.2d 615 (9th
Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1217 (1983) (upholding
the lawfulness of the decree).

The R plaintiffs are seven white police officers
suing on behalf of a class of all those similarly situated.
Plaintiffs challenge the city's actions taken pursuant to
the decree, charging that the city has discriminated against
white male officers by, intor ",i I giving preference to
minorities and women in making promotions and job
assignments, in violation of state law, § 1981, and the
Fourteenth Amendment.
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modification to the decree entered in 1986. That

modification, which the police officers' collective

bargaining agent, the Police Officers' Association (POA),

signed, limits its members to a dispute resolution procedure

(rather than litigation) should they wish to protest the

results of a promotional exam. I/

Defendants also argue that 11artin does not change

the basic principles of preclusion and that the POA's active

participation in negotiations leading to the decree

constituted 'adequate representationO of plaintiffs'

interests in the underlying decree case. Plaintiffs argue

that Martin makes summary judgment inappropriate.

Plaintiffs argue that under Martin they have standing and

have alleged sufficient facts to constitute a rJma face

case. The plaintiffs argue that the participation of the

POA in the Officers for Justice litigation and decree

negotiations is irrelevant under Martin. Moreover,

according to plaintiffs, nn, AM supra p. 23, makes clear

,U/ All seven Rattl plaintiffs are POA members. The POA
was a defendant-intervenor from the earliest days of the
Officers for Justice litigation, and signed the 1979 decree
on behalf of its members. The POA was also involved in six
years of subsequent litigation on behalf of its members
against the department's relative weighting of various
components of promotional exams given pursuant to the
decree. In San Francisco Police Officers' Ass'n v. City i
County of San Francisco, 869 F.2d 1182 (9th Cir. 1988),
cart, detailed, 110 S. Ct. 68 (1989) (summarizing litigation).
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that the 'adequate representation' exception of Martin does

not apply. The motion is fully briefed and under submission

and the parties await a date for oral argument.

4. Bernardi v. Yeutter

There is also litigation against the Forest

Service I/ challenging a consent decree reached in

1981. U./ Proposed intervenors, a prospective class

consisting principally of the service's white male

employees, allege that the service's refusal to hire,

promote, or train men, and its hiring, promotion, and

training of women instead pursuant to the decree, constitute

unlawful reverse sex discrimination in violation of, inte&

Alia, Title VII and the Fifth Amendment. Alleging that

Martin supported their attack, the proposed intervenors

sought intervention in the decree case on February 28, 1990,

nine years after the decree was entered. jW Intervenors

I/ Bernardi v. ¥euttgr, No. C-1110 SC (N.D. Cal. filed
Feb. 28, 1990), appeal docketed, No. 90-15550 (9th Cir.
Mar. 26, 1990).

I/ The decree was entered in settlement of Title VII sex
discrimination litigation brought in 1973 against the
service by a class of its present and former female
employees. Barnardi v. Yeutter, 3Io. C-73-1110 SC (N.D. Cal.
decree entered Nay 1, 1981).

AV In their brief to the Ninth Circuit, appellants
explain that despite their lack of timeliness, they chose
not to collaterally attack the decree through an independent
reverse discrimination lawsuit (j.e., the course that Martin

C.
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obtained a temporary restraining order from the general duty

judge blocking further promotions pursuant to the decree,

and moved for a preliminary injunction to the same effect.

Judge Conti, who has had continuing jurisdiction over the

decree since approving it in 1981, then took over the case.

On March 2, 1990, he vacated the two day-old TRO and denied

intervenors' motions for preliminary injunctive relief and

intervention. Intervenors have taken an appeal as to all

rulings. The appeal is fully briefed and oral argument will

be held before the Ninth Circuit on March 12, 1991.

5. Davis v. City & County of San Francisco

A case has been filed against the San Francisco

Unified School District, AJ/ which challenges a consent

decree entered in settlement of litigation begun in 1978.

The decree, entered in 1983, I/ provides goals for the

might permit), but rather sought intervention because 'the
'consent decree' now has a vitality of its own.0

IV Davis v. City & County of San Francisco, No. C-90-0286
TEN (removed to N.D. Cal. the day after being filed in state
court on January 29, 1990).

I/ San Francisco NAACP v. San Francisco Unified School
District, No. C-78-1445 WHO (N.D. Cal. decree entered DATE
1983). Plaintiffs in the decree case were black parents,
suing on behalf of their children, and the local NAACP
chapter. Plaintiffs also sued on behalf of a class of all
school age children who were or ight become eligible to
attend schools in the district. Plaintiffs sued the
district and its board and superintendent, among others,
alleging that defendants maintained a segregated school
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employment of minority teachers. Plaintiffs, nine white

teachers, both male and female, allege that defendants

discriminated by race, sex, and/or national origin in hiring

and promoting minority teachers pursuant to the decree, and

in thereby denying plaintiffs jobs and tenure. Plaintiffs

proceed under Martin and seek relief under Title VII and 1

1983, as well as under state statutes and case law.

Plaintiffs claim injury in the form of lost earnings,

including wages and job benefits. Plaintiffs seek an

injunction blocking the district from continuing to promote

and hire minority teachers pursuant to the decree. The

court dismissed all of the defendants except the school

district; the city, the county, and the mayor on the grounds

that the school board is a separate entity, and the board

members by stipulation. The case was reassigned to Judge

Orrick, who entered the decree and has continuing

jurisdiction over it.

Plaintiffs moved to certify a class of all white

teachers, and the school district as well as the plaintiffs

in the underlying decree case filed papers opposing the

motion on the grounds that the class allegations were

legally deficient. At a combined hearing in this case and

system in violation of state and federal law, and sought an
order desegrtgating the district.
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the 1983 decree case on January 24, 1990, the court denied

class certification.

6. Fowler v. City & County of San Francisco

This case IV was brought against the San

Francisco Community College District. Plaintiffs, five

white teachers, both male and feamle, allege that they have

been passed over for promotions to teaching vacancies in

favor of less qualified minorities, pursuant to an

affirmative action plan adopted by the district in 1976.

Plaintiffs allege that defendants' refusal to promote them

constitutes unlawful race discrimination under If 1981 and

1983, Title VII, and state law. The city, the county, and

the mayor have been dismissed as defendants, leaving only

the district, the city college, its chancellor, and members

of the district's governing board as defendants. Defendants

have also succeeded in having the state law claims

dismissed.

Defendants have informed plaintiffs that

irrefutable statistical evidence demonstrates that the

district has not given preferential treatment to minorities

in hiring and promotion. Accordingly, the parties have

agreed to submit the case to a court magistrate, to whom

1/ No. C-90-0288 DLj (removed to N.D. Cal. the day after
being filed in state court on Jan. 29, 1990).
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defendants will proffer this evidence, and who has the

authority to settle the case. Plaintiffs have indicated

that they have no interest in pursuing the case if this

evidence bears out defendants' claim.

7. Petersen v. City of Oakland

Finally, a case has been filed against the Oakland

fire department AV challenging a 1986 consent decree (also

entered by Judge Orrick) that governs hiring in the

department. LV Plaintiffs, ten white and Hispanic males

who had applied for firefighter positions with the

department AV joined by a dissident union local, brought

their action before Judge Orrick. Plaintiffs collaterally

attacked the decree, explicitly citing Matin as their

authority. Plaintiffs alleged that in making hiring

5/ Petersen v. City of Oakland, No. C-89-2784 WHO (N.D.
Cal. filed July 27, 1989).

j/ Nero v. City of Oakland, No. C-85-8448 WHO (decree
entered May 1, 1986). The decree was entered into in
settlement of an employment discrimination case brought
against the city in 1985. Plaintiffs in the decree case had
alleged unlawful race and sex discrimination pursuant to
If 1981 and 1983. The decree governs hiring by the
department, and provides for the hiring of women and
minorities (j"i., blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and Native
Americans).

A2/ Plaintiffs were not eligible to be hired in the next
round of hiring for firefighters, but they feared that when
they became eligible in the future, they would be passed
over in favor of minority and female applicants with lower
scores on the entry level examination.
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decisions pursuant to the decree, the department was

engaging in unlawful race and sex discrimination in

violation of the due process and equal protection clauses of

the Fourteenth Amendment, and California state law.

Plaintiffs sought a TRO and subsequently a

preliminary injunction, seeking to enjoin further hiring

pursuant to the decree. On December 12, 1989, Judge Orrick

denied both applications. Since then, the parties to

Petersen, as well as counsel for the Oakland Black

Firefighters Association (representing plaintiffs in the

decree case) and counsel representing the interests of

minorities and women, have been negotiating a modification

to the decree. The modification, to which all parties have

agreed in principle, would extend the decree, presently

scheduled to expire on May 1, 1991, by five years for

minorities and ten years or ten classes of hirees (whichever

occurs first) for women. The other significant decree

modifications are (1) adding new events to the entry-level

examination, and (2) adding physical fitness testing to the

promotional examinations for all ranks through captain (such

testing is now only part or the entry-level examination).

Final agreement on decree modification and settlement of

Peterson is expected before the decree expires.
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G. Boston. Massachusetts

Three cases have been brought in Boston

challenging established affirmative action plans on the

basis of Martin. AV

1. Fagan v. City of Boston

Fagan was brought by 35 white males and females

who passed the examination for the entry-level police

officer position given in March 1988, but alleged that they

had been passed over for hiring in favor of blacks and

Hispanics with lower exam scores. Plaintiffs sued the city,

the mayor, the police commissioner, and the state personnel

administrator alleging reverse race discrimination under

§ 1983 and the Fourteenth Amendment. Defendants' hiring

decisions were made pursuant to an order entered by Judge

&V Fagan v. City of Boston, No. 89-2076-N (D. Mass. filed
Sept. 21, 1989); Mackin v. City gf Boston, No. 89-2025-N
(D. Mass. filed Sept. 14, 1989); Stuart v. Roache,
No. 89-2348-Nc (D. Mass. filed Oct. 19, 1989). A case known
as Guinev v. Roache, No. 90-10113-Z (D. Mass. filed Feb.
1990), challenging the same decree as the StuaXt case, was
combined with Stuar= on March 23, 1990. Several other state
court cases challenging the decree at issue in Stuart were
removed to federal court and are being heard together with
Stuart. Guiney v. Haley, No. 90-3375 superiorr Court
filed June 11, 1990), Boston Police Patrolman's Ass'n V.
Roachg, No. 90-3375 (Superior Court filed June 11, 1990),
Boston Police Suerior Officers Fed'n v. Civil Service
Common, No. 90-0515-E (Superior Court filed Jan. 26, 1990).
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Wyzanski in 1973, iLJ which plaintiffs allege unlawfully

requires race-conscious hiring. Alternatively, plaintiffs

allege that defendants violated the order by hiring

unqualified blacks and Hispanics, and that the decree should

expire because its goal of hiring firefighters in accord

with the city's population had been met. Plaintiffs seek a

permanent injunction against the hiring of blacks and

Hispanics solely on the basis of race, and an order placing

them atop the eligibility list for hiring.

Plaintiffs iY CAstro were permitted to intervene

as defendants in F , and joined defendants in opposing

plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunctive relief barring

/ Castro v. Beecher, 365 F. Supp. 655 (D. Mass. 1973).
The decree was entered in settlement of litigation brought
by a class of black and Hispanic applicants for the police
officer position. The suit was brought against the city and
the State of Massachusetts, all ging-that the state civil
service system discriminated by race against black and
Hispanic police officer applicants in communities throughout
the state in hiring, recruitment, and testing. Judge
Wyzanski found that the exams had disparate impact. The
court retained continuing jurisdiction over the order and
issued a series of orders in the form of consent decrees
mandating the promulgation of job-related exams and minority
recruitment plans, as well as the certification, on a
priority basis, of black and Hispanic applicants who passed
a valid entrance exam, and which also governed the
administration of subsequent police officer exams, the
certification of those candidates who passed the exams, and
the exemption of communities around the state from the
decrees as they met their hiring goals, which were tied to
the local minority population. Since Judge Waytanski has
taken senior status, the Castro case has been reassigned to
Judge Caffrey.
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the city from hiring blacks and Hispanics with lower exam

scores in their stead. That motion is pending, and the city

continues to hire police officers. Defendant-intervenors

and defendants have also moved to dismiss and for summary

judgment, and plaintiffs have also moved for summary

judgment. Defendant-intervenors argue that plaintiffs'

interests were represented by a class of white applicants

for the police officer position who were granted leave to

intervene as defendants in the Castro litigation in 1971 by

Judge Wyzanski. This class's interests were fully

considered, and its claims were rejected, by Judge

Wyzanski. LV The white applicants thereafter participated

in negotiations over Judge Wyzanski's original order.

Plaintiffs rely on Martin in opposing defendant-intervenors'

motion to dismiss. Defendant-intervenors argue that Martin

is distinguishable because plaintiffs' interests were fully

represented by the class of white applicants in Castr and

Powell, and also argue that 'parity"--hiring in the police

department in accord with the minority population--has not

A / Castro v. Beecher, 334 F. Supp. 930, 945 (D. Mass.
1971), al'", 459 F.2d 725 (1st Cir. 1972). alg.
Powell v. Commonwealth of Mass., No. 76-3350-G (D. Mass.
filed Sept. 14, 1976) (dismissal of claims of class of white
applicants, affirmed in 1977 by the First Circuit).

40-626 0-91- 24
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been achieved. The motions are fully briefed and pending

before Judge Wolfe.

2. Mackin v. City of Boston

Mackin was brought by a group of white males who

passed the examination for the entry-level firefighter

position in the city fire department in December 1987, and

-were passed over for hiring in favor of blacks and Hispanics

who scored lower on the exam. Plaintiffs sued the city, the

mayor, the fire commissioner, and the state personnel

director, alleging violations of 1 1983 and the Fourteenth

Amendment. Defendants were acting pursuant to a consent

decree, §A/ which plaintiffs allege unlawfully requires

race-conscious hiring in the fire department.

§A/ Boston Chapter. NAACP v. Beecher, 371 F. Supp. 507
(D. Mass), all'd, 504 F.2d 1017 (let Cir. 1974), cart,
denied, 421 U.S. 924 (1975). The decree was entered by
Chief Judge Freedman in 1974, in settlement of litigation
brought by, inter Alia, the NAACP, under 11 1981 and 1983,
on behalf of black and Hispanic applicants for the
firefighter position throughout the state. The suit,
against the city and the state, alleged that the state civil
service system discriminated because of race against
minority firefighter applicants in recruitment, hiring, and
examinations. The court found that the exams had adverse
impact and were not job-related, enjoined their further use,
and ordered the state to promulgate valid exams, and to
hire, on a priority basis, black and Hispanic applicants who
passed a valid entrance exam. The court, after this initial
order, issued a series of consent decrees governing
examinations, certifications of candidates who passed
entrance exams, and exemptions of communities around the
state from the decrees as they met their hiring goals, which
were tied to the local minority population.
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Alternatively, plaintiffs allege that the decree should

expire because its goal of hiring firefighters in accord

with the city's population has been met since 1987.

Although the percentage of minorities in Boston has

increased since 1974, plaintiffs would still use 1974

population statistics to measure whether, in 1990, the city

had met the decree's goal. Plaintiffs sought preliminary

and permanent injunctions against the preferential

certification of blacks and Hispanics solely on the basis of

race, and placing them atop the eligibility list for hire.

Judge McNaught, who had inherited continuing

jurisdiction over the decree from Chief Judge Freedman,

denied the motion for preliminary injunctive relief.

Plaintiffs' proposed injunction would have required the city

to hire firefighters in rank order from the roster of

candidates who had passed the entrance exam. Judge McNaught

held that because even without any preferential

certification of blacks or Hispanics pursuant to the decree,

there would be still be approximately 175 candidates ahead

of plaintiffs on the eligibility roster, plaintiffs could

not make the requisite showing of irreparable harm to obtain

injunctive relief.

The Boston Chapter of the NAACP, one of the

plaintiffs in the NAAC action, successfully sought

intervention in Mackin as a defendant on behalf of itself
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and a class of black and Hispanic applicants for firefighter

positions throughout the state. The United States

successfully moved to consolidate the N&&C and MAckin

cases. L5

Cross-motions for summary judgment have been

filed, but in the interim Judge McNaught has retired and a

ruling must await the assignment of a new judge to the

Mackin and N cases. Defendant-intervenors and the state

personnel administrator argue that Martin did not create any

new causes of action and that plaintiffs have yet to show

that the circumstances that gave rise to the court's 1974

order have changed sufficiently to warrant the modification

or dissolution of the decree. They also argue that

"parity"--hiring in the fire department in accord with the

minority population as of 1990--has not been achieved. As

defendant-intervenors explain, "plaintiffs may have obtained

the right to bring this challenge before the Court as an

initial matter (under Martin), but they may only pursue

The United States moved in United States v. City of
Boston, No. 73-269-F (D. Mass. filed 1973), a case it
brought against the city, the fire commissioner, and the
state civil service commission, under Title VII and §j 1981
and 1983, alleging race discrimination in hiring for the
firefighter position. United States v. City of Boston was
quickly consolidated with the earlier-filed ZAAC action.
Thus, when United States v. City of Boston and MaLn were
consolidated last year, NAACP became consolidated with
Maclin as well.
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their claims for relief if they can show those claims have

merit. Thus far, they have failed to do so.0 The United

States agrees that there have been no changes in law which

affect the continued validity of the 1974 order.

3. Stuart V. Roache/Guinev v. Roache/Guiny..

HAI W BPPA v. Roache/Boston Police Superior Officers Fed'n

v. Civil Service Comm'n

Stuart was brought by 33 white males and females

employed by the city police department as police officers

and detectives. The suit, brought under §| 1981 and 1983

and the Fifth Amendment, alleges that the city, its mayor,

itb police commissioner, and the state personnel

administrator have discriminated because of race in passing

over plaintiffs for promotions to police sergeant, despite

the fact that 29 of the plaintiffs were certified as

eligible for promotion in 1988. Plaintiffs allege that

defendants have promoted blacks with lower, though

nonetheless passing, exam scores to police sergeant,

pursuant to a consent decree. The decree was entered in

1978 by Judge McNaught, before whom Stuart was brought. IV /

UL/ Massachusetts Ass'n of Afro-American Police. Inc. v.
Boston Police Deo't, No. 78-529 (D. Mass. entered Sept. 16,
1980; extended on Oct. 31, 1985 because no goals had yet
been. met; further extended on Sept. 19, 1990 until such time
as a first round of promotions is made from the eligibility
list to be created by the next validated sergeant's
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Plaintiffs challenge the validity of the decree and seek an

order promoting them in accordance with their positions on

the 1988 list, with pay and seniority computed retroactively

to the date each was passed over, and a permanent injunction

against race-conscious promotions of blacks to the police

sergeant position.

Plaintiffs sought a TRO and a preliminary

injunction against all promotions to sergeant until the 1988

list, which in the interim had been revoked, was reinstated.

The list had been revoked because it violated the decree and

because its validity had been compromised; a white police

superintendent who helped to prepare the exam had also led a

study group for white officers planning to take the exam.

Plaintiffs alleged that Martin gave them the right to

challenge promotional decisions taken pursuant to the 1978

decree even though they were not parties to that decree.

promotional examination). The decree was entered in
settlement of litigation brought in March 1978 against the
city, the mayor and the state's personnel administration and
civil service commission, alleging race discrimination.
Plaintiffs' case was based on the findings in the CAz
case, 334 F. Supp. 930 (D. Mass. 1971), that the police
entrance exam discriminated in favor of whites, and on the
scarce representation of blacks throughout the ranks of the
Boston police department. Plaintiffs obtained relief
specifically targeted at promotions within the police
department: goals and timetables were established for
promoting blacks to sergeant and the City was required to
establish valid promotional procedures.
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Plaintiffs cited Mann for the same proposition. The state

and the city argued that Martin did not relieve plaintiffs

of their heavy burden of proving the invalidity of the

decrees, even if Martin permitted the challenge.

On June 27, 1990, Judge McNaught denied

plaintiffs' motion, finding that plaintiffs had not shown a

reasonable likelihood of success on the merits or that they

were being irreparably harmed by the decision to revoke the

1988 eligibility list; another sergeant's test was scheduled

for June 1991, and plaintiffs could sit for that exam.

Judge McNaught also permitted the Massachusetts Association

of Law Enforcement Officers (a successor organization to

plaintiff in the decree case) to intervene as a defendant in

S&=. Plaintiffs have moved for summary judgment,

applying the Supreme Court's decision in Croson to the

promotional policy followed by defendants pursuant to the

decree, and arguing that under Croson, this policy violates

their rights. Defendant-intervenor cross-moved for summary

judgment and was joined by all of the defendants.

Defendant-intevenor and defendants argued that although

Martin generally authorized the bringing of a Title VII suit

by white employees disadvantaged by a consent decree, in

this instance plaintiffs' case had been entirely undermined

when Judge McNaught correctly reaffirmed that the decree was

constitutional in his opinion of June 27, 1990. Both
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motions are fully briefed, and the parties await a new judge

to be assigned to Stuart and the decree case in the wake of

Judge McNaught's retirement.
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H. Toledo. Ohio

Plaintiffs, nine white males who had

unsuccessfully applied for entry-level firefighter positions

in the Toledo city fire department, sued the city and the

fire chief. fL/ The suit challenged a 1974 consent decree

which governs hiring in the department. A/ Plaintiffs

allege that other non-minority candidates were hired in

their stead pursuant to the random selection process

mandated by the decree, despite plaintiffs' higher scores on

the written exam. Plaintiffs seek to be hired in the next

class of firefighters pursuant to a scheme under which

non-minority firefighters would be hired strictly in order

of their exam scores, thereby creating two hiring lists -

one for minorities and one for non-minorities. The city

moved to dismiss on the grounds that it had been held as a

matter of fact in the decree case that different scores on

j/ Bembenek v. Winkle, No. 90-CV-7016 (N.D. Ohio filed
Jan. 16, 1990).

A/ Brown v. Winkle, No. C-72-282 (N.D. Ohio decree
entered Nov. 27, 1974) (City of Toledo found to be
intentionally discriminating because of race against
minorities in the Fire Division). fin Brown v. Neeb, 644
F.2d 551 (6th Cir. 1981). The decree was entered by Judge
Young in settlement of litigation brought in 1972 against
city officials by a class of current and future black and
Hispanic applicants for the firefighter position.
Plaintiffs alleged that the department's employment policies
violated the civil rights of blacks, Hispanics, and other
minorities under is 1981 and 1983 and the U.S. Constitution.
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the written exam did not establish significant differences

between candidates' qualifications and thus the city had

been enjoined in the decree case from hiring anyone in

strict order of exam scores. Plaintiffs cited Matn for

the position that not being parties to the decree case, they

were not bound by such a ruling. Accepting plaintiffs'

argument, Judge Young on July 26, 1990, denied the motion to

dismiss, even though he had specifically found that the

factual issue had been litigated and decided in Brown.

The plaintiff classes in the decree case were then

granted intervention as defendants in Bembene and moved to

dismiss on grounds similar to those stated in the city's

earlier motion to dismiss, arguing that plaintiffs had no

federally protected right under Martin or otherwise to be

selected for hiring in rank order of their scores on the

written exam. Judge Young denied the motion on February 8,

1991, again holding that Martin "affords plaintiffs the

opportunity to raise a question of fact that was already

resolved. . . . The message of the Supreme Court

is . . . clear, and . this Court . . . is (now] required

to disinter what it previously relegated to the mausoleum of

extinct ideas.0 The city's motion for summary judgment

remains outstanding but the court has made clear that

plaintiffs will obtain a full hearing of their claims.
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I. Cincinnati, Ohio

Four reverse discrimination cases are pending

before Judge Rubin, three regarding the city's Division of

Fire IV and one regarding the city's Division of

Police. 2_Q/

§2/ A consent decree, over which Judge Rubin has had
jurisdiction since 1986, governs hiring and promotion in the
fire division. Youngblood v. Dalzell, No. 8774 (S.D. Ohio
decree entered May 7, 1974). The decree was entered before
Judge Porter in settlement of litigation brought against the
city, its civil service commission, and its fire chief,
among others, by two unsuccessful black applicants for the
entry-level fire recruit position in the division.
Plaintiffs represented a class of black applicants for
employment with and black employees of the division. The
applicants sought declaratory, injunctive, and affirmative
relief, alleging that the city and various city officials
were guilty of unlawful race discrimination in recruiting,
testing, and hiring fire recruits as well as in promotions,
in violation of J§ 1981 and 1983 and the Fourteenth
Amendment. See Younablood v. Dalzell, 625 F. Supp. 30 (S.D.
Ohio 1985), aff'd, 804 F.2d 360 (6th Cir. 1986),
cert. denied, 480 U.S. 935 (1987) (enforcing decree and dual
lists, sL infra pp. 61-62).

22/ Hiring and promotion in the police division is
governed by a consent decree. United States v. City of
Cincinnati, No. C-1-80-369 %S.D. Ohio decree entered
Aug. 13, 1981). The decree was entered into by the city,
the division, and the civil service commission in settlement
of a 1980 lawsuit brought against them by the United States.
The suit, seeking injunctive relief, alleged that defendants
discriminated against blacks and women in hiring, promoting,
and testing police officers. The Fraternal Order of
Police - the collective bargaining unit for the police
officers - was granted intervention as a defendant ahd
participated in the decree negotiations. Im United
States v. City of Cincinnati, 771 F.2d 1161 (6th Cir. 1985).
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1. Jansen v. City of Cincinnati

The first fire case fl,/ was brought against che

city and the civil service commission, among other, by five

white males who were unsuccessful candidates for fire

recruit. Plaintiffs allege that the refusal to hire them

pursuant to the decree constitutes unlawful race

discrimination under SS 1981 and 1983, state law, and the

U.S. Constitution. 221 The city hires fire recruits from

2i/ Jansen v. City of Cincinnati, No. 89-CV-79 (S.D. Ohio
filed Feb. 2, 1989).

2V On January 5, 1989, six months before Martin, the
individuals who would be the plaintiffs in Jansen were
denied intervention in Youngblood by Judge Rubin.
Youngblood v. Dalzell, 123 F.R.D. 564 (S.D. Ohio 1989).
Judge Rubin applied the Sixth Circuit's opinion in Stotts,
a=e infra pp. 66-68 and notes 80 and 81, and held that the
protectable interests of non-minority firefighters whose
promotion (or in this case hiring) expectations were
diminished by a reasonable consent decree were not
significant enough to justify intervention under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 24(a)(2). Stotts is one of the
impermissible collateral attack opinions criticized in
Martin, 109 S. Ct. 2185 n.3. See sugr note 15. See also
Jansen v. Ciotyof Cincinnati, 904 F.2d 336, n.3 (6th Cir.
1990).

On the same day, Judge Rubin ruled on his own
initiative that the court would no longer oversee the
enforcement of the 1974 decree. Youngblood v. Dalzell, 704
F. Supp. 137 (S.D. Ohio 1989). In an unreported opinion,
the Sixth Circuit remanded, finding that Judge Rubin had not
adequately addressed (1) the terms of the decree (which
provides for continuing jurisdiction until a party moves for
dissolution), or (2) the claims of continuing race
discrimination brought by black plaintiffs in an enforcement
action under the decree, which Judge Rubin had disposed of
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two lists - one for minorities and another for

non-minorities, in an effort to comply with the goals of the

decree. Plaintiffs state that but for the dual lists, their

exam scores would have earned them positions as fire

recruits. Plaintiffs allege that the decree never

authorized dual lists, and in any event does not do so now,

when the decree's hiring goals have been met.

Alternatively, plaintiffs allege that to the extent the

decree has ever authorized dual lists, it is unlawful.

On April 17, 1989, plaintiffs moved for summary

judgment,-alleging that these facts could not be disputed

and that they had an absolute right to be hired. Plaintiffs

sought to be hired and to receive damages, including

retroactive salary payments and seniority benefits.

2. Real v. City of Cincinnati/Corry v. City of

Cincinnati

Judge Rubin consolidated Jansen with Neal v. City

of Cincinnati 21 and Corry v. City of Cincinnati, 2_4,/ two

other cases brought before him challenging the Younablood

decree on Martin - based grounds. Ueal was brought by five

as well. Youngblood v. Dalzell, No. 89-3141 (6th Cir.

Feb. 14, 1991) (Westlaw, Federal Library, Allfeds file).

2_21 No. C-89-479 (S.D. Ohio filed July 5, 1989).

2I No. C-1-90-151 (S.D. Ohio filed Feb. 23, 1990).
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white male applicants for the firefighter position against

the city, the civil service commission, the city manager,

and the fire chief, alleging identical causes of action

under §§ 1981 and 1983 and seeking identical relief as in

Jansen. Plaintiffs in C are eight other white male

applic-ants for the fire recruit position who were not hired

into the 1989 entering class. (The HSaI plaintiffs would

have belonged to the same class, and the Jansen plaintiffs

to the 1988 class.)

Defendant-intervenors 2_/ and defendants opposed

plaintiffs' summary judgment motion on the grounds that the

division had not yet been integrated at the promotional

level, and that the city's selection procedures are still

racially discriminatory. Defendant-intervenors argued that

despite Martin, plaintiffs had not asserted meritorious

claims. Defendants moved for summary judgment on May 23,

1989, and argued, along with defendant-intervenors, that the

decree clearly permits the use of dual lists and numerical

1./ Proposed defendant-intervenors representing the
plaintiff class in Younablood moved to intervene in
June 1989. In July 1989, Judge Rubin denied intervention.
On appeal, the Sixth Circuit reversed. ansenvXCitv of

.Cincinnati, 904 F.2d 336 (6th Cir. 1990). See jnfra p. 84.
Proceedings before Judge Rubin in Jansen were frozen during
the pendency of the appeal.
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goals, and that Martin was distinguishable. The

cross-motions are pending before Judge Rubin.

3. Vogel v. City of Cincinnati

The police case 2SL/ challenges a similar system of

multiple lists (one for white males, one for women, and one

for black males) in the police division. The division uses

the system in an attempt to comply with a decree entered in

1981, which still governs police hiring and promotion.

Plaintiff, a white male candidate for the entry-level police

recruit position who passed the entrance exam but was not

hired, would have been hired but for the hiring of blacks

and women pursuant to the multiple list system. Plaintiff

sued the city, the city manager, the civil service

commission, and the police chief, alleging that the decree

did not authorize multiple lists, and alternatively that the

decree is no longer valid because there were never any

findings of prior discrimination by the city and the decree

contains no goals or criteria upon the achievement of which

it would terminate.

Plaintiffs' motion for preliminary injunctive

relief (which would have barred the city from swearing in

the 1989 class of police recruits) was denied by Judge Rubin

U/ Voael v. City of Cincinnati, No. 89-CV-683 (S.D. Ohio
filed .Oct. 5, 1989).
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on January 16, 1990. Judge Rubin held that the public

interest favored swearing in the new police recruits.

Alleging that the facts noted above were

uncontested, plaintiff moved for summary judgment on

October 11, 1990, and argued that N(t]he principles of

equity articulated by the Court in Martin militate in favor

of allowing plaintiffs to challenge the Consent Decree."

Defendants and defendant-intervenors (the Sentinel Police

Association, an organization of minority police officers

representing plaintiffs in the decree case) moved for

summary judgment, arguing that plaintiffs were not affected

employees at the time the decree was entered into, and thus

that Martin did not allow them a cause of action. The

cross-motions are fully briefed and await Judge Rubin's

decision.
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J. Memnhis. Tennessee

Three Martin-inspired cases are pending before

Judge Horton. IV

1. Aiken v. City of Memohis

Aikea was brought by 25 white males holding

entry-level police officer positions in the city police

department. Plaintiffs challenge consent decrees entered in

1974 and 1979 21L/ which govern hiring and promotion in the

department. Plaintiffs all passed the promotional exam for

investigator, but were passed over in 1989, pursuant to the

j/ Aiken v. City of Memphis, No. 90-2069 (W.D. Tenn.
filed Jan. 23, 1990); Davis v. City of Memphis, No. 90-2068
(W.D. Tenn. filed Jan. 23, 1990); Ashton v. City of Memphis,
No. 89-2863 (removed to W.D. Tenn. on Sept. 26, 1989, after
being filed in state court on Aug. 28, 1989).

2i/ The 1974 decree (which was amended in 1981) was
entered before Judge Welford in settlement of litigation
brought against the city in 1974 by the United States under
Title VII, § 1981, and the Fourteenth Amendment. The city's
fire department and other divisions were charged with
engaging in a pattern or practice of race and sex
discrimination in hiring and promotion. The decree
established hiring goals for all of the city's divisions.
United States v. City of Nemphis, No. C-74-286 (W.D. Tenn.
decree entered Nov. 27, 1974). US Stotts v. Memohis Fire
Den'., 679 F.2d 541, 570 (6th Cir. 1982) (reproducing
decree), rev'd on other around. sub nom. Firefiahters Local
Union No. 1784 v. Stotts, 467 U.S. 561 (1984). The 1979
decree was entered before Judge Welford in settlement of
litigation brought against the city police department by the
Afro-American Police Association on behalf of individual
plaintiffs, charging race discrimination in promotions by
the police department. Afro-American Police Ass'n v. City
of Memphis, No. C-75-380 (W.D. Tenn. entered Mar. 21, 1979).
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decrees, by minority officers, some of whom had lower scores

on the exam. Plaintiffs allege that these actions by the

city, the mayor, and the director of police constitute

unlawful race discrimination and violate their rights under

Title VII, §§ 1981 and 1983, the Fourteenth Amendment, and

state law. Plaintiffs seek an order which grants them back

pay, promotion, and monetary and punitive damages.

2. Ashton v. City of Memphis

Ashton was brought by 27 white male police

officers who suffered the same fate pursuant to the decrees

in 1988. The Ashton plaintiffs challenge the same decrees

as the Aiken plaintiffs, charge the same violations of law

against the city, and seek the same relief.

3. Davis v. City of Memphis

Davis was brought by six white males employed in

entry-level firefighter positions by the fire department.

Plaintiffs challenge the 1974 United States v. City of

Memphis consent decree, A= supra note 78, and another

consent decree entered in 1980, over which Judge NcRae has

been assigned continuing jurisdiction. 2.2/ Plaintiffs

22/ The 1980 decree was entered before Judge McRae in
settlement of a class action suit brought against the
department in 1977 by a black male fire captain. This
action was later consolidated with a 1979 discrimination
suit brought against the department by a black male
firefighter. Plaintiffs charged the department with race
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passed the promotional exams for fire lieutenant or fire

investigator, but were passed over for promotions in favor

of minorities with lower test scores, pursuant to the

decrees. Plaintiffs allege that these actions by the city,

the mayor, and the director of fire services constitute

unlawful race discrimination and violate their rights under

Title VII, §§ 1981 and 1983, the Fourteenth Amendment, and

state law. Plaintiffs seek an order which grants them back

pay, promotion, and monetary and punitive damages.

The Department of Justice has moved before Judge

Gibbons in Ahton to consolidate these three cases with the

three consent decree cases, and have them all heard by her.

Judge Gibbons has inherited continuing jurisdiction of the

United States v. City of Memphis decree, as well as of the

Afro-American decree. Judge Gibbons has not acted in

response to this motion. Defendants have moved for summary

judgment in &sbton on statute of limitations grounds, but

Judge Horton has not acted in response to this motion.

discrimination in its hiring and promotion policies, in
violation of Title VII and If 1981 and 1983. The 1980
decree contains hiring and promotion goals for the
department and was intended as a supplement (for the fire
department only) to the 1974 decree in United States v. City
ofMem~hi. Stotts v. Memphis Fire Den't,
No. C-79-2441-M/Jones v. Memphis Fire DeD't, No. C-77-2104
(W.D. Tenn. decree entered Apr. 25, 1980). fiM Stotts y.
Memnhis Fire Deo't, 679 F.2d 541, 573 (6th Cir. 1982)
(reproducing decree).
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Finally, defendants in Davis have moved to add the United

States (plaintiff in United States v. Memphis) and the

plaintiff class from the Stotts decree case as additional

defendants, and defendants in Aiken have moved to add the

United States and the plaintiffs from the Afro-American

decree case as additional defendants - all on the grounds

that without these defendants, they cannot obtain complete

relief. Judge Horton has not acted in response to these

motions.
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K. Omaha. Nebraska

Four Martin-inspired cases are pending in federal

court against the city's police division.

1. Palmer v. City of Omaha

Palme U/ was brought before Judge Strom.

Plaintiffs, two white women holding entry-level police

officer positions in the division and a third white woman

who unsuccessfully sought employment as a police officer,

sued the city, the mayor, the police chief, and the city

personnel director, among others, under Title VII, 1 1983,

and the Fodrteenth Amendment. Plaintiffs challenge a

consent decree entered into by the city in 1980 which

governs hiring and promotion in the division. 12/

Plaintiffs represent a class of all those similarly

situated, which has not yet been certified. The first two

U/ Palmer v. City of Omaha, No. CV-90-0-318 (removed to
D. Neb. on June 29, 1990, after being filed in state court
on May 7, 1990).

8U/ Brotherhood of Midwest Guardians. Inc. v. City of
Omaha, No. 79-0-528/United States v. City of Omaha,
No. 80-0-631 (D. Neb. decree entered Oct. 23, 1980). The
decree was entered by the city before Judge Robinson in
settlement of these two suits, brought in 1979 and 1980 by a
black applicant for the police officer position and the
United States, respectively, charging race discrimination in
hiring and promotion in the division. The two actions,
against the city, the chief of police, and the personnel
director, among others, were subsequently consolidated. SBM
griffin v. City of Omaha, 785 F.2d 620, 622-23 & n.2 (8th
Cir. 1986).
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plaintiffs passed the promotional exam for police sergeant,

but were passed over in favor of black males who ranked

lower on the eligibility list for promotions. Plaintiffs

claim that the city did not hire or promote women on an

equal basis with men, did not establish valid selection

procedures or adequate recruitment and training mechanisms,

and maintained systems of subjective interviews and job

assignments that discriminated against women. Plaintiffs

claim that defendants' actions were in violation of the city

charter and affirmative action plan and constituted sex

discrimination. Plaintiffs sought a TRO and preliminary and

permanent injunctions barring any promotions to sergeant

until they were promoted. Plaintiffs obtained a TRO from

the state court before the case was removed, which blocked

all promotions to sergeant. Three other white officers (two

male and one female) passed over for promotion to sergeant

then intervened as plaintiffs, as did the police officers'

union, all alleging identical claims to plaintiffs'.

On June 19, 1990, Judge Strom denied plaintiffs'

application to extend the TRO entered by the state court,

lifted the TRO, and denied plaintiffs' motion for

preliminary injunctive relief. The city's defense was that

it was required to pass over plaintiffs for promotions under

the terms of the consent decrees, given the

underrepresentation of blacks in the police sergeant
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position. The court found that plaintiffs had made no

showing of irreparable harm, and that the city's reliance on

the decrees was not misplaced. As to plaintiffs and

intervenors' argument that, because of Martin, the decrees

could not be enforced against them, Judge Strom held that

Martin merely gave plaintiffs the right to bring this

action, and that their claim of reverse discrimination was

"the crux of the case and the ultimate issue for resolution

by this court". The United States was then joined as a

defendant. On August 29, 1990, defendants filed a motion to

dismiss, pending the resolution of which all discovery has

been stayed.

2. Keller v. City of Omaha

Keller v. City of Omaha J2/ was brought by two

white female police officers alleging identical claims to

those raised in P , and also seeking a TRO and a

preliminary injunction. Defendants have moved to

consolidate K with almer

jj/ No. 91-0-051 (removed to ). Nab. on Jan. 23. 1991,
after being eiled in state court on JaA. 18, i o..

V
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3. Donaghy v. City of Omaha

Donagh AJ/ was brought by a white male police

sergeant in the city police department against the city, the

mayor, and the police chief under -I 1981 and 1983, the

Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments, and the municipal

code. Plaintiff alleged that defendants' policies and

practices, particularly the promotion of a black male

sergeant to lieutenant in his stead, constituted

discrimination against whites. Plaintiff alleged that the

department promoted less qualified blacks over white

candidates and that these promotions were not required by

the decree and were in violation of the promotional order

established by validated, job-related selection procedures

which the city had in place. Plaintiff sought a permanent

injunction against the city's practices.

A jury found in favor of the plaintiff against the

city only, and awarded damages of $3,753. However, on

April 6, 1990, Judge Robinson granted the city a directed

verdict because plaintiff had not made out a ima facis

case of discrimination, including any showing of

discriminatory intent. Judge Robinson held that the city

was acting in compliance with the uncontrovertedly valid

jJ/ Donaahv v. City of Omaha, No. 88-0-321 (D. Neb.
Apr. 26, 1988).
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decree, and that plaintiff's citation of MXrin for the

proposition that defendants could not rely upon a decree to

justify race-conscious promotional decisions was misplaced.

(Plaintiff had proffered a Jury instruction in this vein on

the strength of Martin, which was also rejected.) Observing

that plaintiff Ohas had his day in court' and failed to make

his case, he entered judgment in favor of the city.

Plaintiff took an appeal on his 5 1983 claim, LA/

which has been fully briefed and argued. Appellant again

argues that but for the city's actJons in purported

compliance with the decree, he would have been promoted, and

that the city's actions were unlawful and not required by

the decree, and now relies on Wilks to argue that the decree

should in any event not apply to him since he was not

involved in the decree case. The parties await the panel's

decision.

4. Cavanaugh v. City of Omaha

CA31anugh fi/ was brought by a white male police

sergeant against the city, the mayor, and the police chief,

among others, under if 1981 and 1983 and the Fourteenth

jL/ Donaahv v. City of Omaha, No. 90-1780 NE, ApnAa
d~cketed (8th Cir. 1990).

Cavanauah v. City of Omaha, No. 89-0-849 (D. Neb.
filed July 27, 1989).-
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Amendment. Plaintiff alleges that individuals who were less

qualified than him (according to their exam scores) ware

promoted to lieutenant in his stead solely on the basis of

their gender and/or race. Plaintiff sought a TRO,

preliminary and permanent injunctions barring all promotions

by the city to police lieutenant, and a promotion. Judge

Strom denied the TRO on March 29, 1990, finding that because

plaintiff would obtain back pay and retroactive seniority if

he prevailed, he could not make the neccessary showing of

irreparable harm.

5. Wade & Invener v. City of Omaha

Wade & Invener / is a reverse discrimination

case brought in state court by a white male occupying the

entry-level police officer position in the city department,

alleging that the city's promotions to police sergeant

pursuant to the 1980 decree violate his constitutional

rights.

6. Administrative Proceedinas

Finally, there are nine administrative proceedings

presently pending before the Nebraska Equal Opportunity

Commission (NEOC). In each one, plaintiff alleges that he

or she has been unlawfully discriminated against by race in

Lj/ Wade & Invener y. City of Omaha,'No. 871568 (Douglas
Co. Dist. Ct. filed Sept. 16, 1988).
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not being promoted by the division to the sergeant's

position. Five of the proceedings were brought in September

or October 1989, and four more were filed in 1990.

Plaintiffs all claim that the division unlawfully passed

them over, pursuant to the decree, in favor of minorities

who scored lower than them on the promotional exams. The

city has argued that the NEOC does not have jurisdiction

over these claims. All nine plaintiffs have moved to compel

discovery in a consolidated proceeding in state court.
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L. Cleveland. Ohio

In 1986, two cases were brought challenging a 1983

consent decree governing hiring and promotion in the city

fire department.

1. Local Number 93 v. City of Cleveland

In Local Number 93, iL the union local,

representing the majority of the city's firefighters (on

behalf of a class of white firefighters), and one member of

the union, a white male employed by the department in the

entry-level position of firefighter, sued the city, the

mayor, the civil service commission, and individual city

officers. Plaintiffs alleged that defendants had

discriminated against them in refusing to promote them, U/

instead promoting minorities pursuant to the decree who had

lower exam scores. Plaintiffs claimed a violation of

I/ Local Number 93 v. City of Cleveland, No. C-86-2858
(N.D. Ohio filed July 18, 1986).

U / The decree, Vanauards v. City of Cleveland,
No. C-80-1964 (N.D. Ohio decree entered Jan. 31, 1983),
aff'd, 753 ?.2d 479 (6th Cir. 1985), aff'd sub nom. Local
Number 93 v. City of Cleveland, 478 U.S. 501 (1986), was
entered in settlement of class action litigation brought
against the city and various municipal employees in 1980 by
the Vanguards, an organization of black and Hispanic
firefighters, on behalf of a class of black and Hispanic
firefighters and present and future applicants for the
firefighter position. Local 93 was a party throughout the
course of the decree litigation.
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Title VII and 51 1981 and 1983, and sought declaratory

relief and damages.

2. Conoerman v. City of Cleveland

In CODperman, IV five white male firefighters

sued the city. Plaintiffs had passed the promotional exams

and been passed over for promotion by minorities with lower

exam scores, pursuant to the decree. Plaintiffs charged

that these actions by the city pursuant to the decree

constituted unlawful racial discrimination in violation of

their rights under Title VII and f 1983. Plaintiffs seek

back pay. Both cases were brought before Judge Lambros, who

entered the 1983 decree and has continuing jurisdiction over

it. The Vanguards intervened as defendants in both cases on

behalf of the plaintiffs in the decree case.

Defendants and intervenors filed motions to

dismiss in both cases, arguing that plaintiffs were barred

by rX" jjudica from relitigating issues decided against

them by the district court, the court of appeals, and the

Supreme Court in the decree case. Se &W note 88. The

Vanguards also argued for dismissal in both cases based on

the doctrine of impermissible collateral attack. Judge

Lambros did not rule on the motion prior to Matn. After

/Conerman v. City of Cleveland, No. C-86-2389 (N.D.
Ohio filed June 5, 1986).
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Martin, Judge Lambros ordered the parties in both cases to

submit briefs on the question of the applicability of Martin

to the pending motions. Defendants and intervenors in the

Local case have renewed their motion to dismiss. They

argue that Martin is inapplicable because Local 93 was an

intervening defendant in the decree case, and thus Xna

Judicata remains an effective bar against Local 93's claims.

The parties to CoDperman have agreed to be bound by Judge

Lambros' decision on the LoaLf9 motion to dismiss. The

renewed motion has been fully briefed but Judge Lambros has

not ruled on it. 2/

One reason for the delay is that Judge Lambros has

linked the resolution of the two reverse discrimination

cases to the pendency of a motion by the Vanguards to extend

the terms of the consent decree in the original litigation.

A modification which would have included the one-time

promotion of large numbers of minorities and whites was

rejected by the membership of Local 93 at the end of 1989.

The city, now under a new administration, appears no longer

interested in such a promotion, and a ruling on the motions

to dismiss in Local93 and Cooperman seems likely.

j/ The parties have also agreed to treat the two 1986
cases as consolidated, although Judge Lambros has never
ruled on defendants' motion in Local92 to consolidate the
cases, which is fully briefed and pending.
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M. Pittsburch. Pennsylvania

Two cases have been brought seeking to dissolve a

1975 injunction which governs hiring in the city's Bureau of

Police under a system of multiple candidate lists, broken

down by race and sex. W/

1. Slater v. City of Pittsburah

Slater 2/ was brought against the city by a white

male applicant for police officer (later joined by two other

white male applicants as intervenors) who passed the

entrance exam but have not been hired, the city instead

having hired white males, women, and minorities with equal

or lower exam scores pursuant to the injunction. Plaintiffs

allege that the city's refusal to hire them pursuant to the

order constitutes unlawful race and sex discrimination in

2./ Commonwealth of Pa. v. Flaherty, 404 F. Supp. 1022
(W.D. Pa. filed Feb. 5, 1975; order entered Dec. 5, 1975).
Flaherty was a class action brought against the city, the
mayor, the police superintendent, and the civil service
commission. it was brought by the State of Pennsylvania (on
behalf of its citizens), the NAACP, NOW, and an organization
of minority police officers. Plaintiffs alleged
discrimination in the hiring, appointment, promotion, and
working conditions of black and female police officers and
applicants for the entry-level police officer position, in
violation of 15 1981 and 1983 and the Thirteenth and
Fourteenth Amendments.

2/ Slater v. City of Pittsburh, No. 90-457 (W.D. Pa.
filed Mar. 15, 1990).
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violation of Title VII and seek an order dissolving the 1975

injunction, and damages.

2. Boehm v. Masloff

Bs 2/ was brought by four white male

applicants for police officer (only three of whom were later

found to have valid claims), who passed the entrance exam

but were passed over for hiring by women and minorities with-

lower exam scores pursuant to the injunction. The suit is

brought on behalf of a class of white male applicants for

police officer who have been excluded in this manner.

Plaintiffs are suing the city, the mayor, the personnel

director, and the civil service commission, alleging that

defendants' refusal to hire them pursuant to the order, and

hiring of lower-scoring minorities and women instead,

violates their rights under state law and 11 1901 and 1983.

Plaintiffs seek an order dissolving the 1975 injunction and

mandating hiring according to exam score, as well as

damages.

Slater moved to intervene in flahaxt and

petitioned for dissolution of the 1975 injunction. Judge

Cohill sided with the city (and plaintiffs in Flaert, who

also briefed the motion), denying the motion and dismissing

LVi Boehm v. Masloff, No. 90-629 (W.D. Pa. filed Apr. 18,
1990).
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the petition, finding that Slater's low exam score, not the

injunction, was the reason he was not hired, and that

therefore he lacked standing to challenge the

injunction. 2A/ Thereafter, the Boehm plaintiffs and

plaintiff-intervenors in Slater brought identical motions

and petitions before Judge Cohill. W Again, plaintiffs in

laherty joined defendants in Boeh and Slater in opposing

the motions and petitions, but although Judge Cohill

dismissed the petition, this time he granted the motion to

intervene and on hi4 own initiative consolidated the cases,

finding that three of the Bo1Z plaintiffs and the two

plaintiff-intervenors in Slater had scored sufficiently high

on the exam to make the 1975 injunction the reason for their

not being hired, and to grant them standing to challenge the

injunction. Plaintiffs' petition to dissolve the injunction

has once again been fully briefed and argued, the Boah

plaintiffs explicitly relying on Martin to support their

2A/ Slater appealed the denial and dismissal to the Third
Circuit, which affirmed on identical grounds in an
unreported opinion. Slater v. City of Pittsburgh,
No. 90-3411 (3d Cir. Dec. 13, 1990).

/ Silara and Bgh were both brought before Judge
Cohill, who was assigned continuing jurisdiction over
Flmhart after Judge Weber, who entered the 1975 injunction,
passed away.

40-626 0-91-25
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collateral attack, and the parties await Judge Cohill's

decision.
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IV. Making the best of Martin v. Wilks

In a few cases, minorities and women have been

able to turn Martin to their advantage.

A. Riddle v. Cerro Wire & Cable Group. Inc. 2§/

A female Title VII plaintiff's claim against her

employer was allegedly barred by the EEOC's entering into a

consent decree, on her behalf but without her participation,

with the employer. The court held that there was an

insufficient identity of interests between plaintiff and

EEOC for MMi judicala to bar her claim.

B. Jansen v. City of Cincinnati 2/

A class of black applicants to and employees of

the city fire department, which operated under a consent

decree, sought intervention in a post-Martin reverse

discrimination case brought by unsuccessful white applicants

against the city. The court held that the city's response

to the reverse plaintiffs' summary judgment motion failed to

argue, inter el, that the decree required the city to

engage in race-conscious hiring, and thus the black class'

legal interests, protected by the decree, would be

IL/ 902 F.2d 918, 921 (11th Cir. 1990).

IV 904 F.2d 336, 339-42 (6th Cir. 1990).
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prejudiced if intervention were not granted in the reverse

case.

C. Bridsoeort Guardians. Inc. v. City of

Bridae2ort12/

The court held that the fact that the Guardians,

one of the plaintiffs, agreed to a promotional process for

the police sergeant position as part of a 1982 consent

decree (to which the Guardians were a party), did not bar

other plaintiffs to this 1989 suit - individual black and

Hispanic candidates for police sergeant, and a second

organization of minority police officers - from pursuing

claims that the promotional process was racially

discriminatory.

D. Richardson v. Lamar County I2/

Richardson received an Alabama state teaching

certificate despite failing the certification test, pursuant

to a consent decree reached in settlement of a suit against

the state board in which Richardson was a member of

plaintiff class. The county board now refused to renew

Richardson's teaching contract on the grounds that she had

failed the test, and Richardson brought a Title VII suit,

2/ 735 F. Supp. 1126, 1132-33 (D. Conn. 1990).

LV 729 F. Supp. 806, 611-13 (M.D. Ala. 1989).
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alleging, inDar Al", that the test had a racially disparate

impact. The court held that the county board's rJudiiAta

defense - that Richardson's claim was barred by the consent

decree - was insufficient because the state and county

boards' interests were not aligned.
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US3 UNJUST WORRYLB.0I

TE IMPACT O TEl PAT 82U DOCISzON ON WoN

By
Claudia A. Withers and Lisalyn R. Jacobs**

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 is designed to restore fairness to

laws prohibiting employment discrimination against women, religious,

racial and ethnic minorities, disabled people, and the elderly. The

legislation reflects the recognition that each of the cases decided by

the Supreme Court in 1989 did concrete damage to the rights of women

workers, disabled workers, older workers, and workers who are members

of religious or ethnic minorities. These workers, who want only the

opportunity to participate equally in the workplace, now face major

roadblocks when they try to challenge discrimination. By eradicating

these obstacles, each provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 will

help all workers -- and their families -- to reap the benefits of

justice in the workplace.

This report provides specific examples of how one of the 1989

Supreme Court decisions -- Patterson v. McLean -- affects working

women of color. Because of Patterson, the kemen in this report were

unable effectively to challenge racial harassment on their jobs, or

most promotion denials, or a negative employment decision that did

not fit within the Supreme Court's cramped reading of the law.

Because the women in this report faced real limitations on the ways

they could challenge their employers' discriminatory actions,

workplace justice eluded them.

*, Thanks also to Donna R. Lenhoff, Virginia Sassaman and Novella
Abrams.
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Patterson v. McLa

The plaintiff in this case, Brenda Patterson, worked as a teller

at a credit union in Winston Salem, North Carolina -- the only black

professional in the organization. Throughout her tenure at McLean

Savings and Loan, Patterson was subjected to negative treatment based

on her race. For example, she was told by a supervisor that *blacks

are known to work more slowly than whites by nature." She was

required to dust and sweep the floors and to perform other tasks not

required of her white colleagues. Patterson also applied for, but was

denied, promotions at the credit union.

Brenda Patterson decided to sue her employer under 42 U.S.C.

S1981 ("51981"), an 1866 civil rights statute that gives blacks and

other people of color the same right to "make and enforce" contracts

as whites. This provision, which frequently has been used to

challenge employment discrimination, provides for a jury trial and an

award of damages. Ms. Patterson alleged that she was denied the

promotion she applied for because she was black, and further, that

comments directed to her about blacks and the tasks to which she was

assigned constituted racial harassment.

In 1988, Patterson's case vent to the Supreme Court, which held

that S1981 does = cover racial harasent on the job, Indeed, the

Court ruled that 51981 applies only to discrimination in the actual

making and enforcing of the employment contract -- e.g., hiring.

Under this interpretation, an employer can discriminate with impunity

once a worker is hired. Thus the Court's 2Ju;n ruling effectively

2
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eliminated 51981 as an effective tool to eliminate many forms of

workplace discrimination.

The,,Paterson Case Denies Women Workers An Avenue

for Challenging Unjust WorkRlaces

Countless women like Brenda Patterson suffer from employment

discrimination based on race, ethnicity, and national origin after

they are hired; each woman who suffers such discrimination has been

directly harmed by the Supreme Court's limitations on S1981 in

Patterson. Before the Ratterson ruling, women who challenged

discrimination based on race and gender could bring claims under both

S1981 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Because the

scope of S1981 has been severely limited, women victims of certain

forms of discrimination based on race and gender -- such as harassment

-- must now rely solely on Title VII, which prohibits employment

discrimination based on race, color, national origin, and gender.

However, Title VII currently provides only the remedies of back

pay and injunctive relief, so women cannot fully recover fully for the

damages they have suffered. Thus, women of color may be able to

recover pain-and-suffering damages under 51981 if they can prove race

discrimination involving failure to hire, a discharge, or, in some

situations, a promotion. But when they are discriminated against on

the basis of their sex, or in the terms and conditions of their jobs,

women of color -- like white women -- are limited to recovering back

pay for their salary losses; where there is no salary loss, they can

recover nothing.

3
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Regardless of whether employment discrimination is based on race

or ethnicity, gender, or on a combination of gender and race or

ethnicity, discrimination spells economic disaster for some nine

million working women of color and their families. Women of color

already fare worse in the labor market than either white women or men

of color: women of color are "crowded" into the lowest paying female-

dominated jobs, and as a result earn lower wages. Women of color are

more likely to work part-time, not by choice, but because of the

unavailability of full-time work. Because women are heads of

households in nearly half of African American families and one-fifth

of Hispanic families, their families are particularly vulnerable to

the impact of discrimination. Fifty-three percent of African American

families and 52 percent of Hispanic families maintained by working

women are below the poverty level. Discrimination in the workplace

against women of color that goes unremedied keeps them and their

families in this terrible status quo.

The Cases Decided Since the Patterson Decision Illustrate How
Women's Ability to Remedy on the Job Discrimination Has Been

While Patterson and its implications are often discussed in

abstract legal fashion, there is nothing abstract about the

devastating impact that Patterson has had on working women as well as

working men. As a result of Patteson, women and men striving to

support their families have had no meaningful recourse when faced with

horrendous harassment in the workplace; their choice has been either

to tolerate the harassment or quit their jobs,, thus risking their

4
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financial security. Some have been fired for discriminatory reasons.

All have been hurt because Patterson forecloses their opportunity to

get compensation for the terrible things they have been forced to

endure in order to support their families.

Since the Patterson decision was issued in June of 1989, over 250

cases involving claims brought under S1981 have been heard at the

federal district court level.1 A significant number of these

involved women -- women who were subjected to unlawful workplace

discrimination but were left without the legal right to recover fully

for that discrimination. Roughly 30 percent of the plaintiffs in the

208 federal district court cases in our study have been women. Of the

44 cases in our study with Patterson claims heard at the appellate

level, 27 percent of the plaintiffs have been women.
2

Of all the claims decided by the district courts, by far the

largest number (70) that were found not actionable involved claims of

discriminatory discharge. 3 In 39 instances, the court refused to

1 The NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Inc., studied the
impact of Patterson from the date of the decision, June 15, 1989,
through November 1, 1989. While this report did not assess
Patterson's impact on women specifically, it determined that a minimum
of 96 S1981 claims were dismissed in the 50 federal district court
cases that were decided in that five-month time-span. "The Impact of
Patterson v. McLean Credit Union," NAACP Legal Defense and Education
Fund, Inc., 1989.

Our study covers November 2, 1989, through February 18, 1991,
when Patterson issues were decided in 208 cases in federal district
courts and 51 cases in the circuit courts of appeal.

2 In addition, in 12 district court and three appellate court
cases, the plaintiffs were both women and men.

3 There is currently disagreement among the circuits as to
whether or not claims of discriminatory discharge remain actionable in
the wake of Xatterson. While seven of the circuits have held that

5
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consider claims of failure to promote, holding that the promotions did

not rise to the level of a "new and distinct relationship."4 Thirty-

four claims of racial harassment were deemed not actionable under

Patterson because the harassment took place after the formation of the

contract. Finally, 27 claims were dismissed in the retroactive

application of Patterson.
5

Of the 44 Patterson cases at the appellate level, 13

discriminatory discharge claims were dismissed and five claims each of

racial harassment and retaliation were barred by Patterson. In six

discriminatory contract termination is n= actionable after Patterson,
the Tenth Circuit has refused to rule on the issue. On the other
hand, the Eighth Circuit has held that discriminatory discharge Ji
still actionable under S1981. In Kansas, judges fall evenly on both
sides of the issue.

Thus the likelihood of people getting a full remedy for their
claims of discriminatory discharge depends more on what court they end
up in and which )udge they stand before than on the strength of their
claims.

4 Following the holding in Patterson, courts have held that in
order for a claim of non-promotion to be actionable under S1981, the
promotion must rise to the level of an opportunity for a new and
distinct relation between the employee and the employer (e.g. from law
firm associate to partner; from hourly employee to salaried employee;
from non-management to management; or the like). Other factors
considered are the method of calculating salary, the required
qualifications, daily duties and responsibilities, potential
liability, and pension and other benefits. Generally, because the
degree of change in employment status must be relatively high in order
for a non-promotion claim to be actionable, blue collar workers have
had a much more difficult time meeting the standard than have white
collar workers. See e.a., Busch v. St. Xavier College, 1991 WL 5808
(M.D. Ill. 1991) where the allegations of an Indian woman that she was
discriminatorily denied tenure were found actionable under $1981.

5 The remainder of the claims addressed a variety of issues,
including sex and race discrimination, sexual harassment, disparate
treatment, national origin discrimination, retaliatory or constructive
discharge, hostile workplace, and the like.

6
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cases where plaintiffs had been awarded damages under 1981, the

awards were vacated in retroactive application of Pattrson.6

Thus, our study shows that the Court's Patterson ruling has

greatly affected the ability of women to challenge unfair racially

based workplace practices. Because of Patterson, workers are afforded

less legal protection after they are hired than up until the moment

when they enter into their employment contracts. Thus, women and men

are unable to get full redress for the unlawful sexual and/or racial

harassment, and other kinds of workplace discrimination, to which they

are subjected. In the absence of damages relief, many employers will

likely continue to subject working women and men to unjust acts of

discrimination with virtual impunity. Working women will thus be

undercut in their attempts to support their families.

The following seven stories of women who were negatively affected

by the Patterson ruling demonstrate why America's working women need

strong legislation to remedy its effects.

6 At the appellate court level, the remaining claims covered a
variety of issues, including non-promotion, racial discrimination,
retaliatory discharge and issues that were not addressed because the
statute of limitations had expired, there was no r" uisit6 showing of
intent, or the court simply declined to address the PAkrson issues.

7
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_tnicia Carroll
Houston, Texas

When she testified at a Houston hearing on the Civil Rights Ast,
Ms. Carroll, a black woman, told the following story:

"I began my employment with General Accident Insurance Company

with ... six years of experience in casualty claims handling. I was

hired as a senior representative handling ... claims and files in

litigation. My work was highly commended ... until I expressed a

desire to receive a promotion to supervisor when my supervisor left

the company.

"As of the day my supervisor left, in January 1985, I was told to

assume the supervisory duties as well as my own until they could find

the 'best man for the job.' I continued to do both jobs and although

no one else \,as hired I was not given the promotion.

"I pointed this out on several occasions and requested an

official promotion. For four months I suffered emotional and physical

stress from being overworked. ...

"In mid-April, I suffered a miscarriage, and on the day I

returned to work a co-worker who felt sorry for me told me that I had

been promoted three weeks earlier but that management did not want to

tell me because they had hoped to be rid of se by that time.

"I confronted management about this and I was told that they

forgot to tell me about my promotion. After I became supervisor, the

job really became unbearable. I suffered through the following

discriminatory incidents:

"First, management refused to let se interview or hire staff.

They hired inexperienced adjustors, then harassed me when they

S
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succeeded under my direction. I also could not supervise most white

staff members; only a black woman and a white woman with a Spanish

last name. This had not been the case with previous supervisors nor

had it continued after I left the company, and I was replaced by a

white supervisor ...

"Toward the end of July, I became aware of a rumor that I was to

receive an unfavorable performance evaluation. I called the

Affirmative Action Department before my evaluation, but they refused

to look into the matter stating that I had no problem. I was called

into a meeting by the claims manager. During the meeting my superior

and branch manager badgered me, tried to make me sign false

statements, and refused to follow written company procedures for

handling evaluations. They reviewed me as below acceptable in all

areas, without ever having given me written notice of the review,

which is contrary to written company policy.

"I was also publicly humiliated in front of my staff or ignored

altogether. Meetings would be scheduled and when I came into the

room, they would simply ignore me. Files were also sabotaged in an

effort to make ms feel and look incompetent.

"By the time I gave up and left the company in September of 1985,

I had been subjected to over 150 memos from my manager supposedly

criticizing my work."

Ms. Carroll filed a charge of race discrimination with the Equal

hployment Opportunity Cemmission and subsequently sued the company in

federal court under $1981 and Title VII. A jury awarded her $34,000

in back wages, $26,650 for embarrassment and emotional distress, and

9
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$119,300 in punitive damages. But because of the RJtt1JrWn decision,

when the company appealed, Ms. Carroll lost all but the $34,000 in

back pay of her award.
7

Ms. Carroll reflects, "the scars of the suit may heal but I will

never get over the fact that the judicial system has failed me. I am

an upstanding citizen ... The judicial system has made a mockery of

people like me who base our lives on doing the best we can to make a

positive impact in America."

Ms. Carroll can be reached through her attorney. Kurt Arbuckle. at
(713) 961-5353.

7 Carroll v. General Accident Insurance Co. of America, 691 F.2d

1174 (Sth Cir. 1990).

10
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PaulettA Cesav
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Paulette Ceesay, a black woman, was hired by the employee

benefits and actuarial consulting firm of Miller, Mason and Dickenson

in April of 1987. But, as Ms. Ceesay's subsequent complaint of race

and sex discrimination alleged, although she was hired as an actuary,

she was assigned the inferior position of analyst; when she ultimately

became an enrolled actuary, she was given neither the salary increase

nor the increased responsibilities that usually accompanied such a

position.

Additionally, she alleged that during the course of her

employment, she was both sexually and racially harassed by her

supervisor. In fact, Ms. Ceesay claimed her supervisor stated that

she was neither given a raise nor increased responsibilities because

she was "a single parent from the inner city." He told her that she

was on the "mommy track" and that "the only thing he would let a woman

do, as far as actuarial work was concerned, was to tie his shoe

laces." Ms. Ceesay's supervisor also told her that he did not like

her because she was "different," and he even began contacting other

pension actuarial firms and informing them that he had a "single

parent female available for hire." He pressured her to resign and

warned her not to discuss his actions with anyone.

Because of the stress inherent in her work environment, Ms.

Ceesay took a leave of absence. While on leave, she was fired.

Ms. Ceesay challenged these actions as sex and race

discrimination under 51981 and Title VII. Because of Patterson .L

N2L&W, however, Ms. Ceesay's discriminatory discharge claim was held

11
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not actionable under S1981.8 Thus, she was unable to recover damages

for the harassment she suffered. (The trial court also eliminated her

claims for intentional infliction of emotional distress.)

Ms. Ceesay's current whereabouts ara unknown.

8 Ceassa v. Miller. Mason and Dickenson, 1990 WL 121218 (I.D.Pa.

1990).

12
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Brenda A. Coleman
Gulf Shores, Alabama

Brenda Coleman is a black woman who was hired as

person by Domino's Pizza, Inc., in December of 1986.

attorney as "dynamic" as well as a good employee, Ms.

promoted to the position of store president (manager)

1987.

a delivery

Described by her

Coleman was

in the fall of

According to her attorney, Ms. Coleman was sent to re-open a

seasonal store in Gulf Shores, Alabama, in March, 1988. After a

disagreement with her regional manager, Ms. Coleman was fired. She

filed a claim of sex and race discrimination under Title VII and

S1981. Although Mi. Coleman had signed statements from people who

worked under her stating that she did good work, the district court

dismissed her S1981 claim of discriminatory discharge against

Domino's. In reliance on Patterson v. McLean, the judge found her

discriminatory discharge claim to be beyond the scope of S1981's

protection.
9

After the ruling, Ms. Coleman's attorney reports she reached a

confidential settlement with Domino's on her remaining claims. The

fact remains that the Patterson case severely limited the damages

available to her for the discrimination which she alleged.

Subsequent to her discharge, Ms. Coleman worked for a number of

food service operations -- but, in many cases, in non-managerial

9 Coleman v. Domino's Pizza. Inc., 726 F.Supp. 1528 (S.D. Ala.
1990).

13
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positions. She alleged that her dismissal from Domino's limited her

opportunity for hiring in other focd service chains.

Ms. Coleman's current whereabouts are unknown.

14
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Denita Council
Pensacola, Florida

Denita Council, a black woman, was among the first four female

fire-fighters ever hired by the Topeka, Kansas, Fire Department in

1985. But, according to Ms. Council, she was subjected to both sexual

and racial harassment during the course of her employment as a

firefighter there. For example, she alleges:

-- she was told by co-workers that they didn't like the idea
that women had been hired by the Fire Department;

-- she overheard a lieutenant in the department telling some
white fire-fighters that "the nigger doesn't have any
business on this job;"

-- the same lieutenant referred to black people as "blackie;"

-- Ms. Council's co-workers told her that she was sometimes
referred to as an "aggressive black bitch;"

-- while some firefighters testified that they had not heard
any racial jokes or racial epithets while on the job, other
fire-fighters, specifically all of those at Ms. Council's
last fire station, testified that they had heard racial
slurs and jokes while on the job;

-- less than two weeks after Ms. Council expressed a deep fear
of snakes during a meeting at the firehouse, she was struck
in the face by a dead snake which landed in her lap when she
got into her car and lowered her sun-visor.

Ms. Council sued the Topeka Fire Department under S1981, Title

VII, and other laws alleging race and sex discrimination. However,

because of the Supreme Court's decision in Patterson v. McLean, Ms.

Council's racial harassment claims under S1981 were dismissed.1 0

Luckily, Ms. Council was able to settle her case, largely because she

was suing a government entity that could be held liable under other

10 Council v. City of Topeka. Kansas, 1990 WL 11061 (D. Kan.
1990).

15
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laws. Otherwise, the Patterson case would have prevented Ms. Council

from receiving full compensation for the horrible harassment she

endured.

Following the conclusion of her case, Ms. Council quit her job.

Indeed, while she worked at the Fire Department, her life was

threatened, which prompted her ultimately to move to Florida, where

she now works for the local school board.

Ms. Council can be reached through the Women's Legal Defense Fund at
(202) 986-2601.

16
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Terema A. Foster
Topeka, Kansas

Teresa A. Foster, a black woman, began working at the Santa Fe

Railway Company in Topeka, Kansas, in March of 1976 as its first

female machinist apprentice. She continued working there after

completing her apprenticeship.

According to Ms. Foster, during the course of her employment, she

was subjected to sexually and racially harassing comments and actions.

She was repeatedly subjected to unwanted touching of a sexual nature

by male co-workers and a relief foreman. She was told on numerous

occasions that hers was a "man's job" and that she was deprivin~g a

"man's family of the income." Also, her work atmosphere was rife with

offensive racial comments and jokes -- e.g., "nigger," "no good

nigger," "black nigger bitch," "nigger rigged," "coon," "niggerly,"

and "nigger shooters." Such actions by her foreman and co-workers

traumatized Ms. Foster, and so aggravated her hyperthyroid problem

that she ultimately had to have her thyroid removed.

In October of 1986, Ms. Foster was fired. She filed a claim in

federal court for race and sex discrimination under 51981, Title VII

and a state statute. However, the trial court ruled that Patterson v.

E1cLa prevented her from getting any relief for her claims of racial

harassment, thus limiting the amount of damages she could recover.11

Ms. Foster was fortunate in two respects: 1) her case was settled out

of court; and 2) her case would have been heard by a judge who was

willing to consider allegations of racially-notivated discharge after

11 Foster v. Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Co., 1990 WL

11062 (D. Kan. 1990).

17
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Patterson. 12 Nevertheless, the Pattrs ruling severely undercut

her legal rights to redress the injustice she suffered in her

workplace.

Ms. Foster can be reached through her attorney. Pantaleon Florez. at
(913) 272-6699.

22 Because of Pattersone roughly half of the district court
Judges in Kansas no longer allow claims of discriminatory or
retaliatory discharge to be brought under the rubric of S1981 claims.
ha note 3.

18
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Waltham, Massachusetts

Joy Miller, a black woman, began working as a teller at the

Shawmut Community Bank in Waltham, Massachusetts, in February 1981.

According to Ms. Miller, her co-workers and her managers made derisive

racial and ethnic comments in her presence. While these comments were

generally about Jews, it nonetheless made her uncomfortable as she

assumed they made similar comments about her behind her back.

Additionally, her supervisor subjected her to criticism in front of

her colleagues, belittling her for trivial mistakes. This criticism

intensified after Ms. Miller filed her complaint alleging violations

of her civil and constitutional rights.

Ms. Miller also alleged that her supervisors delayed or denied

her opportunities for job advancement. She recounted several

instances when they promoted loes-qualified white employees to the

head teller position -- a promotion which Ms. Miller was repeatedly

denied. Ms. Miller was also turned down for a job as a customer

service telephone representative; despite recommendations from her

supervisor -- who said that she functioned well under stress -- the

interviewer denied her the position on the grounds that the job would

be too stressful. Although the interviewer said Ms. Miller would be

welcome to apply for the next position, the interviewer became hostile

and defensive when Ms. Miller asked why she would be more likely to

get the next position if it involved the same level of stress.

Additionally, Xs. Miller was discouraged from applying for a job as a

personal banker despite the fact that she was also qualified for this

position. When she inquired about the position, she was told that it

19
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had been filled -- yet advertisements continued to run in the

newspaper.

Ms. Miller recalls that she vent to four attorneys, all of whom

said she had been discriminated against but refused to take her case

because of the difficulty of proving discrimination. A fifth attorney

agreed to represent her. He commissioned a study which shoved that

promotions at Shawaut Community Bank were generally given at 14-18

month intervals, while Ms. Miller's promotion to customer service

representative took 27 months. Also, in the 15-year period from 1972

to 1987, only one of Shawmut Community Bank's 40 managers w s black;

that person was fired within a year.

In court, Ms. Miller's claim of racial harassment under S1981 was

dismissed after the Supreme Court's holding in Patterson.13 The

result was that Ms. Miller could not obtain damages for the

harassment, criticism and slurs to which she was subjected.

Moreover, although Ms. Miller settled the remainder of her case,

she had difficulty finding other banking employment in Boston despite

the level of her experience; the banking jobs she did obtain were at

entry-level positions.

Ms. Miller ultimately relocated to another state, where she

currently works for a bank. However, her husband has been unable to

find work there and remains in Boston.

Ks, Miller may contacted through the omen's Laal Defense und at
12021 986-2600.

13 Nller V. Bhavmut Bank ot Boston. N.A. 726 F. Supp. 337 (D.
Nass. 1989).

20
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Estella Teran
El Paso, Texas

Mrs. Teran, a Mexican-American woman and former employee of the

El Paso Natural Gas Company, began working for the company in April of

1969 reading and charting gas usage.

According to her attorney at the Mexican American Legal Defense

and Educational Fund (MALDEF), over the course of thc 17 years Mrs.

Teran worked for the company, it discriminated against her and other

Mexican-American employees by consistently promoting white employees.

In so doing, it bypassed the Mexican-American employees who trained

those who were promoted. Told her qualifications were lacking when

she asked why she had not been promoted, Mrs. Teran felt that she and

other Mexican-Americans were often denied promotion in favor of lower

graded, less qualified, and less experienced white employees.

After Mrs. Teran began inquiring about various promotions that

had been denied her and others, she alleged she was ridiculed and

embarrassed via company memoranda and in meetings with her

supervisors. Without her knowledge, the company placed memoranda in

Mrs. Teran's departmental file about alleged incidents of her

misconduct -- including such petty matters as *loading up" on lettuce

and salad dressing. She feels that this further impeded her attempt

to be promoted, especially since the memoranda were in her file for

one year before she discovered then.

According to Mrs. Teran, after she filed an internal grievance,

the company attempted to force her to sign unfounded disciplinary

action forms. Additionally, exicans-Americans emloyed by the

company were generally treated as second-class citizens; the company's
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atmosphere was rife with comments such as "dumb Mexican," comments

about the number of children Mexicans have, and the like.

When Mrs. Teran sought to file a complaint with the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) in September of 1986 alleging

national origin discrimination and failure to promote, she discovered

that several other Mexican-Americans were also filing charges against

the company. The EEOC urged them to amend their complaints and to

file a class action charge.

Mrs. Teran was fired three months after filing an amended EEOC

claim. In March of 1989, the EEOC found "reasonable cause to believe

that the ... company had retaliated against Mrs. Teran because of her

pursuing [her] rights." She brought suit under Title VII, S1981, and

the Age Discrimination Act challenging the discharge and harassment

she experienced as national origin discrimination. But because of

Patterson, she was denied relief for her discrimination and harassment

claims. 14 While Mrs. Teran's Title VII and Age Discrimination Act

claims remain, any remedy afforded her will be incomplete at best as

she has lost the ability to recover damages for her harassment under

S1981.

Unable to find employment after her discharge, Mrs. Teran

currently runs a horse training school in El Paso, Texas.

Mrs. Teran can be reached through her attorney. Guadaluge Lung. at the
Mexican-American Leaal Defense and Education Fund in San Antonio.
Texas. (512) 224-5476.

14 Teran v. E1 Paso Natural Gas Co., 1990 WL 41428, 51 EP Cas.
1833 (W.D. Tex. 1989).
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STATEMENT OF THU
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

Thank you for giving the American Federation of Government

Employees, AFL-CIO an opportunity to express our support for

enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1991. As the exclusive

representative of over 700,000 federal employees in 105 agencies,

AFGE would like to encourage the prompt enactment of this important

and historic legislation.

H.R. 1 is legislation with two simple goals: to restore and to

strengthen the civil rights laws affecting employment practices.

First, H.R. 1 restores equal employment opportunity law to where it

was before June 1989, after a quarter century of judicial review

and enforcement under six Presidential administrations. The Civil

Rights Act does not address quotas or any other affirmative action

mandate. Rather, it addresses the ability of victims to get into

court and to prove discrimination.

Second, H.R. 1 strengthens Title VII by permitting victims of

intentional discrimination to obtain monetary damages. It is

significant that this new amendment would provide the first

opportunity for most victims of sexual harassment to recover

anything but attorney's fees for their suffering and injuries. The

amendments to Title VII would clarify federal employee entitlement

to interest on back pay awards consistent with the 1989 amendment

to the Back Pay Act.

There has been some confusion over the right to receive

interest on back pay in cases where federal employees prove

unlawful discrimination. While most Federal judges have agreed
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that the recent Back Pay Act amendments provide authority for

interest on federal employees Title VII back pay, the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission has flip-flopped in its

regulatory enforcement of these rights and federal employees

continue to receive inconsistent awards.

Title VII is also strengthened for federal employees by the

extension of the statute of limitations. This bill increases the

present thirty day filing period to ninety days for a plaintiff to

file an action in court following notice of a final agency decision

on his or her complaint. As in the case of providing interest to

federal employees, this change merely equalizes the rights between

employees of the federal government and all other employees who

have always had a ninety day statute of limitations under Title

VII. As you can imagine, a short thirty day period is often

insufficient to decide whether to appeal an agency decision by

initiating federal litigation against one's employer, let alone

sufficient time to find and retain a lawyer and to properly file

and serve notice on a government defendant in a United States

District Court. Thus, the provisions of H.R. 1 strengthening and

restoring Title VII reflect fairness, equal opportunity, and

justice in the workplace for women and minorities.

AFGE's support for the Civil Rights Act is consistent with the

position of a long list of non-partisan organizations and

businesses which realize that 1991 is not the time for America to

stand still, much less move backwards on civil rights. However,

opposition to H.R. 1 can be expected from individuals and groups

who will, again, proclaim that the legislation will result in
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quotas. AFGE urges this Committee to confront this misinformation

early and conclusively so that this quota "red herring" will not

become an excuse for opposition and basis for defeat.

Any logical reading of H.R. 1 conclusively reveals that it

fails to provide for quotas. Indeed, if an employer were to adopt

a quota-based selection procedure outside the context of a remedy

for past violations, such an employment practice would be illegal.

Everyday, employees represented by AFGE at the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission and at the Department of Labor, prosecute

unlawful employment practices including the arbitrary establishment

of quotas. £n addition, attorney's fees are provided in Title VII

for private attorneys to prosecute such violations, so there is an

incentive to comply with the law.

AFGE believes that the proper response to illegal behavior by

employers (especially, speculative future conduct) is not to weaken

or to repeal civil rights laws, but to enforce those laws. AFGE

members who are charged with enforcing the equal employment laws

are confident that they can insure that the illegal use of quotas--

whether or not the employer incorrectly responded to the provisions

of H.R. 1--will be remedied and not tolerated. I note that nothing

in H.R. 1 alters the historic Title VII inquiry into the results of

employment practices rather than the motivation of such practices.

Thus, the hypothetical employer who allegedly abandons a non-

discriminatory hiring practice and adopts instead a quota-based

practice on the misguided belief that such activity is required by

H.R. 1 could not seek immunity from liability based upon supposed

"good faith" compliance. Any such shifts in employment practices
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would be easily identifiable and just as easily corrected. Thus,

while this quota phobia is unfounded and imaginary, it is also

insignificant for any practical purposes other than as an academic

crutch for the traditional opponents of equal opportunities for

women and minorities.

Two comprehensive surveys by the United States Merit Systems

Protection Board reveal that some 40 percent of all women working

in Federal government jobs have experienced unlawful sexual

harassment. Numerous other studies indicate that this problem is

equally shared in the private sector. Reports by'the General

Accounting Office also document that employment discrimination

continues at such rates in federal agencies that we conclude that

the concept of the federal government's being a "model employer"

is as yet still an ideal and not a reality.

A discrimination-free work environment is not only a statutory

obligation, but it is also now a universal demand of working

Americans. Indeed, no segment of society would today argue against

this mandate. H.R. 1 provides tools that are required to prosecute

the violators and compensate the victims of those basic rights

first established in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. AFGE urges the

prcnpt enactment of H.R. 1.

Thank you.

40-626 0--91- 26
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February 26, 1991

Dear MeNbers of the House Committee
on Education and Labor:

One of NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund's

clients in a recent Title VI came, Lois Robinson,

was scheduled to testify before this osmittee on

February 27, 1991. As you will have heard by now,

Moo Robinson ultimately decided that reliving her

case one nore tie would be too much of an ordeal.

she decided however that she would like her

statement to be read into the record If it would

help other women, which we believe it will if it

helps to convince Congress to amend Title VII.

We also request that this letter be included

in the record of th se proceedings. It addresses

a frequently asked question about the availability

to discrimination victims of damages under state

fair employment practice statutes or common law

tort claims. With the exception of a handful of

jurisdictions, not including Florida where K.

Robinson lives and works, state fair employment

statutes end common law tort reodies are not

viable alternatives or complements to the

#351 P3
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presently inadequate remedial scheme of Title VXX.

A comprehensive survey of state statutes and common law

remedies in all fifty states and the District of Columbia

(performed in 1990 for NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund), which

forms the basis for a law review article to be published this year

by attorney Mary Wright, reveals that amendment of Title VIX relief

provisions would bring necessary protection to many victims of

discrimination whose protection under state law is inadequate.

This survey is on file with NOW Legal Defense and Iducation Fund.

Xts main disturbing findings are as follows:

Six states, home to at least 25 million Americans, have no

fair employment practice statutes.

Ten states, home to another 31.5 million Americans have fair

employment practice statutes which provide for less relief than

Title VII.

Thirteen states (including Florida), home to at least sixty

million Americans, have relief provisions modeled on Title VIX --

which do not include compensatory or punitive damages.

While fourteen states provide for equitable relief (such as

provided by Title VII) anW compensatory damages, and two states

provide for equitable relief =d punitive damages, only six states

and the District of Columbia' (home to only 47 million Americans)

currently provide in their fair employment practice statutes the

I Some states are counted under two different categories if
they provide judicial and administrative agency alternatives for
resolution of an employment discrimination dispute which offer
different remedial option.
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combination of equitable relief, compensatory damages and punitive

damages that the Civil Rights Act of 1991 would provide.

Clearly, Congress and the Administration cannot look to the

states to provide the adequate remedies and disincentives for

discrimination that Title VII currently lacks.

Nor do common lw tort claims under state law provide a

panacea for victims of discrimination. Ns. Wright's analysis of

the most frequently pled tort claims used by discrimination victims

-- Intentional infliction of emotional distress, intrusion,

wrongful discharge in violation of public policy, assault and

battery, negligent hiring of discriminatory employees and tortious

interference with employment rights/contractual relations --

reveals that many discrimination victims, who have suffered real

injury which is noncomponsable under Title VII, have difficulties

making out some of the necessary elements of proof for such claims,

which were not originally developed to encompass employment

problems. For example, even plaintiffs who have suffered such

egregious discrimination as Lois Robinson, who testified to this

committee today about her case, could likely not win an intentional

infliction of emotional distress case, which requires a highly

subjective assemmmnt of whether the conduct complained of was so

outrageous in character and so extreme in degree as to go beyond

all possible bounds of decency and to be regarded as atrocious and

utterly intolerable in a civilized society. In some states,

including Florida, courts also require proof that the injury

suffered is 'medically significant" and may find against plaintiffs
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who can show no accompanying physical injury or medically

prescribed course of treatment. Other tort claims present other

problems ranging from unavailability in many states (intrusion) to

low reported damage awards (assault and battery -- for example,

only $1000 in punitive damages were assessed in Ford v. Revlon.

ZIg, 734 P.2d 500 (Ariz.19S7), against a supervisor who held an

employee in a ohokehold while he ran his hands over her breasts,

stomach and between her legs). Even if the claims are available

and present opportunities for winning adequate damages, in many

states worker's compensation statues preclude suit by providing

that worker's compensation is an exclusive remedy for work-related

injury. Finally, there have been rulings by a number of federal

district courts (for example, in Colorado, Michigan, Missouri,

Montana, Vermont, South Carolina, Alabama, California, Connecticut,

Florida and Illinois) denying pendent jurisdiction over state tort

claims vhen plaintiffs brought Title VII claims.

Again, it is clear that the damages available under common law

tort causes of action cannot be expected to fill the remedial gaps

left by Title VII, as unamended.

We urge this Comitto and Congress as a whole to provide

meaningful redress under f12gAU law for the real and currently

nonwcmpensable injuries caused by discrimination.

Sincerely yours,

Alison Votherfield
Director, Legal Program
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Xr. Reggie Jovan
US. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

Rot Bearftns on 1990 Civil Rights Act--Damage Awards ujr
Miohtgan Civil Riuhts Law

Dear Nr. Jovant

I an very sorry that we were unable to provide you with
someone to give live testimony on today's hearings. Mr. Pitt

faxed you excerpts from his Law Review article surveying all
published state appellate court decisions and Sixth Circuit court
of Appeals decisions interpreting Michigan employment law for the
year 1990, This is an attempt to assist a little more by
summarizing those cases and giving as much insight as I can in a
short space and time about the range of jury verdicts in these
cases in this state and what happens to then on appeal.

Of the 22 oases reviewed in Kr. Pitt's survey, the trial
court had granted summary judgment to the defendant in nine of
theu, and the Court of Appeals reversed that sumary dismissal in
six of the oases, Two of the canoe were lost by jury verdicts of
no cause. In only four of the cases was there a report of jury
verdicts awarding both economic and non-econonio damages; and if
you average those awards over the whole 22 cases reported, the
average economic award is only $40,000.00, and the average non-
economic award is only $27,500.00.

This super.ficial analysis of the reported cases for 1990
does not cover oases that are settled and it does not cover the
reported cases which night have bee remanded for jury trial.

The fate of the 22 reported decisions in a mingle year gives
you a very good overview, however, of how these oass go. I
would like to point out three things. rirst, there are terrific
barriers to oven getting a case to trial. In every employment
case I have ever handled, the defendant brings a motion for
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summary judgment, whether they are entitled to it or not. Mors
often than not, judges are able to see that there are indeed
issues of fact which have to be tried .'hat the judges are
reluctant to see is that these motions are often times frivolous,
in the sense that no reasonable attorney could fail to recognine
the disputed issues of fact and the lack of merit to a motion to
dismiss. it is our experience that defense attorneys milk their
files and charge corporations for these sumary judgment notions,
and the corporations have no way of knowing they are getting a
worthless product. Nevertheless, because of hostility to
employment and civil right cases, because of docket pressures, or
for whatever reasons, once in a while the*e motions will be
granted. As you see, more often than not, they are wrongly
granted and they have to be sent back by the Court of Appeals.

anwhile, the plaintiff and the plaintiff's attorney, with
relative lack of resources, have experienced expense and delay
that cannot be recouped.

At trial our experience is that jury verdicts on the average
are very modest in these cases. A substantial award for
emotional damages is actually very rare. The feeling seems to be
that if the economic damages are adequately compensated, very
little will be added on for emotional damages.

Third, if the verdict even begins to approach full
compensation for the plaintiff Is actual loss, it is sure to be
appealed. This means two or thra more years of delay, and of
course the potential for reversal and effective dismissal by the
appellate court or remand for a re-trial.

Meanwhile you find that corporate defense firms are paid
huge suns to defund the employers in these cases, whether they
are small businesses or largo corporations. I have seen
employers happily pay their teams of attorneys tens of thousands
of dollars to defend them against a case where they would not pay
a wrongfully discharged employee or someone who was the victim of
employment discrimination $20,000.00 to settle the case. If
there are limitations on the damages available to plaintiffs,
this situation will become worse. The corporations have money
and they would rather spend it defending themselves and
insulating themselves from liability than paying the most modest
sum to wronged emloyes. To restrict damages available to
plaintiffs in these cases will effectively 1uni"e the employers
from responsibility for discrimination.
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Thee is one thing I vould caution you about with respect to
whatever material you are going to hear from the defense
representative at the hearing. I surveyed a Michigan trial
reporter last night to try to get a fool for trial results. I
quickly realized that the trial reporter vhich is to some extent
a volunteer reporting servioe, and depends on people calling up
to report their oases, is reporting plaintiffs' verdicts in
unreprsentative numbers. Also, they do not refloot the havoc
that is done by trial court remittitur and reduction of verdicts
and court of Appeals decisions adverse to the plaintiff. Th
only reliable survey of employment oases in Nichigan would be the
final disposition of all cases when the appeals are all over.
This vouald give you a picture of very small, average recoveries,
von with such struggle.

I hope this has been of help.

Very truly yours,
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P0HICY I N f IJTM
February 18, 1991

Dear Friend:

House Democrats have reintroduced civil rights legislation vetoed last year
by President Bush, setting the stage for another fractious debate over quotas and
racial discrimination. In a tactical shtit, Democrat. are stresing the bill's benefits
for women, while the Administration seeks to refocus the debate on new economic
strategies for "empowering" racial minorities.

In Ending the Deadlock: A Progressive Solution to the Civil Rights
Stalemate, the Progressive Policy Institute (PPI) examines the obstacles to a
compromise on the Act, which is intended to reverse six 1989 Supreme Court
decisions that trimmed safeguards against Job discrimination. The PPI
Backgrounder also offers four recommendations for resolving the sticking points
in ways that restore protections against job bias without promoting quotas.

A close look at the controversy reveals that the rhetorical posturing against
racism and reverse discrimination has obscured the narrow and technical nature
of the dispute between the bill's liberal advocates and conservative critics. Given
the broad agreement that exists on fundamental issues, a prolonged debate over
the Civil Rights Act of 1991 is unnecessary as well as a distraction from more
pressing claims on policy makers' attention.

The Backgrouai'er concludes that if partisans in both campo forgo the
politics of racial pcianuation, Congress and the President can swiftJy reach an
agreement that orotUt women and minorities as wel as law-abiding employers.
The sooner that is done, the sooner the nation's political leadership can turn its
attention to more urgent social dilemmas: pandemic crime and drug abuse, family
breakdown, employment and undereducation, and the stubborn persistence of
an lsi., underclass

PP believes the larger challenge facing progressives today is to shift the
focuz of the equal opportunity debate from litigation and race-specific programs to
new economic and social Iitiatives -- such as youth apprenticeship and voluntary
national service - that stimulate broad upward mobility.

Cordially,

Will Marshall
President

316 Penwylvanls Ayenea SI, Suite $, Washiogto, D.C 2000J 202/547-0001 Fox 202/547-,009
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ENDING TIE DEADLOCKC
A Progressive Solution to the Civil Rlghte Stalemate

by Will Marshall and Bert Brandnburg

I. INTRODUCTION

As President Bush and Congressional Democrats prepare to rerun last
year's debate on civil rights legislation, the key question is whether partisans in
both camps want to pass a bill or to create a campaign issue. At stake are
safeguards against job discrimination that the Supreme Court weakened in six
1989 ruling.. Despite the hyperbolic rhetoric surrounding the biUl, the points in
dispute are narrow and can easily be resolved, provided that ideologues on both
sides are willing to forsake the politics of racial polarization.

Conservatives continue to raise the specter of racial quotas, bolstered by the
apparently successful use of that issue by Republicans in key 1990 races in North
Carolina and California. Encouraged by civil rights groups and the
Administration's fumbling of the minority scholarships issue, House Democrats
have introduced a new version of the bill that retreats fom compromises struck
during last year's negotiations with the White House - and that seems just as
likely to invite another presidential veto.' However, by refocusing the debate on
fairness to women, House sponsors of the Civil Rights Act of 1991 hope to win
enough votes to override a veto.

This Progressive Policy Institute (PPI) Backgrounder examines the issues
In dispute and offers recommendations for resolving the deadlock. The sooner the
nation's political leadership can reach an accord on the Civil Rights Act, the
sooner it can turn its attention to more urgent social dilemmas: pandemic crime
and drug abuse, teenage pregnancy and family breakdown, unemployment and
poor education, and the isolation of the underclass.

The solutions to these problems are unlikely to be found in a court room.
Instead, progressves should refocus the fight for social justice on the economic and
cultural fonts, especially on Innovative approaches that empower poor and
minority citizens to make the choices and control the resource necessary to
liberate themselves from poverty and dependence.

And, a University of Chicago sociologist William J. Wilson has argued, such
approaches should be universal rather than race-specific, so that public policy does
not create a zero-sum game in which the gains of one group appear to come at
the expense of another. Affirmative action ought to be rechanneled toward
initiatives that help all Americans build the capacities they need to enter the
social and economic mainstream. For example, a youth apprenticeship partnership

Ic hopws.M Mocy lnsdtsm 3* Pamnsfian Anuc, &6. Uw 555, lAd ;nr D.C 2000 Z 0 47.00O2
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between public schools and local businesses will address the needs of racial and
ethnic minorities within the broader context of an upward mobility program for
all non-college-bound youth in our society.

11. BACKGROUND

While agreeing in principle to the need for corrective legislation, the
President vetoed the civil rights bill last October on the grounds that it would
force employers to adopt quotas in order to preempt job discrimination lawsuits.'
Yet compromise language hammered out last year between Senate Democrats and
eleven of their Republican colleagues would have largely restored the legal status
quo that existed or nearly two decades before the Supreme Court rulings, with
no evidence of hiring quotas.

If, as we believe, the charge of quotas is unfounded, it Is also true that the
bill's proponents have exaggerated the issues at stake. Stripped of overwrought
claims about "reverse discrimination" or "turning back the cock on civil rights,"
the dispute turns mainly on semantics and procedural Issues relating to the
numbingly complex field of disparate impact litigation. Although the bill's backers
have tried to evoke the moral urgency of the great civil rights battles of the
1960s, it is- difficult to engage public emotions in a debate that centers on legal
tactics rather than matters of high principle.

The President's election-eve veto notwithstanding, Congress and the White
House came very close last year to agreement on the bill, which restores what
both sides regard as Important safeguards against discrimination that were taken
away by the Supreme Court.' Given this common ground, Congress and the
President can and should move swiftly to enact a bipartisan bill that protects
women and minorities from job discrimination without promoting quotas.

This outcome can be achieved if both sides resist the temptation to indulge
in racial politics. There may indeed be short-term political advantages to the
Republican strategy of crying "quota" to drive a wedge between working class
whites and blacks, and to the Democratic strategy of depicting Republicans as
hostile to black aspirations, if not racist. But over the long run, such strategies
will only retard our society's progress toward racial reconciliation and real equality
of opportunity.

In a tactical shift, some advocates of the bill now argue tIat women will be
Its chief beneficiaries. Noting that the bill would allow women to sue for the
same damages previously available only, to racial minorities in intentional
discrimination cases, House Judiciary Chairman Jack Brooks (D-TX) described the
Issue as "rights for white women.' However, this ploy may backfire, especially
since the House bill failed to limit damage awards. Said one industry lobbyist,
MThe one issue the business community can rally around is damages.

More fmndamentally, the change In tactics seems to rest on the false .. and
Insulting - premise that the public will not support reawnable safeguards against

2
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Job bias if the victims happen to be--black. Nor will emphasiziT -gender--
necessarily immunize the bill s supporters against the quota charge.

Also maneuvering for tactical advantage Is the White House, which
reportecdly is planning to add several "empowerment" Initiatives such as
educational choice and tenant-owned public housing to its alternative civil rights
bill, which was rejected by almost two-thirds of Congress last year.' Yet the
President is not likely to build broad support behind such alternatives to
traditional anti-poverty programs if he again vetoes civil rights legislation. A
credible strategy of empowerment must go hand-in-hand with strong legal
protections against discrimination.

In the following sections, we examine the substantive obstacles to an
agreement on the Civil Rights Act and propose fairly minor compromises intended
to protect both victims of job discrimination and law-abiding employers.

Ill. STICKING POINTS

The argument between the President, conservatives and their business allies
on one side and liberals and civil rights groups on the other boils down to four
main sticking points:

(1) Damage Awards for Women: Should compensatory and punitive
damage awards be available to women who suffer intentional discrimination?
Should such damages be awarded by judges or juries, and should they be
capped? The Act would allow juries to award to women the same
compensatory damages now available to racial minorities.' A group of
Senate Republicans agreed last year, but only if such damages are awarded
by judges rather than juries and are capped, lest a 'lawyer's bonanza* of
speculative lawsuits ensue. However, last month's House bill dropped the
agreed-on $160,000 cap.

(2) Justifying Hiring and Promotion Decisions: Should Congress
reverse a Supreme Court decision relaxing the standard employers must
meet in order to justify personnel procedures that disproportionately screen
out minorities? While the Court and the Administraton would allow
employers to base their decisions on general business objectives, the Civil
Rights Act would apply a stricter standard, requiring that such decisions
bear "a significant relationship" to an applicant's ability to perform a specific
job. Consider a company that requires that all employees have a high
schl diploma. In Justing that licy, should an employer be able to cite
the company's general needs, or s ould the employer be required to show
how the job in question requires a high school education?

(8) Challenging Groups of Personnel Policies: Should Congress reverse
a Supreme Court decision barring plaintiff from challenging groups of
hrn policies without showing bow each policy by itself created a
discnminatory result? The Civil Pights Act would restore group chalenges,
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on the grounds that employment decisions are usually based on a
combination of factors. SidiZng with the Court, the Administration argues
that employers, faced with the prospect of defending virtually every
employment decision they make, will instead hire by quota to avoid
expensive and protracted litigation.' For example, suppose an employer
requires a diploma, an entrance exam, a series of interviews, and prefers
married applicants. If the plaintiff is unable to Isolato the effect of each
policy, but complains that they act in combination to screen out minorities,
should the suit go forward?

(4) Callenging Court Settlements: Should Congress reverse a Supreme
Court decision allowing third parties to challenge out-of-court settlements
which set minority hiring and promotion goals? In order to encourage such
settlements, the Civil Rights Act would block challenges by people who were
not party to them but who later claimed that the resulting employment
goals kept them krom getting a job or promotion. The Administration
argues that the bill would deny legal redress to victims of reverse
discrimination. The Court's decision stemmed rom a suit by blacks alleging
employment discrimination by the Birmingham, Alabama fire department.
The resulting settlement set hiring and promotion goals for black applicants.
Should a white who played no part in the settlement be permitted to
challenge it years later on the grounds that it illegally denied him a Job?

Another major dispute, over who should bear the burden of proof in
disparate impact cases, apparently has been resolved. The Supreme Court ruled
that, rather than forcing employers to defend their employment practices, courts
should require plaintiffs to show why such practices are not Justified. The
Administration agreed with Congress that the burden should be shifted back to
employers,' thus acknowledging that job bias agast minorities remains the
fundamental problem. The Act will help ensure that employers who persistently
fail to hire qualified minorities or women will have to answer for it.

IV. STRIKING A COMPROMISE

The Progressive Policy Institute recommends the following four steps to
ensure strong protection# against job bias for women and minorities, without
intimidating employers into adopting hiring and promotion quotas.

Recommendation One: Let judges rather than Juries award
compensatory and punitive damages to victims of intentional
discrimination, including women, and limit punitive damages to
$150,000 or t total compensatory damages awarded, whichever is
higher.

Under current civil rights law, blacks victimized by intentional
discrimination can seek compensatory and punitive damages. The Civil Rights Act
of 1991 would extend the same ability to women and religious minorities, whose
only redress in cases of intentional bias now ar cease and desist orders and the
recovery of back pay and attorney's fees.
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The Act would permit women to seek compensatory damages for intentional
bias, and to seek punitive damages in instances when employers acted "with
malice, or with recess .and callous indifference" to their civil rights. The Act
would also permit jury trials in such cases. Business groups have argued that the
Act would disrupt the 1964 law's clear intent to encourage workers and employers
to settle bias claims out of court.

Democrats agreed to cap punitive damage awards at $150,000 or at the total
amount of compensatory damages awarded, whichever is higher. But in a
significant step backwards, last month's House bill lifted the cap. The cap should
be restored in order to assuage. employers' fears of being hit by a rash of suits by
lawyers and plaintiffs prospecting for big damage awards.

A modest cap Is a small, price to payfor equalizing access to damage awards
in cases of intentional discrimination. Fair-minded employers have little to fear.
Punitive damages would be available only to women who prove egregious employer
discrimination, and appeals courts often reduce excessive awards. Similarly, the
cap is unlikely to deny appropriate damages to deserving victims, for in practice
punitive awards to racial minorities have rarely topped $150,000.*

Finally, the House bill would allow Juries to set damage awards. The Bush
Administration opposes such a change In the 1964 Civil Rights Act, which reserved
this power to Judges. The Administration has the better argument; civil rights
activsts have not shown that the twenty-five year old status quo denied Just
compensation to victims of discrimination.

Understanding Disparate Impact Suits

To understand the next two Issues In dispute, it Is necessary to grasp the
rudiments of "disparate impact" litigation, a little-known method of enforcing the
194 Civil Rights Act. First enunciated by the Supreme Court two decades ago,
disparate impact litipation is a tool for challenging business practices that are "fair
in form, but discriminatory in operation." The mere lack of discriminatory intent,
wrote Justice Warren Burger for a unanimous Court, "does not redeem
employment procedures or testing mechanisms that operate as 'built-in headwinds'
for minonty groups and are unrelated to measuring job capability ... an1 tests must
measure the person for the job and not the person In the abstract*

A disparate Impact suit has two critical stages. First, the plaintiff must
establish the disparate impact ot a firn's hiring practices - a significant statistical
difference between the minority composition of the employer's workforce and that
of the qualified available labor pool. Second, the employer must demonstrate the
"business necessity" of the practices alleged to have caused the disparate Impact.
In one instance, a police force height requirement which disproportionately
excluded qualified Asians, but was not necessary for ideniVing good officers, was
eliminated under the pressure of a disparate impact suit."
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Recommendation Two: Establish flexible l.gisktive guidelines
for Judges to use In deciding disparate impact suite. Rather than
set up a single "one.sze.flts.all" test for employers' hiring and
promotion decisions, the Act should provide Judges with a range
of common sense standards that they can apply to it the unique
circumstances of each case.

At issue is the standard employers must meet in order to justify
employment practices that have an adverse effect on minorities.' Before the
Supreme Court's 1989 Wards Cow v. Atonro decision " courts across the country
chose f om a range of standards." The Supreme Court chose one of the most
permissive of those standards: personnel policies are Justified if they "signifantly
serve legitimate employment goals of safety and efficiency.'" Claiming that such
a general standard would *seriously undermine" federal anti-discAmination laws,
the sponsors of the Civil Rights Act would instead require that personnel decisions
"bear a significant relationship to successfl performance of the job.""

Although many courts have used similar standards for nearly two decades
without prompting ring quotas, conservatives claim that the Act's language will
now have that result." Yet it hardly seems likely that a federal Judiciary stocked
over the last decade with Reagan-Bush appointees, including America's most
conservative Supreme Court In a generation, would Interpret the law in ways that
lead employers to adopt quotas as a defensive measure.

Nonetheless, to resolve this impasse Congress should set flexible guidelines
that allow judges to take Into account the requirements of the individual job
(favored by liberals) and those of the business in general (preferred by
conservatives), depending on the facts of each case.'

For example, Congres could require judges to ive closer scrutiny to height
and strength requirements that exclude women from jobs; to intelligence tests that
are notoriously unreliable in determirding an applicant's fitness for work; and to
hiring criteria for jobs that require low or generally available skills, such as
driving a truck, washing dishes or answering phones. Conversely, courts should
show more deference to employer decisions that serve overriding business and
public needs: ensuring the health and safety of workers and customers, as well as
the success of the enterprise." Examples might include a policy barring people
with drug records from work as air traffic controllers, or a companys decision to
lose a plant in order to survive.

Recommendation Three: Allow chdlenges to groups of
pe ronnel practices if plaintiffs can demonstrate a plausible link
between those practices and the paucity of minorities and women
in Ot defendant' workforce.

This dispute Involves the first stage .of disparate impact suits, in which
plaintiffi must establish a racial or gender disparity and point to the reasons for
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it. Before Ward# Cove, some courts allowed plaintifb to challenge groups of
practices that allegedly combined to cause discrimination. But the Supreme Court
held that plaintiff's must demonstrate how each challenged practice by itself has
a "significantly disparate impact" on minority employment opportunties."

The Civil Rights Act would reverse the Wards Cove ruling. Its proponents
argue that employers often base their personnel decisions on many factors, leaving
minorities and women guessing as to which are responsible or the disparate
impact. Although the Bush Administration argued in favor of group challenges
in its anicus curiae brief in the Wardt Cove case, it contends that the Civil
Rights Act puts no limit on the number of practices on which an employer can be
challenged.

Although conservatives have failed to prove that group practices suits led
to quotas In the past, it is reasonable to require pla/ntft to show a plausible
connection between each of the practices challenged and the discriminatory result.
For example, even without proof, it Is plausible that a 6' height requirement
would disproportionately exclude many women and Asians. Without such an
Initial test of plausibility, employers potentially could be forced to defend every
employment decision they make.

The Civil Rights Act also addresses a related question: If an employer
lacks records showAng that a group of business practices cause a disparity, should
plaintiffs be thrown out of court for lack of evidence?" The Supreme Court said
yes. The Act however, says that if employer records are inadequate plaintiffs
need only show disparate results in order to proceed with tIe case.*,
Conservatives complain that employers without voluminous records would be
forced to hire by quota in order to avoid "lawsuits by numbers."

We believe the Act's supporters have the stronger case: Inadequate record.
keeping should not shield employers from disparate impact suits.

Recommendation Four. Eveq five years, review affirmative
action settlements and permit callerngee to them from people
claiming revere discrimination.

Job bias cases are often settled out of court when employers agree to
establish voluntary minority hiring guidelines. In its 1989 Martin v. WilA
decision.* the Supreme Court allowed third parties who believe those guld lines
damage their job or promotion prospects to bring "reverse discrimination" suits
dallenging settlements, at any time.

Civil right. advocates cbarfed that the Court's ruling would discourage
settlements and ensure endless ltilgaton. Unless the parties to a suit could
identify in advance anyone who might ever be adversely affbed by voluntary
guidelines, no settlement would be ia from a legal challenge. Indeed, within
months of the Supreme Court's decision, long-standing court deces in job
discrimination cases were challenged in over a dozen cities."
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The Act would bar most third parties from challenging consent decrees after
they have been approved by the courts." Because settements are usually
preferable to protracted litigation, some protection of consent decrees Is necessary.
There is also a precedent in bankruptcy and probate law for protecting settlement
decrees from third parties.

However, settlement. should be subject to periodic review after a certain
interval, say five years, to ensure that the voluntary guidelines are still necessary
and have not hardened Into rigid quotas that discriminate against people who
were not party to the original suit*

Other Outstanding Issues

The Bush Administration has voiced lesser objections to other provisions of
the bill - Its guidelines for attorney's fees, Its statute of limitations for filing
discrimination suits, and its application to previous cases. While none of these
issues are trivial, they can easily be settled once agreement is reached on the
more basic disputes discussed above.

V. BEYOND LITIGATION

As the foregoing discussion shows, nothing very fundamental remains at
stake in the debate over the Civil Rights Act Uberals want to tilt the rules of
civil right litigation slightly in favor of minority plaintiffs; conservatives want
those rules to lean more toward the interests of employers. Despite the strident
rhetoric of partisans on both sides, the real choice is not between quotas and
radsm. The real choice .- a test, actually, of both sides' sincerity - is between
passing a modest but necessary civil rights bill or creating a divisive campaign
issue. PPI believes that, given a modicum of good Wth on both sides, a
ccmpromle can be reached.

The larger challenge for progressives, however, is to shift the focus of the
equal opportunity debate from litigation and race-specific programs to broad
economic empowerment. Decades of economic progress are stalling out, health
indicators are saging, education costs are rising, race relations are deteriorating
and inner-city drzg abuse and drug related crime are epidemic - and the victims
are disproportionately rilnorities. These are challenges that no amount of Judicial
tinkering will cure.

Progressives are creating new and broad paths to upward mobility, a
voluntary national service corps that offer all young people a chance to earn
college scolarships by serving their communities; a youth apprenticeship system
that would encourage non-college youth to stay in school and combine classroom
learning with on-the-Job training at local businesses; a guaranteed working wage
that would ensure that no American family with a fUll-time worker will have to
live in poverty; and, Individual Development Accounts to encourage low-income
citizes to save and build assets.
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Such approaches make the quest br racial justice part of a broader strategy
for developing the personal capacities of all Americans. They represent the next
stag in America's unending struggle to redeem the promise of equal opportunity
for all dtizers.
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The Associated General Contractors of America (AGC) is a national trade

association of more than 32,500 firms, including 8,000 of America's leading general

contracting firms. They are engaged in the construction of the nation's commercial

buildings, shopping centers, factories, warehouses, highways, bridges, tunnels, airports,

water works facilities, waste treatment facilities, dams, water conservation projects,

defense facilities, multi-family housing projects and site preparation/utilities installation

for housing development.

AGC welcomes and appreciates the opportunity to present its views on H.R. 1.

AGC strongly opposes this bill for the following reasons:

the bill would compel employers to resort to quotas, based on race,
color, religion, sex and national origin;

the bill would generate endless litigation, at the expense of conciliation,
and to the primary benefit of the nation's trial lawyers;

the bill disregards the well-founded view that "make whole" relief is the
appropriate redress for workplace violations of the modern labor and
employment laws, and would create great pressure for later amendments
to at least fifteen other federal statutes that do not now provide for the
award of compensatory or punitive damages;

0 the bill would establish a double standard for civil rights litigation,
stripping the courts of their jurisdiction over a broad category of claims
that non-minorities are most likely to assert; and

the bill would impose liability on employers for merely thinking in terms
of race, color, religion, sex and/or national origin -- even where those
thoughts had no employment consequence.

AGC continues to strongly support the original inspirational goals and

objectives of the civil rights movement, which held out the promise of equal treatment

for all individuals, without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin. That

promise was a powerful one that swept across the entire nation, forging a new
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national consensus that AUJ men and women have the civil right to be free of arbitrary

and invidious discrimination.

H.R. I would betray that promise, as surely and forcefully as the defeated

"Civil Rights Act of 1990." H.R. I ignores the truth that individual discrimination

remains a matter of national concern. The bill implies that such discrimination can

be safely condoned, in the name of statistical "parity." It is now safe, we are told, to

subordinate each individual's unique characteristics to the deadening prejudgments of

race, color, religion, sex and national origin -- so long as the result is a "proportional"

workforce, acceptable to those interests whose views, if legislated, would result in a

permanently divided society.

Using the nation's higher ideals to justify employment quotas would quickly and

completely undermine and erode public support for those ideals and retard full equal

opportunity.

As demonstrated by the defeat of the "Civil Rights Act of 1990," the nation

remains committed to those higher ideals, and will no allow them to be used to

advance an agenda of divisiveness and unequal special preferences. In the name of

civil rights, that bill demanded an exorbitant "tax" on all employers who might actually

dare to treat each applicant and each employee as a truly unique individual. It was

not a "tax" in the literal sense of that word, but it was an equally severe financial

penalty, in the form of attorneys fees and other litigation expenses -- to be calculated,

collected and kept by trial lawyers.
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No, the defeated bill did not expressly require quotas. It even protested that it

should not "be construed" to require quotas. At the same time, however, the bill

imposed an enormous risk of litigation and its related expenses on any employer who

permitted the percentage of minorities or women in a particular job group to stray

too far from the percentage that could serve as the starting point for a future claim

of "disparate impact."

H.R. 1 also compels employers to resort to quotas. In often identical language

as that contained in last year's rejected legislation, H.R. I imposes the same

enormous risk of litigation on any employer who faiL to count by race, color, religion,

sex and national origin. As did the earlier bill, H.R. I would make three dramatic

changes in "disparate impact" litigation:

* it would authorize a legal challenge to a broad "group of employment
practices" based on bottom line results that remained no defense to a
charge of discrimination;

0 it would require the employer (1) to show that one or more of the
practices did no contribute to the alleged disparity from the "right"
percentage, and (2) to prove that the remainder of the practices were a
matter of "business necessity"; and

it would define "business necessity" in exceptionally narrow terms that
expressly required the employer to absorb the huge additional expense of
producing "statistical reports, validation studies, expert testimony" and
other "demonstrable evidence."

The "group of employment practices" might be so broad as to leave an

employer liable for a labor union's intentional discrimination in making referrals out

of a hiring hall. No matter how crafted, a hiring hall provision in a collective

bargaining agreement will have a "disparate impact" if the union engages in such

discrimination. Nowhere does H.R. 1 recognize that an employer may have no means
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to stop it. Compare General Building Contractors Association v. Pennsylvania, 458

U.S. 375 (1982).

At the same time, the definition of "business necessity" would be so narrow

that only an express exception to the general rules of "disparate impact" litigation

would save necessary policies against the employment of current drug users. Broad

policies against the employment f careless individuals who disobeyed safety rules

would be among many other legitimate policies that could withstand "disparate impact"

litigation only if proven, by "demonstrable evidence," to "bear a significant relationship

to successful job performance."
I

In an effort to ensure that the compelled quotas would be carefully hidden

from public view, and/or to ensure an endless cycle of litigation, H.R. 1 would also

authorize jury trials, and the award of compensatory and punitive damages, in

"disparate treatment" cases that involve intentional discrimination. The bill asserts

that jury trials and related claims for damages would be limited to these "disparate

treatment" cases. The same set of facts are, however, often alleged to justify legal

claims for both "disparate treatment" and "disparate impact." And such "claims" are

all that the bill requires for a jury trial. An employer might still prevail on the

question of intentional discrimination, and avoid compensatory and punitive damages,

but it could not avoid the very real possibility that a jury would base its decision

more on its empathy with another wage earner than on the objective facts of the

case.

In addition, the bill expressly denies compensatory and punitive damages only

to those who file suit under the M section on "disparate impact," to be known as
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Section 703(k). The relevant portion of the bill makes no reference to Section

703(a)(2), which already provides a basis for claims of *disparate impact."

Even if limited to cases that raised bona fide and serious questions of

intentional discrimination, the provisions on compensatory and punitive damages would

work a radical departure from one of the most basic premises of modem labor and

employment law. It has long been the American view that "make whole"

relief - including back pay, reinstatement, other "equitable" relief, and possibly

liquidated damages -- is the appropriate redress for workplace violations of the

modem labor and employment laws.

Make whole relief is more appropriate than compensatory or punitive damages

because it encourages conciliation and settlement. The prospect of compensatory and

punitive damages that have no bearing on any prior economic loss, and may well run

into the millions of dollars, only fuels confrontation and lengthy litigation.

In clear recognition of this fact, the vast majority of the modem labor and

employment laws do =t provide for the award of compensatory or punitive damages.

These laws date back ?)'1931, and include:

0 the Davis-Bacon Act;
* the National Labor Relations Act;
* the Fair Labor Standards Act;
* the Equal Pay Act;
* Title VII of the Civil Rights Act;

.. Executive Order 11246;
• the Service Contract Act;
• the Age Discrimination in Employment Act;
* the Occupational Safety and Health Act;
* •the Rehabilitation Act;
* the Employee Retirement Income Security Act;

5
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* the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance Act;
• the Pregnancy Discrimination Act;
• the Immigration Reform and Control Act; and
• the Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act.

The proponents of compensatory and punitive damages have been quick to cite

the Civil Rights Act of 1866, as codified at 42 U.S.C. 1 1981. That statute generally

prohibits racial discrimination in the making and enforcement of contracts. And it

does provide for compensatory and punitive damages. But it predates the many

federal statutes that now provide for the comprehensive regulation of the American

workplace. It predates the many federal agencies that now investigate, conciliate and

seek to settle employment disputes. And it was enacted with little thought of its

potential consequences for the private workplace. Section 1981 was long thought to

apply only to actions taken by the government. It was more than one hundred years

after the statute went into effect that the Supreme Court surprised the nation with

the ruling that the statute also applies to decisions made by private employers. For

these reasons, Section 1981 is not a sound precedent for the award of compensatory

and punitive damages in modern labor and employment cases.

As already noted, H.R. 1 would impose an exorbitant "tax" on merit systems

for the selection and promotion of employees. That "tax" would compel employers to

resort to quotas, based on race, color, religion, sex and national origin. At the same

time, however, the compensatory and punitive damages for intentional discrimination

would oblige employers to keep quotas carefully hidden from public view, for quotas

demand intentional discrimination. At one and the same time, H.R. 1 insists on

quotas and on a denial that they exist!

6
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H.R. I would spark an endless cycle of employment litigation as employers

searched for a harbor safe from both "disparate impact" and "disparate treatment"

litigation. In order to satisfy those who insist on workforce "parity," employers would

have to risk dramatically increased liability for intentional discrimination. In order to

avoid compensatory and punitive damages, employers would have to keep their

quotas hidden. The result would be endless suspicion, and endless litigation, as

attorneys launched their discovery into every facet of every employers' operations.

The first round of litigation would cause a second, and the second a third, and the

third a fourth, and on and on and on.

AGC opposes H.R. 1 for all of these reasons and for several others. It is

wrong and probably unconstitutional to strip the federal courts of much of their

jurisdiction to hear non-minorities' claims against court decrees that mandate

preferential treatment for minorities. Applicants and employees who are not parties

to such decrees should not be bound by their terms.

It is similarly wrong to hold an employer liable for compensatory and punitive

damages, attorneys fees, and witness fees, even where the employer 1 that he or

she had entirely legitimate reasons for an employment decision, and would have made

the same decision even in the absence of any improper consideration of race, color,

religion, sex or national origin.

The dramatic changes in the current statute of limitations, the new language on

expert fees, the ban on lump sum settlements that include attorneys fees, and the

retroactivity of the statutory amendments - all betray a far greater interest in civil

7
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rights litigation then in the national consensus that all Americans are entitled to

succeed, and to fail, on their individual merits, and wholly without regard to race,

color, religion, sex or national origin.

AGC urges Congress to reject H.R. I and any similar effort to make civil

rights anything other than personal rights, "guaranteed to the individual." Shell v.

&ame , 334 U.S. 1, 22 (1948).

8
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U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
Wahnton. D.C. 20507

March 26, 1991

Mr. Greg Watchman
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Greg:

This is in response to your request for Title VII charge
statistics for fiscal years 1986 through 1990.

Enclosed you will find statistics detailing three types of
EEOC charge resolutions for fiscal years 1986 through 1990,
including:

o Withdrawals with Benefits
0 Negotiated Settlements
o Successful Conciliations

It should be noted that your request excluded one of EEOC's four
types of merit resolutions. EEOC includes unsuccessful
conciliations as part of its merit resolutions since many of
these charges are eventually litigated by EEOC.

Also enclosed are statistics on EEOC Title VII charge
receipts by basis, including concurrent Title VII charges, for FY
1986 through FY 1990.

The data is based on information contained in EEOC's
National Data Base and the figures may vary slightly from HEOC's
actual inventory figures cited in other reports published by the
agency. EEOC primarily utilizes its National Data Base reports
as a management tool for data verification and analysis.

Please let ms know if you have any questions.

Enclosures
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POINTS
THOMAS HOMBURGER

Once and for All,
It's Not a Quota Bill

__ea and mcisunderstanding regarding the t hat$ wre found in die genral
the proposed Civil RighsAct pofplsaso. Thi has never bn so., ad
1990 pproved JuMy 11 by the would O ke t cst under i nu Cvl

S At s dAng before die Houe of Rits Ac.
Rep m esn . have resulotd ia Not a Numbs Come
" ist would pioo quta W u ot umer oe

burden businesses. While the Aai- To uudemsad dhis pos,. we amst look
Defamsaiou League has always fought for u one crucial lemm of Tak VII of ft
m civii-ngh pructio and ffecsv 1964 Civil Rights Act For almost 20

suea r a enforcee of indavidaua ngsht, years. under Gngs r Du Power Co
it has foult e ally vigorously ciauna (19711. tie Supreme Court has held dm
the use of quotn gools, and timetables. seemingly neutrUl employment praca te
Individuals should be evaluated oo the diat has a dasparate impact on minaonries
basis of their dls--c their skin cole or violates Task VII For example, an em-
their numerical value ao an employer.
Rac. Sender a ethf c esno legitimat Oma o f ,,, =r r evnZnso do a eqouao l ooy a Preventing

bil th- amseon lae discrimination
sot believe die crnl-rgbu bill w nddeen inaud *'rs or prcino it des and defending= ol, o clanfy further Congmss emplo ment

have dae statatory W ~aumployaen
oor, quotas or racial proferucets. cases is now a

W"ae m¢versinexlwity staes ibm
t be ro i end s cost of doingrequre amemployer so adopt hiring or b sn~l o, can,"xo ,IaO . business.

Much of critcium Conce ning quout
could be defussed by an eoajective eaints-________________
ibMo of die ball. SOComsploo saem
di because die Civil Righta Act woul ploceu requeames shmt plumtbing upSake a too dimfcsul Wi too espusiVe so pientcoave igh1 scoo dapl..Uray
defend aalmat discrimination charges. reslt i a ciuaeuaaon eacni" aid
iey would rey an quots to neimagn a edmkous c rinars To rove die violuoe,
"-proper" percentage of minority gm- die plaintiff mu produce evidene *A

tlyeawih ey paeve miassoti. lies she 'neutral' praciare so the dii-
#am a om got di*"e of costly bi%& ersautan. In other words, die plaistfl

don. Infactdefenie qutassiur"Muoe ust deamssisr dasrainaiioa. ow
&$$lnst lilgaton are naisecossary. In- simply show "lad" iobers
effective, sod illegal. Imprtoantly. the plasaafr doesna win

Critics charge uthde Civil Rights Act The ease by showiss dio manoraties owm
would a= IWW"u libiiyn employers sam- pro only, fve perreas of Tie work fae.ply because i fore d~ reflect whlk tiey constiute 10 percent Of thr
die racial composition of d e commusaty. community The proper saistial rom-
This claim is bosed cii die s en pne is between, di work force Mad te
dimsa plaintiff could ws diciate doqunalrd applicaesTha seacas sheely by showing im a o eloyer eleuet of os amor Ared by hc 1990
had a lower percentage of minorities n vil-rihul.

0EV
OPINION

Moreover, durng die Senae da.
Sa David PIyo (D-Ark) Offered k-

s -dme dim would make diti nid
ealicel pat Of die bill. 'Ile mex.
slteit Of lstatisticaj inbalstace ia an

eaaapoye's force on sccOus of o.ce.
sos. relagaon. or national origin is o
alone sufficient so estiblishi aesKsm facie
case of disparate Impact viotae " AJ
though Senate cloture procedures pr.seineld ie suanc of iis amsdni in
Ihe approved measure. o received
sarong assurasces from Scsi. Edward

(end D-btas ) ansd George Maldiell
(D-Mae) di di amendment would be
in de ras bill

Once a plassaiff Produces dt ie euaw
evidence. the emploc n suc ssfully
defend tde challenged prcbi proving
thimat i bsiied by "business necessity
The Seasle-arved bal deives beuse
necessity a de ri and prooton coo-
tI us thst whick 'berl a saigmtai

reason" d 0 successful performance f
tob, -7 do "ot mean " so pass
mstter practices mo s he bioiofely
necessary, is some costacs have argued

Cost fofra" knisrsm
Sowe would contend "i "successful

performance of the gob" is not fte proper
standard or is too dificak a standard to
Mu 8. Sm1 if M aployMM practice op
erass t dscriaesse against ag of

= aid does o bt a siguaMire.

bow cem die prouac be jrgum uthr
the business-ecess y defense does no

-cd diet The bs qualified perons
a Jgob or se"o lrstsasme eriueria for

h in a bud -fr v m so have to
prove die business necessity Of a practice
ti bas dispor imap" on m M t?
YesI-to she etiew diml any civil-elghts
meamore plaic a burden on Iuntats. In
1964 as well. Congress' ensalmni 0(
sweeping c -il-eigs lglm i nchage
die way Io 4W d id l.

Prvenrting ena- e dYcaas0 a
sad being moeem drfan ngu Vuch
hrhee Is nW a coo of doing business

Federal legislation implemnening these
pasabubitiom has been guided by a notioinal
consmucm to etadicaing diucrin"Mion
andeesnin 0- opproaiy

Wlwm would be die conequeces of got
Civil Righa A of 1990 k would reverse
aspects of seveal 19S9-90 Supremve Cow
dniis dimg rim buck die scope ad of.
ricacy of federal civil-rights stanises.
plaintiffs wol road it easier to prove

JIEW
AND COMMENTARY

Clasma Of AacenonM Enyloyges Who
suriotally diacesuamil would be saab.

jec so lucraasd mbU is o he hoped-
delerret monetary &abiiy. To die extent
dim butsiesses dim red order is ascent,
bim., and proeie vslstd nuoriois and
wome as im d bw s md mas had
dciated. dhir efots would me" y ft.
fleci t let gtasof elfirtave and

Dreameion Legue. on organalieaon
d kar o cou u .,rrinjo ,a

rae-so

11.... .. .. TM S IK0 ) t o" .
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The New York Times, Thursday, August

Civil Rights: The House's Turn.
Now it's the House's turn to do right by civilrights and reaffirm law weakened by SupremeCourt interpretations. The Senate last month passeda civil rights bill. If tradition holds, the House willpass a strong version of the same bill. Then, afterthe August recess, both chambers can agree on a.strong Civil Rights Act of 1990.
This legislation would not be necessary if theSupreme Court, in half a dozen recent cases, had notgiven a crabbed reading of landmark job discrimi-nation laws. The Senate bill's main feature is the re-pudiation of the Court's decision last year in theWard's Cove case. The Court, by a 5-to-4 vote, over-turned a unanimous 1971 precedent that gave em-ployers the burden of justifying business practicesthat tended to keep out minority group members.Will restoring the earlier understanding pushbusinesses to use hiring quotas, as the Bush Admin-istration argues? There has been no showing that

the Court's 1971 decision caused any such effect.President Bush also complains that the Senatebill is a "lawyers' bonanza." Proponents offered aceiling on punitive damages, but senators of Mr.Bush's own party blocked consideration of such aceiling. The House can now add one and work for Itsadoption in conference. That could sweeten the billsufficiently to survive a threatened veto.
House members who want the job bias laws re-stored and strengthened will reject a substitute billoffered by the Republican leader, Robert Michel,and Representative John LaFalce, a Democratfrom Buffalo. Their bil, offered as a fresh compro-mise, resembles a Republican version already re-jected by the Senate. Too much of it appears to en-dorse those Supreme Court rulings rather than re-pudiate them. As with great rights legislation of thepast, the House is challenged to rise above specula-tive objections and stand up for civil rights.
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The New York Times, Thursday, August 9, 1990

On Civil Rights: No Steps Back
House Republicans went down to defeat on the-wvil rights bill last week with President Bush'ss:ogans flying. "Quota bill!" they declaimed. *'Law-vers' bonanza!" But 64 percent of the House ig-nored their watered-down alternative and voted in-stead for the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990. Itwas a triumph for reasonableness as well as rights.Given the earlier approval by 65 percent of theSenate, this minority-rights bill enjoys a super ma-jority. When will Mr. Bush join it? Sadly, he seemsbewitched by his own slogans. The President's lat-est word is that recent amendments "do not resultin a bill that I could sign."

Civil rights usually are minority rights. Minori-ties and women ordinarily must prevail upon whitemales, whose rights are pretty secure, to sharesome of their power. That's just what they did a gen-eration ago when the landmark Civil Rights Act of1964 and Voting Rights Act of 1965 were enacted.But in recent months the Supreme Court has con-strued hard-won laws so narrowly that even theWhite House doesn't defend all the rulings.
The bill is no quota bill. It substantially restores

the law as interpreted in 1971 by a unanimous Su-preme Court and disinterpreted by a 5-to-4 vote lastyear. It would require employers to justify job prac-tices that disproportionally --xclude minorities andwomen. There's no evidence that this requirement,in the years it was enforced, ever drove employersto self-defensive, reverse-discriminatory quotas.As for the bromide about a. "'lawyers' reliefbill," a generation of civil rights laws has empow-ered lawyers without making them rich. Any effec-tive private enforcement of citizen rights requiresthe service - and compensation -of lawyers. Oneof the bill's reforms would make it harder forcompanies settling cases to induce plaintiffsto waive their attorney fees, a maneuver that weak-ens the ability of civil rights lawyers to ctay in busi-
ness.House and Senate versions of the bill must beresolved after Labor Day, clearing the way forPresident Bush to re-examine his odd intransi-gence. The proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990 takesno steps forward; it's'a monument to the need toavoid taking several steps back.
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Augustus F. Hawkins

The President Wants
A Civil Rights Bi
All it needs now is his signature.

a !Idat Bush dalied that he wanted t,
0rs tW year but U the l ihts Ac

r1990 frm too many problems. Smce the th
spon of the legislation have agreed to more than 2(
substantive ranges in the bill, in order to acomunomat
the pesidens concern S The Civi Rights Act of 1990 inow nsadylorhe psaii's msihu.

One f tbe Mrind purposes s to overturn the

leal rde that eu hv usd t resolve azploymed&cadond sits sdine the cutt's imn]ous 1971
decision in Gutst PoAxv Cmpnqaar These rules
bar practice that have a disparate impact" on the
employment oppotunties of yomen or minwities, unless
such - are necessary. The Bush adminastntion
has contended that the bill's disparate impact provisions
are too strgn #M th they would force emplyers to
adopt hiring or promotion quotas in order to avoid iawsuitd
they cannot win. A host of substantial changes has been
nide to meet these aocien

First, a proviion was added stating that nothing in the
legislation Va be consated to require an employer to
adopt hirhig or ftrotion quotas." ecn, in response to
coeer that the bil would enable plaintiffs to prove
dwsination simply by poting to an imbalance in an
- s work lfoe lanvgse ws added hich pro-

udes that i V e N q d a saist imbalance in
m * en es's 4 b ona alone w.&ieit to
eablish a prm bade came" ddsacriation

iasdns Asdty. i s amid the le alstn per t
tedasployem to rietab& nkotavy employmnt prac
"ia shw" to be Niti to dbiverjob performance.

,fitades the c t th s ddeb m was so
that t wor nm r be lto mem it,

ft mtedw Le theuhda- imnr-m group if r s~e md santor mocld te
detion to m discrn atmy pracbc besr a

ir6~ tod ecive job

Aftrteaa~rto aq ressed co - that t
MV &&itm O sII too dcui0 t f plor to
mea, Ue IMMn spe to yet another concessioa. TheW inow'doit Ue Gvstidad rwkling 'tt U at
Co sa i prctics a lving selectio (such n-rri md lod~ ac s wan ie a

.itiv standard has bee added for pracdcos in ar
Kbpwe ifo kegift meom unrelate to90

Fourth, the spnor a added an expiot Instnction to the
court that such povimo Amuk be ihtereted simply to
overr*l WM*fuCM wc f G* &Und nottiisg more.IungUW WS amo ad to cW 2a andi A"
trial ame avabbide onl in ases of itential k~
lion. These changes put the spet c quotas to rest om
and for alL

The sponsor, f t legislation also agreed to other
onvcemknM. For en e a plsitd dalerif a group of

yloyuni t paim, ha reuid to Matili te vped
wheie beor

a- 6s& td 'o*Vu w e or amm emoiry

Squy impotmnt , t mo rificati mude to the
p ovi that peam women rid rehgkxn minorites to

recover compensatory and pwiitive dnP o b~tm
al diacimntionm remedies long available to d am-or
ties under federal lw. In response to ft I i -tmi-'
cosiaton dt ths pVA u lesd to anz-abOD
dlar duaaes mrs agait maler emplloy wih
limited assets, the br smsors made a mui
they Speed to lmit pui*ive damgee swo asgm
emply with wer thi 100 enioyees to $150,000 or

di sum of WcMpeN ory damages mW c an 1qId "
n-kiay reKe whidche is greater. Nketv.eu pW.
cet of a buaire"M employ fe.wr dm 100 empk) s
md woud thus be €oered by the cap

Moat o t theiw provision d the le~lation have been
MMed a wel in response to the admkdrutlo
suggs The .standard ofproof plaloi m od ie to -
establish hbiy in nmedtmotive ciase wascde
kmtead of provig that diacninattim was a motivating
feao in the duilengedderIn. plakt Must nW prMov,
dtt k was a mtiut btor 'l1 ch m edum es that
employers are puisbW only for &scimixtay ondoi
that acua inkcta M e ployment Ided*Io,.

Thu the spo-sr of the Cv Rights Act of 1990 hme
made the bia Pmed, effective r vmP tothe
Suirem Ciu r nst -iiepreations of klens dvn

The C4 Rhs )t of 1990 rw deevm the
Pudes itwe. Al ape that hoaedi of mwa.
otrions employment dATmton ases M l

mused in the put year aa comequence =f t ua
Court's decioux and that many more acts d ocasim.
tin and bwiwll go unpurushed i the future wiles the
legislation i ipIed ito law. In his 1990 State of the
Union Addrm Pre t Bush told Congrem dt we
mu" cMdera nn md b ry "ba am week Dt
-om , bat rdt now. 16. Pk what weyou

W"4r

7U wrik, a Drmowatic vpmenativ from
C-dj ia, cias man of tk M o Education and
Lab4w Cmsmtta
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LOB Angeles Times
Friday, October 19, 1990

Wrong Direction
on Civil Rights !

It doesn'tfore quots-Bush shouldn't to It
f President George Bush President insists the bill will
makes good c:i his threat force quotas despite the fact It
to veto the Civil Rights esplicitly says,"NoOthin the

Act of 1990, it will not only be em rnentae mae by "s a
an act of unfeeling misgov- &W be construe to requf or
emnent, but also another sign encourage an empkse to adopt
of his party's failure to resolve hing or promotional quota
the contradiction between on te ba of rae, oor,
what It says It Intends toward reMpi , ea or natloiW ori-
minority Americans and what gin." But Bush recently

actually does for them. wrote "I am convinced that It
When former Ku Klux Klan will have the effect of forcing

leader David Duke ran for the bushlnq to adopt quotas...
U.S. Senate as a Republican U will also foster divisiveness
Bush .azd other GOP leaders and litigation.. . and do more
were sincerely horrified and to promote legal fee than
nwhedto repudiate h m They civi rights."
have been less quick to for- ' These observations are hard
swear their party's historic, ta,rcondile with the bill's,
antipathy toward civil rights. expl~ct4 discli~e hd t
legislation-an antipathy that tual provisions. The givl
made It eoer for Duke tq'call ' Rights 'Act, 1900 alms to
himself a Republican, hbwev- reverse six recent V. Su-
er uneasy At aa~e rep;,., pr"eeCotw decisions that

rsfeel toeram sayam. have weakeed existing fed-'
President Bush and the oth- enl laws against employment

em Republican leaders of his discrimination. Amoni other
generation am the architects things it requires that em-
ofa strategy designed to wean players once again bear the
Southe, n white and Northern burden of legally JutifYing
ethnic voters away from their practices or policies whose
traditional Democratic loyal- objective effect Is to, create
tes. The key element In that' dlscrlmlnatory patterns In
approach is the amety both hiring or promotion. It ilso
grouv share about the legal allows victims o sexual, rell-
and economic gains women., gms or ethnic discrimination
African-AmerIcana and other to seek thesame compensato-
minorities have made as the ry and punitive damages al-
result of the civil rights reedy available to those who
movement. The GOP's strate- have suffered racial discrimi-
gy has been an electoral ue- nation. Fair-minded people
co, but it all too fluently will search such proposals In
has turned the the party at valnfor thbedire c ,mequence
Lincoln and Enandpation In. over which Bush frt
to the party of white male The President already has
privilege through obfuscation. said he will allow a hill re-

t Ic of course, the habit of stricing advertising on chil-
American political disburse dren's television to become
to excuse Inequality through law without his signature,
euphemism, states' rights, even though he personally
separate but equal, reves feels it abridges som First
discrimination. The clrcumlo- Amendment frvedoms. Amer-
cution Bush employ Justify icans are entitled to wonder
his hostility the Cvil Rights why he cannot do the same for
Act of 1990 is "quota" Th the Civil RightsActof l O0
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The Washington Post, Thursday, October 18, 1990

Sign the Civil Rights Bill
T HE ADMIISTRATION is riding to the aid of

the wrong victim in the civil rights bill. Theproblem is not quotas that might occur, butdiscrimination that has. As Justice John Paul Stevenswrote in dissenting from the Supreme Court decisionthat is at the heart of the dispute, and that the
legislation seeks to overturn, the issue is the "prob
tive value- to be given to evidence of a raciallystratified work force."

The Supreme Court held in 1971 that suchevidence deserved to be given great weight and wasa strong enough signal of discriminatory employment
practices to shift a heavy burden of proof to theemployer;, the employer would have to show that thehiring and promotion practices producing the strati-fied result were based on business necessity. Lastyear the new Reagan majority on the court weak-
ened that requirement. The current bill would right-ly strengthen it again.

The business groups and others fighting thelegislation say it has been overwritten to the pointthat no employment practice failing to produce
prportol results in hiring or promotion would besafe in court. From this they contend that businesses
seeking to protect themselves from discrimination
suits would have no choice but to resort to tacitquotas-

But that's a vast exaggeration of what this rela-
tively modest bill would do. The proposed new
language would no more lead to quotas than did the
carefully balanced court decision of 18 years' stand-
ing that it would replace. This has not been a fight
about quotas, but for the most part a fight between
equal-employment plaitiffs and defense attorneys
for marginal tactical advantage in future lawsuits.

Once in a while as they have struggled, theadversaries have stepped outside this narrow band to
touch on broader issues better left alone. Theadministration thus proposed at one point that an
employment practice be allowed to stand, no matter
what its effect, if it was adopted for 'legitimate"
community or customer-relations purposes. Thatseemed to suggest an employer could avoid a hiring
or promotion decision on grounds that it would
offend community or customer tastes; the communi-
ty would be given a veto over the law. The country
fought that issue out long ago. The administration
subsequently said that wasn't what it had meant. Wetruly hope so.

The president's advisers have this one wrong. He
should sign the modest bill and get this artificial and
unnecessary fight behind him.
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the vowing ranks of feral employees
partcularly in nontradional work envi
ronments, say observers such as Michae
J. Hoare, Jackie Morris' lawyer. "Worn
en are getting more and more aggres
aive about asserting these rights.'

Congress may also step in. A DEemo
crat-sponsored civil rights bill pending i
the House would amend the federal anti
discrimination law to give workers th
right to jury trials and to punitive dam
ages for sexual harsment. A Bush Ad
ministration counterproposal would dc
the same but would cap punitive awards
at $150,000. ThE current law entitles ioo
rnms only to back pay or reinstatement if

they leave the job or are fired.
"No longer can there be a boy's atmo-

sphere," says Susan M. Benton-Powers,
a Chicago lawyer who advises companies
on employment issues. "No longer
can the wary employer get away
with saying 'Be tough. That's not
a big deal.' They have to investi-
gate complaints. Otherwise, they
can be held liable."
wWMAXo counuTv. Companies

seeking to avoid suits may have to
redress behavior many males nev-
er notice. The influential U. S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit in San Francisco recently
ruled that sexual harassment has
to be judged, not by the prototypi-
cal reasonablee man" rule, but by
t4p standards of a "reasonable
won." If upheld, the change
won't be just semantic. "Conduct
that many men consider unobjec-
tionable mey offend many wom
en," wrote Judge Robert R.
Beeer in sn opinion with Judge
Alex Kosinski. Noted the Reagan
a5 tes: "Because women as's

prtionately victims of rape
eal assault, women have a

$1ipger incentive to be concerned
with sexual behavior. Men, who
are rarely victims of sexual as.
sault, may view sexual conduct in
a vacuum."

In the ease, the alleged harass-
er, Sterling Gray, apparently be-
ame smitten with an rs eo-worker,
Rty Ellison. After she dekai j;
)" invitations, Gray wrote her a ber
lk Of love letters. She reacted with
f about "what he would do next"
The trial judge threw out her complaint.
He called Gray's conduct "bolated and
trllal." But the appeals court rfused to
cal Euison's behavior hypersensitive for
& resasonr's woman. Instead, it ordered
a new trall The RS may appeaL

Some cwPnies have long been co-
ewned about such behavior. But now,

they're doft more. They ae printing
bookles that spell out subtle but li

conrgtsaduct Theyre holding role-plying sessions. Some ar even hiring

tEGNL AOAM
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consultants or auditing work areas for
girle pin-ups (table).

Honeywell Inc., where women make
up nearly 40 of the work force, is ac-
tively taking steps to avoid the problem.
Last year, its in-house art gallery fea-
tured a photo show with shots of nude
women. But women were made uneasy
by men giggling at the photos. "We had
to take the whole exhibit down," says
lawyer Barbara A. Jerich, work-force di-
versity director. "It was not racy. It was
art. But the context in which it was
viewed was not appropriate."

Many companies still find plenty of
reasons not to spend the time or the
cash to deal with the issue-until faced
with an embarrassing suit or high turn-
over rate. F'eada Kleir, a Cambridge
(Mass.) consultant, explains that all but

rae mole ssmw osnavor is tough rot
companies to sort out Often, the harass-
ment follows an office romance gone
sout. Or complaints aren't "ffectively
communicated. Companies also fear,
with some justification, says Hon-
eywetls Jerich, that education spurs
tisa: Workers know their rights.

One situation where men and women
often ifter markedly in judging wheth-
er sexual harassment is taking place in-
volve comments on clothing, says ri-
sha Brltkmn, a San Francisco d
consulrta on sexual harassment. MTe
question is always 'Is it harassment or a
compliment?"' saysi Brinkman. "People
know the difference between saying

that's a nice drss, and that's a nice
dress. One of the myths is that women
cause [these comments] by wearing cer-
tain types of clothes. But this is not
about sexual attractiveness, it's about
abuse of power."
aum m vAxL Not too long ago, sexual
harassment wasn't even recognized as a
problem for the courts. A few cases ap-
peared in the mid.1970s. In 1980, the
EEOC put out guidelines that identified
two types of sexual harassment. The
more obvious is "quid pro quo"--sleep
with me or you're fired. The second
type, which doesn't include direct sexual
overtures, is hostile-environment harass-
ment. The scary part for companies is
that in environment cases, the behavior
can be cumulative. Thus, raunchy jokes.
lewd graffiti, and repeated sexual ad.

vances add up. The critical deter-
minant query for all harassment
is: Was the conduct "unwelcome?"

The turning point for employers
came in 1986. In its first and only
ruling on the subject, the Supreme
Court "pretty much told compa-
nies they'd better get out there."
says attorney Benton-Powers. In
the case, .fneror Sat-ings 8ank
itt Vinson, the court held unani-
mously that sexual harassment vi.
plates Title VII of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act if it is unwelcome and
"sufficiently severe or pervasive
to alter the conditions of the vic-
tim's employment and create an
abusive working environment."

Many companies responded to
Meritor and the EEOC with a one-
shot policy approach. They insert-
ed sexual harassment policies into
personnel handbooks or updated
existing ones. Typically, they lifted
the lawyerly language of the EEOC
guidelines. But courts kept finding
that they failed to publicize such
policies or circumvented them.

The companies also got more se-
rious at policing blatant miscon.
ducL And the number of quid pro
quo cases leveled off, lawyers say.
But environmental-harassment

cases increased steadily. Overall, E Ec
iexual-harassment complaints grew
from about 4,40D in 1986 to about 5.600
in I990. The more liberal state courts,
meanwhile, have had a surge of harssi
ment-base claims because of the poten-
tial for greater damages and punitive
awards.

To help companies sort through the
rulings, the EEOC last spring published
what it calls "guidance." In determining
liability, the agency sad, key factors are
whether the employer has an effective
internal grievance procedur that allows
employees to bypass immediate supmi
sor--often the offenders.

In January, a federal judge in Florida
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took on a fixture in many male-dominat-
ed shops: cheesecake calendars and girl-
ie posters. Judge Howell Melton called
them a "visual assault on the sensibil-
ities of women." The case involved a
female welder, Lois Robinson, at Jack-
sonville Shipyards Inc. After she had
complained about "pornography" in the
shop, her male co-workers cracked dirty
jokes and brought in more X-rated
stuff--evidence, the judge concluded, of
an illegal hostile environment. While
President Roger Palmer refuses to dis-
cuss the case, which involves events be-
fore he took over, he says the yard will
abide by whatever the judge eventually
orders it to do.

To be sure, plenty of pin-up posters

remain on the walls of American compa-
nies and are used as marketing tools
(box). Indeed, many corporate leaders
consider problems of sexual harassment
to be exaggerated, especially by plain-
tiffs' lawyers and consultants who have
an interest in doing so. And, despite
strong evidence, alleged offenders some-
times get sympathy from the courts. On
Feb. 6, a federal judge in Arlington, Va.,
ruled that a former secretary at USLICO
Corp. was not sexually harassed even
though her boss repeatedly massaged
her back and followed her to the bath-
room. Judge James C. Cacheris com-
pared the newly divorced defendant to a
"faithful dog, constantly expressing his
affection and hoping to receive more of

the same." The plaintiff has appealed.
As more companies learn to deal with

tradiional types of offensive conduct,
new forms of harassment keep appear-
ing. Women say they now are receiving
sexually provocative electronic mail and
finding obscene messages on answering
machines. Some are even complaining
about X-rated software on company
computers. With the possible ways of
sexually harassing a co-worker almost
limitless, what constitutes ,,ns.oceptable
behavior in the workplao,' may continue
to outpace companies' ef.orts to stop it.

By ML!c Galm in New York with
Zachary Schiller is Ckewlan4 Joan O'C.
Hamiltos is San Fwnciis and Keith H.
Hcmmonda in Boston

SEX STILL SELLS-BUT SO DOES SENSITIVITY

ex sells. But how advertisers use
it is changing. Women show up
in far more roles in today's ads

- than they did a few years ago. Compa-
nies are seeking not only to avoid of-
fending women sensitized to exploita-
tion by a generation of feminism but
also to target them as new consumers.

But don't expect an end to sex-laced
appeals, crude or discreet. If some are
more restrained, it's mostly because
the soft sell is successful. And it won't
end debate over whether women are
too often depicted as sexual objects.

Marketers such as us West Inc. are
certainly paying more attention to how
women appear in their ads. The Baby
Bell used images from the old West to
show its competitiveness
when it emerged from the I A
AT&T breakup. At least a - Dr S4
few employees grumbled
that the campaign was too )HIG,-
macho. But the company IFO
made a point of finding LMW'l
cowgirls as well As cow-
bQys for the ads. Says a US
West official: "We tried
very hard to make those ads
pluralistic." l.

Software maker Lotus De-
velopment Corp. has killed a
marketing brochure that
showed a busty woman in a
revealing T-shirt. And Ford 
Motor Co. broke with tradi-
tion at this year's auto show
in Detroit It hired actors reflecting
real-life customers rather than fen-
nine beauties to point and smile at re-
volving machines. It had good reason:
47% of its new-car buyers are women.
Such numbers, and the need to flaunt
products' unique advantages, have

more carmakers moving beyond hyp-
ing autos with sex appeal. Some adver-
tisers even turn the tables on male
standards: Naturalizer urges women to
pick shoes they like and to reject un-
comfortable ones.

Some on Madison Ave. say AIDS and
growing moralism are reinforcing the
trend. And aging baby boomers are
fostering a new family focus, more
tender romance, and less explicitness.

Askte
pIro who

~ riesOMe
ma~~o!

mwm ..
ml'0L -

"We're all parents now," says John
Nieman, chief creative officer at
D'Arcy Masius Benton & Bowles Inc.
"Saturday night fever is behind us."

Of course, this doesn't mark the end
of sexual innuendo. "Advertisers were
more scared of offending women three
years ago," when feminists were more
unified and quicker to protest, says
Barbara Uppert, a senior editor at Ad-
week magaine. She calls the stll-
booming halth-and-fitnss crae "an
excuse to show more body parts."
ARTFUL ON AWFULt Certainly, many
jeans ads flaunt flesh. Ads for Calvin
Klein's Obsession show provocative
nude bodies. And there's still no short-
age of girlie pin-ups. Emerson Electric
Co.'s Ridge Tool prints up 600,000 of
its biennial bathing-suit calendars. Pe-
ter Hayward, Ridge's advertising dhe-
tor,- calls them a 'useful tool" for get-
ting the company's name out to users.

Whether such ads seem artful or aw-
ful depends on the buyer. Stephen J.
Burrows, Anheuser-Busch Co. vice-
president for brand management,
claims most of his customers find noth-
ing wrong with ads sporting bikiniclad
models. "We don't think we depict any
individual In a less-than-responsible
fashion in ads," Burrows says. "And

the discussions we've had with con-
sumers support that view."

For marketers, then,
the answer to where

sensuality ends and in-
sensitivity begins still
tarts with the old query:

IDoes t sell?with Mark Landler ix
-ort and Ja Mn i

SW is ok~e
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News

Law Firm Liable for Sex ias
Judge rules female associate held to higher partnership standard than males

A recent sex-discaimina
cision is expected to ha
reaching consequences for la'
But the impact on plaintiff
Nancy Ezold probably won't
be determined until at least
this spring, when a judge
rules on damages.

The case, Ezoldv. Wolf,
Block, Scharr& Solis.Cohn,
No. 90.0002 (Nov. 29), arose
when Ezold, an associate at
a Philadelphia law firm,
was denied partnership and
sued.

U.S. District Judge
James McGirr Kelly found
that many male associates
who did make partner at
Wolf, Block, Schorr & Solis-
Cohen were less qualified
than Ezold. While none of
the evaluations of the plain-
tiff contained explicitly sexi
ments, Kelly ruled that Ezo
unlawfully held to a different,
standard than her male coils

While Kelly found th
firm's refusal to promote Ezo
a Title VII violation, he ruled
her on a constructive-discha
"Ms. Ezold was not harassed
tied, or otherwise pressured
Wolf, Block," he said.

A Pee d Ul
"I think the litigation

ready had a profound effect
firms," said Ezold's attorney,
Vladek of New York's V
Waldman, Elias & Englard. "
taking another look at their
nership rocedures."

Mht has critics wort
judicial second-guessing of pa
ship derisionp. "If courts are
to review partnership, there'a
to be much more emphasis or
mentation, on keeping an
how a firm will justify even
sion it's making," warned
Dichter of Philadelphia's M
Lewis & Bocklus, who repn
Wolf, Block

"And that's going to
smaller firms even more thi
larger ones. The costs are

tion de- be enormous. I an Ivy League school and because
ye far- Damages wll be determined at she hadn't been on law review. The
w firms. a separate trial. Eiold wants to be words would come back to haunt the

litigants-bing seen by the
plaintff as proofofthe firm s
sexism.

At the new firm, Ezold
worked primarily in white-
collar defense and commer-
cial litigation. In annual
reviews, partners queried
whether she could handle
the large and sophisticated
antitrust and securities
cases on which the firm
prides itself.

As the years passed,
more partners steered com-
Vex matters away from

sold and her desk became
a pink ghetto of smaller,

Nancy EId Herdik bhsse a pA OWinofer umwkt moors, more routine matters.
0 In 1988, the partner-

st com- reinstated to partnership just as ship evaluation committee decided
Ild was accountant Ann Hopkins was in a that she should not be made partner
higher similar case, Hopkins v. Price Wa. but that she should be encouraged
agues. terhouse, No. 90-4M9 (Dec. 4). (See to remain in the firm. After Esold
at the "New Title VII Remedy," February learned of the decision, the head of
Id was 1991 ABA Journd, page 24.) the domestic.relations department

against Defense lawyers will argue that left the firm. Ezold was offered the
claim. damages should be limited to the outgoing partner's position and prom-

I, befit- increased income Ezold would have iseda partnership if she took it. She
leave earned between Feb. 1, 1989, when refused.

she was denied partnership, and "Domestic relations, tax, es-
June 7, 1989, when she quit. tates and trusts," Vadek comments.

Unlike Hopkins, in which eval- "These are the departments where
has al- uations made explicit reference to women have always been dumped.'
on law the plaintiff's femininity and to With an appeal almost certain,
Judith sexual stereotypes; Ezold's case re- Ezold may have many years before
ladek, qured mor intensive scrutiny of she needs to clean out her desk at
they're the partnership-evaluation process. her present job at the five-person
r part- In find of fact issued Nov. 29, Philadelphia firm of Roeenthal &

Kelly highlighted the shortcomings Ganister, where she specializes in
ted is and gaffes of males promoted to white-collar crime, commercial liti-
rtner- partner that were disclosed in per- nation and government contracts.
going formance evaluations. But Ezold is patient and deter-
going Ezold, a graduate of Villanova mined. "The court has already de-

adocu- Law School, became an associate at cided that Wolf, Block discrini-
ave on the large and prestigious Wolf, Block nated against women," she says.

. in 1983 after working at two small 'The only question is whether this
Mark Philadelphia law firms. She had woman should be made partner.

organ, practical experience in client rela- The answer ought to be yes."
esents tions and trial practice. She adds that although she

One partner at the time of her wants to be a partner at Wolf, Block,
affect hiring told Ezold she would have a "'m certainly interested in money
in the hard time because she was a woman, dmasif we do notpt reinstate-
bW to because she hadn't graduated o meant --ArLynn lberApe

34ASA)O*NA/ MARXH 1991
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% 'oman who sued Phila., law firm
Testifies on federal civil rights bill

yAlexis Moore
U-- - 2

WASHINGTON - When Nancy-
0M RONd joined a prestigious
"110u15610b law fim in 1963 the
- who hire her toid her she

Wcld't JIMe an eay time bec ramse
wa mn dd did not fit the moWl.-
Yearft. she told a conpeadonal

hnd *a O was rlght
am Wt anaeftl watched

lawsit ina WoU, mock,Schrr&
SwllCohen en a federal Judge in
Novmber ruled that she had beend-IeFm td against i e the bass of
am whn the firm deeed hera part.
ashp in tIM. The cae is believed
to be the fiV instance in which a
fude lewyn disoaination suit
aaimt her eaplaver Went to trial.
Other e weresettld out otcourtDemo% the ruL bvold told the

House Education and Labor Commit.
tee. she will never receive adequate
compen o under current jobdls
crimination laws because they do not
permit women to seek punitive dam.
ages in cases of intentional discriml-
nation by employers.

Ezold testified during a hearing on
the proposed Civil Rights Act of 199t
designed to overturn, five 1969 S..

pm.Court rulings that narrowed
d a protections. The

bill also would allow women for the
first time to seek compensate andpunitive damages in claims of uten-
tonaldcrminton by employers

Opponents of that provision say it
would encourage litigation resulting
in multimilliondollar damages, or a
lawyers ' bonan, 'as Rep. Harris W.
fawell (R., I.) put it yesterday.od, 4%-md women would be re

luctant to sue because if they did they
would be exposed "to all-out public
attacks on (their] education, training
work experience, management ability,
personality traits and intellectual abil-
ity ... and also permanent dmae
such attacks can cause" to careers.

Last year. President Bush vetoed asimilar bill, saying that It would have
led employers to adopt quotas based
on sex or race to avoid being sued.

Last week, Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole (R., Kan.) introduced an
administration.backed bill that
would allow victims of sexual haram.
meant to collect damages of up to
$100,000 for the first incident and up
to $1=.O00 for each subsequent act.

Other witnesses yesterday in-
cluded economist Heidi Hartmann of
the Institute for Women's Policy Re.
search. She said hat allowing mon-

MAC O74M go"
Worn uanauy watched suit

tary relief was both "necamry and
desirable," not only to afford women
equal pay and career opportunities
but also to -enhance the nation's
economic growth"

Further. she said. -if dlscrimizwn
tion cots money, people will stopdoing it"

doing It"

v

P
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WOMEN ASSERT NEED FOR STRONGER REMEDIES
FOR HARASSMENT UNDER CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS

The existing remedies for sexual harassment under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
are not enough to deter discrimination in the workplace, an economist and a sociologist who spe-
cialize in women's employment issues told the House Education and Labor Committee Feb. 27.

Current remedies "allow bottom-line oriented CEOs to simply buy off complaints,"
charged Freada Klein, a Boston sociologist who conducted a 1988 survey of sexual harassment
in the Fortune 500 companies. "Allowing full compensatory and punitive damages would re-
move some of the barriers to employees' willingness to pursue litigation and, more Impor-
tantly, would provide a stronger incentive for employers to implement effective remedies for
intervention and prevention."

Two victims of sex discrimination, including the first woman to successfully challenge a
law firm's partnership decision, also spoke out in support for the additional monetary remedies
and jury trials that pending omnibus civil rights legislation (HR 1) would incorporate in Title VII.

The committee hearing, the first to be chaired by Rep. William Ford (D-Mich), focused
on sex discrimination and the remedies provision of the proposed legislation, which would also
reverse a series of 1989 Supreme Court decisions that were unfavorable to plaintiffs in dis-
crimination suits and make a series of other changes in civil rights laws.

Business groups expressed sharp opposition to the additional remedies during lengthy de-
bate last year over a similar bill that was eventually vetoed by President Bush. Testimony sub-
mitted to the panel on behalf of the National Association of Manufacturers and the Society for Hu-
man Resource Management reiterated that criticism, calling the expanded remedies "unwise."

Copyrigt o 11 giy THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS, INC., Was rIngto. D.C. 20037
041-2N3/460
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Wage Gap Tied To Discrimination

Heidi Hartmann, a labor economist and director of the Institute for Women's Policy Re-
search, said that recent economic trends on women in the job market substantiate the need for
strengthening existing laws.

Women- and minority-dominated occupations "pay substantially less" even when the
work is substantially similar, Hartmann said, and two National Academy" of Sciences Reports
on women's employment has concluded that "about half the gap" between women's and men's
average wages is due to employment discrimination.

She said that another NAS survey and one by the Institute for Women's Policy Research
showed that stronger enforcement of EEO laws brought greater gains for protected individ-
uals. An IWPW analysis of the 1978 pregnancy discrimination amendment to Title VII found
that the law provided "substantial benefits" to female workers in 10 years since its imple-
mentation. Over the decade, the number of women of childbearing age increased in the job
market at greater levels than any other age/gender group and women earned $1 billion a year
in short term disability-most of which became available because of the amendments.

"The change in women's labor market behavior was so large in the 1978 to 1988 period and
the increase in women's return to work after childbirth so great, that one is forced to conclude
that employer behavior prevented many women from returning to work previously," she said.

The "social science evidence" indicates similar impact from strengthening civil rights
laws, Hartmann said. "Allowing aggrieved individuals to sue for damages strengthens en-
forcement; this provision can be expected to be reflected in future earnings and employment
data," including productivity gains and higher rates of economic growth.

Rep. Harris Fawell (R-lll) asked Hartmann whether the "drastic and very significant
change" that the new remedies would bring to traditional employment laws were warranted.
The change, he said, would mean abandoning the traditional precedent of conciliation and re-
medial remedies in labor law in favor of "tortifying" the system.

"That's the difference between economists and attorneys," Hartmann responded. "You
look at precedents, we look at data. The data supports (the increased remedies]."

Equitable Remedies Insufficient

Nancy Ezold, who successfully challenged the denial of a partnership at the Philadelphia
law firm of Wolf, Block, Schorr and Solis-Cohen last year (230 DLR A-9, 11/29/90), said that
the equitable remedies currently available under Title VII are insufficient. They "cannot com-
pensate for the emotional and career damage to one's life work," Ezold said. "They are also
not enough of a deterrent-just a cost of doing business."

In the first case of its kind to go to trial, a federal Judge in Philadelphia ruled that the
firm discriminated against Ezold by denying her a litigation partnership, while awarding part-
nerships to less qualified men. The court has not yet issued a ruling on the remedies to be
awarded, she said, and Wolf, Block has promised to appeal.

"The remedies available under Title VII do not permit the court to make me whole for
the losses I suffered," said Ezold, who is currently of counsel to a five-attorney firm in West
Chester, Pa. "That lack of make-whole relief infects the decision-making process because a
woman who asserts her statutory rights knows that the defense will most likely involve an all-
put public attack. . . . Not only must she endure public embarrassment, but also the perma-
nent damage such attacks cause on her career."

Hearings on the legislation will continue Feb. 28 before the Judiciary Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights and March 5 before the Labor and Education Committee.

-0-
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New Fight Brews
.Over Rights Bills

RefugeesScavenge
wy .SpNa;',',Ni aul1 Sex Bias in the Sewer? Page 19

Washington - Brenda Berkman 
Sfought her way onto the New York Cityomen w it from Bni ASS yA T h a oFire Department in court byRe n 1, Brindisi, Italy- Thousands of Alba-ing a physical test that required appli- this nian refugees wandered the streets ofcants to scale an eight-foot wall. year's version of last year's vetoedlegislation, proponents of this port city in search of food yesterday

The test kept women from qualify- the legislation say. Among other after spending the night in plastic bags
ing, but it didn't really measure the things, the legisl .'-.n, which will come on the docks or on classroom floors.
skills necessary to be a firefighter. The etising Rain added torterie'ightToot wall "became nt just a th e this spring, would overturn other ry

the Wards Cwllo"beameecisjust. 
In Albania, authorities tried to ste..

stumbling block, but a literal barrier the from ciseon. the flowOfPeople fleeing the country. Afor almost all women taking the exam," wSmarting from a s90 efully journalist with the official media saidP.S. District Judge Charles Sifton which the legislation was successfully 
Journa si i the o c m ia forcs

cast as a "quota bill" by its opponentsforcesiuled in 1982, knocking down the wall and ultimately vetoed by President stormed a ship in the port of Durre-and omeof he therbar dicouagand 
forced hundreds of would-be refu-

and some of the other bars discourag- George Bush, advocates of the bill are 
ges off the boat and out of the harbor.

ing would-be women firefighters, seeking a broader base of support. The police and military fired theirBut in the decade since Berk, an won The shift was evident Last week at 
Teapolice n oml fi their

her lawsuit and her post in a Brooklyn Shiloh Baptist Church here, whpn thp 
weapons to force people ff the ship,

fire unit, the U.S. Supreme Court has Rev. Jesse Jackson, reeling off the 
and up to 10 people were wounded, said

changed the rules. One 1989 decision, names of women in Operation Desert 
" the journalist, reached in the Albanian

Wards Cove vs. Atordo, altered the stan- Storm, urged the passage of HR 1. Brenda Berkman broke firefighter barrier Albanian state radio.
dards used when courts analyze the fair- The bill also would help white men, The Italian government, which hasness of selection practices, such as tests, Jackson argued. "It is not a minority 1964 Civil Rights Act, would have vastly been criticized for its slow response to
that unintentionally keep out women rights bill. It i' an economic rights different effects on workers' rights. the influx of Albanians, said Saturdayand other minority applicants. The deci- bill," he said. t
sion placed the burden on plaintiffs to Last year, an attempt to override the The House bill, for example, would that it would begin dispersing some of
prove that practices that discriminate president's veto failed in the Senate by righ wo and remgs inorites the 00 A trefuge as

give woi.:.:, and religious minorities t,ie the 20.000 Albanians to refugee campsagainst them aren't necessary to accu- one vote. Despite the narrow margin, i right to sue for damages in cases of around the country. A trickle asked tolately measure an applicant's or em- is unclear whether those who want t onal dicrininaton. The adminis- atcn e n
8 ta l iciinat'sn Teamns rtunhmedi

ployee's ability to perform, upend the Supreme Court rulings can traction's proposal would allow damages Vatican media denounced the "grave
f "If Wards Cove had been decided in defeat a e immensely popular Bush. for .cases of harassment, defined as pr- and intolerable" conditions faced by

defat he mmesel poula 'Bsh.of~men, dfi a ' the refugees and blamed government
k979, rather than 1989, New York City As House committees prepare to ticesthat create an intimidating, hostile authorities for failing to act swiftly.
vould probably still not have a single send the bill to the floor, the White or offensive working environment.oman firefighter," Berkman told the House has submitted its own legisla- The White House proposal, however, In one happy incident, a young Alba-J-Iouse Education and Labor Commit- tion that civil rights proponents say is would cap those at $150,000 hospital.

last week. Today, there are 35 wom- actually a se back from the adminis- and would require thatthe $cases be n Ii
on a force of 11,000 . on tratin' peition l s y e a a nd trod s u thetBerkman'sstory The hills,.which seek to amend the Please we RIGHTSonPam7,pa to discuss the refugee emer.

l I ......... ... "Mi ,'c," on b-._=_ ,u ,
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heard byjudg",:not juries. tiouild soforce work - .:
era to exhausecompiany grievance procedures.

The House bill- seeks to overturn or modify the ef-
fect of six Supirme Court decisions, all'made in 1989,
that activists saidtook'aw'ay many.'bf the employee
protectiiis girsid by the 1964 Civil Rights Act.

The WardCove decision is the most controversial
of those."Opt'ouiis'of the House bill claime'that at-
tempts to 6vert6uin the Wards Cove ruling will lead to
quotas i6'hirihig: " .

The case involved complaints by cannery workers
at two Alaskan salmon canneries, mainly Alaskan In-
diana and Filipinos. More skilled, higher-paying jobs '
in the company went to white workers. The cannery
workers complained that hiring practices, such as
nepotism and failure to promote from within, resuit-
ed in the disparity.

The Supreme Court ruled against the workers, Sau-ing they had t, prove that the business practices thatcaused imbalanced work forces were not justified by

business necessity. Both the House bill and the ad-
ministration's proposal would shift the burden back
to the employer to prove a "business necessity", for
the practice that results in the statistical imbalance.

The key difference in the two bills is how they de-
fine the term "business necessity.".

The House proposal would require the company to
show that the employment practice that led 'to the
statistical imbalance bore "a significant relationship
to successful performance ',f the job." Employers ar-
gue that that definition of Lasiness necessity will lead
to the establishment of hiring quotas.

The administration proposal would require only
that the employment practice had a "manifest rela-
tionship to employment" or that the company's "le-
gitimat, employment goals are significantly served by,
even if th.y do not require, the challenged practice."

Applied to Berkman's case against the fire depart-
ment, the department would have had to prove cnly
that a requirement that firefighters climb the eight-
foot wsl significantly served its employment goals.

The .Iouse bill also would overturn or modify five
other Supreme Court decisions:

* Martin vs. Wilks. The House bill would bar those
affected by discrimination consent decrees - such as it:
white firefighter applicants - from intervening after
consent agreements, such as those establishing quo-
tas for hiring minority firefighters, are final. The ad-
ministration's bill wjuld alow such challenges.

* Price Waterhouse vs. Hopkins. This-decision
found that once a worker proved race or sex played a
role in an employment decision, the employer would 4W
be liable unless it proved the same decision would Of
have beu)n made based on other factors. Employment
rights advocates feared the decision was confusing, mw'>
and the House billclarifies the law. f

* Independent Federation of Flight Attendents vs. W:
Zipes. The House bill would allow recovery of attor- .

neys' fees by workers who win. discrimination cases
that are then challenged by a third party. The adminis-
tration bill doesn't address the issue of attorneys' fees.

* Patterson vs. McLean Credit Union. Both the
House bill and the administration proposal would
make it clear that the Civil Rights Act of 1964 bans
racial harassment and discrimination in the perfor-
mance of contracts, notjust in making the contracts. I

* Lorance vs. AT&T Technologies. The White
House proposaL, as well as the House bill, would over-!turn the effect of this decision, tying the deadline for

challenging seniority plans to the date when the work -,
er was harmed, not the date the plans took effect.
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March 8, 1991

Zachary D. Fasman, Esquire
Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20036

Dear Mr. Faaman:

Thank you for appearing before the Committee on February 27,
1991, to testify in regard to H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of
1991. Your comments and prepared statement will constitute an
important part of the hearing record.

As the questioning of witnesses was, unfortunately, somewhat
abbreviated, I would appreciate your comments on a few matters
that concern me. Please see the enclosure. In order for your
comments to be included in the hearing record, your written
response would need to be received before the record closes on
Tuesday, March 12, 1991.

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact Randy Johnson, Republican Labor Counsel, at
(202) 225-372E.

Sincerely,

Ranking Republican Member

WFG : RKJ/kw

enclosure
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Questions for Mr. Zach Fasman

1. Please elaborate on the role of statistical evidence in
proving intentional discrimination, particularly in class
action types cases. Are workforce comparisons used in much
the same manner as under disparate impact theory?

Would the existence of punitive and compensatory damages
place pressure on employers to take steps to avoid workforce
comparison imrbalances?

2. Is direct evidence of discrimination, such as statements by
the employer, necessary to prove intentional discrimination,
or do these cases more typically turn on circumstantial
evidence?

3. Your testimorV did not address those provisions of H.R. 1
allowing 'grouping" of practices except, apparently, where
the court found that the plaintiff could have identified
*which specific practice or practices contributed tc the
disparate impact . . . .e Do you believe that these
provisions would pose problems?

4. Do you believe that the so-called *Shea and Gardnerw study
on damages under 42 U.S.C. 1981 is a valid predictor of
future Title VII litigation if Title VII were to be amended
to allow punitive and compensatory damages? If not, why
not?
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Congressman William Goodling

Ranking Republican Member
Committee on Education and Labor
United States House of Representatives2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Re: IL..
Dear Congressman Goodling:

Thank you for asking me to cogent further on
several aspects of H.R. 1 that did not come up during thehearing at which I testified. The issues that you have
raised are very important and deserve further comment I am
pleased to respond to your inquiries, vhich I have listed
below in full prior to commenting upon them.

1. Please elaborate on the role of statistical
evidence in proving intentional discrimination,

particularly in class action typts cases. Are workforce
comparisons used in much the same manner as under disparate
impact theory?

Would the existence of punitive and compensatory
damages place pressure on employers to take steps
to avoid workforce comparison imbalances?

Qfent. Before responding to your inquiry, I
wish to underscore a vital point made but not highlighted in
my written comments to the Committee; H.R.1 would allow
compensatory and punitive damages, and jury trials, in class
actions under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
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The proponents of this legislation consistently have argued
that the expanded remedies in question will apply only to
cases of "intentional discrimination." In fact, as I
observed in my prior comments, the bill would allow
compensatory and punitive damages, and jury trials, in any
Title VII case not premised upon a disparate impact theory
of discrimination. This would include not only Amlividual
claims, but class actions premised upon the disparate
treatment theory of discrimination.

In such actions, the plaintiff must prove that
discrimination was the employer's standard operating
procedure, its normal practice. Statistical evidence
frequently is used for this purpose. For example, in a
disparate treatment class action attacking an employer's
promotion policies, a minority plaintiff might use
statistics to show that fewer minorities are promoted than
would be expected by their presence in the relevant pool in
the workforce. This is much the same premise that would be
used in a disparate impact case, which would arise if the
plaintiff chose to attack one specific aspect of the
promotional process (e.g., an allegedly unlawful test) as
opposed to the results of the promotion process as a whole.Y
While some courts have required additional proof in
disparate treatment class actions, on the theory that
statistical evidence alone may not prove that the employer's
standard operating procedure is discrimination, this trend
is not uniform. Moreover, most courts that require
additional non-statistical evidence in disparate treatment
class actions generally require only anecdotal evidence to
support the plaintiff's claim.

In other words, the promise under which
statistical evidence is used in disparate treatment cless
actions is very similar to that used in disparate impact
cases. Indeed, because these theories as applied in class
actions are so similar, I observed in my initial written
testimony that plaintiffs will tend to abandon the disparate
impact theory entirely in class cases, in order to take
advantage of the significantly expanded remedies made
available in such cases by H.R. 1. I adhere to this view.

In a disparate impact case, plaintiffs also typically would
demonstrate that the specific employment practice has a
disparate or screening impact.
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This possibility would impose enormous pressure
upon employers to hire and promote in a race and sex
conscious manner. Unlike disparate impact cases, where an
employer can prove that a challenged practice is justified
as a business necessity, there is no "Justification" defense
in a disparate treatment class action. In fact, H.R. 1
itself provides that the business necessity defense applies
only to disparate impact claims. (Section 4). It is fair
to say that in disparate treatment class actions, while the
plaintiff's initial burden is somewhat higher, the
employer's defenses are even more substantially restricted.
The availability of compensatory and punitive damages, and
jury trials, in such cases would lead a risk averse employer
to ensure that its employment practices cannot be challenged
on a disparate treatment theory. In other words, the risk
averse employer would have strong reasons to avoid any
statistical claims that its workforce was in some way
"unbalanced.*

2. Is direct evidence of discrimination, such as
statements by the employer, necessary to
prove intentional discrimination, or do these
cases more typically turn on circumstantial
evidence?

Ce uiat. Individual disparate treatment claims do
not require direct proof of intentional discrimination, and
in my experience cases involving direct evidence of animus
are quite rare. The normal individual treatment claim is
based wholly upon circumstantial evidence, and is tried
according to a paradigm of proof established by the Supreme
Court in OcDonnell Douglas Corn. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792
(1973), and Texas DeartMent of Community Affairs v.
Burdins, 450 U.S. 248 (1981). Under these standards, a
plaintiff seeking to prove disparate treatment initially
must Aihov that he or she is a member of a protected group;
was qualified for and sought a particular opportunity; was
rejected: and that thereafter, the employer continued to
seek others for that opportunity. If the plaintiff can meet
this initial burden, the employer must articulate a
legitimate non-discriminatory reason for the plaintiff's
treatment. If the employer does so, the plaintiff then must
prove that this zeason is a pretext; that is, that it is not
the true reason for the employer's action. At no point in
this sequence is direct evidence of intentional wrongdoing
required.
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My experience confirms that the normal individual
disparate treatment claim involves just this sequence of
circumstantial proof, and does not turn on direct evidence
of discrimination. Moreover, X do not believe my experience
in this regard is unusual. Title VII has been on the books
for 25 years, most employers are aware of their
responsibilities under the act, and have trained their
supervisors and officials. If direct evidence of animus
were required to prove discrimination, we would have far
fewer cases in the courts.

I have discussed disparate treatment class actions
above, and as I have noted some courts require corroborative
evidence to bolster statistical showings in those cases.
Once again, however, this does not mean that direct evidence
of discrimination is required in such cases. Where the
courts do require corroborative or anecdotal evidence to
support a class wide disparate treatment claim, they
enerally do not require direct proof that the employer
intentionally discriminated against an individual in the

particular fashion alleged in the complaint. Rather, they
may allow evidence of global mistreatment against the
protected group In question to satisfy the need for
corroborative proof. In these cases as well, it is
impossible to state that the courts require direct evidence
of discrimination.

3. Your testimony did not address those
provisions of H.R. 1 allowing Ogrouping* of
practices except, apparently, where the court
found that the plaintiff could have
identified *which specific practice or
practices contributed to the disparate
impact . . . . 0 Do you believe that these
provisions would pose problems?

Conaent. The "particularitym problem with H.R..1
and its predecessors, noted by many commentators and
addressed to sone extent in my comments, is a problem of
substance. The problem is exemplified in the Wards Cove
case itself, in which plaintiffs alleged that the employer's
hiring practices, taken as a whole, were unlawful because
the result of those practices was an unbalanced workforce.
The Court in I rdL Cve held that a plaintiff could not
engage in a wholesale attack upon an employer's practices,
based upon proof that the employer's selection process
yielded fewer successful minority candidates than would have
been expected given the pool of qualified candidates
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available. Rather, the Court stated that a plaintiff was
obliged to determine* which specific employment practice was
being challenged.

This step is vital if the Title VII inquiry is not
to devolve into a pure search into whether the employer has
hired or promoted by the numbers. This is particularly true
in cases involving higher level jobs, where a number of
subjective factors may contribute to the employer's
decisions. If a plaintif:t can attack those practices on a
"bottom line" basis, the employer's opportunity to defend
itself is severely truncated.

Section 4 of this bill, unfortunately, proceeds
from the opposite premise than that adopted by the Court in
fardgs Cgo. That is, Section 4 of the bill generally
provides that a plaintiff need not specify which one of a
group of practices results in a disparate impact. Section 4
does go on to state that this rule shall not apply where a
court finds that a plaintiff can identify from records of
the respondent reasonably available which specific practice
contributed to the disparate impact, and that in such cases
the plaintiff must demonstrate which practice contributed to
the impact. Nonetheless, the general rule stated by the
bill is that the plaintiffs shall not have this burden of
proof, absent order of court.

The better rule would be that the plaintiff must
bear the burden of demonstrating which practices) caused
the disparate impact unless relieved of this burden by the
court. This Is not a semantic distinction. The bill as
written would require employers, in order to convince the
court that plaintiffs should be required to attack discrete
employment practices rather than a group of practices as a
whole, to prove that it is possible to parse their
employment practices up into discrete elements, and to
determine which element(s) cause the disparate impact. In
other words, the bill would oblige the employer to prove the
plaintiff's primaa. t case for it, a situation that hardly
can be acceptable. By contrast, a rule that would require
the plaintiff to demonstrate which practice he or she wishes
to attack, but allowing a court to relieve the plaintiff of
the burden to identify which practice is at issue where a
group of practices cannot reasonably be parsed into
individual elements, preserves the plaintiff's ability to
challenge complex employment practices while still adhering
to the sound basic principle enunciated by the Court in
Ward Cov.
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Of course, this problem still arises, and indeed
may be more pressing, in disparate treatment class actions.
In those cases, it is quite common for plaintiffs to allege
that a group of employment practices are administered in a
discriminatory fashion. Thu*, a plaintiff might allege that
an employer's promotion practices, taken as a whole, are
discriminatory because they screen out more members of a
protected group than whites or males. Similarly, disparate
treatment plaintiffs often will rely upon global statistical
evidence of an "unbalanced" workforce to bolster their
claims of discrimination. The problem of lack of
specificity is present in these cases as well, and Indeed is
more pressing because H.R. 1 would authorize compensatory
and punitive damages, and jury trials, in such cases.
Moreover, this legislation does not even attempt to deal
with this important problem in disparate treatment
litigation.

4. Do you believe that the so-called "Shea and
Gardner" study on damages under 42 U.S.C.
1981 is a valid predictor of future Title VII
litigation if Title VII were to be amended to
allow punitive and compensatory damages? If
not, why not?

Comment. The "Shea & Gardner* study to which you
refer was commissioned by and produced for the National
Women's Law Center, and purports to show that in cases
arising under 42 U.S.C. Section 1981, courts have not
awarded substantial damages. The proponents of H.R. 1 and
its predecessors have relied upon this study to claim that
allowing compensatory and punitive damages and jury trials
under Title VII will make no major change in the law.

In my view, this study is so seriously flawed that
it cannot be relied upon by Congress. At the risk of
extending my comments unduly, I believe it is important that
members of the Committee understand why this study is
unreliable and should be disregarded.

First and foremost, the study considers only
"reported" ctses. What that means is that the authors
looked only at Section 1981 cases that have made their way
into law books and reporting services. Generally, only 2*
of federal cases in fact are "reported", and thus the
universe of Section 1981 cases is far greater than that
found in the study.
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More critically,wreported* cases generally involve
issues of law that are deemed significant or novel enough to
warrant their publication. Jury verdicts, whether large or
small, often are not accompanied by a judge's written
opinJ n, and thus are not the stuff of reported cases.
Section 1981 cases that involve "publishable" legal issues
might address burdens of proof, statutes of limitations, and
other legal issues. But to find out what juries are
awarding, a study should be made of jury verdicts, not
Section 1981 cases in which significant legal issues have
prompted publication in the law books. Reported Section
1981 decisions, in my opinion, are not a reliable indicator
of what juries actually are awarding plaintiffs in such
cases.

To use an analogy, if a member of Congress wished
to know what sentences were being imposed by juries upon
those convicted of a specified federal offense, the
appropriate place for inquiry would not be a search of
reported criminal cases in which a federal judge has written
what may be a significant legal opinion on the niceties of
the Fourth or Fifth Amendments. Instead, one would search
actual jury verdicts to determine what sentences are being
imposed. The same principle applies here.

By avoiding actual jury verdicts, the study has
missed many significant awards. To cite just one with which
I am familiar, in ¥oung v. Von's Markets, an individual
racial harassment case arising under Section 1981, a jury
awarded $12.1 million in compensatory and punitive damages
to the plaintiff.w This case was not part of the Shea &
Gardner study, although it occurred during the relevant time
period, because the verdict did not make it into the
category of "reported" cases. If you add this result to the
other cases in the Shea & Gardner study, the mathematical
average of jury verdicts rises from approximately $50,000
per case to approximately $250,000 per case.

Of course, my point is not that the Shea & Gardner
study is accurate including this one additional case. My
point is that because the study addresses only a unique
portion of the universe of Section 1981 cases that have been
decided, it cannot be relied upon as an accurate predictor

V My law firm handled this case on appeal, and thus I an
familiar with the verdict.
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of what would happen if compensatory and punitive damao,*,
and jury trials, become available under Title VII. In my
opinion, the experience of states that allow such damages
and jury trials in employment cases -- which was discussed
in detail by Pamela Hemmenger and Beverly Burns who
testified along with me before the Committee -- is a far
more accurate predictor of what Congress could expect if it
enacted H.R. 1.

Finally, it always has seemed to me that the
proponents of this legislation are asking Congr0s to come
to two different conclusions in light of this study. On the
one hand, the proponents have argued that enhanced remedies
are necessary to interest members of the plaintiffs' bar in
litigating employment discrimination cases. Yet at the same
time, those same proponents have argued, on the basis of
this study, that enhanced remedies actually will not make
any significant difference in the amount of relief awarded.
Obviously these claims are contradictory, and this
inconsistency leads me to conclude that the proponents of
this legislation do not really believe in the predictive
power of the Shea & Gardner study.

Thank you again for allowing me to make these
comments. I hope members of the Committee find them useful.

Very truly yours,

of PAUL, HASTINGS, JANOFSKY & WALKER
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Anti-Discrimination or Numerical Balancing:

Evidence on Quotas under Title VII, 1978-1984

The assertion that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has

induced quotas implies that employers hiring from the same labor
pools should become more like each other in terms of the race and

sex of their workforces, as they all seek safety behind the same

numbers. The second moment of these distributions provides a test

of a law with wide coverage throughout the economy. These tests

reveal more complex patterns than the simple quota view allows for.
Between 1978 and 1984, the employment distributions of whites have

become slightly more concentrated. However, I 'also observe
patterns that are inconsistent with the quota view of Title VII:

(1) The distributions of black females and of non-black minority

males and females have become more dispersed.

(2) Dispersion is greater in larger establishments, despite greater
exposure to adverse impact claims by virtue of their size.

(3) White dispersion has not fallen significantly faster in larger

establishments.

(4) Dispersion is greater in establishments with than without
affirmative action.

Jonathan S. Leonard
Walter A. Haas School of Business

University of California at Berkeley
350 Barrows Hall

Berkeley, CA 94720
415/642-7048
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Since passage of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, it

has been illegal for private employers to discriminate on the basis

of race, sex, and a number of other categories. Supporters of this

legislation typically view discrimination as one of the major

factors hindering the economic progress of minorities and females.

They see actual and threatened litigation under Title VII as

opening up employment opportunities that would otherwise be closed

to qualified minorities and women.

To some critics of Title VII and of the proposed Civil Rights

Act of 1990, much of whatever progress minorities and women have

enjoyed under the statute has come at the cost of the imposition of

quotas. Indeed, the major public sticking point to passage of the

Civil Rights Act of 1990 (designed to strengthen the 1964 Act in

the face of 1989 Supreme Court decisions limiting its force) was

the contention that it would inexorably lead to quotas. Rather

than promoting race and gender blind policies, these critics see

Title VII as embedding race and gender consciousness in employment

decisions. As is typical for anti-discrimination policy, the

debate has festered without benefit of evidence. Because the

intent - of the Civil Rights Act of 1990 was to restore

discrimination law to its pre-1989 state, we can judge the

likelihood of future quotas by examining the pre-1989 record.

A general attack on employee testing has, in the critics'

view, hindered the application of merit selection, and contributed

to a quota approach. In cases such as Albermarle Paper Co. v.

Moody (Supreme Court of the United States, 1975; 422 U.S. 405,
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95S.Ct.2362, 45 L.Ed.2d 280], testing for employee selection came

under stringent judicial review that for a time resulted in

practically unreachable standards. In the aftermath of such

litigation, companies have tended to dispense with formal written

tests, in many cases replacing them with interviews. Title VII was

enacted with the intent of reducing subjective discriminatory

employment appraisals. By definition, an objective appraisal of an

employee's business merits excludes discrimination. It seems

obvious that interviews present far greater opportunities than do

written tests for the unrestricted play of subjective judgments.

Indeed, Title VII includes in Section 703(h) explicit protection

for testing. Surely then it is one of the paradoxes of Title VII

that employers have increasingly substituted interviews for tests

in employee selection.

Yet interviews or other non-test methods may also be subject

to the charge that they have a disparate impact, sorting out a

higher proportion of applicants of a particular race or sex. To

protect themselves from such charges, some have argued that

employers have taken the easy way out and have pursued a policy of

numerical balancing, bringing the race and sex composition of their

workforces into line with that of the relevant labor pool. Such

numerical balancing is argued to proceed despite Section 703(j) of

Title VII which restricts Title VII from requiring preferential

treatment on account of an imbalance between the composition of a

work force and that of the relevant labor pool. The principles of

703(j) have eroded under interpretations such as that in
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International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States (Supreme

Court of the United States, 1977. 431 U.S. 324, 97 S.Ct. 1843,

52L.Ed.2d.396J which allowed liability for discrimination to be

established on the basis of numerical imbalance.

This paper examines the impact of Title VII on employment

patterns by race and sex in the late 1970s and early 1980s. By

this period, Title VII case law has matured and established a

number of clear and wide precedents, and employers have had time to

respond. The major question to be investigated here is whether

Title VII has in fact resulted in numerical balancing. If

employers must now wear the straightjacket of quotas, the

homogenization of diversity in the workplace should be apparent.

Equality of result is, after all, easier to determine than equality

of opportunity.

Studies of the impact of anti-discrimination law that compare

behavior across companies suffer from the paradoxical problem that

the more successful the law is, the less successful it may appear.

The most successful laws do not need to be directly enforced to be

effective. An effective law is one with strong spill-over effects

beyond the companies directly sanctioned, for which the threat of

enforcement is sufficient to achieve most of the goals of the law.

Where these spill-over effects are strongest, little difference may

be observed between those subjected to or free from direct

enforcement, because sufficiently strong incentives for compliance

are generated by the indirect threat of enforcement. The courts

have fashioned many broad precedents in their interpretation of
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The landmark case of

Griggs vs. Duke Power (401 U.S. 424, 91 8. Ct. 849, 28 L. Ed. 2d

158 (1971)), for example, affected many employers other than Duke

Power. This type of spill-over affect biases against finding any

Title VII effect in cross-section studies that compare demographics

at firms classified by whether or not they have been directly

subject to litigation under Title VII.

An alternative approach is to examine aggregate time-series

data. For example, Freeman (1973, 1981) infers the impact of Title

VII in part from a comparison of trend rates of growth of

black/white earnings ratios before and after 1965. While

informatAWe, such studies are subject to criticism. Little

detailed information on Title VII enforcement is used, so only a

broad-brush interpretation of the largest questions is possible.

Doubts may be raised that some other uncontrolled concurrent factor

is at work. For example, Smith and Welch (1989) present evidence

of the role played by migration and education in narrowing the

racial earnings differential, although these do not account for the

shift in trends after 1965. Donahue and Hackman (1990) argue for

the effectiveness of Title VII, but note that it is difficult to

estimate the impact of a law with near uniform applicability,

typically forcing researchers to rely on aggregate time-series

methods. This paper presents a new approach to measuring the

impact of Title VII, that allows for a more fine-grained analysis

than does the time-series approach. This new approach gains

leverage from the same spill-over effects that obscure cross-
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section analysis.

Since Griggs, one of the central doctrines established under

Title VII is the concept of adverse impact. Prima facie evidence

of discrimination may be shown by demonstrating statistical

imbalances. 1 Often, the relevant comparison has been between an

establishment's demographics and those of the relevant labor

market. 2 This creates the often noted and criticized incentive for

numerical balancing. A firm can reduce (although not eliminate, as

Connecticut v. Teal (457 U.S. 440, 102 S. Ct. 2525, 73 L. Ed. 2d

130 (1982)] shows) its risk of adverse impact Title VII litigation

by bringing the proportion of minorities and females in its

workforce within two or three standard deviations of the mean in

the relevant labor market. Numerical balancing will lead to a

reduction in the dispersion of minority and female employment

shares across employers in the same labor market. Within such

markets, as each tries to mirror the labor market, all will come to

look more like each other. This reduction in the variance of

employment share follows directly from numerical balancing, and is

distinct and different from changes induced by shifts in supply or

by other shifts in demand. The Joint hypothesis to be tested here

is that Title VII has been effective, and that this effect has come

through the implementation of quotas.

oe"l
The simplest model of a government that enforces average

outcomes on a group of employers is one that taxes or penalizes
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exployars whose demographics depart too far from the mean:

where

P 1 is the proportion of employer i's workforce that

belongs to a particular race and/or sex,

Pi is the average for employers (drawing from the same

labor pool J) used by the government for comparison,

t is a penalty function, imposed by the courts or the

regulators,

TI - total penalty,

Of - an error term, mean zeros

The hypothesis of numerical balancing implies that T reaches

a minimum when

P,,-P, Vli.j (2)

For protected groups favored by the government, T increases as Pfj

falls below P1. Pi then is the quota. Any firm seeking only to

minimize its expected penalty will set Pj - Pj. If this were the

only factor at work, all firms in a group would be average. Note

there are gains from trade in the labor market even if firms with

above average protected group employment do not directly benefit

from government action. Below average employers would be willing

to bid away their competitors' protected group employees, and would

face no employer resistance, until all firms are average.

Operationally, the courts have called for penalties when
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P1 - Pq exceeds 2 or 3 standard-deviations.3 The group average

obviously depends upon how the group is defined. This is a major

subject of contention in Title VII cases. Attempts to define the

relevant labor pool for new hires commonly set boundaries in terms

of geographical location and skill class. I shall approximate

these by SMSA and industry, on the assumption that whatever the

true definition of a labor pool adopted by the courts is, it is

likely to be the same (or perceived to be the same) for employers

in the same industry and city. Under this formulation, it does not

matter if the courts use some P different from that specified

here. As long as the employers are properly grouped, imposition of

common standard reduces variance.

Interviews with officials of both the U.S. Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission and the Office of Federal Contract

Compliance Programs reveal that neither agency generally uses the

establishment demographic data reported by law as the prime basis

for selecting employers for regulatory oversight.

Departures from a world of perfect mediocrity may then arise

because (1) productivity differences across groups outweigh

expected penalties, (2) employers belong to different groups than

those specified, (3) tastes for discrimination outweigh expected

penalties, or (4) the government and employers do not operate

according to this simple model of numerical balancing, but instead

look for more subtle and complex evidence of discrimination.

Changes in Mean Share of Emolovment
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By the simplest measure, employment opportunities have

increased for minorities in the late 19708 and early 19803. This

is based on an analysis of changing employment practices at a

longitudinal sample of 45217 establishments, employing about 328

people each on average. Together these establishments employed

14.8 million people in 1984. The demographics of these

establishments come from self-reports on federal EEO-l forms

legally required for the enforcement of Title VII and affirmative

action, which I matched for the years 1978 through 1984. All

employers subject to Title VII are required to file such EEO-l

reports. Only establishments reporting more than 50 employers in

all years are included in the analysis here.4

The sample years studied here were determined by the

availability of consistent and high quality data. The end-points

represent similar phases of the business cycle, with the civilian

unemployment rate at 6.1 percent in 1978 and 7.5 percent in 1984

during recoveries from recessions. While the backbone of adverse-

impact law had been in place since the Griggs decision in 1971,

discrimination was far from a settled issue during the period

examined here. The number of federal employmsint discrimination

cases filed increased from 2109 in 1973 to 8121 in 1986, a

substantial and strong upward trend (Donohue and Siegelman, 1989).

Table 1 shows each demographic group'* average share of

employment in these establishments. The sharpest gains were

enjoyed by non-black minority females, from 2.7 to 3.2%, non-black

minority males, from 4.0 to 4.7%, and by black females, from 4.8%
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to 5.4%. Black males' employment share grew from 5.7 to 5.9%.

White females' share rose slightly before dipping slightly below

its original 35.6% level. White males were the only group to

suffer a marked decline in employment share, 47.2 to 45.2%. By

this type of simple measure, minorities have gained employment in

EEO reporting firms, as would be expected from effective anti-

discrimination policy. By themselves, however, such simple

measures cannot isolate the direct role of Title VII, nor can they

distinguish whether supply or demand has increased.

The Nature of Changina EmDlovment Patterns

There is considerable diversity in employment patterns across

demographic groups. Table 2 shows the correlation matrix of the

1978-1984 change in employment share with the change and with the

initial level of employment share. The fall in white male

employment share is strongly correlated with gains for all other

groups. Some of these correlations must be negative simply because

of the adding-up constraint on shares. But an establishment in

which one minority group gains is not generally one in which all

minority groups gain. For-example, black males' employment share

increases are practically uncorrelated with those of non-black

minority males or females, and are correlated with losses for white

females. Minority males gain where white females lose. If

employers who were below quota for blacks also tended to be below

quota for non-black minorities or for white females, we would

expect to see all of these groups gain employment share (at the
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expense of white males) in the establishments under effective

quotas. In contrast to this view of quotas, the gains in

employment share are uncorrelated or negatively correlated across

racial groups.

With the exception of whites, the strongest patterns in Table

2 fall within racial rather than gender lines. The only positive

elements in the upper triangle are for male and female blacks and

for male and female non-blacks minorities. Where male black

employment share has increased, so has that of female blacks.

Similarly, among non-black minorities, both male and female shares

tend to have grown together. This is as we would expect given the

simple fact that men and women of any racial group are clustered in

the same geographic areas and the courts apply similar geographic

standards to both sexes. In contrast, female job concentration is

not so readily apparent. Growth in female job share is either

negatively correlated or uncorrelated across racial groups. 14ore

is at work here than simple occupational segregation by gender.

Mean reversion is the dominant pattern in the lower panel of

Table 2, which correlates the change in employment share between

1978 and 1984 with the initial 1978 share. For all groups, the

greatest increase is found in establishments that start with the

smallest share, although this correlation is weaker for non-black

minorities than for other groups. For white. there is strong

evidence that establishments that started with the highest

representation levels in 1978 tended to show the sharpest declines

in subsequent years.
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Measures of Diaersion

As minority representation has increased in the labor force,

it has also increased in the firms studied here. In a world of

simple numerical balancing, one would have expected the greatest

absorption of minorities and females among employers who previously

employed few if any. At the same time, numerical balancing

distinctively predicts that minorities and females would be bid

away from firms "above quota" -- firms employing the greatest

proportion of minorities or females. Numerical balancing predicts

increasingly concentrated distributions of minority and female

employment share. The extremes of zero and of 100 percent white

male employment should both become rarer. The increased labor

supply of females and non-black minorities would by itself be

expected to shift the entire distribution upwards. The distinctive

feature of numerical balancing is that it predicts a reduction in

the variance. The upper tail of the minority and female

distributions should shrink.

Table 3 presents a number of different measures of dispersion

of the various demographic groups. At the very least, tokenism is

progressing. The proportion of establishments employing at least

one minority or female workers increased markedly between 1978 and

1984. In 1978, 45% of the sample establishments employed no non-

black minority females, 33% no black females, 37% no non-black

minority males, and 24% no black males. By 1984, all these

situations had become less prevalent. In 1978, 45 establishments

employed only white males. By 1984 only 30 remained. Over the
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same period, the employment share distributions of both male and

female whites became more concentrated. In both cases the standard

deviation and the range between the first and third quartile

greatly decreased, and the upper tail thinned out.

Among the other groups, no evidence is found to support

numerical balancing. For black and other minorities of either sex,

the upper tail became more populous. In contrast to the

predictions of the numerical balancing model, the proportion of

establishments with high minority and female employment share

increased. For black females and for non-black minorities, the

dispersion of employment share increased.

Shifts in the dispersion of these distributions are in the

same direction but mJJU relative to shifts in the means. In

consequence, scaling by means tends to reverse the picture drawn

above: the coefficient of variation falls for all groups except

white males.

Fundamental to all adverse-impact litigation under Title VII

is the assumption that random sample drawn from a population will

approximate a normal distribution. This follows from the Central

Limit Theorem. The normal is typically found to be a useful

approximation for samples of 25 or more (Hbel, Port & Stone, 1971,

p. 186). We have restricted our study to establishments (samples)

of 50 or more. As an empirical matter, the distributions studied

here have too many observations at zero and so fail the Bowman-

Shenton tests for normality. Even within SMSAs, there are many

more establishments employing no blacks, no hispanics, or no
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females than would be expected in a distribution of randomly drawn

samples. Of course, one potential source of non-randomness is

discrimination.

Variance Decomposition

The labor pool relevant for any employer depends in part on

the employer's location and skill requirements, as Title VII case

law recognizes. Employers in the same industry presumably have

similar skill requirements, and those in the same city face similar

geographically defined labor pools. To a first approximation then,

employers in the same industry and city face the same labor pool.

Over time, if each employer attempts to match the race and sex

composition of this pool, all such employers will come to look more

and more alike. The evidence for numerical balancing should be

strongest among employers within the same industry and city.

Any variance can be decomposed into within sector (industry or

city) and between sector components. This decomposition is given

by:

where

Xjg - employment share (of given demographic group at

establishment i in sector g.

Xg - sector mean

x = overall mean

NV- number of establishments in sector q.
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This identity states that any variance can be given as the sum of

two parts: the variance within sectors and the variance across

sectors. If Title VII has strongly promoted numerical balancing,

this should reveal itself in reductions in the within sector

variance, as employers with relatively low representations of

minority or female workers hire more.s

The Jportance of variance within sectors relative to between

sector, of course, depends on the number of sectors and how they

are defined. In the extreme of one sector, all variation is

within. At the opposite extreme of one sector per observation, all

variation is between. In the context of Title VII, we can take

some guidance from the courts and the EEOC. For jobs making up the

bulk of the workforce, workplace demographics are usually compared

with a pool of potential employees from a relevant labor market

that in practice is identified as the surrounding 8KSA. Depending

on the level of skill involved, this is sometimes narrowed by the

level of education, by occupation or by industry.. The employer, as

well as the researcher, is faced with ambiguity in the definition

of the relevant labor supply. Often this ambiguity is only

resolved at the end of lengthy and expensive litigation. Given

that neither the employer nor the researcher can know a priori the

precise standard to which an employer may be held, and given that

any variance decomposition is sensitive to specification, it is

prudent to check the results of different plausible specifications.

Throughout the following analysis, a maintained assumption is that

industry serves as a useful indicator for the skill requirements.
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Dispersion within 34 Mator SXSAM

The 1970 Census reveals 34 SXSAs with populations of at least

one million. Ignoring differences in skill requirements or intra-

SNSA location, the brute force application of quotas would lead to

a reduction in the variance of employment share across

establishments within each of these SNSAs.

For the largest groups, Title VII appears to have been

effective. In none of these major cities has the variance of white

males employment share shown steady or significant increase.

Overall, the variance of white male employment share declined from

3148 in 1978 to 3054 in 1981, wobbled upward a bit during the

recession in 1982 and 1983, and fell again to 3062 in 19846 (see

Table 4). The standard deviation of white male employment fell

from .264 in 1978 to .260 in 1984.7

There is far more diversity within these cities than between

them. About 97% of the total variance is within, rather than

between, cities. The within variance has declined from 3083 in

1978 to 2969 in 1984. Employers within these cities became more

similar to each other in terms of white male employment over these

years.

The decline in white-male variance is significant after 1979.

The same holds true for white females, and for black sales up to

1983. This is based on an F-test comparing the variance in a given

year to that of the same group in 1978.8 Except for black males

within variance, all of the changes in variances between 1978 and
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1984 are significant at the .05 level according to a Levene test.9

Judging by the declining variance of the employment shares of black

males, and of male and female whites, Title VII has been effective.

The variances of the two largest groups, ale and female whites,

have fallen together.

For the smaller groups, black females and other males and

females (largely Hispanic), Table 4 shows increasing dispersion in

employment share. This increase in variance is not accounted for

by the initial integration of segregated employees. Increases in

variances are also observed in the subsample of establishments that

were integrated in 1978. So far, Title VII has not effectively

counter-balanced the compartmentalization of these groups in the

work force. Slight variance declines for black males are partially

offset by increase& for other racial minority groups. This in

itself tends to moderate any consequent reduction in white ale

variance. No evidence of quotas is visible for non-black

minorities, or for black females.

The cities themselves are diverging over time in their

employment demographics. Every group shows increasing dispersion

in employment share across cities. A major force behind this

appears to be increasing Hispanic employment share in cities with

relatively high initial shares. Because cities differ

substantially in their racial composition, effective anti-

discrimination policy may increase the variance across cities as

employees in each city on average tend to mirror their own city's

composition. This affects hiring into occupations that are in
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local labor markets. 10

Taking the white-male employment share as a summary measure,

the biggest declines in variance occurred in Nassau-Suffolk,

Newark, Riverside and Washington, D.C. At the other extreme, the

variance increased in Baltimore, Chicago, and Indianapolis.

Dispersion Within Industry

Within industry, the variance of employment share fell for

white males and females until 1983, and for black males until 1984

(see Table 5). Establishments within any given industry came to

more closely resemble each other over time in terms of black male,

or white employment share. This evidence of the effectiveness of

Title VII is again balanced by increasing dispersion within

industry for black females and other males and females. These

groups are clustering more strongly within a subset of firms.

The majority of variation in employment share occurs within

rather than across industry, ranging from about 62% for whites .up

to 97% for non-black minorities. Title VII is expected to break

down barriers to minority and female employment in previously white

or male industries, so we expect the variance across industries to

also decline. This is indeed occurring for male and female whites,

and for black males. White females and black males in particular

are gaining an increasing presence in industries where they were

once scarce, 

The continued clustering of blacc females and of non-black

minorities is marked, by weak mean reversion at the establishment
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level and by strong growth in employment share in sectors where

this share is initially large. For black females this means

increasing concentration in textiles and apparel. For other

females -- in apparel, electronics and services. For other males

-- in primary and fabricated metals. Title VII presumably can do

more to help open doors for these workers in firms and industries

where they are still scarce.

A few industries, such as machinery and transportation, showed

increasing dispersion of white male employment share, a summary

measure. At the other extreme, the service industry showed the

largest step toward homogenization.

IndustrX by SMSA

The closest approximation to the relevant labor pool probably

comes from comparing the employment patterns of establishments in

the same industry in the same SMSA. Their skill requirements are

presumably similar, and they draw from similar geographic areas.

Table 6 presents the results of this analysis. The major trends

observed classifying by industry are little changed when data is

cross-classified by SMSA. Of course, with more categories, more of

the variance is now across rather than within groups, ranging from

42% for whites to 15% for blacks. There is still greater variation

among firms within than across SMSA-industry categories.

Looking within SMSA and industry, there is no strong evidence

of quotas at work. The best case for homogenization under Title

VII is that of white-males, who show declining variance in
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employment-share within industry-SNSA until 1983.11 This is the

only significant decline in dispersion. All of the other

demographic groups show increasing or stable variances. The

increases in dispersion are significant by the Levene test for

black females and for non-black minorities. Numerical balancing

does not appear to be operative in the case of female blacks or of

non-black minorities. The sane law applies to black and non-black

minorities. The increased dispersion of non-black minority

employment shares is inconsistent with the view of Title VII as a

quota system.

Size and the Numbers Game

In adverse impact litigation under Title VII, size is the

plaintiff's friend and the defendant's foe. A standard tactic of

corporate defense is to draw finer distinctions so as to reduce the

size of relevant samples. This is because adverse impact cases

turn on statistics, and as sample size decreases standard errors

increase and the rejection of any hypothesis, including that of

non-discrimination, becomes more difficult.

This introduces an important method of determining the

importance of numerical balancing. By virtue of their smallness,

small establishments, say those with fewer than 100 employees, are

relatively immune from assault under adverse impact models of

discrimination. This in turn means they have little additional to

gain from numerical balancing. Because their small size inherently

tends to protect then from statistical assault, they have less
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incentive to pursue defensive quotas. Establishment size acts as

an instrumental variable here; it is correlated with Title VII

pressure but it is unlikely to be correlated with other forces that

may have influenced the change over time in the variance of

employment demographics. If the ase of numerical quotas is an

important force in the workplace, it must show itself most strongly

in larger establishments that are most vulnerable to adverse impact

litigation.

The proportion of white males is falling in both large and

small establishments. However, it is falling slightly less in

larger ones (by 1.9 percentage points from 1978 to 1984) than in

small ones (by 2.2 percentage points). More importantly, the

standard-deviation of white male employment share is not lower in

large than in small establishments. Among establishments with

fewer than 100 employees, this standard-deviation declined from

.253 in 1978 to .251 in 1984. Among those with 100 or more

employees, this standard-deviation declined from .270 to .265.12

Table 7 shows demographic variances classified by establishment

size. Large establishments have taken marginally greater steps

toward homogenization. Contrary to what would be expected if

quotas were the dominant response to Title VII pressure, larger

establishments are not more homogeneous than small.

Statistical Tests ComDarino the Decline in Variance

In addition to knowing whether the variance of white male

employment share (for example) has fallen more in large than in
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small establishments, we would also like to know if the difference

between large and small is statistically significant. Formally, we

test whether:

2 2 2 /2)>(4

where: st is the sample variance in year t

L indexes large establishments

S indexes small establishments.

Asymptotically, we know that the variance is approximately

normally distributed:

2 a NO2 2( (5)t * t n - 1

Taking logarithms of eq. 4 yields:

Hoog >9rlg.1 -lg0 2Sqt L SS'1g. (6)

We need the distribution of this test statistic. By the Delta

method we know:

1oV(1 a g (7)2
CO -a

Assuming the independence of each large and small sample from all

others, the test statistic H is asymptotically normally

distributed:

NiN(-log (2) .logv 2 -2 (8)784109at 8' n,.--1 n.-1
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The hypothesis that variances declined faster in large than in

small establishments can then be tested for statistical

significance using a T-test.

Table 8 presents the difference between large and small

employers of the logarithm of the ratio of variances between 1978

and a given subsequent year (H in eq. 6), along with a one-sided T-

statistic for whether variance declined significantly faster in

large than in small establishments. The results are mixed in an

interesting fashion. For both male and female white employment

shares, the variance did n= decrease significantly faster in large

than in small establishments between 1978 and 1984. Taking white

male employment as a summary measure, Title VII has not forced

large establishments towards homogeneity faster than it has small

establishments less subject to advrse impact claims. On the other

hand, by 1984 variance had declined faster in large than in small

for black males. For other minorities of either sex and for black

females, variances increase in both large and small, but they

increase significantly less in large establishments. The same

pattern holds for the within-SNSA components of variation. This

represents more complex behavior than the simple homogenization of

work forces.

White employment has not moved toward homogeneity

significantly faster in large than in small establishments, despite

the greater threat of adverse impact litigation large

establishments face, and contrary to the contention that Title VII

has induced quotas.
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Given sample sizes of about 20,000, the asymptotic

approximation is not troublesome. 13 The log transformation used

here yields a distribution that can be more robustly approximated

by a normal distribution (Gartside (1972), Layard (1973)).

The assumption of independence of the sub-samples is more

usefully open to question. This assumption depends upon employment

flows of which we are simply ignorant. For example, we do not know

where the additional blacks employed in large and largely white

establishments came from. If large employers draw

disproportionately from the mean of the small distribution, the

small variance will tend to increase as a result. If large

employers draw from the tails of the small, the small variance will

decline as a result. No evidence on these issues is available,

although Smith and Ward (1982, pp. 282-83) present evidence of a

net flow of blacks from small employers not covered by Title VII to

larger employers subject to Title VII. ' The same net flow from

small to large does not apparently hold for white women.

Affirmative Action

By Executive Order, contractors of the federal government bear

the "obligation to pursue affirmative action independent of any

particular evidence of discrimination. A straightforward test of

whether affirmative action has in practice added to pressures for

numerical balancing is to see whether the variance of employment

shares has declined faster among contractors than non-contractors.

The results in Table 9 indicate that except in the case of black
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females, this has not occurred. To the contrary, variances have

generally declined more slowly (or grown more quickly) among

contractors than non-contractors.

Statistical tests based on the distribution in eq. 8 indicate

that, except for black females, the variance of employment shares

did not decline significantly faster in contractor than in non-

contractor establishments. This is accounted for by understanding

the process used by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance

Programs (OFCCP) to enforce affirmative action. Although the

government publishes demographic patterns classified by industry

and region, Compliance Review Officers tend to ignore this

information. Rather than asking how each employer differs from a

group average, they ask whether protected group employment shares

have increased over time. 14 This regulatory process does not

directly induce numerical balancing.

Aaaregation Issues

Tests for variance reduction under Title VII depend in

somewhat complex ways on the unit of analysis. The issue is

whether the level of aggregation used here corresponds to that

employed by the courts and the regulatory agencies along a number

of dimensions: demographic group, occupation, employer, or

industry.

For example, suppose the courts aggregate demographic groups

more than I do, by lumping all minorities and females together.

This could result in a decline in the variance of white ale
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employment shares (and so in the variance of aggregate minority and

female share) even as the variance increased within each minority

or female subgroup -- consistent with our observations. The only

problem with this interpretation is that this is not how the law is

written nor hnw the courts have interpreted it. An employee

belonging to any minority or female sub-group can bring charges

under Title VII. No employer has successfully defended against

adverse impact claims by, for example, Hispanics by claiming blacks

were over-represented. The self-incriminating evidence in support

of such a claim would itself be prima facie evidence of

discrimination -- in this case in favor of blacks over Hispanics.

A more serious aggregation issue is over-aggregation of

industries. Suppose I group as a single industry C what the

regulators treat as two distinct industries A and B, with different

means. I could then observe a (spurious) increase in the variance

of C as all employers within A and B moved closer to their

respective means if and only if the spread between these industry

means increased at the same time. This follows directly from eq.

(3). For the bulk of semi-skilled and unskilled workers studied

here, the industry disagregation used here is more likely too fine

than too broad. Moreover, this type of aggregation bias would lead

to increasing variances for A"J demographic groups -- which we do

not observe.

The courts do typically disaggregate by occupation or skill

class. However, while occupational structure has shown an upward

trend toward more skilled employment, the occupational structure
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within establishments tends to change little over the span of a

decade. Again, eq. (3) indicates that overaggregation by

occupation could lead to observing an increase in total variance

despite a decline in within variance only if the spread between

occupation means increased by more than the within occupation

decline. And again, such an aggregation bias would affect all

demographic groups. Without more complications neither the

industry nor the occupation aggregation story can account for the

observed patterns of increasing minority and female variance

together with declining white male variance.

I examine demographics at the level of the establishment

rather than the corporation here. This disaggregation corresponds

to the usual pattern in litigation. Skill demands tend to be plant

specific, the markets for semi-skilled labor tend to differ by

location, personnel decisions are locally implemented, and non-

union employees at separate locations often do not coordinate their

responses.

One of the major criticisms of Title VII of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 is that it has prompted employers to pursue equality of

result rather than equality of opportunity, numerical balancing

rather than non-discrimination. Because it may be difficult to

prove the business necessity of any employee selection procedure,

employers may have an incentive to reduce their exposure to the

risk of disparate impact litigation by bringing their workforce
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race and sex mix into line with that of the relevant labor market.

If so, a reasonable method of inferring prima face evidence of

discrimination becomes transformed into simplistic numerical

quotas. Employers in the same labor market who adopt this quota

mentality will tend to look more and more alike. The numerical

balancing model inherent in "quota" criticisms of Title VII carry

the clear prediction that the variance of demographic group

employment shares across employers within a sector must fall.

The evidence examined here tells a mixed story. For whites,

there is some support for numerical balancing. Looking within

geographic and industry labor markets between 1978 and 1984, there

is evidence of a significant decline in dispersion only in the case

of white males. However, for non-black minorities and for black

females, the dispersion of employment share across employers

increased between 1978 and 1984. More striking, among the larger

employers with the most pressure for numerical balancing, the

evidence for numerical balancing is no stronger. Nor are employers

under the affirmative action obligation more alike than those

without the obligation. The fears that a process of blunt court

decisions and blunter government and corporate bureaucracy have

degraded the fight against discrimination into a simplistic numbers

game appear to have weak foundations at best. Employers enjoy

great diversity in their workforces, and appear to have found more

creative and hopefully deeper methods of attacking discrimination.

We are still a long way from every workplace being average.
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Table 1. Mean Employment Share by Demographic Group, 1978-1984
(N - 45217 establishments)

Percent

White Males 47.2 46.3 45.8 45.7 45.6 45.7 45.2

Black Males 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.7 5.9

Other Males 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.7

White Females 35.6 35.8 35.9 35.9 35.8 35.7 35.5

Black Females 4.8 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.2 5.4

Other Females 2.7 2.8 2.9 J.0 3.1 3.2 3.2

40-62 0-91- 29
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table 2. Correlation of Changes and Initial Levels of Employment Shares

1973-1984 Mhana. in Emniovuant Share of:
1978-1984 Change
in Employment
Share oft

Black Males

Other Males

White Females -

Black Females -

Other Females -

1978 Employment

White Males

Black Males

Other Males

White Females

Black Females

Other Females

White
bA1u
.21

.24

-. 58

.30

'.25

.24

.06

.01

.17

.09

.06

Black Other White Black
HAI" BLIM 1SMIM ZAMAIU

-. 03

-. 28

.16

-. 06

.02

-. 27

-. 01*

.07

.005*

.02

-. 26

-. 06

.22

.02

.02

-. 12

-. 002*

.004*

.03

-. 19

-. 16

.25

.06

.04

-. 26

-. 05

-. 05

OtherZARLI"

-. 03

-. 02

-. 005*

-. 02

.07

-. 11

-. 01*

-. 04

-. 006*

.04

.04

.03

-. 08

Note: N - 45217

* not significant at It level
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Table 3. Changes in Measures of Dispersion by Demographic Groups, 1978-1984
(N - 45217 establishments)

Inter- Coefficient
Standard quartile of Quantiles
Deviaton Ag Variation U = * At zero

White Males

Black Males

Other Males

White Females

Black Females

Other Females

1984
1978

1984
1978

1984
1978

1984
1978

1984
1978

1984
1978

.260

.264

.093

.093

.097

.090

.253
.259

.098

.091

.077

.069

.442

.452
.58 .080 .888 0.1
.56 .083 .902 0.1

.066 1.58

.064 1.63

.042 2.06

.035 2.25

.420
.444

0 .247 22.5
0 .244 23.6

0 .232 33.2
0 .200 36.7

.71 .033 .811 0.7

.73 .026 .814 1.0

.060 1.81

.051 1.90

.027 2.41
.020 2.56

0 .244 30.3
0 .22 32.6

0 .161 40.6
0 .130 45.2
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Table 4. Variance Decomposition of Employment
1978-1964
(34 SXSAs and remain der of country)

34

Shares by Demographic Group,

Whiteles~
Total
Within
Between

Total
Within
Between

Tots 
Within
Betuaen

Kite Females
Total
Within
Between

Black Females
Total
Within
Between

Other Famalam
Total
Within
Between

3148 3112 3079* 3054* 3060* 3070* 3 0 6 2 *L
3083 3039 2996* 2966* 2968* 2980* 2 9 6 9 *L

65 73 81 as 92 90 93

392
373

19

365
300

65

393
373

20

390
318
72

389
368

21

403
325
76

384* 381* 374* 388L
363* 360* 354* 367*

20 21 20 21

413
330

83

414
328
85

413
331

62

430L347 L
83

3022 3000 2972* 2933* 2926* 2905* 2 8 8 9 *L
2952 2922 2891* 2850* 2840* 2823* 2 8 0 5 *L

71 77 61 83 87 82 84

375
360
14

215
169

26

392
376

16

231
201
30

405
38

17

238
205

33

403
386

17

244
212
36

413
394

18

257
219
38

421
402

19

262
225

37

4 3 8L
4 19L

20

2 6 9 L

2 3 1 L

38

N - 45217 establishments classified into 34 largest SNSAs and remainder.

Note: Sums may not add because of round-off error.

The SKiAs included are Anaheim, Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Buffalo,
Chicago; Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas Ft. Worth, Denver,
Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Miami,
Milvaukee, Minneapolis St. Paul, Nassau-Suffolk, Nev Orleans, New
York, Newark, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Riverside, St.
Louis, San DiegO, San Francisco, San Jose, Seattle, Tampa, and
Washington, D.C.

* Significantly smaller than 1978 value (.05 level), by F-test.

L Significantly different than 1978 value (.05 level, by Leven* test).
Tested only in 1984, total and within.
The Levene test is distributed as an F vith I and 45217 degrees of
freedom. The cutoff points for an F(1,m) are 6.63 (.01 level) and
3.84 (.05 level).
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Table 5. Variance Decomposition of Employment
1978-1984
(19 Industries)

Within
Between

Black Males

Within
Between

Other Males
within
Between

White Females
Within
Between

Black Females
Within
Between

Other Females
Within
Between

35

Shares by Demographic Group,

I= 121 1 0 1211 1M21 1 1288

1945 1921 1887* 1075* 1864* 1894* 1903*
1203 1192 1192 1178* 1196 1176* 1159*

365 366 363 359*
27 27* 26* 25*

356* 353* 366
24* 22* 21*

354 378 331 400 401 401 418
11 12 13 13 13 11 12

1857 1854 1840 1828* 1827* 1853 1871
1166 1145* 1131* 1105* 1099* 1053' 1018*

339 355 367 365 374 383 399
36 37 38 38 39 38 39

208 223 230 240 248 253 260
7 8 8 9 9 9 9

N - 45217 establishments classified into 19 industries as follows:
food and tobacco (sic 20,21), textiles (sic 22), apparel (sic 23),
lumber and furniture (sic 24, 25), paper (sic 26),,printing (sic 27),
chemicals, petroleum and rubber (sic 28, 29, 30), primary metals (sic
33), fabricated metals (sic 34), machinery (sic 35), electrical
machinery and instruments (sic 36, 38), transportation equipment (sic
37), transportation (sic 400-479), utilities (sic 480-499), wholesale
trade (sic 500-519), retail trade (sic 520-599), finance (sic 60-69),
services (sic 70-89), and others (sic 10-19, 31, 32, 39).

* Significantly smaller than 1978 value (.05 level), by F-test.
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Table 6. Varian-.e Decomposition of IMployment Shares by Demographic Group,
1978-1984
(19 Industries by 35 SWSAs)

Within
Between

within
Between

Within
Between

White FONale
Within
Between

Black FemAla
Within
Between

Other PS&LIM

Within
Between

I=2 I=Z IMl IM1 12M 12M 12"
1793 1762* 1723* 1708* 1665* 1728* 1 7 3 6 *L
1354 1350 1356 1346 1365 1342 1326*

334 335 330 327* 324* 321* 334
58 56 59 57* 57* 53* 54*

261 277 282
104 113 121

286
127

287 292 307L
127 120 123

1669 1659 1636* 1626* 1619* 1649 1666
1354 1341 1333 1306* 1308* 1256* 1222*

315 329 340 338 345 354 369L
60 63 65 66 68 67 70

170 180 183 191 196 203 209L
45 51 55 56 61 59 60

* Significantly smaller than 1978 value (.05 lee), by F-test.

L Significantly different than 1976 value (.05 level), by Leven* test.
Tested for 1984 within only.
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Table 7. The Change in Variance in Large and SmaLl Zatablishments,
1976-1984
(34 SNtAs and Remainder of Country)

Large Firms

Wm T
W
S

BM T
w
B

ON T
W
B

N? T
W
B

BF T
V
B

OF T
W
S

N - 27664

NM T

B
BO T

W
B

OK T
W
B

BF T
W
B

BF T
V
S

OF T

S

21 2.1 so U Ua ] Di
2016
1974

42
231
219

12
220
160

40
1946
1895

51
253
244

10
146
127

19

1984
1937

47
229
217

12
236
192

44
1924
1870

54
261
250

11
154
133

21

1957*
1906*

51
226*
213*

12
241
193

47
1902*
1845*

57
271
260

11
158
134

24

1944*
166*
56

224*
211*

12
247
196

50
1887*
1829*

58
266
256

12
165
139

26

1951*
1892*

59
222*
209*

12
246
195

51
1884*
1824*

60
277
264
13

169
142

27

1956*
1897*

59
217*
205*
11*

245
196

49
1870*
18140

57
282
269

13
172
145

27

1948*
1866*

60
223*
211*

12
255
204

50
1861*
1803*

56
290
277

13
177
150

27

2A 21 no l U U IA
1126
1099

27
161
153

8
145
120

26
1077
1054

23
119
114

5
70
62
a

X122
1092

30
164
156

6
154
126

28
1076
1050

26
129
124

6
77
67
9

1116
1062

34
163
154

9
162
131

31
1070
1043

27
132
126

6
6o
70
10

1104*
1067

37
160
151

9
166
133

33
1046*
1019*

28
133
127

6
84
72
11

1103*
1066

38
159
150

9
167
133

34
1043*
1013*

29
134
137

6
66
76
12

1109
1073

36
157*
148

9
168
134

33
1035*
1007*

28
137
130

7
89
78
11

1109
1072

38
165
155

10
175
142

33
1028*
1000*

28
146
138

7
91
s0
11

K - 17553
* Significantly smaller than 78 value, by F-test.
Note: Large employ more than 100 employees in each
T - Total, V - Within, B - Betvmm, NM -White ale,
ON - Other Male, F - Female.

year from 1978 to 1984.
BK - Black Male,
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Table S, Does the Variance Decline Significantly Faster in Large Firms?

Total Variance

RMan

WX 79

61

82
83
84

BN 79

61

82
83
84

ON 79
s0
61
82
83
84

WF 79
60
61
82
83
84

By 79
so
61
62
83
84

OF 79
60
61
62
83
84

ithin Variance

MM TT
.013
.021
.017
.013
.015
.020

.030

.037
o025
.028
.041
.057

-. 014
.016
.018
.024
.034
.037

.010

.016
.002

0
0
-. 002

.052

.032

.053

.023
.031
.061

.040

.068

.063

.084

.080

.065

.67
1.10

.88

.68

.s0
1.03

1.57
1.94
1.30
1.43
2.13
2.95

-. 74
.86
.91

1.23
1.76
1.91

.54

.83

.12

.01

.0
-. 11

2.70
1.68
2.76
1.20
1.63
3.16

2 . 07
3.51
3.27
4.36
4.17
4.42

.013
.020
.016
.012
.016
.020

.030

.036

.024

.025

.034
.049

-. 019
.016
.018
.022
.032
.039

.010

.016

.001
-. 001
-. 002
-. 003

.055
.034
.056
.027
.035
.062

.043
.074
.071
.092
.096
.097

Kote: With an infinite number of degrms of freedom, the .05 significance level
for the T-distribution is at 1.645, and the .01 level at 2.326 (one-sided
tests). The column labelled mean above reports values of the ratio of
logarithmic variance growth rates in large to mall samples:

(logs?$-loget) 4" (logs?$-logst) #.

Positive values indicate that the variance declines faster (or grows
slower) in large than in small establishments.

.67
1.03

.80

.62
.84

1.03

1.54
1.88
1.26
1.29
1.76
2.53

-. 96
.82
.96

1.15
1.66
2.04

.50

.83

.07
-. 07
-. 10
-. 16

2.86
1.76
2.92
1.91
1.82
3.23

2.24
3.81
3.69
4.78
4.99
5.03

4
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Table 9. Variance Decomposition of Employment Shares by Demographic Groups,
1978-1984
(34 SMSA's and Remainder of the Country)
Contractors and Non-Contractors Separately

Contractors 21 22 80 11 12 8u B4

WM T

B
BN T

W
B

ON T
W
B

WF T
W
B

BF T
W
B

OF T
W
B

N - 20789

1344
1295

50
197
186

10
152
124

28
1098
1083

15
132
128

4
81
72

9

1342
1286

56
197
186

11
161
130

31
1099
1081

17
137
133

4
89
78
11

1335
1273

62
198
187

11
171
136
35

1087
1070

18
143
138

5
91
79
12

1321
1257*

65
196
186

11
173
137

37
1072*
1055*

17
141
136

5
95
81
13

1318
1251*

67
193
182

10
176
138

37
1062*
1045*

17
144
138

5
96
83
14

1327
1263*

64
189*
179*
10*

174
139

35
1063*
1047*

16
144
139

5
97
84
13

1325
1260*

65
192*
182

9*
183
149
35

1054*
1038*

16
149
144

5
100

87
13

Non-Contractors

WK T
NW
B

BN TV
B

OK T
W
B

BF T

wBBF T
W
B

OF T
V
B

2A 2 IQ u a ] U U

1558
1534

23
193
184

9
213
176

37
1676
1606

69
242
230

12
134
117

17

1536
1510

26
194
184*

10
229
188

41
1666
1592

75
253
240

13
141
122

19

1517*
1989*

28
188*
178*

10
232
188

44
1653
1575

79
260
247

14
146
125

21

1509*
1978*

32
185*
175*

10
240
193

47
1639*
1557*

81
261
246

14
153
130

23

0

1518*
1485*

33
185*
175*

11
238
189

48
1644
1559*

85
267
252

15
160
135

25

1521*
1487*

33
184*
173*

11
238
191

47
1634*
1551*

83
275
259

15
164
139

24

1519*
1480*

35
194
187*

12
247
197

49
1632*
1548*

84
286
270

16
168
143

25

N - 24428
* Significantly smaller than 78 value (.05 level), by F-test.
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1. Wards Cove Packing Co., Inc. v. Atonio (109 8. Ct. 2115 (1989)]

substantially raised the burden for Title VII plaintiffs by

requiring in addition that they show that a particular personnel

practice or policy causing imbalance is not a business necessity.

2. As Title VII litigation has matured, the focus has (properly)

shifted from stock to flow comparisons. Imposition of quotas on

flows (hires, discharges, promotions, etc.) will resemble a stock

quota in the limit as time passes, and more rapidly the higher the

turnover rates (see Leonard, 1982, p. 57).

3. The MOC recommends use of a 4/5 rule, calling employers

practices into question when protected group employment flow rates

(promotions, terminations, hires) differ by more than 4/5 that of

white sales, but in the courts the controlling standard has been

the 2 or 3 standard-deviation rule.

4. The *ise threshold at which ZZO reporting is required increased

from 25 to 50 in 1983. This leads to oversampling establishments

that grew over time, biasing the variance estimates. I include

only establishments with more than 50 employees in all years to

avoid bias resulting from different selection rules in different

years.
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5. The initial entry of minorities or women into previously all

white male sectors will increase the within sector variance from

zero. The variance may also increase if previously all white male

employers suddenly and sharply raised minority or female employment

share well above the average. But in practice, both of these

situations are unusual.

6. Because these variances are cyclically sensitive, it would be

useful to observe them over longer time periods to separate cyclic

changes from trends.

7. To put this in more accessible terms, this reduction in

variance could have been achieved in 1978 by the movement of a

minimum of about 52,000 white males from all white male

establishments to the mean, assuming all establishments were the

mean size. This corresponds to less than one percent of all white

males in the sample shifting establishments.

8. The ratio of two sample variances is distributed as an F

distribution with 45216 degrees of freedom in the numerator and

denominator (Hartley, 1950). The ratio of variances becomes

significant when it exceeds 1.0155 with 95% confidence, and 1.0222

with 99% confidence. This is a one-sided test against the null

hypothesis that the variance increased for protected groups after

1978. Note that only 5 of the 6 tests reported each year are

independent. Because the employment shares sum to one, the
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variance of the sixth group is a linear function of the other five.

9. The distributions here fail the Bowuan-Shenton tests for

normality. There is a bunching of observations at zero. F-tests

are not robust to kurtosis or skew. As a check on the F-tests

reported above, I compare total and within variances in 1978 and

1984 using a modified Levene (1960) test, proposed by Brown and

Forsythe (1974), which Conover, Johnson and Johnson (1971) report

to be more robust and powerful than the F-test. Except for black

males, all of the changes in total variance from 1978 to 1984 in

Table 3 are significant at the .01 level according to this test.

10. By the same token, we would expect a decline in variance

across cities for high-level managerial and professional positions

that recruit nationally. The lower-skilled occupations that make

up the bulk of the labor force and have more localized markets

dominate the between city variance for all employees in Table 4.

11. Black males and whites also show reduced dispersion across

SXSA-industry lines.

12. This group may be further divided- into medium (100 - 499

employees) and large (500+ employees) establishments. The same

pattern emerges. The standard deviation of white-male employment

share is larger and falls negligibly more in larger establishments,

from .276 to .271 between 1978 and 1984, compared to a drop from
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.269 to .264 in medium establishments.

13. The approximation of an F-distribution (the ratio of two

variances) by a normal distribution is known to be non-robust.

Tests for equality of variances are not robust when the normality

assumption is violated, when samples are small and/or unequal, and

when distributions are skewed or kurtotic (Conover, Johnson and

Johnson, 1981).

14. After 1980, affirmative action also ceased to shift the means

of the distributions of minorities in contractor compared to non-

contractor establishments (Leonard, 1989).
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Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. 11 2000. to

2000o-17 (1988), prohibits employmsenc discrimination on the basis of race, color,

religion, sex or national origin. 42 U.S.C. 1 2000*-2(a). Employes who succeed

on a Title VII claim are entitled to equitable relief including back and front

pay, reinstatement, instatement, injunctive relief and attorney fees. 42 U.S.C.

1 2000e-5(g) and (k). Successful Title VII employees cannot, however, receive

compensation for consequential damages for injuries resulting from the

discrimination, such as medical expenses, nor are they entitled to punitive

damages.

Employees also &e protected from intentional employment

discrimination on the basis of race under 42 U.S.C. 1 1981 (1988). In addition

to equitable relief, Section 1981 awards compensatory and punitive damages.

Thus, if an employee sues under both Title VII and Section 1981, compensatory and

punitive damages would be available. Because, however. Section 1981 does not

prohibit employment discrimination on all of the bases protected under Title VII,

such as sex, even where an employer intentionally engages in unlawful sex

discrimination, an employee is not entitled to compensatory or punitive damages.

In 1990, Congress considered, but ultimately did not pass,

legislation entitled "The Civil Rights Act of 1990," S.2140/H.R.4000, 101a-

Cong., 2d Sess. (1990) (the 1990 Act). The purpose of the 1990 Act was to "amend

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to restore and strengthen civil rights laws that ban

discrimination in employment ... * Preamble to the 1990 Act. In Title VII cases

involving j discrimination, Section 8 of the 1990 Act states that

compensatory damages may be awarded and, if an employer engages in an "unlawful

employment practice with malice, or with reckless or callous indifference to the

federally protected rights of others, punitive damages may be awarded."
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Legislation, including a dages provision similar to that in the original

version of the 1990 Act, has been introduced in Congress in 1991. See H.R. 1.

102nd Cong., lst Sess. (1991) (hereinafter mthe 1991 ActO).

The 1990 and 1991 Civil Rights Acts provide that remedies available

to Title VII plaintiffs are equivalent to the remedies which are available to

employees who sue under Section 1981. When looking at liability, courts already

have held that, 0(vhen 42 U.S.C. 11981 and Title VII are alleged as parallel

bases of relief, the same elements of proof are required for both actions."

Finnas nn v. Aaron E. Henry Community Health Services Center, 876 F.2d 1231, 1233-

34 (5th Cir. 1989). Thus, since the standard for proving intentional

discrimination would be the same for Section 1981 and Title VII, by examining

damages which have been awarded in Section 1981 employment discrimination cases,

it is possible to forecast the types of awards which would be rendered if

Congress passes the 1991 Act.

We have reviewed Section 1981 employment discrimination claims

reported since January 1, 1980 in West's Federal Reporter and Federal Supplement,

BNA's Fair Employment Practice Cases, or in CCH's Employment Practices Decisions.

In short. using the Section 1981 experience as a guide our research shows that,

if Congress passes the 1991 Act:

(1) Host plaintiffs' claims for damages will fail for procedural
or substantive reasons;

(2) Of those plaintiffs who do prevail, many will receive only
equitable relief, which currently is available under Title
VII;

(3) When a plaintiff does receive compensatory or punitive
damages, the award will probably be moderate;

(4) If an employer engages in outrageous intentional
discrimination, in a few cases the plaintiff may receive a
more substantial compensatory or punitive damages award; and
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(5) If either a jury or court awards excessive compensatory or
punitive damages, the auard may well be reduced or reversed on
appeal.

D ISCUSSION

Our research included a total of 594 reported cases decided between

1980 and 1990.1' Of these cases, 148 apparently settled after the reported

decisions, or were reversed or remanded, and no further information was

available. In 325 cases, the claims either were dismissed before trial or a

court or jury ruled that the plaintiff was not entitled to relief under Section

1981.

In the 121 remaining cases, the plaintiff proved that the employer

-intentionally engaged in unlawful racial discrimination. In 52 of these cases,

however, plaintiffs did not receive any compensatory relief or punitive damages.

Rather, the plaintiff received only back pay, front pay or other equitable

remedies comparable to those currently available under Title VII. See Appendix

S for a list of these cases. In many of these cases, compensatory or punitive

damages were not awarded because the court specifically concluded that the

remedies afforded under Title VII were sufficient to make the plaintiff whole for

the damage suffered. See s,.Jg, Walsdor v. Board of Cowuisrioners for the East

Jefferson Lave& District, 857 F.2d 1047, 1054 (5th Cir. 1988). Thus, because it

is likely that Title VII plaintiffs will have experiences similar to Section 1981

plaintiffs, even if the 1991 Act is passed, our research demonstrates that, in

a substantial number of cases, courts will continue to award only equitable

relief.

J/ Because we limited our research to reported decisions, this study does not
discuss cases that settled without any reported decision.
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From 1980 to the present, our research found that plaintiffs were

awarded compensatory or punitive damages in 69 cases involving 92 claims.3' Of

the 66 claims where it is possible to determine the exact amount of the awards'

42 of the combined compensatory and punitive damages awards were $50,000.00 or

less. See Appendix A. In fact, in four cases, plaintiffs received nominal

awards of less than $500.00.

Of the cases we reviewed, a plaintiff was ultimately awarded in

excess of $200,000.00 in compensatory and/or punitive damages in only three

cases. In Rowlett v. AnheuserBusch. Inc., 832 F.2d 194 (1st Cir. 1987), the

Court of Appeals affirmed the $123,000.00 compensatory damages award noting that

the dafendnnt had discriminated against the plaintiff for over ton years, then

terminated the plaintiff for *disloyalty" after he filed a discrimination claim

with the New Hampshire Comission of Human Rights. 832 F.2d at 197. While the

court felt that the punitive damages award needed to be substantial because of

Anheuser-Busch's size, it reduced the punitive damage award to $300,000.00 from

$3 million. Similarly, the plaintiff in Mitchell v. Keith, 752 F.2d 385 (9th

Cir. 1985), received $500,000.00 punitive damages award against General Motors

Corporation (G3). The plaintiff, the first Equal Employment Opportunity

Coordinator at one of GQ's California plants, was fired solely because of his

efforts to protect the rights of minority employees. Finally, in Holland v.

First Virginia .anks. Inc.) 744 F. Supp. 722 (E.D. Va. 1990), a Jury awarded the

plaintiff $20,000 in compensatory damages and $500,000 in punitive damages

/ Some of the cases had more than one plaintiff.

1/ Because some of the awards coined back pay and compensatory damages and
because many of the trials were bifurcated or the damages vas calculated
later, we were unable to certainan the amount of damages awarded in all cases.
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against the First Virginia Bank and $1,000 against the individual defendant in

a hostile work environment case where the plaintiff was fired after he filed a

complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Our research found five cases over the past ten years where judges

or juries awarded substantial compensatory or punitive damages that were later

found to be unwarranted. See Appendix C for a list of these cases. On appeal,

these awards were either reduced or the entire case was reversed because of the

amount of the award. For example, in Vance v. Southern Bell Tel. and Tel. Co.,

863 F.2d 1503 (11th Cir. 1989), the Court of Appeals affirmed the district

court's determination that all of the damages awarded by the jury were excessive

and that the defendant was entitled to a new trial. While the Court of Appeals

affirmed the compensatory damages award in Stephens v. South Atlantic Canner.

, 848 F.2d 484 (4th Cir. 1988), it hold that the evidence did not support the

punitive damages award. See also Ran= v. American Air Filter Co., 772 F.2d

1303 (7th Cir. 1985); &gdauu v. Fisher Body Division, 739 F.2d 1102 (6th Cir.

1984); Rowlett v. Anheuser-Busch Inc., 832 F.2d 194 (1st Cir. 1987). These cases

indicate that if a jury or a court awards excessive compensatory or punitive

damages, the award can be corrected by a trial or appeals court.1'

Our research demonstrates that, since 1980, victims of intentional

employment discrimination have not received excessive damage awards under

4/ In cKnht v. General Motors Cororatio, 705 F. Supp. 464 (E.D. Wis.
1989), the plaintiff was originally awarded $500,000.00 in punitive damages
because the defendant fired him after he filed valid racial discrimination
complaints. On appeal, the.Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals set aside that
award on the ground that the Section 1981 claim did not survive the Supreme
Court's decision in P v. McLean Credit Union, 109 S. Ct. 2363 (1989).
Hjgh& v. General Motors Corporation, 908 F.2d 104 (1990).
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42 U.S.C. 1 1981. Since courts use the same standards to examine intentional

discrimination claims under Section 1981 and Title VII, we believe that the types

of relief afforded in Section 1981 claims accurately reflect relief that would

be awarded under the Civil Rights Act of 1991. Using the Section 1981 experience

as a guide, our research shows that, if Congress passes the 1991 Act, most

plaintiffs will receive neither compensatory nor punitive damages. Even if an

employee proves that the employer engaged in intentional discrimination, unless

an employer has engaged in outrageous, intentional conduct, compensatory and

punitive damages awards will be moderate. Finally, if a Judge or Jury awards

"excessive* damages, the award will be modified by another court.

Wendy S. White
Daniel W. Shelton
A. Mechele Dickerson

Shea & Gardner
1800 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
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Cases Where Plaintiff Prevailed on
Section 1981 Claim But Neither

Compensatory Nor Punitive Damages
Were Avarded
Total - 52

Abron v. Black & Docker (US) Inc., 654 F.2d 951 (4th Cir. 1981)

& U v. Lonrvniv Police Dept., 884 F.2d 835 (5th Cir. 1989)

ennun v. Rugr j. 737 F. Supp. 1393 (D.N.J. 1990)

Berger v. Iron Workers Reinforced Rodmen Local 201, 843 F.2d
1395, supplemented by, 852 F.2d 621 (D.C. Cir. 1988)

jja v. Thurston Motor Lines. Inc., 753 F.2d 1269 (4th Cir.
1985)

Bridgeoort Guardians. Inc. v. D , 553 F. Supp. 601
(D. Conn. 1982)

Briseno v. Central Technical Comunity College Area, 739 F.2d

344 (8th Cir. 1984)

Bro v. Eckerd Drugs. Inc., 564 F. Supp. 1440 (D. N.C. 1983)

Bunch v. Bllard, 795 F.2d 384 (Sth.CLr. 1986)

C v. Westinghouse ZlectriC Corn., 642 F. Supp. 663 (M.D. Ga. 1986)

Qwico v. Pueblo School Dist. No. 60, 693 F. Supp. 954,
supnlemented by 705 F.Supp. 1466 (D. Colo. 1988)

Lgus v. Southern College of OgtoMtrT, 657 F.2d 81
(6th Cir. 1981)

Doughaxv. Bx1X/v, 869 F.24 605 (D.C. Cir. 1989)

ZddL" v. West Geortia Medical Center. Inc., 629 F. Supp.
753, sunle Nntsd by, 39 F.E.P.C. 1499 (N.D. Ga. 1985),
aff'd in Rart without opinion, 795 F.2d 88 (l1th Cir.
1986)

£Lu* v. Quick Fill Corp., 766 F.2d 901 (5th Cir. 1985)

F TJga v. Lchigan Dent. of State, 808 F.2d 1174 (6th Cir. 1987)

EUMD v. Motor Convoy. Inc., 700 F.2d 1339 (lth Cir. 1983)

Glbertk V. City of LiLtle lock, 867 F.2d 1063 (8th Cir. 1989)
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Goodlet v. Rhodes Furniture Co., 26 F.E.P.C. 1400
(N.D. Ga. 1981)

Grant v. Bethlehem Steel Core., 622 F.2d 43 (2d Cir. 1980)

GunbX v. Pennsylvenia Elec. Co., 840 F.2d 1108 (3d Cir. 1988)

Hameed v. International Ass'n of Bridge. Structural and
Ornamental Iron Workers. Local Union No. 396, 637
F.2d 506 (8th Cir. 1980)

Hamilton v. Rogr, 791 F.2d 439 (5th Cir. 1986)

Harris v. Richards Mfg. Co., 675 F.2d 811 (6th Cir. 1982)

Haynes v. Miller, 669 F.2d 1125 (6th Cir. 1982)

Heard v. Golden Flake Snack Foods. Inc., 652 F. Supp. 282
(N.D. Ala. 1986), aff'd without opinion, 834 F.2d 1027
(11th Cir. 1987)

Jackson v. McCleod, 748 F. Supp. 831 (S.D. Ala. 1990)

Jackson v. Missouri Pacific R. Co., 803 F.2d 401 (8th Cir. 1986)

Johnson v. Chapel Hill Independent School Dist., 853 F.2d 375
(5th Cir. 1988)

LdJ v. Harris-Teeter Supermarket, 842 F.2d 1496 (4th Cir. 1988)

Louisville Black Police Officers Org. v. City of Louisville,
700 F.2d 268 (6th Cir. 1983)

Marks v. Prattco. Inc., 633 F.2d 1122 (5th Cir. 1981)

McAlester v. United Air Lines. Inc., 851 F.2d 1249
(10th Cir. 1988)

Mitchell v. OsAr. Inc., 629 F. Supp. 636 (N.D. Ohio 1986)

N.A.A.C.P. v. City of Evergreen. Ala., 693 F.2d 1367
(11th Cir. 1982)

Padilla v. United Air lines, 716 F. Supp. 485 (D. Colo. 1989)

£ayna v. Travenol Labs.. Inc., 673 F.2d 798 (5th Cir. 1982)

R v. Niagara Frontier Transit Metro System. Inc., 30 F.E.P.C.
1345 (D. Colo. 1983)
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QXal v. Bethelehem Steel Corp. , 636 F. Supp. 833 (E.D. Tex. 1986)

Satterwhite v. Siith, 744 F.2d 1380 (9th Cir. 1984)

5ayagj v. Mcy2, 26 F.E.P.C. 114 (S.D. Ohio 1980)

Sgr2eZIM v. Kansas, 802 F.2d 1289 (10th Cir. 1986)

Skinner v. Total Petroleum. Inc., 859 F.2d 1439 (10th Cir. 1988)

Sm~th v. American Service Co. of Atlanta. Inc.., 611 F. Supp. 321
(N.D. Ga. 1984)

S21va v. Cooerweld Steel Co., 22 F.E.P.C. 900 (N.D. Ohio 1980)

TaXlor v. Jones, 653 F,2d 1193 (8th Cir. 1981)

Walsdorf v. Board of Commissioners for the East Jefferson Levee
District, 857 F.2d 1047 (5th Cir. 1988)

WgathegsRoo v. Andrews & Co., 32 F.E.P.C. 1226 (D. Colo. 1983)

Whatle v. Skaggs Companies. Inc., 707 F.2d 1129 (10th Cir. 1983)

Waiting v. Jackson State University, 616 F.2d 116 (5th Cir. 1980)

W v. Owens-Illilnois. Inc., 665 F.2d 918 (9th Cir. 1982)

Wilmington Firefighters Local 1590 v. City of Wilmington,
40 E.P.D. 36, 361 (D. Del. 1986)
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Cases Where Section 1981 Damages
Were Reversed as Excessive

Total - 5

Ramsey v. American Air
Filter Co., 772 F.2d
1303 (7th Cir. 1985)

Rodgers v. Fisher BodX
Qivision, 739 F.2d
1102 (6th Cir. 1984)

Rowlett v. Anheuser-

Busch. Inc., 832 F.2d
194 (lst Cir. 1987)

Sv. Southern Bell
Telephone and Telegraoh
Qo., 863 F.2d 1503
(11th Cir. 1989)

Stephens v. South Atlantic
Canners. Inc,, 848 F.2d
484 (4th Cir. 1988)

Court of appeals reduced
$75,000.00 compensatory damage award
to $35,000.00 and reduced $150,000.00
punitive damage award to $20,000.00.

Court of appeals remanded for
trial solely on the issue of
damages. The jury originally awarded
$300,000.00 in compensatory damages and
$500,000.00 in punitive damages.

Court of appeals affirmed
$123,000.00 award for emotional
distress but reduced the $3 million
punitive damage award to $300,000.00.

Court of appeals remanded for a new trial
because it found the following awards to
be excessive: the jury award of
$42,000.00 in back pay; $500,000.00 in
front pay; and, $2.5 million punitive
damage award.

Court of appeals remanded for
a new trial. The jury ori-
ginally awarded $100,000.00 in
compensatory damages and $85,000.00 in
punitive damages.
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Summary of Cases Researched

Total Number of Cases Researched: 594

Total Number of Cases In Which 1981 Claim Was
Dismissed or Plaintiff Lost at Trial: 325

Total Number of Cases Where the Disposition
is Unknown: 148

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Proved
Intentional Discrimination: 121

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Recovered
Only Equitable Relief: 52

Total Number of Cases Where Plaintiff Received
Compensatory Relief or Punitive Damanges: 69
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INTRODUCrION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the debates surrounding the proposed Civil Rights Act of 1990 (S.2104/H.R4000),
relatively little attention has been paid to Section 5 of the bill, the section designed to
reverse the Supreme Court's decision in PWw Waterhouse v. Hopkin 109 5.C. 1775
(1989). That section deserves careful scrutiny, however, for two major reasons:

First, if enacted in its present form, Section 5 could jeopardize voluntary affirmative
action as it is practiced by many large employers today.

Second, Section 5 would not just reverse a 1989 Supreme Court decision; it would
eliminate a traditional element of civil liability - proof of causation - by imposing
liability on employers despite proof that an improper motive had made no difference in the
outcome of an employment decision.

Potential Effect on Affirmative Action. Current law allows employers to use race or
sex as one factor 1i choosing among qualified job candidates'to'meet affirmative actibn
goals. Section 5 of the proposed Civil Rights bill, however, would outlaw any employment
decision motivated even in part by considerations of race or sex, regardless of any
legitimate reasons the employer might have. Thus, the section could be read to rule out
even benign uses of preference to achieve affirmative action goals. Whether a purported
"savings clause" found elsewhere in the bill (Section 13) would be sufficient to avoid this
result is questionable, at best.

Effects on Title V7 Theory and Practice. The Civil Rights bill is being promoted by its
sponsors as legislation to overturn a series of "Reagan Court" decisions issued !ast term
that they say "set back the clock" on civil rights. But Pim Waterhouse is no such decision.
The Court's main opinion in that case was written, not by any of the Reagan appointees,
but by Justice Brennan. Justices Marshall, Blackmun and Stevens joined in the opinion.
The decision has been recognized by most legal scholars as quite favorable to civil rights
plaintiffs.

In any event, Section 5 of the Civil Rights bill would not simply reverse Prke
Waterhouse; it would cast out a long and consistent line of judicial precedents dealing with
"mixed motive" employment decisions. Indeed, Justice Brennan described the approach
the Court took in Prike Waterhouse as following a *Well-worn path." 109 S.Ct at 1790.

The bill would depart from that path and enlarge the class of persons entitled to legal
remedies under Title V11 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Under Section 5, any time a
manager or supervisor took a biased consideration into account in making an employment
decision, the employer would be in violation of Title VII and anyone affected by the
decision would be entitled to legal remedies, even if there were proof that the improper
motive had no causal affect on the decision, because the employer also had a perfectly

1
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legitimate reason for which it would have made the same decision anyway.

aam1k: Suppose a bank manager catches a teller robbing the till and fires him. The
teller sues the bank under Title VII, claiming racial discrimination. At trial, the teller
proves that the manager who made the decision was biased against members of the teller's
race and that this bias entered into the manager's thinking when he fired the teller. The
bank, however, proves that it would have fired any teller caught stealing, regardless of race.

Under current law, as reaffirmed by the Supreme Court in Prne Waterhouse, the
bank's proof that it would have fired the teller even in the absence of any racial factor
would be a valid defense, and the case would be dismissed.

Under Section 5 of the bill, however, the bank in this example would be in violation of
Title VII and would be subject to costly penalties. The proof that the teller was a thief
would be no defense; however, the bank could use it to resist being ordered to reinstate
the teller or provide back pay. But the bank would be subject, at a minimum, to a "cease
and desist" order. It would also have to pay the discharged teller's attorney's fees and
court costs, as well as its own.

By thus imposing liability based solely on the presence in a supervisor's mind of an
improper motive that made no difference to the outcome of an employment decision, the
legislation would, in effect, establish a concept akin to "thought crime" under Title VII.

Importantly, too, under another section of the bill (Section 8), if a jury found that the
violation had caused the "victim" of the incident (meaning the discharged thief in our
example) mental anguish or distress, it could also award "compensatory" and conceivably
even punitive damages.

Pwpose of Policy Paper. The bill's sponsors have not made it clear why they think the
law should concern itself with a biased motive in the mind of a manager that has made no
difference to any action taken in the real world. Nor have they explained why our courts
should be required to provide legal remedies to persons who have been treated no
differently than they would have been treated in the absence of any discrimination.

This policy paper takes a close look at the Prke Waterhowe decision (pp. 3-6 below)
and at Section 5 of the proposed CI Rights Act of 1990 (pp.6-7). It examines the bill's
implications for Affirmatve action (pp. 7-8) and for Title VII theory and practice (pp. 9.
10).

The purpose of the paper is to ensure that the practical implications of Section 5 are
not misunderstood or simply overlooked in the face of the controversy stirred by other
provisions of the legislation. In analyzing this one section in some detail, the paper also
aim to shed more light on the arguments of the bill's proponents that their objective
throughout the legislation is simply to "restore" the law to where it was before last year's
Supreme Court decisions.

2
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Background - Tbe ro Waterhou Ca

Initially, many observers were quite surprised that the sponsors of the Civil Rights bill
included Prike Waterhouse on the list of Supreme Court decisions they would ask Congress
to overturn. After all, as noted above, the lead opinion in the case was written by Justice
William Brennan, Jr., and joined by the other mainstays of the Court's liberal wing.
Moreover, the decision has generally been regarded as favorable to Civil Rights plaintiffs,
in that it imposes a more stringent burden of proof on employers.

For example, Charles A. Shanor, professor of law at Emory University arid outgoing
General Counsel of the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, has
commented that mostt analysts agree that the disparate treatment theory took a pro.
plaintiff turn in Price Waterhouse .... " Shanor and Marcosson, "Battleground for a
Divided Court: Employment Discrimination in the Supreme Court, 1968-89," 6 The Labor
La)ver 145, 147 (1990).

Likewise, Theodore St Antoine, professor of -law at the University of Michigan,
describes the decision as 'a striking demonstration that [the Supreme Court) is not the
implacable nemesis of employee rights that some critics would have it." St. Antoine,
"Major Labor and Employment Decisions of the Supreme Court 1988.89 Term' at 1&

Why, then, does this decision require legislative reversal? An analysis of the decision
and of the subsequent history of the case suggests no convincing answer.

1. The Facts

Ann Hopkins sued Price Waterhouse alleging sex discrimination after she was
considered for, but not granted, partnership in the accounting fim. The trial judge found
tuat stereotyped attitudes about the "proper behavior of women' had entered into the
thinking of at least some of the partners who reviewed her candidacy. But the judge was
also convinced by evidence that Hopkins was "harsh, difficult to work with and impatient
with staff,' 109 S. CL at 178Z and that the firm's decision not to grant her partnership was
based at least In part on legitimate concerns about her lack of "interpersonal skills."
Moreover, the judge found that the firm had not fabricated these concerns as a pretext for
discrimination or given them decisive emphasis just because Hopkins was a woman. Id at
1783.

3
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2. The Supreme C r's Holdin

The Supreme Court ultimately reviewed the case to resolve "the respective burdens of
proof of a defendant and a plaintiff in a suit under Title VII when it has been shown that
an employment decision resulted from a mixture of legitimate and illegitimate motives."
U. at 1781. After discussing in depth the legal issues unique to cases involving "mixed
motive" employment decisions, Justice Brennan summarized the Court's holding as follows:

We hold that when a plaintiff in a Tile VII case proves that her gender played a
motivating part in an employment decision, the defendant may avoid a findhW of
liability only by proving by a preponderance of the evidco that it would have
made the same decision even if it had not taken the plaintifs gender into accounL

109 S. CL at 1787-88 (emphasis added).

Six justices supported this formulation, although there was some disagreement among
them about precisely what sort of evidence an employer would need to present to satisfy its
rebuttal burden in such a case (whether, for example, the employer's evidence must be
"objective"

The more conservative justices dissented. In an opinion written by Justice Kennedy
and joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justice Scalia, they concluded that there was no
justification for imposing a heavier burden on employers in "mixed motive" cases than in
other disparate treatment cases.

Three things are significant about the Supreme Court's holding in Prce Waterhouse
First, it unquestionably makes the employer's rebuttal burden more stringent in a "mixed
motive" situation than in most ordinary cases in which intentional discrimination is alleged.
In the ordinary case, once a plaintiff made a prima face showing of intentional
discrimination, the employer's burden is simply to "articulate a legitimate,
nondiscriminatoy reason" for its decision. Tom Dept of Community AffaLi . Burdin,
450 U.S. 248 (1981). The burden of persuasion ordinarily stays with the plaintiff
througout the proceeding. just u it does in most ordinary cii litigation. Under Prie
Waterhousc, however, that burden shifts and the employer is faced with the difficult task of
proving a negative - Le, that its decision would not have been different in the absence
of any biased consideration.

The second significant point is that, in holding that Title VII imposes this heightened
rebuttal burden on employers in "mixed motive" cases, the Court was following established
principles of employment law that the federal courts and enforcement agencies have
developed paintakigl over many years. Justice Brennan noted that the burden of proof
formulation announced in Prce Waterhouse was precisely the same as that applied by the

4
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Court in its unanimous decision in ML Healthy School Dist Board of Education Y. Doyle,
429 U.S. 274 (1977). In that case, a teacher alleged he had been discharged for exercising
free speech rights protected by the First Amendment, but the Court held that such an
employee "ought not to be able, by engaging in such conduct, to prevent his employer from
assessing his performance record and reaching a decision not to rehire on the basis of that
record." 429 U.S. at 286.

Justice Brennan also noted that his Price Waterhouse formulation is fully consistent
with NLRB v.Transportation Management, 462 U.S. 393 (1983), in which the Court upheld
the National Labor Relations Board's "identical" approach to dealing with "mixed motive"
issues under Section 8(aX3) of the NLRA, which bans discrimination based on union
membership or activity. Summing up, Justice Brennan wrote:

We have, in short, been here before. Each time, we have concluded that the
plaintiff who shows that an impermissible motive played a motivating part in an
employment decision has thereby placed upon the defendant the burden to show
that it would have made the same decision in the absence of the unlawful motive.
Our decision today treads this well-worn path. 109 S. Ct at 1790.

The third point that needs to be understood is that the Price Waterhouse burden of
proof formulation does not allow employers readily to escape liability for employment
decisions that have been influenced by race or gender bias. The best illustration is the
Price Waterhouse case itsel- That case was sent back to the lower court and, on May 4,
1990, applying the Supreme Court's test, the lower court ruled in Hopkins' favor, awarded
her $371,175 for lost earnings, and ordered Price Waterhouse to make her a partner. 52
Fair EmpL Prac. Cases 1275 (D.D.C 1990).

Two lessons are clear for employers: (1) With Price Waterhouse on the books, it will
be very difficult to justify any employment decision in which a factor such as race or gender
has played a motivating part; and (2) Any employer who finds evidence that one of its
managers or supervisors has been influenced by bias in recommending an employment
action is now courting substantial liability if it implements the recommendation, unless the
employer has solid proof that it also has a valid reason for which it would take the same
action with respect to anyone else under the circumstances.

Against this background, one might expect that it would be employers not plaintiffs'
advocacy groups, who would be calling for legislative reversal of Prke Waterhouse
Ironically, however, It i plaintiffs advocates who still demand more

5
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Section S d ft CHv Rigts Bil

The sponsors of the CH Rights Act of 1990 propose, in Section 5 of their bill, to add
a new subsection to Section 703 of Title VII, which defines unlawful employment practices.
The new subsection would read as follows:

DISCRIMINATORYY PRACTICE NEED NOT BE SOLE MOTIVATING
FACTOR. - Except as otherwise provided by this title, an unlawful
employment practice is establshed when the complaining party
demonstrates that race, color, religion, sex, or national origin was a
motivating factor for any employment practice, even though such practice
was also motivated by other factors.

Section 5 also would amend the enforcement provision of Title VII (Section 706(g)) to
provide that reinstatement and backpay could not be awarded if the employer "establishes
that it would have taken the same action in the absence of any discrimination." It would
not, however, limit any otber type of remedy a judge or jury could awar4 under Title VII.
Notably, the prospect of compensatory and punitive damages awards provided for in
Section 8 of the bill would not be affected by the amendment to 706(8).

Prt" Implitl Section S

L Potential Efct on Affirmative Action

Whether or not one regards the reversal of ce Waterhouw a a desirable goal, it is
at least clear that the Civil Rights bill's sponsors intend that result As noted above,
however, Section S of bill may also have some serious implications that its sponsors do not
intend - particularly for voluntary affirmative action.

Current law allows employers consciously to consider race or sex as a factor in
selecting among candidates for hire or promotion pursuant to an affirmative action plan
(AAP) provided certain conditions are met. Briefly, if the employer has identified a
"manifest imbalance" In the representation of minorities or women in a additionally
segregated job category," the employer may uy to eliminate that imbalance by using
'narrowly tailoe race. or sex-bed preferences, a long all candidates are qualified and
race or sex is treated merely as "one factor" or "a phus," not as the sole criterion for making
selections. See Johnson . 7)ahportaon Authod'y of Santa Chra Cunty 107 S. C.
1053 (197); UnlW Stacehvrkm v. Weber, 443 U.S. 1993 (1979).

A recent federal appeals court decision interprets this as meaning that a factor such as
race or sex may be used as a "do breaker" in choosing among quWled candm rates to meet
gal established under an AAP. Q i K. BYaoc.An 890 F.2d 8:11, 816.17 (6th Or.
1989).
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Under the language of the Pice Waterhouse-reversal amendment, however, any such
consideration of race or sex would appear to be illegal, regardless of its benign purpose. If
race or sex were used as "one factor or as a "tie breaker in an employment selection, the
employer could hardly deny race or sex was "a motivating factor for [an) employment
practice" within the express language of the amendment. Moreover, since the amendment
rules out any defense that the practice "was also motivated by other factors," the
employer's legitimate affirmative action goals would be Irrelevant.

Thus, nonminorities or males claiming to have lost out on job opportunities because of
affirmative action goals could use the Pric Waterbousc-reversal amendment as a tailor.
made vehicle for challenging selections made to implement affirmative action goals. If
they could show that race or sex was intentionally used as a factor in making selections, in
the words of the amendment, an "unlawful employment practice [would be] established"
regardless of any legitimate motivation the employer may have had.

A possible defense may be provided in Section 13 of.the bill, which states that-

Nothing in the amendments made by this Act shall be construed to affect court.
ordered remedies, affirmative action, or conciliation agreements that are
otherwise in accordance with the law.

It is, however, far from crystal clear that this "savings clause" applies to affirmative action
plans that have been adopted voluntarily by employers, as opposed to affirmative action
undertaken pursuant to a court order.

The word "court-ordered" in Section 13 plainly modifies remediess," but It at least
arguably also modifies the other terms that follow:. "affirmative action" and "conciliation
agreements." If so then the Section 13 defense is limited to court-ordered affirmative
action, and voluntary AAPs would remain vulnerable to the type of challenge described
above.

Indeed, it would not be unreasonable to interpret the Section 13 in this limited
manner, since court-ordered affirmative action has long been recognized as having a
different, and in some respects, a stronger constitutional footing than voluntary affirmative
action undertaken in the absence of any judicial finding of past discrimination warranting a
court-ordered remedy. See general, McDowel, Afirvu Act After the Johnson
Decio: Practa Ouidano for Pang and Cbmpliac (NFSEP, 1987)

In short, Section 5 of the CH Rights bill places affirmative action in jeopardy, and
Section 13 cannot be relied upon to cure the problem.

7
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2. a s Tan iM VII TblMwo and Practice

a. A New 7oy t Disrmnatio?

Conceptually, the Cvil Rights bill's reversal of Price Waterhouse would wreak havoc
on established Title VII principles. Currently, two basic theories of discrimination are
recognized under Title VII - disparate treatment and disparate impat. Cases involving
discriminatory motives have always been classified as disparate treatment cases. The
essence of this type of discrimination is that an employer has treated someone differently
than it otherwise would have because of that person's race, gender or other protected
characteristic.

Where an employer can meet its burden of proof under Prim Waterhouse, however,
there has been no difference in treatment. There must be proof - indeed, proof by a
"preponderance of the evidence" - that the employer in fact treated the individual no
differently than it would have had race or sex not been a factor. Thus, by definition, there
can be no finding of disparate treatment in such a case.

Enactment of Section 5, therefore, would compel the development of a new theory of
discrimination under Title VII. The courts would have to devise a new label to cover
situations where there has been no actual difference in treatment (Le., no "disparate
treatment") nor in effects (no "disparate impact"), but only an improper motive in the
employer's mind.

b. Remedies for Volatios hot oseqences

The implications of Section 5, however, are far more than just theoretical or
conceptual. Its practical effect would be to make legal remedies available to persons who
probably have suffered no loss of employment opportunity nor other injury as a
consequence of an employer's improper consideration.

Proponents of the legislation argue that the proposed new language recited above (p.
6) must be added to Title VII in order to prevent employers from "escaping liability" for
actions taken with discriminatory motives and to assure that the "victims in mixed motive
cases will have a legal "remedy." After Pice Waterhotue, however, there is only one way
in which an employer who has acted with a discriminatory motive can "escape liability" -
that is, by proving that the discriminatory consideration in Its manager's mind did not affect
the outcome of the employment transaction in question. Thus, the bi7lwould afec anly
ultuatbas in which it can be proved that a diwn tor, motive many made no deren=c.

By classifying the -complainants in such cases as "victims" of discrimination, the
proponents of the bill victimize the language. Persons who have suffered no different
treatment because of an employer's improper motive - who are in exactly the same
position they would have been in absent any discrimination - are not "tms," and any
award made to such a person is not a "remedy" but a windfall

8
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"Victims" entitled to remedies under Title VII, if the bill passes, will include such
person as:

o A minority job applicant who could not have been selected because he
lacked the basic, job-related qualifications, but who could show that some
management representative involved in the selection process had a bias
against members of his race.

o A woman discharged for failing to meet uniformly-applied, objective
standards of job performance, who could show that one of her supervisors, in
discussing her performance with other managers, had made some remarks
indicating stereotyped attitudes about women.

Each of the complainants in these examples, like the dishonest bank teller in the
introduction to this paper, would be entitled under the Civil Rights Act of 19, at a
minimum, to a court injunction directing the employer to cease and desist from having such
improper (albeit inconsequential) motives, and to pay attorney's fees and costs of the
litigation.

Under Section 8 of the bill, moreover, the "victims" in each of our examples could also
seek compensatory -and punitive damages and demand a jury trial of their claims.
Although common sense would seem to militate against imposing extraordinary monetary
penalties for infractions that have no real world effects, the plaintiff's mere demand for
these remedies would trigger a right to Insist on a jury. And since common sense has not
been a consistent hallmark of jury deliberations in employment cases, the possibility of
large monetary awards cannot be ruled out. For that very reason, It is predictable that
virtually all claims based on the Price Waterhousereversal amendment would, indeed, be
brought before JurieL

Prejudiced attitudes such as those of the managers in our examples are deplorable, of
course, and whenever they result in a loss of an employment opportunity, or in harassment
or adverse treatment of an individual on the job, they are properly recognized as unlawful
under Title VII. No new legislation is necessary to assure that.

But when it can be proved that a plaintiff suffered no loss or harm as a result of an
employer's conduct, to provide that person a legal "remedy' is neither appropriate nor a
valid use of a court's time. As the Supreme Court put It In the ML Healthy case, when an
employer's consideration of a "non-permissible reason" has not affected the outcome of an
employment decision, it simply makes no sense to "place an employee in a better position
than he would have occupied" In the absence of any improper factor. 429 US. at 286.

In short, to impose costly, potentially punitive legal remedies against empkoer based
solely on mental biases that have had no real world consequences, as Section 5 of the bill
would do, is purely Orwellian - ft is, indeed, tantamount to bonni "huht crime."

9
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Conch~ion

At a minimum, Section 5 of the Civil Rights bill needs to be examined carefully
because, in its present form, it could have the unintended effect of handing nonminorities
and males a devastating new weapon to use in attacking employers' voluntary affirmative
action efforts.

The scrutiny should not stop with Section 5's potential effects on affirmative action,'
however. The implications of the bill's proposed new approach to cases involving "mixed
motive" employment decisions also need to be understood.

As we have seen, the claim that the proposed amendment would restore Title VII law
to its pre-1989 position misreads Justice Brennan's opinion in Price Waterhouse and casts
aside the fundamental employment law principles on which that decision was based. In
fact, the amendment would, wrcak havoc on Title VII prL'-ciples and would require the
creation of a new basic theory of discrimination.

Thbe argument that the amendment is needed to provide remedies for victims of
discrimination tortures the words "remedies" and "victims" and distorts the meaning of the
Section 5 itself. In reality, the ony persons who wouid gain legal remedies under the
amendment that are not already available to them under existing law are persons who
probably have not suffered any negative effects from employers' discriminatory motives
because they would have received the same treatment for lawful reasons anyway.

In sum, the amendment is ill-conceived, unnecessary and inartfully drafted. Whatever
action Congress decides to take with regard to other sections of the Civil Rights Act of
1990, it needs to rethink Section 5.

10
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Advx;* p as a science a prcOessaon, and as a moans of promoting human welfare

March 11, 1991

Honorable William D. Ford
House Committee on Education and Labor
United States House of Representatives
Washlnflon, DC 20615-2215

Dear Congressman Ford:

Last week, the American Psychological Association presented testimony before
the Committee which attempted to lieustrate how the current definition of
bulness necessity In H.R. 1 was overly restrictive, Inconsistent with
current scientific and professional standards, and would encourage further
litigation. At that time, we proposed a definition of business necessity
which, In the words of Mr. David Rose, former Chief of the Employment
Section at tha Equal Employment Opportuhity Commission, would *restore the
law to what It was before Wards Cove, and do so In a manner which would be
In accord with the standards of the psychological profession and would be
highly defensible."

I would Ilke to take this opportunity to again emhasize the Importance that
a definition of business necessity be s procle as possible. This Is
essential not only to psychologists who design and conduct the employment -
practices that are at Issue, but also to applicants, employers, and all
other parties who operate within the employment selection arena. The APA
definition will put meat on the bones of the definition embodied In ...ggs.
allowing lawyers on both sides to carefully evaluate the case short of
litigation.

I ask that you consider these points and that such language be substituted
during tomorrow's markup of H.R. 1. I aleo suggest that the argument
presented by APA, and supported In other testimony on March 5. 1991 form the
basis of report language that will be used In future litigation to test the
degree employment practices represent Important work behaviors. Please
contact me If there Is anything further APA can do to develop a Civil-Rights
Act that Is responsive to scientific principles and the needs of minorities.

Wt J Camra, Ph.D.
Dir r of Scientific Affair*

1200 Smr~wrt Srt, NW
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

JOHN J. CunTN. Jo.
AMERICAN Bi- WINTER

750 N LAKE SHORE DRIVE

CHICAOO. ILLINOIS 60611
TELEr'RONE 3121/88-5109

ABA/NET ABA2876 March 11, 1991

Dear Representative:

We understand that the Committee on Education and Labor
soon will be marking up H.R. 1, the Civil Rights Act of 1991.
Our Association last year adopted the attached resolution as
official Association policy, and this year has made this issue
one of our top legislative priorities. We are writing to urge
you to support legislation such as H.R.1 which embodies these
civil rights policy positions and to oppose amendments that may
be offered during markup which would undermine these policy
positions.

We are particularly concerned that deleterious amendments
may be offered to modify the provisions in the bill regarding
disparate impact and the award of compensatory and punitive
damages. The American Bar Association supports both provisions
cf H.R. 1.

. Disparate Itupact (Wards Cove)

We believe B.P.1 properly restores the burden of proof in
disparate impact cases to what it was prior to Wards Cove
Packing v. Atonlo, 109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989). TheIbl reqires
Eat after an employee proves through reliable and relevant
statistics that a particular business practice or group of
practices has resulted in the significant underrepresentation
of minorities or women in an employer's workforce, the burden
is on the employed to defend that practice by proving that it
is required by business necessity.

Similarly, H.R.] properly restores the standard required to
prove business necessity to its pre-Wards Cove status by
closely paraphrasing the business necessity test from-Griggs v.
Duke Power Corn ., 401 U.S. 424 (1971), the seminal case
establishing disparate impact as a cause of action. If the
employment practice involves selection, the practice or group
of practices mut bear a significant relationship to successful
performance of the job. In cases that do not involve
selection, the standard is less stringent: the practice or
practices must bear a significant relationship to a significant
business objective of the employer. Section 3 of H.R.1
forthrightly states that these sections are meant to codify the
meaning of business necessity as used in Griggs.
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Under 3.R.1, employers do not have an impossible now
standard to meet to assert business necessity as a defense. It
is a standard with which both employers and the courts are
familiar. We therefore believe that it will not lead, as years
of Grqg.s did not lead, to the imposition of quotas by the
business community.

I. Monetary Damages for Intentional Discrimination

0.R.1 corrects an anomaly in present civil rights laws
that allows victims of intentional racial discrimination to
receive compensatory and punitive damages (under 42 U.S.C.
Section 1981) but does not authorize the same for victims of
intentional gender or religious discrimination. It provides
all victims of intentional employment discrimination the right
to seek compensatory and punitive damages under Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Punitive damages can be assessed
only when an employer has acted with "malice or with reckless
or callous indifference to the federally protected rights of
others." The legislation unequivocally precludes the
availability of damages and jury trials in disparate impact
cases.

Last year, during debate in the Senate, an amendment was
accepted that limited an award of punitive damages to $150,000
or to an amount equal to the compensatory damage award, which-
ever was greater. There is no cap on punitive damages in H.R.1.

The American Bar Association supports the damages
provisions of H.R.1. We believe that the full availability of
monetary damages for intentional employment discrimination
under Title VII is essential. Without such remedies many
types of egregious employment discrimination involving
minorities not covered by Section 1981 will continue to go
unremedied. We find no justification for providing monetary
damages in cases of intentional race discrimination under
Sect ion 1981 but not in cases involving other forms of
-intentional employment discrimination under Title VII. We
likewise find no principled justification for limiting punitive
damage awards under Title VII when they are not limited under
Section 1981. The purpose of the damages provision is to
afford the sme remedies to all protected classes of
individuals who have suffered employment discrimination, not to
erect a slightly better, but nevertheless two-tiered system.
We therefore strongly support the damages provisions in this
bill and hope they villa not be weakened during markup.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991 will reaffirm this nation's
commitment to equal justice for all. While the Association has
not addressed each and every provision of 1.R.1, we support
0.3.1 because it restores the effective enforcement of our
national civil rights laws and affords the sae
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anti-discrimination remedies to. all protected classes. We
therefore urge you to support H.R.l and to oppose any
amendments which would dilute the legal protections for
minorities and-women in the workplace which our Association
believes are so essential to equal justice.

Sincerely,

John JCurtin r

Attachment:
ABA Resolution

DAC:mj
0900b
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ANIMCAN BAR ASSOCIATION

RESOLUTION REGARDING TITLE VII AND 51961

ADOPTED FER UARY 1990

BE IT RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association supports
federal legislation to restore Title VII-of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and 42 U.S.C. 51981 to their status before the 1989
Supreme Court decisions in Paterson v. McLean Credit Union,
Wards Cove Packing Co. v. Atonlo, Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,
Lorance v. AT&T Technoloqies,, Ic, and Martin v. Wilks.

BE IT FURTHE RESOLVED, that the American Bar Association
also supports federal legislation amending Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to grant all protected classes the
same rights to recover damages for employment discrimination
which are enjoyed by victims of racial/ethnic discrimination
under 42 U.S.C. 51981.
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tOa Interested Parties
VMI: Claie Gonnalesm

Senior civil Rights
Policy Analyst

DATS I March 4, 19l1
Mo NMR HispanLc Policy Initiatives

for the CLv&1 Rights Act of 1991

t. COP3X0O ToE PR05BM

A. NispamLes and bBlaymat DLscrimJmatLoa

Hispanics in the U.S. labor force historically have been subjeotod to
employment dLsorLmLnatLon aeed on thmir national origin. Extensive empWiLoal
evLdenoe LndLcates that, throuhout the 1900., XLepaOs exelnoed high
levels of employwt dLscrimatLtLon. At least four independent studies have
found that, even after controlling for factors known to affect employment and
earnings (such " ae, occupations and educational attaLrment), iLpanLo faae
Oseious differential treatment in the labor market,

A 113 N&tonal O n4il of La Rase stud)' yho ts of DIamIfmnfineti
on the larnimn of Ha g UnwkhmS. 2l1ndiwa ad Plicy !molig , -ILM found
that 3.4% of the earnings gap bet~w White "ales and Bispanie males and 29% of
the gap between White females and Ni]apnie female. L due to etnLoity alono,
Suggesting sLous levels of eloymt discrimination. A 1902 uo.
Commission en Civil Rights report, I
*lank*. Ninans Lad Uar-A, fond that subtant&I disparities exLsted La
unavloyment and undrmiploymnt between XLpanLs and Whtes, even after
controlling for dsparLtie La education, traLnno, ad ago. Sia at every
education, ago, and training level Lispanics generally exporisnoed moe
uA&dmVent and undereeployment than Whites, the COmLssion concluded that
discrimination was a significant, f not preLoly quantifiable, factor in
these dLsparLtLe.

Moreover, a Southern Illinois University study published in the &m =
Jo~urnl of~~. o n~oam and oololo in 1957 found that in cLtLs with lar*

iLepanic populations, segregation and dLsrLLnatLom were responsible for
31.2t of the different between lispanLo and Mhite umn loment rat**. A 1945

niLvrsLty of Colorado study found that in 1960 dLscriminatLon and labor
mrket segmentaiLon accounted for l.1 of the difference between U iemLio
male od White male earnings.

Finally, the xatLnal Council of La Rams (CL) and other NispanLo cLvLl
rights orvansatLons continue to reLvo siguLficant mnuts of anecdotal
evidence of severe emloyment dLeorimlntLon. Bach month, MO reeves

hvcum Cdkf Ptmwd, Ammo * MAW, 1mu * to wA, 00Caf * COcp WiOb5s 1A I"Z a I k~s.* " 0edihe:w OMl
Will
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numerous reports of dLsciALmnatory tratmnt in% emiploymnt from Hispanio
Individuals who do not know whore else to turn. 301.R affiliates, which are -
oomunty-basd organLsationS that serve Hispanics, also report a oonetant
flow ot employent disarimination complaints from their constituents.

whle employment dLarmLnation in a pervasve experience for many
Hispanacs, few of thm have aoces to the government systems in place to
remedy such disortminatioo. Zn particular, the HispanLo comounity in under-
served by the Squal Ivloment opportunity ocemissLon (3200)# coordinator of
the federal government's civil rights enforcement effort in the area of
employment.

3. Failure of Feeral CivL1 lght Saforoeme t efforts to serve
Hispanios

Despite this evidence of continuing employment discrimination against
iLpanico, there is undeniable evidence that Lisanic are not bmefitLng
equitably from federal civil rights enforcement efforts. in the 330c'e own
1963 report Analvsls of jthe 330'sarvIegA to ILtaanooa in the -ntin lijato.
(1983 lispanIc Charge Study), an 310-appoLnted task force found that the 300

was not providing equivalent service to all protected group members,
particularly fiepanLc.

The 1983 UspanL Charge Study is omposed of an external study ad an
Internal study. in the exKternal study, 120 representatives of the ispnLo
community testified at six hearings that ispanics wae either unaware of the
am00's enforcem authority or had a negative perception of the agency, ftm
Lispanic wtnesses expressed a general lack of trust for the 0 and its

service to Hipanics. e Internal study# in which the 300 conducted a
statistical analyst of the services the 3100 had rendered to the Hispenic
oaemunLty found that (i) the 3300 had a meord of hLrng very few Hapanics,
particularly in policy posLtoilc (LL) the XS00 did not actively invested
Hispanto charges and it had chosen not to litigate Hispanic claA*eu and (ILL)
the 30 had made little effort to Improve its presence or reputation in the
itepanic oomnity.

Speoatially, the 193 study found that.

tn the four yea period fro 100 through 1983, lawsuits alleging
discrimination based upon national origin (HLsanic) were oaly 27,
or M., of the total 935 Anits.

Of the to0's rsporqgd 'sLgnifLiat litLgation for the 10 yea
perLod fram 1972 to I9U# there ware no oase listed in wbich

the Isene of national origin discr Lnation was litigated on
behalf of Hispanics a. the sole or primary Leaue,

* Himpanics mare the prisAry class "Long repsentedo or

ispanios ware the only Lndividuale beLng represented in a
ssmic or "pattern or praetLe 0m ease.

a
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As Of Nay I, 1963v only 2.4% of the General CoWel's tot l 536
cases in litLgaton involved national origin (Hispanic)
discrimination.

The internal study also revealed ample evidence of disparate treatment
of Hispanic charges, based upon a finding of extremely high &adLonstrative
closure rates for EispanL@ charges. in 1980t 5310# or 84%, of the total 6327
national origin (UHspanic) charges filed with the 3500 were administratively
cloed without any remedy to the charging party. Similarly in 1902, 3739, or
79.5%0 of the 4706 Hispanic charges filed were administratively closed without
any remedy to the charging party.

The internal study concluded with a finding that the quality of 31C
investLgations on behalf of HispanLas was extremely poor and that the 310 had
allocated inadequate resources to service the Hispanic ocmunity, Zt also
found that there was little or no o eamunicatLon between 30 and ocowunLty-
based fispanLc orgaALations. As a result, .the 3300 had either very little
presence or a negative presence in the Hispanic cmarnty.

the 30 Task Force identified action necessary to address the problem
of the 300's interior serVice to Hspanios, which was uncovered by the
report. Among many other things, the Task Force rimmume that (L) the
entire charge processing and LnvestLgatLon system should be revamped so that
W0% of all fispanic cha*"es would not be suinsrily dismissed without
investigation and/or remedy: (iA) the General Counsel must agvressveLly pursue
litigation on behalf of UispanLOl and (Wii) there must be vLgor us and
widespread outreach to the Hispanic cimunity through the use of comunity-
based organizations.

0. 30 BvLU&eN of Ineieemt is sw's service to RispamIcs

Recent evidence indicates that little or no Lpzovement has been made by
the 330 sines the 1983 EUpanio Charge study. Zn the 100'Is 20th Annual
Report for VY 1996# only thee of the 125 reported 'noteworthy resolution
secured by the B30C's district officos during rY 1965 mention national origin
au a basie for the charge. Of those three national origin cases, only one of
those was based 8a~tU on natLonal origin (HispanL) discrimination.
Additionally, the 3I's 20th Annual Report itevels that whle the 3300 filed
a total of 286 lawsuits in rT 1985, Only 11 of those, or 3#%, were based on a
charge of national origin (Hispanic) discrimination.

The 3300's Combined Annual Repor to* Fiscal Years 1966, 1967. and 1906
also fails to provde any evidence of improved service to Hispanlos. The
oombLned report's sumary of "noteworthy resolutions secured by the 330' for
each of the thre fiscal yas shows that.

For PY 1966, of the totaL 63 oases reported, only 3. or 4.8%, were
based on a claim of national origin (HtpanLo) discrimination.

Ftr F 198 7. of the tOtU4 316 oases reported, only It or 1.6%,
were for national origi (HLspanL) elabn,.

3
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For Vt 1998, of the total 368 cases reportode only 7p or lot,
were for national, rigin (ELipanio) claims.

The report also Usto a total of 1296 "ubtantLve lawsiuLits fled by
the 3OC in fLical years 1936, 1997, and 19"9. Of thoe 1296, only 64, Or
4.90 are listed as having national origin as at least one besti for the
charge. (The LnformatLon is disaggregated by type of national origin
therefore, it Lo unclear bow many, if any, are peoiltioally Iispanic claims. )

12. IZAsow iou uO'IS nm M 0 am RsrAiaCS

Many interrelatd factors account for the f&aluz* of Ilispanos to
benefit equitably from federal civil rights enforcement. Duo to the failure
of the 30 to Lplement an effective outreach and education program,
RLpanLs goerally have little knowledge about their own rights and about
what aonstitutoe Lllogal weloyment discrimJtion. Lack of outreach and
oduoatLon has also resulted in BLspnioo having little or no knowledge of the
various federal oLvil rights enforcement agencies, partLoularly the 33C and
their powers. Furthermore, because federal enforcement institutions have long
boon inattentive to their concern., fispanics do not trust thee institutions.

HispanLos also suffer from a lack of access to the enforcement syste
due# in part# to the absence of a well establLhed network of ocimutfy
organLsations to counsel and to provLdo assistance to them. ThiL problem Le
exaceabted by a profound lack of legal sezvLoes avaLlable to the XLpanic
community.

IPLnally, all federal enforcement agencLe, but particularly the 330O,
hav fiLlod to focus on the p iLal needs of XLspanLos. This is best soe in
the lack of adequate bilinqual/bioultural capabilities currently found in
enforoemeat aJencioesven though the IsLapan a commnty is the faoteat growing
minority in the country.

ZU. NR'8 ]OZTOIOM

=A supports enaotmont of the CLvil light. act of 1991 to roety the
damag dws by ii 109 upr pmm Court decisions to the tw month important
federal civil right, Laws selatng to mplotymnt dLerlminatLon - Title VII of
the CLvil l"ghto Act 9t 1964 end 42 1.5.0. section 191. As a result of the
Ovst' atLone, it is n much harder to prove employment dLsrLainatoe ad
the avallable remedies for loyeot dirminatLon hbae been severely
limited. 2he Civil ILghto Aft of 1991 Li therefore, neosseary to recover
lost ground in the struggle tow equalloyment opprtunLties.

Zn dditLon, NOR has prefpured a three-point proposal to lAprove the
responsLvemee. of the federal oivl rights enforcement system to tLpanLcs.
The pmposal wills

An aggressiVe eduosi.L and outrdo program oadted by the 3300 L
necessary if WspenLo are ever to beoetit sgifLintly from the eueremt

4
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enforcement scheme. NOLKe therefore proposes the creation of a modest pubLo
education program targeted to newly-ovored and historically "under-servedo
groups, such as iLspaLoa and the disabled.

0 ][naouAae Affigmative rX.1gtjqaatjo

The 330W must be directed to fulfill its existing statutory mandate to
act on its own to uncover and to stop widespread discrimination, particularly
with regard to oases Lnvolvin ua er-served groups. The W=1s current two
part, independent system for investigating and litigating systemic or "pattern
or praotLoo" cases should first be reorganised to allow for a strong
coordinated program. Once revamped, the coordinated program must receive the
funding and other resources necessary to carry out its mandate.

Establish Oemsting Pracrms

NOLR proposes the creation of a new &mploymant discrimination utestLngO
program to be implemented and administered by the 3300. NMR has long
belLovd that the use of testing in the area of employment disorLmination
would be an approprLate and effective method of combatting illegal
discrimination. 0= is particularly encouraged by the recent announcement by

W Chairmn Xvan emp that the 330 will accept employment dLisormintLon
charges brought by eters." Additionally, the GAO's March 1990 report on
the effect of racA'- employer #anotions provisions indicates that a valid
methodology for testing in the employment sphere is possible.

Oven the muacacess of the faLr housLng testing program admanLtered by
the Department of Housing and Urban Development (nM), the most effective way
of conducting a testing program seeo to be through oommunity-based
organization that are familiar with and easily accessible to the people
intended to be served. PollowLng the 3U0 model, the proposed elcomant
dLscrLmLnaton testing enforcement program would use private local
organizations to assist in the receipt and processing of complaints! document
complaints through testing and other investigative work# disseminate
information about fair employment practices enforcement system to local
oommuitLesp and conduct employment testing studios (unrelated to individual
compants) to uncover systemL discriminatory practices. X= believes that
such a testing program would foster a positive and mutually beneficial
relationship between the 3300 and the NLspanic community.

YV. OQKOWSgZC

N301. believes that its three-part civil rights proposal is very modest
in its terms. The proposal does not seek to ohae existing remedies or
standards, nor does it expand coverage of existing laws. W= is merely
proposing to use accepted and proven means for achieviLn the generally
acpted goal of fair and equal protection of UspanLo and other newly-
covered or under-sorved groups under Title VIZ.

For more inloratLoa, pleaso contact Claire Conaaes, 3. senior civil
Rights Policy Analyst, at (20)289-18O.

5
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March 14, 1991 '"saa

Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As you are probably aware, The Washington Post published an
article on February 12, 1991, detailing how a public relations
and lobbying firm took credit for the defeat of the Civil Rights
Act of 1990. The firm, Robinson, Lake, Lerer and Montgomery,
also attributed the presidential veto of the Civil Rights bill to
their work with the White House, and noted that "when the
negotiators strayed too far, we let reporters know it, which on
at least one occasion resulted in staving off a potentially
devastating administration retreat."

The Robinson strategy was to cast the Civil Rights bill in a
single issue format. They proudly proclaimed in their report
to the coalition opposed to the bill, that "every day, we
reinforced the message that reasonable people could find this to
be a quota bill."

Concerned about the inaccurate focus and incorrect defining of
what the Civil Rights Act is all about, I sent a letter to Tha
Washington Post. In my letter (which I have enclosed for your
information), I expressed my exception to the manner in which
Robinson attempted to portray the Civil Rights Act as a quota
bill - and not as a bill designed to overturn very harmful U.S.
Supreme Court decisions on equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action.

A quite interesting and revealing response from Robinson's board
chairman, Mr. James Lake, was sent to my attention, obviously in
response to my Washinaton Post letter. Mr. Lake admits to the
"inappropriate... tone and emphasis" of his firm's report.
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Honorable William D. Ford
March 14, 1991
Page Tvo

For your further review, I have enclosed copies of The Washinaton
pEhi article, and Robinson's report to the Fair Employment
Coalition, which hired Robinson to act on their behalf in
opposing the Civil Rights bill.

It is my hope that this information may prove to be of value to
our collective efforts in obtaining a Civil Rights Act for 1991.

C. DIXON
rof Congress

JCD: jvs

- Enclosures
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Robinson, Lake, L er & Montgomery

4mm 4w

March 5, 1991

The Honorable Julian Dixon
United States House of Representatives
Washinqton, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Dixon:

Your letter to the editor of the Washineton Post dated March 1,
1991 regarding Robinson, Lake, Laror and Montgomery raises several
important issues and I felt it was necessary to respond to your
concerns.

I want to make it clear that we recognize that the memorandum to
our client referred to in the February 12th Washinqton Post article
was totally inappropriate. It also did not reflect the scope of.
our work on behalf of the Fair Employment Coalition or our client's
objectives regarding the Civil Rights Act of 1990.

Our firm vas retained in May 1990 by tho Fair Employment Coalition,
an organisation of major corporations and trade associations such. as the National Association of manufacturers, the Cha-br of
Commerce of the USA, the National Federation of Independent

- Business, the Labor Policy Association, and others.

The Fair Employment Coalition represents many corporations with a
record of commitment to affirmative action and the elimination of
discrimination in the workplace. In fact, it was these very
comaies and organizations that split with the Reagan
Administration in 1985 when Ed Nees and William Braftord Reynolds
attempted to overturn the Executive order on Affirmative Action.

These companies strongly favored passage of aivil rights
legislation that would correct workplace discrimination and help
overturn the six Supreme Court decisions of 1989. They were
concerned, however, about specific language in the proposed Civil
Rights Act of 1990 which, it was felt, would adversely affect the
business community. Our firm was hired to assist in the effort to
enact compromise legislation that would avoid the unintended
consequences the companies felt were contained in the legislation
as originally introduces.

The companies comprisinq the Fair Employment Coalition believed
that a reasonable compromise could be effected. To this end, for
example, we worked on behalf of our client to point out the
advantages of legislation introduced separately by Senator Nancy
ass bam and Repesetative John LaYalo. Unfortunately, thoe

and other cmpromise ware not enacted.
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Page 2

Only after it became clear that a compromise addressing the
legitimate concerns of the business community vs not likely to
tak place in the 101st Congress did our clients -reluctantly take
a position opposing the legislation.

After the 101st Congress adjourned, and after the 1990 midteram'
elections had ended, the Fair Emnloyment Coalition asked us to
r~enort on our efforts. 4
re rt learl inaropriate and did not reflect ogi€iZ nTl

Again, our client's main objective was, and remains, legislation
that rectifies the problems created by the 1989 Supreme Court
decisions in a manner that does not adversely affect the businesscoammnty . An 1 ipll t U-Mr upto

hh v--eee--eee~four client or the l ko urfr.-

Robinson, Lake Lerer and Montgomery is a bipartisan communications
firm that represents a variety of corporations and nonprofit
organizations. Our staff includes individuals who are Democrats
and Republicans, liberals and conservatives. In this case, we
worked with a client that acted in good faith to address what is
considered to be flaws in an otherwise needed civil rights bill.

.Our firm is not in the business of producing "Madison Avenue-style
hoopla" or* public relations hype," but akes a serious effort to
assist our clients in identifying and achieving realistic and
attainable communication goals.

Should you have any additional questions about our work on behalf
of the Fair Employment Coalition, I would be more than happy to
discuss the situation with you oare fully.

H. Lake
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JIULIAN C. tDIXIN

W'ashitghm

Best Available Copy
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A REPORT TO THE FAIR EMPLOYMENT COALITION

ROBINSON, LAKE, LERER Ec MONTGOMERY

November 28, 1990
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This report is for the purpose of recapping the communications effort undertaken

by Robinson, Lake, Lerer & Montgomery on behalf of the Fair Employment Coalition

throughout the battle over the Civil Rights Act of 1990.

We believe our efforts helped the Fair Employment Coalition have an impact

upon the political environment by reinforcing the legitimate reasons for President Bush's

eventual veto of the Civil Rights bill. On behalf of the Fair Employment Coalition, we:

* Helped assemble a first.rate communications operation;
Developed and honed the messages, themes and arguments Business utilized, and
put into place the vehicles for delivering those messages;

* Positioned the Fair Employment Coadition as t& business group opposed to the
Kennedy-Hawkins bill as introduced;

" Wrote and had published opinion-editorial material;
S Developed materials for delivery to editorial boards;

* Arranged briefings of reporters and meetings with key editorial boards;
" Became the "speakers bureau for reporters andlor telkvision talk show seeking

busine spokespersons;
Developed radio advertiseunts aired in key Congressional districts;

" Served as strategists, communications counsel and "backgrounders" in dealings
between the Fair Employment Coalition and members of the media.

We entered the process late - the bill had already come out of committee - and

thus engaged in what was a defensive effort to stop the bilL Having entered the process

when most analysts were predicting the bill's eventually becoming law, our job was to

ensure this didn't happen. This is how we assisted in that accomplishment.

I..!

We began work for the Fair Employment Coalition in the middle of May, 1990.

At that time, the message emanating from the White House was that while the President

2
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had some reservations about it, he very much wanted to sip the Civil Rights Act. At

the same time, the Civil Rights leadership and the bill's authors wen openly predicting

a "frestorm" if he didn't sip it. Up to this pobit Busunee had been so gun.-hy, ta

White House was saying privately that they simply could not sustain opposition to the

bill, and therefore they probably were not even going to try.

On the same day in May that the President met with Civil Rights leaders in the

Oval Office, Marlin Fltzwater announced that President Bush's signing the bill was an

all but accomplished fact.

The Fair Employment Coalition, however, subsequently met with Boyden Grey

and John Sununu, assured them that there were members of the business community

who would speak out, and urged them to take seriously both the quotas and damages

provisions of the bill.

At about this time, we (gim Lake and John Buckley) met with White House

officials to let them know of our Involvement with the Fair Employment Coalition, and

that we could be of assistance in helping shape argument to support the President's

opposition, and If necessary, eventual veto. We wer encourapd to help shape the

inteUechtal and political environment to prevent th bill's passage, and failing that, to

make better understood the President's rmons, fr issuin a vew.

Fortunately, on May 18, the President announced his conditions for signing such

a bill, and by so doing, he gave us all a gret del of material to work with.
S..tl
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Our first task was to develop up-to-ate media lists to include national reporters

based in Washington, regional reporters from key states who were based in Washingon,

talk show hosts and so-caled guest grabbers, editorialists, columnists, conservative

activists, and editorial board members, business editors and political reporters from

newspapers in key states and Congressional districts from around the country.

We began mailing out collections of newspaper clippings to illustrate the steady

drum beat against the biU, and we helped the Coalition package some of its materials

Into the format that busy general-interest reporters would need in order to get a sense

of the substance behind calling this a "quota bill"

When there was press interest in the quota aspect of the bill, we made sure we

mailed out information about damages; when the emphasis in the media shifted t6

damages, we were certain to bring up quotas. Through this effort, we were able to keep

both of the issues critical to Business viewed as co-concerns, not as either/or negotiating

points.

We drafted over a dozen separate op-ed pieces, helped arrange for people to sign

them, and attempted with some success to have them published in both national and

local newspapers. Additionally, we crafted generic op-ed pieces to be disseminated at

the "grass roots" by various organizations within the Fair Employment Coalition. We

found that even those newspapers which did not print the op-eds we sent them often

wrote subsequent editorials reflecting the Information and arguments we presented them

with.

4
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We bega working with the key reporters who were covering the issue to let them

know that If they wanted information from the organization representing Business, the

Fair Employment Coalition was whom they ought to go to. It's fair to say that If we had

not done this, the only quoted opposition to the bill would have been from people and

organizations whose agenda did not much overlap with ours, and with whom an

association would be negative.

As we entered summer, we had In place a mechanism to put out in a timely

fashion news releases, analysis, and reprints of important clips. We had key editorialists

and columnists from such disparate publications as The New Republic and the

Jtj relying on the Fair Employment Coalition for analyses of whatever

"compromise language" was put forth by the bill's proponents.

We worked with the White House, but when the negotiators strayed too far, we

let reporters know it, which on at least one occasion resulted in staving off a potentially

devastating Administration retreat.

When it became clear which Members of Congress were true swing votes, we

targeted opindon-edItorial materials to their local newspapers. We wrote material that

was used by business groups in mailings to their memberships. We ran a speaker

bureau which sent Coalition members to meet with editorial boards of key newspapers.

Each of these visits resulted in either significantly favorable editorials, or at least

mitigation of previously hard-line stance, in favor of the bill.

5
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We also arranged for press luncheons/breakfasts with key reporters to introduce

them to the Fair Employment Coalition. This helped establish the Coalition in reporters

eyes as a reliable player with whom they should deal.

Prior to the votes in late July, we were the principal mechanism by which the

alternative bills (Kassebaum, LaFalce) became known to the media. Together with our

coalition partners, we helped guide reporters through the thickets of understanding the

differences between the various drafts, and how both Kassebaum and LaFalce would

accomplish what the Kennedy-Hawkins proponents claimed they were attempting, only

without the quota problem contained in K-H.

When LaFalce and Kaebaum were both unable to get floor votes and it was

clear that Kennedy-Hawkins was headed for a veto, we wrote and mailed to our entire

press list an ana!y!isofthP_ debate thus far. The Pair Employment Coalition's "A Brief

History of Our Times: The Cvil Rights Act of 1990" was credited by many reporters

with being an objective analysis of events to date that was both a credible defense of

Business and a rational definition of the political agenda motivating various of the bill's

proponents.

We put into perspective (both in tbIs piece and throughout the proems) what the

plaintiff attomeys were attempting to pu off for themselves. And, since the other side

consistently hid behind the notion that all they were doing was "restoring G" we

pointed out the fallacy in that argument.

6
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We muit be dear that It was Georp Bush Calling the bill a "quota bill* that

ntablished It as such, and If he had not done so, we would have been hard pressed to

make that case Nonetheless, "A Brief History of Our ThItw ThU Civil Rights Act of

1990" was a serious effort by Business to change the to=tn of the debate from, Why does

Business like discrimination? to, Why don't the Civil Rights organizations work with us,

instead of trying to demonize us? By pointing out precisely how much Business had

done in bumi of affirmative jction and establishment of EEOC policies it took some of

the credibility away from twe who would make Business out to be "the enmy."

In the weeks between the Congressional recess and the sustaining of the

Presidet's veto, we provided the media with mallns rangWg from the serious to the

somewhat whimsical, the purpose being to keep our analyM of the situation on ther

radar tsreens. With cover theet affixed to key ediorials or column we thouot they

ought to see, we made crtain that anything that badod up our case was made available

to reporters. The way we recycled material tram publications around the country

conveyed the impression that, for every proponent of the bill calling George Bush a

racist there were at least a few thoughtful commentatois eviscratirg such arpmets.

We made certain that in the weeks before the final vote and subsequent veto, any

reporters covering this bill knew the arguns against L Every day, we reinorced the

message that reaonable people could find this to be a "quota bilL"

Throughout the process, we helped establUsh the e in response to events. Fair

Employment Coaition spokesperson dealing with the news media worked cloely with

7
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us to find out what the media wen working on, and what wer the best arguw s to

use with them. We served the Coalition as media strategists and eyes and ears.

In October, as the Mid-tmn elrm cto bepn to heat up, we produced radio spots

and subsequently bouSht tie on station throughout key Congrssional districts. The

ads pointedly raised questions about whether some Members of Congress were In favor

of quotas. (Suffice to say, we were far ,s* heavyhAe and controversial than Senator

Helms was.) These radio spots did not make any of the members we targeted change

their minds, but we believe they had a t cfect on gI) members of Congress who may

have been In danger of backsliding and opposing the Pesident when it came time to

sustain the veto.

When the veto came, we made no attempt to turn back the tide of hysteria that

followed. Since the veto occurred so near to the ehctlon, most reports who had not

covered the substantive issues played it purely in terms lof politics -- which was to the

benfft of the aggieved party" in this woe minorities aw As network

telviion was giving; prominent Demnocrats a free shot at compring; the President to

David Duk It made sene to keep a low profile.

In the wake of the eeti, now that i deer that not only did the veto not cost

the President's party, but that support for the bill may have cost the Democts a U.

Senate seat fio North Caoia thee is rnewed Interest In this issue. Reporters ae

8
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once aga coming to the Far Employment Coalition u the focal point for Busln'le

effort to prevent a new version of Ow Civil Rights Act from becoming law.

To this end, there is much unfinished work. In the coming year, we need to build

upon the foundation we laid in 1990. The Fair Employment Coalition was establse

a a reasonable, straisht-shooting player in this battle. Rather than start from scratch,

we believe this communications entity should be kept in operation.

By starting early, we can attempt to convert what was a defensive strategy into

offense, the goal being to promote a genuine Civil Rights bill without the negative

component. of quotas and damages. We can make a positive impression in the

campaign of ideas, and not simply attempt to make certain we prevent a bed bill from

beco- ng law.

The Fair Employment Coalition's communications operation should live on Into

the next Congress. We know the Civil Rights groups and Kennedy-Iawkins proponents

will be back. Our goal in the next year ought not simply be to beat them, but to provide

a positive alternative to those who believe you must promote racial quotas in order to

redress discrimination.
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State of West Virginia

,Legislative Resolutionn

HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 18

(By Delegate Meadows)

URGING THE PRESIDENT TO SUPPORT CIVIL RIGHT INITIATIVES
TO HELP MINORITIES AND WOMEN IN THIS
COUNTRY M3ACH THEIR FULL POTENTIAL.

WHEREAS, There is a disproportionate number of blacks and other
minorities servicing our nation in the Persian Gulf. Although they are serving
with pride and dedication, their presence In such numbers is confusing to
many hers at home; and

WHEREAS, President Bush should do more for the rights of blacks dnd
other minorities. While asking minorities to fight for freedom in a far-off
distant land, it should also include the Preaidcnt fighting for freedom here
at home; and

WHEREAS, President Bush vetoed the Civil Rights Act of 1990; and

WHEREAS, Congressional findings specified that a "series of recent
decisions addressing employment discrimination under Federal law, the Supreme
Court cut back drastically on the scope and effectiveness of civil rights
protections" which are needed now fu winotir; people; a!,"

WHEREAS, "Existing protections and remedies under Federal law are not
adequate to deter unlawful discrimination or to compensate victims of such
discrimination"; and

WHEREAS, While we support the war effort in the Gulf, it should not be
an excuse for ignoring the rights of minority people here at home; therefore. .
be it

Resolved by the House of Delegates:

That the President and members of Congress examine civil rights and
take action to end the institutional racism that still occurs; and, be it

Further resolved, That the Clerk of this body forward copies of this
resolution to the President, the six members of Congress from West Virginia
and to NAACP of West Virginia.

Adopted by the House of Delegates February 23, 1991.

eakr 0es Clerk of the House of Delegates


